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Abbreviations 
Abbreviated category labels used in morpheme-by-morpheme glosses 
(see 1.3.5. for further notational conventions in glosses): 

ABS Absolutive case 
ABST Abstract noun 
ADDIR Addirective case 
ADEL Adelative case 
ADESS Adessive case 
ADV adverbializer 
AFUT Archaic Future 
AIMPP Archaic Imperfective participle 
ANTIC anticausative 
AOC Aorist converb 
AOP Aorist participle 
AOR Aorist 
APRET Archaic Preterit 
CAUS Causal converb 
CND Conditional 
CONT Continuative 
COP copula 
DAT Dative case 
EVID Hearsay Evidential 
FUT Future 
GEN Genitive case 
GRAD Graduative converb 
ERG Ergative case 
HORT Hortative 
IMC Imperfective converb 
IMMANT Immediate-Anterior converb 
IMPF Imperfective 
IMPV Imperative 
INDEF indefiniteness marker (on indefinite pronouns) 
INESS Inessive case 
INEL Inelative case 
INF Infinitive 
INTJ Interjection 
MAN Purpose/Manner converb 
MSD Masdar 
NEG negation 
OPT Optative 
ORD marker of ordinal numerals 
PER Periphrasis form 
PL plural 
PODIR Postdirective case 
POEL Postelative case 
POESS Postessive case 
POSTR Posterior converb 
PRED predicative suffix 
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xx Abbreviations 

PRF Perfect 
PROHIB Prohibitive 
PST Past 
PT particle 
PTP participle 
PURP Purpose/Manner converb 
Q question marker 
REPET Repetitive 
SBDIR Subdirective case 
SBEL Subelative case 
SBESS Subessive case 
SBST substantivizer 
SRDIR Superdirective case 
SREL Superelative case 
SRESS Superessive case 
TEMP Temporal converb 

Other abbreviations that are used occasionally: 

A. Arabic 
Ch. chapter 
intr. intransitive 
IPA International Phonetic Alphabet 
lit. literally 
Ν noun 
NP noun phrase 
obi. oblique stem 
P. Persian 
T. Turkic 
tr. transitive 
V verb 

A and U also represent archiphonemes: 
A stands for a low vowel, U stands for a high vowel. 

Capital letters are sometimes used to represent NP arguments, sometimes with a subscript 
indicating case, e.g. A, T, EDAT, LPOESS· Like mathematical variables, these letters are 
strictly speaking meaningless. However, as a mnemonic help for the reader, non-arbitrary 
letters were often chosen that can be thought of as standing for certain semantic roles: 

A: "agent" 
T: "theme" 
E: "experiencer" 
S: "stimulus" 
L: "location" 
R: "recipient" 

See 1.3.4. for abbreviations of the sources of the example sentences. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1. The Lezgian language and its genetic affiliation 

Lezgian is spoken by about 400,000 people in southern Daghestan and 
northern Azerbaijan in the eastern Caucasus. (See 2.1. for details on Lezgian 
speakers.) Lezgian has been written since 1928, first in the Latin alphabet, 
from 1938 onward in the Cyrillic alphabet. This grammar describes the stan-
dard language, which is based on the lowland Güne dialect. (See 2.2. for 
more on Lezgian dialects, and 2.3. for more information on the status of 
Lezgian and the standard language.) 

Lezgian is a member of the Lezgic branch of the Nakho-Daghestanian 
family of languages. The family tree of Nakho-Daghestanian is shown in (1) 
(following Hewitt 1981a:197). 

(1) Nakho-Daghestanian languages 
Nakh languages 

Chechen, Ingush, Tsova-Tush (Bats) 
Daghestanian languages 

Avaric languages 
Avar 
Andic languages 

Andi, Botlikh, Godoberi, Karata, Akhvakh, Bagvalal, 
Tindi, Chamalal 

Tsezic languages 
Tsez, Khvarshi, Hinukh, Bezhta, Hunzib 

Lakic languages 
Lak, Dargwa 

Lezgic languages 
Lezgian, Archi, Tabasaran, Agul, Rutul, Tsakhur, 
Budukh, Kryz, Khinalug, Udi 

Comparative studies on Nakho-Daghestanian languages include Bokarev 
(1961), GiginejSvili (1977), Kibrik & Kodzasov (1988), (1990). Comparative 
studies of the Lezgic languages include Alekseev (1980) and Schulze (1983). 

The Nakho-Daghestanian family is also sometimes called "North-East 
Caucasian" or "East Caucasian". Such terms are avoided here because they 
could strengthen the still widespread misconception (see, e.g., Voegelin & 
Voegelin 1966, Ruhlen 1987) that the Nakho-Daghestanian family is part of 
a larger "Caucasian" family, comprising also the Kartvelian ("South 
Caucasian") family and the Abkhazo-Adyghean ("North-West Caucasian") 
family. However, the main feature that these families have in common, be-
sides being spoken in the Caucasus region, is that they are not related to any 
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2 1. Introduction 

of the neighboring larger families (Indo-European, Turkic, Afro-Asiatic), 
although they also share a few typological features (ergativity, ejective con-
sonants). Of course, it cannot be excluded that the Nakho-Daghestanian, 
Kartvelian, and Abkhazo-Adyghean languages will some day turn out to be 
related after all, but so far a genetic relationship has not been proved. 

1.2. An overview of Lezgian grammar 

This section is an introduction to the typologically most striking features of 
Lezgian. Detailed information on each topic can be found in later chapters. 

1.2.1. Phonology and morphophonemics 

Lezgian has six phonemic vowels which form an asymmetric system which 
is typologically rather unusual. Distinctive length of /a/ and /as/ is marginal. 

i y u 
e 

ae a 

With its 54 members, the Lezgian consonant inventory is quite rich. 
There are 34 occlusives, in six places of articulation (labial, dental, dental si-
bilant, postalveolar sibilant, velar, uvular) and four series (voiced, voiceless 
unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiceless ejective). Dental, velar, and uvu-
lar obstruents have a labialized and a non-labialized variant. 

b d g g w 

Ph th (hw tsh tsh w kh khw qh qhw 

Ρ 
Ρ' 

t tw ts tsw tr k k w q q' 
Β 

qw 
q'w 
Kw 

Ρ 
Ρ' t ' t'w ts' 

ζ z w 
t r 
3 

k' k ' w 
q q' 
Β 

qw 
q'w 
Kw 

f s s w J X X X w 

m η 

w 

Until recently, Lezgian had only syllables of the structure CV, CVC, and 
CVCC. The last type occurs only at the end of a morpheme (e.g. /wertfh/ 'hen', 
/halth-zawa/ 'meets'), and morpheme-internal consonant clusters (CVC-CV...) 
are restricted to a few types in native words. 

Quite recently Lezgian has undergone a sound change of vowel syncope 
that eliminated high vowels in pretonic position between voiceless obstru-
ents, e.g. 

/tfhu'xun/ > Afhxun/ 'comb' 
/sv'pekh/ > /spekh/ 'mulberry' 
/kn'tf'e/ > /k^tf'e/ 'afraid' 
/sith'%a/ > /st^a/ brother' 
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1.2. An overview of Lezgian grammar 3 

As a result of this change, which lacks uniformity and is apparently still in 
progress, a large number of new morpheme-initial consonant clusters has 
arisen. In addition, the syncopated vowels often leave the preceding conso-
nant labialized (in the case of syncopated Inf) or palatalized (in the case of /i/) 
or both (in the case of /y/), so that a whole new class of palatalized and labial-
ized-palatalized voiceless obstruents has come into being. This change com-
plicates the description of Lezgian phonology considerably. 

Another prominent feature of Lezgian is the occurrence of various con-
sonant alternations in nouns. The Absolutive Singular form, which ends in 
zero, often differs from the other forms, e.g. 

Word-final Ejective Aspiration 

/ne't'er/ 'lice' /net*1/ 'louse' 

Word-final Ejective Voicing 

/t'a'p'uni/ 'block (Erg.)' /t'ab/ 'block (Abs.)' 

Word-final Unaspirated Voicing 

/tse'kwer/ 'ants' /tsegw/ 'ant' 

Pre-obstruent Unaspirated Aspiration 

/tsykh/ 'flower' /tshlflcwer/ 'flowers' 

Lezgian also shows palatal (/e, i, y/ vs. /a, u[) and labial (/u, y/ vs. Of) vowel 
harmony, but only in the first two syllables of a word. For instance, the 
oblique stem suffix -Uni has the alternants /-ini/, /-uni/, /-yni/: 

ric' ric'-ini 'bowstring' 
leq' leq'-ini 'liver' 
q'iik q'ük-üni 'pitchfork' 
zarb zarb-uni 'speed' 
tur tur-uni 'sword' 

Word stress is generally on the second syllable of the root. Loanwords 
from Arabic may also be stressed on the third syllable. 

ak'äzarun 'bow' 
öubäruk 'swallow' 
hukumät 'government' (< Arabic hukuumat) 

Suffixes are of two types: stress-neutral and stress-attracting. Stress-neu-
tral suffixes do not bear stress. Since roots are commonly monosyllabic and 
quite a f ew stress-neutral suffixes may fol low a root, polysyllabic words 
stressed on the first syllable are not uncommon, e.g. 

f!4£-zawa 
hält-nawa-j-bur-u-kaj 

'is crying' 
'about those who have met' 
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4 1. Introduction 

Most stress-attracting suffixes can follow only monosyllabic roots, resulting 
in words stressed on the second syllable. 

sir-er 'secrets' 
wirt'-ädi 'honey (Ergative case)' 
fe-ji 'having gone' 

1.2.2. Morphology 

Lezgian morphology is overwhelmingly suffixing and agglutinating. 
Nouns, adjectives, and verbs can be easily distinguished by morphological 
criteria. 

Nouns are inflected for number (Singular, Plural), case (Absolutive, 
Ergative, Genitive, Dative, Essive, Elative, Directive), and localization (Ad, 
Sub, Post, Super, In). The locative cases Essive, Elative, and Directive occur 
in combination with the localizations (Ad-essive, Sub-elative, Super-direc-
tive, etc.). All cases other than the Absolutive are based on a special oblique 
stem whose suffix is idiosyncratic for many nouns. An example (hül 'sea'): 

Singular Plural 
Absolutive hül hiil-er 
Ergative hül-i hiil-er-i 
Genitive hiil-i-n hül-er-i-n 
Dative hiil-i-z hül-er-i-z 
Adessive hiil-i-w hiil-er-i-w 
Adelative hül-i-waj hül-er-i-waj 
Addirective hiil-i-wdi hiil-er-i-wdi 
Subessive hiil-i-k hiil-er-i-k 
Subelative hül-i-kaj hiil-er-i-kaj 
Subdirective hill-i-kdi hiil-er-i-kdi 
Postessive hill-i-qh hiil-er-i-qh 
Postelative hül-i-qhaj hül-er-i-qhaj 
Postdirective hill-i-qhdi hül-er-i-q^di 
Superessive hül-e-l hiXl-er-a-l 
Superelative hiil-e-laj hiil-er-i-laj 
Superdirective hiil-e-ldi hiil-er-a-ldi 
Inessive hül-e hiil-er-a 
Inelative hül-äj hill-er-aj 

The locative cases in combination with the localizations can express vari-
ous local relations. However, local relations are more often expressed by 
postpositions, and noun inflections tend to express more abstract relations. 

The only inflections of adjectives are the substantivizing suffix -di (e.g. 
c'iji 'new', c'iji-di 'new one') the adverbial suffixes -(di)z / -dakaz (e.g.jawaS 
'slow', jawa$-diz 'slowly'). 

Verbs are inflected for tense-aspect, negation, several mood forms and 
various non-finite forms. There are no person-number agreement forms. 
The most important inflected verb forms are (from gun 'give'): 
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1.2. An overview of Lezgian grammar 5 

non-negated negated 
Imperfective gu-zwa gu-zwa-6 
Past Imperfective gu-zwa-j gu-zwa-6-ir 
Future gu-da gu-da-6 
Past Future gu-da-j gu-da-ö-ir 
Aorist ga-na ga-na-ö 
Past Aorist ga-na-j ga-na-ö-ir 
Perfect ga-nwa ga-nwa-6 
Past Perfect ga-nwa-j ga-nwa-ö-ir 

Imperative ce /che/ — 

Prohibitive — gu-mir 
Optative gu-raj ta-gu-raj 
Hortative gu-n ta-gu-n 

Masdar gu-n ta-gu-n 
Infinitive gu-z ta-gu-z 

Imperfective participle gu-zwa-j ta-gu-zwa-j 
Future participle gu-da-j ta-gu-da-j 
Perfect participle ga-nwa-j ta-ga-nwa-j 
Aorist participle ga-jt ta-ga-j 

Aorist converb ga-na ta-ga-na 
Posterior converb gu-daldi — 

Temporal converb ga-ji-la ta-ga-j-la 

There is little derivational morphology in Lezgian. The most important 
nominal derivational suffix is the abstract suffix -wal (c'iji-wal 'new-ness'). 
Verbs can be derived from verbs by means of the causative suffix -(a)r 
0aqwaz-un 'stop (intr.)', aqwaz-ar-un 'stop (tr.)'). Some derivational affixes 
have been borrowed along with loanwords and are so common that they 
must be considered Lezgian affixes, e.g. nominal -6i (e.g. lawga-ü 'proud 
person'), adjectival -lu, -suz (e.g. meSreblu 'pleasant', me Srebsuz 
'unpleasant'), verbal -lamiSun (e.g. leke-lami§un 'stain, soil'). 

1.2.3. Syntax 

Word order patterns in Lezgian are overwhelmingly head-final. This order 
is obligatory in noun phrases (Genitive-noun, adjective-noun, numeral-
noun, demonstrative-noun, etc.), adjective phrases, and postpositional 
phrases, and it is preferred for clauses. However, alongside SOV order other 
orders are also possible, especially in the spoken language. 

The case-marking patterns in clauses is uniformly ergative, as shown in 
(2) (for notational conventions used in example sentences, see 1.3.4.-5.). 

(2) a. Stxa k'wal.i-z xta-na. 
brother(ABS) house-DAT return-AOR 

The brother came back home.' 
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6 1. Introduction 

b. Wax.a stxa k'wal.i-z raqur-na. 
sister(ERG) brother(ABS) house-DAT send-AOR 

The sister sent the brother home.' 

Dative subjects occur with some experiential verbs, e.g. 

(3) Wax.a-z stxa aku-na. 
sister-DAT brother(ABS) see-AOR 

The sister saw the brother.' 

There is no agreement in Lezgian, neither in noun phrases nor on finite 
verbs. Personal pronouns are normally used if there are no full noun 
phrase arguments. (However, these may be omitted if they can be recovered 
from the context.) 

(4) Ada abur k'wal.i-z raqur-na. 
she(ERG) they(ABS) house-DAT send-AOR 

'She sent them home.' 

Lezgian has practically no rules that change grammatical relations. There 
is only a derivational suffix -(a)r (causative) which turns intransitive verbs 
into transitive verbs. 

Subordinate clauses are normally non-finite, i.e. marked by special subor-
dinating verb forms, and they generally precede the superordinate clause. 

Relative clauses make use of the participles, which have no inherent ori-
entation and can therefore be used to relativize almost any constituent. 

(5) a. gada k'wal.i-z raqur-aj ruS 
[boy house-DAT send-AOP] girl 

'the girl who sent the boy home.' 

b. ruS.a k'wal.i-z raqur-aj gada 
[girl(ERG) house-DAT send-AOP] boy 

'the boy whom the girl sent home' 

c. ruS.a gada raqur-aj k'wal 
[girl(ERG) boy send-AOP] house 

'the house to which the girl sent the boy' 

Complement clauses are of three major types: Masdar (verbal noun) 
complements (6), Infinitival complements (7), and participial complements 
(8). 

(6) Ca-z tamaSa student-r.i-z qalur-un teklif-na. (S88:155) 
we-DAT [play student-PL-DAT show-MSD] propose-AOR 

They proposed to us to perform the play in front of the students.' 
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1.2. An overview of Lezgian grammar 7 

(7) Abur.u-z cl.a-n gazet.di-z sa gweö'i maqala kiti-z 
they-DAT [wall-GEN paper-DAT one l i t t l e article write-INF] 

k'an-zawa. (M83:55) 
want-IMPF 

They want to write a little article for the wall newspaper.' 

(8) Skola.di 6'exi rol' qugwa-zwa-j-di za inkar iji-zwa-ö. 
[school(ERG) big role play-IMPF-PTP-SBST] I:ERG denial do-IMPF-NEG 

Ί don't deny that the school plays an important role.' (DD77,6:15) 

Although it is possible to conjoin clauses with the conjunction wa 'and', 
this is avoided in favor of constructions using converbs (non-finite verb 
forms used for adverbial subordination), e.g. 

(9) a. RuS elqwe-na q'uluqhdi kilig-na. (S88:35) 
girl [tum-AOC] back look-AOR 

The girl turned around and looked back.' 
(Lit. 'The girl, having turned around, looked back.') 

b. Sual-r.i-z sa fikir-ni ta-gu-z, muhman-r.i aniax 
[question-PL-DAT one thought-even NEG-give-INF] guest-PL (ERG) only 

zawab-ar tikrar-zawa-j. (Q81:112) 
answer-PL repeat-IMPF-PST 

The guests did not pay attention to the questions and only repeated 
the answer.' (Or: 'Not paying attention to the questions,...') 

Specialized converbs are used for adverbial clauses, e.g. 

(10) Sabir xkwe-daldi 6aj hazur ze-da. (583:61) 
[Sabir retum-POSTR] tea ready be-FUT 

The tea will be ready before Sabir comes back.' 
(11) Maden aöux qhuwu-r-la, δα-ζ wiri-d.a-z 

[mine open(PER) REPET-AOP-TEMP] we-DAT all-SBST.SG-DAT 

xiir-e k'walax ze-da. (HQ89:8) 
village-INESS work be-FUT 

'When the mine is reopened, there will be work in the village for all of 
us.' 

(12) Zun k'wal-äj fe-ji-waldi, Ahmed ata-na. (G63:13) 
[I:ABS house-INEL go-AOP-IMMANT] Ahmed come-AOR 

'As soon as I left the house, Ahmed came.' 

Polar questions are marked by the interrogative verb suffix -ni, as in (13). 

(13) Farid ata-na-ni? 
Farid come-AOR-Q 

'Has Farid come?' 
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8 1. Introduction 

In parametric questions, the interrogative pronoun is normally in situ 
and no interrogative verb suffix is used. 

(14) Farid mus ata-na? 
Farid when come-AOR 

'When did Farid come?' 

Comparison of inequality is expressed by marking the standard of com-
parison in the Superelative case. The adjective is not specifically marked. 

(15) Awar 6'al lezgi ö'al.a-laj öetin ja. 
Avar language Lezgian language-SREL difficult COP 

'Avar is more difficult than Lezgian.' 

1.3. A user's guide to this grammar 

This book is intended as a reference grammar of Lezgian for linguists who 
wish to learn more about Lezgian grammar as a whole or about particular 
aspects of it. 

Since it was written for linguists, the grammar presupposes familiarity 
with a large number of fundamental grammatical notions which greatly fa-
cilitate the concise formulation of grammatical regularities. However, it 
contains no framework-specific jargon, idiosyncratic formalisms, or other 
unnecessary obstacles. 

1.3.1. User-friendly features 

An attempt has been made to make this grammar maximally user-friendly 
even for readers who need a particular piece of information (e.g. for a cross-
linguistic investigation) and have no time to wade through the whole 
grammar. This grammar has the following features that make it easy to use 
as a reference work: 

(A) Morpheme-by-morpheme glosses with brackets marking subordinate 
clauses for better readability (cf. 1.3.5.). 

(B) A detailed subject index which, in addition to normal entries referring 
to places in the book, contains entries that do not occur elsewhere in the 
book. Such entries are names of grammatical phenomena that do not occur 
in the language. Thus, looking up the subject index suffices to find out that 
Lezgian has no passive, no dual, no tones. There are of course no negative 
statements about these categories in the grammar, and since the mere ab-
sence of a category in the index proves nothing, the negative information in 
the index might be useful. 

(C) An index to the example sentences. Since the examples (most of 
which were taken from original Lezgian texts) usually show other interest-
ing phenomena in addition to the point which they illustrate in the particu-
lar place in the text, such an index makes a lot of additional information 
available. By looking up the number of an example in the index, the reader 
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1.3. A user's guide to this grammar 9 

can find up to twenty more examples elsewhere in the grammar that illus-
trate the same point. 

(D) A more or less complete bibliography of scholarly works on Lezgian. 
Most of these are not mentioned in the text, but a reader who is interested 
in further information or different points of view is given the chance to 
look them up. The subject index simultaneously serves as an index to the 
bibliography. This step was taken so as not to clutter the text with references 
that few readers will find useful because most of the publications are diffi-
cult to get outside of Daghestan. 

(E) An index to the grammatical morphemes of Lezgian. 

1.3.2. Structure of the grammar 

The structure of this grammar follows the well-established traditional order: 
phonology — morphology — syntax — texts. This ensures that the amount 
of information that is presupposed in a given section but comes later in the 
book is minimized. 

The morphological chapters deal with the form and the meaning of the 
grammatical items of the language. For inflectional categories, the inflection 
as a whole is first described, followed by a description of the meanings of the 
individual inflectional categories. For derivational categories, form and 
meaning are treated together. 

While the morphology takes the analytical perspective (from form to 
function), the syntax takes the synthetic perspective (from function to form), 
with chapter topics such as coordination, relative clauses, complement 
clauses, adverbial clauses, coreference, questions, and comparison. All these 
are taken as functional notions. For example, participial relative clauses and 
correlative relative clauses show no formal similarities, but they are treated 
together in Ch. 19 because of their similar function. 

Thus, this grammar to some extent fulfills the theoretical requirement to 
present the grammatical information both from an analytical and from a 
synthetic perspective (von der Gabelentz 1901, Lehmann 1980). For example, 
the functions of the Dative case are described twice: First from an analytical 
perspective in the chapter on nominal inflection (7.2.2.4.); and then from a 
synthetic perspective in the sections on verbal valence (15.3.2., 15.4.1.), on 
adjectival valence (14.5.1.1.), and on spatial and temporal adverbials 
(16.3.1.1., 16.3.2.1.). Similarly, the functions of the Aorist converb are de-
scribed twice: First in the chapter on verbal inflection (9.9.4.), and then in 
the sections on adverbial clauses (21.1.) and on complement clauses (20.6.1.-
2.). Sometimes only cross-references are made to avoid unnecessary repeti-
tions. 

However, this grammar, too, has an analytical bias. Not everything is de-
scribed from a synthetic point of view. For example, there is no function-to-
form treatment of tense meanings, or of number meanings. For such phe-
nomena, the form-to-function description must suffice. 
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10 1. Introduction 

1.3.3. Grammatical terminology 

Another feature that contributes to the user-friendliness of this grammar is 
the avoidence of opaque grammatical category labels such as "5th Elative 
case" or "3rd Past tense". Instead, grammatical labels with some mnemonic 
descriptive content have been chosen, such as "Superelative case" and "Past 
Perfect". This meant that traditional Lezgian terminology had to be aban-
doned in several cases. However, the traditional terminology itself is by no 
means uniform. For example, Gajdarov's (1987a) textbook differs substan-
tially from the earlier standard accounts of Talibov & GadZiev (1966) and 
Mejlanova (1967). Other works such as Zirkov (1941) and Moor (1985) use 
still different terms. 

The following table is a comparative list of the most important terms that 
are most widespread in Russian-language studies of Lezgian and of the ter-
minology used in this grammar (my terminology is closest to Mel'iuk's 
1988a). 

Table 1. Comparative list of terminology 

Terminology as in Terminology in this grammar 
Talibov & GadZiev (1966) 
and Mejlanova (1967) 

cases 
imenitel 'nyj 
ärgativnyj 
roditel'nyj 
datel'nyj 
mestnyj I 
isxoditel'nyj I 
napravitel'nyj I 
mestnyj II 
isxoditel'nyj II 
napravitel'nyj II 
mestnyj III 
isxoditel'nyj III 
napravitel'nyj III 
mestnyj IV 
isxoditel'nyj IV 
mestnyj V 
isxoditel'nyj V 
napravitel'nyj V 

Absolutive 
Ergative 
Genitive 
Dative 
Adessive 
Adelative 
Addirective 
Postessive 
Postelative 
Postdirective 
Subessive 
Subelative 
Subdirective 
Inessive 
Inelative 
Superessive 
Superelative 
Superdirective 
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1.3. A user's guide to this grammar 11 

verbal categories 
nastojaäiee I 
nastojaäiee II 
buduäiee 
proäedäee nesoveräennoe I 
proäedäee nesoveräennoe II 
proäedäee nesoveräennoe III 
buduäiee predpoloZitel'noe I 
buduäiee predpolo2itel'noe II 
proäedäee I 
proäedäee II 
proäedäee III 
davnoproSedäee I 
davnoproäedäee II 
celevaja forma 
povelitel'noe nakl. 1st person 

Imperfective 
Continuative Imperfective 
Future 
Past Imperfective 
Continuative Past Imperfective 
Past Future 
Archaic Future 
Archaic Past Future 
Aorist 
Archaic Preterit 
Perfect 
Past Aorist 
Past Perfect 
Infinitive/Imperfective converb 
Hortative 
Imperative 
Optative 
Masdar 

Note that I follow Comrie's (1976) convention of capitalizing language-
particular morphological categories such as Ergative case or Past Future 
tense, whereas universal or purely semantic categories are not capitalized. 

1.3.4. Example sentences 

This grammar provides rich exemplification of the covered material. The 
purpose of this is to make as many data as possible available to the reader. 
The reader may not agree with the proposed analyses and some of the de-
scriptions may turn out to be incorrect, but the example sentences will not 
lose their usefulness. 

Each example that has a number of its own illustrates a point in the de-
scription. When several examples illustrate the same point, they are distin-
guished by the letters (a), (b), (c), etc. 

The overwhelming majority of example sentences were taken from orig-
inal Lezgian texts and thus represent "real language". The source of each 
text example is indicated in parentheses following the example. (The num-
ber following the colon is the page number.) Example sentences where no 
source is indicated were elicited from native speakers (see the acknowledg-
ments). 

The following abbreviations of the sources of the examples have been 
used: 
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12 1. Introduction 

Books: 
A55: Agaev, Ahed. 1955. St'al Sulejman. Maxaikala: Dagknigoizdat. 

[Sulejman Stal'skij] 
A76: Iskenderov, Abdullah. 1976. Samur. 3-ktab. C'iji ümür. Maxaikala: 

Dagestanskoe kniinoe izdatel'stvo. [Samur. Vol. 3. New life] 
A90: Ahmedov, Ibrahim. 1990. K'ewi dustar. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. 

[Close friends] 
AM87: Akimov, Q.X. & Musanabieva, B.S. (ed.) 1987. Literaturadin 

xrestomatija. 5-klass. 11-izdanie. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. 
[Chrestomathy of literature. 5th grade. 11th edition] 

D57: Gor'kij, Maksim. 1957. Dide. Maxaöqala: Dagustandin ktabrin izda-
tel'stvo. [The mother. Translated from Russian by Magomed M. 
Gadiiev] 

E56: Efendiev, Zijaudin. 1956. Jark'iiuwan ru§. Maxaikala: 
Dagknigoizdat. [The Jark'i girl] 

G54: Gad2iev (1954) (see bibliography) 
G57: Gadliev, Magomed M. 1957. Lezgi ö'alan grammatika. 2 lahaj paj. 

Sintaksis. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. [Grammar of the Lezgian lan-
guage. Part 2. Syntax] 

G63: Gadiiev (1963) (see bibliography) 
G82: Gjul'magomedov (1982) (see bibliography) 
H63: Hajdarov (1963) (see bibliography) 
Η77: Ha2i, Rasim. 1977. Zi irid stxa. Povest'. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. 

[My seven brothers. Short novel] 
H82: Hajdarov (1982) (see bibliography) 
HQ89: Qurban, Hakim. 1989. Jaru mäden. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. [The 

red mine] 
J84: Isaev, Samsudin. 1984. Rexi qwan. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. [The 

grey stone] 
J89: Jaraliev, Jaq'ub. 1989. Alamatdin Urui. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. 

[Marvelous Uru2] 
K57: Kononov, A. 1957. Leninakaj rasskazar. Maxaikala: Dagestanskoe 

kni2noe izdatel'stvo. [Stories about Lenin] 
M79: Minha2ev, Serker. 1979. Laxta taitaj iwi. Maxaikala: Dagestanskoe 

kni2noe izdatel'stvo. [Uncurdled blood] 
M83: Me2idov, Qijas. 1983. Qeni qunUjar. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. 

[Good neighbors] 
M90: Mahmudov, Abdulbari. 1990. C'iji q'ilelaj baSlamiSa. Maxaikala: 

Dagestanskoe kni2noe izdatel'stvo. [Begin anew] 
N88: Sixnabiev, Naxmudin. 1988. Meq^er. Maxaikala: Dagestanskoe 

kni2noe izdatel'stvo. [The wedding] 
Q81: Qurban, Hakim. 1989. Quj hamiSa rag 5turaj. Maxaikala: 

Dagestanskoe kniinoe izdatel'stvo. [Let there always be sun] 
R66: Rizvanov, Zabit. 1966. Garöülda zeda. Baky: Azerbaj2andin gosu-

darstvodin izdatel'stvo. 
S88: Salimov, Bajram. 1988. Zaman buba. Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. 

[Father Zaman] 
577: Sixverdiev, Muradxan. 1977. Ekw jargaj akwada. Maxaikala: 

Dagestanskoe kni2noe izdatel'stvo. [The light is seen from far] 
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1.3. A user's guide to this grammar 13 

583: Sixverdiev, Muradxan. 1983. Pakaman jarar. Maxaikala: Dages-
tanskoe kniZnoe izdatel'stvo. [Dawn] 

TG66: Talibov & Gadiiev (1966) (see bibliography) 
X89: Gaäarov, G.G. & Ganieva, M.B. (eds.) Lezgi xalq'din maxar. 

Maxaikala: Daguipedgiz. [Lezgian folktales] 

Journals: 

(first number after the abbreviation = year, second number = issue) 

Du: Dustwal. Maxaikala. [Friendship] 
DD: Dagustandin diSehli. Maxaikala. [Daghestanian woman] 
K: Kard. Maxaikala. [The Falcon] 

L: Literaturadin Dagustan. Maxaikala. [Literary Daghestan] 

Newspapers: (first number = year, second number = month, third number = day) 
Ko: Kommunist. (KPSS-din obkomdin, DASSR-din verxovnyj sovet-

din wa ministrrin sovetdin organ) Maxaikala. [Communist] 
Q: Gyzyl Gusar/Qizil Qusar. (Organ kusarskogo rajonnogo komiteta 

KP Azerbajdiana i rajonnogo soveta narodnyx deputatov) 
Qusar/Kusary. [Golden Qusar (Kusary, Gusar)] 

1.3.5. Notational conventions for morpheme-by-morpheme glosses 

1.3.5.1. General rules. In example sentences, all inflectional affixes are sepa-
rated by hyphens from their adjecent affix(es) or the stem. Derivational af-
fixes are separated only in the relevant sections of the morphology. Each 
morpheme separated by a hyphen in the Lezgian text corresponds to an 
element in the morphemic gloss. Stems are translated by English words, af-
fixes by abbreviated category labels. 

(i) When one Lezgian morpheme must be translated by two gloss elements 
(English words or category labels), these are separated by a period, e.g. 

eQeö'-un jaru-bur 
go.out-MSD red-SBST.PL 

(ii) When a category is expressed, but is not expressed by a separable mor-
pheme, it is separated in the gloss by a colon. 

wuna (w-una? wu-na? wun-a?) 
you:ERG 

zi 
I: GEN 

(z-i? zi-0?) 
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14 1. Introduction 

(iii) When a category is expressed by zero, its category label is put in paren-
theses. 

kilig! instead of: kilig-0 
look(IMPV) look-IMPV 

1.3.5.2. Zero. Categories that are always expressed by zero are not shown in 
the morphemic glosses for economy, e.g. 

ktab-ar instead of: ktab-ar or: ktab-ar-0 
book-PL book-PL(ABS) book-PL-ABS 

k'el-zawa instead of: k'el-zawa or: k'el-zawa-0 
read-IMPF read-IMPF(NONPAST) read -IMPF-NONPAST 

1.3.5.3. Oblique stem suffix. A period in nouns separates the stem from the 
(semantically empty) oblique stem suffix. Thus, 

dide.di-z instead of: dide-di-z 
mother-DAT mother-OBL-DAT 

tar-ar.i-kaj instead of: tar-ar-i-kaj 
tree-PL-SBEL tree-PL-OBL-SBEL 

The Ergative case is marked by zero (like the Absolutive), but since the 
Ergative case is formed from the oblique stem, it is always clearly distinct 
from the Absolutive. It is therefore also shown in the morphemic glosses, as 
an exception to 1.3.5.2. above. 

dide.di instead of: dide.di or: dide-di-0 
mother(ERG) mother mother-OBL-ERG 

( b y 1.3.5.2.) ( b y 1.3.5.1.) 

(4) In personal pronouns (including reflexive pronouns), the oblique stem 
suffix is not even shown by a period, again for reasons of economy. 

za-waj instead of: z.a-waj or: z-a-waj 
I-ADEL I-ADEL I-OBL-ADEL 

( b y 1.3.5.3.) ( b y 1.3.5.1.) 

öpi-n instead of: öp.i-n or: öp-i-n selves-GEN selves-GEN selves-OBL-GEN 

In third person pronouns (which are based on demonstratives), also the 
substantivizer and the plural affixes are ignored by the gloss. The same rules 
apply to the demonstrative pronoun im 'this (one)'. 

ada instead of: ad.a or: a-d.a 
s/he(ERG) s/he(ERG) that-SBST.SG(ERG) 

or: a-d-a 
that-SBST.SG-OBL(ERG) 
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1.3. A user's guide to this grammar 15 

abur.u 
they(ERG) 

instead of: a-bur.u 
that-SBST.PL(ERG) 

or: a-bur-u 
that-SBST.PL-OBL(HRG) 

The Ergative and Absolutive cases of personal pronouns are treated as un-
analyzable. 

1.3.5.5. Subordinate clauses. The boundaries of subordinate clauses are 
shown in the gloss by brackets ([...]) to facilitate the understanding of more 
complex examples. 

1.3.5.6. Hyphen. When the Lezgian text contains a hyphen (e.g. in com-
pounds), this is rendered by an equals sign (=) so as to avoid confusion with 
the hyphens that separate morphemes: 

3Bep-rbapaft 
ewer=haraj 
call=shout 

zun 
I:ABS 

instead of: z-un 
I-ABS 

a m 
s /he:ABS 

instead of: a-rn 
that-SBST.SG.ABS 
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Chapter 2 
Lezgian and its speakers 

2.1. The Lezgians 

The Lezgians live in an area of about 5000 km2 in southern Daghestan and 
northern Azerbaijan, in the high mountain area of the eastern Caucasus 
and in the plains between the mountains and the Caspian sea. In addition, 
there is a sizable Lezgian diaspora in many major cities of the former Soviet 
Union. 

According to the 1989 census, there were 466 000 Lezgians in the Soviet 
Union. Since the rate of language retention for the Lezgians is around 90 
percent, the number of speakers of Lezgian must be well over 400 000. 

Most Lezgians live in villages where they make a living out of agricul-
ture (especially in the plains) and stockbreeding (especially in the moun-
tains). The Lezgians have traditionally been Sunni Muslims, and until the 
incorporation of Daghestan and Azerbaijan into the Russian empire in the 
19th century, their further cultural contacts were mainly with the Ottoman 
empire and with Persia. Both the older contacts with the Oriental world and 
the more recent contacts with Russia are reflected by large numbers of loans 
in the Lezgian language. 

2.1.1. Population figures 

The population figures from various censuses are as follows: 

The language retention rate is 100 % in the Lezgian villages of Daghestan, 
but in the Daghestanian cities (espacially Maxaikala) and in the diaspora the 
language tends to be lost in favor of the dominating Russian by younger 
people. 

The main potential inaccuracy in the census data concerns the Lezgians 
in Azerbaijan. They have been undergoing a process of (apparently some-
times forced) assimilation to the Azerbaijanis, and since identification as 
Lezgian can be disadvantageous in Azerbaijan, it is possible that many 
Lezgians were counted as Azerbaijanis. The number of Daghestanian 
Lezgians is somewhat higher than the number of Lezgians in Azerbaijan: 

number of Lezgians in the 
Russian empire/the USSR 

number of 
Lezgian speakers 

1907 159 000 
1926 134 536 
1959 220 000 
1970 323 829 
1979 382 611 
1989 466 006 

304 087 (93.9%) 
347 556 (90.8%) 
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2.1. The Lezgians 17 

Daghestan 
1979 188 804 (49.3%) 
1989 204 400 (43.8%) 

Azerbaijan 
158 057 (41.3%) 
171 395 (36.7%) 

According to the 1989 census, 52 900 Lezgians (11.4%) live in the Russian 
Federation outside of Daghestan, 13 905 (3.0%) live in Kazakhstan, and 
10 425 Lezgians (2.2%) live in Turkmenia. 

More detailed figures are available for the 1979 census (CSU 1984). In 1979, 
347 556 Lezgians (90.8%) gave Lezgian as their native language, 18 069 (4.7%) 
gave Russian as their native language, and 16 986 (4.4%) gave some other 
native language (mainly Azerbaijani, cf. below). 3 452 Lezgians said they 
speak Lezgian in addition to their (non-Lezgian) native language (9.8% of 
those whose native language is not Lezgian). 181 969 Lezgians (47.6%) said 
they know Russian. 

Within Daghestan, 185 563 of the 188 804 Lezgians (98.3%) gave Lezgian as 
their native language, 1922 (1.0%) gave Russian, and 1190 (0.6%) gave an-
other Daghestanian language as their native language. 121 486 Daghestanian 
Lezgians (64.3%) know Russian, and 489 Daghestanian Lezgians (0.3%) 
know another Daghestanian language. 

Within Azerbaijan, 134 873 of the 158 057 Lezgians (85.3%) gave Lezgian 
as their native language, 14 426 (9.1%) gave Azerbaijani, and 8571 (5.4%) 
gave Russian. 73 613 Azerbaijanian Lezgians (46.6%) know Azerbaijani, and 
37 184 (23.5%) know Russian. 

2.1.2. Geographical location 

Lezgian is spoken in an area of about 5 000 km2 in southern Daghestan and 
in northern Azerbaijan ("Lezgistan"). 

In Daghestan, the Kuraxskij, Sulejman-Stal'skij (formerly Kasumkent-
skij), Magaramkentskij, and Axtynskij rayons are completely occupied by 
Lezgians. Some Lezgians also live in the adjacent Rutul'skij and Xivskij 
rayons. In Azerbaijan, the Lezgians live in the Kusarskij, Kubinskij, 
Xudatskij, KutkaSenskij and Kunaxkentskij rayons. 

Further geographical details can be found on the map on the following 
page (adapted from Mejlanova 1964). 

2.1.3. Some remarks on Lezgian history 

References to a Daghestanian people Legoi, Lekoi or Geloi can be found in 
several ancient writers (Herodotus, Strabo, Pliny the Elder). This probably 
refers to the Daghestanian peoples in general. Arab authors of the 9th and 
10th centuries mention a kingdom Lakz in southern Daghestan. 

In the 7th and 8th centuries Daghestan was conquered by the Arabs. As a 
consequence of this, the Daghestanian population was converted to Islam in 
the following centuries. 

In the 18th century, feudal relations replaced the older free peasant com-
munities in many places. Lezgians became part of the Quba khanate in the 
southeast, of the Derbent khanate in the northeast, and of the Kazikumux 
khanate in the northwest. In 1812 the Küre khanate was founded in the 
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2.1. The Lezgians 19 

valley of the Q'urah-Caj (Kurax-iaj) river and the lower reaches of the 
Samur river (with the administrative center in Q'urah/Kurax) . The 
southeastern areas (along the valley of the middle Samur river) did not 
belong to a feudal territory, but consisted of associations of independent 
peasant communities (vol'nye obSiestva, 'free communities') such as Axty-
para, Alty-para, Doquz-para, and Rutul. 

The incorporation of Daghestan into the Russian empire began in the 
early 19th century. Because of the fierce resistance of part of the population, 
it was not until the 1860s that all of Daghestan was under Russian control. 
After the defeat of the Daghestanian resistance, many Lezgians were forced 
to emigrate and settled in Turkey (cf. Moor 1985 on Lezgian villages in 
Turkey). 

The Küre khanate was transformed into the Kjurinskij okrug of the 
Daghestanian oblast' (center in Q'asumxür/Kasumkent). The free commu-
nities along the middle Samur became the Samurskij okrug. The Quba 
khanate became the Kubinskij uezd of the Baku gubernija. 

The economy of the Lezgians has traditionally been based on agriculture 
and stockbreeding. Agriculture is most widespread in the eastern plains re-
gion, whereas the western mountain region supports practically only sheep-
breeding (cf. AgaSirinova (1978: Ch. 1) on the traditional Lezgian economy). 

In the late 1920s, a standard written language was introduced, and teach-
ing of Lezgian in schools and regular publication activities in Lezgian began 
(cf. 2.3.). 

After 1929 agriculture in Daghestan was collectivized. By the 1960s, elec-
tricity was brought to most of the villages. Several mountain villages were 
resettled in more accessible places, some of them quite distant from their 
original location (e.g. the village KuruS in the Axtynskij rayon was resettled 
in the Xasavjurtovskij rayon, 300 km from the original location). 

The liberalization of the Gorbachev years led to a revival of Lezgian na-
tional self-awareness. The Lezgian national movement Sadwal ("Unity") 
was founded in 1990. Lezgians living far from Lezgistan are increasingly in-
terested in preserving their national heritage. The territorial division of 
Lezgistan between Daghestan and Azerbaijan is seen as a big problem by 
many Lezgians. 

After the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991/92, the Lezgians found 
themselves in two different countries: Russia (of which Daghestan is a part) 
and Azerbaijan. 

2.1.4. The ethnonym Lezgian 

The word Lezgian corresponds to the Lezgian self-designation lezgi 
'Lezgian' (Russian lezginskij, lezgin). This term has been used in the present 
sense since the 1920s. Before that, the term Lezgian had been used to refer to 
all non-Turkic mountain peoples of Daghestan, while the term Küre (or 
Kilri, Russian kjurinskij) was used for the people and the language that are 
now called Lezgian (cf. Uslar 1896). (Küre is more properly the name of the 
Lezgian dialect spoken in the eastern plains, the region most accessible to 
outsiders.) 

Various spelling variants of Lezgian have been used in English 
(Lezghian, Lezgi, Lesghian, Lezgin, etc.). The variant Lezgian is chosen 
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20 2. Lezgian and its speakers 

here because it is close to Lezgian lezgi and because it has been used by other 
linguists working on Lezgian (Mel'cuk 1988a, Moor 1984, Job 1985). 

2.2. Lezgian dialects 

In contrast to some of the other major Daghestanian languages (especially 
Dargwa and Avar), Lezgian shows relatively little internal dialectal varia-
tion. Divergences from the standard language (which is described in this 
grammar) are relatively minor, and all dialects are mutually intelligible. 
This section gives a brief overview of the dialect division of Lezgian and 
some of the more salient divergences from the standard language. 

2.2.1. Dialect division 

Although some details are disputed, there is broad agreement among 
Lezgian dialectologists that the main subdivision of dialects is threefold: the 
Küre dialect group, the Axceh dialect group, and the Quba dialect group (cf. 
Gajdarov 1963, Mejlanova 1964). 

The Küre dialect group is located in what used to be the Kjurinskij okrug 
with its capital Kasumkent/Q'asumxür (and before that the Küre khanate 
with its capital Kurax/Q'urah), i.e. the present Magaramkentskij, Sulejman-
Stal'skij (Kasumkentskij), Kuraxskij, and Xivskij rayons. According to 
Mejlanova (1964), the Küre dialect group is subdivided into the Güne, 
Q'urah and Jark'i dialects. The Jark'i dialect is spoken in what used to be the 
Jarkinskij uiastok in the northeast of the former Kjurinskij okrug, now the 
southern part of the Xivskij rayon and the northern part of the Sulejman-
Stal'skij (Kasumkentskij) rayon. A variety belonging to the Jark'i dialect was 
described by Petr K. Uslar in his ground-breaking Lezgian grammar (1896). 

The Q'urah dialect is spoken in what used to be the Kuraxskij uiastok of 
the Kjurinskij okrug, now the Kuraxskij rayon. 

The Güne dialect is spoken in what used to be the Gjunejskij uiastok of 
the Kjurinskij okrug, now the southern part of the Sulejman-Stal'skij 
(Kasumkentskij) rayon and the Magaramkentskij rayon. The Güne dialect 
served as the basis for the standard language (cf. Mejlanova 1957, 1959, 1970). 

The Axceh dialect group is located in what used to be the Samurskij 
okrug with its capital Axty/Axceh, now the Axtynskij rayon. Mejlanova 
(1964) calls it the Samur dialect group and subdivides it into the Axceh di-
alect and the Doquzpara dialect. The Axceh dialect is spoken in the western 
part of the Axtynskij rayon and in adjacent parts of the Rutul'skij rayon (cf. 
Genko 1926, Gajdarov 1961). The Doquzpara dialect is spoken in the former 
Dokuzparinskij uiastok of the Samurskij okrug; now the eastern part of the 
Axtynskij rayon. 

The Quba dialect group is located in what used to be the Kubinskij uezd 
of the Baku gubernija (province), now several rayons in northern 
Azerbaijan. See Genko (1929), GadZiev (1957a), Saadiev (1961), 
Gjul'magomedoν (1966), (1967), (1968), Mejlanova (1981) for several studies 
of the Quba dialects. 

Furthermore, several authors set up various smaller "mixed" dialects 
that have a special status and do not strictly belong to one of the major di-
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2.2. Lezgian dialects 21 

alects, e. g. the Fij dialect (Mejlanova 1964:386-394, Abdul2amalov 1965), the 
Ceper (DZaba) dialect (Ganieva 1972a, b, 1981, 1983, 1985), the Quruä dialect 
(Mejlanova 1964:395-399), the Gilig dialect (Mejlanova 1964:353-358), and the 
Gelxen dialect (Mejlanova 1964:358-365). 

2.2.2. Some salient divergent features of the dialects 

2.2.2.1. Phonology. The vowel inventory: 
Besides the vowels of the standard language, several dialects (especially of 

the Axceh dialect group) have the high back unrounded vowel /i/. In these 
dialects, the relation between Λ/ and /u/ is similar to the relation between /i/ 
and /y/ in the standard language (cf. 4.5.). E.g. 

Axceh dialect standard (Gajdarov 1961:15) 
q'in q'un (q'un) 'he-goaf 
ts'id ts'ud (c'ud) 'ten' 
tsiri tsuru (curu) 'sour' 
tsiwin tf'ugun (6'ugun) 'pull' 
hinbir ibur (ibur) 'these' 

Furthermore, pharyngealization of vowels is widespread in several dialects, 
especially in the environment of uvular obstruents and pharyngeal conso-
nants. According to Ganieva (1972a:209), The Ceper (D2aba) dialect has the 
front rounded vowel /0/, e.g. /m0rth/ 'barberry', /s0l/ 'downpour'. 

The consonant inventory: 
Several dialects have the pharyngeal fricatives /h/ (voiceless) and Λ/ 

(voiced). They mostly occur in Arabic loanwords, but sometimes also in na-
tive words, e.g. 

Quba dialect standard (Mejlanova 1981) 
Tymyr ymyr (ümür) 'life' 
Tajib ajib (ajib) 'shame' 
saTath saeth (sät) 'hour' 

Ceper (D2aba) dialect standard (Ganieva 1972a:212) 
hazirwal hazurwal (hazurwal) 'readiness' 
wahji wahfi (wahSi) 'wild' 
themah themaeh (temäh) 'desire' 

Q'urah dialect standard (Mejlanova 1964:135) 
Tyr Kyr (giir) 'flour' 
Tatf'i Kwetf'i (gwet'i) 'small' 
q'yiyr q'y»yr (q'ügür) 'hedgehog' 

Several dialects have the postalveolar labialized obstruents /tfw/, /tfhw/, 
/ f w / , /Jw/, /3W/, e.g. 
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22 2. Lezgian and its speakers 

Axceh dialect 
tfwal 
3wal 
tf'weh 

standard 
tswal (cwal) 
zwal (zwal) 
ts'weh (c'weh) 

(Mejlanova 1964:270) 
'seam' 
'boiling' 
'whey' 

According to Mejlanova (1964:387-389), the Fij dialect also has a series of 
special dento-labialized obstruents (of the type that is found in Tabasaran 
and Abkhaz). 

The voiced velar fricative /γ/ occurs in the Jark'i dialect, and the uvular 
voiced stop /G/ occurs in the Güne dialect. 

Jark'i dialect 
Yam 
Ywal 
Yael 

Güne dialect 
Gatfhun 
Gutshar 

standard 
gam 
zwal 
gel 

standard 
qatfhun 
Kutshar 

(gam) 
(zwal) 
(gel) 

(qa tun) 
(gucar) 

(Mejlanova 1964:68) 
'carpef 
'boiling' 
'trace' 

(Mejlanova 1970:38) 
'take' 
'god' 

Some of the consonantal alternations (cf. 5.1.-5.4, 5.9-5.10.) are different in 
some dialects. For example, instead of the alternation ejective/aspirated 
(5.9.), the Axceh dialect has the alternation unaspirated/aspirated. 

Axceh dialect 
neker / nekh 

metar / meth 

reqer / reqh 

standard 
nek'er / nekh 

met'er / meth 

req'er / reqh 

(Talibov 1980:71-72) 
'milk' 
'knee' 
'way7 

2.2.2.2. Morphology. The most striking morphological feature of the Axceh 
dialect is the affix /-zi/-za/ instead of standard /-di/-da/ in various functions: 
Directive case, oblique stem, substantivizer, Future tense. 

Axceh dialect 
tsew-e-l-zi 
zaman-zi 
ts'iji-zi 
gi-za 
gaji-walzi 

standard 
tsaw-a-l-di 
zaman-di 
ts'iji-di 
gu-da 
gaji-waldi 

(cawaldi) 
(zamandi) 
(c'ijidi) 
(guda) 
(gajiwaldi) 

(Gajdarov 1961) 
'with the sky' 
'time (Erg.)' 
'new one' 
'will give' 
'as soon as ... gave' 

The suffix of the Elative cases is /-a«/ in the Quba dialect group. 

Quba dialect 
sik'-ra-kh-aK 
xyraeK 

standard 
sik'-re-kh-aj (sik'rekaj) 
xyrasj (xüräj) 

(Mejlanova 1964:405) 
'about the fox' 
'from the village' 
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2.2. Lezgian dialects 23 

The negative suffix is /-J/ (rather than /-tfh/) in several dialects. 

Axceh dialect standard (Mejlanova 1964:305) 
fi-za-J fi-da-|fh (fidai) 'will not go' 
amuq'-nawa-J amuq'-nawa-{fh 'has not remained' 

(amuq'nawaö) 

The prohibitive is often formed by means of a prefix /m-/ and a suffix /-r/, 
rather than a suffix /-mir/: 

Axceh dialect standard (Gajdarov 1961:96) 
me-qwa-r qwe-mir (qwemir) 'don't come' 
ma-gu-r gu-mir (gumir) 'don' give' 

The Migrag subdialect of the Doquzpara dialect has a special Comparative 
case in /-ad/: 

Migrag subdialect (standard equivalent) (Mejlanova 1964:241) 
sik'-ad (sik'jtiz) 'like a fox' 
cfeanawir-ad (zanawur itiz) 'like a wolf' 
fik'-ad (hik1) 'how?' 

2.3. The status of Lezgian and the standard language 

Until the second half of the 19th century, Lezgian was only used in speech 
and oral literature. The language of religion, bureaucracy, jurisdiction 
(shariah), and inscriptions (especially on houses and gravestones) was 
Arabic, as in all of Daghestan. When Daghestan and Azerbaijan became part 
of the Russian empire, Russian replaced Arabic as the language of govern-
ment. 

In the second half of the 19th century, poets such as Jetim Emin (a classic 
whose poetry is still widely read), Jetim Melik, Said Koöxürskij began to 
write down their poetry, using the Arabic script. 

In the 1860s and 1870s, the Russian general staff officer Baron Petr 
Karlovif Uslar, in what is perhaps the greatest military achievement in his-
tory, laid the foundations of Nakho-Daghestanian and Abkhazo-Adyghean 
linguistics by producing excellent descriptions of seven languages of the 
northern Caucasus, among them Lezgian (Uslar 1896). Uslar created an al-
phabet for Lezgian on the basis of the Russian Cyrillic alphabet. His Lezgian 
informant, Kazanfar-beg, tried to spread the knowledge of this alphabet 
among the Lezgians. A textbook was produced (Kazanfar-Beg 1871, reedited 
by A. Mamedov 1911), but these attempts at establishing a written language 
were not successful. 

After the Bolsheviks took power in the early 1920s, the official language 
policy at first favored the use of Turkic (Azerbaijani) in Daghestan. But in 
the second half of the 1920s, it was decided to provide several Daghestanian 
languages with written standards, among them Lezgian. The Lezgian alpha-
bet, which was officially introduced in 1928, was based on the Latin alphabet, 
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24 2. Lezgian and its speakers 

like the alphabets of the other newly written languages of the Soviet Union. 
Particularly active in this early phase of the standard language were 
Gadiibek Gadiibekov (or HeZibegen HeZibeg; cf. GadZibekov 1932, haiibegof 
1928, Haiibegov 1934, heZibegen 1931, he2ibegov 1931; the spelling variants 
of Gad2ibekov's name show the lack of standardization at that time) and 
Abdulkadir Alkadarskij (cf. Alq'adarskij 1934,1939-41, Alkadarskij 1932). 

The new standard language was based on the Küre dialect (or, more 
specifically, on the Güne dialect of the Küre dialect group). According to 
Gajdarov (1962), there were three reasons for choosing this dialect: First, this 
dialect is spoken by the largest number of speakers; second, it was well-
known through the work of the famous poets Jetim Emin and St'al 
Sulejman (Sulejman Stal'skij), who were speakers of that dialect; and third, 
the only linguistic description of Lezgian available at that time, Uslar's 
(1896) grammar, was based on a dialect of the Küre dialect group. One might 
add that the Küre dialect is spoken in the geographically more accessible 
lowlands and was therefore more likely to be known by speakers from the 
high-mountain areas than vice versa. 

In 1938, the official alphabet was replaced by a new alphabet based on the 
Cyrillic alphabet, in line with a decision taken in Moscow for all the new 
written languages of the Soviet Union. Rules for Lezgian spelling were pub-
lished for the first time in 1938 (GadZiev & Alkadarskij 1938), and the first 
orthographic dictionary was published in 1941 (GadZiev 1941). Magomed 
Gadiiev's comprehensive Russian-Lezgian dictionary (Gadiiev 1950) had an 
enormous influence on the development of the written language. 

Since the Lezgian standard language was officially introduced, Lezgian 
has been taught at several levels of education, including higher education 
(at the Chair of Daghestanian Languages of the Daghestanian State 
University in Maxaikala). Publications in Lezgian include textbooks on 
Lezgian grammar and literature, children's literature, poetry, fiction, several 
journals and newspapers. There is also some radio broadcasting in Lezgian, 
and there is a Lezgian-language theater in Derbent. 

Despite these relatively favorable conditions, there are clear signs of the 
decline of Lezgian (cf. also the retention figures in 2.1.1.). Where parents 
have the possibility to choose between Lezgian-language instruction in 
school and Russian-language instruction, many have been choosing 
Russian as the language that opens up greater possibilities for their children. 
The medium of instruction in the city schools is exclusively Russian, and 
the Daghestanian languages are not even taught as a subject. In Maxaikala, 
Russian is the dominating language outside of the home, and it is increas-
ingly used even at home by the younger generation, not only in families 
with linguistically mixed marriages. 

The resurgence of national self-awareness in the wake of the liberation 
from the totalitarian regime in the late 1980s has recently created some new 
interest in the native languages (as well as Arabic), but it remains to be seen 
whether it will lead to a reversal of the pattern of slow decline of Lezgian. 
However, there is no threat whatever in the rural areas of Lezgistan, where 
until today quite a few speakers (mainly women) are monolingual. As long 
as the Lezgians remain in their traditional settlement areas, Lezgian is not 
an endangered language. 
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2.4. The effect of language contact on Lezgian 25 

2.4. The effect of language contact on Lezgian 

The most important contact languages in the historical period have been 
Turkic (in particular, Azerbaijani), Arabic, Persian, and Russian. Only 
Russian and Azerbaijani contacts are still in effect today. Contact with 
Arabic and Persian came to a halt in the 1920s with the Sovietization of 
Daghestan and Azerbaijan. 

As in many languages of traditionally Muslim populations, Arabic loan-
words play an eminent role in the Lezgian vocabulary. Not only most reli-
gious terms, but also many abstract and intellectual words are of Arabic ori-
gm, e.g. 

(16) Allah 
diia 
rehmet 
äejt'an 
zennet 
zijarat 

'God' 
'prayer7 

'forgiveness' 
'shaytan, devil' 
'paradise' 
'pilgrimage' 

< ?allaah 
< duTaa? 
< rahmat 
< äaytaan 
<jannat 
< ziyaarat 

(17) maShur 
ta&ub 
länet 
namus 
hukumat 
ilim 
iStirak 
iiir?et 

'well-known' 
'amazing' 
'curse' 
'honor' 
'government' 
'science' 
'participation' 
'boldness' 

< maShuur 
< tafajjub 
< latitat 
< naamuus 
< hukuumat 
< film 
< ttStiraak 
< jur?at 

Some Arabic loanwords have become part of the everyday vocabulary, e.g. 

lazim 'necessary' 
'possible' 
'hour; clock' 

< laazim 
mumkin 

'necessary' 
'possible' 
'hour; clock' 

< mumkin 
sät 

'necessary' 
'possible' 
'hour; clock' < saafat 

waxt 'time' < waqt 
insan 'human being' < Tinsaan 
q'adar 'amount, quantity' < qadr 
iawab 'answer' <jawaab 
hajwan 'animal' < hayawaan 
xabar 'news' <xabar 

The conjunction wa (18.1.3.) is also ultimately from Arabic. 
Since the other main Oriental contact language, Turkic, is also full of 

Arabic loans, it is often difficult or impossible to establish whether a loan-
word of ultimate Arabic origin was borrowed directly from Arabic by the few 
Lezgians who knew Arabic or via Turkic. Since the knowledge of Turkic has 
always been significantly more widespread among the Lezgians than the 
knowledge of Arabic, and Arabic was only used as a written and ceremonial 
language, everyday words such as those in (18) are more likely to have been 
borrowed via Turkic. 
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26 2. Lezgian and its speakers 

Persian loanwords belong to the same semantic types, but are much less 
numerous than Arabic loanwords. Since Turkic also has many Persian 
loanwords, again the immediate source is not always easy to establish. E.g. 

(19) pejgambar 
baxt 
fend 
Seher 
tamaäun 
rang 
zur 

'prophet' 
'happiness, luck' 
'trick' 
'dty 
'look' 
'color' 
'violence' 

< peyyambser 
< bsext 
< fsend 
< ssehr 
< teemasa 
< rseng 
< zur 

The particle xi, or at least its use as a quasi-complementizer (20.7.), and the 
conditional particle eger (21.7.1.) are also ultimately from Persian. 

The classical poetry of poets such as Jetim Emin is full of Persian and 
Arabic loanwords. Many words such as the following are exclusively poetic 
today: 

(20) Arabic loanwords 
iasad 
muTmin 
riwajat 

(21) Persian loanwords 
bed 
bejadalat 

'body' 
'pious' 
'story' 

'bad' . 
'unjust' 

< jasad 
< muTmiin 
< riwaayat 

< bsed 
< bi-sedalset 

The strongest influence on Lezgian over the past couple of centuries has 
been Turkic. The Turkic influence on Daghestanian languages has two 
sources. On the one hand, the Turkic language Kumyk is spoken in some 
key areas of Daghestan, including the area of the old Daghestanian capital 
Temir-Xan-Sura (later renamed Bujnaksk) and the present capital 
Maxaikala (formerly Port-Petrovsk), and it used to serve as a language of in-
terethnic communication in most of Daghestan (cf. DZidalaev 1990). On the 
other hand, and even more importantly, the Lezgians have long been living 
in immediate contact with the Azerbaijani population to the south of the 
Lezgian-speaking areas. Several villages even have a mixed Lezgian-
Azerbaijani population. 

The influence of Turkic on Lezgian is stronger than on most other 
Daghestanian languages to the north. Only languages like Tsakhur, Kryz, 
Budukh, and Khinalug, which are in part or totally spoken in Azerbaijan, 
show a comparable degree of Turkic influence. In addition to the many 
Turkic loanwords, one might attribute phonological characteristics such as 
vowel harmony (4.4.) and stress (Ch. 6; contrasting with the tonal systems 
found in many other Daghestanian languages) to the influence of Turkic. 

Turkic loanwords come from all areas of the vocabulary, including con-
crete words like names of animals and plants, e.g. 
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2.4. The effect of language contact on Lezgian 27 

(22) balug 'fish' 
'jackal' öaqal 

qarpuz 
iizüm 
texil 

'water melon' 
'grapes' 
'grain' 

In the last couple of decades, the influence from Russian has been 
stronger than from any other language. This is quite natural because of the 
overwhelming significance of Russian in Soviet society. It is quite difficult 
to establish the extent to which Russian loanwords have entered Lezgian 
because a large number of Lezgian speakers (especially in Daghestan) also 
know Russian and ad hoc borrowings are very common. 

In several cases, Oriental loanwords that were formerly in use have been 
replaced by Russian loanwords that are now standard (cf. Gjul'magomedov 
1982b:114-115). Such cases can perhaps be taken as evidence for deliberate 
Russification of Lezgian. 

(23) Oriental loanword Russian loanword 
edebijat literatura 'literature' 
sijasat politika 'politics' 
tariuma perevod 'translation' 
inqilab revoljucija 'revolution' 
sinif klass 'class' 

The influence of Russian syntax on Lezgian is probably more significant 
in the written language (espacially, of course, in translations from Russian) 
than in the spoken language. Syntactic constructions that are apparently due 
to Russian influence are noted at several points in this grammar. 
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Chapter 3 
Segmental phonological units 

3.1. Orthography and transliteration 

Lezgian is written in a version of the Cyrillic alphabet. The Lezgian alphabet 
includes all the letters used in Russian, plus the additional letter I and 
twelve digraphs. The additional letter <I> is used only in digraphs to 
indicate the ejective nature of stop consonants. 

The four columns of Table 2 show the Lezgian Cyrillic alphabet, the 
transliteration in this grammar, the phonetic value, and the corresponding 
letters of the Latin alphabet which was used between 1928 and 1938. 

Table 2. Lezgian alphabets, transliteration and pronunciation (IPA) 

modem trans- IPA Latin modern trans- IPA Latin 
alphabet l iteration aiphabet alphabet l i teratio aiphabet a lphabet 

1928-38 η 1928-38 

a α a a Ρ r Γ r 
6 b b b c s s s 
Β w w V Τ t t , t h t 
Γ g g g τΐ t t' t. 

I~b έ κ y u u u 
Tb h h h yb ü y y 
Ά dt d d Φ f f f 
e e,je e, je e, je χ X 

qh ql> 
X 

e (R.) - - χι. 
X 
qh ql> κ 

X ζ 3 ζ Xb £ X χ , 

3 ζ ζ ζ U c ts fr 
Η i i i ul c' ts' ζ 
κ j j j Μ 6 tf c 
κ k k, kh k Ml 6' r ς 

κτ> Q q q III s ; § 
Kb q' q' q m (R.) -

κΐ k' k' k, i ? ? / 

Λ l 1 1 bl (R.) -

Μ m m m b (R.) -

Η η η η 3 ?e, e ?e, e e , ' e 
Ο (R.) - 10 ju ju ju 
Π Ρ P> Ph Ρ Η ä,ja ae, ja e', ja 

πΐ Ρ' P' Ρ 
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3.1. Orthography and transliteration 29 

3.1.1. Comments on Table 2 

3.1.1.1. <e> is transliterated as je at the beginning of a word and after a vowel 
(e.g. <ΘΤΗΜ>jetim 'orphan'; <necw> ijesi 'owner')/ and as e after a consonant 
(e.g. <cec> ses 'sound'). 

3.1.1.2. o > is transliterated as e at the beginning of a word (e.g. O K B > ekw 
'light'), and as ?e after a consonant (e.g. <uieft3p> s"ej?er 'things', <Mec3Jia> 
mes?ela 'question'). 

3.1.1.3. <fl> is transliterated as ja at the beginning of a word and after a 
vowel (e.g. <sax> jad 'water', <cTxa«p> stxajar 'brothers') and as ä after a 
consonant. There is only one Lezgian word where /ja/ occurs after a 
consonant: <ΛΥΙ»ΗΙ>Λ> dünja 'world' (this word is also unique in that it is the 
only non-Russian word where <b> is used, omitted in the transliteration 
here). 

3.1.1.4. Of the 45 Lezgian letters, five (<e, o, m, u, b>) are only used in 
unassimilated Russian loanwords, which are always spelled as in Russian. 
In this grammar, such loanwords are transliterated according to the 
standard linguistic transliteration of Russian, which differs from the 
Lezgian transliteration adopted here in several minor points: 

transcription of Lezgian 
w 

e, ?e 
je, e 
ja, ä 

<xyflO)KecTBeHHbiK acep> 
xudozestvennyj eser 

'Maxaikala's railroad station' 'work of arf 

3.1.1.5. The present orthographic rules have been in force since 1962. In 1962 
the four digraphs <κκ>, <ππ>, <ττ>, <mi> were abolished and replaced with 
the corresponding single letter. They had been used in some cases to 
represent non-aspirated voiceless stops, especially when near-homonyms 
with aspirated stops exist, e.g. 

<ΜΜΗΛ> /tf 11/ 'earth' vs. <MHJI> /TFhil/ 'net' 
<TTap> /tar/ 'tree' vs. <rap> /thar/ 'tara (musical instrument)' 

(GadZiev & Alkadarskij (1938:13, 50) list 19 such words.) As a result of the 
1962 change of the orthography, such minimal pairs are now homographs. 

transcription of Russian 
<B> υ 

o> έ 
<e> e (always) 
<«> ja (always) 

E.g. Lezgian <MaxaMKtajia/iHH BOK3aji> 
Maxaöqaladin vokzal 
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30 3. Segmental phonological units 

3.1.2. Deviations from phonemic spelling 

The Lezgian orthography (and its transliteration used in this grammar) 
comes reasonably close to a representation of the phonemic value of the 
Lezgian words. It deviates only in the following points: 

3.1.2.1. The labialization in the phonemes /gw, KW, Zw, kw, khw, k'w, qw, qhw, 
q'W) tw_ thw) t>wj S j b W ) tshw) tjW/ i s represented in the orthography by the 
additional letter <B> W, e.g. 

This is not a serious shortcoming of the spelling because contrast between 
monophonemic /Cw/ and biphonemic /Cw/ is very rare within a morpheme. 
An example of the latter is <>KH3BH> Aizwi/. But even here no ambiguity 
arises, because */3izwi/ is not possible (an /i/ must be rounded in the vicinity 
of a labialized consonant, cf. 4.5.). Since suffixes beginning with /w/ are not 
uncommon, /Cw/ does occur at morpheme boundaries, e.g. pis-wal 
/'phiswal/ 'badness',gata-z-uua /ga'thazwa/ 'beats'. 

3.1.2.2. The contrast aspirated vs. non-aspirated in the following phonemes 
is not reflected in the spelling: 

/t/:/th/ /tw/: /thw/ /ts/:/tsh/ /tsw/: /tshw/ 
Μ: /kh/ /kw/: /khw/ / t f / . /tfh/ / p / . /ph/ 

This contrast is reflected in the spelling only in two cases: 

/q/: /qh/ <Kt> : <xi>> 
/ q w / : / q h w / <KT>B> : <XT>B> 

3.1.2.3. The effect of the recent sound change of vowel syncope is only very 
inconsistently reflected in the spelling. Most high vowels that were lost by 
vowel syncope are still written in the orthography. For details, see 4.1. 

Since the spelling comes close to being phonemic, it is also widely used 
throughout the phonological and morphological chapters of this grammar. 
Whenever distinctions that are not made by the spelling are relevant, the 
IPA transcription is of course added. 

< Γ Β > 
<rbB> 
< 3 B > 
< K B > 

gw 
gw 
ZW 
kw, etc. 
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3.2. Vowels 31 

3.2. Vowels 

3.2.1. Vowel inventory 

front back 
non-rounded rounded non-rounded rounded 

high /aJ /y/ (ü) /u/ 
mid /e/ 
low /ae/, /ae:/ (ä) /a/,/aV 

In addition, several dialects have the high back non-rounded vowel N. 
Only /ae/, /as;/, and /&/ require additional comments. 

3.2.1.1. The status of the phoneme /»/. In the standard language /ae/ is 
comparatively rare in stems and occurs only in one suffix (-äj, the Inelative 
of front-vowel stems). In many dialects it is more frequent and is 
pharyngealized to a greater or lesser degree (Kodzasov 1986:33-34, 
Mejlanova 1964). Most roots in which it occurs are loans of Arabic origin 
with an Arabic pharyngeal consonant (Ϊ or h)), e.g.: 

(24) sät 'hour; clock' Arabic: saaiat 
t'äm 'taste' ίαΐτη 
mahle 'streef 'mahalla(t) 
länet 'curse, damnation' lainat 
däwe 'war' daSwat 
bäzi 'some' baidu 
menfät 'profif manfaiat 

/ae/ does not occur at the beginning of words in the standard language. This 
may be due to the spelling system (/ae/ is represented by the Cyrillic letter 
<H>, which at the beginning of a word has the value /ja/, see 3.1.1.3.). All 
words that begin with /ae/ in the Güne dialect begin with /e/ in the standard 
language (Mejlanova 1970:22), e.g.: 

(25) elqiln /el'qyn/ 'turn' Güne dialect: /ael'qyn/ 
exun /'εχιιη/ 'suffer' /'εεχιιη/ 

However, even in the standard language /ae/ occurs in a couple of words that 
seem to be native, e.g.: 

(26) näni /'naeni/ 'evening' 
härq'ü /hasr'q'y/ 'wide' 
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32 3. Segmental phonological units 

/as/ also occurs in a group of verbs ending 'm.-äg'un (combinations 
different preverbs with the verb jagun 'hif, cf. 10.3.): 

of 

(27) kägun 
elägun 
gelägu η 
xkägun 
ek'ägun 

/'khaeKun/ 
/e'laeKun/ 
/ge'lacKun/ 
/^kasKun/ 
/e'k'acKun/ 

'touch' 
'take off' 
'take off, hit' 
'choose; elect' 
'pour' 

3.2.1.2. The long vowels fan/ and /as/. These two phonemes have a rather 
marginal status. They occur in those forms of the verbs jagun 'hit' and the 
verbs in -ägun in (27) which lose the /κ/ before suffixes beginning with a 
consonant (see below 5.12.). The long vowels are thus the result of 
compensatory lengthening. 

(28) jagun /'jaKun/ 'hit' 
ja-zawa /'jaizawa/ 'is hitting' 
ja-nawa /'jainawa/ 'has hit' 
xkägun /'xkffiKun/ 'choose' 
xkä-zawa /^kasizawa/ 'is choosing' 
xkä-nawa /^kae:nawa/ 'has chosen' 

(< VjaKzawa/) 
(< VjaKnawa/) 

(< */'%kasKzawa/) 
(< */'%kasKnawa/) 

Furthermore, -a/ and -φ' in suffixes are often pronounced as /a'J and /aε:/ 
respectively (Gajdarov 1960:249, Mejlanova 1964), e.g. 

(29) fizwaj /'fizwatf 
kardikaj /'khardikhaV 
atajla /a'ta:la/ 
rik'äj /ri'k'ae:/ 

'was goingf 
'about the matter' 
'when...came' 
'out of the heart' 

However, this pronunciation is not obligatory, and a pronunciation closer 
to the spelling is also possible, especially in careful speech. 

3.2.2. Allophonic variation 

3.2.2.1. /aJ has two main allophones which are perceived as rather different 
by the speakers: the mid [Λ] and the low [a]. The low [a] occurs before 
uvulars and Μ in closed syllables, and [λ] occurs elsewhere (Kodzasov 
1990:341). However, the precise phonological conditions for [a] are more 
complex and have not been completely determined yet; thus, [a] also 
appears in many cases before non-uvular voiceless stops, e.g. lap 'very' 
[laph], zak [zakh ] 'under me'. After labialized consonants /a/ is very often 
rounded, e.g. k'waC 'foof [k'wo(fh] or [k'otfh]. 

3.2.2.2. /e/ is pronounced as [ε] in stressed syllables and as [e] or [i] in pre-
stress syllables, especially when followed by Ν in the next syllable. This 
variation is the cause of some variation in the spelling: ixtibär ~ extibär 
'confidence'; ecigun ~ icigun 'put; build'; etc. In the environment of 
labialized consonants /e/ is often pronounced as [0, ce], e.g. ekw 'light' [cekh]. 
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3.3. Consonants 33 

3.3. Consonants 

3.3.1. Consonant inventory 

See Table 3 on the next page. 

In addition to the consonants of the standard language (as given in Table 3), 
many dialects have some of the following consonants: 
—the voiced alveolar and postalveolar affricates /dz/, /dzw/, and /φ/; 
—the postalveolar labialized obstruents /(fw/, /tfhw/, /tf'w/, //w/, /3W/, /<£w/. These 
are characteristic of the Samur dialect group. There is even one word in the 
standard language with such a consonant: maiw /macfew/, plural mac'war 
/ma'tfwar/ 'astragal', as well as the sound-symbolic words c'wärq' 'slap in the 
face', ö'wäq'räq' 'click' (Mejlanova 1964:387); 
—the voiced uvular stop /g/; 
—the voiced velar fricative /γ/; 
—the epiglottal fricatives Λ/ and /h/. 

The aspirated labialized alveolar affricate /tshw/ is part of the system but is 
extremely rare (Mejlanova 1970:40). It occurs at least in the Güne dialect 
form /rytshwer/ 'grass snakes' (standard rilcer /rytsher/). 

The alveolar affricates /dz/ and /<&/ occur in the Küre dialect group, but in 
the other dialects they mostly fell together with /z/ and ITJ, respectively. 
According to Mejlanova (1970:38) /z, dz/ and /3, <fe/ are not distinguished in 
the standard pronunciation. Here it is not quite clear what the orthoepic 
norm is. As in the case of /as/ above, the orthography, which only uses <>κ> / 
and <3> z, apparently has an effect on what is considered the standard 
pronunciation. In those dialects where /z/ and /dz/ are distinguished, there 
are rather few words containing /dz/ (Mejlanova 1970:37), e.g. 

(30) /ladz/ 
/qadz/ 
/wardz/ 
/medz/ 
/murdz/ 
/dzaKam/ 

'white clay' 
'underwood' 
'month; moon' 
'tongue' 
'flame; edge' 
'shrub' 

standard: laz 
qaz 

/laz/ 
/qaz/ 

war ζ /warz/ 
me ζ /mez/ 
murz /murz/ 
zaga m /zaKam/ 

In contrast, /φ/ is quite frequent as it occurs in numerous Arabic and Turkic 
loanwords. 

The recent phonological change of Pretonic High Vowel Syncope has led 
to the emergence of quite a few obstruents that are distinctively palatalized 
(cf. 4.1.1.). They are not included in the consonant inventory here because 
the change is quite recent and all its implications have yet to be worked 
out—this is a fruitful area for further research. 
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3.3. Consonants 35 

3.3.2. Allophonic variation 

3.3.2.1. The labialized consonants may lose their labialization if the 
following vowel is rounded under their influence, e.g. k'wac [k'otfh] (cf. 
3.2.2.1.). In many dialects the labialization has been completely lost 
(Gjul'magomedov 1974). 

3.3.2.2. The phoneme Ν is back (velarized) after a back vowel at the end of a 
syllable, and "clear" at the beginning of a syllable and at the end of a syllable 
after a front vowel. 

3.3.2.3. The phoneme /w/ is often pronounced as a bilabial [β] or a labio-
dental [v] fricative. 

3.3.2.4. In the sequence /Vn/ (i.e. vowel plus /n/), if it is not followed by a 
vowel, the [n] is often deleted with accompanying nasalization of the vowel, 
e.g. zun Τ : [zun] ~ [zü] Uns 'kind; gender': [31ns] ~ [31s] (Gajdarov 1960:248). 

3.3.2.5. In a sequence /nC/ where C is a velar or uvular obstruent, the 
phoneme /n/ (if not deleted, cf. 3.3.2.4.) has the same point of articulation as 
C, e.g. rang [raqg] 'color'; lanqhun [laNqhun] 'slam'. Note that the phonemes 
/m/ and /n/ are kept apart before labials, e.g. Senp'i 'kitten' vs. hambar 'heap'. 

3.3.2.6. The phoneme r is voiceless between two voiceless obstruents, e.g. 
kr£ar 'horns' [khrtfar]. 
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Chapter 4 
Phonotactics 

4.1. Vowel syncope 

4.1.1. Pretonic High Vowel Syncope 

Apparently quite recently a phonological change has taken place in many 
dialects (including the dialect on which the standard language is based) 
which radically altered the phonotactics of the language: Loss of pretonic 
high vowels after voiceless obstruents. This vowel syncope is largely ig-
nored by the standard orthography (thus presumably facilitating its use by 
speakers of non-syncope dialects). I will sometimes use the term "pre-syn-
cope" here to refer to the state of the language before the loss of the pretonic 
high vowels. 

In quite a few cases the spelling vacillates — sometimes the high vowel is 
written and sometimes it is omitted. In the following examples, the non-
standard (but occurring) spelling is marked by an asterisk (*). 

(31) syncope reflected 
in the spelling 
kligun* 
ämud* 
xkwezwa 
kk'lam 
xzan 
tfeng 
kfir 
kitin 
äq'ünt 
spek 
kxunun* 

syncope not reflected 
in the spelling 
kiligun 
Sumud 
xükwezwa* 
kik'lam* 

/'khligun/ 
/Jmud/ 
/'vkwezwa/ 

xizan* 
tüfeng* 
kifir* 
ki&in* 
Siiq'iint* 
süpek* 
kuxunun 

/khk'lam/ 
/vzan/ 
/rfeng/ 
/khfir/ 
/khxin/ 
/Jq'yntV 
/spekh/ 
/k"%unun/ 

'look' 
'how many' 
'is returning' 
'tick, mite' 
'family' 
'rifle' 
'dirty, slovenly' 
'write' 
'snail' 
'mulberry' 
'tremble' 

In other cases the pre-syncope forms are only found in the early description 
of Uslar (1896), e.g.: 

(32) modern spelling Uslar (1896) 
xper /%per/ xiper 'sheep (pi.)' 
öka /tTka/ 6hika 'place' 
stxa /sthxa/ sithxa 'brother' 
ktab /khtab/ khitab 'book' 
qhsan /qhsan/ q^isen 'good' 

As can be seen from the above examples, the resulting complicated word-
initial consonant clusters have not prevented the syncope. Here are more 
examples of resulting CC- and CCC- clusters that do appear in the spelling: 
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4.1. Vowel syncope 37 

cc-
kpul /khpul/ 
ptul /phtul/ 
psi /phsi/ 

CCC-
6xra /tfVa/ 
kstax flthsvdx/ 
ktkana /khth'kana/ 
Stkana //thkana/ 
kröargan /'khrtfargan/ 

'rheumatism' 
'grandchild' 
'pussy7 

'spinning wheel' 
'spoiled (child)' 
'got used' 
'swepf 
'rein' 

In the pronunciation, the syncope occurs much more often than in the 
spelling. It occurs regularly when the high vowel is in a position between 
two obstruents, even in the structure CVrC, i.e. when an r intervenes be-
tween the high vowel and the second obstruent. A number of examples are 
given in (35). 

(35) Sikil //kil/ 'picture' 
Sutq'ünun /'Jwthq'unun/ 'press ouf 
äük'ü //k'y/ 'thin' 
sik'er /sik'er/ 'foxes' 
cifer /tshJfer/ 'clouds' 
cic'ib /tshJts'ib/ 'chicken' 
cilkwer /tshMkwer/ 'flowers' 
öirkin /tfhrkin/ 'dirty7 

öiö'ek /tfhtf"ekh/ 'onion' 
öuk'ul /tfhwk'ul/ 'knife' 
öüq'wdzwa /tfhwq'wezwa/ 'is pressing' 
öüxwer /tfhwxwer/ 'pear' 
kise /khJse/ 'purse' 
kifer /khJfer/ 'plaits' 
kic'er Mits'er/ 'dogs' 
tiikwen /thMkwen/ 'store' 
tuxiizwa /thwxuzwa/ 'is carrying' 
tup'al /thwp'al/ 'ring' 
pirpil /phJrpil/ 'catkins' 

The fact that syncopated /i/, /y/, and /u/ are often preserved in the spelling 
may be due to the fact that in many cases the relevant contrasts do not dis-
appear together with the vowels, being preserved as secondary articulations 
of the preceding obstruent. For instance, the word kifer 'plaits' is pro-
nounced /khJfer/, without the /i/, but with a palatalized preceding consonant 
(indicated here by superscript j). Likewise, syncopated /u/ is still reflected in 
the labialization of the preceding consonant, e.g. tup'al 'ring': /thwp'al/; and 
syncopated /y/ is still reflected in simultaneous palatalization and labializa-
tion of the preceding consonant (indicated here by superscript φ, e.g. küäe 
'street': /kh4tfe/ (this description is due to Kodzasov 1990:341-42). However, 
retention of residual secondary articulations is not very regular, or its condi-
tions are obscure. 
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38 4. Phonotactics 

The preservation of palatalization and labialization after vowel syncope 
means that theoretically one would have to add more than a dozen palatal-
ized and labialized-palatalized obstruent phonemes to the consonant inven-
tory. This is not done here because the change of vowel syncope is very re-
cent and more research is needed to determine precisely all its implications. 

However, this preservation of the high vowel contrasts is not possible in 
all environments. Distinctive labialization is possible only on consonants 
which can be phonemically labialized (see 3.3.1.), and distinctive palataliza-
tion is impossible on postalveolar consonants. 

The hypothesis that i, u, and ü in the spelling can reflect these residual 
secondary articulations (Sandro Kodzasov, p.c.) could also explain a curious 
paradox in Uslar (1896), involving the interaction of syncope and Pre-ob-
struent Unaspirated Aspiration (see 5.4.). 

But clearly another factor involved is analogy: Pretonic high vowels are 
preserved in the pronunciation and in the spelling much more regularly in 
words having a non-syncopated alternant (i.e. in monosyllabic nouns) than 
in non-alternating environments. Thus, kic'er 'dogs' and tup'ar 'fingers' 
regularly have palatalization/labialization and are spelled with the vowels 
because of their singulars (kic' and t'ub) without syncope. Words with syn-
cope in a non-alternating syllable, like ktab 'book', tilfeng/tfeng 'rifle', sufra 
'tablecloth', tend to lose the palatalization/labialization in the pronuncia-
tion and the vowel letters in the spelling even when the phonological envi-
ronment would favor their retention. 

Between two fricatives, high vowels are not in general syncopated: 

(36) SüSe /Jy'Je/ 'glass; bottle' 
sühür /sy'hyr/ 'magic 
sifte /sifte/ 'firsf 

When the high vowel comes between an obstruent and a sonorant 
(followed by a stressed vowel), the vowel may or may not be syncopated. 

(37) öimi /tfhimi/ ~ / t f W 'warm' 
öiniba /tfhi'neba/ ~ /'tfhneba/ 'secretly7 

killeg /ky'leg/ ~ /kMleg/ Tcey7 

kümek /k"y'mekh/ ~ /khMmekh/ 'help' 
t'imil /t'i'mil/ ~ /t'Jmil/ '(a) little' 

Thus, it appears that the change is still going on and has not yet worked its 
way through all environments and lexical items. The rather recent date of 
this change seems to justify the strategy (adopted in sections 4.2.1.-2., 6.1.-2.) 
of ignoring it for certain purposes. 

4.1.2. Post-tonic Vowel Syncope 

There is also a tendency for post-tonic vowels in non-final syllables to be 
syncopated if they are followed by only one consonant. However, the precise 
phonological conditions for this syncope are even more difficult to identify 
than for pretonic syncope. Again, the high vowels seem to be most prone to 
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4.1. Vowel syncope 39 

syncope, but syncope of /a/ occurs as well. Post-tonic Vowel Syncope seems 
to be restricted to inflectional suffixes (but cf. 4.1.2.4.). 

In this section I will mention mainly the cases that result in alternations 
and the cases that showed spelling vacillations before the definitive stan-
dardization of the spelling in the 1960s. 

4.1.2.1. Post-tonic Vowel Syncope resulted in the alternation between the 
Imperfective suffixes -zawa and -zwa (9.3.2.2.), and the Perfect suffixes 
-nawa and -nwa (9.3.3.3.) (as well as the corresponding Continuative 
suffixes -zama/ -zma, -nama/-nma). The Imperfective and the Perfect go 
back to periphrastic constructions with the auxiliary verb awa (locative 
copula, cf. 17.6.1.), which are still described as periphrastic constructions in 
Uslar (1896). 

The Imperfective con verb plus awa yielded the Imperfective, and the 
Aorist converb plus awa yielded the Perfect (the Continuative tenses are 
due to combination with ama 'is still'): 

(38) Imperfective 

Perfect 

raxa-z awa > 
έέόί-iz awa > 
raxd-na awa > 
3έ£-ηα awa > 

raxd-zwa 
έέΖ-zawa 
raxd-nwa 
$ä£-nawa 

'is speaking' 
'is crying' 
'has spoken' 
'has cried' 

In these cases, the conditions for syncope are clear: /a/ drops in a medial post-
tonic syllable if preceded by no more than one consonant (raxdzwa) , other-
wise it is preserveed (Säxnawa). If there are two medial vowels in succes-
sion {JM - /a/ in Sexiz awa), the first vowel is dropped, even if this results in a 
three-consonant cluster, as in (39). 

(39) hdlt-iz awa > hdlt-zawa 'is meeting' 

However, in some varieties of the language, the /a/ has been syncopated in 
this environment. Forms like (40) are sometimes found in writing 
(especially in older texts). 

(40) Se£-izwa 'is crying' 

4.1.2.2. Another alternation resulting from Post-tonic Vowel Syncope is that 
between -ar and -r in the plural (cf. 7.1.1.). In Uslar (1896), the /a/ is still pre-
sent in these cases. 

(41) Absolutive Ergative (Uslar) 
balk'dn-ar balk'dn-r-i < balk'dn-ar-i 'horses' 
dide-jar dide-jr-i < didi-jar-i 'mothers' 

The /u/ of the plural substantivizer -bur is preserved in the spelling but not 
generally in the pronunciation, which leads to spelling variations, especially 
in older texts. 

(42) Absolutive Ergative 
qacu-bur qacü-bur-u also: qacübru 'green ones' 
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40 4. Phonotactics 

4.1.2.3. Unstressed thematic vowels in Elative cases (especially in the 
Superelative) are sometimes syncopated, though not in the standard 
spelling. 

(43) didädilaj also: didedlaj 'from mother' 

4.1.2.4. Disyllabic verbs ending in unstressed -ar sometimes lose the vowel 
of this final element of the root when a vowel-initial suffix follows. 

(44) gädar-un also: gädr-un 'throwing (Masdar)' 
gddar-zawa but not: *gädr-zawa 'is throwing' 

4.2. Syllable structure 

4.2.1. Pre-syncope CV-structure 

The syllable structure of Lezgian words was considerably changed by the 
rather recent change of Pretonic High Vowel Syncope (4.1.1.). The first two 
subsections of this section describe the syllable structure of pre-syncope 
Lezgian, and 4.2.3. then describes the present, post-syncope situation. 

In pre-syncope Lezgian, only syllables of the type CV, CVC, and CVCC oc-
cur. At the beginning of words the consonant may be lacking (#V, #VC, 
#VCC). Syllables with a final consonant cluster occur only at the end of a 
root morpheme. In the following examples, syllable boundaries are marked 
with "=". The exemplifying syllables are underlined. 

(45) (C)V 
wa 'and' 
haf=t£_ 'week' 
a. 'that' 
Ü.=züm 'grape' 

(46) (C)VC 
saf 'sieve' 
qu=Sar -birds' 
im 'this one' 
er=ö'i 'right hand' 

(47) (C)VCC 
kard 'falcon' 
qast 'intention' 
amO 'barking' 

Thus, within a morpheme only biconsonantal clusters occur. (There are a 
handful of exceptions to this generalization, e.g. öigirtma 'kind of dish', 
iilcme 'measure', artmisun 'increase'; these are Turkic loanwords contain-
ing the Turkic suffixes -mA and -mUs, so that etymologically there is a mor-
pheme boundary between them.) 
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4.2. Syllable structure 41 

Triconsonantal clusters within a word result when a consonant-initial 
suffix is attached to a root ending in -CC, e.g.: 

(48) baxt-suz 'unhappy' 
baxt-lu 'happy' 
halt-zawa 'is meeting' 
halt-na 'met' 
park-d-a 'in the park' 

More than three consonants in a cluster do not occur in Lezgian, since there 
are no suffixes beginning with more than one consonant. (The suffixes 
-zwa, -zma do occur after stems ending in a vowel, but after stems ending 
in one or two consonants their allomorphs -zawa, -zama are used, 4.1.2.1.). 

In general, all non-initial syllables begin with exactly one consonant. 
However, there are a few Arabic loanwords like dila 'prayer', Sair 'poet', in 
which there are vowel-initial medial syllables. These may be pronounced 
with a glottal stop (JAylaJ, /Ja?ir/, but the glottal stop may also be omitted. 

4.2.2. Pre-syncope morpheme-internal consonant clusters 

In this subsection the following abbreviatory conventions are adopted: 

Τ stands for an obstruent 
L stands for a liquid /l, r/ 
Ν stands for a nasal /m, n/ 
W stands for a glide /m, η/ 
R stands for a sonorant (L, N, W) 
Η stands for a laryngeal /h, ?/ 

In this subsection possible morpheme-internal consonant clusters are de-
scribed. There are no restrictions on consonant clusters at morpheme 
boundaries: Any consonant-initial suffix can attach easily to any consonant-
final stem, without any restrictions or morphophonemic alternations. 

The restrictions on possible morpheme-internal consonant clusters are 
very different in native Lezgian words and in loanwords. Although most 
loanwords are well-integrated and it would not be possible to exclude them 
from a phonological description of the language, it seems useful to describe 
first the possible consonant clusters of native, Nakho-Daghestanian words. 

4.2.2.1. Consonant clusters in native words. The only type of consonant 
cluster that is common in native words is /-rT-/, i.e. /r/ plus obstruent, e.g. 

(49) /rth/ wirt 'honey' 
/rd/ kard 'falcon' 
/rg/ serg 'garlic' 

'edge' 
'mail (armor)' 

ΙτζΙ murz 
'garlic' 
'edge' 
'mail (armor)' /rq'/ q'erq' 

'garlic' 
'edge' 
'mail (armor)' 

/rf/ kirf 'elder (tree)' 
/rkhw/ tarkw 'pestle' 
/rs/ qarsun 'shake, shiver' 
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42 4. Phonotactics 

Clusters of the type /-IT-/ also occur in native words, but these are apparently 
all verbs with the preverbs Al-, hAl-, gAl-, etc. (10.3.). So these cases are not 
originally morpheme-internal, even though it is in many cases impossible 
to identify two separate constituent meanings corresponding to the preverb 
and the root. 

(50) /Ik'/ alk'un 'stick (on)' 
/lth/ haltun 'meet' 
/Id/ acaldun 'fill' 
/lq/ gelqü η 'care for7 

Other clusters occur much more rarely. A particularly interesting type is 
represented by /-T1T2-/ clusters consisting of alveolar stop plus velar/uvular 
stop or fricative: 

(51) /dfl/ 
kW 

/t'kV 
/thk/ 
/t'q'/ 
/tV/ 
/tty 

c'idga 
düdgwer 
qudgunun 
gat'k'un 
qatkun 
qhit'q'inun 
Sütq'ün 
c'utxunun 
stxa 

'slanting, oblique' 
'butter' 
'shiver' 
'strike off' 
'lie down' 
Oiursf 
'wither' 
'scurry7 

'brother' (< sitxa) 

The cluster /thf/ in gatfar /gath'far/ 'spring' also goes back to this type: Uslar 
(1896) reports the older form /gath'%war/ (> /gath,far/ ). 

Clusters of the type /-NT-/ occur in onomatopoeic words: 

(52) /nqh/ lanqhun 'slap' 
/mph/ amp 'barking' 

dump 'beating^ 
/nh/ anhe 'voila' 

Clusters that do not fall into any of these categories occur only in a few 
words words, cf. (53). These words are perhaps old loanwords, or they may 
be old compounds. 

(53) /3b/ 
W 
/zw/ 
/Xts/ 
/ K S / 

/JtV 
/k'l/ 

leiber 
lezgi 
iizwi 
müxc 
agsaqal 
k'aSt'i 
k(i)k'lam 

'peasant' 
'Lezgian' 
'little' 
Tsarn, granary' 
'venerable old man' 
'a sort of plums' 
'tick, mite' 

4.2.2.2. Consonant clusters in loanwords. Which consonant clusters occur in 
loanwords is not so much determined by Lezgian grammar as by Arabic, 
Turkic, and Persian grammar. For instance, the non-existence of the clusters 
*/h?/ and */7h/ in Lezgian is almost certainly due to the non-existence of such 
clusters in Arabic. Nevertheless, all the loanwords discussed here are inte-
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4.2. Syllable structure 43 

grated into the language, and a full synchronic description must include 
them as well. (Russian loanwords, however, are not included because the 
almost universal Lezgian-Russian bilingualism makes it very hard to de-
termine which words are integrated and which words are used in their 
Russian form.) Furthermore, not all clusters allowed in Arabic are allowed 
in Lezgian: For instance, Arabic words ending in a cluster of the type TR, e.g. 
sabr 'patience' cannot appear as such in Lezgian (*sabr), and a vowel must 
be inserted: sabur. (However, it may be that the necessary adjustments have 
been made in the mediating Turkic language, cf. Turkish sabir; it seems 
that there are no consonant clusters in Turkic that are impermissible in 
Lezgian.) 

There are very few restrictions on morpheme-internal clusters in loan-
words. In the following I give one example for each cluster that is attested. 

(A) -RX- clusters 
-RT-

-LB- see above (49-50); such clusters are of course also allowed in 
loanwords; 

-WB- /jg/ 
/jb/ 
/jd/ 
/j«/ 
/wb/ 
/wtfh/ 
Μχ/ 
Μ / 

-NB- /nf/ 
/nz/ 
/ng/ 

-RH-

-RlR2-
-LR-

/r?/ 
/rh/ 
/lh/ 
/j?/ 
/jh/ 
/wh/ 

/rm/ 
/τη/ 
/rw/ 
/rl/ 

-NR- /ml/ 
/mr/ 
/nj/ 
/nm/ 

-WR- /jr/ 
/ji/ 
/wr/ 
/jn/ 

pajgar 
hejbat 
qejd 
qajgu 
nawbahar 
kawöa 
kawxa 
benewS 
qenfet 
antax 
hew eng 
zürTet 
serhät 
melhem 
§ej?er 
ajhana 
zewher 

hilrmet 
zürne 
karuian 
jerli 
memlekat 
gumrah 
dünja 
qanmaz 
&jri 
sejli 
qewrah 
ejni 

'stable' 
'grandeur' 
'remark' 
'worry7 

'first fruit harvest' 
'scoop' 
'old man' 
'violet' 
'candy7 

'only' 
'mortar' 
boldness' 
'boundary' 
'balsam' 
'things' 
'if by chance' 
'jewel' 

'honor' 
'zurna (musical instrument)' 
'caravan' 
'at all' 
'people' 
'cheerful' 
'world' 
'dumb' 
'except' 
'well-known, respected' 
'lively' 
'same' 
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44 4. Phonotactics 

/jw/ hajwan 'animal' 
(B) -HX- clusters 
HT- /hb/ silhbet 'conversation' 

/hi/ mahfe 'bier' 
/ht/ mähtel 'amazing' 

'strong' 
'wild' 

/hk/ mähkem 
'amazing' 
'strong' 
'wild' /h;/ wahSi 

'amazing' 
'strong' 
'wild' 

/hz/ lehze 'moment' 
/ V taTxir 'delay7 

HR- /hn/ dehne 'depth' 
'forgiveness' /hm/ rehmet 
'depth' 
'forgiveness' 

/hr/ wahram 'club' 
/hi/ dehliz 'corridor' 
/hw/ ahwal 'wealth' 
/7m/ mulmin 'godl/ 

(C) -TX- clusters. Among -T1T2-
fricative as the first element, e.g. 

clusters, most common are clusters with a 

/3d/ witdan 'conscience' 
/3K/ biiger 'piece of cloth' 
/ Z K / φ ζ gin 'hot' 
W diiSperi 'dumplings' 

'garden' /st/ bustan 
'dumplings' 
'garden' 

/Jk/ diiSkiin 'thin, sickly' 
'mosque' /sk'/ misk'in 
'thin, sickly' 
'mosque' 

/sq'/ misq'i 'stingy7 

/Jq/ aSqi 'inspiration' 
'occupied' / J K / ma&gul 
'inspiration' 
'occupied' 

/ft/ hafte 'week' 
/f»/ afgan 'Afghan' 

'thirst, desire' /fs/ nefs 
'Afghan' 
'thirst, desire' 

/χρ/ maxpur 'velvet' 
W baxS 'dedication' 
W saxsi 'tile' 
/ Κ Ζ / agzur 'a thousand' 
/Kd/ haiibugda 'corn, maize' 

The combinations of stop plus obstruents are rarer: 
/q'tV nuq't'a 'dot, period' 
/q's/ nuq'san 'defect7 

/khs/ aksi 'against7 

'school' /kht/ mekteb 
'against7 

'school' 
/tfhk/ setkijar 

q'weöxel 
'elections' 

/ t fV 
setkijar 
q'weöxel 'branching' 

'disaster' /bg/ nebget 
'branching' 
'disaster' 

-TR-
-TN- /3m/ 

/sm/ 
linl 

meimä 
istismar 
afni 

'copper tray7 

'exploitation' 
'cucumber' 
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4.2. Syllable structure 45 

-TL-

- T H -

- T I T R 

- R I R R 

/χη/ rexne 'defecf 
/xn/ dexne 'recently' 
Ιχτη/ dexme 'hut ' 
/q'm/ luq'man 'miracle worker' 
/q'n/ miq'nat'is 'magnet' 
/khm/ öekme 'boof 
/Km/ bugma 'croup (disease)' 
/si/ meslät 'advice' 
/31/ meilis 'dancing party7 

'salt-mine' /zl/ duzlax 
'dancing party7 

'salt-mine' 
/gl/ igleS 'delay' 

'desire, goal' /thl/ metleb 
'delay' 
'desire, goal' 

/t'l/ mut'laq' 'stingy' 
'devil' /bl/ iblis 
'stingy' 
'devil' 

/zr/ azrail 'angel of death' 
/3r/ hizran 'sorrow' 
/Jr/ kiSran 'ceruse' 
/gr/ zigring 'jingle' 

'force' /dr/ qudrat 
'jingle' 
'force' 

IMXI dugri 'righf 
/;w/ riSwet 'bribe' 
/dw/ madwar 'device for regulating millstone' 
/Jh/ maShur 'well-known' 
/s?/ mes?ela 'question' 

'decision' /t'V q'et'7 
'question' 
'decision' 

clusters 
/«/ hatta 'even' 

ittifaq' 'unanimity ' 
/dd/ haddi 

muddat 'time, period' 
'feeling' /ss/ hiss 
'time, period' 
'feeling' 

/bb/ lebbe (acrobat's interjection) 
/II/ gillie 'bullef 

dallaj 'quarrel' 
'circumcision' /nn/ siXnnet 
'quarrel' 
'circumcision' 

iennet 'paradise' 
'specialist for jewels' 
'hunter ' 

/rr/ sarraf 
'paradise' 
'specialist for jewels' 
'hunter ' /jj/ sajjad 

'paradise' 
'specialist for jewels' 
'hunter ' 

Thus, although most of these clusters occur only in a few lexical items, there 
do not seem to be any significant restrictions on what consonant types can 
occur in a two-consonant cluster. The two consonants do not even have to 
agree in voicing, cf. the following examples: 

/zq'/ rizq'i 'food, subsistence' 
/JK/ maSgul 'occupied' 
/BS/ agsaqal 'venerable old man' 
/L·/ afga η 'Afghan' 
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46 4. Phonotactics 

4.2.2.3. Morpheme-final consonant clusters. There are no additional restric-
tions on word-final consonant clusters in native words (see 4.2.2.1.)· Clusters 
of the type -LT occur commonly in noun or verb roots when these happen 
to be at the end of the word (as in the Absolutive case or the Imperative). 

Clusters in loanwords are much more restricted. They are all obstruent-
final XR-clusters do not occur at the end of the word (except in the iso-
lated case sejr 'stroll, tour')· Examples are not very common: 

-RT-

-TiT2-

/-jd/ 
/-wj/ 
/-mqV 
/-nd/ 

/-fs/ 
i-yji 
/-st/ 
/-Xts/ 
/-χι/ 

qejd 
benewS 
äemq' 
zarpand 

nefs 
baxS 
dust 
miixc 
waxt 

'remark' 
'violet' 
'eye pus' 
'halter' 

'thirst, desire' 
'dedication' 
'friend' 
'barn' 
'time' 

4.2.3. Post-syncope syllable structure 

As was observed above, Pretonic High Vowel syncope resulted in a rather 
drastic change of admissible syllable, structures (Post-tonic Vowel syncope, 
4.1.2., had no such effect because it does not apply within roots and is itself 
in part dependent on syllable structure.). Whereas only (C)VC syllables used 
to be allowed, word-initial CC- and even CCC- clusters are now common, 
e.g.ptul 'great-grandchild', Stkana 'swept' (see (33)-(34)). 

Such clusters occur only word-initially because the vast majority of 
Lezgian words with a syncopatable vowel were stressed on the second sylla-
ble, so the syncopatable vowel is virtually always in the first syllable of a 
word. (The few words that are stressed on the third and fourth syllable and 
have a high vowel in the right environment do not show syncope, e.g. 
istismär 'exploitation', haqiqät 'truth, reality'. That there is no syncope in 
haqiqät is also apparent from the lack of Pre-Obstruent Unaspirated 
Aspiration (5.4.) in this word.) 

Because of the conditions on pretonic syncope, the word-initial CC- clus-
ters consist of two voiceless obstruents (ptul) or a voiceless obstruent and a 
sonorant (ö(i)niba 'secretly'), and the CCC- clusters consist either of three 
voiceless obstruents, or of two voiceless obstruents and an /r/ between them 
(kröargan 'rein', turpar [thwrpar] 'turnips'. The third consonant of the CCC-
cluster may also be a sonorant to the extent that morpheme-internal ob-
struent-sonorant clusters are allowed in pre-syncope syllable structure, e.g. 
kk'lam 'tick, mite', öxra 'spinning wheel'. 
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4.3. Restrictions on the cooccurrence of consonants 47 

4.3. Restrictions on the cooccurrence of consonants 

4.3.1. Before a voiceless stop or a voiceless fricative, voiceless stops are al-
ways aspirated, never unaspirated. 

(54) aksi /akh'si/ 'againsf 
mekteb /mekh'teb/ 'school' 
lütkwe /lythkwe/ 'boaf 

This is also true for voiceless stops that have come into direct contact with a 
following voiceless stop or fricative only as a result of vowel syncope (4.1.), 
e.g.: 

(55) ktab /khtab/ 1>ook' 
ksun /khsun/ 'sleep' 
ptul /phtul/ 'great-grandchild' 

See 5.4. for alternations arising from this phonotactic restriction. 

4.3.2. After a voiceless stop or a voiceless fricative, voiceless stops are always 
unaspirated, never aspirated. 

(56) dust /dust/ 'friend' 
duxtur /dux'tur/ 'doctor' 
hafte /hafte/ 'week' 
bustan /bus'tan/ 'garden' 
iStirak /ijti'rak/ 'participation' 

This is also true for voiceless stops that have come into direct contact with a 
preceding voiceless stop or fricative as a result of vowel syncope (4.1.), e.g.: 

(57) ktab /khtab/ -book' 
xci /%tsi/ 'sharp' 
kutugun /khw'tugun/ 'suif 
cükwer AshMkwer/ 'flowers' 

If rule 4.3.1. applies, it takes precedence over 4.3.2., e.g.: 

(58) stxa /st^a/ 'brother' 

See 5.3. for alternations arising from this phonotactic restriction. 

4.3.3. In a position following the stressed vowel, voiceless stops are always 
aspirated, never unaspirated, except if rule 4.3.2. applies. This concerns not 
only voiceless stops that follow the stressed vowel immediately, but all 
stops that do not precede the stressed vowel. 
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48 4. Phonotactics 

(59) berikat /be'rekhath/ blessing' 
aqdtun /a'qatWin/ 'come out' 
insänrikaj /in'sanrikhaj/ 'about people' 
bulrit /bu'lutty 'cloud' 
n4k /nekh/ 'milk' 

If a post-tonic voiceless stop immediately follows a voiceless fricative, rule 
4.3.2. takes precedence over rule 4.3.3. 

(60) dust /dust/ 'friend' 
waxt /wa%t/ 'time' 

4.3.4. If a word begins with an ejective stop, then its second syllable cannot 
begin with an unaspirated voiceless stop. Voiceless stops in such positions 
are always aspirated. 

(61) c'akul /ts'ak'W 'feather' 
k'uta /k'utha/ 'hammer' 
c'apan /ts'aphan/ 'slingshot; sling' 

4.3.5. If in a word with at least two syllables the initial consonant of the 
stressed syllable is an unaspirated voiceless stop, an initial voiceless stop is 
always unaspirated as well. 

(62) qweter /qwe'ter/ 'partridges' 
öeper /tfe'per/ 'clay (pi.)' 
takwar /ta'kwar/ 'turnips' 
cekwer /tse'kwer/ 'ants' 

4.4. Vowel harmony 

In native Lezgian words both palatal and labial vowel harmony exists, but 
only in syllables before and including the stressed syllable. Post-tonic vowels 
are not subject to vowel harmony, so that only prefixes and stress-bearing 
suffixes show harmonic alternations. Since the stress does not go beyond the 
the second syllable in native words, there are never more than two vowels 
per word that participate in vowel harmony. 

4.4.1. Palatal Vowel Harmony 

Palatal Vowel Harmony contrasts the front vowels /e, i, y, ae/, and the back 
vowels /a, u/. Up to the stressed syllable, a native Lezgian word has either 
only front vowels or only back vowels. 
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4.4. Vowel harmony 49 

(63) Back vowels 
k'ards 'wood' 
cuc'ill 'marten' 
c'akül 'feathers' 
ö'uläw 'black' 

(64) Front vowels 
k'er4c 'group' 
6'exi 'big' 
p'ini 'cherry' 
χΪΓχέτη 'gravel, road metal' 
reg'ii 'shy, bashful' 
küöe 'street' 
t'ürüq"üm 'bitter' 

(65) Trisyllabic words 
öinirug 'hawk' 
perpilag 'swing' 
qeqwirag 'beggar' 

However, the sequences /a-i/ and /i-a/ are exceptionally allowed: 

(66) xirxä m 'moss' 
qalin 'frequent, dense' 
öaröi 'letter (Erg.)' 

Within roots, Palatal Vowel Harmony is frequently violated due to a large 
number of assimilated loanwords from Persian, Arabic and Russian, e.g.: 

(67) Sejt'än 'devil' 
aiib 'amazing' 
xsusi 'own' 

4.4.2. Labial Vowel Harmony 

Labial Vowel Harmony contrasts the labialized vowels /u, y/ with the non-
labialized vowel /i/. The low and mid vowels /a, x, e/ are neutral with 
respect to Labial Vowel Harmony. Since /i-u/ and /u-i/ are already excluded by 
Palatal Vowel Harmony, the only combinations disallowed by Labial Vowel 
Harmony are */i-y/ and */y-i/. There are no exceptions to Labial Vowel 
Harmony because the only language from which Lezgian borrowed words 
containing Ü, Turkic, also has labial vowel harmony. 

(68) qhiiril'n 'laugh' (*qhilrin) 
üzü'm 'grapes' (Turkic loanword) 
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50 4. Phonotactics 

4.5. Labial Obstruent-Vowel Harmony 

This rule says that a vowel adjacent to a labialized obstruent must be 
rounded if it is not neutral with respect to the rounding opposition, i.e. 
*/iCw/ and */Cwi/ are not allowed. (Note that this concerns only obstruents: 
The labial glide /w/ does occur in these positions, e.g. wil 'eye', q'iliw 'near'.) 

Because of this restriction, the alternation of Unstressed Vowel 
Heightening (5.11.) leads to an /e-y/ alternation in roots with at least one 
labialized obstruent, e.g.: 

(69) singular plural 
q'wex q'üxwer 'groin' 
qhuieqh qhüqw€r 'cheek' 

cf. qhel qhiUr 'anger' 
kek kikir 'nail' 

Note that the overwhelming majority of occurrences of /y/ in native Lezgian 
words are due to either Labial Obstruent-Vowel Harmony or to Labial 
Vowel Harmony (i.e. assimilation to an /y/ that is due to assimilation to a 
labialized obstruent). In native words /y/ is therefore rarely distinctive. 
However, /y/ occurs in many Turkic loanwords and must be considered a 
distinctive (non-marginal) phoneme in present-day Lezgian. It also occurs 
in a number of sound-symbolic words. 

(70) Turkic loanwords 
gilzel 'beautiful' 
hiirmet 'respecf 

(71) Sound-symbolic words 
iift 'whistle' 
lühliih 'coughing' 
Ü? [?y7] 'belching' 

(72) Others (native word?) 
hill 'sea' 

4.6. Neutralization of Obstruent Labialization 

In front of a rounded vowel (/u, y/), consonants are automatically phoneti-
cally labialized. In the case of the 17 distinctively labialized obstruents this 
leads to the phonological neutralization of the distinction. The labialization 
of an obstruent in such a position is never reflected in the spelling. 

(73) Absolutive oblique stem 
markw /markhw/ mark-uni /mar^uni/ 'stack' 
legw /leKw/ leq-ü /le'qy/ 'hole' 
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4.6. Neutralization of Obstruent Labialization 51 

(74) Aorist Masdar 
qugw-a-na /qu'Kwana/ qug-u-n /qu'Kun/ 'play7 

üc'w-e-na /yts'wena/ üc'-ü-n /yts'yn/ 'collapse' 

For greater ease of exposition I sometimes use a superscript w in parenthe-
ses in the orthographic representation to indicate that the labialization is 
morphophonemically present (mark(w)-uni, qugfw)-u-n, etc.). 

The same neutralization takes place at the end of the word when the 
vowel of the final syllable is rounded. 

(75) plural 
rukwar 
cükwer 
rüqhwer 

/ru'kwar/ 
/tshMkwer/ 
/ryqhwer/ 

singular 
rug 
ciik 
riiqh 

/rug/ 
/tsykh/ 
/ryqh/ 

'dust7 

'flower' 
'ashes' 

When the vowel of the final syllable is not rounded, the labialization is pre-
served in the spelling, e.g. markw, legw (in (73) above). However, it is not 
always preserved in the pronunciation, see 5.8. 
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Chapter 5 
Phonological alternations 

This chapter describes phonological alternations that are conditioned at least 
in part by the phonological environment. Some alternations follow from 
the phonotactic restrictions and apply wherever the phonological 
conditions are met (the alternations in 5.1.-5.8.). 

Other alternations must be described as morphophonemic because they 
are restricted to a closed class of lexical items (the alternations in 5.9.-5.12.) or 
to a restricted set of morphological environments (the alternation in 5.13.). 

In one case it is difficult to say whether the alternation is purely 
phonologically motivated or morphologically/lexically restricted, because its 
phonological conditions are met only in a very small set of cases (the 
alternation in 5.14.). 

5.1. Pre-ejective Ejective Aspiration 

In a number of monosyllabic nouns of the syllable structure CVC, where V 
is a high vowel, the word-initial ejective stop alternates with the 
corresponding aspirated stop whenever the stress follows the root, i.e. in all 
forms except the Absolutive Singular form. When the stress is not on the 
root, the high root vowel is syncopated, and since in a sequence of voiceless 
stop plus voiceless obstruent the voiceless stop has to be aspirated (cf. 4.3.1.), 
this alternation follows from the phonotactics. E.g.: 

(76) Absolutive singular plural 
k'uk' /k'uk'/ kuk'war /khwk'war/ 'peak' 
p'ip' /p'ip'/ pip'er /phjp'er/ 'corner' 
q'üö' /q'ytf'/ qhüi'er /qhtCer/ 'armpit' 

Further cases are: 

(77) singular plural 
c'uk cuk'ar 'burning coal' 
p'ic' pic'er 'navel' 
c'uc' cuc'ar 'tap' 
c'ic' cic'er 'grasshopper' 
ö'iq' öiq'er 'strap' 
ö'iö' öii'er 'pile (wool)' 
q'uq' qhuq'ar 'bustard' 
k'ak' kk'ar 'lane' (plus Unstressed Vowel 

Heightening, 5.11.) 
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5.2. Pre-Ejective Ejective aspiration 53 

In a number of words, Pre-ejective Ejective Aspiration can be observed 
together with Word-final Ejective Voicing (5.10.): 

(78) Absolutive singular plural 
q'üd /q'yd/ q^ilt'er 
t'ib /t'ib/ tip'er 
ö'ib / f i b / öip'er 

/aNt'er/ 
/t"ip'er/ 
/tfhp'er/ 

'win ter ' 
'owl' 
' s p a n ' 

See 5.10. (ex. 103) for a complete list of such nouns. 

5.2. Word-final Unaspirated Voicing 

In all monosyllabic nouns with a root-final unaspirated voiceless stop, this 
stop alternates with the corresponding voiced stop in word-final position 
(i.e. in the Absolutive singular form). This automatic alternation is moti-
vated by the ban on word-final unaspirated stops (cf. 4.3.3.). 

(79) plural 
jeper /je'per/ 
gatar /ga'tar/ 
pakwar /pa'kwar/ 

Absolutive singular 
jeb /jeb/ 'string' 
gad /gad/ 'summer' 
pagw /pagw/ 'side, rib' 

In this alternation, the corresponding voiced "stops" for /(f/, /ts/, and /q/ are lz/, 
M, and /κ/. All of these are synchronically fricatives, but diachronically they 
clearly go back to the stops/affricates *Afe/, */dz/, and */G/ (they are preserved as 
such in some dialects, cf. Talibov 1980). E.g.: 

(80) plural 
saöar /sa'tfar/ 
mecer /metser/ 
qaqar /qa'qar/ 

Absolutive singular 
sal /sa3/ 
me ζ /mez/ 
qag /qaif/ 

'sheet of metal' 
'tongue' 
'sheath' 

The following is a fairly complete list of nouns exhibiting Word-final 
Unaspirated Voicing. For each noun, the Absolutive singular and the 
Absolutive plural forms are given. 

(81) singular 
a. /p/— >fb/ 

rab 
rib 
jab 
pab 
öeb 
gab 
tab 
qab 
seb 

plural 

rapar 
riper 
japar 
papar 
öeper 
gapar 
taparar 
qapar 
seperar 

'needle' 
'awl' 
'ear7 

'wife' 
'clay7 

'hand(ful)' 
'lie' 
'container' 
'abuse, curse' 
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54 5. Phonological alternations 

rub rupadi (obi.) 'fruit molasses' 
6eb dpi 'selves'(see also 5.11.) 
xeb xper 'sheep' (see also 5.11.) 
qib qhiper 'frog'(see also 5.4., 5.6.) 

b. M — >/a/ 
mug mukar 'nesf 
pagw pakwar 'rib' 
meg meker 'hair' 
rug rukwar 'dusf 
tagw takwar 'turnip' 
kuiag kwakwar 'loop'(see also 5.8.) 
cegw cekwer 'ant' 
serg serker 'garlic' 

c. Ν —>/d/ 
jad jatar 'water' 
pad patar 'side' 
ged geter 'star' 
tüd tüter 'throat' 
gud gutar 'fist' 
rad ratar 'intestine' 
med meter t>erry molasses' 
kard kartar 'falcon' 
qwed quieter 'partridge' 
fid fiter 'dung, manure' 
6a d äatar 'smithy' 

d./q/— >M 
miig miiqwer 'bridge' 
rag raqa r 'sun' 
jug jiqar 'day7 

nagui naqwar 'tear' 
qag qaqar 'sheath' 
mag maqar 'plowshare' 
reg reqer 'comb' 
qeg qeqer 'inner side of thigh' 
legw leqwer 'pothole; funnel' 

e. /ts/ —> Μ (< */dz/) 
warz warcar 'moon; month' 
murz murcar 'edge' 
caz cacar 'thorn' 
qaz qacar 'young crop' 

f. /tf/—> /V 
raz raöar 'grain' 
maiw maöwar 'astragal' 
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5.2. Word-final Unaspirated Voicing 55 

The same alternation occurs in reduplicated Imperatives where the redupli-
cated consonant is an unaspirated voiceless stop. E.g.: 

(82) Masdar 
k-u-n 
kuc-u-n 
q-u-n 

/kun/ 
/khwtsun/ 
/qun/ 

(cf. the regular forms: 
eö'-i-n /e'tf'in/ 
qh-u-n /qhun/ 

Imperative 
k-u-g 
kuc-u-z 
q-u-g 

/kug/ 
/khwtsuz/ 
/que/ 

e£'-i-6' /e'tf'itfV 
qh.u.qh /qhUqh/ 

tjurn' 
'pour' 
'fall (precipitation)' 

'weed' 
'drink') 

5.3. Post-obstruent Aspirated Deaspiration 

In a number of monosyllabic nouns with a high root vowel and an initial 
voiceless obstruent the final aspirated stop of the root alternates with the 
corresponding non-aspirated stop whenever the stress follows the root (i.e. 
in all forms except the Absolutive singular form). When the stress is not on 
the root, the high vowel is syncopated, and since in a sequence "voiceless 
obstruent — voiceless stop" the voiceless stop has to be unaspirated (cf. 
4.3.2.), this alternation follows from the phonotactic restrictions. 

(83) Absolutive singular 
tit /tfhith/ 
tup /thuph/ 
qhurqh /qhurqh/ 
piö /phitfh/ 
cük /tsykty 

plural 
titer /tfhter/ 
tupar /thwpar/ 
qhurqar /qhwrqar/ 
piöer /pilfer/ 
ciikwer /tshMkwer/ 

'cotton' 
'ball; cannon' 
'skin' 
'oven' 
'flower' 

In the following cases Unstressed Vowel Heightening (cf. 5.11.) applies be-
fore syncope: 

(84) Absolutive singular 
xak /%akh/ 
xat /xath/ 
kaö /khatfh/ 
qhweqh /qhweqh/ 
karö /khartfh/ 

oblique stem (=Ergative case) 
xkuni 
xtuni 
kia 
qhüqwe 
kröar 

/%kuni/ 
/χίιιηϊ/ 
/khtfa/ 
/qhMqwe/ 
/khrtfar/ 

'pale' 
'bead' 
'bitch' 
'cheek' 
'horn' 

5.4. Pre-obstruent Unaspirated Aspiration 

The reverse alternation of 5.3. also occurs, again following from phonotactic 
restrictions: When Pretonic High Vowel Syncope (4.1.1.) leads to a situation 
where an unaspirated stop immediately precedes another voiceless obstru-
ent, the unaspirated stop must become aspirated (4.3.1.). 
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56 5. Phonological alternations 

(85) singular 
qi b /qib/ 
tüd /tyd/ 
ciik /tsykh/ 
pik' /pik'/ 

Other cases are: 

(86) singular plural 
cif cifer 
öük öüker 

plural 
qHper 
tüter 
ciikwer 
pik'er 

/qhjper/ 
/tWer/ 
/tshMkwer/ 
/pik'er/ 

'frog' 
'throat' 
'flower' 
'wooden container' 

'cloud' 
'kind of soup' 

There is an interesting paradox in the description of these facts by Uslar 
(1896): On the one hand, the results of Pretonic High Vowel Syncope do not 
appear yet (see 4.1.1., example (32)), but on the other hand, the results of Pre-
obstruent Unaspirated Aspiration as well as Post-obstruent Aspirated 
Deaspiration (5.3.) are already present. This paradox could be resolved in 
two ways: Either there is something wrong with (the interpretation of) 
Uslar's description, or the cooccurrence restrictions on consonants (4.3.1.-
4.3.2.) are not dependent on strict adjacency of the consonants. It seems that 
the first alternative is correct: Syncope had in fact taken place by the 1860s 
when Uslar was working on his description, but Uslar used the letters i, u, 
and ü to represent the residual palatalization and labialization of the preced-
ing consonant (see the discussion in 4.1.1.). 

5.5. Vowel Harmony alternations 

Because of the phonotactic restrictions of Vowel Harmony (cf. 4.4.), native 
prefixes and stress-bearing suffixes show alternations. In affixes with a low 
vowel, /a/ and /e/ alternate according to Palatal Vowel Harmony (in one case, 
the Inelative suffix -äjl-aj, /aj and /ae/ alternate); in affixes with a high 
vowel, /u/, l'\l, and lyl alternate according to Palatal and Labial Vowel 
Harmony. The alternating affixes are most conveniently represented in 
their archiphonemic form. In this work, A is used to represent a low vowel 
(/a/ or /e/), and U is used to represent a high vowel (/u/, /i/, or lyl). 

Thus: A = /a/ in the environment of /a, u/ 
= /e/ in the environment of /e, i, y, ae/ 

U = /u/ in the environment of /a, u/ 
= Ν in the environment of /e, i (ae)/ 
= lyl in the environment of lyl 

The following are examples of harmonic affixes: 
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5.5. Vowel Harmony alternations 57 

5.5.1. -Ar (a Plural suffix, cf. 7.1.1.3.) 

(87) singular plural 
q'al q'al-ar 'stick' 
q'ul q'ul-ar t>oard' 
q'el q'el-er 'salf 
q'il q'il-er 'head' 
q'iil q'ül-er 'dance' 
sät sät-er 'hour; clock' 

5.5.2. -rA (an oblique stem suffix, cf. 7.1.2.2., F) 

(88) Absolutive 
lam 
6'ut 
c'eh 
q'if 
gut' 

oblique stem (=Ergative case) 
lam-ra 'donkey' 
d'ut-ra 'flea' 
c'eh-re 'goaf 
q'if-re 'mouse' 
gilö'-re 'moth' 

5.5.3. -A (a thematic suffix of strong verbs in the Aorist stem, followed by the 
Aorist suffix -na in (89); cf. 9.2.) 

(89) verb stem 
ac'-
qugw-
regw-
ifh-qnur-

Aorist 
ac'-a-na 
qugw-a-na 
regw-e-na 
if-e-na 
qh-iir-e-na 

'fill' 
'pla / 
'grind' 
'become hot' 
'laugh' 

5.5.4. Aq- (a preverb, cf. 10.3.) 

(90) aq-atun 'fall out' 
aq-udun 'take ouf 
eq-eö'un 'go out' 
eq-itun 'spill out' 
e q- ägu η 'pour out' 

5.5.5. tA- (the negative prefix, cf. 9.3.5.) 

(91) affirmative form negated form 
fin te-fin 'going' 
xiin te-xiln 'keeping' 
gun ta-gun 'bringing' 
gana ta-gana trough? 
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58 5. Phonological alternations 

5.5.6. -Uni (an oblique stem suffix, cf. 7.1.2.2., G) 

(92) Absolutive oblique stem (=Ergative case) 
gal gal-uni 'thread' 
6'ul ö'ul-uni 'bei f 
peS peä-ini 'leaf' 
ric' ric'-ini 'bowstring' 
q'iil q'iil-iini 'foot; dance' 

5.5.7. -U (a thematic suffix of strong verbs in the Masdar stem, followed by 
the Masdar suffix -n in (93); cf. 9.2.) 

(93) verb stem Masdar 
at'- at'-u-n 'cuf 
q'ur- q'ur-u-n 'become dry' 
q'ei- q'ei-i-n 'become wet' 
if- if-i-n 'become hot' 
qhür- qhiir-ii-n 'laugh' 

Other harmonic suffixes are the Plural suffix -lAr, the oblique stem suf-
fixes -A, -U, -Adi, the adjectival derivational suffix -U, other preverbs (Al-, 
Aw-, Ak-, Ag-, gAl-, etc.), some nominal derivational suffixes (-Ak, -Ac), and a 
few others. 

Suffixes which are never stressed (e.g. the oblique stem suffix -di, the 
Aorist suffix -na, the nominal derivational suffixes -wi, -wal, -qhan) cannot 
alternate. Some stress-bearing suffixes are loan suffixes and therefore do not 
alternate: -Silz, -Ιύ, -där, -kär. 

5.6. High Vowel Loss 

Due to Pretonic High Vowel Syncope, many monosyllabic nouns with a 
high root vowel lose this root vowel in forms where the stress shifts to the 
post-root syllable, with residual palatalization and/or labialization, cf. 4.1.1. 
Some examples are given in (94), more can be found in 5.1., 5.3., 5.4. 

(94) singular plural 
kic' /khits7 kic'er /khJts'er/ 'dog' 
qib /qib/ qHper /qhJper/ 'frog' 
t'ub /t'ub/ tup'ar /tup'ar/ 'finger' 
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5.7. Labial Obstruent-Vowel Harmony alternations 59 

5.7. Labial Obstruent-Vowel Harmony alternations 

The phonotactic restriction of Labial Obstruent-Vowel Harmony (4.5.) de-
termines the vowel of several affixes beginning with a high vowel: the af-
fixes show /y/ when adjacent to a labialized obstruent, otherwise N. This al-
ternation concerns only front-vowel words because back-vowel words have 
/u/ in their affixes whether the adjecent obstruent is labialized or not. 

5.7.1. -U (an oblique stem suffix, cf. 7.1.2.2., I) 

(95) Absolutive Singular oblique stem (=Ergative case) 
k'wenk'w k'wenk'(w>-ü 'tip' 
(cf. q'wet' q'wet'-i 'cave') 

5.7.2. -Uni (an oblique stem suffix, cf. 7.1.2.2., G) 

(96) Absolutive singular oblique stem (=Ergative case) 
xwex xwex^-iini 'core' 
(cf. xex xex-ini 'pincers') 

5.7.3. -U (thematic vowel of strong verbs in the Masdar stem, followed here 
by the Masdar suffix -n\ cf. 9.2.) 

(97) verb stem Masdar 
qecfw)- qeqfw)-ii-n 'go around' 
reg"')- rei^-ü-n 'grind' 
weh- weh-i-n 'throw' 

5.8. Metathesis of Labialization 

When the vowel of the final syllable of a word is not rounded, a distinc-
tively labialized obstruent may occur in word-final position, as shown in 
(98). 

(98) plural singular 
cekwer cegw 'ant' 
regiver regw 'mill' 
t'ekwer t'ekw 'hole' 
tarkwar tarkw 'pestle' 
öakwar öakw 'wooden trough' 

But contrary to what the spelling suggests, the labialization is not in fact pre-
served in the pronunciation of many speakers. However, the labialization is 
not simply lost, but rather metathesized and transferred to the syllable-ini-
tial consonant. Thus, t'ekw is in fact pronounced [t'wek], cegw is in fact pro-
nounced [tsweg], and tarkw is in fact pronounced [twarkh]. Some speakers 
even transfer the labialization to consonants that cannot be phonemically 
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60 5. Phonological alternations 

labialized, so that reguu is pronounced [rwe»], although there is no phoneme 
/rw/. Another common variant is the labialization of the vowel, so that regw 
and t'ekw are pronounced [roe«] and [t'cekh]. Since there is no orthoepic 
norm, it is difficult to distinguish between dialect differences, individual 
differences, and spelling pronunciations. 

There is one circumstance under which the metathesis of word-final labi-
alization is reflected in the spelling: in syllables whose initial consonant is 
distinctively labialized as well, as in (99). Of course, the effect of the 
metathesis is only a delabialization of the final consonant here. 

(99) plural singular 
xwexwer /%we'%wer/ xwex /χχνεχ/ 'core' 
kwakwar /kwa'kwar/ kwag /kwag/ 'loop' 

The following cases show the Unstressed Vowel Heightening alternation 
(5.11.) in addition: 

(100) plural 
qnuqwer 
q'iixwer 
suxwar 
kukwar 

Aorist 
tuxwana 

/qh4qwer/ 
/q'yZwer/ 
/swxwar/ 
/khwkwar/ 

singular 
qh-weqh 
q'wex 
swax 
kwak 

/qhweqh/ 
/q'wex/ 
/swax/ 
/khwakh/ 

Imperative 
/thwxwana/ twax /thwaχ/ 

'cheek' 
'groin' 
'molar' 
'worm' 

'carry 

5.9. Word-final Ejective Aspiration 

In a number of monosyllabic nouns, the final ejective consonant of the root 
alternates with the corresponding aspirated stop in word-final position, i.e. 
in the Absolutive singular form. The nouns in (76) are a fairly complete list 
of nouns exhibiting Word-final Ejective Aspiration. For each noun, the 
Absolutive plural and the Absolutive singular forms are given. 

(101) Plural Absolutive singular 
met'-er met /meth/ 
net'er net /netty 
rat'ar rat /rath/ 
wirt'er wirt /wirth/ 
nek'-er nek /nekh/ 
jak'-ar jak /jakty 
nik'er nik /nikh/ 
rak'ar(ar) rak /rakty 
wak'ar wak /wakh/ 
wik'er wik /wikty 
murk'ar murk /murkty 
haq'-ar haqf1 /haqh/ 
req'er req'1 /req"/ 

'knee' 
'louse' 
'(threshing) floor' 
'honey' 
'milk' 
'meat' 
'field' 
'door' 

'yoke' 
'ice' 
'truth' 
'way 
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5.11. Word-final Ejective Voicing 61 

5.10. Word-final Ejective Voicing 

In a number of monosyllabic nouns of the syllable structure CVC, where 
both consonants are ejective, the root-final ejective stop alternates with the 
corresponding voiced stop in word-final position (i.e. in the Absolutive 
Singular form). 

(102) Ergative Singular Absolutive Singular 
q'ep'ini q'eb 'cradle' 
t'ap'uni t'ab 'block' 

In those nouns that have a high root vowel, Pre-ejective Ejective Aspiration 
(cf. 5.1.) applies in all other forms of the word, so that no form actually 
shows both ejective stops. 

(103) Plural Absolutive Singular 
tup'ar /thwp'ar/ t'ub /t'ub/ 'finger' 

'span' 
'pof 

öip'er /(TV er/ ö'ib /fib/ 
'finger' 
'span' 
'pof cip'er /tshJp'er/ c'ib /ts'ib/ 

'finger' 
'span' 
'pof 

tip'er 
cik'er 

/thJp'er/ t'ib /t'ib/ 'owl' tip'er 
cik'er /tshJk'er/ c'ig /ts'ig/ 'middle' 
qhüt'er /qhMt'er/ q'iid /q'yd/ 'winter' 

5.11. Unstressed Vowel Heightening 

In a number of monosyllabic nouns with the syllable structure CVC the low 
vowel alternates with a corresponding high vowel when the root is un-
stressed. The unstressed high vowel may then be subject to Pretonic High 
Vowel Syncope if the conditions are met. 

5.11.1. /e/ alternates with /i/, and with /y/ in the environment of a labialized 
obstruent (because of Labial Obstruent-Vowel Harmony, 4.5.): 

(104) Absolutive singular plural 
q^el qHl-ir 'anger' 
xew xiw-4r 'neck' 
xer xir-er 'wound' 
xel xil-er branch' 
±el xil-er 'arrow' 
kek kik-ir 'nail; hoof' 
qhweqh q^üqw-är 'cheek' 
q'wex q'iixw-4r 'groin' 

The /i/ is syncopated and omitted in the spelling in the following cases: 

(105) 6eb öp-i (obi. stem) 'selves' 
xeb xp-er 'sheep' 
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62 5. Phonological alternations 

5.11.2. /a/ alternates with /i/ (which is always syncopated and never shows up 
in the modern spelling), and with /u/ in the environment of a labialized or 
labial consonant. 

(106) Absolutive singular plural 
cal cl-ar 'wall' (Uslar 1896: cilar) 
£ar &r-ar 'oven' 
qhaö qh6-ar 'herb, edible green plant7 

kar kr-ar 'matter, business' 
xak xk-ar 'pale' 
ka£ kö-ar 'bitch' 
kaf kf-ar 'foam' 
karö krö-ar 'horn' 
k'ak' kk'-ar 'alley7 

xat xt-ar 'bead' 
kwak kukw-är 'worm' 
xwat xut-dr 'plum' 
swas sus-är 'daughter-in-law' 
swax suxw-dr 'molar tooth' 
mam mum-är 'breasf 
kap' kup'-är 'prayer' 

5.12. Loss of /κ/ 

In a small group of verbs with the common root -äguti (cf. 9.5.3., 3.2.1.2.) 
and in the verb jagu τι 'hit', the final consonant of the root /κ/ is lost with 
compensatory lengthening of the root vowel when it is not followed by a 
vowel. E.g. 

(107) Masdar 
Infinitive 
Imperfective 
Aorist 
Imperative 

käj*-un 
käg-iz 
kä-zawa 
kä-na 
kä-0 

/khaeBun/ 
/kh£ei$iz/ 
/khae:zawaJ 
/kh«e:na/ 
/khaz'J 

'the touching' 
'to touch' 
'is touching' 
'touched' 
'touch!' 

This alternation is restricted to this root; other verbs whose root ends in /κ/ 
do not show any irregularities, e.g. qaragun 'get up', qaragzawa, qaragna, 
etc. 
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5.13. Affricate Assimilation 63 

5.13. Affricate Assimilation 

The oblique stem suffix -ci /-tsi/ (cf. 7.1.2.2., J) has the variants -c'i, -di /-tfi/, -ö'i, 
-Ά, depending on the initial consonant of the root. 

(108) Absolutive oblique stem (=Ergative case) 
cen cen-ci lap' 

'stick, rung' k'ar k'ar-c'i 
lap' 
'stick, rung' 

öar öar-ϋί 'paper, letter' 
'hair' ö'ar ö'ar-6'ί 
'paper, letter' 
'hair' 

zin zin-ii 'spirit, genie' 

5.14. Dissimilatory loss of Irl 

In a number of monosyllabic nouns with the syllable structure CVrC, the r 
is dropped in the oblique stem if the oblique stem suffix is -rA (7.1.2.2., F). 
This is a kind of dissimilation: apparently a sequence CVrCrV- is not toler-
ated by the phonotactics even if a morpheme boundary intervenes 
(CVrCHrV-). 

(109) Absolutive singular oblique stem (=Ergative case) 
werö weöre 'hen' 
kard katra 'falcon' 
warz wacra 'moon' 
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Chapter 6 
Word stress 

The description of word stress in this chapter is based on the state of the lan-
guage before Pretonic High Vowel Syncope (4.1.1.)· See 6.3. for remarks on 
the effect of syncope on the rules for stress placement. 

In roots of more than one syllable, word stress is generally on the second 
syllable. But a small group of disyllabic verbs have initial stress, and polysyl-
labic roots of other word classes are sometimes stressed on the first, the 
third or (very rarely) the fourth syllable. 

Suffixes fall into two main groups: stress-attracting suffixes, which are 
always stressed, and stress-neutral suffixes, which are never stressed. 

Unintegrated Russian loan words keep their Russian stress. 

6.1. Stress of roots 

6.1.1. Verbal roots 

Native verbal roots are monosyllabic, disyllabic or (rarely) trisyllabic. 
Disyllabic and trisyllabic verb roots are mostly stressed on the second sylla-
ble. Below some examples of verbs are given in the Masdar form (with the 
stress-neutral suffix -un) and in the Imperative (with zero suffix). 

(110) aqwdz-un aqwdz 'stop' 
ilä's-un ilä's 'surpass' 
qhit'q'in-un qHt'q'in 'bursf 
alcif-un alcif 'settle' 
alämuq'-un alämuq' 'remain' 
galämuq'-un galämuq' 'remain' 

Verb roots borrowed from Turkic may have three or four syllables, the 
last of them always being -miS. Such verb roots are also stressed on the sec-
ond syllable. 

(I l l) ba§l0mi&-un Tsegin' 
inänmiS-un 'believe' 
indndirmiS-un 'make believe' 

The only exception to second-syllable stress in verbs are disyllabic verbs in 
-ar: these are stressed on the first syllable. However, the a in the second syl-
lable is often syncopated, and in the syncopated form these verbs are mono-
syllabic and are no longer exceptions to the rule given above. Note the simi-
larity of the root part -ar to the verb-deriving stress-neutral suffix -ar (see 
below 6.2.2.). However, in the verbs considered here, -ar has to be consid-
ered part of the root. 
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6.1. Stress of roots 65 

(112) gddar-un 'throw' (also: gädr-un) 
xkädar-un 'jump' (also: xkädr-un) 

6.1.2. Non-verbal roots 

Most native non-verbal roots are monosyllabic. The overwhelming major-
ity of polysyllabic non-verbal roots, whether native roots or Oriental loans, 
are stressed on the second syllable. 

(113) aq'ül 'intelligence' 
öetin 'difficult' 
tumdi 'leather' 
jaSäjiS 'life' 
merhimet 'mercy, leniency7 

zanäwur 'wolf' 
xüSräkan 'spider7 

qaläbulux 'panic' 

This tendency for stress on the second syllable is so strong that even Russian 
loanwords are sometimes stressed on the second syllable. 

(114) karändaS 'pencil' (cf. Russian karandäS) 

However, a couple of dozen roots in HaZiev & Hajdarov & Mejlanova 
(1964) are marked as stressed on the third or fourth syllable. Almost all of 
them are Oriental loanwords. The stress in these nouns seems to be based 
on Turkic, although most of them are ultimately from Arabic. 

From Arabic relational adjectives in -i: 

(115) haqiqi 'real' 
tarixi 'historical' 
ebedi 'literary' 
umumi 'general' 

From Arabic abstract nouns in -at: 

(116) haqiqät 'truth, reality' 
t'ebiät 'nature' 
teSkilät 'organization' 
terbijät 'education' 
zulumdt 'gloom' 
zijarät 'pilgrimage' 
wilajdt 'country' 
hukumät 'government' 

From Arabic verbal nouns of the structure iCCiCaaC: 

(117) ihtijdt 'caution' 
ihtijdi 'need' 
imtihän 'exam' 
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66 6. Word stress 

inqildb 
istismär 
iStiräk 

Some other cases: 

(118) barabär 
derdis4r 
iehennim 
t'ürüq'ü'm 
pajgambär 
fendigär 

'revolution' 
'exploitation' 
'participation' 

'equal' 
'misfortune, suffering' 
'hell' 
'bitter' 
'prophet' 
'cunning person' 

The following are some rare cases of words stressed on the fourth syllable: 

(119) dulanaMg 
watanperis 
aliSweriS 
hamiSalüg 
edebijät 
salamalijkum 

'life, living7 

'patriot' 
'commerce' 
'forever' 
'literature' 
(greeting) 

Furthermore, several dozen polysyllabic roots are stressed on the first syl-
lable. Again, many of them are Oriental loanwords. 

(120) hüium 
äsul 
S4her 
gdmiS 
nä'ni 
sdbur 
sü'hiir 
fdhum 
fikir 
fä'le 
Stir 
bdde 

(121) c'äjlapan 
xdSperes 
ägsaqal 
diSehli 
jäqadaS 
ndrazi 

'attack' 
'fundamental' 
'town' 
'buffalo' 
'evening' 
'patience' 
'magic' 
'reason' 
'thought7 

'master; worker' 
'poem' 
'grandmother' 

'lightning' 
'Christian' 
'old man with authority' 
'woman' 
'friend' 
'dissatisfied' 

Adverbs and particles are particularly frequently stressed on the first sylla-
ble: 

(122) dmma 
bilki 
gila 

'buf 
'perhaps' 
now 
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6.1. Stress of roots 67 

hätta 'even' 
ndgah 'if 
niinki 'not only' 
6ger 'if 
χέβϊη 'a lot' 
illaki 'especially' 
hdjaman (particle expressing uncertainty) 

For interjections, initial stress seems to be the rule: 

(123) md&allah 
bärkallah 
wällah 
Ülah-fillah 
inSallah 
dlla 
άτηϊη 
äferin 
bäSüste 
wära 

'bravo (praise)' 
'bravo (praise)' 
'really, by God' 
'at any cosf 
'God willing^ 
'wow (surprising)' 
'Amen' 
'well done, bravo (praise)' 
'please' 
'be careful (warning)' 

6.2. Stress properties of suffixes 

6.2.1. Stress-attracting suffixes 

Stress-attracting suffixes fall into two categories: Those which only attach to 
a monosyllabic root and therefore result in an ordinary second-syllable 
stressed word, and those that attach to roots of any length and can therefore 
also result in words stressed on the third or fourth syllable. 

The suffixes that attach only to monosyllabic roots are: 

-Ar (Plural) e.g. tar-dr 'trees' (7.1.1., C) 
-lAr (Plural) öül-lir 'fields' (7.1.1., G) 
-rA (oblique stem) c'eh-Γέ 'goaf (7.1.2.2., F) 
A (oblique stem) luw-ά 'wing' (7.1.2.2., H) 
ύ (oblique stem) mes-i 'bed' (7.1.2.2., I) 
Adi (oblique stem) p'ah-ädi 'kiss' (7.1.2.2., E) 
-tIni (oblique stem) q'at'-üni 'piece, fragmenf (7.1.2.2., G) 
•ci (oblique stem) xar-ct 'hail' (7.1.2.2., J) 
A,-is (verbal theme) ö'ug(w)-ü-n 

ö'ugw-ά-ζ 
ö'ug(w)-ü-na 

'(the) pulling' 
'to pull' 
'pulled' 

(9.2.) 

-u (adjective-deriving) meq'-ί 'cold' (8.2.1.2.) 
Ac (noun-deriving) bürq'w-έο 'blind person' (7.3.1.9.) 
-jt (Aorist participle) ita-ji 'having become' (9.3.3.2.) 
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68 6. Word stress 

The suffixes that attach to words of any length are the following (all are 
Oriental loans): 

-Ιύ 

•suz 

-där 

(adjective-deriving) e.g. guä-Ιύ 
aq'ul-Ιύ 
hürmet-lü 
merhemet-Ιύ 

(adjective-deriving) e.g. guz-lü 
aq'ul-Ιύ 
hiirmet-lu 
merhemet-lü 

(adjective-deriving) e.g. amal-där 
teref-där 

-kär (noun-deriving) 

xabar-där 
zawab-där 

e.g. fitne-kdr 
peäe-kär 
taxsir-kär 
däwe-kär 

'strong' 
'intelligent' 
'respected' 
'merciful, gracious' 
'powerless' 
'stupid' 
'disrespectful' 
'merciless' 
'cunning' 
'partisan' 
'informed' 
'responsible' 
'slanderer' 
'craftsman' 
'culprit' 
'war-monger' 

One prefix can perhaps be said to be stress-attracting: the prefix bij-, e.g.: 

b4j-wafa 'treacherous' bij-mirwet 'ruthless' 
bij-gejrat 'pusillanimous' bej-teref 'neutral' 
bij-hal 'weak' bij-xabar 'uninformed' 
bij-kamal 'stupid' bej-öara 'helpless' 

However, three words prefixed with bej- are stressed on the second sylla-
ble in HaZiev & Hajdarov & Mejlanova (1964): bejkdr 'jobless', bejäbur 
'shameless', bejkif 'offended'. 

The other prefixes (the negative prefix tA-, tU-, the preverbs) behave as if 
they were part of the root. 

6.2.2. Stress-neutral suffixes 

While many stem- and word-deriving suffixes are stress-attracting, almost 
all the inflectional suffixes in the strict sense (local cases, tense and mood 
suffixes, etc.) are stress-neutral (or stress-rejecting), i.e. they never bear stress. 

However, some stem-deriving and word-deriving suffixes are also stress-
neutral. 

The large number of stress-neutral suffixes, which often combine with 
monosyllabic roots, lead to the situation that polysyllabic word forms 
stressed on the first syllable are as common as polysyllabic word forms 
stressed on the second syllable, although the overwhelming majority of 
polysyllabic roots are stressed on the second syllable. 

The stress-neutral suffixes are: 
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6.2. Stress properties of suffixes 69 

-ar (plural) e.g. ηέΓ-ar 'noses' 
-di (oblique stem) δάη-di 'soul' 
-i (oblique stem) ö'ug-ü-n-i 'pulling (Erg.)' 
-aj (Elative) Sair-di-k-aj 'about the poet (Sbel.)' 
-di (Directive) gil-i-w-di 'with the hand (Addir.)' 
-iz (Infinitive) hält-iz 'to meet' 
-un (Masdar) hält-un '(the) meeting' 
-na (Aorist) hält-na 'met' 
-z(a)wa (Imperfective) hält-zawa 'is meeting' 
-n(a)wa (Perfect) hdlt-nawa 'has mef 
-da (Future) hält-da 'will meet' 
-raj (Optative) hält-raj 'may...meet' 
-mir (Prohibitive) hält-mir 'don't meet!' 
-a (Imperative) hält-a 'meet!' 
-aj (Aorist participle) hält-aj '(having) met' 
-la (Temporal converb) hält-aj-la 'when...met' 
-daldi (Posterior converb) hält-daldi 'until...meets' 
-n(a)maz(di) (Imm.-Ant. conv.) hält-namaz(di) 'as soon as...met' 

(Hearsay Evidential) 
(Interrogative) 
(Conditional) 
(additive suffix) 
(abstract noun) 
(multiplicative) 

-Ida 
-ni 
-t'a 
-ni 
-wal 
-ra 
-dakaz 
-diz 
-öi 

-xana (house suffix) 

-ar-

(deadjectival adverb) pis-dakaz 
(deadjectival adverb) pis-diz 
(agent suffix) 6dj-6i 

päj-öi 
fäl-öi 
öäj-xana 
δάρ-χαηα 
ktäb-xana 

(causative verb-deriving suffix) 
q^sän-ar-un 
kät-ar-un 

hält-zawa-lda 'is meeting, as one says' 
hält-na-ni? 'did...meet?' 
hält-aj-t'a 'if...meets' 
Salim-ni 'and Salim; Salim, too' 
pis-wal 'badness' 
pud-ra 'three times' 

'badly' 
'badly' 
'tea drinker' 
'shareholder' 
'fortuneteller' 
'tea-house' 
'publishing house' 
'library' 

'make good' 
'make run' 
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70 6. Word stress 

6.3. Stress in post-syncope Lezgian 

The rules of stress placement are not altered dramatically by vowel syncope. 
One might expect that since the first syllable drops in many cases, the gen-
eral rule of stress on the first syllable is no longer valid. However, the do-
main in which this rule is affected by syncope is very limited: only trisyllabic 
roots that used to be stressed on the second syllable now come to have ini-
tial stress (e.g. xüärekan 'spider' /^MJrekhan/), thus joining the already sub-
stantial class of loanwords with initial stress (e.g. §4her 'town', cf. (120)). 
Disyllabic roots come to be monosyllabic and monosyllabic roots lose their 
root syllable, so that there cannot be any change in the stress placement rule. 

In this connection it is important to note that the syncopated syllable al-
ways counts as present in morphological rules that are sensitive to the 
number of syllables (e.g. oblique stem formation, 7.1.2.2., A; plural forma-
tion, 7.1.1., A; Aorist participle formation, 9.1.5.2.). This condition disallows 
native stress-attracting suffixes to attach to newly monosyllabic roots, so that 
the old rules of stress placement remain in force. 
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Chapter 7 
Noun morphology 

7.1. Nominal inflection 

7.1.1. Plural formation 

The plural is generally formed with the stress-attracting suffix -Ar or its 
stress-neutral variant -ar (7.1.1.1.-4.). Minor patterns are described below in 
7.1.1.5.-9. 

7.1.1.1. The default plural suffix is stress-neutral -ar. Almost all polysyllabic 
nouns (with the exception of the cases mentioned in 7.1.1.6.) form their plu-
ral in -ar. E.g. 

muhmdn muhmdn-ar 'guests' 
balk'dn balk'dn-ar 'horses' 
ρβηϊέΓ pen&r-ar 'windows' 

7.1.1.2. Nouns ending in a vowel (regardless of the number of syllables) also 
form their plural in -ar, but a j is inserted to avoid the hiatus. E.g. 

didi didi-jar 'mothers' 
giizgii' güzgii '-jar 'mirrors' 
li li-jar 'hides' 

7.1.1.3. Most monosyllabic nouns that end in a consonant form their plu-
ral in -Ar, i.e. -ar or -er as determined by Palatal Vowel Harmony (4.4.1.) (for 
exceptions see 7.1.1.4.-5., 7.1.1.7.-8.). E.g. 

tar tar-dr 'trees' 
tum tum-dr 'tails' 
pel pel-ir 'foreheads' 
gil gil-έΓ 'hands' 
giil ffil-ir 'husbands' 

This pattern also applies to many monosyllabic loanwords, e.g. park-dr 
'parks', fil-är 'elephants'. 

7.1.1.4. Many monosyllabic loanwords take the default suffix -ar, e.g. 

pek p4k-ar 'silk' 
tek t4k-ar 'unit' 
tip tip-ar 'type' 

A few native monosyllabic nouns also show this suffix: 
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72 7. Noun morphology 

ner 
din 
kar 
kür 

ηέτ-ar 
öin-ar 
kär-ar 
kü'r-ar 

'noses' 
'faces' 
'enclosure' 
'shed' 

A diachronic explanation has been given for these cases: These words used 
to be disyllabic but lost their first syllable (Zirkov 1941:48). 

7.1.1.5. A few monosyllabic nouns with a back stem vowel form their plural 
idiosyncratically in -ir: 

Likewise: k'waö 'foot', k'wal 'house', qwan 'stone', wan 'voice', kul 'bush, 
bunch', k'ul 'shoulder', xwal 'ditch, furrow'. As 2irkov (1941:48) observes, it 
is striking that most of these nouns begin with a voiceless velar or uvular 
consonant. 

7.1.1.6. Nouns derived with the suffix -wal (cf. 7.3.1.1.) form their plural in 
-er. 

Säd-wal Säd-wil-er 'lit. joys' 
zumärt-wal iumärt-wil-er 'lit. generosities' 

7.1.1.7. A few monosyllabic nouns have the suffix -lAr, i.e. -lar or -ler as de-
termined by Palatal Vowel Harmony. 

bag bag-lär 'gardens' 
dag dag-lär 'mountains' 
el el-lir 'nations' 
öül öül-lir 'steppes' 
sei sel-l4r 'downpours, floods' 
dew dew-Ιέ r 'dragons' 
beg beg-ΙέΓ 'begs' 

-lAr is a loan suffix from Turkic. All these nouns are Turkic loanwords. 

7.1.1.8. A few nouns have the suffix -Arar, a sort of reduplicated version of 

kal 
kac 
k 'an 

kal-ir 
kac-4r 
k'an-ir 

'cows' 
'cats' 
Tjottoms' 

-Ar. 
mas 
rak 
p'uz 
zin 
tab 
jug 
q'en 
gel 
q'en 
seb 
6'af 

mäs-4rar 
rak'-ärar 
p'uz-ärar 
zin-4rar 
tap-ärar 
jug-ärar 
q'en-irar 
gel-irar 
q'en-irar 
sep-4rar 
ö'af-ärar 

'soft boots' 
'doors' 
'lips' 
'ghosts' 
'lies' 
'reaped grain' 
'stalks of creeping plants' 
'sled(ge)' 
'stalk of creeping plants' 
'abuse, curse' 
'kind of plums 
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7.1. Nominal inflection 73 

Note that some of these denote things that typically occur in pairs or in 
groups. This provides a clue for the diachronic origin of -Arar: In such 
nouns it was natural for the plural to be reinterpreted as the basic form, to 
which another plural suffix -ar was then attached. However, the old mono-
syllabic basic forms continue to exist as singulars in these cases. 

7.1.1.9. The substantivizing affix on adjectives is -bur in the plural (-d in the 
singular, cf. 8.1.) 

jaru 'red' jaru-di 'red one' jaru-bur 'red ones' 

7.1.1.10. The standard language has adopted special conventions for plurals 
of certain Russian loanwords. 

(A) Russian nouns ending in -CR (where R is a sonorant) have plurals in 
-ajar or -ijar. 

centr centr-ajar 'centers' 
metr metr-ijar 'meters' 
nerv nerv-ijar 'nerves' 
kombajn kombajn-ijar 'combine harvester' 

(B) Russian nouns ending in -ie, -oe, or -ee have plurals in -ijar. 

sobranie sobran-ijar 'gatherings' 
suSöestvitel'noe suSiestvitel'n-ijar 'substantives' 
podleZaSöee podleza§6-ijar 'subjects' 

(C) Russian nouns ending in -ja have plurals in -(ja)r. 

partija partija-r 'parties' 
statuja statuja-r 'statues' 
ideja ideja-r 'ideas' 

When the plural suffix is not stressed, its vowel is syncopated before a fol-
lowing vowel-initial oblique stem suffix (cf. 4.1.2.2.). 

simple stem: oblique stem: 
muhman •ar muhman-r-i 'guests' 
buba-jar buba-jr-i 'fathers' 
p'uz-arar p'uz-arr-i 'lips' 
jaru-bur jaru-b(u)r-i 'red ones' 

In the last case of the suffix -bur the u is usually retained in the spelling but 
it is not pronounced. 

An exception is the plural suffix -er of -wal-nouns (7.1.1.6.), which does 
not undergo syncope: 

q'ehälwil-er q'ehälwil-er-i 'braveries, feats' 
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74 7. Noun morphology 

7.1.2. Case formation 

7.1.2.1. Introduction. There are eighteen cases in Lezgian: four grammatical 
ones (Absolutive, Ergative, Genitive, Dative) and fourteen local cases di-
vided into five localizations (Ad, Post, Sub, Super, In), each of which has 
three locatives (Essive, Elative, Directive) One combination, the "In-
Directive", is missing, so there are only 3 χ 5 - 1 = 14 combinations. 

To start with a concrete example, the singular inflection of sew 'bear' is: 

Absolutive sew 'the bear' 
Ergative sew-re 'the bear' 
Genitive sew-re-n 'of the bear' 
Dative sew-re-z 'to the bear' 
Adessive sew-re-w 'at the bear' 
Adelative sew-re-w-aj 'from the bear' 
Addirective sew-re-w-di 'toward the bear' 
Postessive sew-re-qh 'behind the bear' 
Postelative sew-re-qh-aj 'from behind the bear' 
Postdirective sew-re-qh-di 'to behind the bear' 
Subessive sew-re-k 'under the bear' 
Subelative sew-re-k-aj 'from under the bear' 
Subdirective sew-re-k-di 'to under the bear' 
Superessive sew-re-l 'on the bear' 
Superelative sew-re-l-aj 'off the bear' 
Superdirective sew-re-ldi 'onto the bear' 
Inessive sew-re 'in the bear' 
Inelative sew-räj 'out of the bear' 

The translations are merely illustrative; for more on the meanings of the 
individual cases see 7.2.2. Note that the specific local relations that were 
originally expressed by the local cases are now generally expressed by postpo-
sitions, while the local cases mainly express more abstract senses. 

The main difficulty is the formation of the oblique stem from the simple 
stem (7.1.2.2.). Otherwise case inflection is straightforward and regular for all 
declinable words (except for a few irregularities in pronouns, cf. 11.1.). The 
Absolutive case is identical to the basic stem, and the Ergative case is identi-
cal to the oblique stem. The Genitive and Dative cases are formed by adding 
-n and -z, respectively, to the oblique stem. The localizations are formed 
from the oblique stem by adding their characteristic consonants -w (Ad), -qh 

(Post), -k (Sub), respectively, and the Elative and Directive suffixes -aj and 
-di are added to the localization suffixes. Only the In localization (7.1.2.3.) 
and the Super localization (7.1.2.4.) require further comment. 

7.1.2.2. The oblique stem. The oblique stem (=Ergative case) is formed with 
one of the ten affixes 

-di -a -i -u -Adi 
-rA -Uni -A -U -ci /-c'i / -öi / -ö'i / 
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(A) The default oblique stem suffix is -di. Polysyllabic nouns almost al-
ways form their oblique stem in -di (for exceptions, see (B), (C)). 

bubd obi. bubd-di 'father' 
balk'dn obi. balk'dn-di 'horse' 
AU obi. Ali-di 'Ali (personal name)' 

The default suffix is also used for monosyllabic words ending in a vowel, 
monosyllabic loanwords, and abbreviations. 

pi obi. ρί-di 'tallow' 
fil obi. fil-di 'elephant' 
TASS obi. TÄSS-di 'TASS (Soviet news agency)' 

(B) Personal names ending in a consonant always form their Ergative in 
-a. 

Farid obi. Fartd-a 'Farid' 
Cexov obi. Οέχον-α 'Chekhov' 

This is also true for native personal names derived from common nouns. 
These have a different oblique stem when they are used as common nouns, 
e.g. cilkw-er 'flowers', obi. ciikw-er-i; but Cilkwer (female personal name), 
obi. Ciikwer-a. The suffix -a also occurs in the oblique variant of the sub-
stantivizing suffix (8.1.1.), e.g . jaru-di 'red one (Absolutive)', oblique stem 
jaru-da. 

The oblique stem suffix -a is also used in a small number of common 
nouns, e.g. 

apaj obi. apaj-a 'father-in-law' 
q'üzek obi. q'iizek-a 'old man' 

(C) Abstract nouns derived with -wal (7.3.1.1.) and Masdars (verbal 
nouns, 9.3.1.1.) in -(u)n form their oblique stem in -i. 

jaru-wal obi. jarii-wil-i 'redness' 
k'äl-un obi. k'el-un-i 'learning' 
q'i-n obi. q'i-n-i 'dying7 

fi-n-if obi. fi-n-if-i 'going' 

This is also the pattern for all plural suffixes except -bur (for which see (D) 
below). 

balk'an-ar obi. balk'dn-r-i 'horses' 
buba-jar obi. bubd-jr-i 'fathers' 
dag-lar obi. dag-ldr-i 'mountains' 

There are a few non-derived nouns that take the oblique suffix -i in the sin-
gular. Some of them end in -(u)n or -r, which suggests that they represent 
old lexicalized Masdar forms and former pluralia tantum which have been 
reanalyzed as singulars. 
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76 7. Noun morphology 

dugun obi. dugün-i 'valley' 
rufun obi. rufün-i 'stomach' 
can obi. cän-i 'tillage' 
axwar obi. axwär-i 'sleep' 

'wedding' 
'god' 
'mousetrap' 
'stairs' 

meqher obi. meqhir-i 
'sleep' 
'wedding' 
'god' 
'mousetrap' 
'stairs' 

gucar obi. gucär-i 

'sleep' 
'wedding' 
'god' 
'mousetrap' 
'stairs' 

q'ular obi. q'ulär-i 

'sleep' 
'wedding' 
'god' 
'mousetrap' 
'stairs' gurar obi. gurär-i 

'sleep' 
'wedding' 
'god' 
'mousetrap' 
'stairs' 

suwar obi. suwär-i 'holiday' 
gatfar obi. gatfär-i 'spring' 

'saddle' purar obi. purär-i 
'spring' 
'saddle' 

cwal obi. cwäl-i 'seam' 
cur obi. cür-i 'shed' 
6in obi. öin-i 'face' 
ner obi. nir-i 'nose' 
q'wan obi. q'wän-i 'hallway' 

In some monosyllabic nouns (mainly those that have an irregular plural in 
-er, 7.1.1.5.), the oblique suffix -i is stressed. 

k'waö obi. k'waö-i 'foot' 
k'wal obi. k'wal-i 'house' 
k 'an obi. k'an-i 'bottom' 
kal obi. kal-i 'cow7 

kac obi. kac-i 'caf 

(D) Plurals in -bur (7.1.1.(1)) form their oblique stem with -u: 

jaru-bur obi. jarü-bur-u 'red ones' 

The remaining six oblique stem suffixes are only used with monosyllabic 
nouns. They are all stress-attracting. 

(E) -Adi is used with nouns that denote a non-discrete mass, e.g. 

nek obi. nek'-έάί 'milk' 
c'ap obi. c'ap-ädi 'manure ' 
äig obi. öig-idi 'dew7 

(F) -rA is used with most native monosyllabic nouns that denote animals: 

cegw obi. cekw-re 'ant' 
lam obi. lam-ra 'donkey' 

In a few isolated cases -rA is also used with nouns that denote people and 
inanimate objects: 

luk' obi. luk'-ra 
dam obi. öam-ra 
warz obi. wac-ra 

'slave' 
'bridegroom' 
'moon; month' 
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In nouns with the syllable structure CVrC (like warz), r is dropped (cf. 5.14.). 
The distribution of the remaining four oblique stem suffixes apparently 

does not follow from any semantic, morphological, or phonological princi-
ples. It has to be learned and remembered individually for each lexical item. 

(G) - Uni is the only stress-attracting oblique stem suffix that appears to be 
productive. It is also used with loanwords. 

kam obi. kam-üni 'trap' 
c'il obi. c'il-ini 'rope' 
ilft obi. ilft-ii'ni 'whistle' 
park obi. park-ύηί 'park' 
cirk obi. cirk-ini 'circus' 

Two nouns with the root vowel a have -ini rather than -uni: 

rag obi. raq-ini 'sun' 
rak obi. rik'ini 'door' 

Note that rak/rik'ini also shows an idiosyncratic backwards vowel har-
mony alternation. 

(H) Examples of nouns that take -A: 

luw obi. luw-ά 'wing7 

q'el obi. q'el-έ 'salf 
qür obi. qür-έ 'hare' 

(I) Examples of nouns that take -U: 

q'ilnt obi. q'ünt-ii' 'elbow7 

siw obi. siw-ί 'mouth' 
öarx obi. öarx-ύ 'rock' 

(J) Examples of nouns that take -ci /-c't / -öi /-t'ij -ZL (the different variants 
arise by Affricate Assimilation, cf. 5.13.): 

par obi. par-ci 'load' 
swar obi. swar-ci 'crack' 
gwar obi. gwar-ci 'log; leaven' 
gel obi. gel-ci 'sled(ge)' 
gul obi. gul-ci 'tall box for sled(ge)' 
k'ar obi. k'ar-c'i 'rolling pin' 
q'ew obi. q'ew-c'l 'one of the wives of the same husband' 
6ar obi. öar-δί 'paper; letter' 
ö'ar obi. ö'ar-6'ί 'hair' 
tin obi. zin-zi 'ghost' 

Etymologically, -ci goes back to *-di and represents the stressed counterpart 
of -di in (A) above. 
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78 7. Noun morphology 

7.1.2.3. The In Localization. This localization is unique in not having a 
characteristic consonant. Instead, it is marked by lowering the final vowel of 
the oblique stem. In this way, stressed -ύ, -ü, -i become -ά, -έ, -έ, while un-
stressed -u and -a both become -a (except with the abstract suffix -wil, where 
•i is lowered to -e). If the final vowel of the oblique stem is already low, the 
Inessive is identical to the oblique stem (and thereby to the Ergative case). In 
the following examples, the oblique stem suffix is separated by a period, 
while the lowered vowel of the Inessive is separated by a hyphen. 

oblique stem Inessive Inelative 
Afrika.di 
nek'.idi 

Afrika.d-a Afrika.d-aj 'Africa' Afrika.di 
nek'.idi nek'Ad-a nek'.ed-aj 'milk' 
park.üni park.ün-a park.ün-aj 'park' 
äehir-r.i Seher-r-a §ehir-r-aj 'town' 
qhsänwil.i qhsänwil-e qhsänwil-äj 'goodness' 
qacü-bur.u qacü-bur-a qacü-bur-aj 'green ones' 

'wheat' qiil.ü qül-έ qül-ä'j 
'green ones' 
'wheat' 

öarx. ύ öarx-ά öarx-äj 'rock' 
öar.öi öar.ö-έ öar.ö-äj 'paper' 

'Murad' Muräd.a Muräd-a Muräd-aj 
'paper' 
'Murad' 

qacü-da 
δ'ϋ,Γέ 

qacü-d-a 
ö'ii.r-έ 

qacü-d-aj 'green one' qacü-da 
δ'ϋ,Γέ 

qacü-d-a 
ö'ii.r-έ ö'iz. r-ä 'j Tree' 

luw.ä luw-ά luw-äj 'wing' 

As the above examples also show, the'addition of the Elative suffix -aj leads 
to the omission of one a if the Inessive ends in -a, and to the ending -äj if 
the Inessive ends in -e. 

7.1.2.4. The Super localization. The characteristic consonant of the Super lo-
calization is -I, which is added not directly to the oblique stem like the Ad, 
Sub, and Post suffixes, but to a form of the oblique stem whose final vowel 
has been lowered. Alternatively, one could say that the -I is attached to the 
Inessive case. 

Inessive Superessive Superelative 
Afrika.d-a Afrika.da-l 

nek'.ida-l 
Afrika.di-laj 'Africa' 

nek'Ad-a 
Afrika.da-l 
nek'.ida-l nek'.edi-laj 'milk' 

park.ün-a park.üna-l park.üni-laj 'park' 
'town' Sehir-r-a äehär-r.a-l Sehär-r. i-laj 
'park' 
'town' 

qhsänwil-e qhsänwil.e-l qhsänwil.e-laj 'goodness' 
Qacü-bur-a qacü-bur.a-l qacü-bur.u-laj 'green ones' 
qül-έ φΐΐ.έ-l qül.i-laj 'wheat' 
öarx-ά öarx.ä-l öarx.ä-laj 'rock' 
öar.ö-έ äarM-l öar.ie-laj 'paper' 
Muräd-a Muräd.a-l Muräd.a-laj 'Murad' 
qacu-d-a 
0'ΐέ.Γ-έ 

qacu-da-l qacu-da-laj 'green one' 
'bee' 

qacu-d-a 
0'ΐέ.Γ-έ 6'ίέ.Γέ-1 ö'iz.re-laj 

'green one' 
'bee' 

luw-ά luw.ä-l luw.ä-laj 'wing' 
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7.1. Nominal inflection 79 

The Superdirective is formed completely regularly from the Superessive by 
adding the Directive suffix -di, but a further complication arises in the 
Superelative case: Here the final vowel of the oblique stem suffix is lowered 
only when it is stressed, as shown in the examples above. 

7.1.2.5. The reduced Genitive. When the oblique stem suffix is unstressed 
and ends in -i, a reduced Genitive form is possible in which the ending -in 
is dropped, e.g. 

full Genitive reduced Genitive 
dide 'mother' didi-di-n dided 
iö 'apple' iö-ini iöin 

The reduced Genitive is used especially when the noun is interpreted non-
referentially, and corresponds to a first compound member in English. 

dided ö'al 'mother tongue' 
iöin tar 'apple tree' 
kakad laz 'egg-white' 

Talibov (1985) describes a special use of the plural of the substantivized 
form of the reduced Genitive of proper names and some kinship terms, 
such as didedbur (lit. 'those of mother'), Alidbur (lit. 'those of Ali'). 
According to Talibov, such forms mean 'mother and those surrounding 
her', 'Ali and those surrounding him', e.g. 

(124) a. Dide-d-bur bazar.di-z fe-na. (Talibov 1985:91) 
mother-GEN-SBST.PL market-DAT go-AOR 

'Mother and those with her went to the market.' 

b. RuS Suna xala-d-bur.u-n k'wal galaj pataqh fe-na. 
girl Suna aunt-GEN-SBST.PL-GEN house toward go-AOR 

'The girl went to the house of Suna-xala and her family.' (R66:16) 

c. Wil-er.a-l nagw ala-z ruS buba-d-bur.u-n 
[eye-PL-SRESS tear be.on-IMC] girl father-GEN-SBST.PL-GEN 

k'wal.i-z xkwe-zwa. (577:32) 
house-DAT return-IMPF 

'The girl returns to her father's house with tears in her eyes.' 

Talibov calls this form the "limited (or paucal) number". 

7.1.3. Alternations 

For consonant and vowel alternations that occur in plural formation and 
case formation, cf. Chapter 5. 
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80 7. Noun morphology 

7.1.4. Irregularities 

The following is a complete list of irregular nouns. 

Absolutive Singular 
fu 
c'aj 
jad 
xwa 
jug 
jis 
fif 
jis 
sas 
dert 

oblique stem 
f-a 
c'-u 
c-i 
xc-i 
jiq-a 
(ji)s-a 
(ji)f-e 
(ji)s-u 
sar-a 
derd-ini 

Absolutive plural 
far/fuar 
c'ajar (regular) 
jatar (regular) 
ruxwajar 
jiqar 
(ji)sar 
(ji)fer 
(ji)sar 
sar-ar 
derd-er 

'bread' 
'fire' 
'water' 
'son' 
'day7 

'year' 
'night' 
'wool' 
'incisor' 
'sorrow, grief' 

The noun waxt 'time' is unique in having an irregular Inessive case 
waxtunda 'at a time'. See also 12.1.2.4. for temporal nouns with an irregular 
Dative case, and 11.1. for some irregular pronouns. 

7.1.5. Illustrative paradigms 

All rules of nominal inflection have been given above. The following 
paradigms serve only as illustrations of various types of inflection. Only 
eight cases are given, because the others can be derived very easily from the 
ones given here. 

'mother' 'mothers' 'Farid' 'wing' 'wheat' 
ABS didä did0jar Farid luw qül 
ERG didedi didijri Farida luwä qiilü' 
GEN didädin didijrin Faridan luwän qülii 'n 
ADESS didädiw didijriw Faridaw luwäw qülii'w 
INESS dideda didejra Farida luwä φίΐέ 
INEL didädaj didejraj Faridaj luwäj qülä j 
SRESS dididal didejral Faridal luwäl qüUl 
SREL didedilaj didejrilaj Faridalaj luwälaj qüUlaj 
PL didejar luwär qilUr 

'salt' 'face' 'roof' 'ghost' 'bottom' 
ABS q'el £in qaw zin k'an 
ERG q'ett öini qawil zinzi k 'ani 
GEN q'elin ötnin qawün ziniin k 'anin 
ADESS q'eliw δίηίιυ qawüw ziniiw k'aniw 
INESS q'eli öina qaivä ζϊηίέ k'anä 
INEL q'elä'j öinaj qawäj ziniä'j k'anä 'j 
SRESS q'eUl öinal qawäl zinzel k'anil 
SREL q'elälaj öinilaj qawälaj zinzelaj k'anilaj 
PL q'eler dinar qawär zin4rar k'anär 
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7.2. Functions of nominal inflectional categories 81 

7.2. Functions of nominal inflectional categories 

7.2.1. Functions of the plural 

The plural indicates plurality of objects, e.g. ktab 'book', ktab-ar 'books'. 
(Note that the singular is used when the noun is modified by a cardinal 
numeral, e.g. wad ktab 'five books' (*wad ktabar); cf. 13.1.1.) 

However, the plural can also be formed from non-count nouns, and then 
the meaning it conveys is not so straightforward. Examples are: 

(125) rug rukwar 'dusf 
nek nek'er 'milk' 
q'el q'eler 'salt7 

wirt wirt'er 'honey' 
mürqh mürqher 'rust' 

The plural of such nouns is rarely used, and it seems to imply a great 
quantity, e.g. 

(126) Nek'-er bul Au-raj. 

milk-PL abundant be-OPT 

'May the milk be abundant.' 
Plurals can also be formed from nouns denoting unique objects (127) and 

from nouns denoting abstract concepts (128), as well as from surnames (129). 

(127) rag raqar 'sun' 

(128) zumartwal zumartwiler 'generosity7 

stxawal stxawiler 'brotherhood' 

(129) Arabov Arabovar 'the Arabovs (i.e. the family)' 

There are also a number of pluralia tantum in Lezgian. They mostly de-
note substances or diseases, cf. (130). Russian pluralia tantum become 
Lezgian pluralia tantum when they are borrowed (131). 

(130) 6'axar 'groats' 
kälar 'roasted wheat with hemp' 
jarar 'measles' 
p'ip'inar 'soof 

(131) kanikular 'vacation' (Russian kanikuly) 
makaron-ar 'macaroni' (Russian makarony) 

These pluralia tantum must not be confused with nouns in -ar/-er that 
take the oblique suffix -i in the singular, e.g. gurar 'stairs', purar 'saddle', 
meqher 'wedding' (7.1.2.2. (C)). These are apparently old pluralia tantum, 
but synchronically they behave like ordinary singular nouns and take the 
plural suffix -ar (gurarar 'staircases', purarar 'saddles', meq^erar 'wed-
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82 7. Noun morphology 

dings')· Real pluralia tantum not only do not take an additional plural 
suffix (*jararar) , they also show plural agreement with substantivized pred-
icative adjectives (8.1.1.3.), e.g. 

(132) Jarar pis-bur ja. 
measles bad-SBST.PL COP 

'Measles are bad.' 
There are a few pluralia tantum that show mixed behavior, e.g. surar 
'cemetery7 (sur 'grave'), regwer 'mill' (regw 'mill, millstone'). These denote 
countable objects, but they do not take the plural suffix yet ( * s u r a r a r , 
*regwerar). They do, however, combine with quantifiers, e.g. 

(133) a. sa surar 
one cemetery 

'one cemetary' 
b. gzaf regwer 

many mill 

'many mills' 

With substantivized predicative adjectives they may take singular or plural 
agreement. 

(134) a. Ci Seher, di-n surar • jeke-bur/jeke-di ja. 
we:GEN town-GEN cemetery big-SBST.PL/big-SBST.SG COP 

'Our town's cemetery is big.' 
b. Alq'wadr.i-n regwer kiihne-di/kühne-bur ja. 

Alq'wadar-GEN mill old-SBST.SG/old-SBST.PL CO5 

The mill in Alq'wadar (Alkadar) is old.' 

Some Lezgian names of Lezgian villages are pluralia tantum, e.g. 

(135) Lezgian name: Russian name: located in: 
Alq'wadar Alkadar Kasumkentskij rayon 
Axcehar Axty Axtynskij rayon 
Jalaqhar Jalak Axtynskij rayon 
Stular Stul Kuraxskij rayon 
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7.2.2. Functions of the cases 

7.2.2.1. The Absolutive case. Lezgian is ergative in the standard way: The 
Absolutive noun phrase is the single argument of an intransitive verb (136) 
or the patient/theme argument of a transitive verb (137). 

(136) Kasbuba qunä.di-qh galaz sa xiir.U-z fi-zwa-j. (X89:152) 
Kasbuba neighbor-POESS w i t h one village-DAT go-IMPF-PST 

'Kasbuba was walking to a village together with a neighbor.' 

(137) Sadiq'.a jad qhwa-na. (J89:56) 
Sadiq'(ERG) water drink-AOR 

'Sadiq' drank water.' 

The Absolutive case is also used with noun phrases in predicate nominal 
function (cf. 17.1.): 

(138) Jug näni xa-na. (K88,9:5) 
day night become-AOR 

'The day became night.' 

Some nouns denoting a span of time are used in the Absolutive to express 
duration: 

(139) Emirmet.a sa gweö'i geren Bedel.a ja-zawa-j 
Emirmet(ERG) one small whi le [Bedel(ERG) hit-IMPF-PTP] 

maq'am-r.i-z jab ga-na. (Q81:114) 
tune-PL-DAT ear give-AOR 

'For a short while Emirmet listened to the tunes Bedel was playing.' 

The Absolutive case is used for vocative noun phrases: 

(140) Can bade, za-qh axwar galama-t (A90:39) 
dear granny I-POESS sleep be.behind.still-NEG 

'Dear grandmother, I am not tired anymore.' 

Finally, the Absolutive case has a number of special uses: (a) partitive 
phrases (cf. 14.2.2.), (b) apposition (cf. 14.3.), argument of the postposition 
patal (12.2.2.4.). 

7.2.2.2. The Ergative case. The Ergative case marks the agent argument of 
transitive verbs. 

(141) Ali.di axwar.i-qh galaz gzaf waxt.und-a ieng ö'ugu-na. 
Ali(ERG) sleep-POESS w i t h much time-INESS fight draw-AOR 

'Ali fought with sleep for a long time.' (J89:14) 

The Ergative is also used for the single argument of contracted awun-com-
pound verbs, e.g. k'walaxun (< k'walax awun) 'work', sirnawun (< 
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84 7. Noun morphology 

sirnaw auiun) 'swim'. See 15.4.2. for more information on the valence pat-
terns of au;un-compounds. 

(142) MuTminat.a k'walax-zawa. 
Muminat(ERG) work-IMPF 

'Mu'minat is working.' 

There are no animacy restrictions on the transitive agent, e.g. 

(143) Jac-ar.i-n krö-ar.i zanawur q'uluqhdi gadar qhuwu-na. 
ox-PL-GEN horn-PL(ERG) wolf back throw(PER) REPETAOR 

'The oxen's horns threw the wolf back again.' (K88,9:5) 

Sometimes an instrumental function of the Ergative is cited in grammatical 
works, e.g. (144) from Talibov & GadZiev (1966:552): 

(144) Am t'ur.uni ne-z, tum.uni wil 
he:ABS [spoon(ERG) eat-IMC] handle(ERG) eye 

aqud-da-j-bur.u-kaj ja. 
take.out-FUT-PTP-SBST.PL-SBEL COP 

'He is one of those who eat with a spoon, [but] stab the eye with the 
[spoon's] handle.' 

However, this construction is never used in the modern language, where 
the instrumental function is expressed by the Superelative or Superessive 
cases (cf. 7.2.2.14., 7.2.2.16.). 

7.2.2.3. The Genitive case. The Genitive has an array of functions that is typ-
ical for many languages. It expresses alienable and inalienable possession, 

(145) Mizafer.a-n k'wal-er 
Mizefer-GEN house-PL 

'Mizafer's house' 

(146) Ahmed.a-n wan (577:5) 
Ahmed-GEN voice 

'Ahmed's voice' 

a part-whole relationship, 
(147) koridor.di-n cl-a (Q81:43) 

hall-GEN wall-INESS 

'on the wall of the hall' 

an A or S argument of a verb-derived noun (purely nominal Masdar, cf. 
9.9.1.) (genitivus subjectivus), 
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7.2. Functions of nominal inflectional categories 85 

(148) a. Abur.u turist-r.i-n raxu-n-r.i-z jab ga-na. (Q81:43) 
they(ERG) tourist-PL-GEN talk-MSD-PL-DAT ear give-AOR 

'They listened to the tourists' conversations.' 

b. xalq'.di-n siw.i-n jaratmi§-un-ar (X89:3) 
people-GEN mouth-GEN create-MSD-PL 

'the creations of the people's mouth' 
an S argument of an adjective-derived noun (-wal abstract noun, cf. 7.3.1.1.), 

(149) Wi iimiir.di-n jargiwil.i-n sir wui ja? (DD89,4:12) 
you:GEN life-CEN length-CEN secret what:ABS COP 

'What is the secret of the length of your life?' 

quality, 

(150) a. Am ask'an buj.di-n, qumral jak'-ar.i-n zehil tir. (M79:4) 
he:ABS low stature-GEN dark flesh-PL-GEN youth COP:PST 

'He was a young man of low stature and dark complexion.' 

b. qh-san jeri.di-n tum-ar 
good quality-GEN seed-PL 

'seeds of good quality7 

c. har ziire.di-n xiirek-ar (583:71) 
every kind-GEN food-PL 

'dishes of every kind' 

attributes, 

(151) a. wad pip'.e-n jaru §ed (J84:19) five edge-GEN red star 

'a red star with five edges' 

b. q'we merteba.di-n k'wal-er 
two story-GEN house-PL 

'a two-storey house' 

material, 

(152) a. marmar.di-n qwan (J84:3) marble-GEN stone 

'a marble stone' 

b. qizil.di-n tup'al-ar (K87,l:5) 
gold-GEN ring-PL 

'golden rings' 
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and all sorts of other abstract relationships: 

(153) a. Ada-τι rik'-e mühübat.di-n c'elxem kiik'ün-zawa-j. 
she-GEN heart-INESS love-CEN spark bum-IMPF-PST 

The spark of love was burning in her heart.' (S88:10) 

b. Doroteja.di din.di-n qullugöiwil.i-n kespi xkä-nawa. Dorothea(ERG) religion-GEN service-GEN profession choose-PRF 

'Dorothea has chosen the profession of religious service.' 
(Ko90,2,7:4) 

However, the Genitive cannot be used in constructions like 'the city of 
Bombay', which are expressed by an appositional constructions (14.3.). 

A non-referential Genitive noun often corresponds to a Russian or 
English relational adjective, as in (154). Since Lezgian lacks special relational 
adjectives, this is the only way to express such notions. 

(154) a. Kanada.di-n paüah.di-η balk'an-r.a-l-la-j-bur.u-n 
Canada-CEN king-GEN horse-PL-SRESS-be.on-PTP-SBST.PL-CEN 

policija (Ko89,9,17:3) 
police 

'the Royal Canadian Mounted police' 

b. stxawil.i-n kiimek (DD71,2:10) 
brotherhood-GEN he lp 

'fraternal help' (lit. 'help of brotherhood') 

c. literatura.di-n eser (Mejlanova 1986:203) 
literature-GEN work 

'a literary work' 

When it is non-referential, a Lezgian Genitive noun also often corresponds 
to an English first compound member. 

(155) gat.u-n kanikul-ar (M83:64) 
summer-GEN holiday-PL 

'summer vacation' 

The Genitive has one non-adnominal use. The Genitive is used to ex-
press a distance with spatial expressions (cf. 156) or a time interval with 
temporal expressions (cf. 157). 

(156) a. Ihtijatluwal patal am sa kam.uni-n q'uluqh Aa-na. 
safety for he:ABS one step-GEN back become-AOR 

'For the sake of safety, he went back a step.' (DD77,1:12) 
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b. WiH-waj sa äumud kam.uni-n jarga ada-z 
self-ADEL one how.many step-GEN a w a y he-DAT 

li?en aku-na. (J89:20) 
horseshow see-AOR 

Ά few steps away from him he saw a horseshoe/ 

(157) Kolumb.a Amerika aqhaj-daldi Θ00 jis.a-n wilik 
[Columbus(ERG) America open-POSTR] 600 year-GEN before 

ina insan-ar jaSamiS &a-na-j. (Ko89,10,13:3) 
here person-PL living be-AOR-PST 

'People lived here 600 years before Columbus discovered the New 
World.' 

This non-adnominal Genitive can also be used for abstract distances. 

(158) a. Cna ada-laj sa Sumud klass.di-n agada k'el-zawa-j. 
we:ERG he-SREL one how.many class-GEN below study-IMPF-PST 

W e were (studying) several classes below him.' (Du83,l:124) 

b. Wad jis.a-n waxt.und-a promySlennost.di-n 
f ive year-GEN time-INESS [industry-GEN 

produkcija hasil-un 42-46 procent.di-n artuxar-in. 
production produce-MSD] 42-46 percent-GEN increase-HORT 

'Let us increase industrial production within five years by 42-46 
percent.' (DD71,2:3) 

Genitive NPs resemble adjectives in that they can be substantivized by 
means of the substantivizer -dil-bur (cf. 8.1.1.). This substantivization is 
obligatory when the Genitive NP is used predicatively, e.g. 

(159) a. Balk'an wi-di tuS, im öi 
horse you:GEN-SBST.SG COP:NEG this:ABS we:GEN 

paöah.di-n-di ja. (X89:115) 
king-GEN-SBST.SG COP 

The horse is not yours, it's our king's.' 

b. Axpa majdan öi-di ja. (M83:31) 
af te rward place we:GEN-SBST.SG COP 

'After that the place is ours.' 
For a special use of the substantivized form of the reduced Genitive, cf. 
7.1.2.5. (the "paucal plural"). 

Finally, the Genitive is governed by many postpositions, cf. 12.2. 

7.2.2.4. The Dative case. This case expresses recipient, experiencer, direction, 
time, and the like. In its local directional meaning it replaces the missing 
"Indirective" case. Examples (160) and (161) show the recipient function 
with verbs of transfer of things (160) and information (161). 
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(160) Ruä.a gada.di-z cük ga-na. 
girl(ERG) boy-DAT flower give-AOR 

The girl gave a flower to the boy.' 

(161) a. RuS-ar.i Zubail.a-z öp.i-n Seher Qalur-zawa (Q81:43) 
girl-PL(ERG) Zubail-DAT selves-CEN town show-IMPF 

The girls are showing Zubail their town.' 

b. Direktor.di za-z öuxsagul laha-na. (K89,12:12) 
director(ERG) I-DAT thanks say-AOR 

The director said thanks to me.' 

The Dative marks a peripheral participant that is beneficially (cf. 162) or ad-
versely (cf. 163) affected (benefactive/malefactive). 

(162) a. Anglija.d-a lif.re-z giimbet ecig-nawa. (K87,2:15) 
England-INESS dove-DAT gravestone build-PRF 

'In England a gravestone has been built for a dove.' 

b. Za wa-z ada-n wiri simfoni-jar ja-da. (DD77,1:12) 
I:ERG you-DAT he-CEN a l l symphony-PL play-FUT 

Ί will play all his symphonies for you.' 

(163) a. Cna a qeqwerag Suna.di-z wuö-na q'wan? (R66:26) 
we:ERG tha t poor Suna-DAT do.what-AOR FT 

'What did we do to that poor Suna?' 
b. Cükwer.a-z ha i öil.e-l insan-r.i zehennem 

Cükwer-DAT tha t this earth-SRESS human-PL(ERG) h e l l 

jaratmiS-nawa-j. (S88:35) 
create-PRF-PST 

The people had created a hell on this earth for Ciikwer.' 

It can also express a possessive relationship with body parts, as in French or 
German: 

(164) Gila kiln 6'exi xa-nwa. Qe=paka kwe-z 
now you.all:ABS big become-PRF today=tomorrow you-DAT 

spel-ar-ni eqeö'-da. (A90:16) 
moustache-PL-too go.out-FUT 

'Now you have grown up. And soon moustaches will grow on you.' 
(German: Bald werden euch Schnurrbärte wachsend) 

The Dative marks experiencers of a small number of experiential verbs and 
a larger number of experiential constructions, cf. 15.4.1. 
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(165) Kasbuba.di-z tar.a-n xil.e-l zurba sa quS aku-na. 
Kasbuba-DAT tree-GEN branch-SRESS big one bird see-AOR 

'Kasbuba saw a big bird on a tree's branch.' (X89:152) 

The Dative also expresses the possessor in the construction with awa 'be' 
(17.6.1.). In this function it is interchangeable with the Postessive. 

(166) Ada-z (=ada-qh) xtul-ar awa. 
she-DAT she-POESS grandchild-PL be.in 

'She has grandchildren.' 

The Dative often has directional function, e.g. 

(167) a. Patah.di-n rik' ala-j dewe miiqw.e-laj wac'.u-z 
[king-GEN hear t be.on-PTP] camel bridge-SREL river-DAT 

awat-na. (Du85,3:115) 
fall.off-AOR 

The king's favorite camel fell from the bridge into the river.' 

b. Zun medinstitut.di-z fi-da. (K89,7:0) 
I:ABS medical.school-DAT go-FUT 

'I'll go to medical school.' 
This is also common when the direction is an expression denoting people, e-g-

(168) a. Ca-z muhman-ar ata-na. (G54:133) 
we-DAT guest-PL come-AOR 

'Guests came to our place.' 

b. Xtul äaklu ja-z ö'exi buba.di-z kilig-na. (K89,12:12) 
grandchild [doubtful COP-IMC] great father-DAT look-AOR 

'The grandson looked doubtfully at his grandfather.' 

In its temporal use, the Dative expresses a point in time (cf. also 12.1.2.4.), 
eg· 

(169) a. Cimi ö'aw.u-z weq'-er fad q'ura-da. (DD77,6:12) 
hot time-DAT grass-PL quickly dry-FUT 

'In the hot time grass dries quickly.' 

b. Bäzi ö'aw-ar.i-z wi hebe buS ie-zwa-L· (R66:23) 
some time-PL-DAT you:GEN bag empty be-IMPF-NEG 

'Sometimes your bag is not empty.' 

c. M. Haiiev 1958=jis.a-n 22=mart.di-z keömiS ita-na. (Du68,2:30) 
M. H a i i e v 1958=year-GEN 22=March-DAT dead become-AOR 

'M. Haiiev passed away on 22 March, 1958. 
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d. har näni-z (K89,12:11) 
every evening-DAT 

'every evening' 

e. alat-aj jis.u-z (M83:64) 
pass-AOP year-DAT 

'last year' 
7.2.2.5. The Adessive case. This case originally expresses the location 'near, 
by', but it is now rarely used in this function (now usually expressed by the 
postposition pataw, 12.2.1.8.)· The following examples, involving envi-
ronmental landmarks like Ijank' or 'door', seem to be typical of the rare lo-
cal uses. 

(170) a. Peqh-er wac'.u-n qerex.di-w acuq'-na. (M83:31) 
crow-PL river-GEN bank-ADESS sit-AOR 

The crows alighted on the bank of the river.' 

b. Nadir rak'-ar.i-w aquiaz-na. (K89,12:12) 
N a d i r door-PL-ADESS stop-AOR 

Tsladir stopped at the door.' 

The Adessive also occurs in the valence frames of a number of verbs, espe-
cially verbs with the preverb Ag- (cf. 15.3.3.). The meaning of the Adessive 
case in these valence patterns is commonly 'by, to' or 'with', e.g. 

(171) a. Peleng.di-w hii&et awu-n asant kar tuS. (X89:33) 
[tiger-ADESS quarrel do-MSD] easy thing COP:NEG 

'Fighting with the tiger is not an easy thing.' 

b. Nasir-ni Sajida äeb öpi-w gzaf werdiS £a-nwa-j. 
Nasir-and Sajida selves selves-ADESS much used get-PRF-PST 

'Nasir and Sajida had gotten very much used to each other.' 
(N88:76) 

7.2.2.6. The Adelative case. This case originally expresses movement away 
from the location 'near, by' (cf. 172), but it is now mostly used in a more ab-
stract sense (cf. 173). 

(172) Ana, k'wal.i-waj jargaz, zi iimiir hik' ze-da? (S88:162) 
there house-ADEL far I:GEN life how be-FUT 

'How will my life be there, far from home?' 

(173) a. Jargi Ali.di ada-waj pul qaöu-na. (K86,2:7) 
t a l l Ali(ERG) he-ADEL money take-AOR 

'The tall Ali took the money from him.' 
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b. I MüSkiir xalu.di-z öa-waj wu6 k'an-zawa-t'a? (K85,4:6) 
this Müäkür uncle-DAT we-ADEL what:ABS want-IMPF-CND 

Ί wonder what this Müäkür-xalu wants from us?' 

c. Kolxozä-jr.i-z i kar agronom.di'Waj öir Sta-na. 
kolkhoznik-PL-DAT this thing agronomist-ADEL teach ANTIC-AOR 

'The collective farmers learned about this matter from the 
agronomist.' (G54:141) 

See 15.3.4. for verbs with valence patterns including an Adelative argu-
ment. 

A very frequent use of the Adelative is in the construction with £un 'be', 
'become', which means 'be able' when used with the Infinitive and an 
Adelative noun phrase (cf. 20.2.2.). 

(174) Nurbala.di-waj wiöi-n dide aku-r-la aqwaz-iz Aa-na-L· 
Nurbala-ADEL [self-GEN mother see-AOP-TEMP] [stop-INF] can-AOR-NEG 

'Nurbala couldn't stop when he saw his mother.' (R66:4) 

In a very interesting construction, the Involuntary Agent Construction 
(cf. also 15.6.3.), the Adelative means something like 'caused involuntarily 
or accidentally by'. 

(175) Dide.di-waj nek alaot-na. 
mother-ADEL milk boil.over-AOR 

'The milk boiled over, caused involuntarily by the mother.' (i.e. 'The 
mother involuntarily allowed the milk to boil over.') 

When the involuntary action is expressed by a transitive verb, a periphrastic 
construction with £un 'become, happen' and the Masdar has to be used. 

(176) a. Za-waj i SiiSe gadr-un Aa-na. (Mejlanova 1960:40) 
I-ADEL [this bottle throw-MSD] happen-AOR 

'Throwing away this bottle happened, caused accidentally by me, i.e. 
I accidentally threw away this bottle.' 

b. Za-waj ilmiir.d-a tek sadra tap-arar awu-n ±a-na. (583:72) 
I-ADEL life-INESS [only once lie-PL do-MSD] happen-AOR 

Ί (involuntarily) lied only once in my life.' 

c. Za-waj Cilkwer gu-da laha-na itim_.di-z gaf gu-n 
I-ADEL [[Ciikwer give-FUT say-AOR] man-DAT word give-MSD] 

xa-nwa. (S88:30) 
happen-PRF 

Ί have (accidentally) given my word to a man that I would give 
(the girl) Cükwer to him.' 
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7.2.2.7. The Addirective case. According to some descriptions, the 
Addirective case can mean 'in the direction of a location near/by', as in 
(177). 

(177) Sik' mark.uni-wdi fe-na. (TG66:553) 

fox stack-ADDIR go-AOR 

'The fox went toward the stack.' 
However, this use does not occur in the modern standard language. The 
Adelative is now virtually restricted to expressing an instrument (as in 178) 
or manner (as in 179, especially with abstract nouns). 

(178) a. Qadim.a gf.l.i-wdi ada-z acuq'-un teklif-na. (R66:ll) 
Qadim(ERG) hand-ADDIR he-DAT [sit-MSD] propose-AOR 

'Qadim offered him to sit down with his hand.' 

b. Axpa ada wil.i-n naqw-ar gweö'i jaglux.di-wdi mi£-na. 
then she(ERG) eye-GEN tear-PL l i t t le cloth-ADDIR clean-AOR 

Then she wiped away the eye's tears with a little handkerchief.' 
(R66:29) 

(179) a. Abu Kir.a hiirmet.di-wdi zawab ga-na. (K87,l:12) 
Abu Kir(ERG) respect-ADDIR answer give-AOR 

'Abu Kir answered respectfully.' 

b. Cna jeke hewes.di-wdi «Varäavjanka» mani luhu-z 
[we:ERG great enthusism-ADDIR Varäavjanka song say-INF] 

baSlamiS-na. (J84:4) 
begin-AOR 

'We began to sing the "Varäavjanka" with great enthusiasm.' 

7.2.2.8. The Postessive case. This case originally expresses the location 
'behind', but it is now rarely used in that function (usually expressed by the 
postpositions q'uluqfl and giigiina, cf. 12.2.1.6-7.). The meaning 'behind' still 
occurs with a few nouns like dalu Ijack', stol 'table', sufra 'tablecloth'. 

(180) a. Ali stol.di-qh acuq'-nawa. (DD85,3:23) 
Ali table-POESS sit-PRF 

'Ali is sitting at (lit. 'behind') a table.' 

b. Daglar-ni Ciikwer äpi-n kesib sufra.di-qh 

Daglar-and Ciikwer selves-GEN poor tablecloth-POESS 

acuq'-nawa-j. (X89:27) 
sit-PRF-PST 

TDaglar and Ciikwer were sitting at their poor tablecloth.' 
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c. RuS Demir.a-n dalu.di-qh öünüx £a-na. (N88:74) 
girl Demir-GEN back-POESS hide ANTIC-AOR 

The girl hid behind Demir's back.' 

With a few nouns like rak('ar) 'door', pad 'side', the Postessive has a more 
general locative sense. 

(181) a. Patah.di wiöi-n balk'an ö'exi wezir.di-n rak'-ar.i-qh 

king(ERG) self-GEN horse great vizier-GEN door-PL-POESS 

aqwazar-na. (X89:114) 
stop-AOR 

The king stopped his horse at the grand vizier's door.' 

b. Har pat.a-qh zilreba=iilre quS-ar.i mani-jar luhu-zwa. 
every side-POESS various bird-PL(ERG) song-PL say-IMPF 

'Everywhere various birds are singing.' (M83:73) 

The Postessive may also be used in the directional sense of 'toward', espe-
cially with the verbs elqün, elqürun 'turn (toward)', and with the noun pad 
'side'. 

(182) a. Ada balk'an a k'wal.i-n war-ar.i-qh elqür-na. (J89:21) 
he(ERG) horse that house-GEN gate-PL-POESS tum-AOR 

t i e turned his horse toward the gate of that house.' 

b. JawaS qadam-r.a-ldi am k'wal.i-qh xkwe-zwa-j. (583:100) 
slow step-PL-SRDIR he:ABS house-POESS return-IMPF-PST 

'With slow steps she was going back toward the house.' 

With awa "be, exist' (17.6.1.), the Postessive expresses the possessor. 

(183) a. I q'iizek.a-qh qhsan xzan awa. (§83:54) 
this old.man-POESS good family be.in 

This old man has a good family.' 

b. Za-qh masa teklif awa. (Du61,4:71) 
I-POESS other proposal be.in 

Ί have a different proposal.' 
A very specific meaning of the Postessive is 'in exchange for'. 

(184) a. Ta£ajt'a ruä.a-qh haqi k'an-zawa-ni? 
or daughter-POESS payment want-IMPF-Q 

'Or do you want payment for your daughter?' 

b. Za zi balk'an c'ud xip.e-qh ga-na. (TG66:554) 
I:ERG I:GEN horse ten sheep-POESS give-AOR 

Ί gave away my horse in exchange for ten sheep.' 
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94 7. Noun morphology 

Finally, the Postessive is the case of arguments of certain verbs, cf. 15.3.5., 
and of the postposition galaz 'with', cf. 12.2.3.3. 

7.2.2.9. The Postelative case. This case originally expresses the locative no-
tion 'from behind'. Most often it simply means 'from' and is restricted to 
certain words, much like the Postessive ('door', 'side'). 

(185) a. Rak'-ar.i-qhaj k'wati-n ses-er ata-na. (DD77,4:10) 
door-PL-POEL foot-GEN sound-PL come-AOR 

'From the door came the sound of footsteps.' 

b. Masa pat-ar.i-qhaj ata-j insan-ar. (G82:25) 
[other side-PL-POEL come-PTP] human-PL 

'people who came from other places' 

c. I ahwalat.di öa-z Sulejman masa teref.di-qhaj 
this event(ERG) we-DAT Sulejman other side-POEL 

qalur-zawa. (Mejlanova 1986:203) 
show-IMPF 

'This event shows us Sulejman from a different side.' 

d. War.ci-qhaj ewer-zawa-j wan-er aqat-na. (Q81:112) 
[gate-POEL call-IMPF-PTP] voice-PL come-AOR 

'Voices calling from the gate could be heard.' 

In the abstract domain, the Postelative expresses the stimulus of emotions 
like fear and shame. 

(186) a. Wa-z wi galstuk.di-qhaj regü £a-na-ö-ni? (D71,3:21) 
you-DAT you:GEN necktie-POEL ashamed be-AOR-NEG-Q 

'Weren't you even ashamed of your necktie?' 
b. Dide.di-qhaj kiü'e-la ada-waj hele t'ekwen.d-aj 

mother-POEL afraid-ADV she-ADEL yet [hole-INEL 

eqeö'-iz £a-nwa-6-ir. (X89:14) 
go.out-INF] can-PRF-NEG -PST 

'For fear from her mother she couldn't leave her hole yet.' 

7.2.2.10. The Postdirective case. This case occasionally expresses the locative 
notion 'toward'. Its name, Postdirective, is therefore not justified by the pre-
sent function, but only by its form and its place in the system. 

(187) a. Ada rak aqhaj-na wa xür.ü-qhdi zwer-na. (J84:54) 
she(ERG) door open-AOR and village-PODIR run-AOR 

'She opened the door and ran toward the village.' 
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b. Sarwili.di ajal xur.u-q^di q'u-na wa am wiöi-n 
Sarwili(ERG) child breast-PODIR hold-AOR and he:ABS self-GEN 

öin.i-w agud-na. (AM87:30) 
face-ADESS approach-AOR 

'Sarwili held the child close to his breast and brought him close to 
his face/ 

c. Jargi Ali.di-z sagraj laha-na, a da rak'-ar.i-qhdi 
[long Ali-DAT godbye say-AOC] he(ERG) door-PL-PODIR 

herekat-na. (K86,2:8) 
hurry-AOR 

'Saying goodbye to Long Ali, he hurried toward the door.' 

7.2.2.11. The Subessive case. This case originally expresses the location 
'below', but this is now generally expressed by the postposition k'anik (itself 
the Subessive of k'an 'ground', cf. 12.2.2.1.). Nevertheless, the Subessive still 
retains the meaning 'below' in some contexts. 

(188) a. Ci ajwan.di-n qaw.u-k öubaruk-r.i-n sa 
we:GEN balcony-GEN roof-SBESS swallow-PL-GEN one 

Sumud xizan jaSamiS 2e-zwa. (M83:32) 
several family living be-IMPF 

'Some families of swallows live under the roof of our balcony.' 

b. Mert-er.i-n tar.ci-n serin.di-k, qacu weq'.e-l acuq'-na. 
barberry-PL-GEN tree-GEN shade-SBESS green grass-SRESS sit-AOR 

'He sat down in (lit. 'under') the shade of a barberry tree, on the 
green grass.' (M83:73) 

Sometimes the Subessive has a more general locative meaning, especially 
with certain nouns (e.g. ajwan 'balcony'). 

(189) Mizafer ajwan.di-k ksu-zwa. (583:51) 
Mizafer balcony-SBESS sleep-IMPF 

'Mizafer sleeps on the balcony.' 

In the abstract domain, the Subessive is used with verbs like 'mix' or 
'participate'. 

(190) a. Partija.di-z kommunist.di-n xsusi ilmilr.di-k 
party-DAT [communist-GEN private life-SBESS 

qariSmiS ze-da-j ixtijar αιυα-ni? (Du85,3:80) 
meddling be-FUT-PTP] right be.in-Q 

'Does the party have the right to meddle in a communist's private 
life?' 
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b. Ada-z wiöi-n äadwil.i-k wiri-bur Serik 
he-DAT [self-GEN joy-SBESS all-SBST.PL participant 

jtu-nu£ k'an-zawa-j. (X89:29) 
become-MSD] want-IMPF-PST 

'He wanted everyone to become a participant in his joy.' 

This use appears to be motivated by the fact that the Lezgian native verb for 
'mix', (k)aka£un, has the preverb (k)ak- and therefore takes a Subessive ar-
gument (cf. 10.3.2.). 

See further 15.3.7. for verbs taking a Subessive argument. 

7.2.2.12. The Subelative case. This case originally expresses the locative no-
tion 'from below', which is now usually expressed by the postposition 
k'anikaj (12.2.2.1.). The more general locative meaning 'from' is still some-
times found, especially with 'hang'. 

(191) a. Destek.di-kaj suw.a-n jac.ra-n hajbatlu krö-ar 
column-SBEL mountain-GEN ox-GEN grandiose horn-PL 

kürsar-nawa-j. ($83:100) 
hang-PRF-PST 

'Grandiose aurochs horns were hanging on the column (lit. had 
been hung from the column).' 

b. Zehmet ö'ugu-r-la azal wa-kaj kat-da. (583:9) 
[work pull-AOP-TEMP] death you-SBEL run-FUT 

'When you work, death runs away from you.' 
The Subelative means 'from' (or related notions) in a number of abstract 
senses, for instance 'free from'. 

(192) ixtijar-r.i-kaj mahrum 
right-PL-SBEL deprived 

'deprived of rights' 

It means 'from, against' with verbs like 'protect' and 'save'. 

(193) a. An&ax mähkem dustwil.i-waj öun däwe-jr.i-kaj only strong friendship-ADEL [we:ABS war-PL-SBEL 

xü-z ze-da. (K85,7:4) 
preserve-INF] can-FUT 

'Only strong friendship can protect us against wars.' 

b. Baianax-ar illkwe t'urfan.di-kaj xii-z 
brother.in.law-PL [country storm-SBEL preserve-INF] 

front.di-z fe-na. (583:5) 
front-DAT go-AOR 

The brothers-in-law went to the front to protect the country 
against the storm.' 
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The Subelative is also used in partitive expressions, where it is translated as 
'(out) of'. 

(194) a. Kursant-r.i-kaj gzaf-bur.u ruS-ar.i-qh galaz 
cadet-PL-SBEL many-SBST.PL(ERG) girl-PL-POESS with 

q'iiler-zawa-j. (S88:156) 
dance-IMPF-PST 

'Many of the cadets were dancing with girls.' 

b. Za 6i muq'uiara-bur.u-kaj sad.a-z-ni sa xabar-ni 
I:ERG we:GEN relative-SBST.PL-SBEL one-DAT-even one news-even 

ga-na-6-ir. (S88:167) 
give-AOR-NEG-PST 

Ί didn't give any information to any of my relatives.' 

(195) Ruxwa-jr.i-kaj Fejzallah.a-n rik' illaki gweö'i 
son-PL-SBEL Fejzallah-GEN heart especially l i t t le 

DaSdemir.a-l ala-j. (HQ89:17) 
Daädemir-SRESS be.on-PST 

'Of his sons, Fejzillah especially loved the little Daädemir.' 

The Subelative also expresses the topic of speech or thought ('about'). 

(196) a. Buba.di-kaj ak' luhu-mir. (Du85,3:79) 
father-SBEL thus say-PROHIB 

'Don't talk like that about dad!' 
b. Ada Safiga.di-n amal-r.i-kaj fikir-zawa-j. (N88:85) 

he(ERG) Safiga-CEN prank-PL-SBEL think-IMPF-PST 

'He thought about Safiga's pranks.' 
Another function of the Subelative is to express material. 

(197) Werg-er.i-kaj awu-nwa-j öigirtma ajal-r.i-z gzaf k'an-da-j. 
[nettle-PL-SBEL make-PRF-PTP] figirtma child-PL-DAT much like-FUT-PST 

'The children liked öigirtma, (a dish) made out of stinging nettles, a 
lot.' (K87,3:12) 

This meaning of material is the basis for a more abstract use of the 
Subelative with the verbs £un 'become' and awun 'make'. Ά becomes B' is 
literally 'B arises out of A', and Ά makes Β C' is literally Ά makes C out of 
B' (cf. 15.3.8.1., 17.4.). 

(198) a. Ada-kaj ust'ar ita-na, ajal-r.i-kaj fäle-jar. (S83:9) 

she-SBEL master become-AOR child-PL-SBEL apprentice-PL 

'She became the master and the children apprentices.' 
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b. Sura hukumat.di-z ta-kaj kafir-ar iji-z 
Soviet government-DAT [we-SBEL non.believer-PL make-INF] 

k'an-zawa. (HQ89:7) 
want-IMPF 

'The Soviet government wants to make us non-believers/ 

Finally, the Subelative also expresses the stimulus of emotions. 

(199) Ajnise.di-z witi-n apaj.a-kaj qhel qwe-z baSlamiS-na. 
[Ajnise-DAT self-GEN father.in.law-SBEL anger come-INF] begin-AOR 

'Ajnise began to get angry with her father-in-law.' (583:64) 

See 15.3.8. for verbal valence patterns with a Subelative argument. 
7.2.2.13. The Sub directive case. Despite its name, this case never expresses 
the locative notion 'direction toward below'. The Subdirective expresses 
cause, but it is used very rarely. 

(200) a. Blokada.di-n waxt.und-a Leningrad.d-a ajal-ar 
blockade-GEN time-lNESS Leningrad-INESS child-PL 

ka§.a-kdi telef ±a-na. (K85,7:4) 
hunger-SBDIR perishing be-AOR 

Ouring the blockade in Leningrad children died of hunger.' 

b. Axtarmi§-a, — zawab ga-na Tijibeg.a aiug.di-kdi 
search-IMPV answer give-AOR T'ijibeg(ERG) [[anger-SBDIR 

jaru ita-nwa-j öin-aj c'aj ök'i-z. (L86,3:10) 
red become-PRF-PTP] face-INESS fire spread-IMC] 

'Search, said T'ijibeg, while fire was spreading on his face which 
had become red with anger.' 

c. JulduS t-atu-n.i-kdi, ada-n kefi ö'ur öta-na. (G63:15) 
[friend NEG-come-MSD-SBDIR] he-GEN mood bad become-AOR 

Ήϊβ mood became bad because his friend did not come.' 

7.2.2.14. The Superessive case. The primary meaning of this case is the loca-
tion 'on', including the directional sense 'onto'. 

(201) C'ur.a-l wad jac amuq'-na. (K88,9:5) 
pasture-SRESS five ox stay-AOR 

'Five oxen were still on the pasture.' 
(202) a. Ziraf.di qib sa q'aq'an tar.ci-n xil.e-l ecig-na. 

giraffe(ERG) frog one high tree-GEN twig-SRESS put-AOR 

The giraffe put the frog on a twig of a tall tree.' (K86,3:2) 
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7.2. Functions of nominal inflectional categories 99 

b. Rahman.a balk'an qacu weq'-er awa-j ö'ur.a-l 
Rahman(ERG) horse [green grass-PL be.in-ΡΓΡ] pasture-SRESS 

tuxwa-na. (J89:24) 
lead-AOR 

'Rahman led the horse to a pasture with green grass.' 

The Superessive is also used with a number of names of Lezgian villages 
(other Lezgian villages and all non-Lezgian places take the Inessive, cf. 
7.2.2.17.). 

(203) Q'asumxiir.e-l 
'in Q'asumxiir (Kasumkent)' 

The most important abstract function of the Superessive is expressing the 
cause of an emotion, e.g. with the adjectives pexil 'envious', razi 'satisfied', 
Sad 'glad', damax 'proud', and with the verb q^ilriln 'laugh'. 

(204) a. Amma inal-ni wiri ada-l qhüre-na. (S88:170) 
but here-too a l l he-SRESS laugh-AOR 

'But here, too, everyone laughed at him.' 
b. Ada-η Sirin ses.ina-l bilbil hejran ie-da. (§83:25) 

she-GEN sweet voice-SRESS nightingale surprised be-FUT 

'Even a nightingale will be surprised at her sweet voice.' 

The Superessive is also sometimes used instrumentally, instead of the 
Superdirective (7.2.2.16.). According to Mejlanova (1987:151), this usage has 
become more common in recent decades. 

(205) a. Dax.di linejka.d-al c'ar-ar 6'ugu-na. (K89,12:11) 
dad(ERG) ruler-SRESS line-PL draw-AOR 

'Dad drew lines with a ruler.' 

b. Güldeste.di sa sefer.d-a öxra.da-l gal iji-zwa-j. (§83:12) 
Güldeste(ERG) one time-INESS wheel-SRESS thread make-IMPF-PST 

'Once Güldeste was making thread on a spinning-wheel.' 

Finally, a number of verbs have Superessive arguments (cf. 15.3.9.), e.g. 
huiumun 'attack': 

(206) Sik'.re peqh-er.a-l huium-na. (M83:31) 

fox(ERG) crow-PL-SRESS attack-AOR 

'The fox attacked the crows.' 
7.2.2.15. The Superelative case. The primary meaning of this case is the loca-
tive notion 'off (lit. 'from on'). 
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100 7. Noun morphology 

(207) a. Nurali buba balk'an.di-laj ewiö'-na. (M83:73) 
Nura l i f a t h e r horse-SREL descend-AOR 

'Father Nurali got off the horse.' 

b. Xozjajka.di-n wil-er.i-laj Sadwil.i-n naqw-ar fi-zwa-j. (M79:7) 
landlady-CEN eye-PL-SREL joy-GEN tear-PL go-IMPF-PST 

Tears of joy were rolling from the landlady's eyes.' 
Another locative use is the path 'across, over'. 

(208) a. Mirg.i-waj illen.di-laj xkadari-z £a-na-6. (X89:12) 
deer-ADEL [swamp-SREL jump-INF] can-AOR-NEG 

The deer could not jump across the swamp.' 

b. Miiqw.e-laj fi-da-j-la dewe-jar basrux ita-na. 
[bridge-SREL go-FUT-PTP-TEMP] camel-PL pushing be-AOR 

'When they went across the bridge, the camels were pushing 
(each other).' (Du85,3:115) 

The Superelative also has the temporal sense 'in' or 'after'. Unlike English, 
Lezgian does not distinguish the the deictic situation (e.g. 'in two months' = 
'after two months from now') and the non-deictic situation (e.g. 'after two 
months' = 'after two months from some other point in time'). 

(209) Güldeste.di-n xtul q'we wac.ra-laj £iz xkwe-da. (§83:21) 
Güldeste-CEN grandson two month-SREL l ike return-FUT 

'Güldeste's grandson will return from the army in about two 
months. ' 

(210) Sa sät.di-laj gada-jar wac'.u-n qerex.da-l xta-na. (M83:57) 
one hour-SREL boy-PL river-GEN bank-SRESS return-AOR 

'After an hour, the boys came again to the river's bank.' 

Another temporal use is 'from, beginning with'. 
(211) Ha i jiq.a-laj xüpüqhwi-jr.i öpi-n xilrünwi.da-l 

t h a t t h i s day-SREL Xüpüqian-PL(ERG) selves-GEN covillager-SRESS 

c'iji t'war ecig-na. (HQ89:14) 
new name put-AOR 

'Starting on that day, the people of Xüpüq put a new name on their 
co-villager.' 

Two further important uses of the Superelative are to mark the standard of 
comparison (cf. 24.1.1.) and the argument of several postpositions (cf. 12.2.). 
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7.2. Functions of nominal inflectional categories 101 

7.2.2.16. The Superdirective case. The primary meaning is the directional 
location 'onto'. This is now quite rare. 

(212) Allahquli ruä.a-n diqet wiöe-ldi ö'ugwa-z alaqh-zawa-j. 
Allahquli [girl-GEN attention self-SRDIR draw-INF] strive-IMPF-PST 

'Allahquli was trying to draw the girl's attention to himself.' 
(R66:13) 

The most common use of the Superdirective is the instrumental sense. 

(213) Nabisat.a wiöi-z sa bubat öi-da-j türk 
Nabisat(ERG) [self-DAT one l i t t le know-FUT-PTP] Turkic 

ä'al.a-ldi ada-waj iuzu-na. (S88:6) 
language-SRDIR she-ADEL ask-AOR 

'Nabisat asked her in the Turkic language, which she knew a little.' 

When the NP in the Superdirective case is abstract (or clausal, as in 215), the 
expressed sense is manner rather than instrument. 

(214) a. Muallim-ar har sa tars.uni-z diqet.da-ldi hazur 
[teacher-PL every one lesson-DAT attention-SRDIR ready 

±u-n lazim ja. (DD77,6:14) 
become-MSD] necessary COP 

'The teachers have to prepare carefully for every class.' 

b. Ada k'ewi wan.ce-ldi —Ja dide!— laha-na. (R66:4) 
he(ERG) firm voice-SRDIR — Ο mother — say-AOR 

'He said with a firm voice: Ο mother!' 

(215) Abur.u quä-ar.i-z xiir.ü-n niik'-er.a-l huium-ar 
they(ERG) bird-PL-DAT [village-GEN sparrow-PL-SRESS attack-PL 

awu-n.a-ldi kiimek-ar ga-na. (M83:33) 
do-MSD-SRDIR] help-PL give-AOR 

'They helped the birds by attacking the village's sparrows.' 

In (216), the Superelative indicates in what respect something is true. 

(216) Am qeqß-n.i-n teher.da-ldi buba.di-z uxSar 5ta-na. 
he:ABS walk-MSD-GEN manner-SRDIR father-DAT similar become-AOR 

'He became similar to his father in [his] manner of walking.' 
(DD77,1:11) 
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102 7. Noun morphology 

The temporal sense of the Superelative is 'until'. 

(217) a. 1937=lahaj jis.a-ldi 6i ö'al.a-qh düz kAi-n.i-n 
1937=ORD year-SRDIR we:GEN language-POESS right write-MSD-CEN 

qajda-jar awa-6-ir. (Du68,2:27) 
rule-PL be.in-NEG-PST 

Until 1937, our language had no orthographic rules.' 

b. Wun i 6'aw.a-ldi hina awa-j? (DD71,3:21) 
you:ABS this time-SRDIR where be.in-PST 

'Where were you until now?' 

7.2.2.17. The Inessive case. This case expresses the general location 'in' (or 
sometimes 'into', as with the verb 'put' in (219)). 

(218) a. Pahliwan-ar isätda öi xür-e awa. (J89:27) 
artist-PL now we:GEN village-INESS be.in 

The tightrope walkers are now in our village.' 
b. Zi siw-e soska awa. (A90:3) 

I:GEN mouth-INESS dummy be.in 

Ά (baby's) dummy is in my mouth.' 

c. Ci k'wal-e muhman-ar awa. (J89:6) 
we:GEN house-INESS guest-PL be.in 

There are guests in our house.' 
(219) Dax.di wiöi-n zibin.d-a muk'rat' tu-na. (J89:26) 

dad(ERG) self-CEN pocket-INESS scissors put-AOR 

'Dad put a pair of scissors into his pocket.' 
The Inessive can also be used in various more abstract senses derived from 
the original locative sense (in (220c), this abstract sense was clearly borrowed 
from Russian). 

(220) a. Skola.d-a öa-z xaji 6'al.a-n tars-ar ga-na-i. 
school-INESS we-DAT native language-GEN lesson-PL give-AOR-NEG 

'At school we were not taught our native language.' (K89,12:12) 

b. Ada-η xijal.d-a q'we quwatlu hiss awa-j. (R66:29) 
he-GEN mind-INESS two forceful feeling be-PST 

Two strong feelings were in his mind.' 

c. A ö'aw.u-ζ abur mod.d-a awa-j. (DD85,2:20) 
tha t time-DAT they fashion-INESS be.in-PST 

'At that time they were in fashion.' 
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7.2. Functions of nominal inflectional categories 103 

The temporal meaning of the Inessive is the expression of duration within 
a period of time, e.g. gzaf jis-ar-a 'for many years', pud sät.d-a 'for three 
hours'. Further examples: 

(221) a. Tamam wac.r-a ada-z öimi xürek akwa-zwa-ά (L86,3:13) 
whole month-INESS he-DAT warm meal see-IMPF-NEG 

'For a whole month he doesn't see a warm meal.' 
b. Ali.di axwar.i-qh galaz gzaf waxt.und-a zeng ö'ugu-na. 

Ali(ERG) sleep-POESS with much time-INESS fight pull-AOR 

'Ali fought with sleep for a long time.' (J89:14) 

With some nouns the Inessive can also have the meaning of general tem-
poral location. Such nouns include waxt 'time' (irregular Inessive 
waxtunda), exir 'end', and sefer 'time, occasion'. 

(222) Zun Saz-ni sentjabr.di-τι exir.d-a Xiv.d-a ±a-na. 
I:ABS last.year-too September-GEN end-INESS Xiv-INESS be-AOR 

'Last year, too, I was in Xiv at the end of September.' 
(Ko89,10,13:l) 

7.2.2.18. The Inelative case. The primary meaning of this case is the location 
'out of' (lit. 'from in'). 

(223) a. Xatimat.a giän.d-aj nek ca-zwa-j. (DD77,1:10) 
Xatimat(ERG) jug-INEL milk pour-IMPF-PST 

'Xatimat was pouring milk from a jug.' 

b. C'ulaw nük', q'il eqis-na, muk-aj kilig-na. (K87,2:9) 
black bird [head stick.out-AOC] nest-INEL look-AOR 

The black bird stuck out its head and looked out of the nest.' 
c. Maxaöqala.d-aj Moskva.di-z saki jaxc'ur sät.di-n 

Maxaikala-INEL Moscow-DAT almost forty hour-GEN 

reqh awa. (Du71,6:13) 
way be.in 

'From Maxaikala to Moscow if s almost a 40 hours' trip.' 

Another locative meaning is the path meaning 'along, across', also in a 
more abstract sense (224c). 

(224) a. Cun k'waö.i-n zigir.d-aj fi-da. (K57:6) 
we:ABS foot-GEN path-INEL go-FUT 

'We'll go along a footpath.' 
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104 7. Noun morphology 

b. Aga dere.di-n k'an-äj lacu kaf ala-z wac' kat-zawa. 
low valley-GEN ground-INEL [white foam be.on-IMC] river run-IMPF 

Ά river runs along the ground of the lower valley, with white 
foam on it/ (M83:73) 

c. I mani muq'wal-muq'wal radio.d-aj gu-zwa. (K86,3:l) 
this song often radio-INEL give-IMPF 

This song is often broadcast over the radio.' 

A common abstract sense is cause (especially a motivating emotion). 

(225) a. Helbetda, abur Sadwil-äj qhilre-na-6-ir. (§83:65) 
of.course they joy-INEL laugh-AOR-NEG-PST 

Of course, they did not laugh out of joy.' 

b. Gada.di utanmiSwil-äj wiöi-n wil-er öünüx-iz alaq^-na. 
boy(ERG) shame-INEL [self-GEN eye-PL hide-INF] strive-AOR 

The boy tried to hide his eyes out of shame.' (N88:74) 

Another abstract sense is the expression of price or other types of compensa-
tion ('in return for'). 

(226) a. Ha ik' Mizafer.a k'wal-er wiöi-z k'an-da-j 
that thus Mizafer(ERG) house-PL [self-DAT want-FUT-PTP] 

qimet.d-aj ga-na. (583:59) 
price-INEL sell-AOR 

'In this way, Mizafer sold the house at the price he wanted.' 

b. Za stxa.di-z za-z ga-ji kilmek.d-aj öuxsagul 
[I:ERG brother-DAT [I-DAT give-AOP] help-INEL thanks 

laha-na k'an-da. 
say-AOC] must-FUT 

Ί have to thank my brother for the help he gave me.' 

Finally, the Inelative is governed by the two postpositions winiz 'up' and 
aguz 'down' (12.2.1.3.-4.). 
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7.3. Nominal derivation 105 

7.3. Nominal derivation 

Lezgian is not rich in nominal derivational patterns. Only a handful of suf-
fixes show some productivity, and nominal compounding is also severely 
restricted. 

7.3.1. Derivational suffixes 

The following derivational suffixes will be treated here. Only the first three 
are native, the others were borrowed and have not become truly productive. 

-wal abstract nouns (from adjectives and nouns) 
-wi nouns of origin (from place names) 
-qhan profession (from nouns) 
-hi profession (from nouns) (Turkic) 
-lux object (from nouns) (Turkic) 
-gan object (from nouns) (Turkic) 
-xana house (from nouns) (Persian) 
-ban profession (Persian) 

7.3.1.1. -wal. This suffix (oblique stem -wili, plural -wiler) is extremely pro-
ductive. It forms abstract nouns from qualitative adjectives (cf. 227) and 
from nouns (cf. 228), and in a few cases from adverbs (cf. 229). 

(227) qacu-wal 
takabur-wal 
sad-wal 
tajinsuz-wal 

(228) stxa-wal 
taraSöi-wal 
dust-wal 

(229) aguz-wal 

greenness 
'pride' 
'unity' 
'indefiniteness' 
'brotherhood' 
'robbery' 
'friendship' 
'lowness, lowland' 

qacu 
takabur 
sad 
tajinsuz 
stxa 
taraSöi 
dust 
aguz 

green 
'proud' 
'one' 
'indefinite' 
'brother' 
'robber' 
'friend' 
'low (adv.)' 

The suffix -wal on nouns denoting a profession or function is also so 
regular and common that it could perhaps be regarded as an inflectional suf-
fix. In order to express 'work as an X', one has to use it: X-wal awun (lit. 'do 
X-hood'), or X-wile k'walaxun (lit. 'work in X-hood'), e.g. muallimwal 
awun 'work as a teacher', regiixbanwile k'walaxun 'work as a miller'. That 
-wile in such constructions is a sort of "functive case" suffix can be seen in 
examples like (230), where -wile is added to a plural noun. 

(230) Ada-η sopredsedatel-ar-wil-e H. Abdurahimov-ni 
it-CEN cochairman-PL-ABST-INESS H . Abdurahimov-and 

I. Serifov testiq'ar-na. (Ko90,7,22:3) 
1. Serifov confirm-AOR 

Ή. Abdurahimov and I. Serifov were confirmed as its co-chairmen.' 

The suffix -wal can also be added to participial forms, e.g. fizwaj 'going, 
who goes', fizwajwal '(the fact or event of) going'. In this use, -wal must 
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probably be considered a verbal inflectional suffix, analogous in function to 
the Masdar, although much less common. See 20.8.1. for its use in comple-
ment clauses. The Causal converb -wiläj (21.5.2.) is originally the Inelative 
case of this form. 

The suffix -wal is homophonous with the Purpose/Manner converb in 
-wal (9.3.4.6.), and it is perhaps etymologically identical with it. 

7.3.1.2. -wi. This suffix productively forms nouns of origin from place 
names, e.g. axcehwi 'person from Axceh'. This suffix is optionally replaced 
by -iuwa in the oblique cases of the singular, so we have: 

Singular Absolutive axcehwi 
Ergative axcehiuwa (alongside: axcehwidi 
Genitive axceh.2u.wan axcehwidin) 

Plural Absolutive axcehwijar 

More examples are: 

(231) maxaöqalawi 
dagustanwi 
n'ju jorkwi 
öeöenwi 

'person from Maxaikala' 
'Daghestanian' 
'New Yorker' 
'Chechen' 

(Maxaöqala) 
(Dagustan) 
CN'ju Jork) 
(Ceöen 'Chechnia') 

Two nouns that are not derived from place names are also formed with -wi: 
xürünwi 'villager' (from xiir, Genitive xilriXn 'village'), and dagwi 
'mountain dweller, mountaineer' (from dag 'mountain'). 

7.3.1.3. -q^art. This suffix derives agent nouns from nouns. It does not seem 
to be productive. 

(232) giirbe-qhan 
xpe-qhan 
margu-qhan 
öapla-q^an 

'hunter' 
'sheep breeder' 
'mower' 
'left-hander' 

gürö 
xeb (obi. xpe-) 
margw 
äapla 

'hunt' 
'sheep' 
'strip of mowed hay7 

'left' 

7.3.1.4. -ci. Due to the very high number of Turkic loanwords in Lezgian, 
this frequent Turkic suffix is also widespread. It derives agent nouns from 
nouns. However, it seems to be restricted by and large to words of Turkic 
(and Arabic) origin. 

(233) qullug-öi 'employee' qullug 
iStirak-ii 'participant' iStirak 
daldam-δϊ 'drummer' daldarn 
kolxoz-öi 'kolkhoz farmer' kolxoz 

service 
'participation' 
'drum' 
'collective farm' 

7.3.1.5. -lux. This rare Turkic suffix derives nouns denoting places which are 
characterized by the thing denoted by the base noun. 

(234) hiindür-lux 
qum-lux 
qa miS-lux 

'high place' 
'sandy place' 
'place where reed grows' 

hiindilr 'high' 
qu m 'sand' 
qami§ 'reed' 
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7.3.1.6. -gatt. This rare suffix derives nouns denoting containers and other 
objects from nouns. 

(235) t'urar-gan 'box for spoons' t'ur (pi. t'urar) 
gafar-gan 'dictionary' gaf (pi. gafar) 
ximir-gan 'vessel (for leaven)' ximir 
Semer-gan 'candlestick' Sem (pi. Semer) 
xuru-gan 'apron; bib' xur 

spoon 
'word' 
'leaven (for dough)' 
'candle' 
'breast' 

7.3.1.7. -xana. This suffix derives nouns denoting houses associated with the 
thing denoted by the base word. 

(236) öaj-xana 
dap-xana 
ktab-xana 
qahbe-xana 

'tea house' öaj 
'printing plant' δα ρ 
'library' ktab 
'brothel' qah.be 

'tea' 
'printing' 
'book' 
'prostitute' 

7.3.1.8. -ban. This suffix derives nouns denoting people associated with the 
thing denoted by the base word, often professions. It is reasonably produc-
tive and no longer shows a sign of being a loan suffix from Persian—it can 
happily be attached to native Lezgian words. 

(237) nexir-ban 
salar-ban 
wak'ar-ban 
regiix-ban 
küöe-ban 
quSar-ban 

'cattle herder' 
'kitchen gardener' 
'swineherd' 
'miller' 
'idler' 
'poultry farmer' 

nexir 'herd of cattle' 
sal (pi. salar) 'kitchen garden' 
wak (pi. wak'ar) 'pig' 
reqw 'mill' 
küöe 'streef 
quδ (pi. quäar) 'bird' 

7.3.1.9. Other suffixes. Gajdarov (1966:40-76) lists quite a few further nominal 
derivational suffixes, but they are all heavily restricted—they occur only in 
one or two words or in dialects, and they show hardly any regularity. A few 
of them are listed here, with one example for each. 

(238) -Ak q'ilz-ek 'old man' q'iizii Old' 
-Ac Siik'w-ec 'thin person' Siik'ii 'thin' 
-At net'et 'lousy person' 

'slag' 
net (obi. net're) 'louse' 

-Vc' raq'-uc' 
'lousy person' 
'slag' raq' 

tak'w 
'iron' 

-AS tak'w-αί 'small mortar' 
raq' 
tak'w 'mortar' 

-(V)x c'ar-x 'scratch' c'ar 'line' 
-Vö' ner-eö' 'snot' ner 'nose' 
-VZ tup'-al 'ring' t'ub (obi. tup'u-) 'finger' 
-(V)t' Bahat' 'Bahaddin (short form)' Bahaddin (name) 

7.3.2. Nominal compounding 

Lezgian completely lacks determinative compounds, i.e. compounds of the 
type Nhead Independent; where the compound denotes a kind of Nhead that is 
characterized in some way by Ndependent· 
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Reasonably common are copulative compounds, i.e. compounds of the 
type NIN2, where the compound denotes the pair constituted by N j and N2. 
Ni and N2 may belong closely together as a pair (as in (239)), they may repre-
sent two particularly salient members of a larger class (as in (240)), or they 
may have more or less the same meaning (as in (241)), so that the resulting 
compound has roughly the same meaning as N j or N2. 

(239) buba-dide 'parents' buba 
dide 

'father' 
'mother' 

(240) mejwa-mahsular 'food crops' 

xeb-mal 

mejwa 'fruif 
mahsul-ar 'grain' 

'domestic animals' xeb 'sheep' 
mal 'cattle' 

(241) gaf-ö'al 

t'war-wan 

kar-k'walax 

'talking' 

renown 

'job, business' 

gaf 
ö'al 
t'war 
wan 
kar 
k'walax 

'word' 
'word, language' 
'name' 'sound, rumor' 
'job' 
'work' 

In a few cases one member of such a compound does not occur indepen-
dently. 

(242) ajal-kujal 'child' ajal 'child' (*kujal) 
muq'wa-q'ili 'relatives' muq'wa 'close' (*q'ili) 
q'iner-ahter 'oaths and promises' q'in 'oath' (*aht(erj) 
Sel-xwal 'weeping' Sei 'weeping' (*xwal) 
ata-bubajar 'ancestors' buba 'father' (*ata) 

When the meaning is transparent, copulative compunds can apparently be 
formed ad hoc. The compounds occurring in the following examples are not 
listed in the comprehensive dictionary of Talibov & Gadiiev (1966): 

(243) a. Xiir-e=k'wal-e wuö xabar awa? (Q81:105) 
village-INESS=house-INESS what:ABS news be.in 

'What news is there from home? (lit. 'in village and home')' 

b. Hürmet.a murk xiz qaji c.e-l öin=gil öüxwe-na. 
Hürmet(ERG) ice l ike cold water-SRESS face=hand wash-AOR 

'Hiirmet washed his face and hands with icy-cold water.' (R66:25) 

c. K'ek=werö kü6e.di-z eqeö'-nawa-ö-ir. (E81:9) 
rooster=chicken street-DAT go.out-NEG-PST 

'Roosters and chickens hadn't gone out on the street yet.' 
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7.3. Nominal derivation 109 

7.3.3. Conversion from adjectives 

Conversion from adjectives may be considered a third type of nominal 
derivation. In general, adjectives have to be substantivized before they can 
be used as nouns (e.g. qacu 'green', qacu-di 'green one', see 8.1.1.). 
However, in some cases adjectives are directly converted to nouns, without 
any additional morphology. 

(244) wahSi 'wild animal' wahSi 'wild' 
zehil 'youth' zehil 'young' 
muq'wa 'relative' muq'wa 'close' 

These nouns inflect regularly like other nouns (Singular oblique stem iehil-
di, Plural zehil-ar, etc.). Conversion from adjectives is frequent and produc-
tive only with adjectives denoting negative human qualities, e.g. 

(245) tempel 'lazybones' tempel lazy7 

nadinZ 'naughty child' nadinz 'naughty' 
mut'laq' 'miser' mut'laq' 'stingy' 
merdimazar 'harmful person' merdimazar 'harmful' 

Nationality adjectives exhibit similar behavior (8.1.3.). 

7.3.4. Echo compounds 

As in many other languages of the area, echo compounds are formed by 
reduplicating nouns in such a way that the onset of the first syllable of the 
second member is replaced by m-. The meaning of such Ν rti-N' echo com-
pounds is 'N and similar things'. 

(246) sik'-mik' 'fox and other wild animals' 
qab-mab 'boxes and similar things' 
ugri-mugri 'thieves and other criminals' 

The connotation is generally pejorative: 

(247) Masa ilöi-jar=m-ilöi-jar öa-z gerek tu& (S88:19) 
other matchmaker-PL=m-atchmaker-PL we-DAT needed COP:NEG 

'We don't need other matchmakers and similar people.' 
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Chapter 8 
Adjective morphology 

8.1. Adjectival inflection 

When adjectives are used attributively in a noun phrase, their form is un-
changed. The comparative and superlative degrees are not expressed on the 
adjective (see 24.1.). This leaves us with only two major types of adjectival 
inflection: substantivization of adjectives and adjectival adverbs. 

8.1.1. Substantivization 

An adjective may occur on its own as the head of a noun phrase only when 
substantivized. The substantivizing suffix is -di in the Absolutive case 
(Singular), -da in the oblique cases, and -bur(-u) in the Plural: 

(248) Sg. Abs. 
Erg. 
Gen. 
Adess. 
Iness. 
etc. 

qacu-di 'green one' 
qacu-da 
qacu-da-n 
qacu-da-w 
qacu-da 

PI. Abs. qacu-bur 'green ones' 
Erg. qacu-bur-u 
Gen. qacu-bur-u-n 
Adess. qacu-bur-u-w 
Tnocc qacu-bur-a Iness. 
etc. 

This suffix can also be used to substantivize other adjective-like forms: 
(A) Participles (see 19.1.2. on headless relative clauses). 
(B) Genitive NPs, e.g. 

(249) 
zi 
cjizil.di-n 
dide.di-n 
Dagustan.di-n 

'my' 
'of gold, golden' 
'mother's' 
'Daghestan's, 
Daghestanian' 

zi-di 'mine' 
Qizil.di-n-di 'golden one' 
dide.di-n-di 'mother's' 
Dagustan.di-n-di 'Daghestanian one' 

(C) The adjectival comparative particles xtin 'like' and q'wan 'as much as' 
(see 24.2.), as well as the demonstrative and interrogative adjectives built on 
these forms, e.g. ixtin 'such', iq'wan 'so much', hixtin 'what kind?', etc. (see 
11.3.). 

(D) Ordinal numerals formed with lahaj (see 13.1.3.). 
(E) The determiner mükü 'the other' (11.7.3.). 
The determiners wiri 'all', har 'every', masa 'another', the demonstra-

tives, and the cardinal numbers also have substantivized forms which re-
semble the substantivization of adjectives closely except for the Absolutive 
Singular form. In this form, wiri shows a zero suffix, the demonstratives 
and har have a suffix -m(a), sa 'one' and q'we 'two' have the suffix -d, and 
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8.1. Adjectival inflection 111 

the other cardinal numbers, which 
13.1.2.). 

(250) Abs. wiri 'all' 
Erg. wiri-da 
Gen. wiri-da-n 
PI. wiri-bur 

already end in -d, have zero (cf. also 

har-ma 'everyone' 
har-da 
har-da-n 
har-bur 

Abs. i-m 'this one' 
Erg. i-da 
Gen. i-da-n 
PI. i-bur 

a - m 'that one' 
a-da 
a-da-n 
a-bur 

hi-m 'which one' 
hi-da 
hi-da-n 
hi-bur 

Abs. sa-d 'one' 
Erg. sa-da 
Gen. sa-da-n 
PI. sa-bur 

q'we-d 'two' 
q'we-d-a 
q'we-d-a-n 

pud 'three' 
pud-a 
pud-a-n 

In this section the focus is on substantivized adjectives because the other 
substantivizations are mostly dealt with elsewhere. 

The substantivized adjective is used in three major types of contexts: 
Anaphora (8.1.1.1.), adjective-to-noun conversion (8.1.1.2.), and predicative 
position (8.1.1.3.). 

8.1.1.1. Anaphora. This is illustrated by (251). 

(251) a. Htätin televizor k'an-zawa wa-z? Gwet'i-di, 
which television want-IMPF you-DAT little-SBST.SG 

ö'exi-di, rang.uni-n-di? (K86,2:7) 
big-SBST.SG color-GEN-SBST.SG 

'What kind of TV set do you want? A little one, a big one, a color 
one?' 

b. Sa tup wini mahle.d-a awa-j qele.di-n qaw.a-l, 
one cannon [upper quarter-INESS be.in-PTP] fortress-GEN roof-SRESS 

milkii-di — aga mahle.d-a, pud lahaj-di-ni 
other-SBST.SG lower quarter-INESS three ORD-SBST.SG-and 

juq'w.a-l ecig-da. (K87,l:7) 
middle-SRESS build-FUT 

'One cannon will be built on the roof of the fortress in the upper 
quarter [of the city], the other one (on that of the one) in the lower 
quarter, and a third one in the middle.' 
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112 8. Adjective morphology 

8.1.1.2. Adjective-to-noun conversion. When converted to nouns, adjec-
tives can refer either to people, as in (252), or to abstract things, as in (253). 

(252) I diinja.da-l qhsan-bur pis-bur.u-laj gzaf ja. (§83:50) 
this world-SRESS good-SBST.PL bad-SBST.PL-SREL many COP 

'In this world the good (people) are more numerous than the bad 
(people).' 

(253) Cna c'iji-di kar.di-k kuta-daldi kühne-d.a-kaj 
we:ERG [new-SBST.SG thing-SBESS put.under-POSTR] old-SBST.SG-SBEL 

otkaz-zawa. (Ko90,2,2:l) 
give.up-IMPF 

'We give up the old (things) before we introduce the new (things).' 

8.1.1.3. Predicative adjectives. Substantivized adjectives can be used predica-
tively, much like plain adjectives. The difference in meaning seems to be 
very slight (cf. 17.2.). 

(254) a. Idris qe Sad tir. Am baxtlu tir. (N88:57) 
Idris today glad COP.PST he:ABS happy COP.PST 

'Idris was glad today. He was happy.' 

b. Kiln hamiSa ümür.d-a baxtlu-bur jtu-raj, 
you.all:ABS always life-INESS happy-SBST.PL be-OPT 

zi bala-jar. (S88:167) 
I:GEN child-PL 

'May you-all always in life be happy, my children.' 

Predicative substantivized adjectives agree in number with the subject. 
This is the only instance of agreement in Lezgian. Cf. (254c), contrasting 
with (254b). 

(254) c. Wun hamiäa ümür.d-a baxtlu-di otu-raj, zi bala. 
you:ABS always life-INESS happy-SBST.SG be-ΟΡΓ I:GEN child 
'May you always in life be happy, my child.' 

For non-adjectives that can be substantivized, substantivization is a nec-
essary precondition for predicative use. (See also 19.3. on predicative sub-
stantivized participles.) For instance, the Genitive NP in (255a) can be used 
predicatively only in the substantivized form shown in (255b). 

(255) a. sa zins.ini-n opredeleni-jar (G57:42) 
one kind-GEN attribute-PL 

'coordinate attributes (lit. attributes of one kind)' 

b. Ina opredeleni-jar sa zins.ini-n-bur ja. (G57:42) 
here attribute-PL one kind-GEN-SBST.PL COP 

'Here the attributes are coordinate.' 
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8.1. Adjectival inflection 113 

8.1.2. Adjectival adverbs 

There are two main adverb forming suffixes in Lezgian, -dakaz and -diz / -z, 
as well as several minor suffixes. 

8.1.2.1. The suffixes -dakaz and -dizl-z. The suffix -dakaz is invariable. The 
suffix -dizl-z has two variants: -z is used with adjectives that end in a 
vowel, -diz is used with adjectives that end in a consonant. Adjectives end-
ing in -n (which optionally fuses with a preceding vowel, yielding a final 
nasal vowel, cf. 3.3.2.4.) can have either -z or -diz. Both these suffixes are 
very general and can be used with almost any adjective, e.g. 

(256) a. güröeg 
b. sag 
c. k'ewi 
d. aktivnyj 

(257) a. güröeg 
b. dilz 
c. k'ewi 
d. zurba 

(258) a. zalan 
b. qhsan 
c. jaxun 

güröeg-dakaz 
sag-dakaz 
k'ewi-dakaz 
aktivnyj-dakaz 

gilrbeg-diz 
diiz-diz 
k'ewi-z 
zurba-z 

zalan-z / zalan-diz 
qhsan-z / q^san-diz 
jaxun-z / jaxun-diz 

'beautifully' 
'soundly' 
'strongly' 
'actively' 

'beautifully' 
'correctly' 
'strongly' 
'enormously' 

'heavily' 
'well' 
'meagrely' 

There is no difference in meaning between the two, but -diz / -z is more 
frequent. The suffix -dakaz is said to be originally from the Axceh dialect 
(GadSiev 1954:174) and is rarely used in poetry but is not uncommon in 
prose. It is even more general than -diz / -z in that it can be attached to any 
adjective, even to adjectives borrowed from Russian like aktivnyj (cf. 256d). 
The suffix -dizl-z is impossible with such Russian adjectives. 

The most common function of the adjectival adverbs is to express man-
ner. This is illustrated in (259M262). 

(259) a. Ada iviri k'walax-ar zirek-diz q'il-e tuxu-da-j. 
she:ERC a l l work-PL energetic-ADV head-INESS carry-FUT-PST 

'She carried out all jobs energetically.' (DD77,1:10) 

b. Wi rik'.e-l öi q'aq'an qaw q^san-diz alama-ni? 
you:CEN head-SRESS we:GEN h igh roof good-ADV be.still.on-Q 

'Do you still remember our high roof well?' (H77:6) 

(260) a. C'aw gaf q'eri-z wa anzax poezija.d-a halt-da. (G82:19) 
i'aw word rare-ADV and only poetry-INESS meet-FUT 

'The word ö'aw is found rarely and only in poetry.' 
b. Mirzebeg.a k'ewi-z haraj-na: Jusuf xalu! (L86,3:17) 

Mirzebeg(ERG) strong-ADV shout-AOR Jusuf uncle 

'Mirzebeg shouted loudly: uncle Jusuf!' 
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114 8. Adjective morphology 

(261) Dilber.a wiö insafsuz-dakaz alcur £a-ji-di q'at'a-na. 
Dilber(ERG) [self cruel-ADV deceive ANTIC-AOP-SBST] perceive-AOR 

'Dilber realized that she had been cruelly deceived.' (R66:8) 

Adjectival adverbs are also used copredicatively, i.e. modifying a noun 
phrase rather than the verb. 

(262) a. Abur pa§man-diz qhfe-na. (X89:156) 
t h e y sad-ADV go.away-AOR 

They went away sad (or: sadly).' 

b. Pakama-z q'ud jac-ni sag=salamat-diz xiXr.ii-z xta-na. 
morning-DAT four bull-also healthy-ADV village-DAT retum-AOR 

'In the morning all four bulls returned to the village unharmed.' 
(K88,9:5) 

c. GiSila iennet.di-z awat-daldi tux-diz zehennem-diz 
[[hungry paradise-DAT get-POSTR] satisfied-ADV hell-DAT 

awat-un qhsan ja. (K87,2:16) 
get-MSD] good OOP 

'It is better to go to hell satisfied than to go to paradise hungry.' 

d. jak öig-diz t'ü-n (TG66:370) 

meat raw-ADV eat-MSD 

'to eat meat raw' 
Adjectival adverbs resemble the Imperfective converb of verbs (-z, cf. 

9.3.2.1., 9.9.3.) not just formally. The two also show intriguing functional 
similarities. Thus, the adjectival adverb may be used as a kind of comple-
ment of the verb akun 'see', much like verbal converb forms (20.6.2.). 

(263) Abur.u-z har sa deq'iq'a baha-z akwa-zwa-j. (J89:24) 
they-DAT every one minute dear-ADV see-IMPF-PST 

'Every minute seemed valuable to them.' 

Furthermore, both adjectival adverbs and converbs are used with the lo-
cal copula ama 'be still' (17.6.6.1.), and adjectival adverbs may be redupli-
cated, like the Imperfective converb (21.2.): 

(264) Ada xilrek öimi-z=6imi-z ne-zwa. (TG66:370) 
she:ERG meal hot-ADV=hot-ADV eat-IMPF 

'She eats the meal (while it is) hot.' 

8.1.2.2. Minor adverb suffixes. The suffix -k'a forms adjectival adverbs from 
a small number of adjectives, e.g.: 

(265) a. ö'uru ö'uru-k'a 'wrongly' 
b. c'iji c'iji-k'a 'newly' 
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8.1. Adjectival inflection 115 

This suffix is also used with pronominal stems (see 11.3.). Examples: 

(266) a. 6'uru-k'a terbijalamiS-aj ajal (DD77,6:14) 
[wrong-ADV bring.up-AOP] child 

'a child brought up wrongly' 

b. Sulejman i tema.di-ιυ lap masa-k'a egeö'-na. 
Sulejman this theme-ADESS very other-ADV approach-AOR 

'Sulejman approached this topic completely differently.' 
(Sejxov 1983b:56) 

The suffix -Aba forms adjectival adverbs from a number of adjectives. 
Such forms are rare in the standard language. 

(267) a. bürq'il biirq'w-eba 'blindly' 
b. ekü ekw-eba 'openly' 
c. q'uru q'ur-aba 'dryly7 

The suffix -Aldi forms adjectival adverbs from a few adjectives. 

(268) a. kilrü kiir-eldi 'shortly' 
b. jargi jarg-aldi 'far' 

The suffix -wileldi, which is very productive and frequent, can perhaps 
be regarded as an adverb-forming suffix. It is really the Superdirective case 
of the abstract suffix -wal (see 7.3.1.1.), but it hardly differs in meaning from 
the corresponding adverb in -dakaz, e.g.: 

(269) taxsirsuz 'innocent' 
taxsirsuzwal 'innocence' 
taxsirsuzwileldi 'with innocence = innocently' (= taxsirsuzdakaz) 

8.1.2.3. Adjectives as adverbs. While the adverbial forms (8.1.2.1.-2.) are 
usually used when adjectives are used adverbially, bare adjectives are also 
possible in adverbial function. 

(270) a. RuS-ar.i-z urus 6'al lap zajif öi-zwa-j. (Q81:43) 
girl-PL-DAT Russian language very weak know-IMPF-PST 

'The girls knew Russian very poorly.' 
b. Raq.ini gzaf pis öra-zwa. (TG66:374) 

sun(HRG) much bad bum-IMPF 

'The sun is burning very badly.' 

c. Hilrmet.a-z abur.u-n arada Xa-ji ahwalat lap 
Hiirmet-DAT [they-GEN between become-AOP] event very 

qhsan öi-zwa-j. (R66:27) 
good know-IMPF-PST 

'Hürmet knew very well what had happened to them.' 
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116 8. Adject ive m o r p h o l o g y 

8.1.3. Predicative suffixes on adjectives 

8.1.3.1. The predicative suffix -da. The Lezgian grammatical literature men-
tions a suffix -da that can be attached to adjectives and gives them a predica-
tive function (Uslar 1896:93-95,190-194; GadZiev 1954:48; Ramaldanov 1980). 
There is also a corresponding Past tense form -da-j. 

(271) öimi 
meq 'i 
q^san 
giSin 
Sirin 

'warm' öimida '(it) is warm' 
'cold' meq'ida '(it) is cold' 
'good' qhsanda 'is good' 
'hungry' giSinda 'is hungry' 
'sweet' Sirinda 'is sweet' 

This suffix is not used in the modern standard language, except in the 
cases k'anda 'wants', öida 'knows', t'ada 'hurts', kiö'eda 'fears' (9.5.2.1.-4.), 
which are treated as verbs in this grammar. 

The Future suffix -da is clearly also related to predicative -da and to -da 
in k'an-da etc. The most likely scenario that relates these three instances of 
-da is the following: -da is originally a copula, closely related etymologically 
to the standard copula ja and the local copulas aw a etc. (d/j are originally 
different gender markers, and aw- etc. are preverbs). It was suffixed to adjec-
tives, yielding forms as in (271) and to (some kind of participial form of) 
verbs, yielding a general present tense which was later restricted to habitual 
and future uses (9.3.2.4.). Adjectival forms as in (271) then fell into disuse, 
surviving only in forms like k'anda etc. (which had become verbs). 

Most examples of predicative -da that are given in the sources are from 
adjectives denoting environmental and psychological states, often lacking a 
subject (or at least an Absolutive subject). 

(272) a. Qe serin-da. (G54:48) 
today cool-PRED 

Today it is cool.' 

b. K'wal-e öimi-da-i-ir. (G54:48) 

room-INESS warm-PRED-NEG-PST 

'It wasn't warm in the room.' 
c. Za-z meq'i-da. (G54:48) 

I-DAT cold-PRED 

Ί feel cold.' 
d. Za-z giUn-da. (TG66:87) 

I-DAT hungry-PRED 

Ί am hungry.' 
e. Hawa qhsan-da. (G54:48) 

weather good-PRED 

'The weather is good.' 

However, some other adjectives are also mentioned: 
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8.1. Adjectival inflection 117 

(273) a. I gür tüq'ül-da. (G54:48) 
this flour bitter-PRED 

'This flour is bitter.' 

b. 16 Sirin-da. (G54:48) 
apple sweet-PRED 

'The apple is sweet.' 

c. Ina ö'ur qacu-da. (Uslar 1896:94) 
here pasture green-PRED 

'Here the pasture is green.' 

8.1.3.2. The Imperfective suffixes -z(a)wa/-z(a)ma on adjectives. The verbal 
Imperfective suffix -z(a)wa and the Continuative Imperfective suffix -
z(a)ma (cf. 9.3.2.2.-3.) are occasionally used as predicative suffixes on adjec-
tives. This use seems to be restricted to adjectives ending in a vowel or -τι, 
which is not surprising in view of the following considerations: The 
Imperfective in verbs is based on the Imperfective converb -(i)z plus awa (> 
-z(a)wa). The adjectival form that corresponds to the verbal Imperfective 
converb in several respects is the adjectival adverb in -dizl-z (8.1.2.), but 
this has the form -z only in adjectives ending in a vowel or -n. Thus, an ad-
jectival Imperfective form can arise in a similar manner only in these adjec-
tives: 

(274) a. Verbal Imperfective: Imperfective converb + awa 
fi-z awa > fizwa 'is going' 
kilig-iz awa > kilig-zawa 'is looking' 

b. Adjectival Imperfective: adjectival adverb (-z) + awa 
6imi-z awa > öimizwa 'is warm' 
giSin-z awa > giSinzawa 'is hungry7 

The few examples of the use of the adjectival Imperfective are mostly 
from the same type of adjectives that take the predicative suffix -da (8.1.3.1.), 
i.e. adjectives denoting environmental and psychological states. 

(275) a. Ada-z gi§in-zawa zedi. (A90:28) 
it-DAT hungiy-IMPF FT 

'It (the bird) is probably hungry.' 

b. Sad miikii-d.a-laj zizwi ask'an-zawa. (Q81:43) 
one other-SBST.SG-SREL l i t t le low-IMPF 

'One is a little shorter than the other.' 
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118 8. Adjective morphology 

Examples for the adjectival Continuative Imperfective: 

(276) a. Helelig ziw-er qwa-nwa-6-ir. Hawa-jar t'imil dimi-zma-j. 
st i l l snow-PL fall-PRF-NEG-PST air-PL little warm-IMPF.CONT-PST 

'Snow had not fallen yet. The weather was still a little warm.' 
(A90:27) 

b. Ada-z wiöi-n roman patal kilne ga-ji £tin 
he-DAT self-GEN novel for [you.a!l:ERG give-AOP] l ike 

delil-ar kimi-zma-j. (Q81:lll) 
detail-PL lacking-IMPF.CONT-PST 

'For his novel he still needed details like the ones you gave.' 

c. Rag dag.di-n iiwe.di k'ew-nawa-j kuk'uS.di-qh qhfi-z 
sun [mountain-GEN [snow(ERG) cover-PRF-PST] peak-POESS retum-INF] 

hazur jta-nwa-j, amma qece hele lap ekii-zma-j. (J89:30) 
ready be-PRF-PST but outside sti l l very light-IMPF.CONT-PST 

'The sun was about to return behind the snow-covered peak of the 
mountain, but outside it was still quite light.' 

Adjectival Imperfective forms may even have Secondary Imperfective con-
verbs: 

(277) Gweö'i-zma-z weö.re-n• k'anik kwa-j kaka-jar 
[[small-IMPF.CONT-IMC] [chicken-GEN under be.under-PTP] egg-PL 

öünüx-zawa-j-d.a, ö'exi jta-ji-la wuö iji-da? 
steal-IMPF-PTPl-SBST.SG(ERG) [big become-AOP-TEMP] what:ABS do-FUT 

'What will a person who stole eggs (from) under a chicken while still 
being small do when s/he grows up?' (DD71,3:21) 

8.1.4. Nationality words 

Words denoting nationalities show some peculiarities. They may be used ei-
ther as nouns or as adjectives. (The relationship between nationality nouns 
and adjectives could perhaps be subsumed under conversion, cf. 7.3.3.) E.g. 

(278) lezgi 1. Lezgian (person) PI. lezgijar 
2. Lezgian (adj.) 

arab 1. Arab (person) PI. aräbar 
2. Arab, Arabic (adj.) 

nems 1. German (person) PI. nems4r 
2. German (adj.) 
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8.1. Adjectival inflection 119 

Some examples for the adjectival use of nationality words: 

(279) a. qazax ru£ (§83:98) 
Kazakh girl 

'a Kazakh girl' 

b. nems xalq'.di-n max (K87,l:13) 
German people-GEN fairy.tale 

'a German folktale' 

c. Alim-r.i rutul wa c'axur ö'al-ar.a-ldi alfavit-ar 
scholar-PL(ERG) Rutul and Tsakhur language-PL-SRDIR alphabet-PL 

tesnif-nawa. ( K o 8 9 , 1 0 , 1 5 : l ) 
create-PRF 

'Scholars have created alphabets in the Rutul and Tsakhur 
languages.' 

d. Qumuq' wa avar, lak wa öeüen, urus wa 
Kumyk and Avar Lak and Chechen Russian and 

ukrain diSehlji-jr.i xaji wax-ar.i 5tiz zehmet 
Ukrainian woman-PL(ERG) native sister-PL(ERG) like work 

ä'ugwa-zwa. (DD71,6:11) 
pull-IMPF 
'Kumyk and Avar, Lak and Chechen, Russian and Ukrainian 
women are working like sisters.' 

However, besides the bare nationality word, the Genitive Plural of the 
noun is also often used in a purely adjectival sense. 

(280) a. arab-r.i-n alim Jaqutan (L87,2:74) 
Arab-PL-GEN scholar Jaqutan 

'The Arab scholar Jaqutan' 

b. urus-r.i-n xiir 
Russian-PL-GEN village 

'a Russian village' 
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120 8. Adjective morphology 

8.2. Adjectival derivation 

Besides the suffixes mentioned in this section, there are various participial 
suffixes which derive participles (=verbal adjectives) from verbs. Since par-
ticiples are part of the verbal paradigm, they are considered inflectional af-
fixes and are described in Ch. 9 (9.3., 9.3.3.2., 9.9.2., 9.10.4.). 

8.2.1. Derivational suffixes 

8.2.1.1. -lu and -suz. The suffixes -lu 'having' and -suz 'lacking' are the only 
frequent and productive adjective-forming affixes in Lezgian. They are 
commonly added to Oriental loanwords (mostly with abstract meaning), 
thus still betraying their Turkic origin. 

(281) a. merhemet 'mercy': 

b. sabur 'self-control': 

c. fa hum 'reason, sense': 

d. Sak 'doubt': 

e. gzjrat 'courage': 

merhemetlu 
merhemetsuz 
saburlu 
sabursuz 
fahumlu 
fahumsiiz 
Saklu 
Saksuz 
gejratlu 
gejratsuz 

'merciful' 
'ruthless' 
'patient' 
'impatient' 
'thoughtful' 
'brainless' 
'doubtful' 
'doubtless' 
'courageous' 
'pusillanimous' 

Such cases, where -lu and -suz are attached to the same noun and have 
opposite meaning, are quite typical. But sometimes only one of them exists: 

(282) a. rang 
b. majil 

(283) a. azar 
b. länet 

'color': 
'inclination': 
'disease': 
'damnation': 

rangsuz 
majilsuz 
azarlu 
länetlu 

'colorless' 
'disinclined' 
'sick' 
'damned' 

8.2.1.2. -U. This non-productive suffix (-ul-i i l- i according to the rules of 
Vowel Harmony) derives adjectives from abstract nouns. The adjectives 
derived in this way are often quite basic in meaning (color, physical proper-
ties). 

(284) qaz 'verdure, green' 
'dawn, glow' 
'white of egg' 

qacu 'green' 
'red' jar 

'verdure, green' 
'dawn, glow' 
'white of egg' 

jaru 
'green' 
'red' 

laz 

'verdure, green' 
'dawn, glow' 
'white of egg' lacu 'white' 

qib 'yolk' qhipi 'yellow' 
'variegated' 
'sour' 

c'ar 'line' c'aru 
'yellow' 
'variegated' 
'sour' cur 'sour molasses' curu 

'yellow' 
'variegated' 
'sour' 

meq' 'cold(ness)' meq'i 'cold' 
lam 'dampness' lamu 'damp' 
jarg 'length' jargi 

q'ec'i 
'long' 
'lame' q'ec' 'lameness' 

jargi 
q'ec'i 

'long' 
'lame' 

q'ur 'dryness' q'uru 'dry* 
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8.2. Adjectival derivation 121 

8.2.1.3. -an. This suffix derives relational adjectives from adverbs, in partic-
ular temporal adverbs. Its shape would seem to be related to the Genitive 
case suffix -n. The suffix -an is reduced to -n after an unstressed final 
vowel, and h is inserted after a stressed final vowel. 

(285) naq' 
Saz 

'yesterday7 

'last year' 
naq'än 
Sazdn 

'yesterday's' 
'last year's' 

wilik 
häk'(a) 
nahdq'(a) 

'beiore' 
'thus, so' 
'in vain' 

wilikan 
hdk'an 
nahdq'an 

'former, previous' 
'simple' 
'useless, in vain' 

glla 
öiniba 

'now' 
'secretly7 

gilan 
6in6ban 

'present' 
'secret7 

pakä 
sift6 

'tomorrow' 
'at the beginning' 

pakdhan 
siftihan 

'tomorrow's' 
'initial' 

A few cases are derived from nouns: 

(286) pakdma 'morning' pakdman 'matutinal' 
tab 'lie, falsehood' tap an 'false' 

A few temporal adverbs take the suffix -nin for the same purpose: 

(287) qe 'today7 qe-nin 'today's, hodiernal' 
c'i 'this year' c'i-nin 'this year's' 

8.2.2. Derivational prefix 

Lezgian has a few words borrowed from Persian in which the initial ele-
ment bej- 'non-, lacking' occurs (Persian bi-). Some of these are used only in 
the poetic language. 

(288) kar 
hal 
kef 
teref 
xabar 
namus 

'job, work' 
'health' 
'bliss' 
'side' 
'news' 
'honor' 

bejkar 
bej hal 
bejkef 
bejteref 
bejxabar 
bejnamus 

'idle' 
'weak' 
'offended' 
'neutral' 
'uninformed' 
'dishonorable' 
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Chapter 9 
Verbal inflection 

9.1. Introduction 

There are two morphological verb classes, strong verbs and weak verbs. 
Strong verbs are stressed on the thematic vowel (i.e., on the syllable follow-
ing the verb base), e.g. rax-ύ-η 'talk', whereas weak verbs are stressed on the 
base and do not have a thematic vowel, e.g. kis-un 'fall silent' (the citation 
form of verbs is the Masdar, which ends in -n/-un). 

The verbal inflectional suffixes can be divided into three groups depend-
ing on the form of the stem to which they are attached. The three stems, 
which are called Masdar stem, Imperfective stem, and Aorist stem here, are 
distinguished only in strong verbs. In weak verbs all three coincide with the 
base. The following partial paradigms illustrate this (see below 9.3., 9.4. for 
more complete paradigms): 

strong verb strong verb weak verb 
raxun 'talk' fin 'go' kisun 'fall asleep' 

base rax- f- kis-

Masdar stem rax-ύ- f-i- kis-
Masdar rax-ύ-η f-i-n kis-un 
Optative rax-ii-raj f-i-raj kis-raj 

Imperfective stem rax-ά- f-i- kis-
Infinitive rax-ά-ζ f-i-z kis-iz 
Imperfective rax-d-zwa f-i-zwa kis-zawa 
Future rax-ä-da f-i-da kis-da 
Prohibitive rax-ä-mir f-i-mir kis-mir 

Aorist stem rax-ά- f-e- kis-
Aorist rax-ä-na f-έ-ηα kis-na 
Perfect rax-ä-nwa f-έ-ηιυα kis-nawa 
Aorist participle rax-ä-j f-e-jt kis-aj 

Sections 9.2.-9.5. of this chapter describe the formal aspects of verbal inflec-
tion, and sections 9.6.-9.9. describe the functions of the verbal inflectional 
categories. 

9.2. The three stems of strong verbs 

The stems of strong verbs are generally formed by suffixing a thematic 
vowel to the base, but there are also a few cases of stem suppletion. The 
quality of the thematic vowel depends on the quality of the stem vowel and 
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9.2. The three stems of strong verbs 123 

is determined by Vowel Harmony (4.4., 5.5.) and Labial Obstruent-Vowel 
Harmony (4.5., 5.7.). As a consequence of this, only vowel height is distinc-
tive. The thematic vowel of the Masdar stem is always high ([/), whereas the 
thematic vowel of the Imperfective stem and the Aorist stem may be high 
(U) or low (A). All possible combinations occur (U-U-A, U-A-A, U-A-U, and 
U-U-U), e.g.: 

Masdar Infinitive Aorist 
strong verbs: 

U-UA ac'-ύ-η ac'-ύ-ζ ac'-a-na 'be filled' 
qh-iö-i-n qhi£-i-z qhi£-e-na 'sprinkle' 

U-ArA gat-ύ-η gat-ά-ζ gat-d-na 'beaf 
qhür-ü-n qhür-i-z qhür-έ-ηα 'laugh' 

UA.-U ö'ug-ύ-η ö'ugw-ά-ζ ö'ug-ύ-ηα 'pull, draw7 

U-U-U qaö-ύ-η qaö-ύ-ζ qa δ-ύ-ηα 'take' 

weak verbs: kis-un kls-iz kis-na 'fall silenf 

In the following a complete list of strong verbs is given, based largely on 
Moor (1985) (which, in turn, is based on Talibov & GadZiev 1966). 
Subsections 9.2.1.-4. list the verbs that belong to each of the four distribution 
patterns of thematic vowels, and subsections 9.2.5.-6. list verbs with irregu-
larities. 

The exact form of the thematic vowel can be derived from the rules of 
vowel harmony given in 5.5. The following alternations are found: 

U-U-A U-A-A U-A-U U-U-U 
-u-n -unl-uzl-ana -unl-azl-ana -unl-az/-una -unl-uzl-una 
-ii-n -ünl-üzl-ena -ünl-ezl-ena - -
-i-n -inl-izl-ena -inl-izl-ena - -

Another alternation that shows up in strong verbs is Neutralization of 
Obstruent Labialization (4.6.) before round vowels (u, u). Thus we have the 
following pair of verbs, where the contrast is neutralized in the Masdar 
stem. 

iic'-ii-n iic'w-e-z ilc'w-e-na 'collapse' 
kiic'-ii-n kiic'-e-z kilc'-e-na 'become wef 

In the following list, the verbs are given in the Masdar form, and the mor-
phophonemic labialization of the final stem consonant is indicated by a su-
perscript w in parentheses. 

9.2.1. Verbs with thematic vowels U-U-A 

-i-n: f-i-n 'go' 
qhi£-i-n 'sprinkle' 
k(i)£-i-n 'write' 
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124 9. Verbal inflection 

-u-n 

-u-n: 

q'ei-i-n 
weh-i-n 
kf-i-n 
gig-i-n 
xfw>-ü-n 
gw>-ü-n 
tük^-ü-n 
g-u-n 
k-u-n 
kuk^-u-n 
k(u)s-u-n 
tux^-u-n 
wug-u-n 
ac'-u-n 
at'-u-n 
ö'ag-u-n 
q'ac'-u-n 
q'at'-u-n 

'become wef 
'throw' 
'be pregnant (animal)' 
'denounce as a thief' 
'keep, preserve, guard' 
'reap, harvesf 
'work well, get along' 
'give' 
'burn' 
'lace up' 
'sleep' 
'cany 
'give (temporarily)' 
'become full' 
'cuf 
'freeze' 
'get soiled, dirty' 
'collecf 

9.2.2. Verbs with thematic vowels U-A-A 

-i-n 

-u-n 

-u-n 

if-i-n 
q'el'-i-n 
el'-i-n 
qel-i-n 
kiö-i-n 
öüq^-ü-n 
küc'-ü-n 
q^ür-ü-n 
Sütq^-ü-n 
üc^w>-ü-n 
eld">)-ü-n 
eqw>-ü-n 
egw)-ü-n 
gel(fw)-ü-n 
qeqw)-ü-n 
regw)-ü-n 
eqn(u>)-ü-n 
eq'(w)-ü-n 
c(v)-u-n 
c-u-n 
qh(w).u.n 

4w)-u-n 
x-u-n 
öux^w)-u-n 
kuc-u-n 
qhuqiw).u.n 

qhuEfw)-u-n 

'become hot' 
'shake' 
'weed' 
'reel, wind' 
'sprinkle' 
'press' 
'become wef 
'laugh' 
'wither, become crumpled' 
'collapse' 
'turn' 
'go around' 
'dig' 
'look after, take care of' 
'go around' 
'grind' 
'bathe' 
'fuck' 
'sew7 

'plow' 
'drink' 
'fall (precipitation)' 
Tsreak; give birth to' 
'scratch' 
'pour' 
'stop crying, take comforf 
'become hard' 
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9.2. The three stems of strong verbs 125 

qugw)-u-n 'play7 

q'ur-u-n 'become dry' 
ruw-u-n 'astringe; become astringent' 
ac-u-n 'milk' 
ag-u-n 'believe' 
gat-u-n 'beaf 
rax-u-n 'talk' 
t'aq'-u-n 'freeze' 
iaq'^-u-n 'chew7 

qars-u-n 'shake, shiver' 
juz-u-n 'move (intr.)' 

9.2.3. Verbs with thematic vowels U-A-U 

-u-n q'-u-n 'hold' 
t-u-n 'leave' 
t(w)-u-n 'put7 

ö'ug<w>-u-n 'draw, pull' 
kut-u-n 'put under' 
tuft*™)-u-n 'cut, splif 
zuz-u-n 'ask' 
x(u)k'-u-n 'touch' 

9.2.4. Verb with thematic vowels U-U-U 

-u-n qaö-u-n 'take' 

9.2.5. Verbs with thematic vowels u-i-a 

The thematic vowels of these verbs cannot be derived from their height by 
vowel harmony. Note that the root vowel is in all cases a (except for those 
verbs that lack a root vowel). An example is alk'-ύ-η, Infinitive alk'-i-z, 
Aorist alk'-ä-na. 

-u-n g-u-n 'bring' 
xku-n 'bring back' 
alk'-u-n 'stick' 
alg-u-n 'stoop, bend (intr.)' 
galk'-u-n 'cling, stutter' 
gat'k'-u-n 'strike off 
gat'-u-n 'stop giving milk' 
qatku-n 'lie down' 

9.2.6. Verbs with root vowel alternations 

These verbs have the same thematic vowels as those in 9.2.5., but in addi-
tion they show alternations of their root vowel. Their root vowel is gener-
ally high (with the exception of ak'un). 
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126 9. Verbal inflection 

Masdar Infinitive Aorist 
luh-u-n luh-u-z lah-a-na 
c'ur-u-n c'r-a-z c'r-a-na 
öur-u-n ör-a-z ör-a-na 
rug-u-n rg-a-z rg-a-na 
ru§-u-n rS-a-z rS-a-na 
xur-u-n xr-a-z xr-a-na 
ak'-u-n ek'-i-z ak'-a-na 
iuk'-u-n ök'-i-z ök'-a-na 
dug-u-n dig-i-z dig-a-na 
kuk'-u-n kik'-i-z kk'-a-na 
kutku-n kitki-z ktka-na 
kut'-u-n kit'-i-z kt'-a-na 
rut'-u-n rit'-i-z rt'-a-na 
Sutku-n Stki-z ätka-na 
zug-u-n zig-i-z z(a)g-a-na 

U-U-A luh-u-n luh-u-z lah-a-na 'say7 

U-A-A c'ur-u-n c'r-a-z c'r-a-na 'melt, dissolve' 
Ijake' 
'boil' 
'make the warp for' 
'weave' 

u-i-a ak'-u-n ek'-i-z ak-a-na 'stick, get stuck' 
'dissolve, spread' 
'water; go; suit' 
'stick' 
'get used' 
'rot, decompose' 
'become tarf 
'sweep' 
'find' 

In some of these cases the change of the stem vowel can perhaps be ac-
counted for purely phonologically. This concerns especially öuk'un, kuk'un, 
kutkun, kutun, and Sutkun, where the stem vowel disappears by Pretonic 
High Vowel Syncope (4.1.1.). The i in forms like kik'iz, kitkiz, etc. would 
then be purely orthographic (cf. the Aorist stem, where no i follows and the 
stem vowel is completely absent in the spelling). But in the other cases the 
environment for standard vowel syncope is not met and we are clearly deal-
ing with morphological alternations. 

9.2.7. Verbs with suppletive stem formation 

In seven verbs, stem formation involves a suppletive Imperfective stem: 
Masdar Infinitive Aorist 

U-U-A q-u-n req-i-z q-a-na 'become cold' 
q'-i-n req'-i-z q'-e-na 'kill, die' 

U-A-A at-u-n φνβ-ζ at-a-na 'come' 
xt-u-n xkwe-z xt-a-na 'come again' 
£-u-n ze-z St-a-na 'become' 

U-A-U t'-ü-n ne-z t'-il-na 'eaf 
U-U-U aw-u-n iji-z aw-u-na 'do' 

Two suppletive verbs have an additional syllable re- in the Imperfective 
stem. Alekseev (1985:77) identifies this as an old imperfective marker that 
has cognates in closely related languages. 
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9.3. Verbal inflectional categories 127 

9.3. Verbal inflectional categories 

The following list gives a complete overview of verbal inflectional cate-
gories. We will say that the participles, the converbs, the Infinitive, the 
Masdar, and the Periphrasis forms are non-finite, and that the remaining 
verb forms are finite. Within the group of finite verb forms, the Hortative, 
the Optative, the Imperative, and the Prohibitive will be said to be non-
indicative, the others are indicative. 

(A) Primary verb forms (fin 'go') 

affirmative negative aff irmative 
participle 

negative 
participle 

Masdar fi-n te-fi-n 
Optative fi-raj te-fi-raj 
Imperative alad -

Infinitive fi-z te-fi-z 
Imperfective fi-zwa fi-zwa-ö fi-zwa-j te-fi-zwa-j 
Past Imperfective fi-zwa-j fi-zwa-ö-ir 
Continuative Imperfective fi-zma fi-zma-ö fi-zma-j te-fi-zma-j 
Past Cont. Imperfective fi-zma-j fi-zma-6-ir 
Future fi-da fi-da-ö fi-da-j te-fi-da-j 
Past Future fi-da-j fi-da-ö-ir 
Hortative fi-n te-fi-n 
Prohibitive fi-mir -

Posterior converb fi-daldi -

Graduative converb fi-rdawaj -

Imm.-Anterior converb fi-zma-z -

Aorist fe-na fe-na-ö fe-ji te-fe-j 
Past Aorist fe-na-j fe-na-6-ir 
Perfect fe-nwa fe-nwa-6 fe-nwa-j te-fe-nwa 
Past Perfect fe-nwa-j fe-nwa-ö-ir 
Continuative Perfect fe-nma fe-nma-6 fe-nma-j te-fe-nma-j 
Past Continuative Perfect fe-nma-j fe-nma-ö-ir 

te-fe-nma-j 

Aorist converb fe-na te-fe-na 
Imm.-Anterior converb fe-nmaz(di) te-fe-nmaz(di) 

(B) Secondary verb forms, based on other verb forms 

Temporal converb -la 
Imm.-Anterior converb -waldi 
Conditional mood -t'a 

Interrogative mood -ni 
Purpose/Manner converb -wal 
Causal converb -wiläj 
Secondary Imperfective 

converb -z 

(from any participle) 
(from the Aorist participle) 
(from the Aorist participle and any 
indicative verb form) 
(from any indicative verb form) 
(from nay participle) 
(from any participle) 

(from the Imperfective and the 
Perfect) 
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128 9. Verbal inflection 

The following generalizations can be made: 
(i) The suffix -j/-ir derives Past forms from non-Past indicative forms (-j 

in affirmative forms, -ir in forms following the negative suffix -£). 
(ii) Participles are derived from non-Past indicative forms by means of 

the suffix -j. (These participles are identical to the corresponding Past forms 
when they are not negated.) An exception is the Aorist participle, which is 
derived directly from the Aorist stem. 

(iii) Indicative forms are negated by the suffix -6 following the aspect suf-
fix (and preceding the past suffix -ir), whereas non-finite forms and the 
Hortative and the Optative are negated with a iV-prefix or periphrastically. 

In the following subsections (9.3.1.-5.) each verb form is described in more 
detail. 

9.3.1. Forms derived from the Masdar stem 

9.3.1.1. Masdar. The Masdar is a verbal noun. Its suffix is -n in strong verbs 
and -un in weak verbs. As a nominal form, the Masdar can be inflected for 
case and number (oblique stem -i, plural -ar). A few verbs whose base con-
sists of a single consonant have a second Masdar form that is formed by 
reduplicating that consonant after the suffix -n, so that the pattern C-V-n-V-
C results, e.g.: 

±u-n = Stu-n-u£ 'being' 
fi-n = fi-n-if 'going' 
gu-n = gu-n-ug 'giving' 
gu-n ~ gu-n-ug 'bringing' 
q'u-n ~ q'u-n-uq' 'holding' 
q'i-n ~ q'i-n-iq' 'dying' 

9.3.1.2. Optative. Its suffix is -raj both in weak verbs and in strong verbs. An 
alternative suffix that is used much more rarely is -j/-uj (-j in strong verbs, 
-uj in weak verbs). 

9.3.1.3. Imperative. There are several different ways of forming the 
Imperative. Most strong verbs reduplicate the last consonant of the stem, 
e.g.: 

St-u-n x-u-A 'become' 
öüx-ü-n öüx-il-x 'wash' 

When the last consonant of the stem is an r, then the first consonant is 
reduplicated, e.g.: 

xur-u-n xur-u-x 'weave' 
q'ur-u-n q'ur-u-q' 'dr/ 
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9.3. Verbal inflectional categories 129 

Four verbs form their Imperative by means of a suffix -r. 

gutu-n 
kut-u-n 
tu-n 
tu-n 

gutu-r 
kutu-r 
tu-r 
tu-r 

'attach' 
'put under' 
'leave' 
'put' 

In three verbs the Imperative is identical to the Masdar stem: 
aku-n ak-u 'see' 
ö'ug-u-n ö'ug-u 'pull' 
qaö-u-n qaö-u 'take' 

Some verbs have suppletive Imperatives: 

atu-n 
xtu-n 
awu-n 
qhuwu-n 
fi-n 
qhfi-n 
gu-n 
wug-u-n 
t'ii-n 

Sa 
qhSa 
aja 
qhija 
alad 
qhwaö 
ce 
gece 
ne? 

Other irregularities: 
q i-n 
q'u-n 
gu-n 
xku-n 
luh-u-n 
tux-u-n 
weh-i-n 
q^iö-i-n 
qu-n 

m 
jaq' 
gwa§ 
xkwaS 
lah 
twax 
weh 
qHüig 
qura 

come 
'come back' 
'do' 
'do again' 
'go' 
'go back, go away7 

'give' 
'give (temporarily)' 
'eat' 

'die' 
'hold' 
'bring' 
'bring back' 
' sa/ 
'carry' (cf. 5.12.) 
'throw' 
'sprinkle' 
'become cold' 

Most weak verbs can either use the base as their Imperative or add an -a 
suffix. This suffix is obligatory in the following cases: 

(A) after -r: 
qalur-u-n qalur-a 'show' 

(B) in aiflu/i-compounds (10.6.) 
zarb-u-n zarb-a 'multiply' 

(C) in verbs that have a corresponding anticausative (cf. 10.2.): 
igis-u-n igis-a 'approach' 

The Imperative cannot be negated. The Prohibitive (9.3.2.6.) is used instead. 
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130 9. Verbal inflection 

9.3.2. Forms derived from the Imperfective stem 

9.3.2.1. Infinitive (or Imperfective converb). Its suffix is -z in strong verbs 
and -iz in weak verbs. Since the Infinitive is also used in converbal func-
tion, it will sometimes be referred to as the Imperfective converb. There is 
no formal difference associated with the two functions, except that the con-
verb is sometimes reduplicated (cf. 21.2. for details). Unlike the Masdar, the 
Infinitive cannot be inflected like a noun. In view of its likely origin in a 
Dative case marker, this is not surprising. 

9.3.2.2. Imperfective. Its suffix is -zwa in strong verbs and -zawa in weak 
verbs. This form is a rather recent formation from the Imperfective converb 
plus the locative copula awa: 

gu-z 'giving' + awa 'is' > guzwa 'is giving', 
kat-iz 'running' + awa 'is' > kat-zawa 'is running' 

In weak verbs, alternative forms are sometimes found where the a is 
deleted instead of the i: kat-izwa (especially in older texts, e.g. Gad2iev 
1954). The Imperfective suffix is also occasionally used on adjectives 
(8.1.3.2.). 

9.3.2.3. Continuative Imperfective. Its suffix is -zma in strong verbs and -
zama in weak verbs. This form has resulted from a combination of the 
Imperfective converb plus the cont^ative copula ama (cf. 17.6.6.1.). 

9.3.2.4. Future. Its suffix is -da both in strong and in weak verbs. The fact 
that it has the two rather disparate meanings future and habitual (9.6.2.) 
seems to have a diachronic explanation: Before the Imperfective forms 
came into existence, it used to be a very general non-past form. After the 
Imperfective took over first the progressive and later the general present 
meanings, all that was left for this form was the future and habitual mean-
ings. This hypothesis is corroborated by the fact that a few irregular stative 
verbs still have the present-tense use of the form in -da (see 9.5.2.1.-4., 
8.1.3.1.). 

9.3.2.5. Hortative. Its suffix is -n in strong verbs and -in in weak verbs. Note 
that the Hortative of strong verbs is identical in form to the Periphrasis 
form (9.3.5.) in Imperfective-stem forms. 

9.3.2.6. Prohibitive. Its suffix is -mir both in strong verbs and in weak verbs. 
This suffix -mir has been grammaticized from the old Prohibitive of awun 
'do', mijir 'don't do' (the current form is iji-mir). This form, m-iji-r, consists 
of an old Prohibitive prefix m-, the Imperfective stem -iji-, and the particip-
ial suffix -r (9.10.4.). Topuria (1959:118) cites similar archaic or dialectal 
forms like me-qwa-r 'don't go', ma-gu-r 'don't give'. 

Like the Imperative, the Prohibitive cannot be negated, and one could in 
fact regard the Prohibitive simply as the negative form of the Imperative. 
This is not done here because it would complicate the description of the 
morphology considerably (the Imperative is derived from the Masdar stem, 
while the Prohibitive is derived from the Imperfective stem). 
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9.3. Verbal inflectional categories 131 

9.3.2.7. Posterior converb. Its suffix is -daldi both in strong verbs and in 
weak verbs. It can be thought of as derived from the Future, to which it is 
also semantically related. The suffix -(da)ldi is in some way related to the 
Superelative case suffix -Idi, which also sometimes means 'until' (7.2.2.15.). 

9.3.2.8. Graduative converb. Its suffix is -rdawaj in strong verbs and 
-irdawaj in weak verbs. It seems to be originally the Adelative form of a 
substantivized Imperfective participle in -r (9.10.4.), but the semantic devel-
opment is obscure. 

9.3.2.9. Immediate-Anterior converb -z(a)maz. The form is -zamaz in weak 
verbs and -zmaz in strong verbs. Formally, it looks like a secondary converb 
formed from the Continuative Imperfective, but this does not fit the 
meaning very well. Am fizma means 'she is still going', but am fizmaz 
means 'as soon as she goes'. 

9.3.3. Forms derived from the Aorist stem 

9.3.3.1. Aorist. Its suffix is -na both for strong verbs and for weak verbs. The 
affirmative Aorist is homophonous with the Aorist converb (9.3.3.4.). 

9.3.3.2. Aorist participle. Its suffix is -aj for weak verbs (or rarely and ar-
chaically -ur) and -r/-j/-ji for strong verbs. The form -r is used after a high 
thematic vowel (u, ü), and -j/-ji is used after a low thematic vowel (a, β). 
The form -j is used after polysyllabic stems, -ji is used after monosyllabic 
stems: 

awu-na awu-r '(having) done' 
t'ii-na t'ü-r '(having) eaten' 
ata-na ata-j 'having come' 
qhwa-na qhwa-ji '(having) drunk' 
fe-na fe-ji 'having gone' 

Note that verbs like kitin 'write', qhfin 'go away' which have lost their stem 
vowel by syncope count as disyllabic: 

k£e-na k£e-j '(having) written' 
qhfe-na q^fe-j 'having gone away' 

9.3.3.3. Perfect and Continuative Perfect. Their suffixes are -nwa l-nma in 
strong verbs and -nawa/-nama in weak verbs. They are originally complex 
forms built on the Aorist converb plus the copulas aw a and ama, 
respectively, completely parallel to the Imperfective and the Continuative 
Imperfective ( a t a n a 'having come' + awa 'is' > atanawa > atanwa 'has 
come'). Since the Continuative forms are rarer, their degree of 
grammaticization is apparently lower and non-syncopated forms like 
ksanama 'is still asleep' (instead of standard ksanma) are sometimes 
heard. 
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132 9. Verbal inflection 

9.3.3.4. Aorist converb. Its suffix is invariably -na. Note that is is formally 
distinct from the finite Aorist only when it is negated. 

9.3.3.5. Immediate-Anterior converb -ti(a)maz(di). The form is -namaz(di) 
in weak verbs and -nmaz(di) in strong verbs. Like the related form 
z(a)maz (9.3.2.9.), this form seems to be derived from a Continuative form 
(of the Perfect), but again the meaning does not fit perfectly. 

9.3.4. Secondary verbal categories 

9.3.4.1. Temporal converb. Its suffix is -la (also -laqh or -laqhdi according to 
some descriptions, but these forms do not occur in the modern standard 
language), and it can be derived from any participle. 

fe-ji feji-la 
fi-zwa-j fizwaj-la 
fe-nwa-j fenwaj-la 
fi-da-j fidaj-la 
etc. 

9.3.4.2. Immediate-Anterior converb -waldi. It is derived from the Aorist 
participle, e.g. 

t'ü-r t'ilr-waldi 'as soon as ... ate' 
fe-ji feji-waldi 'as soon as ... went' 
ata-j ataj-waldi 'as soon as ... came' 

9.3.4.3. Conditional mood. Its suffix is -t'a which can be attached to any 
indicative verb form and to the Aorist participle. The latter combination is 
actually the most common one. The Conditional shares with the other non-
finite verb forms the ability to be suffixed by the focus marker -ni 'also'. This 
is how concessive relationships are expressed (cf. 21.7.). 

9.3.4.4. Interrogative mood. Its suffix is -ni (homophonous to -ni 'and, 
also'!), and it can be attached to any indicative verb form. 

9.3.4.5. Secondary Imperfective converb. It has the suffix -z, like the 
Imperfective converb. This suffix may be added to a Perfect (or Continuative 
Perfect) verb form, e.g. acuq'-nawa-z 'sitting', acuq'-nama-z 'still sitting', 
or to an Imperfective verb form, e.g. akat-zawa-z 'belonging'. 

9.3.4.6. Purpose/Manner converb. This has the suffix -wal, which can be 
added to any participial form. Note that this suffix is homophonous with 
the abstract noun suffix -wal (7.3.1.1.). It is treated as a separate category here 
because of the difference in function. 

9.3.4.7. Causal converb. Its suffix is -wiläj, originally the Inelative case of the 
abstract noun suffix -wal (7.3.1.1.), which can be added to any participial 
verb form. 
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9.3. Verbal inflectional categories 133 

9.3.5. Prefixal negation and the Periphrasis forms 

Finite indicative verb forms are negated by means of the suffix -δ (e.g. 
guzwa 'gives', guzwa-c 'does not give'). Non-finite and non-indicative verb 
forms are negated by prefixal negation. In most verbs this means pe-
riphrastic negation involving the negative auxiliary t-awun 'not do', but a 
closed set of verbs take the negative prefix t(A)- (a high vowel occurs only in 
tü-t'ü-n 'not to eatO themselves, i.e. they have inflectional, not periphrastic, 
prefixal negation. According to Moor (1985), this closed class consists of the 
following members: 

Masdar negated Masdar 
awun t-awun (t-iji-, t-awu-) 'do' 
qhuwun ta-xwun 'do again' 

'become' kun ta-±un (te-ie-, ta-£a-) 
'do again' 
'become' 

xun ta-xun 'give birth' 
'give' 
'come' 

gun ta-gun 
'give birth' 
'give' 
'come' atun t-atun (te-quue-, t-ata-) 

'give birth' 
'give' 
'come' 

xtun ta-xtun (te-xkwe-, ta-xta-) 'come back' 
akun t-akun 'see' 
fin te-fin 'go' 
luhun ta-lhun 'sa / 
gun ta-gu η 'bring' 

'throw' wehin te-whin 
'bring' 
'throw' 

xün te-xiXn 'keep, guard' 
'fall (precipitation)' qun 

t'iln 
ta-qun 

'keep, guard' 
'fall (precipitation)' qun 

t'iln tii-t'iin 'eaf 
q'in 
q'un 

te-q'in 'kill' q'in 
q'un ta-q'un 'hold' 
tun ta-tun (ti-ta-, ta-tu-) 'leave, admit, cause' 

Note that all of these verbs are strong, and most of them are monosyl-
labic. Even the disyllabic verbs in this class have disyllabic negated forms 
(the root vowel is deleted in taxwun, talhun, tewhin). 

This class is becoming smaller and smaller. Already now, Moor notes, 
most of the above verbs can alternatively be negated periphrastically, except 
for awun and xun. And in Uslar (1896:§258, §274), the class is much larger. 
Uslar lists about sixty verbs with inflectional prefixal negation, including 
weak and polysyllabic verbs, e.g.: 

aqwazun t-aqwazun 'stop' 
eqiigun t-eqiigun 'scold' 
rasun ta-rasun 'repair' 

Periphrastic prefixal negative forms are formed with the auxiliary t-
awun 'not do' and the Periphrasis form. The Periphrasis form is always 
identical to the base in weak verbs, and in strong verbs it is most commonly 
identical to the Masdar, e.g.: 
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134 9. Verbal inflection 

qaöun tawun 'not taking' kis tawun 'not falling silent' 
qaöun tijiz 'not to take' kistijiz 'not to fall silenf 
qaöun tawuna 'not having taken' kis tawuna 'not having fallen silenf 

Here are some textual examples of prefixed negated verb forms, both syn-
thetic (289) and periphrastic (290): 

(289) a. Za-z jug hawajda te-fe-j-di öir ze-da. (DD85,5:5) 
I-DAT [day in.vain NEG-go-AOP-SBST] teach ANTIC-FUT 

Ί know that the day has not passed in vain.' 
b. Za-waj a kar iji-z ti-ta-z ze-da-j. (D57:137) 

I-ADEL [[that thing do-INF] NEG-let-INF] can-FUT-PST 

Ί could have prevented it (lit. I could have not allowed to do that 
thing).' 

(290) a. Caw=tahar abur.u-n kas agaq' t-iji-da-j 
Caw-tahar they-GEN [man reach(PER) NEG-do-FUT-PTP] 

caw-a awa-j qele ja. (M83:73) 
[sky-INESS be.in-PTP] fortress COP 

The Caw-tahar is their fortress in the sky which people do not 
reach.' 

b. Ada miiSteri-jr.i-n sual-r.i-z kahul-diz, q'il xkai 
he(ERG) client-PL-CEN question-PL-DAT lazy-ADV [head raise(PER) 

t-iji-z, zawab-ar gu-da-j. (K86,2:5) 
NEG-do-IMC] answer-PL give-FUT-PST 

'He answered the clients' questions lazily, without raising his head.' 

However, the Periphrasis form of strong verbs that is combined with an 
Imperfective-stem verb form of the auxiliary is optionally based on the 
Imperfective stem itself. Since the Imperfective Periphrasis form also takes 
the suffix -n, it is formally identical to the affirmative Hortative. Thus we 
have, e.g. 

raxun tawun 'not talking' t'iin tawun 'not eating' 
raxan tijiz 'not to talk' nen tijiz 'not to eaf 
raxun tawuna 'not having talked' t'iin tawuna 'not having eaten' 

This Periphrasis form with the same distribution (i.e., weak verbs: = base; 
strong verbs: = Masdar, optionally = Hortative for Imperfective-stem forms) 
is also used in the following two cases: 

(A) In periphrastic Repetitives (cf. 10.4.): 

ksun qhuwun 'sleeping again' kilig qhuwuraj 'let...look again' 
ksan qHjida 'will sleep again' kilig qHjizwa 'is looking again' 
ksun qhuwuna 'fell asleep again' kilig qhuwuna 'looked again' 

(B) When the verb base is focused and marked by the focus marker -ni 
'also' (cf. 18.1.2.). 
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9.3. Verbal inflectional categories 135 

raxunni awun 
raxanni ijizwa 
raxunni awunwa 

'even talking' 
'is even talking' 
'has even talked' 

k'elni awun 
k'elni ijizwaj 
k'elni auiunaj 

'even reading' 
'was even reading7 

'had even read' 

Some examples of the Imperfective-stem Periphrasis form: 

(291) a. Wiöi-η wil-er.i-qh aga-n t-iji-z, Merzijat.a i&tin 
[self-GEN eye-PL-POESS believe-PER NEG-do-IMC] Merzijat(ERG) such 

gaf-ar k'el-na. (K89:3) 
word-PL read-AOR 

'Not believing her eyes, Merzijat read such words.' 

b. Req'i-n-ni iji-da za. (D57:135) 
kill-PER-even do-FUT I:ERG 

Ί will even kill.' 
c. Ada-z ajal-r.i-kaj sad-ni xiir.ü-z xkwe-n 

he-DAT [child-PL-SBEL one-also village-DAT retum-PER 

t-iji-da-j-di 6ir ita-na. (583:57) 
NEG-do-FUT-PTP-SBST] teach ANTIC-AOR 

He realized that none of the children would return to the village.' 

9.4. Illustrative partial paradigms 

All the rules for verbal inflection have been given above. Below a number 
of partial paradigms of verbs with different morphological characteristics il-
lustrate these rules. 

(A) katun ': run' (B) awun 'do' 

affirmative negative affirmative negative 

Masdar kät-un kat tawü-n awü-n t-awü-n 
Optative kät-rajl-uj kat tawil-raj/ -j awü-raj t-awu-raj 
Imperative kat / kat-a - ajä -

Infinitive kat-iz kat tiji-z iji-z t-iji-z 
Imperfective kät-zawa kät-zawa-t iji-zwa iji-zwa-l· 
Impf. Participle kät-zawa-j kat tiji-zwa-j iji-zwa-j t-iji-zwa-j 
Future kät-da kät-da-6 iji-da iji-da-δ 
Hortative kät-in kat tiji-n iji-n t-iji-n 
Prohibitive kät-mir - iji-mir -

Aorist kät-na kät-na-t awü-na awü-na-6 
Perfect kät-nawa kät-nawa-6 awü-nwa awü-nwa-ö 
Aorist participle kät-aj kat tawü-r awil-r t-awü-r 
Aorist converb kät-na kat tawü-na awü-na t-awü-na 
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(C) £un "be, become' (D) raxun Ί talk' 

affirmative negative affirmative negative 

Masdar £ U-n ta-Hü-n raxü-n raxü-n tawü-n 
Optative itu-raj ta-M-raj raxü-raj raxü-n tawü-raj 
Imperative £ u-£ - raxü-x -

Infinitive 2e-z te-έέ-ζ raxä-z raxä-n tiji-z 
Imperfective ζέ-ζιυα ίέ-zwa-ö raxä-zwa raxä-zwa-6 
Impf. Participle ζέ-zwa-j te-ii-zwa-j raxä-zwa-j raxä-n tiji-zwa-j 
Future ϊέ-da έέ-da-ö raxä-da raxä-da-ö 
Hortative ze-n te-έέ-η raxä-n raxä-n tiji-n 
Prohibitive έέ-mir - raxä-mir -

Aorist M-na £ά-ηα-6 raxä-na raxä-na-ö 
Perfect Αά-nwa £ä-nwa-ö raxä-nwa raxä-nwa-ö 
Aorist participle Aa-ji ta-M-j raxä-j raxü-n tawü-r 
Aorist converb £ά-ηα ta-M-na raxä-na raxü-n tawü-na 

9.5. Irregular verbs 

9.5.1. The copulas 

The standard copula ja 'be' (cf. 17.1-3.) and the five local copulas (cf. 17.6.) 
awa 'be in', gwa 'be near', gala 'be behind', kwa 'be under', ala 'be on' 
(with their Continuative variants ama, guma, galama, kuma, alama, cf. 
17.6.6.) are defective in that they allow the formation of only a subset of in-
flectional verb forms. They have a Present tense, a Past tense formed with -j, 
a participle also formed with -j, a suffixal negative form -6, and a converb 
form in -z. Thus, they lack an Imperfective, a Future, and all the forms 
based on the Aorist stem and the Masdar stem. The copulas also diverge 
from regular verb forms in that they have suffixal negation even in their 
converb and their participle. The participial suffix in negated copulas is -ir, 
making the Past tense completely homonymous with the participle (in reg-
ular verbs, only the non-negated Past tense is homonymous with the corre-
sponding participle). 

The standard copula ja has some suppletive forms, the other copulas are 
inflected like awa. 

The standard copula: 
affirmative negative 

Present ja tuS 
Past tir tuS-ir 
converb ja-z tu§-iz 
participle tir tuS-ir 
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The local copulas: 
affirmative negative 

Present awa awa-ö 
Past awa-j awa-6-ir 
converb awa-z awa-6-ίζ 
participle awa-j awa-ö-ir 

Imperfective forms based on the converb (ja-z-wa, awa-z-wa) also exist, but 
they are used very rarely and it is unclear whether and how their meaning 
differs from the simple Present form. Only Continuative Imperfective 
forms (Ja-zma, ama-zma) are reasonably common. 

The forms that do not exist are replaced by the corresponding forms of 
the verb Jtun 'become, be'. 

9.5.2. Verbs lacking a Masdar and Aorist stem 

The verbs k'an- 'want', kiö'e- 'afraid', Hi- 'know7, t'a- 'hurt' share two impor-
tant features: (a) they lack a Masdar and an Aorist stem, and (b) their Future 
in -da has a non-future, non-habitual, present state meaning. At least k'an-
and kiö'e- seem to be adjectival in origin. See 8.1.3.1. for related phenomena 
in adjectives. 

9.5.2.1. k'an- 'love, need, want'. The verb k'an- is based on the adjective k'an 
'dear'. It has three verbal forms: an Imperfective k'anzawa, a Future 
k'anda (as well as all forms that are based on these, i.e. participles, Past 
forms, negative forms), and a converb k'anz (negative ta-k'anz). The 
Future has present state meaning. Thus, (292a) and (292b) mean more or 
less the same, and a third way to express the same meaning is by means of 
the adjective k'an plus the standard copula (292c). 

k'an-zawa. 
love-IMPF 

k'an-da. 

k'an ja. 
love COP 

The form k'ani is used as an attributive variant (or participle) of k'an 
and is also the basis for substantivization (k'anidi) , as exemplified by (293-
294). K'ani could be replaced by k'an-zawa-j or k'an-da-j here. 

a. Za-z wun 
I-DAT you: ABS 

Ί love you.' 

b. Za-z wun 
I-DAT you:ABS 

Ί love you.' 

c. Za-z wun 
I-DAT you:ABS 

Ί love you.' 
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(293) wa-z k'ani wa wun k'ani Sa fig a (N88:88) 
[you-DAT love:PTP and you:ABS love:PTP] Safiga 

'Safiga, who you love and who loves you' 

(294) Aslan.di-z öa-kaj wiöi-z k'ani-di ne-z ixtijar awa. 
lion-DAT [[we-SBEL self-DAT want-SBST.SG] eat-INF] right be.in 

'The lion has the right to eat whomever of us he wants.' (X89:6) 

A prefixal negative form of k'ani (and k'an) is tak'an (which also means 
'hated, unpleasant'). 

(295) a rik'.i-z ta-k'an zalurn (S88:36) 
tha t [heart-DAT NEG-like:PTP] tyrant 

'that tyrant who is hateful to the heart/who the heart does not like' 

(296) Ci baxtluwal ta-k'an-di allah.di baxtsuz awu-raj. 
[we:GEN happiness NEG-want-PTP:SBST.SG] God(ERG) unhappy make-OPT 

'May God make unhappy him who does not want our happiness.' 
(R66:26) 

For all other forms, the combination k'an £un is used, e.g. for the Future 
with future meaning: 

(297) Abur.u-z wun lezgi sus-ar.i-laj-ni gzaf k'an ze-da. (S88:171) 
they-DAT you:ABS Lezgian bride-PL-SREL-also much love be-FUT 

'They will love you more than the Lezgian brides.' 

9.5.2.2. Kic'e 'afraid'. This is also originally an adjective, and it has more or 
less the same forms as k'an: an Imperfective kiö'ezwa, a Future kiö'eda 
with the same (non-future, non-habitual) meaning, and a simple stem form 
plus copula: 

(298) a. Za-z wa-qhaj kiö'e-zwa. 
I-DAT you-POEL afraid-IMPF 

Tm afraid of you.' 

b. Za-z u>a-qhaj kiö'e-da. 
I-DAT you-POEL afraid-FUT 

'I'm afraid of you.' 

c. Za-z wa-qhaj kii'e ja. 
I-DAT you-POEL afraid OOP 

'I'm afraid of you.' 

Like k'ani, kii'e is also used attributively (e.g., kii'e ajal 'a child that is 
afraid'), but there is no prefixal negative form. The missing forms are re-
placed by kii'e £un. 
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9.5. Irregular verbs 139 

9.5.2.3. 'know'. Like k'an and kiö'e, öi- has an Imperfective and a Future 
with non-future non-habitual meaning. 

(299) a. Za-z öi-zwa. = b. Za-z öi-da. 
I-DAT know-IMPF I-DAT know-FUT 

Ί know' Ί know7 

Ci- also has a converb öiz (negated te-Hz), but there is neither an attributive 
adjective not a prefixal negative form. But öi- in addition has a Periphrasis 
form tin, e.g. 

(300) za-z öi-da-j wa öi-n t-iji-da-j gwet'i küöe-jar 
[I-DAT know-FUT-FTP and know-PER NEG-do-FUT-PTP] small street-PL 

'the little streets that I know and that I don't know' (DD71,6:9) 

The missing forms are replaced by dr Stun 'come to know7, which is the an-
ticausative of öirun 'make know, teach' (causative of öi-). 

9.5.2.4. T'a- 'hurt'. This form has an Imperfective t'azwa 'hurts', a Future 
with current state meaning t'ada, and a converb t'az. The other forms are 
replaced by t'a jtun. 

9.5.3. Verbs with a root in -αφ- (cf. 5.12.) 

The verbs in (301) have a root ending in -ä(g)- and show some peculiarities. 

(301) jagun 'hit' ecägun 
ewägun 'comb' xkägun 
elägun 'take away' k w ägu η 
eqägun 'pour' gwägun 
qägun 'setup' gelägun 
kägun 'touch' kekägun 
qeqägun 'hit' k'ägun 
igägun 'allow to approach' 

'push' 
'choose' 
'collecf 
'spread, smear' 
'hit; take away' 
'start7 

'rebuke' 

In these verbs, the stem-final consonant g disappears when it ends up in syl-
lable-final position, i.e. word-finally and before consonant-initial suffixes: 

(302) Imperfective 
Future 
Aorist 
Perfect 
Imperative 
Periphrasis form 

xkäzawa 
eläda 
ewäna 
kekänawa 
kä (= käga) 
kä tawuna 

'is choosing' 
'will take away' 
'combed' 
'has started' 
'touch!' 
'without touching' 

Note that the a of the Imperfective suffix -zawa and the Perfect suffix 
-nawa is not syncopated as in other cases where these suffixes immediately 
follow stressed vowels. This may have to do with the compensatory length-
ening of the vowel (cf. 3.2.1.1.). 
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140 9. Verbal inflection 

9.6. Functions of basic tense-aspect categories 

There are six tense-aspect categories: four basic ones (Imperfective, Future, 
Aorist, Perfect) plus Continuative (which occurs only in combination with 
Imperfective or Perfect) and Past (which occurs in combination with any of 
the other tense-aspect categories). On tense-aspect meanings in participles, 
see 9.9.2., and on the formation and functions of periphrastic tense-aspect 
categories, see 9.7. 

9.6.1. Imperfective 

The Imperfective typically refers to progressive situations, i.e. processes go-
ing on at the time of reference, e.g.: 

(303) a. Farida, Farida, wuna ana wu6 iji-zwa? (Q89,10,19:3) 
Farida Farida you:ERG there what:ABS do-IMPF 

'Farida, Farida, what are you doing there?' 
b. Za öeröenie.d-in tars hazur-zawa. (Du85,3:78) 

I:ERG drawing-GEN lesson prepare-IMPF 

'I'm preparing the drawing lesson.' 

c. Marf dat'ana qwa-zwa-j, ada wiä-n qalin st'al-r.a-ldi 
rain constantly fall-IMPF-PST it(ERG) self-GEN dense drop-PL-SRDIR 

qaw gata-zwa-j. (DD71,2:12) 
roof beat-IMPF-PST 

'It was raining incessantly; the rain was hitting the roof with 
its dense drops.' 

Example (304) shows a performative situation expressed by an Imperfective 
verb: 

(304) Za har-da sa ttar wa?, q'we ttar ak'ur-un 
I:ERG [every-SBST.SG (ERG) one tree not two trees plant-MSD] 

teklif-zawa. 
propose-IMPF 

Ί propose that everyone plant not one, but two trees.' (Du61,4:70) 

The Imperfective may also refer to states that obtain at the time of refer-
ence, as in (305). In this respect the Imperfective is not like a typical progres-
sive form. 

(305) Lezgi-jar Azerbajdian.di-n serhät-da Qusari.di-n wa 
Lezgian-PL Azerbaijan-GEN boundary-INESS Qusari-GEN and 

Quba.di-n rajon-r-a jaSamiS ze-zwa. (TG66:9) 
Quba-GEN district-PL-INESS living be-IMPF 

'Within the boundaries of Azerbaijan, Lezgians live in the Kusarskij 
and Kubinskij rayons.' 
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9.6. Functions of basic tense-aspect categories 141 

While the Future (9.6.2.) is specialized for habitual situations, the Imper-
fective may also express habitual situations. In the colloquial language, the 
Imperfective is in fact preferred to the Future in this function. 

(306) Sri=Lanki.d-a güläg-r.i k'as gu-n.i-kdi jis-a 500 
Sri Lanka-INESS [snake-PL(ERG) bite give-MSD-SBDIR] year-INESS 500 

kas req'i-zwa. (K89,2:12) 
person die-IMPF 

In Sri Lanka 500 people a year die from snakebite.' 

9.6.2. Future 

The Future has two rather different uses: it refers to future situations (307) 
and to habitual situations (308). 

(307) a. Ina amuq'-aj-t'a, öun wahSi-jr.i ne-da. Zun xür.ii-z 
[here stay-AOP-CND] we:ABS wild-PL(ERG) eat-FUT I:ABS village-DAT 

qhfi-da. (K88,9:5) 
go.back-FUT 

'If we stay here, wild animals will eat us. I'll go back to the village.' 

b. Pabah awa-c-iz cun hik' dulanmiS ze-da? (HQ89:10) 
[king be.in-NEG-IMC] we:ABS how living be-FUT 

'How shall we live without the king?' 

The future use is predominant in the colloquial language, while the habit-
ual use occurs mainly in more formal styles. It is also the rule in proverbs 
(cf. 308c). 

(308) a. Qhsan xilrek-r.i-kaj raxa-da-j-la Mizafer.a-n siw.i-z 
[good meal-PL-SBEL talk-FUT-PTP-TEMP] Mizafer-GEN mouth-DAT 

hamiSa c'aran jad qwe-da. (583:53) 
always salivary water come-FUT 

'Whenever there is talk about good meals, saliva always comes to 
Mizafer's mouth.' 

b. Adet tir-wal, Sirwan.di-z fi-da-j-bur sad=q'we 
custom COP:PTP-MAN [Sirwan-DAT go-FUT-PTP]-SBST.PL one=two 

juq.u-z Baku.d-a amuq'-da-j. (S88:5) 
day-DAT Baku-INESS stay-FUT-PST 

'As was customary, those who went to Sirwan used to stay one or 
two days in Baku.' 

c. Gzaf q'in q'a-da-j-da gzaf tab-ni iji-da. (TG66:205) 
[much oath take-FUT-PTP]-SBST.SG(ERC) much lie-also do-FUT 

'He who swears a lot also lies a lot.' 
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142 9. Verbal inflection 

The Past is only compatible with the habitual meaning of the Future (as 
in 308b-c), not with the future meaning. However, the Past Future also has 
the hypothetical use, much like analogous "future in the past" tenses in 
other European languages. (See 21.7.2. for more on counterfactual condi-
tionals.) 

(309) a. Im xizan.di-z jeke kümek ze-da-j. (M83:30) 
this:ABS family-DAT big he lp be-FUT-PST 

This would be a big help for the family.' 

b. LiSanlu tir-t'a, am za-qh galaz ik' raxa-da-ö-ir. 
[engaged COP:PST-CND] she:ABS I-POESS w i t h thus talk-FUT-NEG-PST 

'If she were engaged, she would not talk to me like this.'(S88:9) 

In a few irregular verbs, the Future refers to a present state, e.g. öida 
'knows', k'anda 'wants, loves', kiö'eda 'is afraid' (cf. 9.5.2., and see 9.3.2.4. 
for a diachronic explanation). 

Finally, the Future is used in stage directions (see text 25.4.). 

9.6.3. Aorist 

The Aorist is the usual way to refer to perfective events in the past, e.g. 

(310) a. Sadwil.i wa aq'ulluwil.i . abur qutarmi&-na. (K88,9:5) 
unity(ERG) and clevemess(ERG) they save-AOR 

'Unity and cleverness saved them.' 

b. Zun tätin zawab.da-l razi £a-na-ö. (N88:115) 
I:ABS such answer-SRESS satisfied be-AOR-NEG 

Ί was not satisfied with such an answer.' 

It is also the tense-aspect category that is used in narratives, e.g. 

(311) 1901=jis.u-z Haiiev Mehamed-ni ada-n 
1901=year-DAT Ha2iev Mehamed-and he-GEN 

q we 
two 

xwa-ni 
son-and 

Abissinija.di-z 
Abyssinia-DAT 

q'e-na. Am 
die-AOR [he:ABS 

req'-e hat-na. Amma 
way-INESS get-AOR but 

kuhid-na gada-j-r.i req*> 
buiy-AOP] boy-PL (ERG) way 

req'-e buba 
way-INESS father 

dawamar-na. 
continue-AOR 

Adiss=Abeb.di-z 
Adis=Ababa-DAT 

agaq -na... 
reach-AOR 

Abur Abissinija.di-n merkez 
t h e y Abyssinia-GEN capital 

'In 1901, Mehamed HaZiev and his two sons set out for Abyssinia. But 
en route the father died. Having buried him, the boys continued their 
journey. They reached Addis Ababa, Abyssinia's capital....' (DD71,3:19) 
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9.6. Functions of basic tense-aspect categories 143 

The Past Aorist refers to situations in the remote past (312a), situations 
that took place before the main story line (312b), situations that do not ob-
tain anymore (312c), and situations whose effect has been canceled (312d). 

(312) a. Ci xür-e sa itim.di däwe.di-laj giigiiniz wiöi-qh 
we:GEN village-INESS one man(ERG) war-SREL after self-POESS 

galaz nems-er.i-n diSehli xka-na-j... Am qhsan-diz 
with German-PL-GEN woman bring.back-AOR-PST she:ABS good-ADV 

lezgi ö'al.a-ldi raxa-da-j. 
Lezgian language-SRDIR speak-FUT-PST 

Ά man in our village (had) brought a German wife with him after 
the war. She spoke Lezgian well.' (S88:171) 

b. Alat-aj jis.u-z Dilber.a q'we predmet.d-aj pis 
[pass-AOP] year-DAT Dilber(ERG) two subject-INEL bad 

qimet-ar qaiu-na-j. (R66:6) 
grade-PL take-AOR-PST 

The year before, Dilber had gotten bad grades in two subjects/ 

c. Sifte q'we wac.r-a ada waxt=waxt.und-a öar-ar 
first two month-INESS she(ERG) time=time-INESS letter-PL 

kxe-na-j. Gila wuäz jat'ani abur xükwe-zma-ö. 
write-AOR-PST now why INDEF they come.back-IMPF.CONT-NEG 

'In the first two months she wrote letters time and again. Now they 
don't come anymore for some reason.' (M79:6) 

d. Zun qe Q'asumxilr.e-l fe-na-j. 
I:ABS today Qasumxür-SRESS go-AOR-PST 

Ί went to Q'asumxür today.' (HQ89:5) [Speaker has returned to his 
village by the time of the utterance.] 

9.6.4. Perfect 

The Perfect refers to past events with current relevance (313), including 
events that are presented as "hot news" (314). 

(313) a. Zun q'iizü &a-nwa, äan ruS. (R66:16) 
I:ABS old become-PRF soul girl 

Ί have become old, my girl.' 

b. Zi pul na aqud-nawa! (583:67) 
I:GEN money you:ERG take.away-PRF 

'YOU have stolen my money!' [the theft has just occurred] 
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144 9. Verbal inflection 

c. Am naq' nisin.i-qh wac'.a-l fe-na, hele xta-nwa-ö. 
he:ABS yesterday noon-POESS river-SRDIR go-AOR a l ready return-PRF-NEG 

'He went to the river yesterday at noon, and he hasn't come back 
yet.' (D57:134) 

(314) Kwe-z telegramma ata-nwa! (DD77,4:10) 
you.all-DAT telegram come-PRF 

Ά telegram has come for you-all!' 

In a number of verbs, the Perfect expresses resultative meaning, i.e. it refers 
to a state resulting from a previous event. This meaning is most common 
with verbs of posture, but it also occurs with a number of other verbs: 

qatku-n 'lie down' qatka-nwa 'lie' 
acuq'-un 'sit down' acuq'-nawa 'sif 
aqwaz-un 'stop; stand up' aqwaz-nawa 

kürs £a-nwa 
'stand' 
'hang' 

ksu-n 'fall asleep' 
'fall silent' 

ksa-nwa 'be asleep' 
'be silent' kis-un 

'fall asleep' 
'fall silent' kis-nawa 

'be asleep' 
'be silent' 

ifi-n 'become hot' ife-nwa 'be hot, feverish' 
kutku-n 'get used to' ktka-nwa 'be in the habit of' 'get used to' 

kutug-nawa 'suit' 
ak'u-n 'get stuck' 

'get (into a state)' 
'spread out (intr.)' 

ak'a-nwa 'be stuck' 
akat-un 

'get stuck' 
'get (into a state)' 
'spread out (intr.)' 

akat-nawa 'be (in a state)' 
ek'ä &u-n 

'get stuck' 
'get (into a state)' 
'spread out (intr.)' ek'ä ita-nwa 'be spread out' 

The resultative meaning of the Perfect is illustrated in (315). 

(315) a. Ada-η rik'.i-kaj gila zalan sa qwan kürs xa-nwa-j. 
she-GEN heart-SBEL now heavy one stone hang be-PRF-PST 

Ά heavy stone was now hanging from her heart.' (S88:30) 

b. SaSa Moskva.dLi-n kilbe-jr.i-kaj sa küie.di-n aga q'il-e 
Saä a Moscow-GEN street-PL-SBEL one street-GEN low end-INESS 

aqwaz-nawa-j. (DD71,1:14) 
stop-PRF-PST 

'Saäa was standing at the lower end of one of Moscow's streets.' 

c. Dymov.a-n beden.di-k meq'i-la zurzu-n akat-nawa-j. 
Dymov-GEN body-SBESS cold-ADV shiver-MSD get-PRF-PST 

'Dymov's body was shivering from cold.' (Lit. 'Shivering from cold 
had gotten under Dymov's body.') 

d. Zi rik'-e a ruS.a-n wil-er, abur.u-n i§ig-r.i-n 
I:GEN heart-INESS t h a t girl-GEN eye-PL it-PL-GEN beam-PL-GEN 

qatiwal ak'a-nwa-j. (S88:158) 
brightness stick-PRF-PST 

'That girl's eyes and the brightness of their beams remained (lit. 
'stuck') in my heart.' 
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9.6. Functions of basic tense-aspect categories 145 

e. Q'ud pat-a güzel menzera-jar ek'ä ±a-nwa-j. 
four side-INESS beautiful landscape-PL spread become-PRF-PST 

'Beautiful landscape spread out all around.' (S88:168) 

The Past Perfect also expresses temporal precedence (anteriority) to another 
past situation, e.g.: 

(316) Kuxnja.d-a buba.di-ni xci öaj qhwa-zwa-j. Ajal-ar hele 
kitchen-INESS father(ERG)-and son(ERG) tea drink-IMPF-PST child-PL stil l 
qarag-nawa-ö-ir. (583:71) 
get.up-PRF-NEG-PST 

'Father and son were drinking tea in the kitchen. The children hadn't 
gotten up yet.' 

9.6.5. Continuative Imperfective and Continuative Perfect 

The Continuative, combined either with the Imperfective or with the 
Perfect, adds the semantic element 'still' (negative 'anymore'). Sometimes 
the adverb hele 'still' (12.1.2.7.) is redundantly present. 

(317) a. Am fadlaj pensija.di-z eqeü'-na k'an-zawa-j-di ja, 
[he:ABS ear ly retirement-DAT go.out-AOC] want-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

amma am hele k'walax.a-l xii-zma. (Du61,4:70) 
but he:ABS still work-SRESS keep-IMPF.CONT 

'He ought to have retired long ago, but they are still keeping him at 
work.' 

b. Za-z wuö-da-t'a öi-zma-ö-ir. (S88:157) 
I-DAT [what.do-FUT-CND] know-IMPF.CONT-NEG-PST 

Ί did not know anymore what to do.' 

c. Dagustan.di-n antroponimija.d-a lak'ab-r.i jeke 
Daghestan-GEN anthroponymy-INESS nickname-PL(ERG) big 

rol' qugwa-na wa qugwa-zma. (L87,2:74) 
role play-AOR and play-IMPF.CONT 

'In Daghestanian anthroponymy nicknames have played and 
continue to play a big role.' 

d. Allahquli gila za-qh galaz eweldaj 3tiz raxa-zma-6. 
Allahquli now I-POESS with before l ike talk-IMPF.CONT-NEG 

'Allahquli doesn't talk to me like before anymore.' (R66:27) 

When the Continuative combines with the Perfect, only the resultative use 
of the Perfect is possible (this is a natural consequence of the meaning 'still'): 

(318) K'wal-e sekin tir. Giil hele ksa-nma-j. (DD77,4:10) 
house-INESS quiet COP:PST husband stil l sleep-PRF.CONT-PST 

'It was quiet in the house. The husband was still asleep.' 
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9.6.6. Past 

The Past only occurs in combination with other tense-aspect morphemes. 
Examples for the Past in various combinations have already been given 
above, cf. 9.6.1. for the Past Imperfective, 9.6.2. for the Past Future, 9.6.3. for 
the Past Aorist, 9.6.4. for the Past Perfect, 9.6.5. for the Continuative Past 
Imperfective and the Continuative Past Perfect. 

9.7. Periphrastic tense-aspect categories 

9.7.1. Periphrastic Habitual 

The Periphrastic Habitual is formed by means of the auxiliary &un combined 
with the Infinitive, e.g. qahi-z Stun 'take (habitually)'. The auxiliary verb is 
not necessarily in the Future, it may also be, for instance, in the Aorist. 

(319) a. Ci televizor.d-aj GDR.di-kaj peredaöa-jar 
[we:GEN television-INEL GDR-SBEL program-PL 

qalur-da-j-la, zun hamiSa kilig-iz ze-da. (K85,7:4) 
show-FUT-PIP-TEMP] I:ABS always look-INF be-FUT 

'When programs on the GDR are shown on our TV, I always 
watch.' 

b. Wiri-bur xiir-er-aj Seher-r.i-z fi-z jta-ji-la, 
[all-SBST.PL village-PL-INEL city-PL-DAT go-INF be-AOP-TEMP] 

öun dag.di-n xür.ü-z xkwe-da-ni? (S83:57) 
we:ABS mountain-GEN village-DAT return-FUT-Q 

'At a time when everyone goes from the villages to the cities, 
shall we go back to a mountain village?' 

c. Am jug-di jif-di gam ö'ugwa-z SeA-iz £a-na. (R66:6) 
she:ABS day-ADV night-ADV [grief pull-IMC] cry-INF be-AOR 

'She cried day and night in grief.' 

d. Ida-laj gilgilniz i niixir-r.i öpi-n arada öip 
this-SREL after this animal-PL (ERG) selves-GEN among lot 

wehe-z Aa-na. (X89:6) 
throw-INF be-AOR 

'From then on these animals (regularly) cast the lot among 
them.' 
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9.7.2. The Periphrastic Future 

The Periphrastic Future is formed by the copula together with the 
Purpose/Manner converb derived from the Future participle, e.g. qaöu-da-
j-wal ja 'is going to take'. The Periphrastic Future often expresses a more 
immediate future time than the standard synthetic Future. 

(320) a. Ada i dag-lar.i-z c'iji ümiir gi-da-j-wal ja. 
he(ERG) this mountain-PL-DAT new life bring-FUT-PTP-PURP COP 

'He is going to bring a new life into these mountains.' (S88:25) 

b. Nasir muallim, utenik-r.i-z wiri predmet-r-aj alawa 
Nasir teacher pupil-PL-DAT a l l subject-PL-INEL additional 

tars-ar tuxu-da-j-wal ja. (N88:81) 
lesson-PL carry-FUT-PTP-PURP COP 

'Teacher Nasir, the pupils will be taught remedial lessons in all 
subjects.' 

c. I muq'wara öi k'wal.i-n qaw.u-z raq' 
this soon we:GEN house-GEN roof-DAT iron 

6'ugwa-da-j-wal ja. (H77:3) 
pull-FUT -PTP-PURP COP 

Our house's roof is soon going to be covered with iron.' 

d. Gila öun ibur.u-n öka.da-l ie-da-j-wal ja man, 
now we:ABS these-GEN place-SRESS be-FUT-PTP-PURP COP ΡΓ 

abur-ni öi öka.da-l? (S88:44) 
they-and we:GEN place-SRESS 

'So now we are going to be in their place, and they in ours?' 

In combination with a Past form of the copula (t ir , or xana), the 
Periphrastic Future can express immediate future in the past. 

(321) a. Dilber-ni Allahquli ferma.d-aj xür.ü-z xkwe-da-j-wal 
Dilber-and Allahquli farm-INEL village-DAT retum-FUT-PTP-PURP 

xa-na. (R66:8) 
be-AOR 

'Dilber and Allahquli were about to return to the village from the 
farm.' 

b. Abur.u hada-z ewer gu-da-j-wal ota-na. (S88:55) 
they(ERG) that-DAT call give-FUT-PTP-PURP be-AOR 

'They were going to call him.' 
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Like the Past Future, Past forms of the Periphrastic Future can have the 
counterfactual use, e.g. 

(322) Can ruS, ata-na-H-ir-t'a, za wa-z ewer gu-da-j-wal 
soul girl [eome-AOR-NEG-PST-CND] I:ERG you-DAT call give-FUT-PTP-PURP 

tir. (R66:16) 
COP:PST 

'My girl, if you hadn't come, I would have called you.' 

9.7.3. Hearsay Evidential 

The Hearsay Evidential is formed by adding the suffix -Ida to a (non-
negated, non-Past) finite indicative verb form. This form is thus not really a 
periphrastic verb form, but it is treated in this section because its grammati-
cization is very recent. The suffix -Ida has resulted from the contraction and 
suffixation of luhuda '(one) says'. The origin of -Ida is to some extent still 
transparent to the speakers, and the form is also sometimes spelled luhuda. 

(323) a. Baku.d-a irid itim gülle.di-z aqud-na-lda. (S88:26) 
Baku-INESS seven man bullet-DAT take.out-AOR-EVID 

They say that in Baku seven men were shot.' 

b. Qadim.a-z wiöi-n ru§ Allahquli.di-z gu-z 
Qadim-DAT [self-GEN daughter Allahquli-DAT give-INF] 

k'an-zawa-lda. (R66:27) 
want-IMPF-EVID 

One says that Qadim wants to give his daughter to Allahquli.' 

c. Gzaf dir £u-n, aq'ullu insan-r.i luhu-zwa-j-wal, 
[much know ANTIC-MSD] smart person-PL(ERG) say-IMPF-PTP-MAN 

zarar ja-lda. (N88:85) 
harm COP-EVID 

'As smart people say, knowing too much is harmful.' 

d. Qe sobranie ze-da-lda. (HHM79:117) 
today meeting be-FUT-EVID 

They say that there will be a meeting today.' 
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9.8. Functions of non-indicative finite verb forms 

The non-indicative finite verb forms are the Imperative, the Prohibitive, 
the Hortative, and the Optative. 

9.8.1. Imperative 

The Imperative has the usual range of meanings, i.e. command, request, 
admonition, etc. The Imperative cannot be negated, the Prohibitive (see 
9.8.2. below) is used instead. 

(324) a. Tadi qaöu-mir, sifte q^san-diz fahum-a, axpa 
quick take-PROHIB f irst good-ADV think-IMPV then 

k'walax.di-w egeö'. (K87,l:5) 
work-ADESS start(IMPV) 

'Don't hurry, first think well, then start work.' 

b. Cun öi q'aq'an qaw.a-l hik' ksu-da-j-t'a 
[we:ABS we:GEN h i g h roof-SRESS how sleep-FUT-PST-CND] 

rik'.e-l xkwak (H77:4) 
heart-SRESS return:IMPV 

'Remember how we used to sleep on our high roof.' 

The second person pronoun is commonly omitted in the Imperative 
(making the Imperative form indeterminate as to the number of the ad-
dressee(s)), but it is also commonly retained, without any special emphasis. 

(324) c. Wuna bagi&lamiS-a, buba. (J89:77) 
you:ERG forgive-IMPV f a t h e r 

'Forgive me, father.' 

Apparently the Imperative is not different at all grammatically from indica-
tive verb forms in this respect. As noted in 22.1., personal pronouns are 
generally used, but if the context allows it, they may be omitted. In 
Imperative contexts, reference to the second person can be inferred from the 
context, but when the speaker wants to make the number of the addressee 
(singular or plural) clear, he or she may choose not to omit the pronoun. 

9.8.2. Prohibitive 

The Prohibitive is the negative counterpart of the Imperative. 

(325) a. Ja bala, wuna am paöah.di-z gu-mir. (AM87:23) 
ΡΓ chi ld you:ERG it :ABS king-DAT give-PROHIB 

'Child, don't give it to the king.' 
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150 9. Verbal inflection 

b. Tadi qaöu-mir, ja swas. (§83:61) 
quick take-PROHIB FT daughter-in-law 

'Do not hurry, daughter-in-law.' 

c. Wa-z kiö'e ie-mir. (M83:56) 
you-DAT afraid be-PROHIB 

'Don't be afraid.' 

9.8.3. Hortative 

The Hortative expresses exhortations to first person singular (326) and plu-
ral (327) addressees. The Hortative is often accompanied by the sentence-ini-
tial particle Sa (lit. 'come!', 13.3.9.). 

(326) Sifte wun wi buba.di-z qalur-in. (DD71,3:21) 
first you:ABS you:GEN father-DAT show-HORT 

'First let me show you to your father.' 

(327) a. Sa gila öun öi qarmax-r.i-z kilig-in. (M83:57) 
ΡΓ now we:ABS we:GEN hook-PL-DAT look-HORT 

'Now let7s look at our hooks.' 
b. Dide.d ö'al.a-ldi sawadsuzwal terg iji-n. 

mother(GEN) language-SRDIR il l i teracy liquidation do-HORT 

'Let us liquidate illiteracy by means of the native language.' 
(Gjul'magomedov & Saadiev 1972:6) 

c. Gada-jar, §a gila öun «öünüx gumbat'» qugwa-n. 
boy-PL ΡΓ now we:ABS hide.and.seek play-HORT 

'Boys, lef s play hide and seek now.' (DD71,3:20) 

The Hortative is also used in deliberative questions (questions about 
his/her own actions that the speaker asks him/herself), e.g. 

(328) a. Za wa-z wuö luhu-n? (Du61,5:66) 
I:ERG you-DAT what:ABS say-HORT 

'What shall I tell you?' 

b. Wuö gilzlemiS-in za, Sirinbala? (S88:ll) 
what:ABS wait-HORT I:ERG Sirinbala 

'What shall I wait for, Sirinbala?' 
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9.8. Functions of non-indicative finite verb forms 151 

Finally, the Hortative is used in uncertain statements or questions, often 
cooccurring with belki 'perhaps'. In this use, the subject of the Hortative can 
also be a second or third person noun phrase. 

(329) a. Belki, ada-kaj qhsan güröeqhan ze-n. (M83:30) 
perhaps he-SBEL good hunter be-HORT 

'Perhaps he will be a good hunter.' 

b. Belki za-z anaj wun akwa-n. (K85,7:4) 
perhaps I-DAT there you:ABS see-HORT 

'Perhaps I will see you there.' 

c. Meger ada-waj tam.u-z fi-z ze-n-ni? (K57:6) 
FT he-ADEL [forest-DAT go-INF] can-HORT-Q 

'Can he possibly go to the forest?' 

9.8.4. Optative 

The Optative is used in wishes about developments for which only fate or 
God can be held responsible. 

(330) a. Däwe mad sadra-ni, sa kas.di-z-ni q'ismet ta-£u-raj. 
war yet once-even one person-DAT-even destiny NEG-be-OPT 

'May war never again be anyone's destiny.' (K86,2:8) 

b. Za-z axtin jug Allah.di hit ta-gu-raj. (§83:60) 
I-DAT such day God(ERG) never NEG-give-OPT 

'May God never give me such a day.' 

c. Wa-z Allah.di hamiSa nüsret gu-raj. (S88:12) 
you-DAT God(ERG) always help give-OPT 

'May God always help you.' 

The Optative is also used in exhortations to actions by third person agents, eg· 

(331) Nurbala-ni Allahquli zi pataw atu-raj. (R66:9) 
Nurbala-and Allahquli I:GEN to come-OPT 

'Let Nurbala and Allahquli come to me.' 
The sentence-initial particle quj often accompanies an Optative verb form, 
both in wishes and exhortations, e.g. 

(332) a. Quj wi hararet jawaS &u-raj. (X89:31) 
let you:CEN thirst quiet become-OPT 

'May your thirst become quenched (lit. quiet).' 
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152 9. Verbal inflection 

b. Quj sik' wiöi-n tam.u-z qhfi-raj. (K85,4:7) 
let fox self-GEN forest-DAT retum-ΟΡΓ 

'Let the fox return to its forest.' 

In wishes, the verb's subject may be first or second person: 

(333) a. Quj hamiSa dide £u-raj, quj hamiSa £u-raj zun. (K84,l:3) 
let a lways mother be-OPT let always be-OPT I:ABS 

'May there always be mom, may I always be there.' 

b. Quj wun öi Ciikwer.a-z wax £u-raj. (S88:51) 
let you:ABS we:GEN Ciikwer-DAT sister be-OPT 

'May you be a sister for our Ciikwer.' 
A use that is closely related to wishes is the use of the Optative in oaths. 

(334) Eger i sir winel aqud-aj-t'a, quj zun zi 
[if this secret φ take.out-AOP-CND] let I:ABS I:GEN 

miihiibbat.di-w agaq' t-awu-raj. (S88:25) 
love-ADESS reach NEG-do-OPT 

'If I make this secret known, may I not attain my love.' 

The Optative is also used in deliberative questions, like the Hortative. 

(335) a. Ada-z ζ α uiuö luhu-raj? (184:19) 
he-DAT I:ERG what:ABS say-OPT 

'What shall I tell him?' 
b. Maiib galaöiz hik' dulanmiS 5tu-raj? (Ko89,10,18:4) 

salary without how live be-OPT 
'How can one live without a salary?' 

c. Bes za-z wuciz k'an xu-raj am? (S88:24) 
ΓΤ I-DAT why want be-OPT he:ABS 

'Why should I want him?' 

And see 21.6.4. for a special use of the Optative in purpose clauses. 

9.8.5. Conditional 

The Conditional mood (-t'a) is used in conditional clauses (21.7.), in conces-
sive clauses (21.8.), in indirect questions (23.3.), and in correlative relative 
clauses (19.2.). Details can be found in those sections. 

9.8.6. Interrogative 

The Interrogative mood (-ni) is only used in direct polar and alternative 
questions (23.1.-2.), and in indirect alternative questions (23.3.1.3.). 
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9.9. Functions of non-finite verb forms 

9.9.1. Masdar 

The Masdar is conventionally used as the citation form of the verb. Verbs 
are listed in dictionaries in this form. The Masdar is an action nominaliza-
tion. For instance, the verb stem aqwaz- 'stop' has the Masdar aqwaz-un, 
which means '(the fact or action of) stopping'. 

The Masdar is noun-like only with respect to its external syntax: It can be 
inflected for any case (the oblique stem is in -(u)n-i-, cf. 7.1.2.2. (C)), and it 
can occur in all environments where NPs can occur. However, in its inter-
nal syntax, it behaves completely like a verb. It does not take adjective or 
Genitive modifiers or determiners; but it does take adverbial modifiers, and 
the verbal arguments appear in the same form as in finite clauses. 

(336) qhsan-diz k'walax-un 
good-ADV work-MSD 

'working well' 
(337) a. muhman-ar atu-n 

guest-PL come-MSD 

'the guests' arrival, the guests' arriving' 

b. gada.di ktab kxi-n 
boy(ERG) book write-MSD 

'the boy's writing a book' 

c. ru&.a gada.di-z ö'ar raqur-un 
girl(ERG) boy-DAT letter send-MSD 

'the girl's sending the boy a letter' 

The Masdar can express situations (as in (338)) as well as facts (as in (339)), 
but the situation meaning is more common. 

(338) Ida-z zun aku-n xuS tu& (M83:19) 
this-DAT [I:ABS see-MSD] pleasant COP:NEG 

'He does not like seeing me.' 
(339) Wun har juq.u-z pakamaqh fad qarag-un.i 6un gzaf 

[you:ABS every day-DAT morning early get.up-MSD(ERG)] we:ABS much 

taiub iji-zwa. (G63:15) 
surprise do-IMPF 

'It surprises us a lot that you get up early in the morning every day.' 

See 20.3. for a detailed description of the use of the Masdar in various types 
of complement clauses, and 21.5.1., 21.6.1. for the use of the Masdar in ad-
verbial clauses. A special use of the Masdar in the Involuntary Agent con-
struction is mentioned in 7.2.2.6. (ex. 176). 
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154 9. Verbal inflection 

Besides the verbal Masdar described above, there is also a nominal 
Masdar. This is a verbal noun that behaves in all respects like a noun. It 
could perhaps be described as resulting from conversion (or lexicalization) 
of the (verbal) Masdar to a noun. The nominal Masdar is not very common 
and is lexicalized only for a limited number of verbs. Nominal Masdars 
often have result meaning rather than situation meaning, and unlike the 
verbal Masdar, they may be pluralized. 

(340) jaratmiS-un-ar 'works (of a writer)' jaratmiä- 'create' 
agalq'-un-ar 'achievements' agalq'- 'achieve' 
t'alab-un 'request7 t'alab- 'request' 
aq'u-n-ar 'conflict' aq'u- 'clash' 

Some examples for the use of nominal Masdars: 

(341) a. Paöah.di gada.di-n t'alab-un q'il.i-z aqud-na. (AM87:23) 
king boy-GEN request-MSD head-DAT take-AOR 

The king fulfilled the boy's request.' 

b. Cna wi aSpazwil.i-n alaq'-un-r.i-z qimet gu-zwa. 
we:ERG you:GEN cooking-GEN able-MSD-PL-DAT price give-IMPF 

ΎΥε appreciate your cooking abilities.' (Du85,3:79) 

c. RuS.a-n aku-n-r-aj ada-n rik'-e miihilbbat.di-n 
girl-GEN see-MSD-PL-INEL [she-GEN heart-INESS love-GEN 

c'elxem kiik'iin-zawa-j-di akwa-zwa-j. (S88:10) 
sparkle bum-IMPF-PTP-SBST] see-IMPF-PST 

'From the girl's appearance one saw that the sparkle of love was 
burning in her heart.' 

d. Ktab.di-n q'ismet k'el-zawa-j-da-n q'at'u-n.i-laj 
book-GEN destiny read-IMPF-PTP-SBST.SG-GEN consider-MSD-SREL 

aslu ja. (Du83,1:123) 
depending COP 

Ά book's fate depends on the reader's considerations. 

In example (342) below, the Masdar form luhunar is clearly nominal be-
cause it is plural, but on the other hand it takes an Absolutive direct object 
(mani-jar) just like a verb. This mixed behavior shows that the nominal 
and verbal Masdar are not entirely separate categories. In this case, the reten-
tion of the verbal marking is probably due to the non-referentiality of 
manijar. Manijar luhun is practically a noun-verb compound with the 
meaning 'sing'. 

(342) Ina q'iil-er, mani-jar luhu-n-ar wa t'ü-n-ar-ni awa-j. (X89:29) 
here dance-PL song-PL say-MSD-PL and eat-MSD-PL-and be.in-PST 

'There was dancing here, singing and eating.' 
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9.9.2. Participle 

Participles serve to express relative clauses, as in (343). 

(343) swas zagur-zawa-j zehil (Q81:110) 
[bride search-IMPF-PTP] youth 

'the young man who is looking for a bride' 

Participles can be substantivized like adjectives (see 8.1.1.). Substantivized 
participles mark headless relative clauses. Their meaning can be either spe-
cific (344a) or non-specific (344b). 

(344) k'walax-zawa-j-di 
work-IMPF-PTP-SBST.SG 

a. 'the one who works' 
b. 'whoever works' 

See Ch. 19 on relative clauses for details on such uses of participles. 
Substantivized participles have special uses in complement clauses, cf. Ch. 
20.4., and in comparative clauses (24.1.2.). See also 20.9. for relative-clause-
like complement clauses. 

Some participles correspond to English and Russian adjectives. They are 
listed in Lezgian dictionaries and are perhaps lexicalized in Lezgian, too. 

(345) a. q'uraj 'dry7 Aorist participle (q'urun 'become dry') 
b. q'ac'aj 'dirt/ Aorist participle (q'ac'un 'become dirty') 
c. kudaj 'hot' Future participle (kun "burn') 
d. feji 'pasf Aorist participle (fin 'go (away)') 
e. xaji 'native' Aorist participle (xun 'give birth to') 

The various tense-aspect forms of the participles generally have the same 
temporal-aspectual meaning as the corresponding finite forms. Future par-
ticiples may have future (346) or habitual (347) meaning. 

(346) A xwanaxwa.di-z qe za koncert.d-a ja-da-j daldatn 
that friend-DAT [[today I:ERG concert-INESS play-FUT-PTP] drum 

xutax-iz k'an-zawa. (J89:25) 
take.away-INF] want-IMPF 

'That friend wants to take away the drum that I will play today at the 
concert.' 

(347) Am ja marf, ja gar, ja cif te-fi-da-j, 
it:ABS [or rain or wind or fog NEG-go-FUT-PTP] 

qwan.ci-n alamat.di-n qele tir. (S88:169) 
stone-CEN wonder-GEN fortress COP:PST 

'It was a wonderful stone fortress in which neither rain, nor wind, nor 
fog entered.' 
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Continuative participles have continuative meaning: 

(348) Dide.di sufra ek'ä-na, axpa ada-l hele rga-zma-j 
mother(ERG) cloth spread-AOR then it-SRESS [still boil-IMPF.CONT-PTP] 

samovar ecig-na. (J89:6) 
samovar put-AOR 

'Mother spread out a cloth, and then she put a samovar on it that was 
still boiling.' 

Perfect participles have perfect meaning (349), and they may have resulta-
tive meaning with certain verbs (350). 

(349) Qhen-ar c'ra-na, η a luhudi, abur ife-nwa-j piö.ina-l 
shadow-PL dissolve-AOR as- -if t h e y [[heat-PRF-PTP] oven-SRESS 

ecig-nawa-j murk'uc'-ar tir. (N88:56) 
put-PRF-PTP] icicle-PL COP:PST 

'The shadows dissolved as if they were icicles which had been put on 
a hot oven.' 

(350) wilikan zerge.d-a acuq'-nawa-j uöiliSöe.di-n naöal'nik (S88:155) 

[front row-INESS sit-PRF-PTP] school-GEN principal 

'the school's principal, who is sitting in the front row' 
The Aorist participle also has past meaning. It is often interchangeable 

with the Perfect participle. The colloquial language prefers the Perfect par-
ticiple to the Aorist participle. 

(351) Q'ara.di-z auiat-aj qizil q'alu ze-da-b. (TG66:197) 
[mud-DAT fall-AOP] gold dirty become-FUT-NEG 

'Gold which has fallen into the mud does not become dirty.' 

Another important use of the Aorist participle is in combination with the 
Conditional marker -t'a (9.3.4.3., 9.8.5.), especially in conditional clauses 
(21.7.1.). The Aorist participle is the only participle that can be suffixed with 
the Conditional marker -t'a. 

9.9.3. Infinitive (Imperfective converb) 

The Infinitive has two quite different functions. On the one hand, it is used 
in complement clauses and in purpose clauses, much like the infinitive in 
many European languages. On the other hand, it is used in semantically 
non-specific adverbial clauses. Since it is very similar in this function to the 
Aorist converb, it can be regarded as an "Imperfective converb". 

An example of the Infinitive in a purpose clause is shown in (352). 

(352) I irid stxa öpi-n julda&-r.i-qh galaz qugwa-z fe-na. 
this seven brother [selves-GEN friend-PL-POESS w i t h play-INF] go-AOR 

'These seven brothers went to play with their friends.' (X89:69) 
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See further 21.5.2. on purpose clauses with the Infinitive. Two examples of 
the Infinitive in complement clauses are shown in (353). 

(353) a. Qurxulu xar qwa-z baSlamiS-na. (M79:3) 
[terrible h a i l fall-INF] begin-AOR 

Ά terrible hail began to fall.' 
b. Za-waj wun isätda fe-na a ru§.a-qh galaz 

I-ADEL [you:ABS now [go-AOC] t h a t girl-POESS w i t h 

taniSar-iz ze-da. (Q81:110) 
acquaint-INF] can-FUT 

Ί can go now and introduce you to that girl.' 

See further 20.2. on complement clauses with the Infinitive. 
Two examples of the Infinitive used as Imperfective converb are shown 

in (354). In this use, it generally expresses a simultaneous accompanying 
event. 

(354) a. Dagustan.di-n zehil-ar pamjatnik.di-z, gah agat-iz, 
Daghestan-GEN youth-PL monument-DAT [now approach-IMC 

gah qaqat-iz, kilig-zawa. (Q81:45) 
now fall.off-IMC] look-IMPF 

'The Daghestanian youngsters are looking at the monument, now 
approaching, now moving away.' 

b. Abur q'wed-ni insan-r.i-n ara.d-aj öüq'we-z=öüq'we-z 
they two-also person-PL-GEN between-INEL [press-INF=press-INF] 

tribuna.di-n pataw fe-na. (J89:27) 
tribune-CEN to go-AOR 

'They both went to the tribune, pushing their way through the 
people.' 

See further 21.2. on adverbial clauses with the Imperfective converb, as well 
as 20.6.2. for a special use in complement clauses, and 16.3.2.8. for a special 
use in a temporal expression. 

The uses of the Secondary Imperfective con verbs are described in 21.3. 

9.9.4. Aorist converb 

The Aorist converb also expresses non-specific adverbial subordination. In 
contrast to the Imperfective converb, the event expressed by the Aorist con-
verb is prior to the main clause event. Often the best translation is with a 
coordinating conjunction, as in (355). 

(355) Maxsud.a-z qarag-na öül.di-z fi-z k'an-zawa-j. (G63:175) 
Maxsud-DAT [[get.up-AOC] field-DAT go-INF] want-IMPF-PST 

'Maxsud wanted to get up and go to the field (lit. wanted, having 
gotten up, to go to the field).' 
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See further 21.1. on adverbial clauses with the Aorist converb, 20.6.1. and 
20.6.2. for special uses in complement clauses, and 16.3.2.7. for a special use 
in a temporal expression. 

9.9.5. Specialized converbs 

The uses of the specialized converbs are mainly described in Ch. 21: 

Posterior converbs 
Graduative converb 
Temporal converb 
Causal converb 
Purpose/Manner converb 
Immediate-Anterior converbs 

-daldi, ta-...n(a)maz 
-rdawaj 
-la 
-wiläj 
-wal 
-waldi, -n(a)maz(di,) 21.4.3 

-z(a)maz 

21.4.2., 24.1.2. 
21.4.4. 
21.4.1. 
21.5.2. 
21.6.3., 21.9., 9.7.2. 

9.10. Archaic verb forms 

Three tense-aspect categories that are described in Uslar (1896) do not occur 
in the modern standard language. These are referred to here as the "archaic" 
tense-aspects, although it is not quite clear whether they have really become 
obsolete in the meantime or whether they are restricted to non-standard di-
alects. Furthermore, there is an Imperfective participle that is used very 
rarely and seems to be a relic from an earlier time. 

9.10.1. Archaic Preterit 

The Archaic Preterit is formed from the Aorist stem with the suffix -ra or 
-jal-aja. The distribution of these suffixes is parallel to the distribution of 
the Aorist participle suffixes -r and -ji/-j (9.3.3.2.). This suggests that the 
Archaic Preterit is derived from the Aorist participle by means of a suffix -a 
(perhaps cognate with the copula ja?). Some examples: 

Masdar Aorist participle Archaic Preterit 
qaöun qaöur qaöura 'take, buy7 

awun awur awura 'do' 
leu η ±aji icaja 'be, become' 
fin feji feja 'went' 
ecigun ecigaj (ecigur) ecigaja / ecigra 'put, build' 

The negated form of the Archaic Preterit ends in -nc. 

awun awunö 
fin fenö 
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9.10. Archaic verb forms 159 

According to Uslar (1896:§177), the meaning of the Archaic Preterit differs 
slightly from the Aorist in that it conveys a nuance of surprise, e.g. 

(356) a. C'inin jis awadan tir, amma texil-ar pis ita-ja. 
this .year year favorable COP:PST but grain-PL bad be-APRET 

This year was favorable, but (surprisingly) the crops were bad.' 

b. Za ada-z akwa-da-ö luhu-zwa-j, ada-z aku-ra ha. 
I:ERG he-DAT [see-FUT-NEC] say-IMPF-PST he-DAT see-APRET FT 

Ί told him that he would not see (it), but he saw (it).' 
(Topuria 1959:108) 

9.10.2. Archaic Future 

The Archaic Future is formed with the suffix -di (negated -(i)t) from the 
Imperfective stem, e.g. 

Masdar Archaic Future negated Archaic Future 
akun akuiadi akwaö 'see' 
jtun zedi zei 'be, become' 
tamaSun tamaSdi tamaSiö 'look' 

According to Uslar (1896:§198), it is less assertive in predicting a future event 
and occurs mainly in the apodosis of a conditional sentence, e.g. 

(357) a. Gila wun ada-n k'wali-z Sa-ji-t'a, am k'wal-e ze-di. 
now you:ABS he-GEN house-DAT go-AOP-CND he:ABS house-INESS be-AFUT 

'If you go to his house now, he will be at home.' 

b. Qhiire-mir qunäi.da-l, wi q'il.e-l-ni qwe-di. 
laugh-PROHIB neighbor-SRESS you:GEN head-SRESS-too come-AFUT 

'Don't laugh at your neighbor, (or) something (bad) will happen to 
you, too (lit. will come on your head).' (Topuria 1959:111) 

The Archaic Future is not as completely absent from the modern standard 
language as the Archaic Preterit. It is occasionally used, especially in 
negative form and with the verb ±un 'be', e.g. 

(358) a. Wi rik'-e ixtin gaf-ar ze-t (N88:87) 
yourGEN heart-INESS such word-PL be-AFUT.NEG 

'There are no such words in your heart.' 

b. Allah.di ga-ji-t'a, paka.di-n jug qenin-da-laj 
[God(ERG) give-AOP-CND] tomorrow-GEN d a y today's-SBST.SG-SREL 

qhsan-di ze-di. (S88:32) 
good-SBST.SG be-AFUT 

'If God gives it, tomorrow will be a better day than today.' 
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160 9. Verbal inflection 

The form zedi occurs in the modern standard language as a lexicalized 
particle ('possibly') with no synchronic relation to the verb xun/ze- 'be'. 

(359) a. Im dünja.di-n exir ja zedi! (S88:175) 
th is : Α BS world-GEN end COP FT 

This must be the end of the world.' 

b. Belki kerekul.di öünüx-zawa zedi? (K84,3:6) 
maybe magpie(ERG) steal-IMPF ΡΓ 

'Maybe a magpie is stealing (them)?' 
The negative form is also sometimes used as a particle, especially in excla-
mations (zeö ha! 'impossible!'). 

9.10.3. Archaic Past Future 

The Archaic Past Future is formed from the Imperfective stem with the suf-
fix -dir (negative -öir), i.e. -di plus the Past suffix -(i)r, which otherwise oc-
curs only after the negative suffix -6. 

Masdar Archaic Past Future negated Archaic Past Future 
qaöun qaöudir qaöutir 'take, b u / 
5tun zedir zeiir 'be, become' 
awun ijidir ijiöir 'do' 
aqatun aqatdir 'come out' 

According to Uslar's description, the Archaic Past Future is used in the 
apodosis of counterfactual conditionals, e.g. 

(360) a. Wun qwe-da-j-di 6ir±a-na-j-t'a, zun k'wal-e 
[[you:ABS come-FUT-PTP-SBST] know-AOR-PSTT-CND] I:ABS house-INESS 

ze-d-ir. 
be-AFUT-PST 

'If I had known that you would come, I would have been at home.' 

b. Meq'i £a-na-£-ir-t'a, zun qhisen ze-d-ir. 
[cold be-AOR-NEG-PST-CND] I:ABS good be-AFUT-PST 

'If it were not cold, I would get better.' 

c. Za-z bilet awa-j-t'a, zi 6ip aqat-d-ir. 
[I-DAT t icket be.in-PST-CND] I:GEN lot come.out-AFUT-PST 

'If I had a ticket, I would win (lit. my lot would come out).' 

This is of course quite parallel to the use of the modern Past Future (9.6.2., 
21.7.2.). 
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9.10. Archaic verb forms 161 

9.10.4. The Archaic Imperfective participle 

In the modern language, the Imperfective participle is derived from the fi-
nite Imperfective form, e.g. 

luhu-zwa 'says, is saying' —> luhu-zwa-j 'saying7 

In earlier stages of Lezgian, there must have been a regular Imperfective 
participle formed directly from the Imperfective stem by means of the suffix 
-r/-ri. This Imperfective participle is now only used sporadically. 

The suffix -ri is used after monosyllabic stems, while the suffix -r occurs 
mainly after disyllabic stems. All cases of the Imperfective participle that I 
have found are from strong verbs. E.g. 

atun qwe-ri 'coming' 
xun ze-ri 'being' 
luhun luhu-r 'saying' 
ta£un te-ie-r 'not being' 
tawun i-iji-r 'not doing' 
akun akwa-r 'seeing' 

The Imperfective participle is mainly used in fixed expressions: 

(361) a. Wil.i-z akwa-r q'wan öka-jr-a öan ala-j 
[eye-DAT see-AIMPP] as.many.as place-PL-INESS [soul be.on-PTP] 

zat' ama-ö-ir. (Q81:5) 
thing be.still-NEG-PST 

There was not a living thing left wherever one looked (lit. at all 
the places the eye saw).' 

b. I ahwalat ada-n ümür.d-a hi6 rik'.e-laj te-fi-r 
this event [she-GEN life-INESS never heart-SREL NEG-go-AIMPP] 

zurba sa k'walax tir. (R66:6) 
strong one thing COP:PST 

'This event was a powerful experience that she will never forget in 
her life (lit. that will never go out of her heart).' 

c. qwe-ri otpusk (583:98) 
[come-AIMPPl vacation 

'the next (lit. coming) vacation' 

d. ex-iz te-ze-r kar (L86,3:25) 
[[tolerate-INF] NEG-can-AIMPP] thing 

'an intolerable situation (lit. a situation that one cannot bear)' 

There is a special construction involving two successive Archaic 
Imperfective participles of the same verb, where the second instance is 
negated (in (362d), there is a sequence of two different verbs). The meaning 
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162 9. Verbal inflection 

is very specific and cannot be easily derived from the formal features of the 
construction. 

(362) a. Ibur.u-z fi-r=te-fi-r öka öi-zma-ö-ir. (X89:ll) 
these-DAT [go-AIMPP=NEG-go-AIMPP] place know-IMPF.CONT-NEC-PST 

They did not know anymore where to go.' 

b. Ada-z luhu-r=ta-lhu-r öi-zma-ö-ir. (N88:85) 
he-DAT [say-AIMPP=NEG-say-AIMPP] know-IMPF.CONT-NEG-PST 

Ήβ did not know anymore what to say.' 

c. Wa-z abur.u-z luhu-r=ta-lhu-r awa-ni? (J89:27) 
you-DAT [they-DAT say-AIMPP=NEC-say-AIMPP] be.in-Q 

'Do you have anything to tell them?' 

d. Kwe-z ne-r=qtlwa-r wuö awa? (Du68,2:113) 
you-DAT [eat-AIMPP-drink-AIMPP] what :ABS be.in 

'What do you have to eat and drink?' 

Note that in this construction the participle may be used substantially 
without the substantivizing suffix -di (as in 362b-c). This is impossible with 
normal participles. 
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Chapter 10 
Verbal derivation 

10.1. The causative 

A considerable number of verbs allow the suffixation of the causative mor-
pheme -(a)r- to the Masdar stem. The shape of the suffix is -ar- when the 
Masdar stem ends in a consonant (i.e. in weak verbs, cf. (363)), and -r- when 
the Masdar stem ends in a vowel (i.e. in strong verbs, cf. (364)). All derived 
causative verbs are weak verbs and are stressed on their stem. 

BASE VERB 

(363) a. agäq'-un 
b. qhit'q'inun 
c. ettq'-un 

(364) a. ksu-n 
b. q'ezi-n 
c. tiik'il'-n 

DERIVED CAUSATIVE 

'arrive, reach' 
Ijurst, crack' 
'decrease (intr.)' 

'fall asleep' 
'become wet' 
'fit (intr.)' 

agäq'-ar-un 
q^it'q'in-ar-un 
eUq'-ar-un 

ksu-r-un 
q'eU-r-un 
tiik'ii'-r-un 

'bring, deliver' 
'make burst, crack' 
'decrease, reduce' 

'put to bed' 
'wet, soak' 
'correcf 

In the overwhelming majority of cases, the base verb is intransitive and the 
causative is the corresponding transitive verb. (To express causativization of 
transitive verbs, the verb tun 'make' plus an Infinitival complement clause 
must be used, cf. 20.2.4.) The valence pattern of the causative verb differs 
from the valence pattern of the base verb only in that an Ergative argument 
(the causer) is added. Other properties of the valence pattern of the base verb 
are preserved, as shown in (365). (The capital letters T, A, L are arbitrary 
variables for NP arguments.) 

(365) a. qu-n (TABS) Τ becomes cold' 
— > qu-r-un {AERG TABS) Ά makes Τ cold' 

b. galuq'-un (TABS LPOESS) Τ hits against L' 
— > galuq'-ar-un (AERG TABS LPOESS) Ά makes Τ hit against L' 

c. ac'u-n {TABS LADESS) Τ becomes full of L' 
— > ac'u-r-un {AERG TABS LADESS) Ά fills Τ with L' 

Sejxov (1983b:82-86) lists 61 verbs from which the causative is formed in this 
regular way. One intransitive/causative pair is irregular phonologically: 
iSeXun 'cry' vs. causative iSirun 'make cry'. 

It is not quite clear to what extent the causative is productive. It is clear 
that it cannot be formed from every single intransitive verb. For instance, 
the intransitive verbs in (366) do not have a causative counterpart: 
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164 10. Verbal derivat ion 

(366) atun 'come' 
raxun 'talk' 
fin 'go' 
akun 'see' 

Some of these verbs have transitive counterparts with different roots (these 
could be regarded as suppletive causatives), e.g. gun 'bring' (causative of 
atun), raqurun 'send' (causative of fin). 

In one verb the causative does not have causative meaning in the strict 
sense, but makes the inactive base verb agentive: 

( 3 6 7 ) iugu-n {TABS EDAT) Έ finds Τ (accidentally)' 
—> zugu-r-un {AERG TABS) Ά finds Τ (with an effort)' 

This is similar to the following cases: 

(368) a. kuiaZun {TABS ESBEL) Έ loses Τ (accidentally)' 
—> kwadarun {AERG TABS) Ά loses Τ (with resposibility), 

A gets rid of Τ 

b. rik'elaj alatun {EGEN TABS) Έ forgets Τ (accidentally)' 
(lit. Τ falls from E's heart') 

—> rik'elaj aludun {AERG TABS) Ά forgets Τ (intentionally)' (lit. Ά takes Τ off the heart') 

But note that the relationship between the transitive and intransitive verbs 
in (368) is not as radically different from the causative relationship as the 
translations suggest. As in the standard case (cf. 365a-c), the causative verb 
here differs from the base verb in having an additional Ergative argument. 
However, the experiencer argument ('E' in (367-368)) is lacking in the va-
lence pattern of the causative. 

There are a number of transitive verbs that may appear with a suffix -ar-, 
but the derived verb does not differ in meaning from the base verb in these 
cases. The suffix -ar- can be thought of as a redundant transitivity marker 
here. 

(369) at'um-un 
agai-un 
alcur-un 
alöud-un 
galtad-un 
igis-un 
ät'um-un 

at'um-ar-un 
agai-ar-un 
alcur-ar-un 
alöud-ar-un 
galtad-ar-un 
igis-ar-un 
§t'um-ar-un 

'prop, lean' 
'press together' 
'deceive' 
'turn around' 
'rock, wave, shake' 
'approach, bring close' 
'diy 

A similar pattern is displayed by denominal and deadjectival verbs which 
alternate between the two verbalization strategies zero and -ar- (cf. 10.6.3.). 

(370) a£ux 'open, clear' aöux-un - aöux-ar-un 'open' 
behem 'sufficient' behem-un = behem-ar-un 'complete' 
a jib 'shame' ajib-un = ajib-ar-un 'make ashamed' 
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10.1. The causative 165 

The cases in (369) differ from those in (370) only in that they are not in a 
synchronic derivational relationship with an existing noun or adjective. For 
some verbs that behave as in (369) such a relationship can be reconstructed 
because they are based on loanwords: 

(371) *dawam (Arabic) dawam-un = dawam-ar-un 'continue' 
*degi§ (Turkic) degiSun = degiS-ar-un 'change' 

There are also a number of cases where a semantic causative relation ex-
ists but the formal difference between the causative and the non-causative is 
not the same as in regular causatives: 

aq'axun 'stick into (intr.)' aq'adarun 'stick (tr.)' 
k'wa£un 'crumble, fall down' k'wadarun 'scatter, pour' 
awa&un 'roll (intr.)' awadarun 'roll (tr.)' 
xka&un 'go out (light)' 

'mix (intr.)' 
xkadarun 'extinguish' 

'mix (tr.)' akaStun 
'go out (light)' 
'mix (intr.)' akadarun 

'extinguish' 
'mix (tr.)' 

acaitun 'collapse' 
'get losf 
'become overripe' 

acadarun 'break down (tr.)' 
kwa£un 

'collapse' 
'get losf 
'become overripe' 

kwadarun 'lose' 
aqaxun 

'collapse' 
'get losf 
'become overripe' aqadarun 'allow to become 

overripe' 
xkeö'un 'go ouf 

'approach' 
'go ouf 
'come off' 

xkudun 'take away7 

eqeö'un 
'go ouf 
'approach' 
'go ouf 
'come off' 

aqudun 'take ouf 
ewiö'un 

'go ouf 
'approach' 
'go ouf 
'come off' 

awudun 'take ouf 
geläö'un 

'go ouf 
'approach' 
'go ouf 
'come off' galudun Igelägun 'take off' 

eläö'un 'pass' aludun / elägun 'take off 

(374) galatun 
alatun 
aqatun 
awatun 
agaltun 
acaltun 

'become tired' 
'fall off' 
'fall out' 
'fall ouf 
'lean (intr.)' 
'be filled' 

galudun 
aludun 
aqudun 
awudun 
agaldun 
acaldun 

'make tired' 
'take off' 
'take ouf 
'take ouf 
'lean (tr.)' 
'fill' 

The fact that the causative counterpart in each case involves a d perhaps 
justifies treating these cases as derived causatives (with a suffix -d(ar)-?). 
But it is equally plausible to say that in each case a suppletive relationship 
exists between the roots -ax- / -ad-(ar-), -eö'- /-ud-(-äg-), -(a)t-!-(u)d-, from 
which various verbs are derived by means of preverbs (cf. 10.3.). Anyway, 
the relationship in (372)-(374) is not very strong synchronically because of 
numerous semantic idiosyncrasies. 

10.2. The anticausative 

A considerable number of transitive weak verbs allow the derivation of a 
corresponding anticausative. This is formed from the stem of the base verb 
and the verb xun 'become, be'. (Alternatively, one could say that the anti-
causative is derived from the Periphrasis form of the base verb. Since anti-
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166 10. Verbal derivation 

causatives can only be derived from weak verbs, whose Periphrasis form is 
identical to their stem, it is impossible to decide whether the anticausative is 
derived from the stem or from the Periphrasis form.) 

(375) xkaiun 
aq'alun 
gadarun 
galtadun 
kütähun 

'raise, lift' xkazotun 
'close (tr.)' aq'al £un 
'throw' gadar xun 
'rock, shake' galtad xu η 
'finish (tr.)' kütäh Zun 

baSlamiSun 1pegin(tr.)' baSlamiS£un 
tiik'iirun Tsuild, form' tük'ür £un 

'rise' 
'close (intr.)' 
'be thrown out, erupt' 
'rock (intr.), be shaken' 
'finish (intr.)' 
'begin (intr.)' 
'be formed (in grammar)' 

As the examples show, anticausatives denote processes that are conceived of 
as occurring without an external agent (i.e. the agent is not just back-
grounded, as it is in passive constructions in other languages, but com-
pletely eliminated from the conceptual structure). This semantic property 
accounts for the restricted nature of the anticausative derivation: many 
transitive events simply cannot be conceptualized as occurring without an 
external agent. For instance, horn geqigun 'compare', there is no *geqig £un 
'undergo comparison' because comparisons are not conceived of as occur-
ring without an agent who does the comparing. 

In some cases the process denoted by the anticausative is not inactive — 
in such cases an English translation by means of a reflexive verb is some-
times appropriate. 

(376) jaraq'lamiSun 'arm' jaraq'lamiSxun 'arm oneself' 
öünüxun 'hide (tr.)' öünüx Hun 'hide (intr.), hide oneself' 
ewlenmiSun 'marry off' ewlenmiS£un 'get married' 
inandirmi&un 'convince' inandirmiS£un 'arrive at a conviction' 

When a transitive verb is derived from a noun or adjective by means of 
awun (cf. 10.6.) or -ar- (cf. 10.6.3.), a corresponding intransitive verb also 
often exists. The relationship between these two verbs then looks very simi-
lar to the relationship between transitives and anticausatives as in (375). 
However, in the following pairs (377-378) the intransitive members are not 
derived from their transitive counterparts, but both are derived from the 
same third word. The examples in (375-376) are crucially different in that the 
transitive member of the pair is a primary verb (at least synchronically). 

(377) k'wat' 'lump': 
k'wat'un 

hazur 'ready*: 
hazurun 

'gather (tr.)' 

'prepare (tr.)' 

k'wat' £un 'gather (intr.)' 

hazur £u η 'get r ead / 

(378) alöax 'low': 
alöax-ar-un 'make lower' 

ujax 'awake': 
ujax-ar-un 'wake up (intr.)' ujax xun 

alöax Zun 'become lower' 

'wake up (intr.)' 
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10.3. Preverbs 167 

10.3. Preverbs 

Preverbs are verbal prefixes with an original locative meaning, quite similar 
to Indo-European preverbs as in trans-fer, con-fer, de-fer, etc. In contrast to 
all the other derivational categories described here, preverbs are no longer 
productive in Lezgian (they are still quite regular and productive in the 
closely related Tabasaran). 

About 18 preverbs can be identified, and two dozen verb roots occur with 
identifiable preverbs. Six roots occur with more than ten different preverbs, 
but quite a few are not combined with more than a handful. 

In most cases, the meaning of the preverb is no longer clearly discernible, 
and it may be that the majority of preverb verbs listed below are no longer 
analyzed by native speakers, so that the analysis is only diachronically valid. 
Nevertheless, in some cases the meaning of the preverb and its contribution 
to the derived verb's meaning are quite clear, e.g. 

(379) preverb Aq- 'out' 
aq-atun 'fall out' 
eq-eö'un 'go out' 
aq-udun 'take ouf 
eq-isun 'stick out' 

(380) preverb 'approaching' 
ag-a£u η 'approach' 
eg-et'un 'go (up) to' 
ag-aq'un 'reach' 
ag-udun 'move (up) to' 

(381) preverb Al- 'off' 
al-udun 'take off' 
al-azun 'tear off' 
al-atun 'fall off 
al-at'un 'cut off' 

The preverbs not only modify the meaning of the root of a verb, they also 
co-determine the valence pattern of the verb (cf. 10.3.2.). These valence pat-
terns are usually preserved even where the meaning is totally idiomatic. 

10.3.1. The forms of the preverbs 

There are three or four preverbs consisting of just one consonant. 

(382) kw- e.g. kw-atun 'fall off' 
gw- gw-ägun 'smear' 
h- h-aq'un 'fif 
k'w- (?) k'w-axun 'run, pour' 
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168 10. Verbal derivation 

There are six or seven preverbs of the form AC-, i.e. a low vowel followed by 
a single consonant. The quality of the vowel (a or e) is determined by vowel 
harmony (see 4.4.). 

(383) Aw-
Al-
Aq-
Ak-
Ag-
Ac-
Aq'-

e g · 

(?) 

ew-ägun 
el-ägun 
eq-ägun 
ek-eö'un 
eg-eö'un 
ec-ägun 

'comb' 
'take off 
'pour out' 
'join' 
'approach' 
'push' 

aw-atun 
al-atun 
aq-atun 
ak-a5tun 
ag-aötu η 
ac-aAun 
aq'-axun 

'fall out' 
'fall off 
'fall out' 
'mix' 
'approach' 
'fall down' 
'climb' 

The vowel of the preverb is also sometimes i when the verb stem has a 
front vowel: il-igun (~ el-igun) 'beat', il-it'un 'tie around', ig-isun 'approach' 
(cf. 3.2.2.2.). 

There are four or five preverbs of the form CAC-, and three preverbs of 
the form AC AC-. Since all the consonants that occur in these biconsonantal 
preverbs also occur in the monoconsonantal preverbs, one can think of 
these preverbs as compound preverbs, consisting of a combination of 
monoconsonantal preverbs (cf. Talibov 1958). Also, verbs with the biconso-
nantal preverbs are often semantically quite similar to verbs with the corre-
sponding monoconsonantal preverbs. 

(384) gAl- e.g. gel-äö-un 'separate' 
'begin' 
'go away7 

gal-udun 'detach' 
kAk- kek-ägun 

'separate' 
'begin' 
'go away7 

kak-udun 'put under' 
'take off' QAQ- qeq-eö'un 

'separate' 
'begin' 
'go away7 qaq-udun 

'put under' 
'take off' 

hAl- hal-tun 'meet' 
kAl- (?) kil-igun 'look' 
AgAl- egel-ö'un 'approach' agal-tun 

aq'al-tun 
'lean' 

Aq'Al-
agal-tun 
aq'al-tun 'appear' 

'fall on' AcAl- acal-tun 
'appear' 
'fall on' 

One preverb consists of the two consonants xk-. 

(385) xk- xk-eö'un (< xik-) xk-atun (< xuk-) 

Some of the consonants that show up in preverbs, namely k, ui, q, and I, 
are identical to the consonants that signal the localizations in the nominal 
declension (cf. 7.1.2.1.). That this is not an accident is shown in the next sec-
tion. 

10.3.2. The syntax of verbs with preverbs 

It should have become apparent from the above examples (and it becomes 
even clearer in in the complete list of preverbs below in 10.3.3.) that the 
meaning of the preverb is not transparent synchronically in the majority of 
cases. But the preverbs have one effect that turns out to be more durable: 
Their influence on the verbs' valence patterns. 

Several preverbs are associated with particular localizations. A verb with 
a preverb generally governs a local case of the localization with which its 
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10.3. Preverbs 169 

preverb is associated (in addition, of course, to the Absolutive case, and, if it 
is transitive, the Ergative case). For instance, the preverb Al- is associated 
with the Super localization, and a verb with the preverb Al- will generally 
have an argument in the Superessive or Superelative case in its valence 
pattern. Thus: 

al-uk'un {A E RC T A B S LSRESS) Ά puts Τ (clothes) on L ' 
al-atun {TABS L S R E L ) Τ exceeds L ' 

(386) Ali.di k'wati-n kap-ar k'wat-er.a-l aluk'-na. 
Ali(ERG) foot-GEN container-PL(ABS) foot-PL-SRESS put.on-AOR 

'Ali put his shoes on his feet.' 

(387) Qazanzi-jr.i-n q'adar q'we million manat.di-laj alat-zawa 
profit-PL-GEN amount(ABS) two million rouble-SREL exceed-IMPF 

'The amount of the profit exceeds two million roubles.' (Ko89,10,13:3) 

This situation strongly reminds one of preverbs in Indo-European lan-
guages, as in the Latin and German examples in (388)-(389). 

(388) Latin 
Lapid-em ad introitum ad-fer-t. 
stone-ACC to entrance to-carry-3SG.PRES 

'She carries the stone to the entrance.' 

(389) German 
Als sie aus der Kutsche aus-stieg,... 
when she from the coach out-stepped 

'When she got off the coach...' 

In these examples, one locative expression (ad and aus, respectively) is 
used twice in two different syntactic positions: As a preverb and as an adpo-
sition. Similarly, the original meaning of a sentence like (386) must have 
been 'Ali put-on his shoes on his feet'. On the analogy of the well-docu-
mented situation in Indo-European we may confidently speculate that the 
consonants k, w, q, and I are the remnants of earlier locative adverbs that 
have become grammaticized in two positions: as localization suffixes on 
nouns, and as locative preverbs on verbs. 

The following list shows which preverbs are associated with which local-
izations: 

(390) a. Ad localization (-w) 
b. Post localization (-q 
c. Sub localization (-k) 
d. Super localization (-/) 
e. In localization (7.1.3.2.) 

gw-,Ag-
gAl-, AgAl-
kw-, k'ui-, Ak-, kAk-, xk-
AI-, AcAl-, AqAl-, hAl-
Aw-

Note that the association between the Ad localization (-w) and the preverbs 
gw-, Ag- is easily explained diachronically: the Ad suffix was originally *-gw 

(cf. the form -g that is common in Lezgian dialects). The reason for the asso-
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170 10. Verbal derivation 

ciation of the Post localization (-qh) and the preverb gAl- is obscure. It is un-
known whether the preverbs Ac-, Aq·, and qAq- are also associated with cer-
tain types of valence patterns. 

In addition to the association of preverbs with localizations, there is also 
an association with postpositions and adverbs based on nouns in these lo-
calizations, e.g. the postposition k'anik 'under' (Subessive of k'an 'bottom') 
is associated with the preverbs Ak-, kw-, xk-, e.g. 

(391) a. Kac stol.di-n k'anik akai-na. (G54:144) 
cat table-GEN under enter-AOR 

The cat went under the table.' 

b. Kac stol.di-n k'anikaj xkec'-na. (G54:144) 
cat table-GEN from.under go.out-AOR 

The cat came out from under the table.' 

And the postposition winel 'above' is associated with the preverbs Al-, hAl-, 
etc., e.g. 

(392) Am öna öi winelaj alud-in. (X89:6) 
he:ABS we:ERG we:GEN from.above take.away-HORT 
'Let us take him (viz. the king) away from above us, i.e. let us topple 
him.' 

More examples of the effects of preverbs on valence patterns can be found 
in the section on verbal valence (15.3.). 

10.3.3. A list of preverb verbs 

Such a list can be found in Table 4. A question mark marks verbs that have 
been assigned their place in the table for formal reasons, but in which the 
meaning has drifted so far away that it is difficult to see how it is related to 
the meanings of other verbs. Some of the verbs with question markes show 
slight formal deviations. 
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10.3. Preverbs 

Table 4. A list of preverb verbs 

Aw- aw-atun aw-udun aw-aitun aw-adarun 
'fall out' 'take ouf 'roll (intr.)' 'roll (tr.)' 

Al- al-atun al-udun al-a&un al-adarun 
'fall off' 'take off' 'spill over' 'spilKtr.)' 

Aq- aq-atun aq-udun aq-axun (?) aq-adarun 
'fall out' 'take ouf 'come off' 'throw ouf 

Ak- ak-atun ak-udun ak-ajtun ak-adarun 
'fall under' 'take away' 'mix (intr.)' 'mix (tr.)' 

Ag- ag-atun ag-udun ag-a±un g-adarun 
'approach' 'approach' 'approach' 'throw7 

Ac- ac-a±un ac-adarun 
'fall down' 'tear down' 

Aq'- aq'-axun (?) aq'-adarun 
'climb' 'put in' 

xk- xk-atun xk-udun xk-aStun xk-adarun 
'fall out' 'take away' 'go out (light)' 'put ouf 

kw- kw-atun k-udun kw-a£un kw-adarun 
'fall off' 'starf 'get losf 'lose' 

k'ui- k'w-a£un k'w-adarun 
'run, pour' 'shake off' 

gw- gw-atun (?) g-udun gw-adarun 
'burst, split' 'split' 'hit' 

h- h-atun h-aStun 
'gef 'enter' 

gAl- gal-atun gal-udun gal-a£un 
'fall off' 'detach' 'spill over' 

kAk- kak-atun kak-udun kak-a&un kak-adarun 
'fall under' 'put under' 'mix (intr.)' 'mix (tr.)' 

qAq- qaq-atun qaq-udun 
'go away7 'take off 

hAl- hal-tun hal-dun 
'meet' 'cover, put on' 

AgAl- agal-tun agal-dun agal-±un 
'lean (intr.)' 'lean (tr.)' 'approach' 

Aq'Al- aq'al-tun 
'approach' 

aq'al-darun 
'appeal 'lift, raise' 

AcAl- acal-tun acal-dun 
"be filled' 'fill' 

0- atun ±un (?) 
'come' 'be, become' 
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172 10. Verbal derivation 

Table 4, continued 

Aw- ew-iö'un ew-ägun ew-isun 
'go out' 'comb' 'hang' 

Al- el-äö'un el-ägun al-aq'un (?) il-isun 
'pass' 'take off' "be able' 'press' 

Aq- eq-eü'un eq-ägun eq-isun 
'go out' 'pour out' 

q-ägun 
'put up' 

'stick ouf 

Ak- ek-eö'un k-ägun ek-isun 
'join' 'touch' 'hit' 

Ag- eg-eö'un ig-ägun ag-aq'un ig-isun 
'approach' 'allow to approach' 'reach' 'approach' 

Ac- ec-äj*un 
'push' 

ac-uq un 
'sit down' 

xk- xk-eö'un xk-ägun 
'go out' 'elect' 

kw-
'go out' 

kw-ägun 
'make up' 

gw- gw-ägun 
'smear' 

h- h-aq'un 
'fif 

gAl- gel-äö'un gel-ägun gal-uq'un 
'separate' 'take off; hit' 'hit' 

kAk- kek-ägun 

qeq-eö'un 
'go away" 

'begin' 
qAq- qeq-eö'un 

'go away" 
qeq-ägun 

'hit' 
hal- hal-ö'un hal-sun (?) 

'become gloomy' 'put on' 
AgAl- egel-6'un 

'approach' 
agal-q'un 

'reach' 

'put on' 

0- jagun 
'hit' 

aq'un 
'hit upon' 

Al-

Aq-

kw-

gw-

gAl-

hAl-

0-

al-amuq'un 
'remain on' 

ku-muq'un 
'remain under' 

gu-muq'un 
'remain with' 

gal-amuq'un 
'remain behind' 

il-iöun 
'pour' 

eq-iöun 
'spill out' 

hal-lun (?) 
'throw' 

amuq un 
'remain' 

al-öukun al-öudun 
'wrap around' 'turn around' 

ku-öukun 
'bury' 

gal-cukun 
'put on' 

ku-öudun 
'bury' 
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10.3. Preverbs 173 

Table 4, continued 

Aw- aw-a 
'be in' 

AL- al-a αΐ-αέιιη al-k'un 
'be on' 'tear off' 'stick to' 

M- aq-aiun 
'tear' 

AS- g-at'un ag-aiun 
'stop giving milk' 'pull together' 

xk- xk-at'un xk-aiun 
'appear' 'lift' 

kw- kw-a ku-k'un 
'be under' 'stick' 

gw- gw-a 
'be at7 

gAl- gal-a gal-k'un 
'be behind' 'cling to' 

qAq- qaq-aZun 
'cling to' 

'tuck up' 
Aq'Al- aq'al-t'un aq'al-iun 

'finish' 'put on' 
0- ja at'un ak'un 

-be' 'cuf 'be stuck' 

Some further preverb verbs are: 

(393) a. eqün 
el-qiin 
gel-qii η 
qeqiin 

b. ak-alun 
ag-alun 
h-alun 
aq'-alun 

c. ku-tugun 
gal-tugun 

d. ku-tun 
gu-tun 
(cf. tun 

e. ku-cun 
(cf. cun 

f. il-ifun 
qeq-ifun 
(cf. if in 

g· kil-igun g· 
(cf. akun 

'walk' 
'turn around' 
'care for' 
'go; look for' 
'put on' 
'close' 
'chase, lead; plow' 
'close' 
'fit, be suitable' 
'hurry, look after' 
'put under' 
'let come close' 
'puf) 
'pour' 
'sow, pour') 
'visit' 
'become red, hot' 
'become hot') 
'look' 
'see') 
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174 10. Verbal derivation 

h. alu-gun 
ili-gun 
eci-gun (?) 
(cf. kun 

i. gil-iq'un 
(cf. q'in 

'burn oneself' 
'beaf 
'put, build' 
l3urn') 
'die (animal)' 
'kill, die') 

10.4. The Repetitive 

The Repetitive expresses the meaning 'again', e.g. luhun 'say', Repetitive 
qhlahun 'say again'. It is a productive verbal category that can in principle be 
formed from any verb. It is so regular that it could even be considered an in-
flectional category of the verb. Indeed, formally it closely resembles negation 
in that it can be formed by a prefix or periphrastically (cf. 9.3.5.). 

10.4.1. Forms of the Repetitive 

The Repetitive takes four different forms: 

(i) a prefix qh(i)-
(ii) a prefix x(U)-
(iii) an infix -x- after the first vowel of the verb 
(iv) a periphrastic construction with qhuwun 'do again' plus the 

Periphrasis form of the verb 

(i) and (ii) are restricted to a few verbs each, (iii) is not uncommon, and (iv) 
is unrestrictedly productive. Etymologically, (i)-(iii) probably go back to a 
preverb meaning 'back' (related to the Postessive case suffix -q"). For a de-
tailed description of the forms of the Repetitive, see Moor (1985:95-103). 

10.4.1.1. The prefix qh(i)- occurs with the verbs in (394). In the spelling, it 
takes the form qhi- in front of glides and voiced obstruents, and qh - else-
where (the alternation is due to Pretonic High Vowel Syncope, see 4.1.1.). 

(394) luhün 
wehin 
jägun 
αινύη 

fin 

5tun 

'say 
'throw' 
'hit' 
'do' 

'go' 

'be, become' 

q^ldhun 'say again' 
qlliw4hun 'throw again' 
qHjdigun 'hit again' 

'do again' 
(Infinitive qhijiz, Imperative qhija) 

'go awa/ 
(Imperative qhwaö) 

'become again; heal' 
(Infinitive qhizez) 

qhuwün 

qhfin 

qh±un 

Note that there is a change in stress in the Repetitives of the two verbs 
luhün (qhlähun) and wehin (qhiw0hun). This change in stress evidently 
has to do with the addition of a syllable: The stress is usually on the second 
syllable of a stem in Lezgian (cf. Ch. 6). 
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10.4. The Repetitive 175 

Note also the irregular form q^uwun, as well as the two irregular 
Imperatives qhija and qhwaö (besides the regular qhSa). 

10.4.1.2. The prefix x(U)- occurs with a handful of verbs, cf. (395). Again, the 
original high vowel of the prefix is subject to syncope. 

(395) gun 
atun 

gun 

t'iin 
tuxun 

give' 
'come' 

'bring' 

'eaf 
'carry7 

xgun 'give again' 
xtun 'come again' 

(Infinitive: x(ii)kwez) 
xkun 'bring again, bring back' 

(Imperative: xkwaS) 
x(ii)t'iin 'eat again' 
xutaxun 'carry back' 

Note the consonantal changes q—> k (qwez, xkwez) and g —> k in the en-
vironment after x(U)-. 

10.4.1.3. The infix -x- occurs most regularly with verbs that begin with a low 
vowel (a-le-)· The list in (396) gives a few examples and is by no means 
complete. 

(396) akun 
ewiö'un 
awatun 
acuq'un 
ecigun 
aqudun 
aludun 
agaq'un 
akakun 
aq'altun 
egeö'un 

'see' 
'get off' 
'fall off' 
'sit down' 
'put; build' 
'take out' 
'take off' 
'reach' 
'mix' 
'finish' 
'enter' 

axkun 
exwiö'un 
axwatun 
axcuq'un 
excigun 
axqudun 
axludun 
axgaq'un 
axka£un 
axq'altun 
exkeö'un 

'see again' 
'get off again' 
'fall off again' 
'sit down again' 
'put again' 
'take out again' 
'take off again' 
'reach again' 
'mix again' 
'finish again' 
'enter again' 

In several cases the infix also occurs in verbs that begin with a consonant. 

(397) galatun 
qaöun 
tük'iirun 
kiligun 
kutun 
wugun 

'become tired' 
'take; buy' 
'build, arrange' 
'look' 
'put under' 
'give' 

gaxlatun 
qaxöun 
tüxk'ürun 
kixligun 
kuxtun 
waxkun 

'become tired again' 
'take again' 
'build again' 
'look again' 
'put again under' 
'give again; give back' 

10.4.1.4. All non-defective verbs that do not form their Repetitive according 
to 10.4.1.1.-3. can have a periphrastic Repetitive. The periphrastic Repetitive 
consists of the Periphrasis form (9.3.5.) of the verb plus a form of the 
Repetitive auxiliary qhuwun 'do again'. In weak verbs, the Periphrasis form 
is identical with the base; in strong verbs, it is identical with the Masdar. 
The Periphrasis form that is combined with an Imperfective-stem form of 
the Repetitive auxiliary is optionally based on the Imperfective stem and is 
then identical with the Hortative. For example: 
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176 10. Verbal derivation 

(398) strong verb: 
ksun qhuwun 'sleeping again' 
ksan qhijida 'will sleep again' (~ksun qhijida) 
ksun qhuwuna 'fell asleep again' 

weak verb: 
kilig qhuwun 'looking again' 
kilig qHjizwa 'is looking again' 
kilig qhuwuna 'looked again' 

Many of the verbs that can have a prefixal Repetitive can alternatively also 
have a periphrastic Repetitive, e.g. kixligun ~ kilig qhuwun 'look again', 
axcuq'un ~ acuq' qhuwun 'sit down again', etc. This is also quite parallel to 
negation of non-finite verbs (9.3.5.). Occasionally the Repetitive is marked 
doubly, i.e. both by an affix on the main verb and by an auxiliary, e.g. axqud 
qhuwun 'take out again'. 

Note that qhuwun is a true Repetitive auxiliary here that is not syntacti-
cally identical with the main verb qhuwun 'do again'. While the main verb 
qhuwun invariably takes an Ergative subject, the combination V + auxiliary 
qhuwun takes the same valence pattern as V, e.g. 

(399) a. Ada zuzu-n qhuwu-na. 
she(HRG) ask-PER REPET-AOR 

'She asked again.' 

b. Am acuq' qhuwu-na. 
she:ABS sit REPET-AOR 

'She sat down again.' 

10.4.2. Meaning of the Repetitive 

The meaning of the Repetitive is most often 'again'. The following exam-
ples illustrate this meaning. 

(400) a. Gül mükii qwal.a-qh elqwe-na ksu-n qhuwu-na. 
husband [other side-POESS tum-AOC] sleep-PER REPET-AOR 

'Her husband turned to the other side and fell asleep again.' 
(DD77,4:10) 

b. Ada-η rik'-e tüxwe-nwa-j ekw kük'ü-n qhuwu-na. 
she-GEN heart-INESS [go.out-PRF-PTPl l i g h t bum-PER REPET-AOR 

The light that had gone out began to burn again in her heart.' 
(S88:38) 

c. Am xta-na wiöi-n öka.da-l axcuq'-na. (583:66) 

she:ABS [retum-AOC] self-GEN place-SRESS sit:REPET-AOR 

'She came back and sat down on her seat again.' 
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10.4. The Repetitive 177 

In combination with sefer 'time', the Repetitive can also mean 'one more 
time'. 

(401) a. Sajran.a Cilkwer gila mad sefer.d-a quiaxlamiä qhuwu-na. 
Sajran(ERG) Cükwer row yet time-INESS embrace(PER) REPET-AOR 

'Now Sajran embraced Cükwer one more time.' (S88:51) 

b. Am Nazlu.di-n öin.i-z sa sefer.d-a kilig qhuwu-na 
he:ABS Nazlu-GEN face-DAT one time-INESS look(PER) REPET-AOR 

wa biblioteka.d-aj eqeö'-na. (R66:15) 
and library-INEL go.out-AOR 

'Once more he looked into Nazlu's eyes and went out of the library.' 

In combination with the negation, the Repetitive can have the meaning 
'no more, no longer'. 

(402) Q'üzü Sta-nwa, q'eri jad jargaldi xü-z q^ize-zma-L· ($83:65) 

old beoome-PRF [thin water long keep-INF] can:REPET-IMPF.CONT-NEG 

Ί have grown old, I can no longer hold the urine for a long time.' 
Some Repetitive forms that are formed synthetically have a deviating lexi-
calized meaning, e.g. qhfin (Repetitive of fin 'go') means 'go away', not 'go 
again'. 

10.5. The -lamis-form 

Among the many verbs ending in -miS that were borrowed from Turkic, 
there is a group of verbs that also have the Turkic denominal suffix -la, e.g. 

(403) baSlamiSun 'begin' 
qaräilamiäun 'meet' 

(cf. Turkic όοδ 'head') 
(cf. qarSi 'opposite') 

In some cases, the Turkic base word was borrowed into Lezgian along with 
the derived verb. In this way, -lamiSun has become a productive suffix 
deriving transitive verbs from nouns (mainly loanwords). The meaning 
often corresponds to English -ize. 

(404) jaraq'lamiSun 
tadaraklamiSun 
zakonlamiSun 
planlamiäun 
standartlamiäu η 
stillamiSun 

arm 
'equip' 
'legalize' 
'plan' 
'standardize' 
'stylize' 

jaraq 
tadarak 
zakon 
plan 
standart 
stil' 

weapon 
'equipment' 
(Ru.) 'law' 
(Ru.) 'plan' 
(Ru.) 'standard' 
(Ru.) 'style' 

mexanizmlamiSun 'mechanize' mechanizm (Ru.) 'mechanism' 
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10.6. Verbal compounds 

True compounds of noun (or adjective) plus verb occur only with the two 
verbs awun 'do, make' and £un 'be, become'. Their meaning in the noun + 
verb combinations is often so general that it reduces to the transi-
tive/intransitive distinction. Verbal compounds are particularly common 
with loanwords. A few examples are shown in (405)-(406). 

(405) a. Compounds of noun + awun 
fikir awun 
k'walax awun 
iStirak awun 
utitelwal awun 
te§wi§ awun 

'think' 
'work' 
'participate' 
'work as a teacher' 
'confuse' 

fikir 
k'walax 
i&irak 

'thought' 
'job, work' 
'participation' 

uöitelwal 'teacher's job' 
te&wi§ 'confusion' 

b. Compounds of noun + £u η 
teäwiS Au η 'get confused' 

(406) a. Compounds of adjective + awun 
ujax awun 'wake up (tr.)' 
malum awun 'make known' 

teäwiä 'confusion' 

ujax 'awake' 
malum 'known' 

b. Compounds of adjective + £un 
ujax £un 
malum Aun 

'wake up (intr.)' 
'become known' 

ujax 
malum 

'awake' 
'known' 

10.6.1. Full and reduced awun-compounds. 

The combinations of noun/adjective + awun occur in two forms: a full 
form, written separately, and a reduced form, written as an affix. 
(Compounds with Aun only have full forms.) The following alternative 
forms in illustrate this. 

Masdar 
Infinitive 
Future 
Imperfective 
Aorist 
Aorist participle 
Imperative 

full form 
k'walax awu-n 
k'walax iji-z 
k'walax iji-da 
k'walax iji-zwa 
k'walax awu-na 
k'walax awu-r 
k'walax aja 

reduced form 
k'walax-un 
k'walax-iz 
k'walax-da 
k'walax-zawa 
k'walax-na 
k'walax-aj 
k'walax-a 

When the noun or adjective ends in a vowel, the reduced forms are gener-
ally not used. However, in a few frequent verbs reduced forms do occur. In 
such cases a final -i is dropped and a j is inserted after a final -a to avoid a 
hiatus: öimi awun ~ öimun 'warm up', aq^a awun ~ aq^ajun 'open, re-
lease, tell'. 
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The full forms and the reduced forms occur side by side, without any ob-
vious difference in meaning or in use. Sometimes the same verb occurs in a 
full form and in a reduced form in the same text on the same page (e.g. 
iStirak awuna and iMirakna, S88:164). One regularity that seems to hold is 
that frequent verbs tend to be used in the reduced form (thus fikirun 'think', 
k'walaxun 'work'), while rare verbs tend to be used in the full form (thus 
inkar awun 'deny', haqh awun 'justify'). According to Gjul'magomedov 
(1978:35-38) the full form is particularly characteristic of the poetic language. 

Sometimes reduction of awun takes place even when awun is not used 
as a function verb in a compound. Gjul'magomedov (1978:42) gives the fol-
lowing example, where meilisna is the reduced form of meilis awuna. 

(407) a. Dust.uni-z ru§ Sta-ji ö'aw.u-z 
[friend-DAT daughter be.born-AOP when] 

Kal tuk'una mezlis-na. 
[cow slaughter-AOC] party-do:AOR 

'When a daughter was born to the friend, he slaughtered a cow and 
threw a party.' 

In prose, such cases are very rare, but cf. (407b) (where kesibwal cannot be a 
first compund member because it is modified by a Genitive NP). 

(407) b. Ama-j-bur.u sekinwil.e-ldi öpi-n kesibwal-da. 
be.still-PTP-SBST.PL(ERG) quietness-SRDIR selves-GEN poverty-do:FUT 

The others will quietly eke out their miserable existence.' (X89:6) 

A comparison of the full and reduced forms above shows that the reduc-
tion of the function verb awun in each case results in exactly the same suf-
fix that also occurs in the inflection of non-compound weak verbs. This 
surprising fact can be explained in different ways. Three explanations are 
considered here. 

(A) The hypothesis that is most widespread among Lezgian linguists is 
that all weak verbs were originally compounds of noun + awun. The differ-
ence between non-compound weak verbs and awun-compounds would 
then be that non-compound verbs now only occur in the reduced form. 
However, there is no evidence that nouns like *ha£ 'entering (?)', *jag 
'hitting (?)', *kilig 'looking (?)', which one would have to postulate for an 
earlier period, ever existed (cf. häZun 'enter', jägun 'h if , kiligun 'look'). 
Three further more specific points argue against this view: 

(i) Aumn-compounds always preserve the Ergative marking of their sub-
ject (cf. 15.4.2.1.), even if they have no direct object, whereas simple verbs 
take an Absolutive subject when they are intransitive. 

(ii) Not in all cases can the reduced form be obtained by simple phonolog-
ical reduction of the relevant form of awun. In particular, the Aorist par-
ticiple form is puzzling for this hypothesis. It should be something like 
*k'walax-ur (< k'walax awur), not k'walax-aj. 

(iii) In a few cases, the addition of a prefix leads to a change from strong 
verb to weak verb, e.g. αί'ύη 'cut' (strong), but xk-ät'un 'cut (out)' (weak); 
aq'ün 'hit upon' (strong), but ag-äq'un 'reach' (weak); wehin ' throw' 
(strong), but q^iwihun 'throw again' (see 10.4.1., (A)). Such cases show that 
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180 10. Verbal derivation 

the strong/weak distinction has a lot to do with stress: Verbs whose root has 
more than one syllable can only be weak because stress cannot be on the 
third syllable. 

(B) Another possible explanation would be that zero-affixation or conver-
sion is a productive process in Lezgian that has more or less the same func-
tion as compounding with awun. According to this hypothesis, the 
"reduced au>un-compounds" would not be az/mn-compounds at all; they 
would be synonymous parallel formations. This explanation (which has not 
to my knowledge been advocated) cannot account for the fact that the func-
tions and the domain of the two hypothesized word-formation rules are 
virtually the same, nor does it capture native speakers' intutions (reflected 
in poetic examples like (407a) above) that the reduced form is in fact an ab-
breviated variant of the full form. 

(C) I opt for an explanation in terms of convergence: The inflectional pat-
tern of the reduced form of awun-compounds turned out to be so similar to 
the existing pattern of weak verbs that it was subsequently completely as-
similated to it (i.e., the Aorist participle *k'walax auiur > *k'walax-ur be-
came *k'walax-aj by analogy with hä£-aj etc.). 

10.6.2. Types of noun-verb compounds 

Most aumn-compounds are combinations of awun with a noun denoting 
an action or the result of an action. The meaning in such compounds is 
quite straightforward: 'perform the action denoted by the base noun', as in 
(408). Many of these action nouns are loanwords of Arabic origin. This is the 
only way of borrowing verbal notions from Arabic. 

(408) silhbet awun 'converse' sühbet 'conversation' 
ikram awun 'greef ikram 'greeting' 
teklif awun 'invite' teklif 'invitation' 
hiss awun 'feel' hiss 'feeling' 

Russian verbs are also borrowed in this way. Awun is added to the Russian 
infinitive form: 

(409) klassificirovat' awun 'classify' 
mobilizovat' awun 'mobilize' 
likvidirovat' awun 'liquidate' 

However, often a Russian verbal noun is chosen as a base for a Lezgian 
aumn-compound: 

(410) zakaz awun 'order' (Ru. zakaz 'order') 
registracija awun 'register' (Ru. registracija 'registration') 
otkaz awun 'refuse, deny' (Ru. otkaz 'denial') 
perevod awun 'translate' (Ru. perevod 'translation') 
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10.6. Verbal compounds 181 

Awun-compounds may also be based on a reduplicated noun. Such verbs 
have the meanings 'cover with Xs', 'turn (tr.) into Xs' (the corresponding 
fun-compound means 'be covered with Xs', 'turn (intr.) into Xs'). 

(411) leke-leke awun 
pad-pad awun 
c'arx-c'arx awun 
biZger-bizger awun 
t'ekw-t'ekw awun 

'cover with spots" leke 'spof 
"break into pieces' pad 'parf 
'cover with scratches' c'arx 'scratch' 
'tear to shreds' biZger 'piece of cloth' 
'riddle with holes' t'ekw 'hole' 

Another very common base for awun-compounds are ideophones, espe-
cially reduplicated onomatopoetic expressions, e.g. 

(412) a. C!V(r)C2 

murr-murr awun 
ö'arx-ö'arx awun 
zirt'-iirt' awun 
ziw-ziw awun 
tax-tax awun 

C1V1C2rV1C2 

t'aq'raq' awun 
wiSriS awun 
bagrag awun 
leSreS awun 
6'wäq'räq' awun 

purr 
'crunch' 
'squelch' 
'clink' 
'knock, rumble' 

'crunch' 
'rustle' 
'rumble' 
'splash' 
'snap, crack' 

In some cases the base does not occur on its own, but only in combination 
with awun and/or £un, e.g. 

(413) zelb awun 
zelb Stun 
*2elb 
terg awun 
terg 5tu η 
*terg 

'concentrate (tr.)' 
'concentrate (intr.)' 

'destroy7 

'perish' 

Such pairs of verbs look much like transitive/anticausative pairs (cf. 10.2.), 
e.g. xkaiun 'raise' / xkai Zun 'rise'. They crucially differ from them in that 
the transitive member may occur in the full form, e.g. ielb awun (besides 
zelbun), whereas there is no full form in transitive members of transi-
tive/anticausative pairs (*xkai awun). 

In many cases both an au;un-compound and a fun-compound can be 
formed from the same noun. The meaning of the fun-compound is often, 
but not always, 'undergo the action denoted by the base noun'. The forma-
tion of fun-compounds from nouns denoting actions is not as common as 
the formation of awun-compounds. It is not clear what semantic properties 
of the base noun make the derivation of a fun-compound possible. 
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182 10. Verbal derivation 

meslät awun 'advise' meslät 'advice' 
meslät £un 'consult' 
ikrah awun 'detesf ikrah 'aversion' 
ikrah ±un 'be disgusting' 
paj awun 'divide' paj 'parf 
paj £u η ^ e divided' 
temäh awun 'display greed' temäh 'greed' 
temäh 5tun 'be greedy7 

tabdil awun 'change (tr.)' 
'change (intr.)' 

tabdil 'change' 
tabdil £un 

'change (tr.)' 
'change (intr.)' 

Instances where a iun-compound is possible but the corresponding awun-
compound does not exist are very rare. 

A wu η -compounds can also be formed from plural forms of nouns. The 
meaning of such verbs emphasizes the duration or frequency of the action. 

(415) ixtilatar awun 
(ixtilatarun) 
zarafatar awun 
(zarafatarun) 
q'iiler awun 
(q'illerun) 

'converse a lot' ixtilat 

'joke a lof zarafat 

'dance a lot' q'ill 

'conversation' 

'joke' 

'dance' 

Such a wu η-compounds can also be formed from the plural form of the 
nominal Masdar (cf. 9.9.1.). The resulting verb is then something like a du-
rative or frequentative version of the simple verb. However, such cases are 
not frequent. 

(416) Min 
kitin-ar 
k£inar awun 
(ktinarun) 
raxun 
raxun-ar 
raxunar awun 
(raxunarun) 

'writing' 
'writings' 
'write a lof 

'speaking' 
'speakings' 
'speak a lof 

See 15.4.2. for peculiarities of the valence patterns of awun- and £un-
compounds. 
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10.6.3. Adjective-verb compounds 

Like noun-verb compounds with awun, adjective-verb compounds with 
awun may be full or reduced, e.g. 

(417) hazur awun 'make ready, prepare' 
= hazurun 

The meaning of such compounds follows directly from the meaning of 
awun 'make' and fun 'become': awun-compounds are factitive ('make 
Adj'), and fun-compounds are fientive ('become Adj'). The valence patterns 
are also straightforward: α u;un-compounds are transitive, fun-compounds 
are intransitive: 

(418) hazur 'ready7 

hazurun 'make ready' {AERG TABS) 
hazur fu η 'get ready7 (TABS) 

There is one formal peculiarity: When αu;un-compounds of adjectives 
appear in the reduced form, they appear very often with the additional suf-
fix -ar: 

(419) sag 'healthy' 
sag awun = sagarun 'make healthy, cure' 
paSman 'sad' 
paSman awun = paSmanarun 'make sad, sadden' 
kilk 'fat7 

kilk awun - kiikarun 'make fat, fatten' 

The -ar is regularly lacking when the adjective itself ends in -r, as in (418), 
and in a couple of other cases. This -ar suffix is apparently related in some 
way to the causative suffix -ar (10.1.). 
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Chapter 11 
Pronouns 

11.1. Personal pronouns 

The personal pronouns are: 1SG zun T , 2SG wun 'you', 1PL tun 'we', and 2PL 
kiln 'you-all'. 

The 2PL pronoun kiin is sometimes used as a form of polite address, ap-
parently under the influence of Russian. 

For the 3rd person, the demonstrative am (lit. 'that one') is used (cf. 11.4., 
22.1.). 

The case inflection of the 1st and 2nd person pronouns shows a few ir-
regularities in the Absolutive, Ergative, and Genitive cases. Also, the 
oblique stem on which the Dative and the local cases are based is not identi-
cal with the Ergative case. 

1SG 2SG lPL 2PL 
Absolutive zun wun öun /(fh-/ kün /kh-/ 
Ergative za wuna, na öna kiine 
Genitive zi wi ö i kii 
Dative za-z wa-z öa-z kwe-z 
Adessive za-w wa-w öa-w kwe-w 
Inessive z-a w-a 6-a kw-e 

The Genitive has a rare variant ending in -n (zin, win, Hn, kiln). 
These personal pronouns are the only series of personal pronouns. There 

is no distinction between 'lighf and 'heavy' (or 'reduced'/'full', 'clitic7/'free') 
pronouns. 

As Lezgian lacks verb agreement, the use of personal pronouns is in prin-
ciple obligatory in finite clauses such as Za-z wun akuna Ί saw you' (not: 
*akuna). In practice, however, the personal pronouns are often omitted 
when they are recoverable from the context (cf. 22.1.). 

11.2. Reflexive pronouns 

There are three reflexive pronouns: 

3SG 3PL 1SG and 2SG 
Absolutive wiö öeb zuw 
Ergative wic-i öp-i zuw-a 
Genitive wiö-i-n öp-i-n zuw-a-n 
Inessive wiö-e öp-e zuw-a 
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11.2. Reflexive pronouns 185 

No reflexive pronoun is used for the 1st and 2nd person plural. 
The 3rd person reflexive pronouns are obligatory when coreference with 

a controller is intended. In (422), the use of a 3rd person personal (non-re-
flexive) pronoun leads to a non-coreferential interpretation. 

(422) a. Ali.di-zi wiöi/ amj güzgü.d-a akwa-zwa. 
Ali-DAT self he:ABS mirror-INESS see-IMPF 

'Alij sees himselfj/himj in the mirror.' 

b. RuS-ar-izi öebil aburj güzgii.d-a akwa-zwa. 
girl-PL-DAT selves t h e y mirror-INESS see-IMPF 

'The girlsi see themselvesi/themj in the mirror.' 

The 1st and 2nd person reflexive pronoun iuw is optional. The 1st and 
2nd person singular personal pronouns may be used instead. 

(423) a. Za-z zuw / zun güzgü.d-a akwa-zwa. 
I-DAT self I:ABS mirror-INESS see-IMPF 

Ί see myself in the mirror.' 

b. Wa-z zuw I wun güzgü.d-a akwa-zwa. 
you-DAT self you:ABS mirror-INESS see-IMPF 

'You see yourself in the mirror.' 

With the 1st and 2nd person plural, the personal pronouns must be used. 

(424) a. Ca-z öun güzgü.d-a akwa-zwa. 
we-DAT we:ABS mirror-INESS see-IMPF 

'We see ourselves in the mirror.' 

b. Kwe-z kün güzgü.d-a akwa-zwa. 
you.all-DAT you.all mirror-INESS see-IMPF 

'You-all see yourselves in the mirror.' 

c. Cun öa-kaj raxa-n, Nadja. (S88:165) 
we:ABS we-SBEL talk-HORT Nadja 

'Lefs talk about ourselves, Nadja.' 
The 3rd person plural reflexive pronoun 6eb is also used to express a re-

ciprocal relationship. In such cases it is reduplicated. 

(425) Abur.u-z öpi-z=öeb akwa-zwa. 
they-DAT selves-DAT=selves see-IMPF 

'They see each other.' 

As the example shows, the first component is in the same case as the an-
tecedent of the reciprocal pronoun, and the second component is in the case 
required by the syntactic position of the reciprocal argument. (See further 
22.5. on reciprocalization.) 
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186 11. Pronouns 

Such a reduplicated form also exists as an optional variant of the 3rd per-
son singular pronoun. (However, it is not usually spelled with a hyphen.) 

(426) a. Alfija.di-z wiöi-z wiö giizgiX.d-a akwa-zwa. 
Alfija-DAT self-DAT self mirror-INESS see-lMPF 

'Alfija sees herself in the mirror.' 

b. Ada wiöi wiö alzurar-zawa. (N88:80) 
he:ERC self(ERG) self deceive-IMPF 

'He is deceiving himself.' 

c. Isabeg.a-waj wiH-waj wiö xii-z Aa-na-t (S88:60) 
Isabeg-ADEL self-ADEL [self control-INF] can-AOR-NEG 

'Isabeg could not control himself.' 

See 22.4. for further discussion of the conditions for the use of reflexive 
pronouns. 

The reflexive pronouns are also used as emphatic reflexives, analogous to 
Russian sam or German selbst. The emphatic use of the reflexive pro-
nouns may indicate that the noun it modifies occupies a central position 
with respect to some periphery (cf. 427), or that an agent acts independently 
(cf. 428-430). 

(427) a. Ci q'iliw Lenin wiö ata-nwa! (J84:4) 
we:GEN to Lenin self come-PRF 

'Lenin himself has come to us!' 

b. Ada-kaj wiöi-kaj wuö k'an-da-t'a-ni lah, ada-n 
he-SBEL self-SBEL [what want-FUT-CND-even] say:IMPV he-CEN 

ata=buba-jar dini tu-r. (K89,4:12) 
ancestor-PL quiet leave-IMPV 

'Say whatever you want about him himself, (but) leave his 
ancestors alone.' 

(428) a. Güldeste.di wiöi-n sual-r.i-z wiöi zawab ga-na. 
Güldeste(ERG) self-GEN question-PL-DAT self(ERG) answer give-AOR 

'Güldeste answered her questions herself.' (583:22) 

b. Swas k'an-zawa-j-d.a wiöi iagu-raj. (Q81:lll) 
[bride want-IMPF-PTPj-SBST.SG(ERG) self(ERG) find-OPT 

Tet him who wants a bride find (her) himself.' 
(429) a. Gila zuwa fikir aja. (S88:18) 

now self(ERG) thought do:IMPV 

'Now think for yourself.' 
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11.2. Reflexive pronouns 187 

b. Zu wa laha-na k'an-da, öara awa-6. (Mejlanova 1983a:8) 
[self(ERG) say-AOC] must-FUT choice be-NEG 

Ί have to say it myself, there is no choice.' 

(430) Gila iehil-r.i öpi-n gelezeg öpi hül-zawa. (577:33) 
now youth-PL(ERG) selves-GEN future selves(ERG) decide-IMPF 

'Now the young people decide their future for themselves.' 

The emphatic reflexive pronoun can also be used by itself, without an 
overt noun phrase that it modifies. In this use it is translated as lie himself, 
she herself', etc. 

(431) a. Weled.a-n xizan tek pud kas.di-kaj ibarat tir: 
Weled-GEN family only three person-SBEL consisting COP:PST 

wiö, pab Nabisat, ruS Ciikwer. (S88:4) 
self wife Nabisat girl Ciikwer 

'Weled's family consisted of only three people: he himself, his wife 
Nabisat, and his daughter Ciikwer.' 

b. A: Wa-z hinaj öi-da? Ά: How do you know? 
you-DAT whence know-FUT 

B: Wiöi laha-na. B: It told me itself. 
self(ERG) say-AOR 

A: Kac.i? A: The cat? 
cat(ERG) 

B: Un, kac.i wiä. (K84,l:ll) B: Yes, the cat itself.' 
yes cat(ERG) self(ERG) 

11.3. Correlations between demonstratives, interrogatives and 
indefinites 

Lezgian has six demonstrative stems, one interrogative stem, and one 
specifically indefinite stem. From each of these stems, a whole series of pro-
forms are formed. 

(432) i- proximate demonstrative ('this') 
a- distal demonstrative Othaf) 
at'a- remote demonstrative ('yonder') 
ha- anaphoric demonstrative ('the aforementioned') 
aga-/ wini- inferior/superior demonstrative 

('that up there/that down there') 

(433) hi- interrogative ('which?') 

(434) sa- indefinite ('some or other') 
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188 11. Pronouns 

The meanings of these stems, as well as a number of further pro-forms that 
are not connected with these stems, are described in 11.4. - 11.6. Here only 
the forms derived from these stems will be discussed. 

In Table 5, examples are given only for the two most frequent demonstra-
tive stems, i- and α-, and for the interrogative and indefinite stems. The 
other four demonstrative stems (at'a-, ha-, aga-, wini-) have the same 
forms exhibited by the two demonstratives i- and a-. These forms are omit-
ted from Table 5 for lack of space. 

Table 5. Demonstratives, interrogatives, and indefinites 
i- a- hi- sa-

attributive i a hi? sa 
' this ' ' that ' 'which?' 'one' 

substantivized im a m him? sad 
'this (one)' 'that (one)' 'which one?' 'one' 

manner ik' ak'(a) hik'(a)? sak'(a) 
'this way' 'that way' 'how?' 'somehow' 

quality iittin aUtin hi&tin? quality 
'such, this kind' 'that kind of' 'what kind of?' 

quantity iq'wan 
'this much' 

aq'wan hiq'wan? quantity iq'wan 
'this much' 'that much' Tiow much?' 

presentative inhe 
'void' 

anhe 
'voilä' 

place inag anag hinag? sanag place 
'this place' 'that place' 'what place?' 'some place' 

at place ina ana hina? sana at place 
'here' 'there' 'where?' 'somewhere' 

to place iniz aniz hiniz? saniz to place 
'hither ' ' thither' 'whither?' 'somewhither' 

from place inaj anaj hinaj? sanaj from place 
'from here' 'from there' 'from where?' 'from somewh.' 

on place inal anal hinal? on place 
'here(on)' 'there(on)' 'where(on)?' 

of place ini η anin hinin? sanin of place 
'of this place' 'of that place' 'of which place?' 'of some place' 

in places inra anra hinra? sanra in places 
'hereabout' 'thereabout' 'whereabout?' 'in some places' 

Table 5 shows that the patterns for forming pro-forms from these stems are 
quite regular. Only the stem sa differs in the way it forms its substantivized 
form (suffixing of -d rather than -m, cf. 13.1.1.), and in that it lacks forms 
corresponding to i&tin and iq'wan. 

The words iMin, iq'wan, etc., denoting quality and quantity, respectively, 
are obviously related to the comparative particles xtin 'as, like' and q'wan 
'as much/many as' (cf. 24.2.2.-3.). 

The presentative -nhe does not combine with the interrogative stem, but 
it does combine with the other demonstratives (at'anhe, etc.). 

The local pro-adverbs can all be considered as derived from a place noun 
whose oblique stem ends in -ni (ini- 'this place', am-'that place', etc.). Then 
ina 'here' is the regular Inessive case, iniz is the regular Dative case, inaj is 
the regular Inelative case, etc. In fact, many more forms than those that are 
listed in Table 5 are possible. There is also a Postessive iniqh 'hither', an 
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11.3. Correlations between pronouns 189 

Adessive iniw 'close to here', a Superelative inlaj 'from here(on)', etc., and 
also further plural forms like inriz 'to hereabouf. 

While there is no noun *in (pi. *in-ar) 'this place', from which all these 
local case forms could be regularly derived, there is in fact a "local noun" 
charecterized by the suffix -nag (pi. -nag-ar) in the Absolutive case, e.g. 
at'anag 'yonder place', wininag '(that) upper place', etc. The local adverbs 
can be analyzed as derived from an irregular oblique stem of this word. Here 
are two examples for the use of the local noun. 

(435) a. Inag qenin jiq.a-laj wi makan ja. (AM87:13) 
this .place today's day-SREL you:GEN dwelling COP 

'From today on this place is your dwelling.' 
b. Insan-r.i anag-ar bag-lar.i-z-ni nik'-er.i-z 

people-PL(HRG) that.place-PL garden-PL-DAT-and field-PL-DAT 

'People will turn those places into gardens and fields.' (L86,3:17) 

elqiir-da. 
turn-FUT 

Besides the eight demonstrative, interrogative, and indefinite stems con-
sidered above, there are a few other stems that can have local adverbs of this 
kind. In particular, the universal quantifier wiri 'all' has a corresponding lo-
cal noun wir inag 'every place', as well as local case forms like 
wirina / wirinra 'everywhere', wirinaj 'from everywhere', etc. The identity 
pronouns masa 'other' and miikii 'the other' also have forms like masana 
'elsehwere', miikixna 'at the other place'. 

Finally, the plural personal pronouns tun 'we' and kiln 'you-all' have lo-
cal case forms of the kind described here: öina 'at our place', küna 'at your 
place', öiniz 'to our place', kü'niz 'to your place' etc. These forms are based 
on the Genitive case forms 6i 'our' and kii 'your'. Note in particular that the 
case forms of Hun and kiln are quite different from the above-mentioned 
secondary local-noun-based case forms, cf. 

(436) 
Inessive 

Dative 

pronouns 
6a kwe 

'in us' 'in you-all' 

öaz kwez 
'to us' 'to you' 

local-noun-based case forms 
öina kil'na 

'at our place' 'at your place' 

öiniz kü'niz 
'to our place' 'to your place' 

Two examples: 

(437) a. Cina sa Seherlu zootexnik.di k'walax-na. (R66:12) 
at.our.place one urban zootechnician(ERG) work-AOR 

Ά stockbreeding specialist from the city worked at our place (i.e. in 
our collective farm).' 

b. Exirimii waxt-ar-a Allahquli öiniz wuöiz qwe-zma-ö? 
last time-PL-INESS Allahquli to.us w h y come-IMPF.CONT-NEG 

'Why hasn't Allahquli come to our place anymore recently?' 
(R66:27) 
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11.4. Demonstratives 

There are six series of demonstratives in Lezgian: 

(438) i 'this' 
a 'that' 
at'a 'yonder' 
ha 'the aforementioned' 
wini 'that up there' 
aga 'that down there' 

There is a small irregularity in their substantivized forms: the Absolutive 
singular form ends in -m, not in -d.i. But the oblique stem ends in -da-, just 
like regular substantivized adjectives (cf. 8.1.1.). 

(439) Sg. Abs i-m a-m at'a-m ha-m wini-m aga-m 
Sg. Erg i-da a-da at'a-da ha-da wini-da aga-da 
Sg. Gen. i-da-n a-da-n at'a-da-n ha-da-n wini-da-n aga-da-n 
PI. Abs. i-bur α-bur at'a-bur ha-bur wini-bur aga-bur 

The substantivized demonstrative am (lit. 'that one') also serves as the 
3rd person personal pronoun, cf. 22.1. 

The richness of the six series of demonstratives is somewhat misleading. 
Only two of the six demonstratives, i- 'this' and a- 'that' are really common 
in the modern standard language. 

(440) a. Qe i k'wal.i-n ijesi-jar sa öun ja. (Q81:114) 
today this house-GEN master-PL only we:ABS COP 

Today only we are the masters of this house.' 

b. i zurba dag-lar (J89:51) 
this huge mountain-PL 

'these huge mountains' 

(441) a. A wahSi-jar münüg.di-n Sarag-ar tir. (M83:64) 
t h a t wild-PL badger-GEN young-FL COP:PST 

Those wild animals were the young of a badger.' 

b. däwe.di-laj wilikan a jis-ar-a (DD77,1:10) 
war-SREL previous t h a t year-PL-INESS 

'in those pre-war years' 
c. a diinja (Gjul'magomedov 1985b:73) 

t h a t world 

'that world, i.e. the hereafter' 

Furthermore, the combination ha i- 'this' is also reasonably common. It is 
not clear how its meaning differs from i 'this'. 
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11.4. Demonstratives 191 

(442) a. Ha i klass.d-a sa mus jat'ani za-ni k'el-na-j. (N88:70) 
t h a t this class-INESS one when INDEF I:ERG-also study-AOR-PST 

'At one time I, too, was a student in this classroom/ 

b. Ha ik' jis-ar qwe-z alat-na. (K90,12:2) t h a t thus year-PL [come-IMC] pass-AOR 

'Thus the years went by.' 

The demonstrative ha is sometimes used for a referent that was men-
tioned earlier, e.g. 

(443) a. Zaman buba ferma.di-n qarawul ja, Nurzaman.a-ni ha 
Zaman father farm-GEN watchman COP Nurzaman(ERG)-and t h a t 

ferma.d-a werö-er.i-z twar gu-zwa. (S88:63) 
farm-INESS chicken-PL-DAT grain give-IMPF 

'Father Zaman is a watchman on a farm, and Nurzaman gives grain 
to the chickens on that farm.' 

b. Zun sifte Sankt=Peterburg.di-n universitet.di-z, 
I:ABS first St.=Petersburg-GEN university-DAT 

fizika.di-n fakul'tet.di-z, hait-na-j... Axpa zun ha 
physics-GEN faculty-DAT enter-AOR-PST then I:ABS t h a t 

universitet.di-n juridiieskij fakul'tet.di-z ha±-na. (HQ89:16) 
university-GEN juridical faculty-DAT enter-AOR 

Ί first entered St. Petersburg University, faculty of physics. Then I 
entered the law faculty of that university.' 

This demonstrative pronoun is also used to express the sense 'the same'. 

(444) a. Am ha wiri ±iz jaäamiS qhze-z ba§lami§-na. 
[he:ABS t h a t a l l l ike living be.again-INF] begin-AOR 

'He began again to live the same life as everyone.' (S88:170) 

b. Ina c'i-ni ha Sazan galat'-ar tikrar qHji-zwa. 
here this.year-also t h a t last .year 's mistake-PL repetition do.again-IMPF 

'Here this year, too, the same mistakes of last year are repeated.' 
(Ko89,10,13:l) 

The demonstratives wini and aga are generally described as meaning 
'that up there' (e.g. wini dag 'that mountain up there') and 'that down 
there' (e.g. aga k'am 'that valley down there'). However, in the modern 
standard language they generally have the non-demonstrative senses 
'upper' and 'lower', respectively. 
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192 11. Pronouns 

(445) Saäa Moskva.di-n küfe-jr.i-kaj sa küöe.di-n aga q'il-e 
Saga Moscow-GEN stTeet-PL-SBEL one street-GEN lower end-INESS 

aqwaz-nawa-j. (DD71,1:14) 
stop-PRF-PST 

'Saga was standing at the lower end of one of Moscow's streets.' 

(446) Caw.u-n wini qat-ar-a meq'i ja-z marf.adi-kaj 
[sky-GEN upper layer-PL-INESS cold be-IMC] rain-SBEL 

xar 2e-zwa. (S88:63) 
h a i l become-IMPF 

'When it is cold in the sky's upper layers, the rain becomes hail.' 

When the two demonstratives i- and a- are used in an expression of the 
form i X, aX, a non-demonstrative sense results ('here and there, back and 
forth', etc.). 

(447) a. Q'if-er.i i q'il-äj a q'il.i-z öamarar ja-zawa. (A90:16) 
mouse-PL(ERG) this end-INEL that end-DAT running hit-IMPF 

The mice are running back and forth.' 

b. Ada ina=ana wil qeqür-na. (HQ89:5) 
he(ERG) here=there eye lead.around-AOR 

Ή ε let his glance wander about.' 

c. Ada inlaj anal, anlaj inal xkadar-na. (A90:28) 
it(ERG) from.hereon thereon from.thereon hereon jump-AOR 

'It jumped back and forth.' 

11.5. Interrogative pronouns 

Interrogative pro-nouns and pro-adverbs are not based on one single stem. 
(For more examples of interrogative pronouns, see 23.2.) 

11.5.1. wui 'who?' has the suppletive oblique stem n-i- (Erg. ni, Dat. niz, etc., 
Iness. ne). It also has a plural form wui-ar: 

(448) Abur.u-z hatta öpi-n dide-ni buba wui-ar 
they-DAT even [selves-GEN mother-and father who-PL 

ja-t'a öi-da-ä. (K87,2:7) 
COP-CND] know-FUT-NEG 

'They do not even know who their father and mother are.' 

11.5.2. wuö 'what?' has the suppletive oblique stem k(w)-ü- or kwe- (/kw/) 
(Erg. kü, Dat. kiiz/kwez, etc., Iness. kwe). 

In addition to its use as a substantival pronoun, wuö can also be used ad-
jectivally with the meaning 'which?, what kind of?' In this function it is 
more or less synonymous with hi. 
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11.5. Interrogative pronouns 193 

(449) Im wuc insan ja? (R66:19) 
this:ABS w h a t person COP 

'What kind of person is this?' 

Wuö also has a plural form wuö-ar: 

(450) Kil t'war-ar wuö-ar ja? (K85,4:6) 
you.all:GEN name-PL what-PL OOP 

'What are your names?' 

11.5.3. hi 'which?' morphologically belongs into the demonstrative 
paradigm in 11.4. The substantivized form is him in the Absolutive singu-
lar, otherwise it is regular (Erg. hida, Dat. hidaz, Abs. pi. hibur, etc.). 

11.5.4. mus 'when?'. There is also a "Superelative case form" musalaj 'since 
when?' (cf. 1184) 

11.5.5. Sumud 'how many?'. Sumud is used with a singular noun, like the 
cardinal numerals. 

(451) Jarab lif-er Sumud jis.u-z jaSamiS ze-zwa-t'a? (H77:5) 
ΡΓ pigeon-PL how.many year-DAT living be-iMPF-CND 

'(I wonder) how many years do pigeons live?' 

There is also an ordinal numeral form Sumud lahaj 'lit. the how-
manieth?' 

(452) Küne Sumud lahaj klass.d-a k'el-zawa? (K85,4:6) 
you.all(ERG) how.many ORD class-INESS learn-IMPF 

'In which class do you-all learn?' 

11.5.6. wuöiz 'why?' This looks like a Dative of wuö (whose real Dative case 
is, of course, kiiz). 

11.5.7. For more interrogative pro-forms, see Table 5 in 11.3. 
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194 11. Pronouns 

11.6. Indefinite pronouns 

There are four main types (or series) of indefinite pronouns: ordinary, free-
choice, specific, and negative indefinites. Some of the indefinite pro-forms 
from this series are illustrated in (453). 

(453) ordinary 
sa wui jat'ani 

'someone' 
sa wuö jat'ani 

'something' 
sa mus jat'ani 

'sometime' 
sa hina jat'ani 

'somewhere' 
etc. 

free-choice 
wui &ajit'ani 

'anyone' 
wuöStajit'ani 

'anything' 
mus itajit'ani 

'anytime' 
hina Aajit'ani 

'anywhere' 
etc. 

specific 
sa kas 

'a person' 
sa zat' 

'a thing' 
sadra 

'once' 
sana 

'at a place' 
etc. 

negative 
sa kas-ni 

'nobod/ 
sa zat'ni 

'nothing' 
sadrani 

'never' 
sanani 

'nowhere' 
etc. 

The formation of ordinary and free-choice indefinites is quite straight-
forward: The indefiniteness-marking particle jat'ani /Aajit'ani follows the 
corresponding interrogative pro-form, and in the case of the ordinary indef-
inite, the numeral sa 'one' in addition precedes the interrogative. The for-
mation of specific and negative indefinites is somewhat more complicated, 
cf. 11.6.3.-4. 

When indefinites function as nominal modifiers, the particle iajit'ani 
follows the whole noun phrase, while the particle jat'ani tends to follow 
the interrogative immediately: 

(454) a. hi waxt.und-a Aajit'ani 
which time-lNESS INDEF 

'at any time' 

b. sa hi&tin jat'ani qalabulux 
one which INDEF confusion 

'some sort of confusion' 

The formal makeup of the two indefiniteness-markers jat'ani and 
itajit'ani is quite transparent: They are concessive conditional verb forms of 
the standard copula ja and the verb £un 'be', respectively. Thus, the mean-
ing of wui itajit'ani is literally 'whoever it may be' (cf. 21.8.4., and the quite 
analogous French form qui que ce soit). 

11.6.1. Ordinary indefinite pronouns 

This series of indefinites generally corresponds to the English so/ne-series. 
(Note that the sa is occasionally omitted, as in (455f).) 

(455) a. Cilkwer.a sa wuö jat'ani cwa-zwa-j. (S88:10) 
Cükwer(ERG) one what INDEF sew-IMPF-PST 

'Cükwer was sewing something.' 
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11.6. Indefinite pronouns 195 

b. DuSman sa hina jat'ani öi pataw gwa. (Sejxov 1983b:54) 
enemy one where INDEF we:GEN to be.at 

The enemy is somewhere close to us.' 

c. Ha i klass.d-a sa mus jat'ani za-ni k'el-na-j. (N88:70) 
t h a t this class-INESS one when INDEF I:ERG-also study-AOR-PST 

'At one time I, too, was a student in this classroom.' 

d. K'eret'.d-a sa hixtin jat'ani alamat.di-n nizam awa-j. 
group-INESS one what.kind INDEF amazement-GEN order be.in-PST 

There was some kind of amazing order in the group.' (K86,3:16) 

e. Sa ni-z jat'ani ewer ce! 
one who-DAT INDEF call give:IMPV 

'Call someone!' 

f. Isabek.a-k, wu£iz jat'ani, tadi kwa-j. (S88:28) 

Isabek-SBESS w h y INDEF quick be.under-PST 

'For some reason, Isabek was in a hurry.' 
However, is also used in some contexts where English would use the 

any-series, in particular in conditional and interrogative clauses. 

(456) a. Wa-z sa wuö jat'ani aku-r-t'a, za-z lah! 
[you-DAT one what:ABS INDEF see-AOP-CND] I-DAT say:IMPV 

'If you see anything, tell me.' 

b. Sa wui jat'ani ata-nwa-ni? 
one who:ABS INDEF come-PRF-Q 

'Has anyone come?' 

11.6.2. Free-choice indefinite pronouns 

This series of indefinites is mostly used in sentences containing an expres-
sion of possibility, just like the English any-series of indefinite pronouns in 
its free-choice meaning. 

(457) a. Bilbil.di-kaj mani ni-waj Jtajit'ani tük'ür-iz ze-da. (G82:41) 
nightingale-SBEL song who-ADEL INDEF create-INF can-FUT 

'Anyone can compose a song about a nightingale.' 

b. Mac'.a-laj wuö xajit'ani alaq'-zawa-j-di ja. (K84,4:13) 
Mac'-SREL whatrABS INDEF be.able-IMPF-PTP-SBST.SG COP 

'Mac' can do anything.' 
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196 11. Pronouns 

c. Ada-qh galaz kwe-kaj Xajit'ani siihbet iji-z ze-da. 
[she-POESS w i t h what-SBEL INDEF t a l k do-INF] can-FUT 

'With her one can talk about anything.' (DD77,6:14) 

Again like the English any-series, the Xajit'ani-series is also used in generic 
contexts: 

(458) a. Hi kac Xajit'ani hajwan ja. 
w h i c h cat INDEF animal COP 

'Any cat is an animal.' 
b. Zi qunSi.di-n kic'.i hi jemiS xajit'ani ne-da. (M83:28) 

I:GEN neighbor-CEN dog(ERG) w h i c h food INDEF eat-FUT 

'My neighbor's dog will eat any food.' 

In imperatives: 

(459) Ni-z ±ajit'ani ewer eel 
who-DAT INDEF ca l l give:IMPV 

'Call anyone.' 

In the standard of comparatives: 

(460) Jusuf.a ne-laj Xajit'ani qhsan-diz mani-jar luhu-zwa. 
Jusuf(ERG) who-SREL INDEF good-ADV song-PL say-IMPF 

'Jusuf sings better than anyone.' 

In negative sentences, the xajit'ani-series has the pejorative meaning 
'(not) just any': 

(461) a. Hi-da-n gaf-ar.i-qh Xajit'ani ö'al.a-qh ze-mir! 
which-SBST.SG-GEN word-PL-POESS INDEF speech-POESS be-PROHIB 

'Don't believe just anybody's words!' (R66:23) 

b. Har sa kar ne-l xajit'ani tapSurmiS-iz ze-da-t (E56:12) 
[every one job who-SRESS INDEF entrust-INF] can-FUT-NEG 

'Not every job can be entrusted to just anyone.' 

c. Akat-aj ne-l Xajit'ani ixtibar-iz ze-t (TG66:36) 
[[come-PTP] who-SRESS INDEF trust-INF] can-AFUT.NEG 

'One cannot trust just anyone (who comes along).' 
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11.6. Indefinite pronouns 197 

11.6.3. Specific indefinite pronouns 

These are based not on interrogative pronouns, but on the stem sa- 'one'. 
Most of these forms are listed in Table 5 above (11.3.). In addition, the fol-
lowing forms exist: 

(462) a. sa kas 'someone, a certain person' 
b. sa zat' 'something, a certain thing' 
c. sadra 'once' 

These indefinites are used when the identity of the referent is known to 
the speaker but if the speaker chooses not to tell the hearer. Thus, (463a) is 
preferred to (463b) if the speaker knows the person she met. 

(463) a. Naq' tam-a za-l sa kas diiSilS ±a-na. 
yesterday forest-INESS I-SRESS one man coincidence be-AOR 

'Yesterday I met a certain person in the forest.' 

b. Naq' tam-a za-l sa wuZ jat'ani diiSiiS £a-na. 
yesterday forest-INESS I-SRESS one who:ABS INDEF coincidence be-AOR 

'Yesterday I met someone in the forest.' 

11.6.4. Negative indefinite pronouns 

These are derived from the specific indefinite pronouns by means of a 
phrase-final suffix -ni ('also, even'): 

(464) a. sa ...-ni 'no' (e.g. sa gaf-ni 'no word') 
b. sa kas-ni 'nobody7 

c. sa zat'-ni 'nothing' 
d. sadra-ni 'never' 
e. sak'-ni 'noway' 
f. sana-ni 'nowhere' 
etc. (cf. Table 5 in 11.3.) 

The two pronouns sa kas-ni 'nobody' and sa zat'-ni 'nothing' have a 
suppletive oblique stem: The oblique cases of sa kasni are based on sa-d-a-
'one (substantivized)', and the oblique cases of sa zat'ni are based on the 
stem kün-i-: 

(465) Abs. sa kasni 'nobody7 sa zat'ni 'nothing' 
Erg. sa-da-ni sa kiln-i-ni 
Gen. sa-da-n-ni sa kiin-i-n-ni 
Dat. sa-da-z-ni sa kiin-i-z-ni 
Adess. sa-da-w-ni sa kiln-i-w-ni 
Iness. sa-da-ni sa kiin-a-ni 
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Negative indefinites always cooccur with the negation on the verb of the 
clause. There may of course be several negative pronouns in one clause, as 
in (466b), all of which have a negative interpretation. 

(466) a. K'wal-e sa kas-ni awa-6. (DD85,3:23) 

house-INESS one person-even be-NEG 

There is nobody at home.' 
b. Za zuw patal kwe-waj sadra-ni sa 

I:ERG self for you.all-ADEL once-even one 

zat'-ni t'alab-na-t (L86,3:10) 
thing-even demand-AOR-NEG 

Ί never demended anything for myself from you-all.' 

c. Halistan sa kiini-n gawur.d-a-ni hat-na-ö. (DD71,3:20) 
Halistan one thing-GEN understanding-INESS-even get-AOR-NEG 

'Halistan did not understand anything.' 

d. Hiirmet.a-waj sa gaf-ni luhu-z ota-na-t (R66:24) 
Hürmet-ADEL [one word-even say-INF] can-AOR-NEG 

'Hiirmet could not say a word.' 

e. I kar sada-z-ni aku-na-ö. (Du85,3:115) 
this thing one-DAT-even see-AOR-NEG 

Tslobody saw this thing.' 
f. Sadra-ni wuna am rik'.e-laj alud-da-t (J84:20) 

once-even you:ERG it:ABS heart-SREL take.off-FUT-NEG 

'You will never forget it.' 
g. Zun sa küni-w-ni axgaq'-zama-6-ir. (S88:157) 

I: A BS one thing-ADESS-even reach:REPET-IMPF.CONT-NEG-PSrr 

Ί didn't succeed in anything anymore.' 

h. Isabeg.a, saniz-ni te-fe-na, am giizlemiS-zawa-j. 
Isabeg(ERG) [somewhere-even NEG-go-AOC] he:ABS expect-IMPF-PSTT 

'Isabeg, having gone nowhere, was expecting him.' (S88:16) 

The negation may be in a superordinate clause: 

(467) a. Ca-z sada-z-ni hiö sa 6'aw.u-z-ni däwe 
we-DAT one-DAT-even [ever one time-DAT-even war 

Aa-na k'an-da-t (K85,7:4) 
be-AOC] want-FUT-NEG 

T^one of us wants there ever to be war.' 
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11.6. Indefinite pronouns 199 

b. A kar Pavel.a-n juldaS-r.i-kaj sada-ni awu-n 
[that thing Pavel-GEN comrade-PL-SBEL one(ERG)-even do-MSD] 

mumkin tuk (D57:136) 
possible COP:NEG 

'It is not possible that anyone of Pavel's comrades did that.' 

In elliptical answers, negative pro-forms may occur without an accompa-
nying verbal negation. 

(468) a. A: Axpa dax.di wuö luhu-da? B: Zat'-ni. (Du85,3:79) 
then dad(ERG) what:ABS say-FUT thing-even 

Ά: What will dad say then? B: Nothing.' 
b. A: Kwe-ldi? B: Sa küna-ldi-ni. (S88:165) 

what-SRDIR one thing-SRDIR-even 

Ά : Why? B: For no reason.' 
Negative pro-forms may be emphasized by the particle hit (borrowed ul-

timately from Persian), which comes immediately before sa (cf. also 467a). 

(469) a. Za-kaj hiö sa gaf-ni öünüx-mir, wiri k'el-a! (M79:7) 
I-SBEL even one word-even hide-PROHIB a l l read-IMPV 

'Don't hide a single word from me, read everything.' 

b. Ada-η akun-r.i-z kilig-aj-la, hiö sada-ni 
[he-GEN look-PL-DAT look-AOP-TEMP] even one(ERG)-even 

aq'wan jaS-ar gu-da-ö. (§83:52) 
so.many age-PL give-FUT-NEG 

Judging from the way he looks, nobody would give him so many 
years.' 

c. AXtin ks-ar.i-n t'war-ar xalq'.di-n rik'.e-laj hiö 
such person-PL-GEN name-PL people-GEN heart-SREL even 

sadra-ni alat-da-ö. (L89,6:71) 
once-even fall.off-FUT-NEG 

'The people will never forget the names of such men.' 

The particle hie can also be used alone in the sense 'never': 

(470) a. Hiö wiöi-n ümilr.d-a am aluz ita-ji-di tu§-ir. 
never self-GEN life-lNESS he:ABS weak be-AOP-SBST COP:NEG-PST 

TSIever in his life was he weak.' (AM87:3) 
b. millet.di-n jaSajiä.di-n hiö rik'.e-laj 

nation-GEN life-GEN [never heart-SREL 

te-fi-da-j] Sikil-ar (DD71,1:22) 
NEG-go-FUT-PTP picture-PL 

'Pictures of the nation's life that one never forgets.' 
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11.7. Other determiners 

11.7.1. The universal quantifier wiri 'all' 

The substantivized form is Abs. sg. wiri (Erg. wirida) 'everybody', Abs. pi. 
wiribur 'everybody' (cf. 8.1.1.). Like English all, wiri is used both with plural 
count nouns (example 471) and with mass singular nouns (example 472). 

(471) wiri ajal-ar 
a l l child-PL 

'all (the) children' 

(472) ada-n wiri ümiir (N88:77) 
he-GEN a l l l ife 

'all his life' 

But wiri can also be combined with singular count nouns with the meaning 
'whole': 

(473) a. Quj wiri dilnja.di-z aku-raj. (DD77,2:18) 
let a l l world-DAT see-OPT 

'Let the whole world see it.' 

b. Cun pud hafte.d-a saki wiri ii.lkwe.d-a qeqwe-da. (Q81:42) 
we:ABS three week-INESS almost a l l country-INESS pass-FUT 

'In three weeks we will pass through almost the whole country.' 

The substantivized singular wiri can mean both 'everything' (example 
474) and 'everybody' (example 475). The substantivized plural wiribur is 
unambiguously 'everybody' (example 476). 

(474) a. Za-waj wa-z wiri luhu-z ze-da-t (N88:88) 
I-ADEL [you-DAT a l l say-INF] can-FUT-NEG 

Ί cannot tell you everything.' 

(475) a. Ada-z wiri-d.a Dili Ahmed luhu-z £a-na. (L87,2:74) 
he-DAT all-SBST(ERG) Crazy Ahmed call-DAT be-AOR 

'Everybody calls him Crazy Ahmed.' 
b. Wiri Weled.a-n teklif.da-l razi £a-na. (S88:57) 

a l l Weled-GEN proposal-SRESS agreeing be-AOR 

'Everybody agreed with Weled's proposal.' 
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(476) Wiri-bur xiir-er-aj Seh.er-r.i-z fi-z ±a-ji-la, 
[all-SBST.PL village-PL-INEL city-PL-DAT go-INF be-AOP-TEMP] 

öun dag.di-n xiir.ii-z xkwe-da-ni? (583:57) 
we:ABS mountain-GEN village-DAT return-FUT-Q 

'At a time when everybody goes from the villages to the cities, are we 
supposed to return to the mountain village?' 

Wiri may also be used following an NP, i.e. quantifier floating is possible 
with wiri. The NP quantified in this way may be in any case form. Wiri ap-
pears in its substantivized form and agrees with the NP it quantifies in case. 
With a personal pronoun, floating is the only possibility, cf. (477). 

(477) a. Cun wiri ha pat.a-qh kilig-na. (J84:5) 
we:ABS a l l t h a t side-POESS look-AOR 

'We all looked in that direction.' 

b. Ci wiri-da-n wil-er-a sa sual awa-j. (K85,4:6) 
we:GEN all-SBST-GEN eye-PL-lNESS one question be.in-PST 

'In the eyes of all of us there was a question.' 

c. Sa juq.u-z ibur wiri sanal k'wat' £a-na. (X89:6) 
one day-DAT these a l l together gather ANTIC-AOR 

'One day they all gathered together.' 

d. Qember.a kiln wiri aldatmiS-zawa. (J84:53) 
Qember(ERG) you.all:ABS a l l deceive-IMPF 

'Qember deceives all of you.' 

With full NPs, quantifier floating is an option, cf. (478). 

(478) a. Sar-ar wiri sag ama. (§83:52) 
tooth-PL a l l h e a l t h y be.still 

'The teeth are all still healthy.' 

b. Q'ügiir.di-n Sarag-ar birdan wiri sa öka.da-l 
hedgehog-GEN young-FL suddenly a l l one place-SRESS 

k'wat' xa-na. (M83:45) 
gather ANTIC-AOR 

The young hedgehogs suddenly all gathered in one place.' 

c. MuTmin buba.di hajwan-ar wiri aqhaj-na. (Q89,10,19:3) 
Mu'min father(ERG) animal-PL a l l open-AOR 

'Father Mu'min released all the animals.' 
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d. Wu-u-u! haraj aqat-na-j qari-jr-aj wiri-d-aj 
INTJ scream go.out-AOR-PST old.woman-PL-INEL all-SBST-INEL 

sanal. (H77:8) 
together 

The scream 'Oww!' was given out by all the old women at the 
same time.' 

e. Bade ajal-r.i-z wiri-bur.u-z kilig-na. 
grandmother child-PL-DAT all-SBST.PL-DAT look-AOR 

The grandmother looked after all the children.' 

f. Bade.di ajal-r.i-z muhman-r.i-kaj wiri-bur.u-kaj 
grandmother(ERG) child-pL-DAT guest-PL-SBEL all-SBST.PL-SBEL 

aq^aj-na. 
tell-AOR 

The grandmother told the children about all the guests.' 

11.7.2. The universal quantifier har 'every' 

The substantivized form is Abs. sg. harma 'everybody' (Erg. har-da etc.), 
Abs. pi. har-bur. The word har is ultimately from Persian. 

(479) a. Har jis.u-z c'ud-r.a-ldi c'iji fabrik-ar xkai ie-zwa. 
every year-DAT ten-PL-SRDIR new factory-PL raise ANTIC-IMPF 

'Every year hundreds of new factories arise.' (Sejxov 1983b:57) 

b. Duxtur har jiq.a-n raxu-n-r-a iSlemiS-da. (G82:21) 
duxtur every day-GEN speak-MSD-PL-INESS use-FUT 

'[The word] duxtur ['doctor'] is used in everyday speech.' 

(480) a. Sa geren.d-a abur q'wed-ni kis ota-na, 
one while-INESS they two-also silent be-AOR 

har-ma saniz kilig-iz öta-na. (N88:87) 
every-SBST.SG.ABS somewhither look-INF be-AOR 

'For a while they both were silent, each (of them) looked 
somewhere.' 

b. Za har-da q'we ttar ak'ur-un teklif-zawa. 
I:ERG [every-SBST.SG(ERG) two tree plant-MSD] propose-IMPF 

Ί propose that everyone plant two trees.' (Du61,4:71) 

However, har alone is mostly used in fixed expressions like har jisuz 
'every year', etc. The combination har sa (literally 'every one') is the more 
common way to say 'every' (cf. 481). Likewise, 'everybody' is more often har 
sad, rather than harma (cf. 482). 
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(481) Har sa diSehli.di pud=pud öemodan jal-zawa. 
every one woman(ERG) three=three suitcase carry-IMPF 

'Every woman is carrying three suitcases each.' 

(482) Har sad ada-z wiöi-n taxaj dide £iz akwa-da-j. (DD77:1,11) 
every one he-DAT self-GEN step mother l ike see-FUT-PST 

'Everyone seemed to him like his stepmother.' 
Like uiiri, har can be used floating in its substantivized form harma / har 

sad. Floating is the only possibility with personal pronouns (cf. 483). 

(483) a. Isätda abur har sad sa kul.a-n dib.d-a Sirin 
now they every one one bush-GEN bottom-INESS sweet 

axwar.a-l ala. (M83:28) 
sleep-SRESS be.on 

'Now each of them is in a sweet sleep at the bottom of a bush.' 

b. Kwe-qh har sad.a-qh wiöi-n rik' ala-j igit awa. 
you.all-POESS every one-POESS [self-GEN hea r t be.on-PTP] hero be.in 

'Each of you has their favorite hero.' (K87,2:17) 

c. Jif.i-z ada abur, sada-kaj=sada-z xabar awa-6-iz, 
night-DAT he:ERG they: Α BS [one-SBEL=one-DAT news be.in-NEG-lMC] 

har-ma wiöi-n kuma.d-a ksur-na. (A90:20) 
every-SBST.SG.ABS self-GEN kennel-lNESS put.to.sleep-AOR 

'Without each knowing about the other, he put them to bed at 
night, each one into its kennel.' 

d. Qe öa-waj har sada-waj haqiqi kr-ar 
today [we-ADEL every one-ADEL true thing-PL 

istemiS-zawa-j dewir ja. (Ko89,9,6:3) 
demand-IMPF-PTP] period COP 

'Today is a period that demands true actions from each of us.' 

With full NPs, floating is an option (cf. 484). 

(484) a. Peqh-er har sad saniqh gadar ±a-na. (M83:31) 
crow-PL every one somewhither throw ANTIC-AOR 

'Each of the crows rushed to one side.' 
b. Gada-jr.i öüxwer-ar har sada k'wal.i-z tuxwa-na. 

boy-PL(ERG) pear-PL every one(ERG) house-DAT carry-AOR 

The boys each carried pears into the house.' 
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c. Wiri hajwan-r.i har-da wiöi-n teher.d-a 
a l l animal-PL every-SBST.SG(ERG) self-GEN manner-INESS 

hurra laha-na. (AM87:14) 
hurra h say-AOR 

'All the animals said 'hurrah', each in their way.' 

Note that the form of the reflexive pronoun is determined by the floating 
harma / har sad, not by the NP itself. In (483c) and (484c) the reflexive pro-
noun is singular, rather than plural as the NP. And in (483b), the reflexive 
pronoun is third person, whereas the NP is second person. 

Har can also be used for emphasis in finite non-specific free relative 
clauses (cf. 19.2.) in front of the interrogative pro-word: 

(485) a. Har wuö tü-r-t'a-ni q^san-diz eliwar-zawa. (583:52) 

[every what : Α BS eat-AOP-CND]-also good-ADV digest-IMPF 

Whatever he eats, he digests well.' 
b. Har hi-da-n dip aqat-aj-t'a, ham δηα 

[every which-SBST.SG-CEN lot fall-AOP-CND] that:ABS we:ERG 

nubat.da-ldi aslan.di-z xiirek ja-z raqur-da. (X89:6) 
turn-SRDIR lion-DAT [meal be-IMC] send-FUT 

Whoseever lot is cast, him we will send in turn to the lion as food.' 

11.7.3. Other7 

Milkil '(the) other' always refers to the other of two (like Latin alter), 
whereas masa 'another' corresponds to Latin alius. The substantivized 
form of masa is masad, like sad from sa 'one'. Masa is perhaps derived 
from mad 'yet, still' (cf. 13.2.3.) and sa 'one'. 

(486) Ru&-ar.i-n qifle sa pat.a-qh, Zerifa-ni Abukar 
girl-PL-GEN crowd one part-POESS Zerifa-and Abukar 

mükil pat.a-qh qhfe-na. (Q81:8) 
other part-POESS go.away-AOR 

'The crowd of girls went in one direction, Zerifa and Abukar went in 
the other direction.' 

(487) a. Sa xür-äj masa xilr.il-z swas tuxu-n patal 
[one vi l lage other village-DAT bride bring-MSD] for 

ilöi-jar qwe-da. (577:32) 
matchmaker-PL come-FUT 

'Matchmakers come to bring a bride from one village to another 
village.' 

b. K'ewi rag ja, fe-na sa masa-d axtarmi§-in. (DD77,1:11) 
h a r d rock OOP [go-AOC] one other-SBST.SG seek-HORT 

'It' a hard rock, lef s go and look for another one.' 
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Chapter 12 
Adverbs and postpositions 

12.1. Adverbs 

Four main types of adverbs will be discussed here: spatial adverbs (12.1.1.), 
temporal adverbs (12.1.2.), causal adverbs (12.1.3.), and degree adverbs 
(12.1.4.). 

For deadjectival adverbs, see 8.1.2. 

12.1.1. Spatial adverbs 

Most spatial adverbs are based either on spatial nouns or on pronominal 
stems. Their characteristic suffix is generally identical to one of the local 
cases. Most of the adverbs based on spatial nouns are also used as 
postpositions (cf. 12.2.). 

For spatial adverbs based on pronominal stems, see 11.3. 
The most common local cases used for forming spatial adverbs are the 

Inessive, the Dative and the Postessive (both used for direction), the 
Superessive, and the Elative cases (used for source). The Directive cases are 
also sometimes used to mark direction. 

12.1.1.1. 'Inside'. Spatial noun qen (-i) 'the inside', Inessive adverb qene 
'inside', Dative qenez '(to) inside', Inelative qenäj 'from inside'. E.g. 

(488) Am aqha war-ar-aj qenez hait-na. (J89:21) 
he:ABS open gate-PL-INEL inside enter-AOR 

'He went inside through the open gate.' 

12.1.1.2. 'Outside'. Spatial noun qec (-i) 'the outside', Inessive and 
Superessive adverbs qece and qecel 'outside', Dative and Postessive qeciz 
and qeciqh '(to) outside', Superelative and Inelative qecelaj and qecäj 'from 
outside'. E.g. 

(489) a. I iin qecel alamuq'-da-ö-ni? (K90,3:2) 
this jinn outside stay.on-FUT-NEG-Q 

'Won't this jinn stay outside?' 
b. Werö haraj aqat-na qeciqh kat-na. (DD71,3:20) 

hen [scream come.out-AOC] outside run-AOR 

The hen gave a scream and ran outside.' 
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206 12. Adverbs and postpositions 

c. Arn qecelaj xta-j wiöi-n gül.ü-n öin.i-z kilig-na. 
she:ABS [from.outside retum-AOP] slelf-GEN husband-GEN face-DAT look-AOR 

'She looked at her husband's face, who had come back from 
outside.' (E56:13) 

12.1.1.3. 'Up'. Several forms seem to be based on a non-existing spatial noun 
*win (-i) 'upper part': Inessive and Superessive adverbs wine and winel 'up, 
above', Dative winiz, Postessive winiqh, Superdirective wineldi 'upward', 
Postelative and Superelative winiq^aj and winelaj 'from above'. Several 
other forms are based on the demonstrative wini, e.g. winina 'up there' (see 
11.3.). E.g. 

(490) a. Ada-τι öeSme wine dag.d-a awa. (577:33) 
it-GEN source up mountain-INESS be.in 

'Its source is up on the mountain.' 
b. Balug-ar wineldi gadar ze-zwa. (M83:31) 

fish-PL upward throw ANTIC-IMPF 

The fish are jumping up(ward).' 

12.1.1.4. 'Down'. Several forms seem to be based on a non-existing spatial 
noun *aga (-di) 'lower part': Inessive and Superessive adverbs a gad a and 
agadal 'down, below', Postessive agadiqh, Superdirective agadaldi 
'downward', Superelative agadilaj 'from below'. Several other forms are 
based on the demonstrative aga, e.g. agana 'down there' (see 11.3.). The 
morphologically isolated form aguz 'down, below7 is also common. E.g. 

(491) a. Agadiqh ζα.ζ akwa-da-j-wal... (H82:12) 
below we-DAT see-FUT-PTP-MAN 

'As we will see below...' 
b. Wiri peqh-er.i agadal luw ga-na. (M83:31) 

all crow-PL(ERG) downward wing give-AOR 

'All the crows flew downward.' 

12.1.1.5. 'In front'. Adverbs with this meaning are based on the Sub 
localization case of wil (-i) 'eye': Subessive wilik 'in front (lit. under the 
eye)', Subdirective wilikdi 'forward, to the fronf, Subelative wilikaj 'from 
the fronf. E.g. 

(492) Abur tribuna.di-n pataw wilikdi fe-na. (J89:27) 
they tribune-GEN to to.front go-AOR 

'They went to the front to the tribune.' 

12.1.1.6. 'In back, behind'. Adverbs with this meaning are based on two 
stems which do not occur independently: *q'ul (-u) 'back', and *giig {-ilni) 
'back'. From the first stem, there is the Postessive adverb q'uluqh 'in back', as 
well as the Postdirective q'uluqhdi 'backward', Postelative q'uluq^aj 'from 
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behind'. From the second stem, there is the Inessive giigiina 'in back', 
Inelative giigünaj 'from behind', and the Superessive giigiinal 'in back'. E.g. 

(493) a. Ru& elqwe-na q'uluqhdi kilig-na. (S88:35) 
girl [tum-AOC] backward look-AOR 

The girl turned around and looked back.' 
b. Birdan q'uluqhaj Ciikwer.a-z Sajran.a-n wan Sta-na. (S88:37) 

suddenly from.behind Cükwer-DAT Sajran-GEN sound be-AOR 

'Suddenly Cükwer heard Sajran from behind.' 

(494) Gila abur.u-n ferma hamiäalug giigüna amuq'-da-ö. (R66:29) 
row they-GEN farm forever behind stay-FUT-NEG 

'Now their farm will not stay behind forever.' 

12.1.1.7. 'Near'. Adverbs with this meaning are based on the Adessive of the 
noun pad (-ta) 'side' and of the non-existing *muq' (-u): pataw and 
muq'uw 'nearby', patawaj and muq'uwaj 'from nearby'. 

(495) Hafiz pataw gwa-j rag.u-n q'il.e-l aq'aA-na. (S88:64) 
Hafiz [nearby be.at-PTP] rock-GEN top-SRESS climb-AOR 

'Hafiz climbed on top of a rock that was nearby.' 

(496) a. Ada am muq'uw gwa-j bag.di-z tuxwa-na. (R66:8) 
he:ERG she:ABS [nearby be.at-PTP] garden-DAT bring-AOR 

'He brought her to a nearby garden.' 

b. Pahliwan-ar aq'wan muq'uwaj akwa-da-j 
[artist-PL so.much from.near see-FUT-PTP] 

mumkinwal ni-qh Aajit'ani έβ-da-ö. (J89:5) 
possibility who-POESS INDEF be-FUT-NEG 

'Not just anyone gets the possibility to see the tightrope walkers 
from so close.' 

12.1.2. Temporal adverbs 

From a morphological point of view, the most interesting temporal adverbs 
are calendrical deictic adverbs (12.1.2.1.), general deictic adverbs (12.1.2.2.), 
and time-of-day adverbs (12.1.2.3.). These may have a Superelative-like form 
(meaning 'since, from') and a Superdirective-like form (meaning 'until'), as 
well as a Continuative form in -(a)maz (this form does not always have the 
expected meaning 'still'). 
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12.1.2.1. Calendrical deictic adverbs: 

(497) Base form Continuative 

qe 
'today' 

pakä 
'tomorrow' 

naq' 
'yesterday' 

c'i 
'this year' 

Saz 
'last year' 

senfiz 
'last night' 

Superelative 
( from, since') 

qänlaj 
'from today1 

pakddlaj 
'from tomorrow' 

naq'älaj 
'since yesterday' 

c'idlaj 
'from this year' 

Säzamaz äazälaj 
'as late as last year' 'since last year' 

qimaz 
'today, now' 

pakämaz 
'tomorrow' 

näq'amaz 
'yesterday' 

Superdirective 
(until ') 

qidaldi 
'until today' 

pakädaldi 
'until tomorrow' 

naq'äldi 
'until yesterday' 

c'idaldi 
'until this year' 

Sazäldi 
'until last year' 

senfeldi 
'until last night' 

Occasionally the Superelative-like form behaves like a real case form of a 
noun, occuring with a postposition that requires this case, e.g. pakadlaj 
q'uluqh 'after tomorrow', qenlaj q'uluqh 'after today' (or, alternatively, 
qenindalaj q'uluqh, where qenindalaj is the Superelative of the 
substantivized form of qenin, 8.2.1.3.) 

12.1.2.2. General deictic adverbs: 

(498) Base form Continuative 

gila 
'now' 

fad 
'early' 

gez 
'late' 

wilik(daj) 
1x?fore' 

gtlamaz 
'as early as now' 

fädamaz 
'early' 

wilikamaz 
'beforehand' 

Superelative 
('from, since') 

giladlaj 
'from now' 

fädlaj 
'since long ago' 

Superdirective 
('until') 

gttaldi 
'until now' 

geidaldi 
'until late' 

12.1.2.3. Time-of-day adverbs. These have an Absolutive singular form, a 
Dative and or Postessive with the meaning of temporal location, a 
Superelative with the meaning 'from, since', and a Superdirective with the 
meaning 'until'. Possibly other cases exist as well (e.g. the Genitive näni-n). 

(499) Base form 

pakäma 
'morning7 

ekw 
'morning' 

nisin 
'noon' 

näni 
'evening' 

Dative/Postessive Superelative 
('in') ('from, since') 

pakämaz Ipakamaqh pakäm(a)laj 
'in the morning' 'since the morning7 

ekünaqh ekünlaj 
'in the morning7 'since the morning' 

nisiniz I nisiniqh nisinlaj 
'at noon' 'after noon' 

näniz / näniqh 
'in the evening' 

Superessive 
('until') 

nisinaldi 
'until noon' 

nänaldi 
'until the evening' 
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12.1.2.4. Calendrical cyclic adverbs. Words for cyclic events like 'day7, 'year', 
'spring', etc. have a full case paradigm. However, in the case of 'day', 'night7, 
and 'year', the Dative case is irregular, which suggests that it has been 
lexicalized as an adverb. 

Base form Dative ('in, on') 
jug (jiqa) juqüz (*jiqäz) 

'day 'on the day, during the day' 
jif(jife) jifiz (*jifiz) 

'night' 'in the night, at night' 
jis (jisa) jisiiz (*jisäz) 

'year' 'in the year' 
gatfär (-i) gatfäriz 

'spring' 'in the spring' 
gad (-tu) gatüz 

'summer' 'in the summer' 
zul (-u) ζιιΐύζ 

'fall' 'in the fall' 
q'üd (qhüt'ü) qhüt'üz 

'winter' 'in the winter' 

Although these Dative-like forms (as well as the Postessive-like forms in 
12.1.2.3.) are quite irregular from a morphological point of view, they are 
not only used as adverbs, but also in combination with modifiers like 
demonstratives, quantifiers, or Genitive NPs, e.g.: 

(501) a. i jifi-z 'this night' 
this night-DAT 

b. har näni-z 'every evening' 
every evening-DAT 

c. har pakama-qh 'every morning' 
every morning-POESS 

d. wad juq.u-z 'for five days' 
five day-DAT 

e. q'ud lahaj jiq.a-n ekiina-qh (S88:44) 
four ORD day-GEN morning-POESS 

'on the morning of the fourth day' 

12.1.2.5. Temporal adverbs in -di. A few temporal adverbs are formed by the 
suffix -di, which is added directly to the Absolutive case form of a temporal 
noun. The meaning is 'in the course of the whole...'. (Cf. also: reqh-di 'all 
the way', with a spatial sense.) 

(502) jug-di 'all d a / 
jif-di 'all night' 
gad-di 'all summer' 
q'üd-di 'all winter' 
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12.1.2.6. Other temporal adverbs. There are a number of further temporal 
adverbs that do not present any special interest from a morphological or 
semantic point of view, e.g. gah-gah 'sometimes', siftedaj 'at first', mus? 
'when?', i muq'wara 'soon', isätda 'now', etc. 

12.1.2.7. Adverbs of change and continuation: 'already', 'still', 'not yet', 'no 
longer'. 'Already7 is expressed by the particle fiele: 

(503) Jusuf Derbent.d-aj hele qhfe-na. 
Jusuf Derbent-INEL already leave-AOR 

'Jusuf has already left Derbent.' 
'Not yet' is expressed by hele plus affixal negation on the verb: 

(504) Jusuf hele Derbent.d-a awa-ö. 
Jusuf yet Derbent-INESS be.in-NEG 

'Jusuf is not in Derbent yet.' 

'Still' is expressed by the Continuative aspect (9.6.5.). 

(505) Jusuf.a k'walax-zama. 
Jusuf(ERG) work-IMPF.CONT 

'Jusuf is still working.' 
'No longer' is expressed by the Continuative aspect plus affixal negation 

on the verb: 

(506) Jusuf.a k'walax-zama-6. 

Jusuf(ERG) work-IMPF.CONT-NEG 

'Jusuf is no longer working.' 
The Continuative is often not the only element in the sentence that 

expresses the meaning 'still'. The particles hele (also 'already', cf. above), 
helelig, and gilani (gila 'now' plus -ni 'also, even') can be used to make the 
'still' meaning more explicit. Hele is illustrated in (507a), helelig in (507b), 
and gilani in (507c). 

(507) a. Am fadlaj pensijadi-z eqeö'-na k'an-zawa-j-di ja, 
[he:ABS long pension-DAT go.out-AOP] must-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

amma am hele k'walax.a-l xü-zma. (Du61,4:70) 
but he:ABS still work-SRESS keep-IMPF.CONT 

He ought to have retired long ago, but they're still keeping him at 
work.' 

b. Hajif a ewer gu-n-ar helelig öar-ar.a-l alama. 
sad PT that call give-MSD-PL still paper-PL-SRESS be.on.still 

Unfortunately, those appeals are still on paper.' (DD89,4:6) 
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c. Wuöiz bilbil.di gila-ni azad-diz mani-jar ja-zama? 
w h y nightingale(ERG) now-also free-ADV song-PL strike-IMPF.CONT 

'Why does the nightingale still sing freely?' (Q81:6) 

The meaning 'no longer' can also be made more explicit by the addition of 
the particle mad 'still' (cf. 13.2.3). 

(508) a. A jiq-ar-a Jusuf Derbentdi-z mad xkwe-zma-6-ir. 
t h a t day-PL-INESS Jusuf Derbent-DAT still return-IMPF.CONT-NEG-PST 

In those days Jusuf didn't go back to Derbent any more.' 

b. Ne-da-j mad zat'-ni ama-L (X89:41) 
[eat-FUT-PTP] still thing-even be.still-NEG 

There isn't anything to eat any longer.' 

When the verb is in a tense that cannot have a Continuative (e.g. Future, 
Aorist), the particle mad alone can express this meaning. In some of these 
examples the meaning 'again' seems to be present as well, especially in 
(509b), where the verb is marked as Repetitive. 

(509) a. Ada-waj mad wiö xü-z ±a-na-6. (AM87:15) 
he-ADEL [still self keep-INF] can-AOR-NEG 

'He couldn't control himself any more.' 

b. Ha qhiit'il-z meq'i ful mad aqat q^uwu-na-t (K90,12:2) 
t h a t winter-DAT cold chi l l still go.away REPET-AOR-NEG 

'In that winter the cold chill didn't go away anymore/again.' 

12.1.3. Causal adverbs 

There are a few causal adverbs which are characterized by the suffix -la and 
which are derived from adjectives denoting a transitory state (especially a 
bodily or psychological experience). 

(510) meq'ila 
kii'ela 
giUla 
öimila 
xweSila 

'from the cold' 
'out of fear' 
'from hunger' 
'from the heat' 
'out of joy' 

meq ι 
kiö'e 
giSin 
öimi 
xweSi 

'cold' 
'afraid' 
'hungry' 
'hot' 
'glad' 

12.1.4. Degree adverbs 

Degree adverbs mostly modify adjectives (cf. 14.5.2.). Formally, they are 
rather heterogeneous. The Lezgian equivalent of 'very' is lap or (rarely) 
aieb, or gzaf 'much'. 'Little' is t'imil or iizwi, 'somewhat' is sa q'adar. A 
few examples: 
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212 12. Adverbs and postpositions 

(511) a. Abur.u-kaj kürü maqala-jar gu-n aieb qhsan 
[they-SBHL short article-PL give-MSD] very good 

kar ze-da-j. (L89,6:71) 
thing be-FUT-PST 
I t would be a very good thing to publish short articles about them.' 

b. Abur sad=sad.a-z gzaf uxSar tir. 089,27) 
they one=one-DAT much similar COP:PST 

They were very similar to each other.' 

c. Ada-η din sa t'imil jaru £a-na. (R66:13) 
she-GEN face one litt le red become-AOR 

Tier face blushed a little (lit. became a little red).' 

The demonstrative degree adverb 'so' is aq'wan: 

(512) Gah=gah lak'ab aq'wan mähkem-diz sometimes nickname so.much firm-ADV 

alk'i-zwa-j ±i... (L87,2:74) 
stick-IMPF-PST PT 

'Sometimes a nickname stuck so firmly that...' 

Of course, degree adverbs may also modify adverbs, as in (512) and (513). 

(513) Nadja anriz gzaf taiub-dakaz wa hejranwil.e-ldi 
Nadja thither much amazed-ADV and wonder-SRDIR 

kilig-zawa-j. (S88:168) 
look-IMPF-PST 

'Nadja looked there greatly amazed and in wonder.' 

12.1.5. Other adverbs 
12.1.5.1. Solitary Aorist converbs. There are several manner adverbs which 
end in -na and thus look like Aorist converb forms, but whose root is never 
used as a verb in other forms. They all have a sound symbolic form. 
(514) furtna 'lightly': 

furtna fin 'whisk, slip' 
lanq^na 'violently': 

rak'ar lanqhna aq'alun 'slam the door shut' 
tarpna 'suddenly': 

tarpna Qaragun 'jump up' 
t'amp'na 'immediately': 

t'amp'na aqwazun 'stop immediately' 
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12.1.5.2. X-ba-X adverbs. Such adverbs are formed by reduplicating a noun 
and putting -ba- between the two copies of the noun. The meaning is dis-
tributive, 'X by X'. 

(515) harfba-harf 'letter by letter' harf 'letter' 
k'walba-k'wal 'house by house' k'wal 'house' 

12.2. Postpositions 

Lezgian adpositions are exlusively postpositions. Postpositions are easily 
distinguished from case suffixes: they are written separately, are longer, and 
generally have internal structure. In addition, postpositions generally com-
bine with inflected forms of nouns. 

For most postpositions it is synchronically transparent that they are 
derived from spatial adverbs (12.2.1.), spatial nouns (12.2.2.), or converbal 
verb forms (12.2.3.), and they still share many morphological and syntactic 
properties with the forms which they were derived from. In other words, 
postpositions in Lezgian exhibit a low degree of grammaticization, which is 
hardly surprising in view of the large number of highly grammaticized case 
markers. Among the synchronically non-derived postpositions (12.2.4.), 
only one or two are not loanwords. 

12.2.1. Postpositions that are identical to spatial adverbs 

Most spatial postpositions are identical in form to spatial adverbs (cf. 12.1.1.). 
They are either derived from the spatial adverbs, or they are perhaps 
derived in the same way from the same spatial nouns as the spatial adverbs. 

Generally both the Essive and the Elative forms are used as postpositions, 
the meaning difference being completely parallel to that in the local cases 
(cf. 7.2.2.5.-18.). 

As one would expect for postpositions based on nouns, they generally 
.govern the Genitive case of their argument. However, some postpositions 
take Absolutive, Dative, Superelative or Inessive arguments. 

12.2.1.1. qene 'inside; within' (cf. 12.1.1.1.) takes a Genitive argument. The 
meaning is most often temporal, 'within'. 

(516) a. Wuöiz i pud jis.a-n qene xp-er.i-n sar 
why this three year-GEN within sheep-PL-GEN wool 

artux £a-na-ö? (R66:20) 
more become-AOR-NEG 

'Why didn't the sheep's wool increase within the last three years?' 
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214 12. Adverbs and postpositions 

b. Daban-r.a-l ala-j q'ac'-ar 7-10 jiq.a-n qene 
[heel-PL-SRESS be.on-PTP] incision-PL 7-10 day-GEN within 

sag qhize-da. (DD89,4:23) 
healthy become.again-FUT 

The incisions on the heels will heal within 7-10 days.' 

The Dative form is qenez '(to the) inside': 

(517) Sa äumud kas älektrostancija.di-n qenez hax-na. (J89:29) 
one several person power.station-GEN inside enter-AOR 

'Several people went inside the electric power station/ 

The Elative form is qenäj 'from inside': 

(518) Rik'.i-n qenäj Nadir.a Sadwal iji-zwa-j. (K89,12:12) 
heart-GEN from.inside Nadir(ERG) happiness do-IMPF-PST 

'Nadir was happy (from) inside his heart.' 
12.2.1.2. qece 'outside' (cf. 12.1.1.2.) takes a Superelative argument. 

(519) Alfija.di-z, äkola.d-a £iz, Skola.di-laj qece-ni hiirmet-zawa. 
Alfija-DAT school-INESS like school-SREL outside respect-IMPF 

'Alfija is respected in school as well as outside of school.' (K86,3:l) 

12.2.1.3. winel 'above'; wittiz 'up' (cf. 12.1.1.3.). The Superessive form winel 
'above, over' takes a Genitive argument. 

(520) a. C'ulaw cif-er.i xür.il-n winel miö'i qhen wehe-nwa-j. 
black cloud-PL (ERG) village-GEN above dark shadow throw-PRF-PST 

'Black clouds had cast a dark shadow over the village.' (DD77,6:12) 

b. Ci asker-r.i Berlin.di-n winel jaru pajdax 
we:GEN soldier-PL (ERG) [Berlin-GEN above red flag 

ak'ur-un patal exirimii hutum awu-na. (DD77,2:18) 
hoist-MSD] for last attack do-AOR 

'Our soldiers made the last attack to hoist the red flag above Berlin.' 

c. Dere-jr-a wahSi hajwan-r.i sa wuö jat'ani 
valley-PL-INESS wild animal-PL (ERG) one what:ABS INDEF 

taraS-zawa, abur.u-n winel quzgun-ar elqwe-zwa, 
catch-IMPF they-GEN above vulture-PL circle-IMPF 

öpi-n nubat giizet-zawa. (M83:74) 
selves-GEN turn wait-IMPF 

'In the valleys the wild animals catch something; above them the 
vultures circle and wait for their turn.' 
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The Superelative form winelaj means 'from above'. 

(521) I aslan δηα öi winelaj alud-in. (X89:6) 
this lion we:ERG we:GEN from.above take.away-HORT 

'Lef s take this lion from above us.' (i.e. 'Let's overthrow him.') 

The Dative form winiz means 'up (along)' and takes an Inelative argument. 
The Superessive form winel can also be used in this function, cf. (522b). 

(522) a. Zun taxta.di-n gurar-aj winiz xkaz ±a-na. (§83:99) 
I : A B S plank-GEN stairs-INEL φ raise ANTIC-AOR 

Ί walked up the plank stairs.' 

b. Sa dagwi zigir.d-aj winel jajlax.di-z fi-zwa-j. (M83:33) 
one mountaineer path-INEL φ pasture-DAT go-IMPF-PST 

Ά mountaineer was going to a pasture up a path.' 
Winiz also means 'over, more than': 

(523) 1959=jis.a-n perepis.di qalur-zawa-j-wal, lezgi xalq'.di-n 
[1959=year-GEN census(ERG) show-IMPF-PTP-MAN] Lezgian people-GEN 

q'adar 223 agzur-da-laj winiz ja. (Du68,2:98) 
amount 223 thousand-SBST.SG -SREL over COP 

'As the 1959 census shows, the number of the Lezgian people is over 
223 000.' 

12.2.1.4. aguz 'down' (cf. 12.1.1.4.). Like winiz 'up', this postposition takes an 
Inelative argument. 

(524) a. Gurar-aj aguz buba-ni xwa jawaS-diz ewiö'-zawa. (583:71) 
stairs-INEL down father-and son slow-ADV go.down-IMPF 

The father and the son are slowly walking down the stairs.' 

b. Abur q'wed-ni qün=qün-e awa-z küöe.d-aj 
they two-also [shoulder=shoulder-INESS be.in-IMC] street-INEL 

aguz qhfe-na. (N88:89) 
down return-AOR 

They both went back down the street, shoulder to shoulder.' 

12.2.1.5. wilik 'in front of; before' (12.1.1.5.) takes a Genitive argument in its 
spatial sense 'in front of' (cf. 525), and a Superelative argument in its tempo-
ral sense 'before' (cf. 526). 

(525) a. Inal abur.u-n wilik öetin tartar aqat-nawa. (M83:31) 
here they-GEN in.front difficult waterfall appear-PRF 

'Here in front of them a difficult waterfall has appeared.' 
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216 12. Adverbs and postpositions 

b. Sarwil.i-n wilik hiiri ittin gilzel sa peri aqwaz-nawa-j. 
Sarwili-GEN in.front houri like beautiful one fairy stand-PRF-PST 

'In front of Sarwili stood a fairy as beautiful as a houri/ (X89:31) 

(526) a. däwe.di-laj wilik 
war-SREL before 

'before the war' 

b. Leq'.re hele güröeqhan.di-laj wilik gürö iji-z 
[eagle(ERG) already hunter-SREL before hunt do-INF] 

baUami$-da-j. (M83:74) 
begin-FUT-PST 

The eagle began hunting before the hunter.' 

The Elative form is wilikaj; it has the meaning of a path in (527). 

(527) Sarwili xendeda diSehli Cpezaj.a-n k'wal.i-n 
Sarwili widow woman Cpezaj-GEN house-GEN 

wilikaj fi-zwa-j. (AM87:29) 
in.front go-IMPF-PST 

'Sarwili was walking by in front of the house of the widow Cpezaj.' 

12.2.1.6. q'uluqh 'behind; after' (12.1.1.6.). Like wilik, q'uluqh takes a Genitive 
argument in its spatial sense 'behind' (cf. 528), and a Superelative argument 
in its temporal sense 'after' (cf. 529). 

(528) a. Rag dag-lar.i-n q'uluqh akat-zawa-j. (R66:25) 
sun mountain-PL-GEN behind set-IMPF-PST 

The sun was setting behind the mountains.' 

b. Baku-d q'uluqh s a far gala, 
Baku-GEN behind one tree be.behind 

Ada-η q'uluqh hül gala, jar. (Mejlanova 1983b:209) 
it-GEN behind sea be.behind beloved 

'Behind Baku there is a tree, 
And behind it there is the sea, beloved one.' 

(529) a. däwe.di-laj q'uluqh 

war-SREL after 

'after the war' 
b. Sa t'imil k'walax.di-laj q'uluqh a m galat-na. (Q89,10,19:3) 

one little work-SREL after she:ABS tire-AOR 

'After a little work she became tired.' 
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12.2.1.7. gügiina 'behind'; giigiiniz 'after' (12.1.1.6.). These postpositions are 
synonymous with q'uluq"·. Again, the spatial postposition (cf. 530) takes a 
Genitive argument, and the temporal postposition (cf. 531) takes a 
Superelative argument. In addition, there is a formal difference between the 
two postpositions. 

(530) a. Zehil zootexnik.di-n gügiina xür.ü-n wiri zehil-ar hat-na. 
young zootechnician-GEN behind village-GEN all youth-PL come-AOR 

'All the young people of the village followed the young live-stock 
specialist.' (R66:29) 

b. Ciikwer.a-z öpi-n giigüna awa-z sa iehil qwe-z 
Ciikwer-DAT [[selves-GEN behind be-IMC] one young come-INF] 

aku-na. (S88:5) 
see-AOR 

'Cükwer saw a young man coming after them.' 

(531) a. Zalzal.di-laj gügüniz uiad, agzur-ni wad wiS 
quake-SREL after five thousand-and five hundred 

ajal masa respublika-jr.i-z req'-e tu-na. (DD71,2:10) 
child other republic-PL-DAT way-INESS put-AOR 

'After the earthquake, 5500 children were sent to other republics/ 

b. Ali k'wal-e dax.di-laj gügüniz itim-r.i-kaj ö'exi-di tir. 
Ali house-INESS dad-SREL after man-PL-SBEL big-SBST.SG COP:PST 

'Ali was the oldest male at home after dad.' (J89:5) 

The Dative form gügüniz is not only used in a temporal sense as in (531). It 
can also be used spatially when a directional sense is intended. 

(532) a. Gada-jar ada-laj wil-er alud t-iji-z ada-n 
boy-PL [he-SREL eye-PL take.off(PER) NEG-do-IMC] he-GEN 

gügüniz kilig-zawa-j. (J89:5) 
after look-IMPF-PST 

'Without taking their eyes off him, the boys were looking after 
him.' 

b. Za qhfi-zwa-j ruS-ar.i-n gügüniz zwer-na. (S88:157) 
I:ERG [retum-IMPF-PTP ] girl-PL-GEN behind run-AOR 

Ί ran behind the girls who were going back.' 

The Inelative form gügünaj means 'from behind' in (533). 

(533) Sarwili.di-k wiöi-n gügünaj Cpezaj.a-n qargiS-r.i-n wan 
Sarwili-SBESS self-GEN from.behind Cpezaj-GEN cuise-PL-GEN sound 

ata-na. (AM87:30) 
come-AOR 

'Sarwili heard from behind him Cpezaj's curses.' 
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The Superessive form gügünal is also occasionally used in the sense 
'behind' (e.g. sentence (11) of text 25.4.) 

12.2.1.8. pataw 'near, to' (cf. 12.1.1.7.) takes a Genitive argument. It is mainly 
used when the argument is human. E.g. 

(534) a. Am za wi pataw raqur-na. (DD77,1:12) 
she:ABS I:ERG you:GEN to send-AOR 

Ί sent her to you.' 

b. Sik' Mu?min buba.di-n pataw ata-na. (Q89,10,19:3) 
fox Mu'min father-GEN to come-AOR 

The fox came to father Mu'min/ 
The low degree of grammaticization is confirmed by the fact that pataw can 
even be used in the plural (pat-ar.i-w) when the argument is plural: 

(535) Duxtur-r.i-n patariw fe-na. (583:54) 
doctor-PL-GEN to go-AOR 

'She went to doctors.' (lit. 'She went to the sides of doctors.') 

The Elative form patawaj 'away from' is used rarely: 

(536) Ali.di-n i gaf-ar.i-n wan wiii-n jap-ar.i-qh galuq'-daldi [Ali-GEN this word-PL-GEN sound self-GEN ear-PL-POESS reach-POSTR] 

wilik Nisred xalu ada-n patawaj qeqeö'-nawa-j. (J89:27) 
before Nisred uncle he-GEN from go.away-PRF-PST 

'Before he had heard these words of Ali's, Nisred-xalu had gone 
away from him.' 

The Directive form patawdi 'to' is archaic. The following example is from 
Jetim Emin's poetry (19th c.). 

(537) Zun ata-nwa wi patawdi, qwaz, gilzel. 
I:ABS come-PRF you:GEN to stand(IMPV) beautiful 

Ί have come to you, wait, beautiful one.' (Mejlanova 1960:60) 

12.2.1.9. muq'uw 'near, by' (cf. 12.1.1.7.). This postposition, which takes a 
Genitive argument, is more or less synonymous with pataw. 

(538) Cun i gweö'i öaröar.di-n muq'uw sa pud 
we:ABS this l i t t le waterfall-GEN by one three 

sät q'wan acuq'-na. (M83:31) 
hour as.much.as sit-AOR 

'We sat by this little waterfall for about three hours.' 
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12.2.1.10. itiiqh 'since' takes a Superelative argument. The spatial sense 'on 
this side of' is much rarer than the temporal sense 'since'. 

(539) Α ö'aw.a-laj iniqh 20 jis alat-nawa. (Ko89,l0,18:4) 
that time-SREL since 20 year pass-PRF 

'Since that time, 20 years have gone by.' 

12.2.1.11. atiiqh 'beyond, on the other side of' also takes a Superelative ar-
gument. 

(540) a. Azdahan-ar irid dag.di-laj aniqΛ gala-j hajwan-ar 
dragon-PL [seven mountain-SREL beyond be.behind-PTP] animal-PL 

ja-ni? (K84,l:ll) 
COP-Q 

'Are dragons animals that are on the other side of seven 
mountains?' 

b. A dag.di-n kuk'ukdi-laj aniqh xalu.di 
that mountain-GEN peak-SREL beyond [uncle(ERG) 

k'walax-zawa-j ferma gala-j. (J89:20) 
work-IMPF-PTP] farm be.behind-PST 

On the other side of that mountain's peak was the farm where the 
uncle worked.' 

12.2.2. Postpositions based on spatial nouns 

These postpositions are quite similar to the postpositions described in sec-
tion 12.2.1., both in their morphology and in their syntactic properties. The 
only difference is that the postpositions in 12.2.1. are also commonly used as 
spatial adverbs (cf. 12.1.). But the boundary between the two is not clear-cut. 
It cannot be excluded that some of the postpositions in this section also have 
uses as spatial adverbs. 

12.2.2.1. k'attik 'under, below' takes a Genitive argument. It is based on the 
Subessive case of k'an (-i) 'bottom'. 

(541) a. Vezuvija vulkan.di-n k'anik kuöud-nawa-j 
[Vesuvio volcano-GEN under bury-PRF-PTP] 

qadim äeher-ar (Ko89,10,13:3) 
ancient city-PL 

'the ancient cities buried under the Vesuvio volcano' 

b. Nek £tin lacu wac.ra-n ek.ilni-n k'anik 
milk like white moon-GEN light-GEN below 

Allahquli.di Dilber a§qi.da-ldi qulaxlamih-na. (R66:8) 
Allahquli(ERG) Dilber passion-SRDIR embrace-AOR 

'Under the milk-white moonlight Allahquli passionately embraced 
Dilber.' 
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c. Xalq'.di laha-j-wal iö tar.a-n k'anik awat-da. 
[people(ERG) say-PTP-MAN] apple-GEN tree-GEN under fall-FUT 

'As the people say, the apple falls under the tree.' (R66:17) 

The Elative form k'anikaj expresses both source (cf. 542) and path (cf. 543). 

(542) a. Senp'i gurc'uld.i-n k'anikaj xkat-na. (A90:21) 
kitten puppy-GEN from.under run.away-AOR 

The kitten ran away from under the puppy.' 

b. Zun zont.di-n k'anikaj Nadja.di-n öin.i-z kilig-na. (S88:163) 
I:ABS umbrella-GEN from.under Nadja-GEN face-DAT look-AOR 

Ί looked at Nadja's face from under the umbrella.' 

(543) a. c.i-n k'anikaj fi-da-j gimi (K87,2:15) 
[water-GEN below go-FUT-PTP] boat 

'submarine boaf (lit. 'boat that goes under the water') 

b. Sa zins.ini-n ölen-ar zugur-a wa abur 
one kind-GEN constituent-PL find-IMPV and [they 

galk'ur-zawa-j sojuz-r.i-n k'anikaj c'ar 6'ugu. (G57:46) 
connect-IMPF-PTP ] conjunction-PL-GEN below line draw(IMPV) 

'Find the coordinate constituents and draw a line below the 
conjunctions that connect them.' 

12.2.2.2. q'iliw, qwalaw 'near, to'. These are less common equivalents of 
pataw (based on the nouns q'il 'head' and qwal 'side'). They take a Genitive 
argument and are mainly combined with human arguments. 

(544) a. Zun mad wi q'iliw ata-nwa. (DD85,2:20) 
I:ABS again you:GEN to come-PRF 

Ί have come to you again.' 

b. Za zi q'iliw bol'nica.di-z ata-nwa-j zi pap.a-z 
I:ERG [I:GEN to hospital-DAT come-PRF-PTP] I:GEN wife-DAT 

jab-ni ga-na-ö-ir. (S88:157) 
ear-even give-AOR-NEG-PST 

Ί did not even listen to my wife who had come to me in the 
hospital.' 

(545) a. Za-z öi-zwa, Sarwili, wun zi qwalaw ata-nwa. (X89:34) 
I-DAT know-IMPF Sarwili you:ABS I:GEN to come-PRF 

Ί know, Sarwili, you have come to me.' 

b. Axpa buba-ni Xatimat sad-sada-n qwalaw acuq'-na. 
then father-and Xatimat one=one-GEN beside sit-AOR 

'Afterwards father and Xatimat sat down beside each other.' 
(DD77,1:11) 
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12.2.2.3. arada 'between, among' takes a Genitive argument. It is based on the 
spatial noun ara 'space in between'. 

(546) a. Carx-ar.i-n arada xür kutu-nwa. (Mejlanova 1983b:208) 
rock-PL-GEN between village found-PRF 

Ά village has been founded between the rocks.' 

b. Güldeste.di kartuf-ar wiöi-n-ni wax.a-n ajal-r.i-n 
Güldeste(ERG) potato-PL [self-GEN-and sister-GEN child-PL-GEN 

arada sa tafawatluwal t-awu-na paj-da-j. (§83:5) 
between one difference NEG-do-AOC] divide-FUT-PST 

'Güldeste distributed the potatoes without making a distinction 
between her own and her sister's children.' 

(547) Dagustanwi-jr.i-n arada lak'ab-ar jag-un, äaksuz, 
Daghestanian-PL-GEN between [nickname-PL hit-MSD] doubtless 

fadlaj deb £a-nwa-j kar ja. (L87,2:74) 
[long.since custom become-PRF-PTP] thing COP 

'Giving nicknames is undoubtedly a thing that has long since become 
usual among Daghestanians.' 

The Elative form aradaj expresses source (cf. 548) and path (cf. 549). 

(548) a. Cif-er.i-n aradaj raq.ini-n nur-ni kwat-na. (Du61,5:22) 
cloud-PL-GEN between sun-GEN ray-also appear-AOR 

The sun's rays, too, appeared (from) between the clouds.' 

b. I xalq'.di-n aradaj Nizami, Fizuli, Wakif 
this people-GEN from.among Nizami Fizuli Wakif 

±tin ö'exi Sair-ar aqat-na. (A55:12) 
like great poet-PL emerge-AOR 

'Great poets like Nizami, Fizuli, Wakif emerged from among this 
people.' 

(549) Bag.di-n tar-ar.i-n taza peS-er.i-n aradaj gweö'i 
garden-GEN tree-PL-GEN fresh leaf-PL-GEN between little 

jemiS-ar akwa-zwa. (M83:19) 
fruit-PL see-IMPF 

One can see little fruits through the fresh leaves of the trees of the 
garden.' 

The Dative case aradiz, expressing direction, also exists: 

(550) Lezgi xalq'.di-n aradiz arab ö'al ök'a-na. (K89,7:15) 
Lezgian people-GEN among Arab language spread-AOR 

'The Arabic language spread among the Lezgian people.' 
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12.2.2.4. patal 'for'. This postposition, originally the Superessive case of pad 
'side', inexplicably takes an Absolutive argument. 

(551) a. Insan baxt patal ja§ami§ έβ-zwa-j-di ja, exir. 
human happiness for living be-IMPF-PIP-SBST.SG COP ΡΓ 

'After all, people live for happiness.' (L87,3:77) 

b. Suna xala.di näni-n xiirek patal kartuf-ar 
[Suna aunt(ERG) evening-GEN meal for potato-PL 

alagr-iz baSlamiS-na. (R66:16) 
peel-INF] begin-AOR 

'Suna-xala began to peel potatoes for dinner.' 

c. Xatimat k'wal patal qhsan diSehli tir. (DD77,1:10) 
Xatimat house for good woman COP:PST 

'Xatimat was a good woman for the house.' 

When combined with a Masdar, patal means 'in order to' (cf. also 21.6. on 
purpose clauses). 

(552) I öariar.di-laj eläö'-un patal balug-ar wineldi 
[this waterfall-SREL pass-MSD] for fish-PL up 

gadar ze-zwa. (M83:31) 
throw ANTIC-IMPF 

'The fish jump upward in order to get across these falls.' 

Less common variants of patal are the Superdirective form pataldi 'for' (cf. 
553), which also takes an Absolutive argument, and the Postelative form 
pataqhaj (cf. 554), which takes a Genitive argument. 

(553) Dagustan.di-n hukumat.di mualim-ar pataldi 
Daghestan-GEN government(ERG) teacher-PL for 

kurs-ar teSkil-na. (Du68,2:24) 
course-Η, organize-AOR 

'The Daghestanian government organized courses for teachers.' 

(554) Cetin i Sart'-ar-a öi ajal-r.i-n pataqhaj jeke 
difficult this condition-PL-INESS we:GEN child-PL-GEN for great 

qajgudarwal awu-na. (DD71,2:10). 
concern do-AOR 

'Under these difficult conditions great concern was displayed for our 
children.' 
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12.2.2.5. pataj 'from'. This is the Inelative form of pad 'side'. It takes a 
Genitive argument, and the argument is generally human. 

(555) a. ja dide.di-n, ja buba.di-n pataj k'aniwil.i-n sa gaf 
or mother-GEN or father-GEN from love-GEN one word 

wan te-ie-z (DD77,1:10) 
sound NEG-be-IMC 

'without hearing a word of love from either his father or his 
mother' 

b. Im kit pataj öi k'walax.di-z jeke kiimek ze-da. 
this:ABS you.all:GEN from we:GEN work-DAT big help be-FUT 

This will be a big help for our work from you.' (S88:14) 

c. wa-z wi ruS Marija.di-n pataj front.d-aj salam-ar! 
you-DAT you:GEN daughter Marija-GEN from front-INEL greeting-PL 

'Greetings to you from your daughter Marija from the front!' 
(M79:6) 

12.2.2.6. galaj pataqh 'toward'. This complex postposition takes an 
Absolutive argument. The first word, galaj, is the participial form of the 
verb gala 'be behind' (cf. 17.6.3.). And pataqh is the Postessive of pad 'side'. 
Thus, an expression of the type X galaj pataqh literally means something 
like 'to the side behind which (=where) X is', i.e. 'toward X'. 

(556) a. Nazlu asker galaj pataqh Uteri kilig-na. (R66:4) 
Nazlu soldier toward cursorily look-AOR 

'Nazlu glanced toward the soldier.' 

b. Q'if wiöi-n t'ekwen galaj pataqh kat-na. (X89:16) 
mouse self-GEN hole toward run-AOR 

'The mouse ran toward its hole.' 

The Elative form is galaj pataqhaj 'from (the direction of)'. 
(557) Xiir galaj pataqhaj gweö'i gada.di zwer-zawa-j. 089:4) 

village from little boy(ERG) run-IMPF-PST 

Ά little boy came running from the village.' 

12.2.Z7. ckadal 'instead of'. This is the Superessive case of öka 'place', and it 
takes a Genitive argument. 

(558) Muallim.di-n ökadal ada-z wiöi-n buba akwa-zwa-j. 
teacher-GEN instead he-DAT self-GEN father see-IMPF-PST 

'Instead of the teacher he saw his father.' (DD77,1:11) 
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12.2.2.8. qansardiz 'toward'. This is the Dative case of qanSar 'opposite side', 
and it takes a Genitive argument. Its meaning corresponds most closely to 
German entgegen. 

(559) Ada-η qanäardiz Alibeg wa sa jaUu itirn qwe-zwa-j. (Q81:105) 
self-GEN entgegen Alibeg and one elderly man come-IMPF-PST 

'Alibeg and an elderly man came to meet him.' 
(German: Alibeg und ein älterer Mann kamen ihm entgegen.) 

12.2.3. Postpositions derived from converbs 

Postpositions that come from converbs also show a low degree of grammati-
cization. They tend to show most of the formal and semantic properties of 
the verbs from which they were derived. In several cases both the non-
negated and the negated converb forms occur as postpositions. 

12.2.3.1. kiligna 'according to; because' is the Aorist converb of kiligun 'look', 
i.e. literally it means 'having looked, having considered, in view of'. Like 
the verb kiligun, kiligna takes a Dative argument. 

(560) a. C'iji xa-ji k'el-er öpi-n rang-ar.i-z kiligna q'ildi 
new [bear-AOP] lamb-PL selves-GEN color-PL-DAT according separately 

ktab.di-z k&i-zwa. (R66:19) 
book-DAT write-IMPF 

'The newly born lambs are written into a book separately 
according to their colors.' 

b. Muq'wal=muq'wal passazir-r.i-n t'alabun-r.i-z 
often passenger-PL-GEN demand-PL-DAT 

kiligna-ni koncert-ar gu-zwa. (DD71,6:13) 
according-also coneert-PL give-IMPF 

'Often they also give concerts according to the passengers' demands.' 

The meaning 'because' is particularly prominent when kiligna is combined 
with a Masdar (cf. also 21.5.1.). 

(561) Dide=buba kesib £u-n.i-z kiligna, Mehamed.a 
[mother=father poor be-MSD-DAT] because Mehamed(ERG) 

αηϊαχ sa jis.u-z k'el-na. (Sejxov 1983b:112) 
only one year-DAT learn-AOR 

'Because his parents were poor, Mehamed learned only for one year.' 
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The negated form kilig tawuna has the meaning 'despite' (literally 'not 
looking, disregarding, irregardless of'). 

(562) Zul.u-n jif.e-n meq'i hawa.di-z-ni kilig tawuna 
autumn-GEN night-GEN cold weather-DAT-even despite 

äadwil-er ge&daldi da wain jta-na. (R66:5) 
joy-PL until.late continuing be-AOR 

'Despite the cool weather of the autumn night, the merrymaking 
continued until late.' 

12.2.3.2. kwaciz 'except' is the negated con verb of the locative copula kwa "be 
under' (cf. 17.6.4.). It takes an Absolutive argument. 

(563) a. Bujrug, oficial'nyj stil' kwaäz, wiri stil-r-a, 
bujrug official style except al l style-PL-INESS 

prikaz oficial'nyj stil.d-a iSlamiä-zawa. (G82:17) 
prikaz official style-INESS use-IMPF 

'Bujrug is used in all styles except the official style, prikaz is used in 
the official style.' (bujrug, prikaz: 'order') 

b. Sa bäzi gweö'i millet-ar kwaäz, ama-j 
one several little nation-PL except [remain-PTP] 

wiri-bur.u-qh öpi-n literatura-ni awa. (AM87:2) 
all-SBST.PL-POESS selves-GEN literature-also be 

'Except for some small nations, all the others also have have their 
literature.' 

The non-negated converb form kwaz occurs as a particle ('even'), cf. 13.2.1. 

12.2.3.3. galaz 'with' is the converb of the locative copula gala 'be behind' (cf. 
17.6.3.). The argument is in the Postessive case. Thus, X-qh galaz literally 
means something like 'being behind/with X'. Galaz expresses accom-
paniment, not instrument. 

(564) a. I kolkhoz-r-a lezgi-jr.i-qh galaz azerbajian-r.i, 
this kolkhoz-PL-INESS Lezgian-PL-POESS with Azerbaijan-PL (ERG) 

ermeni-jr.i stxawil.e-ldi zehmet ö'ugwa-zwa. (Du68,2:113) 
Armenian-PL (ERG) fraternity-SRDIR work pull-IMPF 

'Azerbaijanis and Armenians work fraternally together with the 
Lezgians in these collective farms.' 

b. Ca-z kwe-qh galaz k'wal-er degiSar-iz k'an-zawa. 
we-DAT [you.all-POESS with house-PL change-INF] want-IMPF 

'We want to exchange apartments with you-all.' (Q81:26) 
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226 12. Adverbs and postpositions 

The argument can also be in the Absolutive case. X galaz literally means 
something like 'X being behind/with...'. 

(565) K'wal.i-n pol.di-n k'anik wiöi-n äarag-ar galaz 
house-GEN floor-GEN below self-GEN young-PL with 

dide q'if jaäamiS ze-zwa-j. (A90:16) 
mother mouse living be-IMPF-PST 

'Below the floor of the house lived mother mouse with her young 
mice (lit. her young mice being with (her)).' 

The negated form galaöiz (plus Absolutive argument) expresses the notion 
'without'. 

(566) a. Cna ferma.d-a wun galaöiz wuö-na-t'a kilig-a! 

[we:ERG farm-INESS you:ABS without what.do-AOR-CND] look-IMPV 

'Look what we did on the farm without you.' (R66:14) 
b. C'ud-r.a-ldi insan-ar öünüx-na wa ja gel galaöiz 

ten-PL-SRDIR human-PL steal-AOR and or trace without 

kwaSt-na. (Ko89,9,17:3) 
disappear-AOR 

'Dozens of people were kidnapped or disappeared without a trace.' 

12.2.3.4. gwaz 'with' is the convert» of the locative copula gwa 'be at' (cf. 
17.6.2.). It takes an Absolutive argument. 

(567) a. Gada gürö-äj sa qizil.di-n k'ek gwaz xta-na. (AM87:23) 
boy hunt-INEL one gold-GEN rooster with return 

The boy returned from hunting with a golden rooster.' 

b. VIII asir.d-a lezgi öil-er.a-l arab-ar tur-ni zur 
8 century-INESS Lezgian land-PL-SRESS Arab-PL sword-and violence 

gwaz ata-na. (K89,7:15) 
with come-AOR 

In the 8th century, the Arabs came to the Lezgian lands with sword 
and violence.' 

c. Zul.u wiöi-n cif-er, öig-er, meq'-er gwaz 
autumn(ERG) self-GEN cloud-PL drizzle-PL cold-PL with 

daglux xiir-er-a agawal-zawa-j. (N88:72) 
mountainous village-PL-INESS reign-IMPF-PST 

'Fall was reigning in the mountain villages with its clouds, drizzles, 
and cold weather.' 
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The negated form gwaöiz expresses the notion 'without'. 

(568) a. Ajna-jar gwaöiz za-waj k'el-iz £a-na-ö. (M79:6) 
glass-PL without I-ADEL read-INF can-AOR-NEG 

'Without glasses I could not read.' 

b. Balk'an gwaöiz ada-waj qhfi-z ze-da-ö exir. 089:25) horse without he-ADEL [retum-INF] can-FUT-NEG FT 

'Without a horse he cannot go back, after all.' 

12.2.4. Synchronically non-derived postpositions 
12.2.4.1. gejri/basqa 'besides, except for'. These two synonymous postposi-
tions take a Superelative argument. 

(569) a. Ci reqh agur-di itu-n.i-laj gejri, 
we:GEN way [difficult-SBST.SG be-MSD-SREL] besides 

xatalu-di-ni ja. (M83:73) 
dangerous-SBST.SG -also COP 

Uesides being difficult, our way is dangerous, too.' 

b. Ana gila sa diSehli-jr.i-laj gejri kas-ni ama-ö-ir. (S88:40) 
there now only woman-PL-SREL besides person-also be.still-NEG-PST 

'There was nobody left there anymore now except for (only) the 
women.' 

12.2.4.2. haqindaj/baradaj 'about, concerning'. These two synonymous 
postpositions take a Genitive argument. 

(570) a. Nazlu.di wiöi-n buba.di-n haqindaj fikir-na. (R66:15) 
Nazlu(ERG) self-GEN father-GEN about think-AOR 

'Nazlu thought about her father.' 
b. I kar.di-n haqindaj öna kü Skola.di-z-ni xabar 

this matter-GEN about we:ERG you.all:GEN school-DAT-also news 

gu-da. (J84:55) 
give-FUT 

'We will also inform your school about this matter.' 

12.2.4.3. aksi 'against' takes a Dative argument, its synonym aksina (or 
aksiniz) takes a Genitive argument. Aksi and aksina are also used as ad-
verbs. 

(571) a. Student-r.i paöah.di-z aksi äudurga-jr-a iStirak-zawa. 
student-PL (ERG) czar-DAT against riot-PL-INESS participate-IMPF 

The students are participating in the riots against the czar.' 
(L86,3:25) 
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b. Insan-ar haqhsuz insan-r.i-z aksi eqeö'-zawa. (S88:10) 
human-PL unjust human-PL-DAT against go.out-IMPF 

The people are going out against unjust people.' 

(572) a. Jarab Isa.di Ali.di-n aksina hiittin fend 
ΡΓ Isa(ERG) Ali-GEN against what.kind trick 

qurmi&-na-t'a? (J89:24) 
build-AOR -CND 

What kind of trick did Isa do against Ali?' 

b. Hukumat.di ekstremist-r.i-n aksina q'et'Ti 
government(ERG) extremist-PL-GEN against decisive 

sereniem-ar q'abul-da. (Ko89,9,17:3) 
step-PL take-FUT 

The government will take decisive steps against the extremists.' 

12.2.4.4. t'uz 'along' takes an argument in the Elative case of any localization. 

(573) a. kiiöe.d-aj t'uz fi-zwa-j diSehli (S88:6) 
[street-INEL along go-IMPF-PTP] woman 

'a woman who is walking along the streef 
b. Araba-jar qwan-er awa-j kakur req'-äj t'uz fe-na. (S88:5) 

cart-PL [stone-PL be.in-PTP] curved road-INEL along go-AOR 

The carts went along a stony curved road.' 

c. Caqal öil.e-laj t'uz jargi Sta-na. (AM87:13) 
jackal ground-SREL along long become-AOR 

The jackal stretched out on the ground.' 

12.2.4.5. q'wan 'up to, as far as' often takes a Superessive argument. 

(574) a. Reqh öara ze-da-j öka.da-l q'wan zun wa-z [way separate become-FUT-PTP] place-SRESS up.to I:ABS you-DAT 

juldaä ze-da. (R66:14) 
companion be-FUT 

Ί will be your companion up to the place where the road divides.' 

b. Mirg hele juq'w.a-l q'wan ülen.d-a ak'a-nwa. (X89:ll) 
deer already middle-SRESS up.to swamp-lNESS stick-PRF 

'The deer is already stuck in the swamp up to the middle (of its 
body).' 
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Q'wan can also have the temporal sense 'until'. 

(575) Ci buba.di däwe.di-n sifte jiq.a-laj baSlamiS-na 
we:GEN father(ERG) [war-GEN first day-SREL begin-AOC] 

exir.da-l q'wan zeng ö'ugu-na. (S88:164) 
end-SRESS until f ight pull-AOR 

'Our father fought from the first day of the war until the end.' 

The argument of q'wan can also be in other local cases, e.g. the Dative in 
(576) or the Adessive in (577). Note that the Adessive in (577) is the case re-
quired by the verb agaq'un 'reach' (cf. 15.3.3.1.). This indicates that perhaps 
q'wan should be regarded as a kind of emphatic particle rather than as a 
postposition that governs an argument. 

(576) Zun-ni qwe-da Biliz.di-z q'wan. (G54:186) 

I:ABS-also come-FUT Bilii-DAT up.to 

Ί, too, will come all the way to Bili2.' 
(577) Poezd §eher.di-w q'wan agaq'-na. (Mejlanova 1983b:311) 

train town-ADESS up.to reach-AOR 

'The train went as far as the town.' 

There is clearly a close connection between the meaning 'up to, as far as' of 
q'wan and its meaning 'as much as' (cf. 24.2.3.). 

12.2.4.6. qarsi 'opposite, vis-ä-vis, toward' takes a Dative argument. 

(578) Zi gada.di-n rik'-e wa-z qarSi mühübbat Stu-raj. 

I:GEN boy-GEN heart-INESS you-DAT opposite love be-OPT 

'May there be love in my son's heart toward you.' (R66:18) 
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Chapter 13 
Numerals and particles 

13.1. Numerals 

13.1.1. Cardinal numerals 

The cardinal numerals from 1 to 10 are shown in (579). The -d that is com-
mon to all of them is a petrified old gender marker. 

(579) 1 sad, sa 
2 q'wed, q'we 
3 pud 
4 q'ud 
5 wad 
6 rugud 
7 irid 
8 miiiiid 
9 k'üd 
10 c'ud 

The forms without -d of the numerals Ύ and '2' are used when the nu-
meral is used attributively in a noun phrase, e.g. sa tar 'one tree', q'we xür 
'two villages'. The forms with -d are used when the numeral stands alone, 
i.e. in counting or when it is substantivized. An example of anaphoric sub-
stantivization of sad is given in (580): 

(580) Za-z q'we nük' aku-na. Sad tar.ce-l acuq'-nawa-j, 
I-DAT two bird see-AOR one tree-SRESS sit-PRF-PST 

sada luw gu-zwa-j. 
one(ERG) wing-IMPF-PST give-IMPF-PST 

1 saw two birds. One was sitting on a tree, one was flying.' 

The numeral sa 'one' is often used like an indefinite article, but it is by no 
means obligatory in this function, e.g. 

(581) Ziraf.di qib sa q'aq'an tar.ci-n xil.e-l ecig-na. 
giraffe(ERG) frog ore high tree-GEN twig-SRESS put-AOR 

The giraffe put the frog on a twig of a tall tree.' (K86,3:2) 

The cardinal numerals from 11 to 19 consist of ΊΟ' + Ί , 2, 3, etc.', with cer-
tain changes in the form of '10'. These numerals are all stressed on the first 
syllable. 
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(582) 11 c'üsad 
12 c'iq'wed 
13 c'ipud 
14 c'üq'ud 
15 c'üwad 
16 c'ürugud 
17 c'irid 
18 c'imüZüd 
19 c'ik'üd 

The cardinals from 20 to 100 (except for 40) are based on a vigesimal sys-
tem, i.e. qad '20' is a base, preceded by the multiplier. The word for 40 is not 
synchronically transparent (but cf. Saumjan 1938). 

(583) 20 qad 
40 jaxc'ur 
60 pudqad (=3 χ 20) 
80 q'udqad (=4x20) 

The numbers between these are formed by coordinating them with the 
numbers from 1 to 19: 

(584) 41 jaxc'ur-ni sa(d) (=40 + 1) 
42 jaxc'ur-ni q'we(d) (=40 + 2) 
43 jaxc'ur-ni pud (=40 + 3) 

50 jaxc'ur-ni c'ud (=40 +10) 
51 jaxc'ur-ni c'usad (=40 + 11) 

59 jaxc'ur-ni c'ek'ild (=40 + 19) 

When the morpheme qad '20' is followed by -ni in this construction, its 
final -d is assimilated to the following n: 

(585) 24 qan-ni q'ud (=20 + 4) 
65 pudqan-ni wad (=3 χ 20 + 5) 
86 q'udijan-ni rugud (=4x20 + 6) 

There are traditional numerals for 100 and 1000, but above that there are 
only loans from Russian. 

(586) 100 wiä 
200 q'we wis (=2 χ 100), etc. 
1000 agzur 
2 000 q'we agzur (=2 χ 1000), etc. 
1 000 000 million 
1 000 000 000 milliard 
etc. 
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In complex numerals, addition is always signaled by -ni 'and': 

(587) 3895 pud agzur-ni miiiiid wiS-ni q'udqan-ni c'uwad 
3 1000-and 8 100-and 80-and 15 

(= 3 x 1000 + 8 χ 100 + 4 χ 20 + 15) 

When the cardinal numbers are used attributively, the counted noun is 
always singular, e.g. c'ud nük' 'ten birds' (*c'ud nilk'er). 

However, according to GadZiev (1954:155), the counted noun may be in 
the plural when one cardinal numeral modifies several nouns that denote 
different things, e.g. 

(588) wiS-ni jaxc'ur-ni c'ud k'el-er wa bac'i-jar. 
100-and 40-and 10 lamb-PL and kid-PL 

'a hundred and fifty lambs and kids' 

13.1.2. Substantivized cardinal numerals 

All cardinal numbers can be used either attributively or independently, 
just like other modifying expressions. When used independently, the last 
component of the numeral is inflected for case and even number, much 
like substantivized adjectives and demonstratives. Numerals ending in -d 
follow the case inflection pattern of substantivized adjectives (cf. 8.1.1.), ex-
cept that in the singular they do not add a suffix -da, but only a suffix -a. 
Synchronically this is a kind of morphological haplology, but diachronically, 
the final -d of these numerals is apparently the substantivizing -d, which 
was extended (in all numerals except 1 and 2) also to the attributive forms. 

(589) Abs. Sg. wad 'five' PI. wäd-bur 
Erg. wad-a wäd-bur-u 
Gen. wäd-a-n wäd-bur-u-n 
Dat. wäd-a-z wäd-bur-u-z 
Adess. wäd-a-w uiäd-bur-u-w 
etc. 

The numeral wiS '100' has the forms Erg. wiS-έ, Gen. wiS-έ-η, etc. 
The substantivized numerals are also used in referring to the numbers 

themselves, e.g. to school grades. They can have plural forms (ending in 
unstressed -ar): 

(590) a. Qe ζ a wa-z q'wed ecig-da. (K85,6:6) 

today I:ERG you-DAT two put-FUT 

Today I will give you a two (school grade).' 
b. Za-qh «q'ud-r.i-laj» gzaf «wad-ar» awa. (K85,7:4) 

I-POESS four-PL-SREL many five-PL be 

Ί have more fives than fours.' 
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13.1. Numerals 233 

The substantivized numerals are used when a numeral modifies a personal 
pronoun, which it must follow. 

(591) a. abur.u-n q'wed.a-n kefi-jar (D57:134) 

they-GEN two-GEN mood-PL 

'the moods of the two of them' 

b. Cna q'wed.a-ni xipeq^anwil.i-n sovxoz.d-a k'walax-zawa. 
we:ERG two(ERG)-also sheep.breeding-GEN sovkhoz-INESS work-IMPF 

'The two of us are working in a sheep-breeding sovkhoz.' (583:98) 

c. Ci q'wed.a-n q'ep'-er.a-l-ni liSan-ar awu-na. (S88:154) 
we:GEN two-CEN cradle-PL-SRESS sign-PL make-AOR 

They made signs on both our cradles. (=We got engaged as babies.)' 

The numerals with the Plural substantivizing suffix -bur are used, ac-
cording to Gajdarov (1987:62), to refer to quantifying nouns of the type men-
tioned in 14.2.2. Example (592a) contrasts with (592b). 

(592) a. Sumud sigaret ö'ugu-na? — Wad. 
how.many cigarette pull-AOR five 

'How many cigarettes did you smoke? — Five.' 

b. Sumud paika sigaret qaiu-na? — Wad-bur. how.many package cigarette buy-AOR five-SBST.PL 

'How many packages of cigarettes did you buy? — Five (i.e. 
packages).' 

13.1.3. Ordinal numerals 

Ordinal numerals are formed by means of the word lahaj following the in-
dependent form of the numeral, e.g. 

(593) sad lahaj 'first' 
q'wed lahaj 'second' 
k'ild lahaj 'ninth' 
wiS lahaj 'one hundredth' 
agzur-ni k'ild wi§-ni q'udqan-ni c'ipud lahaj '1993rd' 
etc. 

The ordinal marker lahaj is the Aorist participle of luhun 'say', so a 
phrase like q'ud lahaj nük' 'the fourth bird' literally means something like 
'the bird about which four was said'. 

Since they are based on a participial form, ordinal numerals can be sub-
stantivized in the same way as participles, e.g. Wad lahajdi hatna. 'The 
fifth one came in.' 
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234 13. Numerals and particles 

13.1.4. Fractions 

In fractions, the denominator is in 
cedes the numerator, e.g. 

(594) 3/5 wadaj pud 
4/10 c'udaj q'ud 
7/8 müiüdaj irid 

the Inelative case and immediately pre-

(lit. 'three out of five') 
(lit. 'four out of ten') 
(lit. 'seven out of eighf) etc. 

13.1.5. Inclusive numerals 

When a noun phrase containing a cardinal numeral is followed by -ni 'and, 
too', the meaning tx>th' or 'all' may result, e.g. 

(595) a. Q'we pat-a-ni güröeg k'wal-er awa. (K84,2:17) 

two side-INESS-also beautiful house-PL be.in 

'On both sides there are beautiful houses.' 
b. Q'we iehil-ni biblioteka.di-z hait-na. (R66:13) 

two youth-also library-DAT enter-AOR 

Uoth young men entered the library.' 

(596) Pud maSin-ni c'irg.in-a awa-z Seher.di-z 
three car-also [convoy-INESS be.in-IMC] town-DAT 

req'-e hat-na. (S88:156) 
way-INESS get-AOR 

'All three cars set out toward the town in a convoy.' 

This construction replaces wiri 'all'. Combinations of wiri + cardinal nu-
meral are not felicitous. Like wiri (11.7.1.), inclusive numerals can float: 

(597) Abur pud-ni qhüre-na. (S88:9) 
they three-also laugh-AOR 

'They laughed all three.' 

13.1.6. Multiplicative numerals 

Multiplicative numerals are formed by means of the unstressed suffix -ra 
attached to the independent form of the corresponding cardinal, e.g. 

(598) säd-ra 'once' 
q'w4d-ra 'twice' 
q'üd-ra 'four times' 
c'erid-ra 'seventeen times' 
jaxc'ur-ra 'forty times' 
pudCfin-ni sad-ra 'sixty-one times' 
wiS-ra 'a hundred times' 
sa Sumud-ra 'several times' 
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13.1.7. Distributive numerals 

Distributive numerals are formed by reduplication. The stress is on the first 
instance of the numeral. 

(599) sä-sa(d) 'one each' 
q'wi-q'we(d) 'two each' 
püd-pud 'three each' 
c'uwad-c'uwad 'fifteen each', etc. 

In complex numerals, only the last component is reduplicated (Gajdarov 
1987:63). 

(600) wiS-ni qan-ni wad-wad Ί25 each' 
q'ud wiS-ni c'urugud-c'urugud '416 each' 

If the last component is wiS Ί00', agzur Ί000', or million I milliard, the 
component that precedes it is reduplicated. 

(601) a&ur-ni q'ud-q'ud wi$ Ί400 each' 
qan-ni irid-irid million '27 000 000 each' 

Examples for the use of distributive numerals: 

(602) a. Ca-z q'we=q'we it &a-na. (G54:155) 
we-DAT two=two apple become-AOR 

"We received two apples each.' 
b. Fejzillah sa=sa xilrünwi.di-n wil-er.i-z kilig-na. (HQ89:8) 

Fejzil lah one=one villager-GEN eye-PL-DAT look-AOR 

'Fejzillah looked into the eyes of the villagers, one (villager) at a 
time.' 

c. Emirmet.a muhman-ar acuq'ar-na. Axpa sa=sada-waj 
Emirmet(ERG) guest-PL make.sit-AOR then one=one-ADEL 

zuzun-ar awu-na. (Q81:112) 
question-PL do-AOR 

'Emirmet made the guests sit down. Then he asked them questions, 
one (guest) at a time.' 

13.1.8. Approximate numeral expressions 

Approximate large numbers ('hundreds, thousands of...') are expressed by 
the plural form of the numeral in the Superdirective case, placed before the 
counted noun. In this construction the counted noun is in the plural form. 

(603) a. Lezgi-jr.i-n fol'klor c'ud-r.a-ldi zanr-ajr.i-kaj ibarat tir. 
Lezgian-PL-GEN folklore ten-PL-SRDIR genre-PL-SBEL consisting COP:PST 

'Lezgian folklore consisted of dozens (lit. tens) of genres.' (A55:ll) 
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236 13. Numerals and particles 

b. Zurnal.d-a c'ud-r.a-ldi lezgi Sair-r.i wa 
journal-INESS ten-PL-SRDIR Lezgian poet-PL(ERG) and 

pisatel-r.i iStirak-zawa. (Sejxov 1983b:112) 
writer-PL(ERG) participate-IMPF 

'Dozens of Lezgian poets and writers are participating in the 
journal.' 

Approximate small numbers are expressed by sa Ύ before the numeral 
(cf. 604) or two minimally different numerals are placed next to each other 
(cf. 605,604a). 

(604) a. Sa wad=rugud jis alat-na. (X89:70) 
one five=six year pass-AOR 

'About five or six years went by.' 

b. sa wad deq'iq'a.di-laj (M83:31) 
one five minute-SREL 

'about five minutes later' 

(605) Sirinbala.di-n q'wed=pud juldaS (S88:58) 
Sirinbala-GEN two=three friend 

'a couple of Sirinbala's friends' 

The counted noun is also in the Plural in special constructions that mean 
'up to' (involving the Aorist converb of agaq'un 'reach') and 'over, more 
than' (involving the postposition winiz, 12.2.1.3.). 

(606) Ina 30 kas.di-w agaq'-na insan-r.i k'walax-zawa. 
here 30 person-ADESS reach-AOC person-PL(ERG) work-IMPF 

'Up to thirty people work here.' (DD71,6:11) 

(607) Wad agzur-da-laj winiz insan-r.i iStirak awu-r 
[five thousand-SBST.SG-SREL over person-PL(ERG) partcipation do-PTP] 

marS q'il-e fe-na. (Ko89,9,17:3) 
march head-INESS go-AOR 

Ά march took place in which over five thousand people participated.' 
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13.2. Focus particles 

Native focus particles (-ni, kwaz, iajit'ani, q'wanni) generally follow the fo-
cused constituent, borrowed focus particles (hatta, anzax, illaki, tek) pre-
cede it. An exception is the native sa 'only7, and also mad 'still'. 

13.2.1. Additive focus particles 

The most important additive focus marker, the suffix -ni 'and, also, even', is 
treated in 18.1.2. To make the meaning 'even' more explicit, kwaz 
(originally converb of kwa 'be under/among7) is placed after the focused 
constituent in addition to the suffix -ni. 

(608) a. Ci Qabustan=ba.di-kaj sew-er-iz-ni kwaz kiö'e-da! 
we:GEN Qabustan=ba-SBEL bear-PL-DAT-also even afraid-FUT 

'Even bears are afraid of our Qabustan-ba!' (H77:7) 

b. Sa äumud jis.a-n waxt.und-a dagustanwi-jar Stambul.d-a, 
one some year-GEN time-INESS Daghestanian-PL Istanbul-INESS 

Kair.d-a, Marokko.d-a wa Indija.d-a-ni kwaz Aa-na. 
Cairo-INESS Morocco-INESS and India-INESS-also even be-AOR 

Tor a couple of years the Daghestanians were in Istanbul, Cairo, 
Morocco, and even India.' (DD71,3:19) 

Another particle that means 'even' is hatta (borrowed ultimately from 
Arabic hattaa 'until; even'). This is placed before the focused constituent in 
addition to the suffix -ni: 

(609) a. Däwe.di, hatta kino-jr-aj akwa-da-j-la-ni, insan-r.i-n 
war(ERG) even [cinema-PL-INEL see-FUT-PTP-TEMP]-also human-PL-GEN 

rik'-er-a xir-er c'iji qhiji-zwa. (K86,2:8) 
heart-PL-INESS wound-PL new do:REPET-IMPF 

'War, even when one sees it in the movies, renews the wounds in 
people's hearts.' 

b. I waqia hatta &lektronno=vyfislitel'nyj maSin.di-waj-ni 
this event [even electronic=computational machine-ADEL-also 

q'at'u-z te-ie-da-j sekund-r.i-n paj-ar-a q'il-e 
[perceive-INF] NEG-be-FUT-PIP] second-PL-GEN part-PL-INESS head-INESS 

fe-na. (N88:75) 
go-AOR 

This event took place within fractions of seconds that not even a 
computer can perceive.' 
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238 13. Numerals and particles 

A particularizing additive focus particle is illaki 'especially', placed before 
the focused constituent. 

(610) Tama§ati-jr.i-z illaki Alfija.di luhu-zwa-j mani-jar 
spectator-PL-DAT especially [Alfija(ERG) say-IMPF-PTP] song-PL 

xu& Ze-zwa. 
pleasant be-IMPF 

'The audience likes especially the songs that Alfija sings.' (K86,3:l) 

13.2.2. Restrictive focus particles 

'Only7 is expressed by sa Cone'), tek ('single, only, odd', borrowed ultimately 
from Persian), or tek sa, placed before the focused constituent. 

(611) Sa za-z wa?, öi wiri xür.ii-n-bur.u-z öi-da. (S88:46) 
only I-DAT not we:GEN all village-G Ε N-SBST.PL-DAT know-FUT 

'Not only I, everyone in our village knows (it).' 

(612) a. Isabeg.a tek c'ud jiq.a-laj meqher awu-n q'et'-na. (S88:27) 
Isabeg(ERG) [only ten day-SREL wedding do-MSD] decide-AOR 

Isabeg decided to hold the wedding only ten days later.' 

b. Tek sa sefer.d-a aku-r-la hamiSa rik'.e-l 
[[only one time-INESS see-AOP-TEMP] always heart-SRESS 

alamuq'-da-j insan-ar Ze-da. (§77:31) 
stay.on-FUT-PTP] human-PL be-FUT 

There are people who we always remember when we've seen 
them only once.' 

(613) I kar.di-n Sahid tek sa C'ic'ali ita-na. (Du85,3:115) 

this deed-GEN witness only only C'ic'ali become-AOR 

'Only C'ic'ali became a witness of this event.' 
Another particle that means 'only' is anZax (borrowed from Turkic), placed 
before the focused constituent, just like tek and sa: 

(614) Zi metleb anZax za-z xürek 5tu-n ja. (X89:6) 
I:GEN wish only [I-DAT food be-MSD] COP 

'My wish is only that I have food.' 
Note that (614) is potentially ambiguous; aniax could have narrower scope, 
with the resulting meaning Tviy wish is that only I have food.' 
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There are two particles meaning 'if only, at least': £ajit'ani (concessive 
conditional of £un 'be': 'even if it is') and q'wanni (cf. q'wan 'as much as', 
see 24.2.3.). Both of them follow the focused constituent. 

(615) a. Sadra ftajit'ani za-z sa gweö'i kümek ce. (K84,l:6) 
once if.only I-DAT one little help give:IMPV 

'Give me a little help at least once.' 

b. Paöah.di-n xatur.d-aj Aajit'ani zun qe jif.i-z 
king-GEN respect-INEL if.only I:ABS today night-DAT 

k'wal-e tu-r. (X89:114) 
house-INESS leave-IMPV 

Tet me inside tonight, if only out of respect for the king.' 

(616) a. Eger kwe-qh dagwi namus.di-n sa zerre q'wanni 
[if you.all-POESS mountaineer honor-GEN one particle if.only 

ama-t'a, xkai zi k'wal.i-z. (L86,3:10) 
be.still-CND] raise ANTIC:IMPV I:GEN house-DAT 

'If you-all have at least a trace of mountaineer dignity left, come 
up into my house.' 

b. Za sa qatir q'wanni qaöu-na k'an-da. (Uslar 1896:255) 
[I:ERG one mule if.only buy-AOC] want-FUT 

1 have to buy at least a mule.' 

13.2.3. The particles mad 'still' and hele 'already' 

The meaning of the particle mad is quite similar to that of German noch. 
When preceding an indefinite noun phrase, mad is translated as '(yet) an-
other' or 'else'. 

(617) a. Sa ara.di-laj za-z mad qiigür-r.i-n k'we xizan zaga-na. 
one while-SREL I-DAT yet hedgehog-PL-GEN two family find-AOR 

'After some time I found another two families of hedgehogs.' 
(M83:44) (German: ...noch zwei Igelfamilien.) 

b. Ibur-al mad sa iilen halt-na. (X89:12) 
these-SRESS yet one swamp meet-AOR 

They encountered yet another swamp.' 
c. Ferma.da-l mad kas-ni ala-6. (Ko89,10,18:4) 

farm-SRESS yet person-even be.on-NEG 

There's nobody else on the farm.' 
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240 13. Numerals and particles 

In other contexts mad means 'again', or (negative) 'anymore' (cf. also 
12.1.2.7.). 

(618) a. Za mad geZ-da-L (N88:73) 
I:ERG yet be.late-FUT-NEG 

1 won't be late again/anymore.' 
b. Ada-waj mad wit xü-z Jta-na-6. (AM87:15) 

he-ADEL [yet self keep-INF] can-AOR-NEG 

He couldn't control himself anymore.' 

c. Wa?, ne-da-j mad zat'-ηί ama-t (X89:41) 
no eat-FUT-PTP yet thing-even be.left-NEG 
'No, there's nothing more to eat.' 

Example (619) shows a fixed expression. 

(619) wa ik' mad (e.g. L87,2:75) 
and so yet 

'and so on' 

Madni (=mad + additive -ni) means 'still' or 'even' in comparatives. 

(620) Salbuzdag q'aq'an ja, amma Sahdag madni q'aq'an ja. 
Salbuzdag high COP but Sahdag still high COP 

'The Salbuzdag mountain is high, but the Sahdag mountain is 
higher still.' 

(621) C'ulaw jajlux.di ada-n jaxun 6in.i-n sefilwal 
black kerchief(ERG) she-GEN lean face-GEN sadness 

madni artux-diz qalur-zawa-j. (DD77,1:12) 
yet more-ADV show-IMPF-PST 

'The black kerchief showed the sadness of her lean face even more.' 

Hele 'already' can also be used as a focus particle. It is used both with 
temporal adverbial focus (cf. 622) and with quantifier focus (cf. 623). 

(622) Temporal adverbial 
Jusuf hele naq' ata-na. 
Jusuf already yesterday come-AOR 

'Jusuf already came yesterday.' 

(623) Quantifier 
Jusufa-qh hele wad ktab £a-nwa. 
Jusuf-POESS already five book become-PRF 

'Jusuf already has five books.' 
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13.3. Discourse particles 

Discourse particles express various subtle pragmatic meanings that are hard 
to render in a language like English which makes little use of discourse par-
ticles. In this section, some example sentences are also accompanied by 
German translations where a German equivalent is available. 

Lezgian discourse particles generally occupy a marginal position in the 
sentence. Most of them are sentence-final (after the finite verb), but a few 
are sentence-initial. 

The question particles bes, jarab, meger, Sal, q'wan, which are also dis-
course particles, are treated in 23.5. 

13.3.1. The particle matt 

This particle is used in Imperative sentences to express a weak exhortation 
or request. 

(624) a. Televizor agal-a man. (K86,2:7) 
TV close-IMPV PT 

'Why don't you switch off the TV?' 

b. Sa max aqhaj-a man. (K85,7:4) 
one fairy.tale tell-IMPV PT 

Tlease tell [us] a fairy tale.' 

In declarative sentences, man expresses a conclusion reached on the basis of 
indirect evidence. It often occurs in conjunction with sentence-initial ak' 
Stajila 'hence, lit. since it is so'. 

(625) Ak' ita-ji-la, Safiga Dewlet.a-n ruä ja man. (N88:80) 
so be-AOP-TEMP Safiga Dewlet-GEN daughter COP PT 

'So Safiga must be Dewlef s daughter.' 

Such conclusions sometimes occur in the form of questions expecting a pos-
itive answer: 

(626) Ak' ita-ji-la, gila kwe-qh blektrik.di-n ekw ze-da man? 

so be-AOP-TEMP now you.all-POESS electricity-GEN l ight be-FUT PT 

'So now you-all will have electric light?' (J89:22) 
In other contexts, man means 'after all'. 

(627) a. Gzaf öka-jar aku-n-al zi rik' ala-j. 
[many place-PL see-MSD]-SRESS I:GEN heart be.on-PST 

Zehil tir man... 
young COP :PST PT 

Ί liked seeing many places. After all, I was young...' (HQ89:16) 
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242 13. Numerals and particles 

b. Bujrug bujrug ja man! (S88:156) 
order order COP PT 

'After all, orders are orders!' 

13.3.2. The particle xi 

The meaning of £i is very similar to that of German doch. 

(628) a. Buba.di-waj wun gui.una-ldiffil.ü-z gu-z 
father-ADEL [you:ABS force-SRDIR husband-DAT give-INF] 

ze-da-l (N88:77) 
can-FUT-NEG FT 

Ύ Ο Ι Ι Γ father cannot marry you off forcibly.' 
(German: 'Dein Vater kann dich doch nicht gewaltsam 
verheiraten.') 

b. Za-z hajwan-r.i hik' ikram iji-zwa-t'a, wa-z aku-na Sti! 
[I-DAT animal-PL(ERG) how bowing do-IMPF-CND] you-DAT see-AOR PT 

Ύου saw how the animals are bowing to me.' (AM87:15) 
(German: 'Du hast doch gesehen, wie sich die Tiere vor mir 
verbeugen.') 

c. Wun gweö'i ajal tuS (H77:8) 
you:ABS small child COP:NEG PT 

Tou are not a small child.' 
(German: 'Du bist doch kein kleines Kind.') 

The particle £i is also used as an emphasizer in a special construction where 
the finite verb is repeated after £i: 

(629) Dagwi lam hal-iz alaqh-na, am ma am 
mountaineer [donkey chase-INF] endeavor-AOR but i t 

juza-na-ö 5ti, juza-na-t (M83:33) 
move-AOR -NEG PT mo ve-AOR -NEG 

'The mountaineer tried to chase the donkey, but it simply wouldn't 
budge.' 

For other, more syntactic functions of ±i, see 20.7. and 13.5.1. 

13.3.3. The particle kwatt 

Like man, kwan is used in Imperatives to soften the tone of the utterance. 

(630) Pul hik' öiinüx-na-t'a sadra siihbet aja kwan. (S83:63) 
[money how steal-AOR-CND] once conversation do:IMPV PT 

'Why don't you tell us how the money got stolen.' 
(German: 'Erzähl doch mal, wie das Geld gestohlen wurde.') 
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13.3.4. The particle fun 

This particle is also used in Imperative sentences, but it rather reinforces the 
utterance. 

(631) a. Za-z gaf luhu-da-j mumkinwal ce t'un! (Du61,4:71) 

I-DAT [word say-FUT-PIP] possibility give:IMPV PT 

'Give me a chance to say something!' 
b. Wuna i hajasuz ruä.a-z kilig-α t'un! (R66:6) 

you:ERG this shameless girl-DAT look-IMPV PT 

'Just look at this shameless girl.' 

13.3.5. The particle ha 

This particle expresses surprise: 

(632) Alamat.di-n kar ja, siw-e q'ener-ar-ni awa-z 
wonder-GEN thing COP [mouth-INESS bridle-PL-even be-IMC] 

balk'an.di weq'-er-ni zaq'wa-zwa ha! (J89:21) 
horse(ERG) grass-PL-also chew-IMPF PT 

'It's an amazing thing, even with the bridles in [its] mouth, the horse 
is also chewing the grass!' 

In Imperative and Prohibitive sentences, ha has a reinforcing function. 

(633) Wun a m t-aku-na xkwe-mir ha. (TG66:96) 
you:ABS [he NEG-see-AOC] return-PROHIB PT 

'Don't come back without having seen him.' 

13.3.6. The particle η'watt 

When q'wan follows a declarative sentence, it means 'it turned out'. 

(634) a. Za im öi paöah ja luhu-zwa-j, im öaqal ja q'wan. 
I:ERG [this we:CEN king COP] say-IMPF-PST this jackal COP PT 

Ί thought this was our king, (but it turns out) this is a jackal.' 
(AM87:16) 

b. Muhman.di witi-n t'war q'u-na. Am lezgi-jr.i-n 
guest(ERG) self-GEN name hold-AOR he [Lezgian-PL-GEN 

t'war=wan awa-j Kasbuba tir q'wan! (X89:28) 
renown be-PTP] Kasbuba COP:PST PT 

The guest told his name. (It turned out that) he was Kasbuba, who 
was famous among the Lezgians!' 
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244 13. Numerals and particles 

See example (814) for the use of q'wan in the formulaic beginning of a fairy 
tale. 

13.3.7. The particle xup' 

This particle is used sentence-initially in exclamations and translates as 
'how...!' 

(635) Xup' qhsan tir, Sirinbala, wun ina, dag-lar-a 
PT good COP:PST Sirinbala [you:ABS here mountain-PL-INESS 

awa-j-t'a. (S88:36) 
be-PST-CND] 

'How good would it be, Sirinbala, if you were here, in the mountains.' 

13.3.8. The particle sadra 

This particle is used with Imperatives and has much the same function as 
t'un and ha. In (636) it even cooccurs with ha. Sadra literally means 'once' 
(13.1.6.) (cf. German mal, short for einmal 'once')· 

(636) Hiq'wan qhsan-diz k'walax-zawa-t'a kilig sadra ha. 
[how.much good-ADV work-IMPF-CND] look(IMPV) PT PT 

'Just look how well she is working.' (K84,4:ll) 
(German: 'Schau mal, wie gut sie arbeitet.') 

In contrast to the other particles of this section, sadra normally occurs sen-
tence-internally, reflecting its origin as an adverb (see also examples (630), 
(1197), (1198c)). 

13.3.9. The particle Sa 

This sentence-initial particle is used in Imperative and Hortative sentences. 
It is of course originally the same word as the Imperative of atun 'come', Sa 
(9.3.1.3.). 

(637) a. Sa qhu-qh wuna! (X89:31) 
PT drink-IMPV you:ERG 

'Come on, drink!' 

b. Sa 6un ina dulanmiS ze-n. (M83:32) 
PT we:ABS here living be-HORT 

'Let us live here.' 
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13.4. The negative particle wa? 245 

13.4. The negative particle wa? 

As has been noted in 9.3.5., verbs are negated by the negative suffix -6 or by 
the negative prefix tA-. Such verbal negation is the normal sentence nega-
tion in Lezgian, e.g. 

(638) a. Xürünwi-jr.i ada-waj meslät-ar qaöu-zwa. (HQ89:14) 
villager-PL(ERG) he-ADEL advice-PL take-IMPF 

The villagers take advice from him.' 
b. Xürünwi-jr.i ada-waj meslät-ar qaöu-zwa-δ. 

villager-PL(ERG) he-ADEL advice-PL take-IMPF-NEG 

The villagers do not take advice from him.' 

But when a constituent that is in contrastive focus is negated, the nega-
tive particle wa? is postposed after the constituent. (This particle also serves 
as a negative pro-sentence in answers to polar questions, cf. 23.1.5.) The con-
trasting constituent is usually also present in the sentence. 

(639) a. Am wa-laj-ni za-laj aslu k'walax ja, 
that:ABS you-SREL-and I-SREL depending thing COP 

Zerli.di-laj wa?. (S88:171) 
Zerli-SREL not 

That is a matter that depends on you and me, not on Zerli.' 

b. Za har-da sa ttar wa?, q'we ttar ak'ur-un 
I:ERG [every-SBST.SG(ERG) one tree not two tree plant-MSD] 

teklif-zawa. (Du61,4:70) 
propose-IMPF 

1 propose that everyone plant not one, (but) two trees.' 

c. öweö'i Sarwili jis-ar.a-ldi wa?, jiq-ar.a-ldi wa?, 
little Sarwili year-PL-SRDIR not day-PL-SRDIR not 

sät-er.a-ldi ö'exi ze-zwa-j. (X89:29) 
hour-PL-SRDIR big become-IMPF-PST 

'Little Sarwili grew not by years, not by days, (but) by hours.' 

d. Düz ja, rik' t'ar ze-da. Amma zi rik' wa?, 
correct COP heart hurt be-FUT but I:GEN heart not 

wi rik'. (K87,2:14) 
you:GEN heart 

'Right, the heart hurts. But not my heart, your heart.' 
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246 13. Numerals and particles 

When a focused constituent is negated but the contrasting constituent is 
not present, verbal negation is used. In (640), the context makes it clear that 
the addressees were indeed invited, but also for some other reason. 

(640) Cna kwe-z iniz aniax öaj qhwa-z teklif-nawa-L· (L86,3:23) 
we:ERG you.all-DAT here only [tea drink-INF] invite-PRF-NEG 

'We have not invited you-all here only to drink tea.' 

The following examples are similar in that the verbal negation affects not 
the verb but another constituent. 

(641) a. Kazbegov.a-z Tezetdin.a-n barak sadlahana zaga-na-6-ir. 
Kazbegov-DAT Tezetdin-GEN hut immediately find-AOR -NEG-PST 

'Kazbegov did not find Tezetdin's hut immediately. [But he found 
it later.]' (L86,3:20) 

b. Wun tars öir t-awu-na sadra q'wanni 
you:ABS [lesson learn NEG-do-AOC] once even 

§kola.di-z qwe-da-L (A90:13) 
school-DAT come-FUT -NEG 

'You never come to school without having learned your lesson.' 

The substantivized participle construction, which sometimes marks focus 
(cf. 19.3.2.), may be used for negating focused constituents, as in (642). 
However, as examples like (640)-(641) show, this is not obligatory. 

(642) Ada ixtilat hawaja kud-nawa-j-di tuk (L86,3:17) 
he(ERG) conversation in.vain start-PRF-PTP-SBST COP:NEG 

'He started the conversation not without reason.' 

13.5. Other particles 

13.5.1. The particle xi in degree consecutive constructions 

Degree consecutive constructions consist of two sentences, the first of which 
contains a distal demonstrative degree expression (aq'wan 'so much', ak' 
'so') and is followed by the sentence-final particle As in a certain type of 
complement clause (cf. 20.7.), xi appears to correspond to that here. 
However, £i belongs to the first sentence and has no properties of a conjunc-
tion. The second sentence of this construction contains the consequence and 
corresponds to the subordinate that clause of the translation. 

(643) a. Zun aq'wan wa-qh galaz werdiS ita-na £i 
I:ABS so.much you-POESS with used get-AOR PT 

gila wun fe-ji-la za-z madni zalan ze-da. (M79:9) 
[now you:ABS go-AOP-TEMP] I-DAT still heavy be-FUT 

Ί have gotten so much used to you that when you leave now it 
will be harder for me.' 
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b. Gah-gah lak'ab aq'wan mähkem-diz alk'i-zwa-j 5ti, 
sometimes nickname so.much firm-ADV stick-IMPF-PST PT 

insan.di-n xalis t'war kwaSt-zawa-j. (L87,2:74) 
person-GEN real name get.lost-IMPF-PST 

'Sometimes the nickname stuck so firmly that the real name of the 
person was lost.' 

c. RuS wiöi-n fikir-r.a-l aq'wan maägul tir jti, 
girl self-GEN thought-PL-SRESS so.much occupied COP:PST PT 

ada-z tar-ar.a-l ala-j jaru iö-er akwa-zwa-ö-ir. 
she-DAT [tree-PL-SRESS be.on-PTP] red apple-PL see-IMPF-NEG-PST 

'The girl was so absorbed in her thoughts that she did not notice 
the red apples on the trees.' (R66:16) 

Often the particle na luhudi or guja 'as if is found in the second sentence of 
the degree consecutive construction (cf. 13.5.2.). 

13.5.2. The particles guja and na luhudi 'as if 

These particles are used in counterfactual comparison and can be translated 
as 'it is as i f . However, they are not conjunctions like as if or Russian kak 
budto, and the sentence in which they are used is not subordinate. Guja is 
illustrated in (644). 

(644) a. Salbuz dag.di, hamiSa 5tiz, gila-ni, 
Salbuz mountain(ERG) always like now-too 

guja Samur dere qarawul.d-a xii-zwa. (583:99) 
as.if Samur valley guard-INESS keep-IMPF 

'Now too, as always, it is as if the Salbuzdag mountain is 
guarding the Samur valley.' 

b. Kalimat.a guja ada-n fikir-ar q'at'a-na. (DD77,1:12) 
Kalimat(ERG) as.if he-GEN thought-PL understand-AOR 

'Kalimat appeared to understand his thoughts.' 

A more colloquial, less bookish variant of guja is na luhudi. This is a fixed 
expression and is synchronically best regarded as a single particle. 
Etymologically, na luhudi means 'you would say'. (Na is the Ergative case 
of wun 'you', and luhudi is the Archaic Future of luhun 'say'.) 

(645) Ν a luhudi, abur.u-z aku-r-di axwar tir. (X89:28) 
as if [they-DAT see-AOP-SBST.SG] dream COP:PST 

'It was as if what they had seen was a dream.' 
Both guja and na luhudi are commonly used in the consequence sentence 
of the degree consecutive construction (13.5.1.). 
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248 13. Numerals and particles 

(646) Nasir ada-n wil-er.i-z ak' kilig-zawa-j 50, guja Sajida.di-n 
Nasir she-GEN eye-PL-DAT so look-IMPF-PST PT as.if Sajida-GEN 

iawab.di-laj ada-n wiri iimiir aslu ja. (N88:77) 
answer-SREL he-GEN al l l ife dependent COP 

'Nasir looked into her eyes in such a way as if all his life depended on 
Sajida's answer.' 

(647) Inal aq'wan gzaf insan-ar k'wat' ita-nwa-j Ai, na 
here so.much many person-PL gather ANTIC-PRF-PST PT as 

luhudi, abur insan-ar wa7, künii.d-aj eqeö'-nawa-j kul ja. 
i f they person-PL not [beehive-INEL go.out-PRF-PTP] swarm COP 

'There were so many people gathered here that it was as if they were 
not people but a swarm of bees that had left their beehive.' (J89:23) 

13.5.3. Saki 'almost' 

This particle precedes the element it modifies, much like the borrowed fo-
cus particles. 

(648) a. Am ecig-un patal majiSat.di saki 140 agzur 
[it:ABS build-MSD] for business(ERG) almost 140 thousand 

manat xari-na. (Ko89,10,13:l) 
rouble spend-AOR 

'In order to build it, the business spent almost 140 000 roubles.' 

b. Rahman.α wuö luhu-zwa-t'a Ali.di-z saki wan [Rahman(ERG) what-.ABS say-IMPF-CND] Ali-DAT almost sound 

qwe-zwa-6-ir. (J89:23) 
come-IMPF-NEG -PST 

'Ali almost didn't hear what Rahman was saying.' 

13.5.4. Jerli and esillah 'at all' 

These particles are used with negation and have an emphasizing function. 

(649) Za jerli q^wa-da-j-di tuk (Du68,2:121) 
I:ERG at .a l l drink-FUT-PTP-SBST COP:NEG 

Ί do not drink at all.' 

(650) A 6'aw.u-z tabasaran 6'al.a-l k&i-zwa-j-bur 
tha t time-DAT [Tabasaran language-SRESS write-IMPF-PTP-SBST.PL] 

esillah awa-i-ir. (Ko89,10,18:4) 
at . all be.in-NEG-PST 

'At that time there was no one at all writing in Tabasaran.' 
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13.5.5. Lap 'exactly, right' 

This particle is also used as a degree adverb 'very7 (cf. 12.1.4., 14.5.2.). When it 
is used before an adverbial expression, it means 'exactly'. 

(651) a. K'an-da-t'a, lap paka.di-n jiqa-laj ba§lami&-da za. 
[want-FUT-CND] right tomorrow-GEN day-SREL start-FUT I:ERG 

If you want, I'll start working (on the very day of) tomorrow.' 
(R66:12) 

b. Za daldam lap qe xiir.il-z xutax-un lazirn ja. 
[I:ERG drum right today village-DAT bring.back-MSD] necessary COP 

1 have to bring the drum back to our village (on the very day of) 
today.' (J89:22) 

13.5.6. The vocative particle ja 

This particle is often used preceding a vocative expression, e.g. 

(652) Aijwaz, ja juldaS-ar, za-qh jab akal-a. (Du61,4:70) 
stop(IMPV) PT comrade-PL I-POESS ear attach-IMPV 

'Stop, comrades, listen to me.' 

13.6. Interjections 

No attempt is made here at a systematic description of Lezgian interjections. 
The following examples illustrate some possibilities. 

(653) a. Ah, am hiq'wan qhsan insan tir! (R66:19) 

INTJ he:ABS which good person COP:PST 

Oh, what a good person he was!' 
b. Ej, giii hajwan, wun hiniz kat-zawa? (R66:21) 

INTJ crazy animal you:ABS whither run-IMPF 

'Hey, crazy animal, where are you running?' 

c. Wah, am wun ja-ni, Ali? 089:22) 
INTJ it:ABS you:ABS COP-Q Ali 

'Oh, is it you, Ali?' 
d. Pah, am hiq'wan qhsan kar ie-da! (J89:23) 

INTJ that:ABS which good thing be-FUT 

'Wow, what a good thing that will be!' 
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250 13. Numerals and particles 

(654) a. Wallah, dust, za-z iq'wan kr-ar öi-da-6-ir. (J89:26) 
INTJ friend I-DAT so.many thing-PL know-FUT-NEG-PST 

Indeed, friend, I didn't know so many things.' 

b. Wun sefih £a-nwa-ni, waj=babaj! (DD77,1:12) 
you:ABS crazy become-PRF-Q INTJ 

'Hey, have you gone crazy???' 

(655) Ma, teklif.di-n bilet ja, qaöu. (N88:118) 
INTJ invitation-GEN ticket COP take(IMPV) 

'Here you are, the invitation ticket, take it.' 
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Chapter 14 
The noun phrase and the adjective phrase 

In this chapter, sections 14.1.-4. deal with the noun phrase, and section 14.5. 
describes the adjective phrase. 

14.1. General properties of the noun phrase 

A noun phrase (NP) consists of either (i) a pronoun (in the strict sense, i.e. a 
pro-NP), or (ii) a noun head and optional preceding modifiers (quantifiers, 
demonstratives, adjective phrases, Genitive NPs, relative clauses), or (iii) a 
nominalized clause, i.e. either a substantivized relative clause (with a sub-
stantivized participle as its head) or a noun clause (with a Masdar or a sub-
stantivized participle as its head). Examples: 

(656) Pronoun: 
Zun ata-na. 
I:ABS come-AOR 

Ί came' 

(657) Noun head plus preceding modifiers: 
Zi gweö'i wax ata-na. 
I:GEN l i t t le sister come-AOR 

'My little sister came.' 

(658) Nominalized clauses: 
a. Substantivized relative clause: 

Gar.u ga-ji-di gar.u xutax-da. (TG66:82) 
[wind(ERG) bring-AOP-SBST.SG] wind(ERG) carry.away-FUT 

'What is brought by the wind is carried away by the wind.' 

b. Masdar noun clause: 
Ida-z zun aku-n xu§ tuk (M83:19) 
this-DAT [I:ABS see-MSD] pleasant COP:NEG 

'He does not like seeing me.' 
c. Participial noun clause: 

Halistan hasätda am ana awa-j-da-n 
Halistan immediately [he:ABS there be.in-PTP-SBST.SG]-GEN 

gawur.d-a aq'u-na. (DD71,3:21) 
understanding-INESS get-AOR 

'Halistan immediately understood that he was there.' 
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Nominalized clauses have the external syntax of NPs but the internal syntax 
of clauses (cf. the examples in (658)). They are therefore not discussed in this 
chapter; see 19.1.2. for substantivized relative clauses, 20.3. for Masdar noun 
clauses, and 20.4. for participial noun clauses). 

Pronouns in the strict sense are first and second person pronouns (zun, 
wun, Hun, kiin), reflexive pronouns (zuw, wiö, öeb), and interrogative pro-
nouns ( w u i w u i ) . The other "pronouns" are all substantivized NP modi-
fiers, e.g. im 'this one', am 'that one, he/she/it' (substantivized forms of i 
'this', a 'that'), sadni 'nobody' (substantivized form of sa-...-ni 'no', lit. 
'even one'). See Ch. 11 for details on pronouns. 

Non-pronominal NPs generally have nouns as their head, but the head 
may also be a substantivized NP modifier: a substantivized adjective, a sub-
stantivized quantifier or demonstrative, or a substantivized Genitive NP (cf. 
8.1.1.). 

For apposition, see 14.3. 
Note that the above list of possible nominal modifiers does not include 

postpositional phrases, NPs in oblique cases, or adverbs. Thus, a noun 
phrase like 'stories about farm life' needs an additional verb ('written') to 
make a relative clause: 

(659) Kolxoz.di-n ja£aji£.di-kaj k&e-nwa-j rasskaz-ar (E56:3) 
[kolkhoz-CEN life-SBEL write-PRF-PTP] story-PL 

'stories about collective farm life' 

Or an adjective based on a postposition may be used, e.g. wilikan 'previous' 
for wilik 'before'. 

(660) revoljucija.di-laj wilikan ilmilr 
revolution-SREL previous life 

'life before the revolution' 

Not infrequently the participial form of the copula tir is used to create a pos-
sible nominal modifier. 

(661) a. hajwan-r.i-kaj tir max-ar (Du85,3:114) 
[animal-PL-SBEL COP:PTP] story-PL 

'fairy tales about animals (lit. fairy tales which are about animals)' 

b. Cexoslovakija.d-aj tir ajal-ar (K85,7:l) 
[Czechoslovakia-INEL COP:PTP] child-PL 

'children from Czechoslovakia' 

However, the rule that postpositional phrases, oblique-case NPs, and ad-
verbs may not be nominal modifiers is now sometimes violated under the 
influence of Russian. 
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14.2. Quantifiers 

Quantifiers comprise the following classes: (i) cardinal numerals, (ii) parti-
tive phrases, (iii) universal quantifiers (wiri 'all', har sa 'every7), (iv) scalar 
quantifiers (t'imil 'little', bäzi 'a few',gzaf 'much, many'). 

Cardinal numerals are treated in 13.1.1., universal quantifiers in 11.7.1.-2. 
Here only scalar quantifiers and partitive phrases are described, as well as a 
special construction of quantifier float in existential sentences. 

14.2.1. Scalar quantifiers 

The most important scalar quantifiers are listed in (662). 

(662) (sa) t'imil '(a) little, (a) few' 
(sa) bäzi 'some, several' 
sa Sumud 'several' 
sa q'adar 'a certain amount' 
gzaf 'a lot' 
xejlin 'a lot' 
iq'wan 'so much, so many' 

Scalar quantifiers can be used with singular mass nouns or with plural 
count nouns. 

(663) a. sa t'imil waxt (Du85,3:147) 
one l i t t le time 

'a little time' 

b. xejlin pul (TG66:344) 
much money 

'a lot of money' 

(664) a. gzaf insan-ar (DD85,2:13) 
many human-PL 

'many people' 

b. iq'wan tup-ar (K87,l:7) 
so.many cannon-PL 

'so many cannons' 

c. sa bäzi ajal-ar (K87,2:6) 
one several child-PL 

'several kids' 

The expression sa Sumud 'some, several' consists of the interrogative pro-
noun Sumud 'how many?' (11.5.5.) plus the numeral 'one'. (The regular in-
definite pronoun according to the pattern in 11.6.1. would be *sa Sumud 
jat'ani, but this is not used.) Like the cardinal numerals, sa Sumud takes 
singular nouns. 
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(665) a. sa Sumud ktab (Du85,3:127) 
one how .many book 

'some books' 

b. Ada sa Sumud sefer.d-a Nurbala.di-qh galaz q'üler-na. 
she(ERG) one how.many time Nurbala-POESS with dance-AOR 

'She danced with Nurbala several times.' (R66:5) 

Scalar quantifiers may take the substantivizing suffix -bur: 

(666) a. gzaf-bur many-SBST.PL 

'many' 

b. Abur.u-kaj sa q'adar-bur masterskoj aöux-aj jiqa-laj 
they-SBEL one several-SBST.PL [workshop open-AOP] day-SREL 

iniqh, sa bäzi-bur-ni i muq'wara aniz 
since one several-SBST.PL-and this recently there 

ata-nwa-j-bur ja. (DD71,6:11) 
come-PRF-PTP-SBST.PL COP 

Ά number of them (have been working there) since the workshop 
was opened, and some have come there recently.' 

Some scalar quantifiers were originally partitive noun phrases (cf. 14.2.2.), 
e.g. sa q'adar, originally 'a number, a quantity' (cf. bes q'adar 'sufficient 
quantity', etc.). However, the fact that sa q'adar can be used with the sub-
stantivizing suffix -bur as in (666b) shows that it has been grammaticized to 
a determiner-like quantifier. 

14.2.2. Partitive phrases 

Partitive phrases are NPs in the Absolutive case which express a certain 
quantity of the modified head noun which they precede. This Lezgian con-
struction corresponds to the English "pseudopartitive" construction. The 
nouns used in partitive phrases typically denote containers (667), collections 
(668), quantums (669), or abstract quantity nouns (670), and they are typically 
preceded by a cardinal numeral. Syntactically, partitive phrases are much 
like appositions (cf. 14.3.), but they are not treated as such here because their 
meaning is quantificational and not at all like the meaning of real apposi-
tions. 

(667) a. sa fenian öaj 
one cup tea 

'a cup of tea' 

b. Ada q'we rjumka ereq' qhwa-na. (R66:9) 

he(ERG) two glass vodka drink-AOR 

'He drank two glasses of vodka.' 
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(668) a. pud ziit 6'uru öubaruk-ar (M83:32) 
f ive couple wild swallow-PL 

'five couples of wild swallows' 

b. Qari.di-w 6'exi k'unö' qizilgül-ler gwa. (Q81:45) 
woman-ADESS big bouquet rose-PL be.at 

The old woman has a large bouquet of roses.' 

c. Ana lap jarga, sa lui wahSi quh-ar.i sirnaw 
there very far one group wild swan-PL(ERG) swimming 

iji-zwa-j. (K57:8) 
do-lMPF-Psrr 
'Over there, very far, a group of wild swans were swimming.' 

(669) a. Canta.d-a sa q'as mux.a-n fu awa-L (583:18) 
bag-INESS one piece barley-GEN bread be.in-NEG 

'In my bag there is not a piece of barley bread.' 
b. Peleng.di-n mam-ar-a st'al-ni nek awa-ä-ir. (K89,12:15) 

tiger-GEN breast-PL-INESS drop-even milk be.in-NEG-PST 

'In the tiger's udders there wasn't a drop of milk.' 

(670) a. gzaf paj alim-ar (Du85,3:143) 
much part scientist-PL 

'a large part of the scientists' 

b. sa zur sät ($83:64) 
one half hour 

'half an hour' 

c. gzaf q'adar ciikw-er (Q81:45) 
much amount flower-PL 

'a large amount of flowers' 

14.2.3. Quantifier float in existential sentences 

Scalar quantifiers (including numerals) typically float to the preverbal posi-
tion when the quantified NP occurs in an existential sentence. In the exam-
ples in (671), the existential verbs are awa (ama) or £un 'be'. 

(671) a. Ca-z waxt t'imil awa. (K87,l:7) 
we-DAT time l itt le be 

'We have little time.' 

b. Qhsan kolxozci-jar öa-qh gzaf awa. (E56:12) 
good kolkhoznik-PL we-POESS many be 

'We have many good kolkhoz farmers.' 
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256 14. The noun phrase and the adjective phrase 

c. KiiZe-jr-a insan-ar t'imil £a-nwa-j. (S88:9) 
street-PL-INESS human-PL little be-PRF-PST 

'On the streets there were few people.' 

d. Daj*-lar.i-qh öpi-n dewlet-ar, öpi-τι güzelwil-er 
mountain-PL-POESS selves-GEN richness-PL selves-GEN beauty-PL 

gzaf awa. (M83:44) 
many be 

'The mountains have many riches and beauties of their own.' 

e. Alaquli.di sa Sumud güläg q'e-na, amma abur hele 
Alaquli(ERG) one how.many snake kill-AOR but they still 

gzaf ama-j. (M83:44) 
many be.still 

'Alaquli killed a certain number of the snakes, but many of them 
are still left.' 

f. Abur wad awa. (Mejlanova 1960:39) 
they five be 

'There are five of them.' 

However, action verbs may also occur in this construction if they have an 
existential sense, as in (672). 

(672) A jis-ar-a xür-er-a Skola-jar gzaf ecig-zawa-j. 
t h a t year-PL-INESS village-PL-INESS school-PL many build-IMPF-PST 

'In those years many schools were built in the villages.' (D77,l:10) 

For floating universal quantifiers, see 11.7.1.-2. 

14.3. Apposition 

Appositions (NPs that serve as modifiers of nouns and have the same refer-
ent as the modified noun) precede their head noun and are always in the 
Absolutive case, independently of the case of the head noun. 

Most instances of apposition involve a proper name. When the addi-
tional information consists of just a single noun, this single noun may be 
the head of the NP and the proper name the apposition. The head noun in 
this construction is typically a kinship term (673), a title (674), or a noun that 
indicates which type of place a toponymic refers to (city, river, etc.) (675). 

(673) a. Nurali buba.di öanta wiöi-n wilik ecig-na. (M83:74) 
Nurali father(ERG) bag self-GEN in.front put-AOR 

'Father Nurali put the bag in front of him.' 
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14.3. Apposition 257 

b. Salihat xala.di za-z laha-na... (G63:127) 
S a l i h a t aunt(ERG) I-DAT say-AOR 

'Aunt Salihat said to me...' 

(674) a. Nadir Aßar Sah.di-z am amal.da-ldi q'a-z k'an £a-na. 
N a d i r Afäar shah-DAT [he:ABS trick-SRDIR catch-INF] want be-AOR 

'Shah Nadir Afäar wanted to catch him with a trick.' (K87,l:6) 

b. Qajib muallim.di ada mad wuö luhu-da-t'a 
Qajib teacher(ERG) [he:ERG still what:ABS say-FUT-CND] 

gilzet-zawa-j. (K85,7:9) 
wait-IMPF-PST 

'Teacher Qajib waited (to see) what else he would say.' 

(675) a. ZeravSan wac'.u-n dug.un-a (K87,l:5) 

ZeravSan river-GEN valley-INESS 

'in the valley of the river ZeravSan' 
b. Salbuz dag.di-n kuk'uS-ar ($83:99) 

Salbuz mountain-GEN peak-PL 

'the peaks of the Salbuzdag mountain' 

c. Kentukki ätat.d-a (Ko89,10,13:3) 
Kentucky state-INESS 

'in the state of Kentucky' 
This type of apposition is also used with other things that have proper 
names, e.g. journals, and it can be used when citing linguistic units (words, 
letters). 

(676) a. «Literatura.di-n Dagustan» zurnal (L87,2:77) 
literature-GEN Daghestan journal 

'the journal Literary Daghestan' 

b. e, ο way harf-ar urus ö'al-aj ata-j gaf-ar-a 
e ο and y letter-PL [Russian language-INEL come-AOP] word-PL-INESS 

koti-da. (HHM79:141) 
write-FUT 

'The letters e, o, and y are used in loanwords from Russian.' 

When a noun is modified in any way, it cannot have a proper name as an 
apposition. Thus, in (677) one could not say *Kristina q'wed lahaj wax 
(only Kristina wax is possible). 

(677) Q'wed lahaj wax Kristina xudoznik ja. (Ko90,2,7:4) 
two ORD sister Christine artist COP 

'My second sister Christine is an artist.' 
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258 14. The noun phrase and the adjective phrase 

In such cases the proper name is the head noun that inflects for case, and 
the additional information becomes the appositional Absolutive NP: 

(678) a. Ajnise.di wiöi-n juldaS Sabir.a-z zeng ja-na. (583:61) 
Ajnise(ERG) self-GEN husband Sabir-DAT ring hit-AOR 

'Ajnise phoned her husband Sabir.' 
b. kühne bagmanti Alaquli (M83:43) 

old gardener Alaquli 

'the old gardener Alaquli' 

c. Isaq'.a-n xala Güldeste (583:40) 
Isaq'-GEN aunt Güldeste 

'Isaq's aunt Güldeste' 

d. zi wax.a-n gada Isaq' (583:21) 
I-.GEN sister-GEN boy Isaq' 

'my sister's son Isaq'.' 
An appositional proper name (as in (673-676)) may itself be modified by a 
preceding apposition: 

(679) Zühre.di-n buba Rustam xan (K87,l:5) 
Zühre-GEN father Rustam khan 

'Zühre's father Khan Rustam' 

In more traditional Lezgian, a Lezgian surname is treated as an apposi-
tion of the given name and therefore precedes it: 

(680) a. Mühüdinova Alfija Meharamdxür.ü-n Skola.di-n 
Miihiidinova Alfija Meharamdxiir-GEN school-GEN 

uöenica ja. (K86,3:l) 
student COP 

'Alfija Mühüdinova is a student of the Meharamdxür 
(Magaramkent) school.' 

b. Slovar' Mehamed.a-n uöenik Talibov Bukar.a kütäh-na. 
dictionary Mehamed-GEN student Talibov Bukar(ERG) finish-AOR 

The dictionary was completed by Mehamed's student Bukar 
Talibov.' (Du68,2:27) 

c. Maksim Gor'kij.di St'al Sulejman.a-z «XX esir.di-n 
Maksim Gor'kij(ERG) St'al Sulejman-DAT [20 century-GEN 

Gomer» laha-j t'war ga-na. (Du83,l:125) 
Homer say-AOP] name give-AOR 

'Maksim Gor'kij gave Sulejman St'al (Stal'skij) the name "Homer 
of the 20th century".' 
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14.3. Apposition 259 

However, the Russian order "given name - surname" is also common. 
When this order is chosen, the given name is in apposition and the sur-
name inflects for case (cf. the examples in the newspaper text, 25.5.). 

Appositions where no proper name is involved are much rarer. Some 
examples: 

(681) a. zi dust-ar niik'-er.i-z (M83:44) 
I:GEN friend-PL bird-PL-DAT 

'to my friends the birds' 

b. Dide q'iigür.di sa gweö'i murmur awu-na. (M83:45) 
mother hedgehog(ERG) one l i t t le murmur do-AOR 

'The mother hedgehog made a little murmur.' 

c. Isabeg.a-n qullugöi ru$ (S88:17) 
Isabeg-GEN servant girl 

'Isabeg's maid (lit. servant girl)' 

In connection with pronouns of the 1st and 2nd person, postposed appo-
sitions occur: 

(682) a. Ca-z tuban-r.i-z, wun har näni-qh k'wali-z 
we-DAT shepherd-DAT [you:ABS every night-POESS house-DAT 

qhifi-zwa-j-di q^san öi-zwa. (R66:23) 
retum-IMPF-PTP-SBST] good know-lMPF 

'We shepherds know well that you go home every night.' 

b. Cun, oficer-r.i-n ajal-ar gala-j pap-ar, äeher.d-a 
we: ABS officer-PL-GEN [child-PL be.behind-PTP] wife-PL town-INESS 

ama-j. (DD85,2:20) 
be.still-PST 

'We, the officers' wives with children, were still in the city.' 

According to Gadiiev (1954:162), such constructions are not characteristic of 
Lezgian and are due to the influence of Russian, especially when used to 
modify a full noun rather than a pronoun. 

14.4. Word order in the noun phrase 

Noun phrases are strictly head-final. All types of modifiers precede their 
head: quantifiers (see 14.2.), appositions (see 14.3.), demonstratives (cf. 683), 
adjective phrases (cf. 684), Genitive NPs (cf. 685), and relative clauses (see 
19.1.). 

(683) a insan-ar (J89:21) 
that human-PL 

'those people' 
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260 14. The noun phrase and the adjective phrase 

(684) ask'an k'wal-er (Q81:69) 
low house-PL 

'a low house' 

(685) Dagustan.di-n Seher-r-a (HQ89:94) 
Daghestan-GEN city-PL-INESS 

'in the cities of Daghestan' 

The order of noun modifiers with respect to each other is relatively free, 
and the generalizations below reflect only the orders that are used most 
commonly. Native speakers tend to accept most possible orders. In many 
cases there may be semantic differences between different orders (e.g. reflect-
ing different scope relations), but they are too subtle to be described here. 

14.4.1. The position of the Genitive NP 

The Genitive NP generally precedes all other modifiers because otherwise 
those modifiers could be taken as modifying the Genitive noun rather than 
its head. In example (686), the Genitive NP precedes an adjective (a), a 
demonstrative (b), a quantifier (c), a numeral (d), and even a relative clause 
(e) (but see 14.4.2. for the order of relative clauses). 

(686) a. gatfar.i-n öimi jug (A90:5) 
spring-GEN warm day 

'a warm day of spring' 

b. Sa xwa Seher.di-n i q'il-e, mükü-di-ni 
one son town-CEN this end-INESS other-SBST.SG-and 

a q'il-e jaSamiS ze-zwa. (§83:55) 
that end-INESS living be-IMPF 

One son lives at this end of town, the other at the other end.' 

c. lezgi pisatel-r.i-n-ni äair-r.i-n sa Sumud ktab 
Lezgain writer-PL-GEN-and poet-PL-GEN one how.many book 

'a couple of books by Lezgian writers and poets' (Du85,3:127) 

d. külil qu&-ar.i-n pud mug (M83:43) 
little bird-PL-GEN three nest 

'three nests of little birds' 

e. Giildeste.di-n wiöi-n juldakdi-n t'war ala-j xtul (583:21) 
Guideste-GEN [self-GEN husband-GEN name be.on-PTP] grandson 

'Giildeste's grandson, who bears her husband' name' 

However, two types of Genitive NPs prefer a position closer to the head 
noun: short pronominal Genitives (cf. 687) and non-referential Genitive 
modifiers that correspond to English first compound members and to 
Russian relational adjectives (cf. 688). 
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14.4. Word order in the noun phrase 261 

(687) a. rahmetlu zi wax (583:22) 
deceased I:GEN sister 

'my deceased sister' (not: sister of deceased I) 

b. i zi kic' (K85,4:7) 
this I-.GEN dog 

'this my dog' (not: dog of this I) 

(688) a. jeke rik'.i-n t'arwal (583:63) 
big heart-GEN pain 

'a big heart pain' (not: pain of big heart) 

b. i jeke gatu-n xali-jar 
this big summer-GEN melon-PL 

'these big muskmelons (lit. summer melons)' (not: melons of this 
big summer) 

All these examples are syntactically ambiguous, but since the other reading 
is extremely unlikely in (687) (personal pronouns are hardly ever modified), 
and non-referential Genitives form fixed expressions with their head nouns 
in (688), the danger of confusion is small. 

When a plausible meaning results, two Genitive NPs may modify the 
same head noun: 

(689) a. öi a 6'aw.a-n predsedatel' (R66:12) 
we:GEN t h a t time-GEN chairperson 

'our chair of that time' 

b. zi gat.u-n kanikul-ar (M83:64) 
I:GEN summer-GEN vacation-PL 

'my summer vacations' 

14.4.2. The position of the relative clause 

The participial relative clause is generally the first constituent of its NP be-
cause of its heaviness. If other modifiers preceded the relative clause, these 
would be relatively far away from their head nouns. E.g. 

(690) wa-l tapSurmiS-da-j sa c'iji kar (E56:14) 
[you-SRESS entrust-FUT-PTP] one new job 

'a new job that will be entrusted to you' 

When this preference is in conflict with the preference that the Genitive NP 
should be the first constituent of the NP (14.4.1.), both orders are possible, 
and the order which causes least ambiguity in the context wins out. 
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(691) a. k'wal.i-z xta-j Farid.a-n wax 
home-DAT retum-PTP Farid-GEN sister 

'Farid's sister, who returned home' (or: 'the sister of [Farid, who 
returned home]') 

b. Farid.a-n k'wal.i-z xta-j wax 
Farid-GEN home-DAT return-ΡΓΡ sister 

'Farid's sister, who returned home' (or: 'the sister who returned to 
Farid's house') 

When the relative clause is short or when it forms a fixed expression, modi-
fiers other than Genitives may precede it: 

(692) a. i darwal ala-j ajal-ar (M83:30) 
this [poverty be.on-PTP] child-PL 

'these poor children (lit. these children on whom there is poverty)' 

b. wiri aöux tuS-ir fonema-jar (H82:12) 
all [open COP:NEC-PTP] phoneme-PL 

'all the consonant phonemes (lit. all the phonemes which are not 
open)' 

In such cases a head noun may be modified by two stacked relative clauses: 

(693) bomba.di jeke zijan ga-ji c.i-n k'anikaj fi-da-j gimi 
[bomb(ERG) big damage give-AOP] [water below go-FUT-PTP] boat 

'the submarine which was heavily damaged by a bomb (lit. the boat 
[that goes below the water] [that a bomb damaged heavily])' (K87,2:15) 

14.4.3. The position of demonstratives, adjectives, and numerals 

The position of demonstratives, adjectives, and numerals with respect to 
each other seems to be quite free, except that the demonstrative may not fol-
low the numeral. The demonstrative may precede or follow the adjective: 

(694) a. i güzel ciikw-er 
this beautiful flower-PL 

'these beautiful flowers' 

b. a baxtlu deq'iq'a-jar (J84:5) 
that happy minute-PL 

'those happy minutes' 

(695) güzel i ciikw-er 
beautiful this flower-PL 

'these beautiful flowers' 
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(696) öetin i Sart'-ar-a (DD71,2:10) 
difficult this condition-PL-INESS 

'under these difficult circumstances' 

But the demonstrative precedes the numeral: 

(697) a. i wad ciik (*wad i ciik) 
this five flower 

'these five flowers' 

b. i q'we govor (H63:52) 
this two subdialect 

'these two subdialects' 

The numeral or quantifier may precede or follow the adjective: 

(698) a. wad giizel ciik 
five beautiful flower 

'five beautiful flowers' 

b. pud ö'exi q'ügür (M83:44) 
three big hedgehog 

'three big hedgehogs' 

c. hiq'wan c'iji §kola-jar (DD85,2:21) 
how.many new school-PL 

'how many new schools' 

(699) a. giizel wad ciik 
beautiful five flower 

'five beautiful flowers' 

b. lap q'iizii sa itim (X89:28) 
very old one man 

'a very old man' 

c. wiöe-laj gweö'i xejlin diSehli-jar (S83:6) 
self-SREL small many woman-PL 

'many women who were younger than she' 

(700) is an example of two stacked adjectives modifying one head noun: 

(700) jaxun ragul sa tula (K85,4:6) 
lean gray one pointer 

'a lean gray pointer (dog)' 
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14.5. The adjective phrase 

14.5.1. Adjectival valence 

There are a substantial number of adjectives that have an oblique argument 
(in addition to their subject argument, i.e. the argument toward which they 
are oriented and which they modify). What follows is a list of the most 
common adjectives that take an oblique argument, accompanied by a few 
examples for their use. Oblique adjectival arguments always precede the ad-
jective. 

For zero-argument adjectives in subjectless copular clauses, see!7.3. 

14.5.1.1. Adjectival arguments in the Dative case 

(701) wafalu 'faithful to' 
xas 'peculiar to, characteristic of 
taniS 'known to' 
taluq' 'concerning, related to' 
miit'iig 'obedient to' 
lazim 'necessary for' 
begenmiS 'pleasing to' 

(702) a. Wun kolxoz.di-z lazim. itim ja. (R66:14) 
you:ABS kolkhoz-DAT necessary man COP 

Ύου are a person that the collective farm needs (lit. a person 
necessary for the collective farm).' 

b. wiri insan-r.i-z xas tir sinix-ar (Du85,3:147) 
[all human-PL-DAT characteristic COP:PTP] defect-PL 

'defects characteristic of all people' 

14.5.1.2. Adjectival arguments in the Postessive case 

(703) qanix 'longing for, eager for' 
tamarzu 'desirous of 
inanmiS 'believing' 

(704) Abur watan aku-n.i-qh qanix Aa-na. (DD71,3:19) 
they [fatherland see-MSD-POESS] eager become-AOR 

'They became eager to see their native country.' 

14.5.1.3. Adjectival arguments in the Subelative case 

(705) 6a ra 'separate from' 
a ζ ad 'free of' 
ibarat 'consisting of 
mahrum 'deprived, rid of 
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14.5. The adjective phrase 265 

(706) faSist-r.i-n öapxunä-jr.i-kaj azad (DD85,2:21) 
fascist-PL-GEN aggressor-PL-SBEL free 

'free from the fascist aggressors' 

14.5.1.4. Adjectival arguments in the Superessive case 

(707) pexil 'envious of' 
aSqilu 'enthusiastic about' 
takaburlu 'proud of' 
Sad 'glad about' 
aSuq' 'in love with' 
(na)razi '(dis)satisfied with' 
maSgul 'occupied with' 
dewletlu 'rich in' 

(708) a. Amma zun ifttin iawab.da-l razi ita-na-t (N88:145) 
but I:ABS such answer-SRESS satisfied be-AOR-NEG 

'But I was not satisfied with such an answer.' 
b. Azerbajdian fadlaj iniqh Sair-r.a-l-ni aSuq'-r.a-l 

Azerbaijan early since poet-PL-SRESS-and ashug-PL-SRESS 

dewletlu öka ja. (A55:12) 
rich place COP 

'Azerbaijan has long been a place rich in poets and ashugs.' 
(ashug = traditional bard) 

14.5.1.5. Adjectival arguments in the Superelative case 

(709) aslu 'dependent on' 
tafawatlu 'different from' 
alawa 'additional to' 
wilikan 'previous to' (cf. N S R E L wilik 'before N' , 

12.2.1.5.) 

(710) Literatura.di-n eser jaSajiS.d-aj qaöu-r öirwil-er.i-laj 
literature-GEN work [life-INEL take-AOP] knowledge-PL-SREL 

aslu ja. (Mejlanova 1986:203) 
dependent COP 

Ά literary work depends on knowledge taken from life.' 

14.5.1.6. Adjectival arguments marked by the postposition galaz 'with' 

(711) alaqalu 'connected with' 
taniS 'acquainted with' (cf. also 14.5.1.1.) 
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14.5.2. Adjuncts in the adjective phrase 

The most common type of adjectival adjunct is the degree adverb (cf. 
12.1.4.). Degree adverbs immediately precede the adjective and follow any 
oblique arguments. Examples: 

(712) a. Am lap qhsan ust'ar ja. (J89:26) 
he:ABS very good master COP 

'He is a very good master.' 

b. Nurbala.di-n rik'.i-z sa q'adar rehät jta-na. (R66:29) 
Nurbala-GEN heart-DAT one quantity easy become-AOR 

'Nurbala's heart became somewhat relieved.' 

Example (713) shows a locative adverb that functions like a degree adverb. 

(713) Zi murad i xalq'-ar.i-qΛ galaz muq'uwaj taniS 
I:GEN wish [this people-PL-POESS with close acquainted 

±u-n tir. (Q81:42) 
become-MSD] OOP 

'My wish was to become closely acquainted with these peoples.' 

The standard of comparison can also be thought of as an adjectival adjunct. 
For the grammar of comparative constructions, see Ch. 24. 

14.5.3. Predicative-only adjectives 

A number of adjectives are generally restricted to the predicative function. 
When they are to be used attributively, they must be in the predicative posi-
tion of a relative clause with the participle of the copula (tir, cf. 9.5.1.). The 
adjectives in this class are generally Oriental loanwords, e.g. lazim 
'necessary7, taniS 'known, acquainted', taluq' 'belonging to'. 

(714) a. Abur.u-z lazim tir qimet ga-na k'an-da. (D85,3:143) 

[they-DAT [necessary COP:PTP] price give-AOC] must-FUT 

'One has to give them the necessary price.' 
b. Ali.di ina wiii-z taniS tir sa kas-ni awa-ö 

Ali(ERG) [here [self-DAT known COP:PTP] one person-also be-NEG 

laha-na fikir-na-j. (J89:21) 
say-AOR] think-AOR-PST 

'Ali had thought that there was nobody here that he knew.' 

This rule seems to be a preference only, and direct attribution of such adjec-
tives is not totally excluded (cf. (702a) above, where lazim is used attribu-
tively without a relative clause). 
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14.5.4. Different-subject adjectives 

Although adjectives are normally oriented toward their subject (like same-
subject relative clauses, e.g. Indo-European participles), they may also have a 
subject of their own. In such cases they are oriented toward the possessor of 
their subject, i.e. they look somewhat like relative clauses with a relativized 
possessor. This type of construction is usually used for descriptions of peo-
ple or animals in terms of characteristic properties of their body parts. 

(715) a. mez xci kas (Du85,4:121) 
tongue sharp person 

'a sharp-tongued person, a person whose tongue is sharp' 

b. ner jargi, q^Uqw-er jaru, wil-er c'aru Jarali (A90:13) 
nose long cheek-PL red eye-PL gray Jaral i 

'long-nosed, red-cheeked, gray-eyed Jarali' 

c. xur lacu, q'il, dalu, luw-ar ragul i öubaruk-ar (M83:32) 
breast white head back wing-PL gray this swallow-PL 

'these swallows with a white breast and a gray head, back and 
wings' 

The similarity to relative clauses with relativized possessors is underlined 
by examples like (716) where such a relative clause is used in parallel to a 
different-subject adjective. 

(716) Abur q'wed-ni elqwej 6in ala-j-bur, rc'am-ar 
they two-also round face be.on-PTP-SBST.PL eyebrow-PL 

härq'ü-bur tir. (J89:27) 
wide-SBST.PL COP:PST 

'They both had a round face and wide eyebrows (lit. were wide-
eyebrowed).' 
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Chapter 15 
Verbal valence 

15.1. Verbal valence patterns: introduction 

Verbal valence patterns are represented here in the following format: 

V (ACASEI/ BCASE2/···) 

where V stands for the verb, and A and Β stand for arguments in the case 
indicated by the subscript (the order of the arguments is arbitrary). The let-
ters used as variables for arguments are arbitrary and serve only to distin-
guish different arguments. However, I will often use letters that can be 
thought of as mnemonic for particular semantic roles (A: "agent", T: 
"theme", L: "location", E: "experiencer", R: "recipient"). Otherwise no at-
tempt is made to systematically describe the semantic roles expressed by the 
arguments; this information is left implicit in the translations of the indi-
vidual verbs. 

Let us take a concrete example: The verb ilisun has the valence pattern: 

V (AERG/ TABS/ LSRESS) 

and means Ά presses L by putting Τ in contact with L (= A presses L with 
T)'. This means that it has an ("agent") argument in the Ergative case which 
corresponds to the subject of 'press' in the translation, a ("theme") argument 
in the Absolutive case which corresponds to the object of 'put in contact 
with', and a ("location") argument in the Superessive case corresponding to 
the object of 'press'. This is all the information contained in a valence 
frame, and it is sufficient, for example, to obtain the correct translation of 
the following sentence: 

(717) Ada knopka.da-l t'ub ilis-na. (R66:9) 
he(ERG) button-SRESS finger press-AOR 

'He pressed the button by putting his finger in contact with it.' 
(= 'He pressed the button with his finger.' 
Lit. 'He pressed his finger on the button.') 

15.2. General characteristics of verbal valence patterns 

There are very tight restrictions on possible verbal valence patterns, espe-
cially the following: 

(i) There are no verbs that take fewer than one argument. Weather situa-
tions (rain, snow, etc.), which are expressed by zero-argument verbs in many 
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15.2. General characteristics of verbal valence patterns 269 

languages, are expressed as 'rain is falling' (marf qwazwa), etc. (However, 
predicative adjectives may be subjectless, cf. 17.3.) 

(ii) There are no verbs that take more than three arguments. 
(iii) Most of the valence patterns contain an Absolutive argument. There 

are a few exceptions which belong to the "non-standard valence patterns" 
and are discussed in 15.4. below. 

(iv) For each intransitive valence pattern with an Absolutive argument 
there is a corresponding transitive valence pattern which contains the same 
arguments plus an Ergative argument. 

(v) Except for the purely adnominal Genitive case and the rare Directive 
cases, all cases occur in at least one valence pattern together with an 
Absolutive argument (but see 15.3.15. for "Genitive arguments"). 

Thus, the valence patterns in (718) are the most typical, and they are 
therefore called "standard valence patterns" here. Each of them is exempli-
fied in one subsection of 15.3. 

(718) The standard valence patterns 
intransitive transitive 
V (TABS) V ( A E R G , TABS) ( 1 5 . 3 . 1 . ) 
V (TABS, EDAT) V (AERG, TABS, RDAT) ( 1 5 . 3 . 2 . ) 
V ( T A B S , LADESS) V (AERG, TABS, LADESS) ( 1 5 . 3 . 3 . ) 
V (TABS, L A D E L ) V (AERG, TABS, LADEL) ( 1 5 . 3 . 4 . ) 

V (TABS, LPOESS) V (AERG, TABS, LPOESS) ( 1 5 . 3 . 5 . ) 
V (TABS, LPOEL) V (AERG, TABS, LPOEL) ( 1 5 . 3 . 6 . ) 
V (TABS, LSBESS) V ( A E R G , TABS, LSBESS) ( 1 5 . 3 . 7 . ) 
V (TABS, LSBEL) V (AERG, TABS, LSBEL) ( 1 5 . 3 . 8 . ) 
V (TABS, LSRESS) V (AERG, TABS, LSRESS) ( 1 5 . 3 . 9 . ) 
V (TABS, LSREL) V (AERG, TABS, LSREL) ( 1 5 . 3 . 1 0 . ) 
V (TABS, LSRDIR) V (AERG, TABS, LSRDIR) ( 1 5 . 3 . 1 1 . ) 
V (TABS, LINESS) V (AERG, TABS, LINESS) ( 1 5 . 3 . 1 2 . ) 
V (TABS, LINEL) V ( A E R G , TABS, LINEL) ( 1 5 . 3 . 1 3 . ) 

There are also arguments that have the form of an adverbial (without any 
restrictions on the form that the adverbial will take). 

V (TABS, LADV) V (AE R G , TABS, L a d v ) (15.3.14.) 

In addition, there are two groups of "non-standard valence patterns". In 
the first group, there is a Dative argument with subject properties (15.4.1.), 
and in the second group, the Absolutive argument has been incorporated 
into the verb so that there is no Absolutive argument in the valence pattern 
("Absolutive absorption", 15.4.2.1.). 

The valence patterns of verbs that take clausal arguments (=complement 
clauses) have not been taken into account here. For such complement-tak-
ing verbs, see Ch. 20. 

The general principles to which Lezgian valence patterns conform 
(especially (i)-(v) above) are not particularly exotic or exceptional. Aside 
from Ergativity, there are only two features that set Lezgian off from the fa-
miliar European languages: Dative experiencers and consistent Absolutive 
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270 15. Verbal valence 

themes. Thus, in an experiential verb like akun 'see' and other experiential 
expressions (cf. 15.4.1.), the experiencer is expressed in the Dative case: 

(719) Zamira.di-z Diana aku-na. 
Zamita-DAT Diana see-AOR 

'Zamira saw Diana, (lit. Diana was visible to Zamira.)' 

And themes are consistently in the Absolutive case, even where a patient 
argument is also present and would be the direct object in the familiar 
European languages. In Lezgian, this patient is expressed in one of the local 
cases. For example, the patient arguments of the verbs 'stroke' and 'sweep' 
appear in the Adelative and Superelative cases, respectively, in the follow-
ing examples (an analogous example is (717) above). 

(720) Emirmet.a qhilqw.e-waj gil giic'-na. (Q81:113) 
Emirmet(ERG) cheek-ADEL hand stroke-AOR 

'Emirmet stroked her cheek with his hand.' (Lit. 'Emirmet stroked his 
hand along her cheek.') 

(721) Aminat.a k'wal.e-laj kkul elä-na. (Talibov 1958:241) 
Aminat(ERG) room-SREL broom sweep-AOR 

'Aminat swept the room with a broom.' (Lit. 'Aminat swept the 
broom through the room.') 

In the familiar European languages, the Lezgian local patients have to be 
rendered as direct objects, and the Lezgian Absolutive themes correspond to 
instrumental phrases. These instrumental phrases sound somewhat redun-
dant in the translations of (720M721) because the verbal actions ('stroke', 
'sweep') are such that they are exclusively or typically carried out with these 
instruments. But this is not the case in Lezgian because quite generally verb 
meaning is more general than in the familiar European languages. For ex-
ample, gilc'un not only means 'stroke', but also 'wipe' (stoldiwaj pek giic'un 
'wipe a table with a cloth') or 'rub', and elägun not only means 'sweep', but 
also 'wave (with a cap)' and 'nod (one's head)'. 

These characteristics of Lezgian valence patterns can be generalized and 
we can say that Lezgian shows a tendency toward a closer correspondence 
between semantic roles and case-marking: Agents are always in the Ergative 
case, themes are always in the Absolutive, recipients and experiencers are 
always in the Dative, patients are always in one of the local cases. This is in 
marked contrast to the familiar European languages, where nominative 
subjects can be agents, themes, experiencers, and sometimes even patients, 
accusative direct objects can be themes, patients, or experiencers, etc. It is 
true that there are exceptions in Lezgian as well; for instance, the Absolutive 
argument of kiligun (CABS/ DDAT) ' C looks at D' would appear to be an agent 
rather than a theme, and Lezgian also has metaphorical expressions like i 
banka.di pud litr q'ada (Talibov & Gad2iev 1966:207) 'this can holds three 
liters'. But it cannot be denied that there is a tendency toward a closer link 
between semantic roles and case-marking, so that we can call Lezgian a 
"role-dominated language" (cf. Foley & Van Valin 1984, A. E. Kibrik 1980b). 
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15.3. Standard valence patterns 271 

15.3. Standard valence patterns 

15.3.1. Valence patterns with only an Absolutive argument 

15 .3 .1 .1 . I n t r a n s i t i v e : V (TABS) 

This is the most common pattern for single-argument verbs. 

E.g. qaragun 
qeqiin 
kisun 
kusun 
tük'ün 
q^ürün 
qugun 
ifin 
qun 
q'eiin 
juzun 

'get up' 
'walk around' 
'fall silent' 
'fall asleep' 
'work well, get along' 
'laugh' 
'play 
'become hot' 
'become cold' 
'become wef 
'move' 

15 .3 .1 .2 . T r a n s i t i v e : V ( A E R G , TABS) 

This is the standard pattern for monotransitive verbs. 

E.g. k&in 
at'un 
cun 
qhun 
gatun 
ö'ugun 
xt'unun 
xkaiun 

'write' 
'cut' 
'plow' 
'drink' 
^eaf 
'pull, draw' 
'take off (clothes)' 
'lift' 

15.3.2. Valence pattern with a Dative argument 

15.3.2.1. Intransitive: V (TA Bs, CDAT) 

E.g. Qeqün 'T looks for C' 
kiligun 'T looks at C' 

In these verbs the Absolutive argument is an agent, and the Dative argu-
ment is some kind of mental goal. An example of the use of such a verb: 

(722) Am gila kuk'un patal sa bahna.di-z qeqwe-zuia-j. 
he:ABS now row for one pretext-DAT seek-IMPF-PST 

'He was now looking for a pretext for a row.' (Sejxov 1983c:16) 

There is also a group of verbs with the same valence pattern (XABS/ YDAT) 
but different semantic roles of the participants (stimulus and experiencer). 
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272 15. Verbal valence 

Since the Dative argument in these verbs behaves very differently, these 
verbs are treated separately below (15.4.1.). 

1 5 . 3 . 2 . 2 . T r a n s i t i v e : V ( A E R G , T A B S , CDAT) 

This is the pattern of standard ditransitive verbs, where the Dative argu-
ment is a recipient: 

E.g. gun 'give' 
raijurun 'send' 
qalurun 'show' 
aqhajun 'tell' 
gu η Tiring' 

The Dative argument is a kind of location in the following verbs: 

ö'ugun Ά covers C with T' 
jagun Ά covers C with T' 

(723) a. Cna Skola.di-n qaw.u-z Sir ja-na. (G54:134) 
we:ERG school-GEN roof-DAT paint hit-AOR 

'We painted the roof of the school.' (lit. W e hit paint to the roof.') 

b. Ζ a ada-z sa gud wihe-na. (G54:134) 
I:ERG he-DAT one fist throw-AOR 

Ί hit him with the fist.' (Lit. Ί threw a fist on him.') 

15.3.3. Valence patterns with an Adessive argument 

15.3.3.1. Intransitive: V (TABS, LADESS) 

E.g. werdiS £un Τ gets used to L' 
ac'un Τ becomes full of L' 
raxun 'Τ talks to L' 
(verbs with the preverb (a)g-:) 
agaq'un 'Τ reaches L' 
agatun 'Τ approaches L' 
egeö'un 'Τ approaches L' 
gwa 'Τ is near L' (cf. 17.6.2.) 

(724) a. RuS.a-z am wiii-w raxa-zwa-j Aiz jca-na. (S88:22) 
girl-DAT [he:ABS self-ADESS talk-IMPF-PTP like] be-AOR 

'It seemed to the girl as if he was talking to her.' 

b. MaSin-ar xiir.ii-w agaq'-na. (583:40) 
car-PL village-ADEL reach-AOR 

'The cars reached the village.' 
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15.3. Standard valence patterns 273 

c. Ada-η rik' paSmanwil.i-w ac'a-nwa. ($83:39) 
she-GEN h e a r t sadness-ADESS become.full-PRF 

Her heart has become full of sadness.' 

1 5 . 3 . 3 . 2 . Transitive: V ( A E R C , T A BS, LADESS) 

E.g. (verbs with the preverbs (A)g-/wu-) 
wugun Ά (temporarily) gives Τ to L' 
agudun Ά brings Τ closer to L' 
geqigun Ά compares Τ to/with L' 

(725) Za Nadja.di-n qhweqh zuwa-n q^iiqw.e-w agud-na. 
I:ERG Nadja-GEN cheek self-GEN cheek-ADESS approach-AOR 

Ί pressed Nadja's cheek to my cheek.' (S88:165) 
(And see also tun 'cause', 20.2.4.) 

15.3.4. Valence patterns with an Adelative argument 

15.3.4.1. Intransitive: V (TABS, LADEL) 

E.g. qaqatun Τ falls off of L, goes away from L' 
ajrutmiS £un 'T separates from L' 

(726) a. Cun ada-waj qaqat-na. (G54:141) 
we:ABS he-ADEL go.away-AOR 

'We went away from him.' 

b. Zun kwe-waj ajrutmiS ze-da-ö. (S88:31) 
I:ABS you.all-ADEL separating be-FUT-NEG 

Ί won't separate from you-all.' 
15.3.4.2. Transitive: V ( A E R G , T A B S / L A D E L ) 

E.g. qaqudun Ά takes Τ away from L' 
(xabar) q'un Ά asks L' 
giic'un Ά wipes L with T, A rubs Τ along L' 

(727) a. Wiöi-n giXl.ü-waj ada xabar q'u-na. (083:27) 
self-GEN husband-ADEL she(ERG) news hold-AOR 

'She asked her husband.' 

b. Stold.di-waj pek giic'. (TG66:91) 
table-ADEL cloth wipe(lMPV) 

'Wipe the table with the cloth.' 
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274 15. Verbal valence 

15.3.5. Valence patterns with a Postessive argument 

15.3.5.1. Intransitive: V (TABS/ LPOESS) 

E.g. qeqil τι 'Τ looks for L' 
elqiln 'T turns toward L' 
agun Τ believes (in) L' 
inanmiS£un Τ believes (in) L' 
ö'alaqh £un Τ believes (in) L' 
(verbs with the preverb (A)gAl-:) 
galuq'un Τ hits against L' 
galtugun Τ takes care of L; Τ chases after L' 
agaltun 'T joins L, leans against L; L feels inclined toward T' 
gelqii η Τ takes care of L' 
galk'un Τ clings to L' 
gala 'T is behind L' (cf. 17.6.3.) 

(728) a. Ci kolxozci-jar nik'-er.i-qh qhsan-diz gelqwe-zwa. (J89:6) 
we:GEN kolkhoznik-PL field-PL-POESS good-ADV care-IMPF 

'Our kolkhoz farmers are taking care of the fields well.' 

b. Req'-e öa-qh mad juldaS-ar agalt-na. (TG66:31) 
way-INESS we-POESS st i l l friend-PL join-AOR 

'On the way some more friends joined us.' 

15.3.5.2. Transitive: V (A E RC, T A BS, L P O E S S ) 

E.g. akalun Ά attaches Τ to L' 
pajun Ά divides Τ into L' 
inanmiSarun Ά convinces Τ of L' 
(verbs with the preverb gAl-:) 
gelägu η Ά hits against L with T' 
giligun Ά attaches Τ to L' 
galuq'arun Ά hits against L with T' 

(729) a. bag q'we pat.a-qh paj-nawa-j req' (M83:19) 
[garden two part-POESS divide-IMPF-PTP] pa th 

'the path that divides the garden into two parts' 

b. Ada q'il cl.a-qh galuq'ar-na. (Sejxov 1983c:17) 
she(ERG) head wall-POESS hit-AOR 

'She hit her head against the wall.' 
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15.3. Standard valence patterns 

15.3.6. Valence patterns with a Postelative argument 

15.3.6.1. Intransitive: V (TABS, LPOEL) 

E.g. (verb with the preverb gAl-): 

galatun Τ falls off from L' 

15.3.6.2. Transitive: V (AE R G , TABS/ LPOEL) 

E.g. (verb with the preverb gAl-): 
galudun Ά takes Τ off/away from L' 

(730) Il'iö.a hasätda qün.ü-qhaj tfeng galud-na. (K57:7) 
Il'ii(ERG) immediately shoulder-POEL rifle take.off-AOR 

H'i£ immediately took the rifle off his shoulders.' 

15.3.7. Valence patterns with a Subessive argument 

15.3.7.1. Intransitive: V ( T A BS, LSBESS) 

E.g. qari§mi§xun Τ mixes with L' 
(verbs with the preverb (A)k-:) 
kuk'un 'T sticks to L' 
ekeö'un 'Τ joins L, starts participating in L' 
akaotun 'T mixes with L' 
xk'un 'T touches L' 
akatun 'T turns up in L; L is filled with T' 
kwa 'T is under L' (cf. 17.6.4.) 

15.3.7.2. Transitive: V (A E R G , TABs, LSBESS) 

E.g. (verbs with the preverbs k-, xk-): 
kägun Ά touches L with T' 
kutun Ά puts Τ under L, A wraps Τ in L' 
kut'unun Ά wraps Τ in L, A attaches Τ to L' 
ktadun Ά touches L with T; A mixes L with T' 
xkilrun Ά touches L with T; A mixes L with T' 

(731) a. Zi mani-jr.i insan-r.i-n rik'-er.i-k äadwal kuta-zwa 
I:CEN song-PL(ERG) people-PL-GEN heart-PL-SBESS joy put-IMPF 

'My songs put joy in people's hearts.' (K86,3:l) 

b. Kat.ra jak'.u-k xkür-na-ö. (K86,3:10) 
falcon(ERG) meat-SBESS touch-AOR-NEG 

'The falcon did not touch the meat.' 
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276 15. Verbal valence 

c. Za wa-k kä-zawa-ö. (DD71,3:21) 
I:ERG you-SBESS touch-IMPF-NEG 

'I'm not touching you.' 

d. Ada za-k gil ktad-zawa. (Sejxov 1983c:17) 
he(ERG) I-SBESS hand touch-IMPF 

'He is touching me with his hand.' 

15.3.8. Valence patterns with a Subelative argument 

15.3.8.1. Intransitive: V (TABs, LSBEL) 

E.g. bizar £un Τ gets fed up with L' 
kürs Aun Τ hangs on L' 
stun 'L becomes T' 
(verbs with the preverbs kw-, xk-:) 
xkatun Τ gets rid of L, Τ avoids L' 
xkeö'un 'Τ creeps out of L, Τ gets out of L' 
kwatun 'T falls from L; Τ awakes from (sleep)' 

(732) a. Har-da-kaj k'wal.i-n=jiq.a-n ijesi &a-nwa. (583:21) 
every-SBST.SG-SBEL house-GEN=day-GEN owner become-PRF 

'Each one has become the owner of a house and family.' 

b. Guriistan Urusat.di-kaj xkeö'-na. (HQ89:7) 
Georgia Russia-SBEL secede-AOR 

'Georgia seceded from Russia.' 

15.3.8.2. Transitive: V (A E RG, T A B S , L S BEL) 

E.g. kilrsarun Ά hangs Τ on L' 
qutarmiSun Ά saves Τ from L' 
awun Ά makes L T' 
(verb with the preverb xk·:) 
xkägun Ά elects LT' 

(733) a. Fejzillah.a-kaj revkom.di-n predsedatel' xkä-na. (HQ89:14) 

Fejzillah-SBEL rev.comm.-GEN chairman elect-AOR 

'Fejzillah was elected chairman of the revolutionary committee.' 
b. Cna Rasul.a-kaj uöitel' awu-na. (G54-.44) 

we:ERG Rasul-SBEL teacher make-AOR 

"We made Rasul a teacher.' 
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15.3. Standard valence patterns 277 

15.3.9. Valence patterns with a Superessive argument 

15.3.9.1. Intransitive: V (TA Bs, L S RESS) 

E.g. dii5ii§£un Τ meets L' 
ewlenmiS £un Τ (husband) gets married to L (wife)' 
rasalmiS xun 'T meets L' 
qhürün Τ laughs about L' 
(verbs with the preverbs Al-, hAl-:) 
alamuq'un Τ remains on L' 
haltun Τ meets L, L meets Τ 
ala Τ is on L' (cf. 17.6.5.) 

15.3.9.2. Transitive: V ( A E R G , TABS, LSRESS) 

E.g. ewlenmiSun Ά marries Τ off to L' 
tapäurmiSun Ά entrusts Τ to L' 
pajun Ά divides Τ into L' 
(verbs with the preverbs Al, hAl-:) 
aluk'un Ά puts Τ (clothes) on L' 
haldun Ά puts Τ (clothes) on L' 

(734) a. Za-l lent at'u-n tapSurmiS-nawa. (J89:26) 
I-SRESS [ribbon cut-MSD] entrust-PRF 

Ί have been entrusted to cut the ribbon.' 

b. Cna daftar.di-n öar-ar q'we pat.a-l paj-da. (K89,12:11) 
we:ERG notebook-GEN page-PL two part-SRESS divide-FUT 

'We will divide the pages of the notebook into two parts.' 

15.3.10. Valence patterns with a Superelative argument 

15.3.10.1. Intransitive: V (TABs, LSREL) 

E.g. (verbs with the preverb Al-:) 
alatun 'T falls off of L; Τ passes L; Τ exceeds L' 
(EGEN rik'elaj alatun: Έ forgets Τ (Τ falls from E's heart)') 
eläö'un 'Τ crosses L' 
alaqhu η 'Τ is busy with L' 
alaq'un 'L is able to T' 

(735) Poezd serhät.di-laj alat-zawa. (Q81:42) 
train border-SREL cross-IMPF 

'The train is crossing the border.' 
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278 15. Verbal valence 

1 5 . 3 . 1 0 . 2 . T r a n s i t i v e : V ( A E R G , T A B S , L S REL) 

E.g. (verbs with the preverb A/-:) 
aludun Ά takes Τ away from L' 
elägu η Ά takes Τ away from L' 
ilit'un Ά wraps Τ around L' 
iliöun Ά pours Τ over L' 
altadun Ά strokes L with Τ 
aladarun Ά strokes L with Τ 

(736) Dax.di gada.di-n q'il.e-laj kap aladar-na. (K89,12:12) 
dad(ERG) boy-GEN head-SREL p a l m stroke-AOR 

'Dad stroked the boy's head with his hand.' 

15.3.11. Valence patterns with a Superdirective argument 

1 5 . 3 . 1 1 . 1 . I n t r a n s i t i v e : V (TABS, LSRDIR) 

E.g. serhätlamiS xun 'T restricts him/her/itself to L' 

1 5 . 3 . 1 1 . 2 . T r a n s i t i v e : V ( A E R G , T A B S , L S R D I R ) 

E.g. talminarun Ά supplies Τ with L' 
tadaraklamiSun Ά equips Τ with L' 

One has to suspect that these valence patterns were borrowed from Russian, 
because the Russian argument corresponding to the Lezgian L argument 
here is in the Russian Instrumental case (ogranitit'sja iem-to, snabiat' 
öem-to, oborudovat' iem-to). 

15.3.12. Valence patterns with an Inessive argument 

1 5 . 3 . 1 2 . 1 . I n t r a n s i t i v e : V (TABS, LINESS) 

E.g. aw a Τ is in L' (cf. 17.6.1.) 
aq'un 'T gets into L, Τ hits against L' 

(737) Sik'.r-e guile aq'u-na. (G54:94-5) 

fox-INESS bullet hit-AOR 

Ά bullet hit the fox.' 

1 5 . 3 . 1 2 . 2 . T r a n s i t i v e : V ( A E R G / T A BS, LINESS) 

E.g. ecägun Ά pushes/kicks L with T' 
(738) Ali.di kic'-e q'ül ecä-na. (Klimov & Alekseev 1980:184) 

Ali(ERG) dog-lNESS foot kick-AOR 

'Ali kicked the dog with his foot.' 
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15.3. Standard valence patterns 279 

15.3.13. Valence patterns with an Inelative argument 

Transitive: V ( A E R G , T A B S , LINESS) 

e.g. q'un Ά considers Τ L' 

(739) Za zun baxtlu insan.d-aj q'a-zwa. (S88:4) 
I:ERG I:ABS h a p p y person-INEL hold-IMPF 

Ί consider myself a happy person.' 

15.3.14. Valence patterns with an adverbial argument 

Adverbial arguments occur with intransitive verbs like 'go' and transitive 
verbs like 'put'. The adverbial argument generally expresses a direction. 

V ( T A B S , L A D V ) e .g . fin ' g o ' 
V (AERG, T A B S , LADV) e.g. ecigun 'put', tun 'leave', wehin 'throw' 

The formal variability of the directional adverbial argument can be illus-
trated with the verb wehin 'throw'. The adverbial argument is expressed as 
a Dative NP in (740a), as a Postessive NP in (740b), and as a Superessive NP 
in (740c). 

(740) a. Za im öemodan.di-z wehi-da. (TG66:73) 
I:ERG this:ABS suitcase-DAT throw-FUT 

'I'll throw this into a suitcase.' 

b. Ζ a qiin-er.i-qh k'urt wehe-na. (TG66:73) 

I:ERG shoulder-PL-POESS fur.coat throw-AOR 

Ί threw a fur-coat over my shoulders.' 
c. Ada za-l jargan wehe-na. (TG66:73) 

she(ERG) I-SRESS blanket throw-AOR 

'She threw a blanket on me.' 

Distinguishing adverbial arguments from adverbial adjuncts is notori-
ously difficult in many languages, and this applies to Lezgian as well. 

15.3.15. "Genitive arguments" in verbal idioms 

Genitive noun phrases are normally only used as adnominal modifiers and 
do not occur in verbal valence patterns. However, there are a number of 
verbal idioms where one of the verbal arguments is a fixed part of the idiom 
and the adnominal modifier of this argument is the variable participant, 
corresponding to an argument in the translation into other languages. 

Verbal idioms of this type include: 
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280 15. Verbal valence 

TABS XGEN rik'elaj alatun 

TABS XGEN gawurda aq'un 

EDAT XGEN jazux atun 

EDAT XGEN wan atun 

An example: 

'X accidentally forgets T, lit. Τ falls 
from X's hearf 
Τ understands X, lit. Τ gets into X's 
understanding' 
Έ is sorry for Χ, Ε pities X, lit. X's pity 
comes to E' 
Έ hears X, lit. X's sound comes to E' 

(741) Amma za-z kil jazux ata-na. (Du85,3:116) 
but I-DAT you.all:GEN pity come-AOR 

'But I was sorry for you-all.' 

15.4. Non-standard valence patterns 

15.4.1. Valence patterns with a Dative subject argument: 
the Affective Construction. 

When Dative arguments represent experiencer participants, they play a 
privileged role and the case can be made that they are subjects (cf. 16.1.). The 
construction with a Dative subject is called the Affective Construction in 
Daghestanian linguistics (cf. Alekseev 1975, Sejxov 1986). The special status 
of the Dative argument is one of the reasons why valence patterns with 
Dative experiencers are given special treatment here. The valence pattern in 
(742) is formally identical to the valence pattern in 15.3.2.1., but the two ar-
guments correspond to different semantic roles and show different syntactic 
behavior. 

(742) V (E D A T , XABS) 

E.g. akun 'EseesX' 
zugun Έ finds X' 
k'an- Έ wants/loves X' (9.5.2.1.) 
6ϊ- Έ knows X' (9.5.2.3.) 
awa Έ has X'(17.6.1.) 

Some verbs that show this valence pattern are compound verbs formed 
with 5tun 'become'. 

(743) begenmiSXun Έ likes X' 
bizar &u η Έ is fed up with X' 
tak'an xun Έ hates X' 
otiz xun Έ thinks X' (with a clausal argument, cf. 24.2.1.) 
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Examples: 

(744) a. Za-z sa ktab zga-na. (TG66:123) 
I-DAT one book find-AOR 

Ί found a book.' 

b. Zun mad wa-z akwa-n q^iji-da-ö. (A90:8) 
I:ABS still you-DAT see-PER REPET-FUT-NEG 

'You will not see me again.' 

c. Za-z-ni belki behem öir ta-£u-n mumkin ja. 
[I-DAT-too maybe enough teach NEG-ANTIC-MSD] possible COP 

'It is possible that I do not know enough, either.' (S88:172) 

Another reason for giving the Affective Construction special treatment is 
that verbs that occur in this construction may lack an Absolutive argument. 
While the stimulus participant is expressed as an Absolutive argument in 
the valence pattern (742), it may also be expressed as a Subelative or 
Postelative argument: 

( 7 4 5 ) V (EDAT, XSBEL) 
V ( E D A T , XPOEL) 

The fact that the Absolutive argument may be missing is in some cases per-
haps due to the adjectival basis of the verb. (Predicative adjectives may lack 
an Absolutive subject under certain circumstances, cf. 17.3.) 

E.g. kiö'e xun Έ is afraid of X' (9.5.2.2.) (<kiö'e 'afraid') 
regii xun Έ is ashamed of X' (regii 'ashamed') 
bejkef xun Έ is angry about X' {bejkef 'angry') 

Some examples: 

(746) a. Sarwili.di-z ada-qhaj kiö'e Za-na-ö. (X89:29) 
Sarwili-DAT he-POEL afraid be-AOR-NEG 

'Sarwili was not afraid of him.' 

b. Wa-z öar kxe-na-ö laha-na za-kaj bejkef ze-mir. 
you-DAT [letter write-AOR-NEG say-AOC] I-SBEL angry be-PROHIB 

'Don't be angry at me because I didn't write a letter.' (M79:7) 

c. Wa-z wi tiit.iin-a awa-j galstuk.di-q^aj q'wanni 
you-DAT youCEN [neck-INESS be.in-PTP] necktie-POEL even 

regü xa-na-ö-ni? (DD71,3:21) 
ashamed be-AOR-NEC-Q 

'Weren't you even ashamed of the tie round your neck?' 
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282 15. Verbal valence 

In other cases the verb is based on atun 'come' plus a noun. This noun is 
originally the Absolutive argument, so this is a case of Absolutive absorp-
tion through incorporation, as in 15.4.2. 

E.g. qhel atun Έ is angry at X' (qhel 'anger') 
Sei atun Έ feels like crying about X' (Sei 'crying') 
hajif atun Έ feels sorry about X' ( h a j i f 'regretO 

Two verbs with "Genitive arguments" (15.3.15.) are quite similar except 
that the stimulus participant is not expressed as a Subelative/Postelative 
argument, but as a Genitive modifier of the noun: 

XGEN jazux atun Έ is sorry for X' 
XGEN wan atun Έ hears X' 

Examples of Affective verbs with atun: 

(747) a. I kar.di-kaj aslan.di-z gzaf qhel ata-na. (X89:6) 
this thing-SBEL lion-DAT much anger come-AOR 

The lion became very angry about this.' 

b. Za-z Sei qwe-da. (K85,7:4) 
I-DAT crying come-FUT 

Ί feel like crying.' 

The oblique stimulus argument is often absent, as in (747b) and in (748). 

(748) a. Siöanbike.di-z gzaf Sad xa-na. (X89:14) 
Siianbike-DAT much glad be-AOR 

'Siianbike became very happy.' 

b. Bedel.a-z qhwer qwe-zwa-t-ir. (Q81:116) 
Bedel-DAT laughter come-IMPF-NEG-PST 

'Bedel did not feel happy.' 

However, the combination of adjectives with xun and nouns with atun 
is not observed strictly. Example (749a) shows xuS atun 'be glad' (xuS 'glad'), 
and (749b) shows hajif 5cun 'be hurf ( h a j i f 'regret; resentment'). 

(749) a. Nurbala.di-z Akper.a-n xeset.di-kaj xuS ata-na. (R66:24) 
Nurbala-DAT Akper-GEN character-SBEL glad come-AOR 

'Nurbala was glad about Akper's character.' 

b. Ada-z rik'.i-waj hajif xa-nwa-j. (Q81:116) 

he-DAT heart-INEL resentment be-PRF-PST 

'He was deeply hurt.' 
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15.4. Non-standard valence patterns 283 

A Dative experiencer subject is also used with some experiential adjec-
tives like giSin 'hungry' and meq'i 'cold' where no stimulus is expressed, 
eg· 

(750) Ada-z giSin-zawa zedi. (A90:28) 
it-DAT hungry-IMPF FT 

'It (the bird) is probably hungry.' 

The special status of the Dative argument in the Affective Construction is 
best illustrated by the fact that the Dative argument is the Imperative ad-
dressee. In verbs like kiligun 'look' (15.3.2.1.), only the Absolutive argument 
may be the Imperative addressee: 

(751) a. Ajal.di-z kilig! 
child-DAT look(IMPV) 

'Look at the child!' 
b. Ajal, kilig! 

child look(IMPV) 

'"•Child, be looked at!' (Only possible interpretation: 'Child, look!') 

In the Affective Construction, the Dative argument is the Imperative (or 
Prohibitive) addressee (cf. Alekseev 1975:10, Sejxov 1986:213-215); as in 
(746b) above and in (752). 

(752) a. Gila kwe-z za wuö-da-t'a aku! (K90,3:2) 
now you.all-DAT [I:ERG do.what-FUT-CND] see(IMPV) 

'Now look (lit. see) what I am going to do!' 

b. Wa-z ada-kaj qhel qwe-mir. (J84:53) 
you-DAT that-SBEL anger come-PROHIB 

'Don't be angry about that.' 
c. Xendeda tir zi jazux äa. (AM87:30) 

[widow COP:PTP] I:GEN pity come:IMPV 

'Have pity on me widow.' 
d. Wa-z, wi ä'uru kr-ar xalq'.di-z t-akwa-zwa-j-di 

you-DAT [you:GEN bad action-PL people-DAT NEG-see-IMPF-PTP-SBST] 

&iz ze-mir! (R66:24) 
l ike be-PROHIB 

'Don't think the people don't see your bad actions!' 
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284 15. Verbal valence 

15.4.2. Valence patterns of noun + awun/xun compounds 

15.4.2.1. Absolutive absorption. Compound verbs of the type "noun + 
awun/±un" (cf. 10.6.) are special in that they often lack an Absolutive ar-
gument in their valence pattern. The Absolutive argument is incorporated 
into the verb as the first compound member and is thus "absorbed" from 
the valence pattern. The original situation, as in (753), gives way to the cur-
rent situation in (754). 

(753) Ada k'walax iji-zwa. awun (AERG/TABS) 
she(ERG) work do-lMPF A = ada, Τ = k'walax 
'She is doing work.' 

(754) Ada k'walax-zawa. k'walaxun (AERG) 
she(ERG) work-IMPF A = ada 

'She is working.' 

(Note that morphological incorporation is not obligatory and is not a neces-
sary concomitant of "Absolutive absorption". See 10.6.1. on full and reduced 
au>un-compounds.) While Absolutive absorption is normal in awun-com-
pounds, it is rare in iim-compounds. More examples of the Absolutive-less 
valence pattern (AERG) are given in (755). 

(755) a. Senp'i-jr.i c'ug-zawa-j. (K89,12:15) 
kitten-PL(ERG) howl-IMPF-PST 

'The kittens were howling.' 

b. Abur.u q'üler-zawa. 
they(ERG) dances-IMPF 

'They are dancing.' 

In addition to the valence pattern with a single Ergative argument, there 
are Absolutive-less valence patterns with all kinds of oblique arguments. 

(756) V (AERG) 
V (AERG, CDAT) 
V (AERG, LPOESS) 
V (AERG, LSBEL) 
V (AERG, LSRESS) 
V (AERG, LINESS) 

The choice of the case of the oblique argument seems to be largely semanti-
cally determined. When the participant is human, it is often in the Dative 
case, e.g. 

hürmetun 'respect' 
ewerun 'call 
ikramun 'bow to' 
ta?sirun 'influence' 
qargi$un 'curse' 
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15.4. Non-standard valence patterns 285 

(757) a. Ajal-r.i muallim.di-z hiirmet-zawa. (DD77,6:14) 
child-PL(ERG) teacher-DAT respect-IMPF 

The children respect the teacher.' 

b. Wiri hajwan-r.i patah.di-z ikram-na. (AM87:14) 
all animal-PL(ERG) king-DAT bow-AOR 

'All the animals bowed to the king.' 

c. Ada abur.u-z qargiS awu-na. (R66:7) 
she(ERG) they-DAT curse do-AOR 

'She cursed them.' 

d. I kar.di Nazir.a-z gzaf ta7sir-na. (N88:79) 
this thing(ERG) Nazir-DAT much influence-AOR 

'This event greatly influenced Nazir.' 

Examples of a Postessive argument: 

(758) a. Wuciz wa-qh ixtibar iji-z ze-da-δ? (N88:87) why [you-POESS trust do-INF] can-FUT-NEG 

Why can one not trust you?' 

b. Publicistika.d-a sadlahana gaf.uni-qΛ majil iji-zwa. (G82:80) 
journalism-INESS sadlahana word-POESS tendency do-IMPF 

'In journalism one tends to (use) the word sadlahana.' 

An example of a Superessive argument: 

(759) Maslam.a q'we sefer.d-a Derbent.da-l huzum-na. (Du68,2:99) 
Maslam(ERG) two time-INESS Derbent-SRESS attack-AOR 

'Maslam attacked Derbent twice.' 
An example of a Subelative argument: 

(760) Cna kwe-z a dewir.di-n alim-r.i-kaj ixtilat-da. (K89,7:15) 
we:ERG you.all-DAT that period-GEN scholar-PL-SBEL tell-FUT 

'We will tell you-all about the scholars of that period.' 
Sometimes one suspects Russian influence, not only in verbs borrowed 

from Russian, such as otkazun 'give up' (which takes a Subelative argu-
ment in (761), corresponding to Russian otkazat'sja ot), but also in verbs 
like i&tirakun 'participate', which takes an Inessive argument in (762). 

(761) Cna c'iji-di kar.di-k kuta-daldi 
we:ERG [new-SBST.SG thing-SBESS put.under-POSTR] 

kiihne-da-kaj otkaz-zawa. (Ko90,2,2:1) 
old-SBST.SG-SBEL give.up-IMPF 

'We give up the old (structures) before we realize the new (structures).' 
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2 8 6 15. Verbal valence 

(762) Ada 1812=jisu-z däwe.d-a iStirak awu-na. (S88:164) 
he(HRG) 1812=year-DAT war-INESS participation do-AOR 

'He took part in the war in 1812.' 

It is sometimes asserted in the literature on Lezgian that there are non-
derived verbs with a single Ergative argument (e.g. Gadiiev 1954:97-98, 
Mejlanova & Talibov 1977:266). If such verbs really exist (i.e. if the cases 
cited cannot be explained as aumn-compounds whose first member is no 
longer recognizable as such), they are at any rate extremely rare. The two 
most convincing cases are those in (763). (However, öukurun 'run' may be 
simply a use of öukurun 'chase' with omission of the Absolutive argu-
ment.) 

(763) xkadarun 'jump' 
öukurun 'run' (but cf. öukurun 'chase') 

(774) a. Buba.di xkadar-na. (Mejlanova & Talibov 1977:266) 
father(ERG) jump-AOR 

'Father jumped.' 

b. Gada.di öukur-zawa. (GadZiev 1954:98) 
boy(ERG) run-IMPF 

The boy is running.' 
15.4.2.2. Compound valence patterns with an Absolutive argument. Not all 
awun/fun-compounds lack an Absolutive argument. For example, 
tebrikun 'congratulate' may take an Absolutive argument although it is 
originally made up of tebrik 'congratulation' + awun: 

(775) Xaji xiir.ii-z xtu-n.a-ldi za wun rik'.i-waj 
[native village-DAT return-MSD-SRDIR] I:ERG you:ABS heart-ADEL 

tebrik-zawa. (R66:ll) 
congratulate-IMPF 

Ί cordially congratulate you on returning to your native village.' 

Thus, the valence pattern of verbs like tebrikun is in no way special (see 
15.3.11.2. for this particular valence pattern). 

It is unclear why some noun + au;im-compounds take Absolutive argu-
ments while others do not. Further examples of aumn-compounds with an 
Absolutive argument are: 

ewezun (AERG, T A B S , LSRDIR) Ά replaces Τ by L ' (ewez + awun) 
ajibun (AERG, TABS) Ά shames T ' (ajib + awun) 
hissun (AERG, TABS) Ά feels T ' (hiss + awun) 

(776) a. Im Nurbala.di-ni hiss-zawa-j. (R66:29) 
this:ABS Nurbala(ERG)-also feel-IMPF-PST 

TMurbala felt this, too.' 
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b. Abur.u zun ajib-da. (X89:7) 
they (ERG) I:ABS shame-FUT 

'They will shame me.' 

Xim-compounds almost always take an Absolutive argument, e.g. 

düSiiS Stun (TABS/ LSRESS) 'L meets T' 
galib Zun (TABS/ LSRESS) 'T defeats L, Τ is victorious over L' 
q'ismet ±un (TABS, CDAT) Τ is granted to C ' 

(777) a. Za-l jeke xizan diiSUS jca-na. (M83:44) 
I-SRESS big family meeting be-AOR 

Ί met a big family.' (Lit. Ά big family happened upon me.') 

b. Aburu-z ajal q'ismet xa-na-t. they-DAT child destiny become-AOR-NEG 

Ά child was not granted to them.' 

15.5. Free omission of arguments 

The arguments specified in a verb's valence pattern must normally be pre-
sent for the sentence to be grammatical. However, arguments can be omit-
ted under certain conditions. The most common reason for the absence of 
an argument is pronoun dropping (22.1.). 

In this section I describe cases of missing arguments that cannot be recov-
ered from the discourse context, but that do not involve a different valence 
pattern either (thus contrasting with labile verbs, 15.6.). 

A very common type of argument omission is the omission of the subject 
argument (cf. 16.1. for the notion of 'subject'). The interpretation is 'an un-
specified participant' or 'people in general'. When the verb is transitive, 
such subjectless sentences are best translated by means of passive sentences: 

(778) a. Rossija.di-n leiber-r.i-n associjacija teSkil-nawa. (Ko90,1,28:1) 
Russia-GEN farmer-PL-GEN association found-PRF 

'An association of Russian farmers has been founded.' 

b. Abur.u-kaj lajixlu-bur 6i gazet.di-n 6in-r-a 
they-SBEL worthy-SBST.PL we:GEN paper-GEN face-PL-INESS 

öap-nawa. (Mejlanova 1986:204) 
print-PRF 

'The best ones have been published on the pages of our newspaper.' 

Not only the Ergative subject of transitive verbs can be freely omitted with 
the same interpretation, but also the Absolutive subject of intransitive 
verbs. This shows that the omissibility of the Ergative argument in sen-
tences like (778) cannot be due to a special peripheral status of Ergative ar-
guments (as claimed by Mel'iuk 1988). Languages that lack a subjectless pas-
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sive, like English, must resort to expressions like 'one' in translating such 
Lezgian sentences. 

(779) a. Za-z öil.e-l hawajda jaSamiS te-ze-zwa-j-di öi-da. 
I-DAT [earth-SRESS in.vain living NEC-be-IMPF-PTP-SBST] know-FUT 

1 know that one does not live in vain on earth.' (DD85,5:5) 

b. Dagustan.di-n 6'al-ar-a lak'ab-r.i-n gawur.d-a 
Daghestan-GEN language-PL-INESS nickname-PL-GEN understanding-INESS 

asant-diz aq'a-da. (L87,2:74) 
easy-ADV get-FUT 

'Nicknames are understood easily in Daghestanian languages.' 

That the same phenomenon is involved both in the omission of Ergative 
and Absolutive arguments is confirmed by examples where both an 
Ergative subject and an Absolutive subject are omitted in the same sentence 
and with the same interpretation: 

(780) a. 0 öara-da-n Sej7.ini-ζ gil jargi awu-r-la, 
[0(ERG) alien-SBST.SG-GEN thing-DAT hand long do-AOP-TEMP] 

0 xalq'.di-n wilik bejabur ze-da. ($83:36) 
0(ABS) people-GEN before disgraceful become-FUT 

'When one steals someone else's things, one disgraces oneself 
before the people.' 

b. Hi hiil-e, 0 sirnaw t-awu-r-t'a-ni, 
which sea-INESS [0(ERG) swimming NEG-do-AOP-CND-even] 

0 batmiS ie-da-δ? (K84,2:16) 
0(ABS) sink ANTIC-FUT-NEG 

'In which sea does one not sink even if one does not swim?' 

Arguments in other cases that correspond to English subjects may also be 
freely omitted with the same interpretation. 

(781) 0 k'wal-er.i-n dak'ar-r-aj-ni ekw-er akwa-zwa. (J84:19) 

0(DAT) house-PL-CEN window-PL-INEL-also light-PL see-IMPF 

'From the windows of the houses, too, one can see the lights.' 
(782) 0 t'ebiat.di-qh galaz aqaz-iz ze-da-t (K86,3:15) 

0(ADEL) [nature-POESS with compete-INF] can-FUT-NEC 

'One cannot compete with nature.' 

Free omission of arguments corresponding to English direct objects is 
rarer. (783) is an example of a missing Adessive argument, again with the 
interpretation 'one'. 

(783) Qiigür-r.i 0 öeb rehät-diz q'a-z tu-na. (M83:44) 
hedgehog-PL(ERG) 0(ADESS) [selves easy-ADV catch-INF] cause-AOR 

'The hedgehogs allowed one to catch them easily.' 
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A mis s ing object argument is normally not interpreted as 'one' , but as 
'the object stereotypically associated with the verbal action'. 

(784) Raq.ini gzaf pis öra-zwa. (TG66:374) 
sun(ERG) much bad burn-MPF 

'The sun is burning (i.e. the earth) very badly. ' 

15.6. Labile verbs 

A s has been noted by Gad2iev (1954:100) and Sejxov (1987), there are a num-
ber of verbs associated with two valence patterns, a transitive valence pat-
tern and an intransitive valence pattern that lacks the Ergative agent argu-
ment. Such verbs are generally referred to as LABILE in the Caucas ian litera-
ture. 

For instance, the verb xun I jreak' is associated with the fol lowing two va-
lence patterns and meanings: 

(785) xun 1· { A e r g , Tabs ) 
2. (Tabs) 

Ά breaks T' 
1 breaks' 

The fol lowing eleven verbs have been identified as labile by G a d i i e v (1954) 
and Sejxov (1987): 

(786) t rans i t ive { A e r g , T a b s ) 

q'in 'kill' 
xun /break(tr.); give birth to' 
öurun 'bake' 
kun 'burn (tr.)' 
at'un 'cut, tear off (tr.)' 
rugun 'boil, cook (tr.)' 
qazunun 'tear(tr.)' 
regiin 'grind (tr.)' 
eqiöun 'spill (tr.)' 
rut'un 'astringe (mouth)' 
ruwun 'set (teeth) on edge' 

intransitive {Tabs) 

'die' 
'break (intr.); be born' 
'ripen' 
'burn (intr.)' 
'tear off (intr.)' 
'boil, cook (intr.)' 
'tear (intr.)' 
'be ground' 
'spill (intr.)' 
'become astr ingenf 
'be set on edge' 

An example for the two different valence patterns and meanings of the la-
bile verb xun is given in (787). 

(787) a. Get'e xa-na. (GadZiev 1954:100) 
pot break-AOR 

T h e pot broke.' 

b. Ajal.di get'e xa-na. (GadZiev 1954:100) 

child(ERG) pot break-AOR 

T h e child broke the pot.' 
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290 15. Verbal valence 

But how can we be sure that we are really dealing with two different va-
lence patterns here, not merely with a freely omitted Ergative argument in 
(787a) (cf. 15.5. on such free omission of arguments)? Indeed, Mel'iuk (1988) 
claims that there are no labile verbs in Lezgian and that (787a) has the same 
syntactic structure as the sentences in (778) in 15.5. Conversely, Mejlanova & 
Talibov (1977) subsume both cases under labile verbs. Since the Ergative ar-
gument of any transitive verb can be freely omitted, they arrive at the astro-
nomical number of "more than 150" labile verbs. 

But contrary to Mel'Cuk's and Mejlanova & Talibov's claims, there are in 
fact good reasons to treat the absence of an Ergative argument differently in 
labile verbs and in free omission. The arguments come from the scope of 
negation (15.6.1.), from imperatives (15.6.2.), and from the Involuntary 
Agent Construction (15.6.3.). 

15.6.1. The argument from the scope of negation 

This argument is semantic. Consider a sentence like (788), where the labile 
verb is negated. 

(788) Indija.d-a kal-er req'i-zwa-ö. 
India-INESS cow-PL kill/die-IMPF-NEC 

(i) In India cows don't die.' (intransitive labile) 
(ii) In India cows are not killed/one doesn't kill cows.' 

(free omission of the subject) 

This sentence is ambiguous: On the first reading, the verb is intransitive 
and no argument is omitted; on the second reading, the verb is transitive, 
and the agent is omitted. This ambiguity affects all sentences with labile 
verbs in which there is no Ergative NP present—e.g. (787a) could also mean 
The pot was broken/one broke the pot.' But in such ordinary cases it is diffi-
cult to prove that there is real ambiguity in Lezgian, and not just two differ-
ent Russian or English equivalents that correspond to no difference in 
Lezgian. However, when the verb is negated, as in (788), the semantic differ-
ence is so striking that translation is not necessary to bring out the ambigu-
ity. On the intransitive reading, Indian cows are (falsely) said to be immor-
tal, while on the transitive reading only that part of the lexical meaning of 
the verb is negated which specifies that death is caused by an agent. All na-
tive speakers that I consulted confirmed that (788) can have two meanings, 
the true meaning ('are not killed') and the false meaning ('do not die'). This 
shows that the meaning 'caused by an agent' is indeed part of the lexical 
meaning of a the transitive member of a labile verb pair. 

15.6.2. The argument from Imperatives 

Another piece of evidence for the distinction between labile verbs and free 
omission of arguments is the behavior of imperatives. As would be ex-
pected on semantic grounds, the Imperative addressee is the Absolutive ar-
gument of intransitive verbs or the Ergative argument of transitive verbs. 
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15.6. Labile verbs 291 

(789) a. Ja Farid, Sa! 
PT Farid come:IMPV 

'Farid, come!' 
b. Ja Zamira, za-z gazet qaöu! 

PT Zamira I-DAT newspaper buy(IMPV) 

'Zamira, buy me a newspaper!' 

The Absolutive argument of transitive verbs cannot be the Imperative ad-
dressee (790a), not even where this would not be completely implausible 
semantically, as in (790b). 

(790) a. *Ja gazet, (Zamira.di) za-z qaöu! 
PT newspaper Zamira(ERG) I - D A T buy(IMPV) 

'Newspaper, be bought (by Zamira) for me!' 

b. *Ja Allahquli, policija.di jaqh! 
PT Allahqul i police(ERG) catch:IMPV 

'Allahquli, get caught by the police! (i.e. surrender to the police).' 

If labile verbs were not different in any way from purely transitive verbs 
like qatun 'take, buy', q'un 'hold, catch', etc., we would expect them to be-
have similarly. But in fact labile verbs do allow an intransitive Absolutive 
addressee, even in cases where this is not very plausible semantically, as 
shown in (791b) and (792b). 

(791) a. Ja Musa, qiigiir jiq'! 
PT Musa hedgehog die/kill:IMPV 

'Musa, kill the hedgehog!' 

b. Ja du Smart, jiq'! 
PT enemy die/kill:IMPV 

'Enemy, die!' 
(792) a. Ja Gülmehamed, get'e xu-xl 

PT Gülmehamed pot break-IMPV 

'Gülmehamed, break the pot!' 
b. Ja get'e, xu-xl 

PT pot break-IMPV 

'Pot, break!' 

15.6.3. The argument from the Involuntary Agent Construction 

Finally, the difference between labile verbs and free omission of arguments 
can be seen in the Involuntary Agent Construction, in which the agent is in 
the Adelative case and the additional meaning is 'involuntarily, unwit-
tingly, or in a very indirect manner'. This construction is illustrated in (793). 
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292 15. Verbal valence 

(793) Zamira.di-waj get'e xa-na. 
Zamira-ADEL pot break-AOR 

'Zamira broke the pot accidentally/involuntarily.' 

Mel'Cuk (1988:227) states that this type of sentence has the same syntactic 
structure as transitive sentences like (794) 

(794) Zamira.di get'e xa-na. 

Zamira(ERG) pot break-AOR 

'Zamira broke the pot.' 
and that the only difference is the case-marking of the agent NP, with the 
Ergative case meaning 'caused by7, and the Adelative meaning 'caused acci-
dentally/indirectly by7. 

However, Gadiiev (1954:98) correctly noted that the Adelative construc-
tion is only possible with such transitive verbs that also have a correspond-
ing intransitive valence pattern, i.e. labile verbs. Thus, (795) is possible, 
whereas (796) is ungrammatical, although semantically just as plausible. 
This is again clear syntactic evidence for the class of labile verbs. 

(795) Labile verbs 
a. Zi dust.di-waj balk'an q'e-na. 

I:GEN friend-ADEL horse die/kill-AOR 

'My friend accidentally killed the horse.' 

b. Za-waj ada-n perem ka-na. 
I-ADEL he-GEN shirt bum-AOR 

1 accidentally burnt his shirt.' 

(796) Ordinary transitive verbs 
a. *Dide.di-waj gam xkai-na. 

mother-ADEL nig lift-AOR 

'Mother accidentally lifted the rug.' 

b. *Taibat.a-waj rak aqhaj-na. 
Taibat-ADEL door open-AOR 

Taibat accidentally opened the door.' 

Although the Involuntary Agent Construction is not possible with ordinary 
transitive verbs, it is not restricted to the small class of labile verbs. An in-
voluntary agent can be added quite generally to intransitive verbs which 
denote a non-agentive process, as illustrated by sentences (797a-c), which 
contain ordinary, non-labile intransitive-processual verbs. 

(797) a. Dide.di-waj nek alait-na. 
mother-ADEL milk boil.over-AOR 

'Mother involuntarily allowed the milk to boil over.' 
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15.6. Labile verbs 293 

b. Mulminat.a-waj wiöi-n ktab stol.di-laj alat-na. 
Mu'minat-ADEL self-GEN book table-SREL fall.off-AOR 

'Mu'minat accidentally caused her book to fall from the table/ 

c. Maisa.di-waj ciikw-er q'ura-na. 
Maisa-ADEL flower-PL wilt-AOR 

'Maisa involuntarily allowed the flowers to wilt.' 

The verb of the Involuntary Agent Construction need not even be intransi-
tive—it is enough if the event is semantically non-agentive and potentially 
under the control of the Adelative NP, as illustrated by (798). 

(798) Dide.di-waj perde.di c'aj q'u-na. 
mother-ADEL curtain(ERG) fire catch-AOR 

'Mother accidentally caused the curtain to catch fire.' 
Thus, the Adelative NP in (793) is not at all parallel syntactically to the 
Ergative NP in (794). The verb xun Areale' is transitive in (794), but intransi-
tive in (793). While the Ergative NP behaves like an English subject in most 
respects, the Adelative NP can be likened to English ora-phrases ('The cur-
tain caught fire on mother;' 'The flowers wilted on Maisa.') or to the 
German dativus incommodi ('Die Blumen sind ihr verwelkt.'). 
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Chapter 16 
Syntax of the clause 

The preceding chapter on verbal valence contains the central information 
on clause-internal syntax. This chapter deals with some further issues: the 
problem of grammatical relations (especially the subject, 16.1.), word order at 
the clause level (16.2.), and clausal adjuncts (16.3.). 

16.1. Grammatical relations: the notion of subject 

16.1.1. Subject properties 

Notions such as subject, direct object, indirect object, etc. (i.e. grammatical 
relations, or syntactic functions) are generally used sparingly in this book. 
The reason is that their use is not as straightforward in role-dominated lan-
guages like Lezgian as it is in reference-dominated languages like English. 
There are very few generalizations that need to be stated over grammatical 
relations. 

The subject is the most important grammatical relation, and I will mostly 
be concerned with this notion in this section. There is some evidence, albeit 
rather slight, that a notion of subject is needed in Lezgian grammar. The ar-
guments that have subject status are the Absolutive argument of intransi-
tive verbs, the Ergative argument of transitive verbs, and the Dative argu-
ment in the Affective Construction. 

However, most of the properties that often serve to identify subjects in 
other languages do not uniquely identify subjects in Lezgian. Following 
Keenan (1976), we can divide subject properties into coding properties and 
behavioral properties. Coding properties are case marking, subject-verb 
agreement, word order and the like. Case marking would of course identify 
the Absolutive argument both of intransitive and of transitive sentences as 
the subject. However, case marking is not normally considered sufficient 
evidence for grammatical relations in languages with ergative case marking. 
Subject-verb agreement is lacking in Lezgian. There is some weak evidence 
from word order that Ergative agents and Dative experiencers are both sub-
jects, because both precede the Absolutive argument in the unmarked order: 

(799) Alfija.di maqala kxe-na. 
Alfija(ERG) a r t i c l e wri te 

'Alfija wrote an article.' 
(800) MuTminat.a-z Ibrahim aku-na. 

Mu'minat-DAT I b r a h i m see-AOR 

'Mu'minat saw Ibrahim.' 
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16.1. Grammatical relations 295 

However, since word order is very flexible (especially the order of argu-
ments and clausal adjuncts, cf. 16.2.), this is very weak evidence. It is just as 
possible that the true word order generalization is a strong tendency for 
topics to precede non-topics, and for agents and experiencers to be topics. 

Behavioral properties have to do with behavior in valence-changing (or 
relation-changing) operations and with behavior in various types of coref-
erential constructions. Valence-changing operations do not yield any criteria 
in Lezgian, because the only valence-changing verbal categories, the 
Causative and the Anticausative (cf. 10.1.-2.), affect only one type of argu-
ment (Causatives are formed only from intransitive verbs, Anticausatives 
only from transitive verbs). It is only in coreferential constructions that we 
begin to get some clearer evidence for a notion of subject in Lezgian, as dis-
cussed in the following two sections. 

16.1.2. Evidence from coreferential constructions 

Let us first consider constructions involving omission under coreference. 
In such constructions, there is a controller and an (omitted) target. For in-
stance, in English Maria promised Kim to meet Hans, the subject of to 
meet is omitted under coreference with Maria; i.e. the subject of to meet is 
the target and Maria (the subject of promised) is the controller of the omis-
sion. 

Across languages, the controller of coreferential omission is very often 
the subject. In Lezgian, too, subjects are commonly controllers. In (801a-c), 
an Ergative argument, an intransitive Absolutive argument, and a Dative 
experiencer control a complement clause target. 

(801) a. Ada jarg-ar.i-z kilig-un dawamar-na. (M83:74) 
he(HRG) [distance-PL-DAT look-MSD] continue-AOR 

'He kept looking into the distance.' 

b. Giildeste wiri ziire.di-n k'walax-ar awu-n.i-z 
Güldeste [all kind-GEN work-PL do-MSD-DAT] 

mazbur xa-na. (583:8) 
forced become-AOR 

'Giildeste was forced to do work of all kinds.' 

c. Wa-z küöe.di-z fi-n.i-kaj kiö'e-zwa-ni? (DD85,3:23) 
you-DAT [street-DAT go-MSD-SBEL] afraid-IMPF-Q 

'Are you afraid to go on the street?' 

However, not only Ergatives, intransitive Absolutives, and Dative expe-
riencers can control omitted targets. Other arguments that are salient in the 
clause can do so as well, such as Genitive experiencers (802a) or Subelative 
arguments (802b). 

(802) a. C'ul qaöu-z öi rik'.e-laj alat-na. (K57:7) 

[belt take-INF] we:CEN heart-SREL fall.off-AOR 

'We forgot to take a belt along.' 
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296 16. Syntax of the clause 

b. Siw-äj gadr-aj cük'ün.di-kaj öil.e-l awat-daldi 
[mouth-INEL throw-AOP] spittle-SBEL [earth-SRESS fall-BEFORE] 

murk ze-da-j. (K90,12:2) 
ice become-FUT-PST 

'Spittle thrown out of the mouth turned into ice before falling on 
the ground.' 

The referential control of reflexive pronouns works very similarly: 
although reflexives are most commonly controlled by subjects, they may 
also be controlled by other salient arguments (see 22.4.). 

A property that is much more restricted than controllership is the prop-
erty of being the target of coreferential omission. As the above examples 
show, the omitted argument is generally the Ergative or Absolutive subject. 
Coreferential omission of Dative experiencers is also possible: 

(803) a. Gada.di-z ruS akwa-z k'an-zawa. (cf. Kibrik 1980a, ex. 6) 
boy-DAT [girl see-INF] want-IMPF 

The boy wants to see the girl.' 

b. 0 güläg-ar qirmiS-da-j i q'uäun aku-r-la, 
[0(DAT) [snake-PL exterminate-FUT-PTP] this army see-AOP-TEMP] 

Alaquli serhätsuz Sad xa-na. (M83:44) 
Alaquli infinite glad become-AOR 

'When seeing this snake-exterminating army, Alaquli became 
infinitely glad.' 

But even though the property of being a target of omission is a better can-
didate for a true subject property, it is not completely reliable because of the 
general freedom of omitting pronominal arguments when they are recov-
erable from the context (cf. 22.1.). Thus, even here it is quite possible that 
other, pragmatic factors are at work. And Kibrik (1980a) reports that even 
non-subject arguments can sometimes be omitted optionally (Kibrik's ex-
amples are from the Axceh dialect; I have substituted the standard spelling). 

(804) a. RuS.a-z gada.di wiö/0 gata-z kiö'e-zwa. 

girl-DAT [boy(ERG) self /0(ABS) beat-INF] fear-IMPF 

'The girl is afraid that the boy will beat her.' 
b. RuS.a-z gada wiöi-z/0 kilig-iz kiö'e-zwa. 

girl-DAT [boy self-DAT/0(DAT) look-INF] fear-IMPF 

'The girl is afraid that the boy will look at her.' 
c. Ruä.a-z gada.di-z wic/0 akwa-z kiö'e-zwa. 

girl-DAT [boy-DAT self /0(ABS) see-INF] fear-IMPF 

'The girl is afraid that the boy will see her.' 

Nevertheless, there is one coreferential construction that seems to give 
reliable evidence for subjecthood in Lezgian. It distinguishes between 
Ergatives, intransitive Absolutives, and Dative experiencers (i.e. subjects) 
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and all other arguments, and is apparently not semantically or pragmatically 
determined. This is switch-reference with 'want'-complements. 

16.1.3. Evidence from switch-reference with 'want' 

As is noted in 20.2.1., complements to k'an- 'want' are in the Infinitive form 
when the subject of the complement clause is coreferential with the wanter 
(i.e. the matrix subject). This condition can only be stated in terms of the no-
tion of subject. (805a) shows a coreferentially omitted Ergative complement 
subject, and (805b) shows an omitted Absolutive complement subject. 

(805) a. Nabisat.a-z ktab k'el-iz k'an-zawa. 
Nabisat-DAT [book read-INF] want-IMPF 

TSIabisat wants to read a book.' 

b. Nabisat.a-z qhür.e-z k'an-zawa. 
Nabisat-DAT [laugh-INF] want-IMPF 

'Nabisat wants to laugh.' 

But when the complement subject is not coreferential with the matrix sub-
ject, the complement verb is in the Aorist converb form (cf. 806). The 
Infinitive form is not possible here. 

(806) a. Nabisat.a-z ruka ktab k'el-na/*k'el-iz k'an-zawa. 

Nabisat-DAT [girl(ERG) book read-AOC/read-INF] want-IMPF 

TSJabisat wants her daughter to read a book.' 
b. Nabisat.a-z xwa k'wal.i-z xta-na/*xkwe-z 

Nabisat-DAT [son house-DAT come.back-AOC/come.back-INF] 

k'an-zawa. 
want-IMPF 

TSIabisat wants her son to come home.' 

This is thus a sort of syntactic switch-reference system in which the 
Infinitive is the same subject form and the Aorist converb is the different 
subject form. This criterion clearly shows that the 'direct object' Absolutive 
behaves differently from the Ergative and and Absolutive subject: 

(807) *Musa.di-z dide.di seher.di-z raqur-iz k'an-zawa. 
Musa-DAT [mother(ERG) town-DAT send-INF] want-IMPF 

'Musa wants to be sent to town by his mother.' 

It also shows that the Dative experiencer of experience verbs has subject sta-
tus (cf. 808a) and the Absolutive stimulus does not have subject status (cf. 
808b). 
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(808) a. Nabisat.a-z xwa akwa-z k'an-zawa. 
Nabisat-DAT [son see-INF] want-IMPF 

TSTabisat wants to see her son.' 

b. *Nabisat.a-z wiö gfrl.ü-z akwa-z k'an-zawa. 
Nabisat-DAT [self husband-DAT see-INF] want-IMPF 

TSfabisat wants to be seen by her husband.' 

Other experiencers, however, are not subjects. Example (809) shows an expe-
riencer NP which is in the Genitive and dependent on rik' 'heart'. 

(809) Nabisat.a-z wilikan giil witi-n rik'-elaj 
Nabisat-DAT [former husband self-GEN heart-SREL 

alat-na / *alat-iz k'an-zawa. 
fall.off-AOC/fall.off-INF] want-IMPF 

'Nabisat wants to forget her former husband (lit. wants her former 
husband to disappear from her heart).' 

Another behavioral subject property that singles out Ergatives, intransi-
tive Absolutives, and Dative experiencers is the possibility of being used as 
the addressee of the Imperative. This argument has already been used above 
to distinguish between Dative subjects and non-subject Dative arguments 
(cf. 15.4.1.), and to distinguish between labile verbs and free omission of the 
subject (cf. 15.6.2.). 

Thus, there are two more or less clear criteria for subject status in Lezgian: 
switch-reference with 'want'-complements, and the Imperative addressee. 
These can be used to exclude certain types of arguments from subjecthood, 
but they are not ideal because they are both semantically restricted: Both sub-
jects of 'want'-complements and of imperatives must be agentive for se-
mantic reasons, so that there is no way to test for the subject status of argu-
ments that are not semantically agentive. 

To conclude, there is some restricted evidence for grouping together 
Ergatives, intransitive Absolutives and Dative experiencers as subjects in 
Lezgian. But on the whole, Lezgian is clearly role-dominated, and the form 
of sentences is largely determined by pragmatic factors rather than by syntac-
tic rules. 

16.2. Word order at the clause level 

Like noun-phrase-internal and adjective-phrase-internal word order, 
clause-level word order is generally head-final, i.e. verb-final. However, 
whereas head-final word order is obligatory in noun phrases and adjective 
phrases, verb-final order is only the preferred word order in independent 
sentences. Alternative orders are possible, especially in the colloquial lan-
guage. The order of the other major constituents of the clause (arguments 
and adjuncts) is quite free, although there is a strong tendency for the sub-
ject to precede the other arguments. 
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16.2.1. Position of the verb 

The finite verb is in the sentence-final position in the overwhelming ma-
jority of cases, at least in the written standard language. This is illustrated by 
(810) and by many other examples in this grammar. 

(810) Kamalov.a itim.di-z stol.di-qfl äka qalur-na. (M90:76) 
Kamalov(ERG) man-DAT table-POESS place show-AOR 

'Kamalov showed the man a seat at the table.' 

In subordinate clauses the clause-final position of the verb is practically 
obligatory, as illustrated in (811) and in many other examples, especially in 
Ch. 19-21. 

(811) Xilr-e-wa-j ö'exi buba öiniz, seh.er.di-z muhmanwil.i-z 
[[village-INESS-be.in-PTP] great father to.us town-DAT visit-DAT 

ata-j-la, aq'wan zun Sad ze-da xi! (K90,3:2) 
come-AOP-TEMP] so.much I:ABS happy be-FLTT ΡΓ 

'When grandfather in the village comes to town on a visit to us, I 
am so happy!' 

However, there are certain conditions under which non-verb-final order 
in independent sentences is possible or even required. One such condition 
is in reporting clauses where the object argument represents direct speech. 
This appears to be something of a literary convention (much like in 
English), but in narrative prose writing it is practically exceptionless. The 
reporting verb follows the direct speech immediately, followed by other 
constituents of the clause. 

(812) a. Bedel, sa mani lah, — teklif-na Abil.a. (Q81:114) 
[Bedel one song say:IMPV] propose-AOR Abil(ERG) 

'Bedel, sing a song, — proposed Abil.' 
b. Dax, im qunUi xiir-äj ata-nwa-j zi dust ja, 

[dad this:ABS [neighbor village-INEL come-PRF-PTP] I:gen friend COP] 

— laha-na Rahman.a Ali.di-n qiin.e-l gil ecig-na. 
say-AOR Rahman(ERG) [Ali-GEN shoulder-SRESS hand put-AOC] 

'Dad, this is my friend who has come from the neighboring village, 
— said Rahman, putting his arm on Ali's shoulder.' (J89:27) 

This convention is so strong that it is followed even when the reporting 
verb is not strictly speaking a speech act verb. 

(813) — Lam? Ja-t'a zun-ni qwe-da, — laha-na zanawur.di. 
[donkey COP-CND I:ABS-also come-FUT] say-AOR woIf(ERG) 

— Sa man, — razi xa-na abur. (K90,12:3) 
[come:IMPV ΡΓ] agreed be-AOR they 

'— The donkey? Then I'll come, too, — said the wolf. 
— Come along, then, — agreed they.' 
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Another condition under which non-verb-final word order is usual is in 
the formulaic beginning of a fairy tale: 

(814) £a-na q'wan, £a-na-ö q'wan Abas luhu-da-j sa gada. 
be-AOR FT be-AOR-NEG ΡΓ [Abas say-FUT-PTP] one boy 

Once upon a time there was a boy called Abas/ (Lit. There was, there 
was not, a boy called Abas.') (X89:125) 

Outside of these literary conventions, non-verb-final order is not un-
common in direct speech in narrative prose, especially in questions (cf. 815) 
and in emphatic or emotional speech (cf. 816). 

(815) a. Amma pul gwa-ni wa-w? (K86,2:5) 
but money be.at-Q you-ADESS 

'But do you have money?' 

b. Wa-z äi-da-ni zun jif.i-z wuciz eliiq'-zawa-t'a? (A90:23) 
you-DAT know-FUT-Q [I:ABS night-DAT w h y bark-IMPF-CND] 

'Do you know why I bark at night?' 

c. Sad tuS-ni wun zi teklif.da-l? (S88:162) 
glad COP:NEG-Q you:ABS I:CEN invitation-SRESS 

'Aren't you glad about about my invitation?' 

(816) a. Paka hat-da kün öi gl-e! (H77:8) 
tomorrow get-FUT you.all:ABS we:GEN hand-INESS 

'Tomorrow you-all will fall into our hands!' 

b. Akwa-n abur.u zun hik' q'abul-da-t'a. (083:71) 
see-HORT [they(ERG) I:ABS how receive-FUT-CND] 

'Let's see how they will receive me.' 

c. A: Im wuö ja? Β: Ci-da-6 ζα-ζ! Isätda kilig-da! 
this:ABS w h a t COP know-FUT-NEG I-DAT row look-FUT 

Ά: What's this? Β: No idea! I'll check right away!' (M83:57) 

16.2.2. Position of the arguments 

The most common position is for the subject to precede the other argu-
ments, as shown in (817) and in many other sentences in this grammar. 

(817) a. Gada.di wiöi-n £ibin.da-j c'akul aqud-na. (AM87:7) 
boy(ERG) self-GEN pocket-INEL feather take.out-AOR 

'The boy took a feather out of his pocket.' 
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16.2. Word order at the clause level 301 

b. Za-z am sa hina jat'ani aku-na. (K90,3:2) 
I-DAT it:ABS one where INDEF see-AOR 

Ί have seen it somewhere.' 

c. Zun tadi-z xilr.ü-z qhfi-da. (J89:27) 
I:ABS quick-ADV village-DAT retum-FUT 

Ί will quickly return to the village.' 
However, the order of the arguments with respect to each other seems to be 
determined by information structure rather than by grammatical relations. 
Given information tends to precede new information, and the subject sim-
ply is most often given information. In those relatively infrequent cases 
where another argument is given and the subject is new, the subject follows 
that argument: 

(818) a. Mizafer sifte 6'exi xci-n k'wal.i-z fe-na-j. Wad 
Mizafer first big son-GEN house-DAT go-AOR-PST five 

lahaj merteba.di-z xkaz xa-na. Rak 6'exi xci-n 
ORD floor-DAT raise ANTIC-AOR door big son-GEN 

swas Ajnise.di aqhaj-na. (§83:61) 
bride Ajnise(ERG) open-AOR 

'Mizafer first went to his older son's house. He went up to the fifth 
floor. The door was opened by his older son's wife Ajnise.' 

b. Cna wa-z xazina hina öüniix-nawa-t'a luhu-da, wuna 
we:ERG you-DAT [treasury where hide-PRF-CND] say-FUT you:ERG 

paöah.di-z a xazina zin-err.i öünüx-na lah. (Du85,3:116) 
king-DAT [that treasury jinn-PL(ERG) hide-AOR] say:IMPV 

We'll tell you where the treasury is hidden, and you tell the king 
that that treasury was hidden by jinns.' 

When the Absolutive object is given information, the sentence can be 
translated by means of a passive (as in 818a-b). When the given element is 
not a direct object, other constructions (e.g. existential constructions) must 
be used in the English translation: 

(819) Abur.u-z gila k'walax ze-da, zibin.di-z dullux 
they-DAT now work be-FUT pocket-DAT salary 

qwe-da, k'wal-e-ni sa kap halal fu ze-da. (HQ89:6) 
come-FUT house-lNESS-and one chunk self.earned bread be-FUT 

'They will now have work, there will be a salary coming into the 
pocket, and a piece of self-earned bread will be in the house.' 

Another reason for reversing the normal subject-first order may be the 
heaviness of an argument. Heavy arguments tend to be placed at the margin 
of the clause, i.e. clause-initially in verb-final clauses. 
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302 16. Syntax of the clause 

(820) a. Abur muq'uf.da-ldi k'el-un wa ezber-un ζ a kwe-z 
[they skill-SRDIR read-MSD and cram-MSD] I:ERG you.all-DAT 

k'ewelaj meslät qalur-zawa. (K89,4:2) 
strongly advice show-IMPF 

1 advise you strongly to read and study them carefully.' 

b. Xzan.di-n t'iln.i-z xari-zawa-j-d.a-laj pud sefer.d-a 
[family-CEN food-DAT spend-IMPF-PTP-SBST.SG-SREL] five time-INESS 

gzaf pul za i6ki.di-qh gu-zwa. (Q81:110) 
much money I:ERG booze-POESS give-IMPF 

1 spend three times as much money on booze than I spend for 
feeding my family.' 

16.2.3. Position of the adjuncts 

Like the position of arguments, the position of clausal adjuncts is primarily 
determined by information structure rather than by syntactic rules, and it is 
therefore quite variable. Only a few remarks will be made here. 

Adverbials of setting are commonly placed clause-initially: 

(821) a. I tam-a am sa juq.u-z qeqwe-na. (AM87:4) 
this forest-INESS he:ABS one day-DAT search-AOR 

'In this forest he searched for one day.' 

b. Ci era.di-n VIII asir.d-a lezgi öil-er.a-l arab-ar we:GEN era-GEN 8 century-INESS Lezgian land-PL-SRESS Arab-PL 

tur-ni zur gwa-z ata-na. (K89,7:15) 
[sword-and violence be.at-IMC] come-AOR 

'In the 8th century of the common era, the Arabs came to the 
Lezgian lands with sword and violence.' 

Adverbials of manner show a greater tendency for clause-medial posi-
tion. 

(822) a. Za suwar-ar hewes.di-wdi güzlemiä-zawa. (N88:115) 
I:ERG holiday-PL enthusiasm-ADDIR await-IMPF 

Ί enthusiastically look forward to the holidays.' 
b. C'arak.a wiöi-n sa tapac astawil.e-ldi Psit'.a-n 

C'arak(ERG) self-GEN one paw slowness-SRDIR Psit'-GEN 

q'il.e-l ecig-na. (A90:21) 
head-SRESS put-AOR 

'C'arak (the dog) slowly put one of its paws on Psif s (the caf s) 
head.' 

Besides information structure, another important factor is clearly heavi-
ness, which leads to the predominantly clause-initial position of adverbial 
clauses (cf. Ch. 21). 
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16.2.4. Discontinuous constituents? 

While word order in Lezgian is generally rather free, there is a very strong 
tendency for the elements of a constituent to be adjacent. Discontinuous 
noun phrases, as can be found in languages like Latin or Warlpiri, are pro-
hibited in Lezgian. 

However, sometimes subordinate clauses appear to exhibit discontinu-
ities. An example is (823) (cf. also (457a), (568a), (1156), (1163b)). 

(823) Am ni-waj aqwazar-iz ze-da? (K90,3:2) 
he: Α BS who-ADEL stop-INF can-FUT 

'Who will be able to stop him?' 

According to the analysis of this grammar (cf. 20.2.2.), [am aqwazariz] 'to 
stop him' constitutes a subordinate Infinitival complement clause, which is 
an argument of the verb xun 'be able', and whose omitted subject is con-
trolled by the "subject" of xun, niwaj 'who'. However, the argument of the 
main verb, niwaj, is in the middle of the subordinate clause [am 
aqwazariz]. 

Since continuity is generally considered a strong argument for con-
stituency, one might suspect that the analysis is not in fact correct, and that 
sentences like (823) are not biclausal but monoclausal. 

More research is needed to decide whether discontinuous complement 
clauses are allowed or whether the analysis of complement clauses like (823) 
has to be revised. 

16.3. Clausal adjuncts 

Most of the clausal adjuncts (=adverbials) are described in other places in 
this grammar, especially in the sections on the functions of the cases (7.2.2.) 
on adverbs (12.1.), on postpositions (12.2.), and on adverbial clauses (Ch. 21). 

This section deals with clausal adjuncts f rom a semantic 
(onomasiological, function-to-form) point of view. Since detailed descrip-
tion of the forms and illustration is provided elsewhere, much of this sec-
tion consists of mere cross-references. It can largely be regarded as a system-
atic index to the form-to-function parts dispersed over the book where ad-
verbiale are described. 

Adverbials can be divided into two main semantic groups: predication 
adverbials and sentence adverbials. Predication adverbials are dealt with in 
sections 16.3.1.-16.3.3, sentence adverbials in sections 16.3.4.-16.3.5. 

16.3.1. Spatial adverbials 

Spatial notions can be decomposed into two components: type of location 
(e.g. interior, posterior, inferior, etc.) and type of orientation (position, 
source, path, direction) (cf. Comrie & Smith 1977). The type of location is ex-
pressed by one of the localizations (Ad, Post, Sub, Super, In) or by the stem 
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304 16. Syntax of the clause 

of a postposition. Orientation is expressed by one of the local cases (Essive, 
Elative, Directive), or by an oblique-case form of a postposition. 
Furthermore, there are various spatial adverbs that are often formally iden-
tical to postpositions. 

Position is expressed by an Essive case or by the basic form of a postposi-
tion; source and path are expressed by an Elative case or by an Elative form 
of a postposition; direction is occasionally by a Directive case or a Directive 
form of a postposition, but it is more commonly expressed in the same way 
as position (except in the most general type of location, where direction is 
expressed by the Dative case). Below only the expression of position is given 
for most of the locations. 

16.3.1.1. General location ('at'): In localization (7.1.2.3.). Position: Inessive 
case (7.2.2.17.); source/path: Inelative case (7.2.2.18.); direction: Dative case 
(7.2.2.4.). The Post localization (7.2.2.8.-10.) is also sometimes used with gen-
eral locative meaning. 

16.3.1.2. Proximate ('near'): Ad localization (7.2.2.5.), postpositions pataw, 
muq'uw, q'iliw (12.2.1.8.-9., 12.2.2.2.). 

16.3.1.3. Interior ('in(side)'): In localization (7.2.2.17.-18.); postposition qen-
(12.2.1.1.). 

16.3.1.4. Exterior ('out(side)'): Postposition qec- (12.2.1.2.). 

16.3.1.5. Anterior ('in front of'): Postposition wilik (12.2.1.5.). 

16.3.1.6. Posterior ('behind'): Post localization (7.2.2.8.-10.); postpositions 
q'uluqh, gügüna (12.2.1.6.-7.). 

16.3.1.7. Superior ('above, over7): Postposition winel (12.2.1.3.). 

16.3.1.8. Superior-contact ('on'): Super localization (7.2.2.14.-16.). 

16.3.1.9. Inferior ('under/below'): Sub localization (7.2.2.11.-13.); postposition 
k'anik (12.2.2.1.). 

16.3.1.10. Ulterior Cbeyond'): Postposition aniqh (12.2.1.11.). 

16.3.1.11. Medial ('between'): Postposition arada (12.2.2.3.). 

16.3.2. Temporal adverbials 

16.3.2.1. General temporal location. This is expressed by the Dative case with 
calendrical cyclic nouns (seasons, 'day', 'year') and with the noun 'time' 
(ö'aw), cf. 7.2.2.4. and 12.1.2.4. With other nouns it is expressed by the 
Inessive case (7.2.2.17.). 

16.3.2.2. Anterior ('before'): Postposition wilik (12.2.1.5.). 
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16.3. Clausal adjuncts 305 

16.3.2.3. Anterior-durative ('until'): Superdirective case (7.2.2.16.). 

16.3.2.4. Posterior ('after'): Postpositions q'uluqh, gügüniz (12.2.1.6.-7.) 

16.3.2.5. Posterior-durative ('since; after'): Postposition iniqh (12.2.1.10.); 
Superelative case (7.2.2.15.). 

16.3.2.6. Distance-posterior ('in; after'): Superelative case (deictic or non-
deictic) (7.2.2.15.) 

16.3.2.7. Distance-anterior ('ago'; 'before'): This temporal relation can be ex-
pressed in two ways: 

(A) By the expression Xidalaj wilik 'X ago', lit. 'X before this'. This ex-
pression can be used deictically (where the point of reference is identical to 
the moment of speech), as in (824), or non-deictically, as in (825). 

(824) dümdüz 250 jis ida-laj wilik (K87,l:5) 
exactly 250 year this-SREL before 

'exactly 250 years ago' 

(825) Abur irid jis ida-laj wilik ewlenmiS Aa-ji-bur 
[they seven year this-SREL before marry ANTIC-AOP-SBST.PL 

tir-t'a-ni, abur.u-q11 ajal awa-6-ir. (X89:27) 
COP:PST-CND]-even they-POESS child be-NEG-PST 

'Although they had gotten married seven years before, they did not 
have a child.' 

(B) By a copular clause and a converbal clause, where the event is coded 
in the converbal clause, while the distance is coded as the predicate nominal 
of the copular clause. The Aorist converb is used here. 

(826) Am fe-na wad warz ja. (M79:6) 
[she:ABS go-AOC] five month COP 

'She went five months ago.' (Lit. 'She having gone, it has been five 
months.') 

16.3.2.8. Distance-anterior-durative ('for'). This is also expressed by a copular 
clause plus a converbal clause (just as in 16.3.2.7. (B)), but here the 
Imperfective converb is used. 

(827) a. Wun za-z t-akwa-z sa Sumud jis ja. (H77:6) 
[you:ABS I-DAT NEG-see-IMC] one how.many year COP 

Ί haven't seen you for a couple of years.' (Lit. Ί not seeing you, it 
has been a couple of years.') 
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306 16. Syntax of the clause 

b. Cna xipeqhanwil.i-n sovxoz.d-a k'walax iji-z 
[we:ERG sheep.breeding-GEN sovkhoz-INESS work do-IMCl 

gzaf waxt ja. (583:98) 
much time COP 

'We have been working in a sheep-breeding sovkhoz for quite 
some time.' 

16.3.2.9. Duration-atelic ('for'): Inessive case (7.2.2.17.) 

16.3.2.10. Duration-telic ('in'): Postposition qene (12.2.1.1.). 

16.3.2.11. Medial Cbetween'): Postposition arada. 

16.3.2.12. Regular interval: expressed by har (11.7.2.) plus general temporal 
location, e.g. har näni-z 'every evening'. 

16.3.3. Other predication adverbiale 

16.3.3.1. Beneficiary. The beneficiary is expressed by the Dative case (7.2.2.4.) 
or by the postposition patal 'for' (12.2.2.4.) 

16.3.3.2. Comitative. An accompanying participant is expressed by the post-
positions galaz 'with' (with human arguments) and gwaz 'with' (with non-
human arguments) (12.2.3.3.-4.). 

16.3.3.3. Instrument. An instrument is expressed by the Superdirective case 
(7.2.2.16.), the Superessive case (7.2.2.14.), or the Addirective case (7.2.2.7.). 

16.3.3.4. Absence. The notion 'without' is expressed by the negative forms of 
the comitative expressions galaz /gwaz: galaiiz /gwaäz (cf. 12.2.3.3.-4.). 

16.3.3.5. Manner. This is expressed by deadjectival adverbs (8.1.2.), by con-
verbal clauses (21.1.-3.), or by abstract nouns in the Superdirective or 
Addirective cases (7.2.2.7., 7.2.2.16.). 

16.3.3.6. Cause. This is expressed by the Inelative case (7.2.2.18.), the 
Subdirective case (7.2.2.13.), the Superessive case (7.2.2.14.), and by various 
types of causal clauses (21.5.). 

16.3.3.7. Purpose. This is expressed by the postposition patal 'for' (12.2.2.4.), 
and by various types of purpose clauses (21.6.). 

16.3.3.8. Condition. This is expressed by conditional clauses (21.7.), and cf. 
also 16.3.5.4. 

16.3.3.9. Topic. The notion 'about' is expressed by the Subelative case 
(7.2.2.12.) and by the postposition haqindaj (12.2.4.2.). 
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16.3.3.10. Quality/essive. The notion 'as' is expressed by the converb of the 
standard copula, ja-z (21.2.). 

16.3.3.11. Source. The notion 'from (a person)' is expressed by the Adelative 
case (7.2.2.6.) or the postposition pataj (12.2.2.5.). 

16.3.3.12. Price. The notion 'in exchange for' is expressed by the Postessive 
case (7.2.2.8.) or by the Inelative case (7.2.2.18.). 

16.3.3.13. Concession. This is expressed by various types of concessive clauses 
(21.8.). 

16.3.3.14. Exclusion. The notion 'except' is expressed by the postpositions 
jjßjri (12.2.4.1.) and kwaäz (12.2.3.2.). 

16.3.3.15. Addition. The notion 'besides' is expressed by the postpositions 
gejri and baäqp. (12.2.4.1.). 

16.3.4. Sentence adverbials 

It is hard to say anything general about the form that sentence adverbials 
take (cf. Mejlanova 1986 for some discussion). They can be expressed by spe-
cial sentence adverbs (e.g. baiahat 'hardly', dugridanni 'really'), by deadjec-
tival adverbs (kiireldi 'briefly'), by adjectives (Saksuz 'no doubt'), by noun 
phrases in various cases Qielbetda 'of course', akwar halaraj 'apparently, 
lit. from the visible states'), and by adverbial clauses. 

Sentence adverbials are often set off by commas from the rest of the sen-
tence. 

Below a few examples for different semantic classes of sentence adverbials 
are given. 

16.3.4.1. Epistemic sentence adverbials. 

(828) a. Axtin ks-ar i diinja.da-l, helbetda, t'imil ala. (583:51) 
such person-PL this world-SRESS of.course few be.on 

'Such people are, of course, few in this world.' 
b. Bazahat qwe-da-j jis.a-n beher c'inin-da-laj 

hardly [come-FUT-PTP] year-GEN crop this.year's-SBST.SG-SREL 

qhsan-di ze-da. (Ko89,10,13:l) 
good-SBSrr.SC be-FUT 

'Next year's crop will hardly be better than this year's.' 

c. Akwa-r hal-ar-aj Nazlu biblioteka.d-a k'el-da-j-bur 
see-AIMPP state-PL-INEL Nazlu [Iibrary-INESS read-FUT-PTP-SBST.PL 

awa-ö luhu-z darix xa-nwa. (R66:13) 
be-NEG say-IMC] bored be-PRF 

'Apparently Nazlu was bored in the library because there were no 
readers.' 
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d. Evelin.a-kaj sa Sak-ni ala-z xudoinik ze-da. (K85,7:4) 
Evelyn-SBEL [one doubt-even be.on-IMC] artist become-FUT 

TSfo doubt Evelyn will become an artist.' 

e. Jaqin ±i, wiri ahali-jar ha i zun £iz awa. (K90,3:3) 
evident IT a l l people-PL t h a t this I:ABS like be 

'Evidently all the people are in the same state as I.' 
16.3.4.2. Evaluative sentence adverbials. E.g. hajif Sti 'unfortunately', cf. 
20.7.4. 

16.3.4.3. Sentence adverbials expressing source of information. These are 
expressed by means of the postposition kiligna 'according to' (12.2.3.1.), and 
clauses with the Purpose/manner converb (21.9.1.). 

16.3.4.4. Manner-of-speech sentence adverbials. 

(829) a. Za-qh, Nadja, düz laha-j-t'a, öi xilr-e li&anlu 
I-POHSS Nadja [right say-AOP-CND] we:CEN village-INESS betrothed 

ruS awa-j-di tir. (S88:165) 
girl be.in-PTP-SBST COP:PST 

'Honestly (lit. if (I) say (it) right(ly)), Nadja, I used to have a fiancee 
in our village.' 

b. Kür-eldi, slovar' ζ a mas α qaöu-na wa lezgi 
brief-ADV dictionary I:ERG buy take-AOR and Lezgian 

öir-un.i-n jiq-ar=warc-ar ba$lami§ xa-na. (K90,2,7:4) 
study-MSD-GEN day-PL=month-PL begin ANTIC-AOR 

'Briefly, I bought the dictionary and days and months of studying 
Lezgian began.' 

16.3.4.5. Sentence adverbials of motivation of speech (metalinguistic cause). 
In the following example the clause marked by the temporal converb -la 
does not express temporal relation, but the speaker uses it to justify asking 
the question. 

(830) Wiöi-waj jag-iz te-ze-z xa-ji-la, Emirmet xalu.di-z 
[[self-ADEL [play-INF] NEG-can-INF be-AOP-TEMP] Emirmet uncle-DAT 

i£tin güzel alat-ar hinaj ata-na-t'a jarab? (Q81:114) 
such beautiful instrument-PL whence come-AOR-CND PT 

'Given that he is not able to play himself, how come Emirmet-xalu 
has such beautiful instruments?' 
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16.3.5. Conjunctional adverbs 

These are quite heterogeneous as well, and only a few common conjunc-
tional adverbs will be illustrated here. 

16.3.5.1. Conjunctional adverbs of contrast. The most common element of 
this type is amma 'but'. However, it is a loanword from Arabic and seems 
to be restricted to the written language. 

(831) Za-z St'al Sulejman aku-na-6, amma har juq.u-z 
I-DAT St 'a l Sulejman see-AOR-NEG but every day-DAT 

zun Maxaöqala.d-a Kaspij hül.ü-n qerex.d-a awa-j 
I:ABS [Maxaikala-INESS Caspian sea-CEN shore-INESS be.in-PTP] 

ada-n pamjatnik.di-n pataw fi-zwa. (K89,4:3) 
he-GEN monument-CEN to go-IMPF 

Ί have not seen St'al Sulejman, but every day I go to his monument 
on the shore of the Caspian sea in Maxaikala.' 

Other conjunctional adverbs of contrast are anzax 'only; but' (borrowed 
from Turkic) , and jat'ani 'nevertheless (lit. although (it) is (so))'. 

(832) Rufun tux xa-ji jug am patal xalis suwar tir. 
[stomach satisfied become-AOP] day he:ABS for real h o l i d a y COP:PST 

Aniax i£tin suwar-ar ada-qh lap t'imil ze-zwa-j. (K89,4:2) 
but such holiday-PL he-POESS very few be-IMPF-PST 

Ά day when his stomach was full was a real holiday for him. But he 
had few such holidays.' 

(833) Za-z alamat xa-na. Jat'ani zun fe-na. (DD85,3:23) 

I-DAT surprise be-AOR nevertheless I:ABS go-AOR 

Ί was surprised. Nevertheless I went.' 
16.3.5.2. Conjunctional adverbs of consequence. Examples are hawiläj 
'therefore' and hak' xajila 'since it is so, therefore'. 

(834) Cariar.i-laj gadar-zawa-j c.i-k jeke zwar kwa, hawiläj 
[waterfalls-SREL throw-IMPF-PTP] water-SBESS big speed be.under therefore 

wiri balug-r.i-waj anaj winel fi-z ze-zwa-t (M83:31) 
a l l fish-PL-ADEL [there up go-INF] can-IMPF-NEG 

'The water coming from the falls is very fast, therefore not all the fish 
can go up there.' 
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(835) Wa-z tar-ni awa, öüngür-ni. Amma Bedel.a-z sa 
you-DAT tara-and be iüngür-and but Bedel-DAT one 

alat-ni awa-ö. Hak' Aa-ji-la, wa-z öüngür bes ja, 
instrument-even be-NEG thus be-AOP-TEMP you-DAT äingür enough COP 

i tar Bedel.a-z ce. (Q81:115) 
this t a r a Bedel-DAT give:IMPV 

'You have a tara and a iüngür. But Bedel does not have any 
instrument. Therefore, the iüngür is enough for you, give this tara to 
Bedel/ 

Another conjunction of consequence is jat'a (lit. 'if (it) is (so)'), cf. (813). 

16.3.5.3. Conjunctional adverbs of reason. The most common conjunctional 
adverbial expressing reason is wuöiz lahajt'a. 

(836) Gila όα-w öi oficer-ar öpi-qh galaz barabar-bur.u-w 
row we-ADESS we:GEN officer-PL selves-POESS with equal-SBST.PL-ADESS 

£iz raxa-zwa-j. Wuöiz lahajt'a, iun-ni gila oficer-ar tir. 
l ike talk-IMPF-PST why if.one.says we:ABS-also row officer-PL COP:PST 

'Now our officers talked to us as to their equals. For we, too, were 
officers now.' (S88:161) 

In Gadiiev (1963:152), wuöiz lahajt'a is treated as a conjunction that intro-
duces a causal adverbial clause. However, the sentence introduced by wuöiz 
lahajt'a has none of the properties that are characteristic of subordinate 
clauses in Lezgian. In particular, it cannot precede the "caused" sentence, 
and it cannot be focused. So his analysis of wuöiz lahajt'a as a subordinat-
ing conjunction is probably only motivated by the fact that it often translates 
Russian subordinating conjunctions of cause. 

However, GadZiev presents a plausible and intriguing scenario for the 
diachronic source of wuöiz lahajt'a: a rhetorical question "Why is it said?", 
anticipating a potential question by the interlocutor, which has later been 
grammaticized to a conjunction-like element. This explains both the inter-
rogative word wuöiz 'why?' and the conditional mood of lahajt'a. (Cf. 
Herring 1991 for a very similar change in Tamil.) 

16.3.5.4. Conjunctional adverbs of condition. The adverbial expression 
taxajt'a is used in the sense 'otherwise'. Taxajt'a is the negated Conditional 
form of £un 'be', so taxajt'a is literally 'if it is nof. (For taxajt'a in the sense 
Or', cf. 18.2.2.). 

(837) Wuna k'el-na k'an-da, taxajt'a wa-z i 
[you:ERG study-AOC] must-FUT otherwise you-DAT this 

k'wal-e öka awa-ö. (Du85,3:115) 
house-INESS place be.in-NEG 

'You have to study, otherwise there is no room for you in this house.' 
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Chapter 17 
Copular clauses 

When the predicative phrase in a copular clause is a noun phrase or an ad-
jective phrase, the standard copula ja (Past tir, negative tu$, Past negative 
tuS-ir, cf. 9.5.1.) is used. When the predicative phrase is an adverbial expres-
sion, one of the local copulas is used (awa 'be in', kwa 'be under', etc.). The 
verb £un 'become, be' may also be used in either function. 

17.1. Copular clauses with a predicative noun phrase 

The standard copula ja is used both for identification (cf. 838) and classifica-
tion (cf. 839). Both the subject and the predicative argument are in the 
Absolutive case. Since there are few subject properties (cf. 16.1.), it is not al-
ways easy to say which Absolutive NP is the subject and which is the pred-
icative argument. 

(838) a. Qenin jug zi jaSajiS.d-a wiri-d.a-laj-ni Sad jug ja. 
today's day I:GEN life-INESS all-SBST.SC-SREL-also glad day OOP 

Today is the happiest day in my life.' (Q81:45) 

b. Wi ktab im ja. (Mejlanova 1960:39) 
you:GEN book this:ABS COP 

Tour book is this one.' 

(839) a. Zi buba Joxanes keSiS ja. (Ko90,2,7:4) 
I:GEN father Johannes priest COP 

'My father Johannes is a minister.' 

b. Suw.a-n c'eh-er gzaf muqajat hajwan-ar ja. ($83:101) 
mountain-GEN goat-PL much careful animal-PL COP 

'Mountain goats are very careful animals.' 

c. Pahliwan-ar öi xwanaxwa-jar ja. 089:5) 
artist-PL we:GEN guest-PL COP 

The artists are our guests.' 

According to GadZiev (1954:47), the copula ja can be omitted in certain fixed 
expressions (proverbs, etc.), but this is a very marginal possibility. 

(840) Qaqra-jar qaz.ra-n-bur, kaka-jar nük'.re-n-bur. 
cackling-PL goose-GEN-SBST.PL egg-PL sparrow-CEN-SBST.PL 

'The cackling is that of a goose, the eggs are those of a sparrow.' (said 
when someone talks a lot but does little) 
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312 17. Copular clauses 

When the predicate is a personal pronoun of the first or second person, 
the demonstrative pronoun am may be the subject: 

(841) a. Am wun ja-ni, Ali? Q89:22) 
that:ABS you:ABS COP-Q Al i 

I s it you, Ali?' 

b. Am zun tuS! (D57:136) that:ABS I:ABS COP:NEG 

'If s not me!' (talking about a murder) 

Copular clauses of this type can also be formed with £un 'be'. This is in 
fact the only possibility when the verb is in a form that the defective copula 
ja does not have, e.g. the Future: 

(842) Dagustan.di-n wiri territorija.d-a gosudarstvennyj 
Daghestan-GEN a l l territory-INESS state 

δ'αΐ αηίαχ urus ö'al ze-da. (Ko89,9,17:2) 
language only Russian language be-FUT 

'The official language of the whole Daghestanian territory will only be 
Russian.' 

17.2. Copular clauses with a predicative adjective phrase 

The standard copula is used both with simple adjectives (cf. 843) and with 
substantivized adjectives (cf. 844). 

(843) a. Ruä Sad ja. 
girl glad OOP 

The girl is glad.' 
b. Kün uiutiz iq'wan paSman ja? (X89:69) 

you.all:ABS w h y so.much sad COP 

'Why are you-all so sad?' 

c. Q'ud pad sekin tir. (R66:12) 
four side quiet COP:PST 

'Everywhere around it was quiet.' (lit. 'The four sides were quiet.') 

The difference in meaning is small; (844a) is literally The girl is a glad one', 
but in fact it is used in the sense The girl is glad' (cf. 8.1.1.3.). The semantic 
difference here seems to be that simple predicative adjectives are used when 
the property is temporary, whereas substantivized adjectives are used when 
the property is more permanent or inherent. 
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17.2. Copular clauses with a predicative adjective phrase 313 

(844) a. Ruä äad-di ja. 
girl glad-SBST.SG COP 

The girl is glad.' 

b. Zi bluSka jargi-di ja. (Mejlanova 1960:39) 
I:GEN dress long-SBST.SG COP 

'My dress is long.' 
c. Kiln hamiSa ümür.d-a baxtlu-bur Au-raj, 

you.all:ABS a lways life-INESS happy-SBST.PL be-OPT 

zi bala-jar. (S88:167) 
I:GEN child-PL 

'May you always in life be happy, my children.' 

Note that the substantivized adjective agrees with the subject in number. 
This number agreement is optional for inanimate nouns. 

In certain fixed expressions, the copula can be omitted. The following sen-
tence is a riddle: 

(845) Xam qacu-di, jak jaru-di, k'arab-ar ä'ulaw-di. 
skin green-SBST.SG flesh red-SBST.SG bone-PL black-SBST.SG 

'The skin is green, the flesh is red, the bones are black.' (Solution: the 
watermelon) (Mejlanova 1960:40) 

The verb £un may also be used as an adjectival copula: 

(846) Abur.u-n q'ismet-ar ziireba=züre-bur £a-na. (DD71,3:19) 
they-GEN destiny-PL varied-SBST.PL be-AOR 

'Their destinies were varied.' 

Genitive noun phrases may also be used predicatively when the Genitive 
meaning is quality or material. Predicative Genitive NPs must be substan-
tivized. 

(847) a. KU gil-er qizil.di-n-bur ja, diSehli-jar. (DD71,6:9) 
you.all:GEN hand-PL gold-CEN-SBST.PL COP woman-PL 

'Your hands are golden, women.' 

b. RuS-ar q'eleö' jak'-ar.i-n-bur ja. (Q81:43) 
girl-PL thin flesh-PL-GEN-SBST.PL COP 

'The girls are lean (lit. of thin flesh).' 

c. Ja pab, ajal alamat.di-n-di ja! (X89:28) 
FT wife child amazement-GEN-SBST.SG COP 

'Oh wife, the child is wonderful!' 
d. adet.di-n-bur tuS-ir waqia-jar (Du85,3:117) 

[custom-GEN-SBST.PL COP:NEC-PTP] event-PL 

'unusual events (lit. events that are not ones of the custom)' 
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314 17. Copular clauses 

e. Jug bazar.di-n-di xa-na. (Q81:lll) 
d a y bazar-GEN-SBST.SG be-AOR 

'The day was Sunday/ 

17.3. Subjectless copular clauses 

When the adjective describes an environmental condition, the copular 
clause may be subjectless. 

(848) a. Tam-a serin tir. (K57:7) 
forest-INESS cool COP:PST 

'It was cool in the forest.' 
b. Rag ak'u-nwa-j-t'a-ni, hele miö'i £a-nwa-ö-ir. (N88:56) 

[sun set-PRF-PST-CND-even] yet dark become-PRF-NEG-PST 

'Although the sun had set, it had not grown dark yet.' 

c. Aq'wan sekin tir £i, η a luhudi, t'ebiat äirin 
so.much quiet COP:PST ΡΓ as if nature sweet 

axwar.a-l fe-nwa. (N88:56) 
sleep-SRESS go-PRF 

'It was so quiet that one could think nature had fallen into a 
sweet sleep/ 

In this use, the predicative suffix -da (8.1.3.1.) was common in earlier 
Lezgian. 

Another type of subjectless copular clause is the description of the tempo-
ral setting. (849) is typical for the beginning of a story. 

(849) Gatfar.i-n güzel waxt tir. (DD61,5:66) 
spring-GEN beautiful time COP:PST 

'It was the beautiful time of spring.' 

(850) is a similar "setting of circumstances": 
(850) Dag-lar-a isätda-ni hak' ja. (S88.171) 

mountain-PL-INESS now-even thus COP 

'In the mountains it is like that even today.' 
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17.4. 'Become' and 'remain' 315 

17.4. 'Become' and 'remain' 

'Become' is £un. This verb has the syntax of a copula only when it is used 
with adjectives. 

(851) C'exi xilr itim-r.i-kaj-ni zehil-r.i-kaj mi£i £a-na. (§83:5) 
big vil lage man-PL-SBEL-and youth-PL-SBEL clean become-AOR 

'The big village became empty of men and youths.' 

When it is used with nouns, xun has the valence pattern V (TABS, LSBEL) ' L 
becomes Τ (lit. Τ arises out of L)' (cf. 15.3.8.1.). 

(852) Za-kaj pioner xa-nwa. (TG66:356) 
I-SBEL pioneer become-PRF 

Ί have become a pioneer.' 

However, copular syntactic patterns are marginally possible as well, in ex-
pressions like: 

(853) Jug näni ze-zwa. (Q81:115) 
day evening become-IMPF 

'It is becoming evening.' (Lit. The day is becoming evening.') 

(When xun means 'be' rather than 'become', this syntactic pattern is of 
course normal, cf. (842) above.) 

'Remain' is amuq'un. This verb can only be combined with converbs, so 
jaz 'being' has to be used with a predicative adjective phrase or noun 
phrase. 

(854) a. Meilis.di-n baS k'wal.i-n ijesi.di-n amal-r.i-kaj 
party-GEN head [house-CEN owner-GEN action-PL-SBEL 

narazi ja-z amuq'-na. 
dissatisfied COP-IMC] remain-AOR 

'The toastmaster remained dissatisfied with the host's actions.' 

b. Derbent XII wiS jis.a-ldi arab-r.i-n Seher ja-z 
Derbent 12 hundred year-SRESS [Arab-PL-GEN city be-IMC] 

amuq'-na. (Du68,2:99) 
remain-AOR 

'Derbent remained an Arab city until 1200.' 

But amuq'un can also be combined with converb forms of non-copular 
verbs. 

(855) a. Gimi hiil.ii-n k'an.a-l alk'a-na amuq'-na. (K87,2:15) 

boat [sea-GEN ground-SRESS get.stuck-AOC] remain-AOR 

'The boat remained stuck to the ground of the sea.' 
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316 17. Copular clauses 

b. Gweö'i kilie-jr-aj fi-da-j-la zun alamat ±a-na 
[ l i t t le street-PL-INEL go-FUT-PTP-TEMP] I:ABS [astonished become-AOC] 

amuq'-na. (DD71,6:9) 
remain-AOR 

'When I walked through the little streets, I remained astonished.' 

Another way of expressing 'remain' is by means of the Continuative local 
copula ama 'be still, remain' (cf. 17.6.6.1.). 

17.5. Transitive copular clauses 

The verb awun can be used as the transitive equivalent of the adjectival 
copula itun 'become'. 

(856) a. Abur.u kesib-r.i-n iimiir giililSan iji-zwa. (S88:46) 
they(ERG) poor-PL-GEN life sunny make-IMPF 

'They make poor people's life sunny.' 
b. Qhsan hawa awa-j-la, öna texnika taxsirlu iji-zwa. 

[good weather be-PTP-TEMP] we:ERG technology guilty do-IMPF 

When the weather is good, we blame the technology (lit. we make 
the technology guilty).' (Ko89,10,19:l) 

c. insan aSqilu iji-da-j atir-ar (M83:33) 
[person enthusiastic do-FUT-ΡΓΡ] smell-PL 

'smells that make people enthusiastic' 

The verb tun 'leave' can be used as the transitive equivalent of amuq'un 
'remain'. Unlike amuq'un, tun can take adjectival arguments directly. 

(857) Am sekin tu-r! (S88:57) 
he:ABS quiet leave-lMPV 

'Leave him alone!' (Lit. 'Leave him quiet!') 
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17.6. Local copular clauses 317 

17.6. Local copular clauses 

When the predicative phrase is a local expression, one of the local copulas 
awa, gwa, gala, kwa, ala is used. These seem to consist of a local preverb 
plus the standard copula ja. Like other preverb verbs, they show a close as-
sociation with the case to which their preverb corresponds. Thus, an 
Adessive expression takes the local copula gwa Cbe at'), a Postessive expres-
sion takes gala Cbe behind'), a Subessive expression takes kwa Cbe below7), 
a Superessive expression takes ala ('be on'), and an Inessive expression 
takes awa Cbe in'). Awa is the most general local copula, and it is often used 
with other types of local expressions (e.g. Dative noun phrases). For 
Continuative forms of the local copulas, cf. 17.6.6. 

Besides the local copulas, the verb xun may also be used with predicative 
adverbial phrases. Since the local copulas are morphologically defective, this 
is the only way of expressing certain tense-aspect distinctions, e.g. the 
Future: 

(858) Paka Jusuf Derbent.d-a ze-da. 
tomorrow Jusuf Derbent-INESS be-FUT 

'Tomorrow Jusuf will be in Derbent.' 

17.6.1. The local copula awa 'be in' 

Awa is used when the predicative expression is in the Inessive case. 

(859) Tükwen.d-a gzaf mal awa. (TG66:229) 
store-INESS many goods be.in 

'There are many goods in the store.' 

Awa is sometimes reduced to 'wa. In such cases it is written together with 
the preceding word: 

(860) a. KarandaS gil-e-wa-z Zaira qwe-da. (Du85,3:78) 
[pencil hand-INESS-be.in-IMC] Z a i r a come-FUT 

'Zaira comes with a pencil in her hand (lit. a pencil being in her 
hand).' 

b. req'-e-wa-j dagwi (M83:33) 

[road-INESS-be.in-PTP] mountaineer 

'a mountaineer (who is) on the road' 
c. Hin-wa wun, zi igrami-di? (S88:35) 

where-be.in you:ABS I:GEN dear-SBST.SG 

'Where are you, my dear (one)?' 

(In (860c), hina 'where' is also reduced to hin-.) 
Awa is also used when only existence is expressed, not location in any 

particular place: 
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318 17. Copular clauses 

(861) Sa insan.da-l sa Sumud lak'ab ze-da-j diiSiiS-ar-ni awa. 
[one person-SRESS one several nickname be-FUT-PIP] case-PL-also be 

'There are also cases in which one person has several nicknames.' 
(187,2:74) 

Furthermore, awa is used in the sense 'have', both with a Dative and 
with a Postessive possessor. 

(862) a. Abur-ni axmaq'-ar tuS, abur.u-z-ni wil-er awa. (K87,l:7) 
they-also fool-PL COP:NEG they-DAT-also eye-PL be.in 

They aren't fools either, they too have eyes.' 

b. Ada-z wiöi-n k'walax, wiöi-n senät awa-zwa. (R66:17) 
he-DAT self-GEN work self-GEN profession be.in-IMPF 

'He has his work, his profession.' 

(863) a. Zi qunSi.di-qh wad ajal awa. (M83:30) 
I:GEN neighbor-POESS five child be.in 

'My neighbor has five children.' 

b. Pul ada-qh gzaf awa. (§83:58) 
money he-POESS much be.in 

Ήε has a lot of money.' 

17.6.2. The local copula gwa 'be at' 

This copula is mainly used to express temporary possession. 

(864) a. Du§man-r.i-w tup-ar gwa-t (K87,l:7) 
enemy-PL-ADESS cannon-PL be.at-NEG 

'The enemies do not have cannons.' 

b. Ada-w Sad xabar gwa-6-ir. (§83:17) 
he-ADESS glad news be.at-NEG-PST 

Tie didn't have joyful news.' 

c. DiSehli.di wiöi-w gwa-j §ej?-er.i-z kilig-iz tu-na. (§83:68) 
woman(ERG) [[self-ADESS be.at-PTP] thing-PL-DAT look-INF] cause-AOR 

The woman let (people) look at the things she had with her.' 
It is also used with postpositions and adverbs that are based on nouns in the 
Adelative case. 

(865) Ruxwa-jar-ni ru&-ar sad-ni ada-n pataw gwa-ö. (§83:55) 
son-IL-and daughter-PL one-even he-GEN near be.at-NEG 

'None of his sons and daughters are near him.' 
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17.6. Local copular clauses 319 

17.6.3. The local copula gala 'be behind' 

This copula is now rarely used with its apparently original meaning 'be be-
hind' (but see also (868b). 

(866) At'a dag.di-qh öi xiir gala. (Gajdarov 1966:66) 
that mountain-POESS we:GEN village be.behind 

'behind that mountain is our village.' 

It is now used for various local relationships which can be expressed by the 
Postessive case (cf. 7.2.2.8.). 

(867) a. Gada rak'-ar.i-qh gala. (TG66:80) 
boy door-PL-POESS be.behind 

'The boy is standing by the door.' 

b. Güzel.di-n qün.ü-qΛ qp.zil.di-n kwar gala-j. (X89:31) 
beauty-GEN shoulder-POESS gold-GEN pitcher be.behind-PST 

'The beautiful woman had a golden pitcher on 
her shoulder.' 

c. irid q'il gala-j azdahan (X89:35) 
[seven head be.behind-PTP] dragon 

'a dragon with seven heads (lit. 'on which are seven heads')' 

d. Gatfar.i-qh qaj-ar, marf-ar gala-ö-ni bes? (Du61,5:66) 
spring-POESS wind-PL rain-PL be.behind-NEG-Q ΡΓ 

'Are there no winds and rains in the spring?' 

It is also used with adverbs and postpositions based on nouns in the 
Postessive case. 

(868) a. winiqΛ gala-j misal-ar (G57:41) 
[above be.behind-PTP] example-PL 

'the above examples' 

b. A dag.di-n kuk'u&di-laj aniqh xalu.di k'walax-zawa-j 
that mountain-CEN peak-SREL beyond (uncle(ERG) father-IMPF-PTP] 

ferma gala-j. (J89:20) 
farm be.behind-PTP 

'Beyond that mountain's peak there the farm where the uncle 
worked.' 
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320 17. Copular clauses 

17.6.4. The local copula kwa 'be under' 

The original meaning 'be under' is now rare. 

(869) Qwan.ci-k güläg kwa. (Mejlanova 1983b:209) 
stone-SBESS snake be.under 

'There is a snake under the stone.' 

In general, kwa is used with a metaphorical or abstract meaning of some 
kind, e.g. 'among' (cf. 870), 'on' (cf. 871), 'married to (said of a woman)' (cf. 
872), 'in (sleep)' (cf. 873). 

(870) Karwan.di-k paöah.di-n rik' ala-j dewe-ni kwa-j. 
caravan-SBESS [king-GEN h e a r t be.on-PTP] camel-also be.under-PST 

'Among (the camels of) the caravan was also the king's favorite 
camel.' (Du85,3:115) 

(871) Cl.a-k meqh-er.i-n libasar ala-j q'we zehil.di-n 
wall-SBESS [wedding-CEN clothes be.on-PTP] two youth-GEN 

Sikil kwa-j. (M79:5) 
picture be.under-PST 

On the wall was a picture of two young people in wedding clothes.' 

(872) Ali.di-n q'we ruS giil-er.i-k kwa. (§83:21) 
Ali-GEN two girl husband-PL-SBESS be.under 

'Ali's two daughters are married (lit. are under husbands).' 

(873) Zi ruS Asen'ka k'ewi axwar.i-k kwa-j. (DD85,2:20) 
I:GEN girl Asen'ka firm sleep-SBESS be.under 

'My daughter Asen'ka was fast asleep.' 

When the Subessive noun ( L S B E S S ) is a person and the Absolutive noun 
( T A B S ) I S a n abstract noun of some kind, a sentence " L S B E S S T A B S ^ W O " I S 

often equivalent to 'L is in T, L has the quality of T, L has T'. 

(874) a. Sirinbala.di-k tadi kwa-j. (S88:12) 
Sirinbala-SBESS hurry be.under-PST 

'Sirinbala was in a hurry.' 

b. Sq'aq'wal Alimat.a-k kwa-6-ir. (N88:73) 
stinginess Alimat-SBESS be.under-NEG-PST 

'Stinginess was not on Alimat = Alimat was not stingy.' 

c. namus kwa-c-ir kas (§83:22) 
[honor be.under-NEG-PTP] person 

'a dishonorable person (lit. a person in whom there is no honor)' 
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d. Habib qhel kwa-z raxa-na. (M83:57) 
Habib [anger be.under-IMC] talk-AOR 

'Habib spoke in anger (lit. anger being on him).' 

e. gülüSan gaf.uni-k «ekü», «rag awat-nawa-j» mana kwa. 
gülüSan word-SBESS bright [sun fall-PRF-PTP] meaning be.under 

The word gülüSan has the meaning 'bright, sunny'.' (G82:28) 

Kwa is also used with adverbs and postpositions based on nouns in the 
Subessive case. 

(875) a. Ali balk'an.di-n wilik kwa-z jaxdiz fe-na. (J89:21) 
Ali [horse-GEN in.front be.under-IMC] on.foot go-AOR 

'Ali walked on foot in front of the horse.' 

b. seöki-jr.i-laj wilik kwa-j kampanija (Ko89,9,17:3) 
[election-PL-SREL before be.under-PTP] campaign 

'pre-election campaign' 

17.6.5. The local copula ala 'be on' 

The basic meaning is the local notion 'be on', e.g. 

(876) a. Ktab stol.da-l ala. 
book table-SRESS be.on 

The book is on the table.' 

b. gal ala-j tup'ut (583:12) 
[thread be.on-PTP] spindle 

'a spindle with thread on (it)' 

c. Isaq'.a-n hajat.da-l ala-j-bur.a-l 6'ulaw partal-ar 
[Isaq'-GEN courtyard-SRESS be.on-PTP]-SBST.PL-SRESS black cloth-PL 

ala. ($83:48) 
be.on 

'The people on Isaq's courtyard wear black clothes.' (Lit. 'Black 
clothes are on those on Isaq's courtyard'). 

Like the other local copulas, ala can be used in various more abstract senses, 
eg· 

(877) a. Wun jug-di k'walax.da-l ala-z, za-waj k'wal-e 
[you:ABS day-ADV work-SRESS be.on-IMC] I-ADEL [house-INESS 

acuq'-iz ie-da-δ. (DD85,5:5) 
sit-INF] can-FUT-NEG 

Ί cannot sit at home while you are at work during the day.' 
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322 17. Copular clauses 

b. qhipiuial ala-j tumai (G54:151) 
[yellowness be.on-PIP] skin 

'yellowish skin (lit. skin with yellowness on it)' 

c. i£velin.a-kaj sa Sak-ni ala-6-iz xudoinik ze-da. 
Evelin-SBEL [one doubt-even be.on-NEG-IMC) artist become-FUT 

'Without any doubt Evelin will become an artist.' (K85,7:4) 

Like awa, ala is sometimes reduced to Ία and written together with the 
preceding word. 

(878) a. Bug wac'.u-n cjerex.da-l-la-j Veselino xür (J84:21) 
[Bug river-CEN bank-SRESS-be.on-PTP] Veselino vil lage 

'the village Veselino on the bank of the river Bug' 

b. Weled.a-z-ni anaj qwe-zwa-j balk'an-r.a-l-la-j-bur 
Weled-DAT-too [thence come-IMPF-PTP] [horse-PL-SRESS-be.on-PTP]-SBST.PL 

aku-na. (S88:46) 
see-AOR 

'Weled, too, saw the riders (lit. those who were on horses) that 
were coming from there.' 

c. I deq'iq'a.d-a zi buba k'walax.a-l-la. (Du85,3:75) 

this minute-INESS I:GEN father work-SRESS-be.on 

'At this moment my father is at work.' 
Ala is also used with Superessive adverbs and postpositions, e.g. 

(879) A jug jargal ala-t (R66:29) 
t h a t day far be.on-NEG 

'That day is not far.' 

17.6.6. Continuative forms of the local copulas 

The local copulas have special Continuative forms which are not based on 
an Imperfective or Aorist stem (as in other verbs, cf. 9.3.2.3., 9.3.3.3.), but are 
formed by suffixing -ma directly to the root: 

(880) awa (in) a ma 'be still (in)' 
gwa 'beat guma 'be still at' 
gala 'be behind' galama 'be still behind' 
kwa under' kuma 'be still under' 
ala 'be on' alama 1oe still on' 

It is not clear whether diachronically these Continuative forms resulted 
from a suffixation of -ma to the normal forms (*gwa-ma > guma, *aui-ma 
> ama, etc.), or whether the Continuative forms only consist of preverb + 
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17.6. Local copular clauses 323 

•ma, while the normal forms consist of preverb + a. The suffix -ma is evi-
dently somehow related to the particle mad 'yet' (13.2.3.). 

The Continuative forms of the local copulas have continuative meaning 
('still', '(not) anymore'), but in virtually all other respects they behave like 
the non-Continuative local copulas. 

17.6.6.1. ama 'be still (in). An example: 

(881) Said hele bag-lar-a ama-z hawa-jar 
[Said still garden-PL-INESS be.still.in-IMC] weather-PL 

qwe-z=qwe-z aöux 5ta-na. (Du61,5:22) 
come-IMC=come-IMC clear become-AOR 

'While Said was still in the gardens, the weather gradually cleared.' 

Ama is often in the secondary Continuative form (based on the 
Imperfective converb ama-z) ama-zma: 

(882) Dagustan.di-n sa ferge xiir-er-a arab xat'-ar 
Daghestan-GEN one series village-PL-INESS Arab inscription-PL 

ama-zma. (Du68,2:99) 
be.still-IMPF.CONT 

'There are still Arabic inscriptions in a number of Daghestanian 
villages.' 

Ama can also be used as the Continuative form of the standard copula ja 
with adjectival predicates. However, the adjective is generally in the adver-
bial form with ama: 

(883) a. Mizafer k'uban-diz ama. (583:52) 
Mizafer energetic-ADV be.still 

'Mizafer is still energetic.' 

b. Wi balug-ar sag-diz ama-ni? (J89:22) 
you:GEN fish-PL healthy-ADV be.still-Q 

'Are your fish still OK?' 

Furthermore, ama can be used with Imperfective or Aorist converb 
forms. Such constructions served as the basis for the formation of the 
Continuative forms. 

(884) a. Gila am Tek Bulut ja-z ama-ö-ir. (K88,9:4) 
now it:ABS [Lonely Cloud be-IMC] be.still-NEG-PST 

'Now it wasn't the Lonely Cloud anymore.' 

b. I mes?ela öetin mes?ela ja-z ama-zma. (H82:7) 
this problem [difficult problem be-IMC] be.still-IMPF.CONT 

This problem continues to be a difficult problem.' 
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324 17. Copular clauses 

(885) QanSarwil-er.i-kaj-ni sa bäzi-bur tamamwil.e-ldi axtarmiS 
opposition-PL-SBEL-also one some-SBST.PL [completeness-SRDIR study 

t-awu-na ama-zma. (H82:7) 
NEG-do-AOC] be.still-IMPF.CONT 

'Some of the oppositions have not been studied completely yet.' 

Finally, the participle amaj (lit. 'who still is') is often used in the sense 
'other, remaining', e.g. in example (409) above. 

17.6.6.2. guma 'be still at'. Examples: 

(886) a. Gada.di-w ja pul-ni, ja fu-ni guma-ö-ir. (G57:44) 
boy-ADESS or money-arid or bread-and be.still.at-NEG-PST 

The boy didn't have either money or bread anymore.' 

b. Ciikwer.a-n rik' Sirinbala.di-w guma-j. (S88:14) 
Cükwer-GEN hear t Sirinbala-ADESS be.still.at-PST 

'Cükwer's heart was still with Sirinbala.' 

17.6.6.3. galama 'be still behind'. Example: 

(887) Am tup'.u-qh tup'al galama-6-iz xta-na. (TG66:81) he:ABS [finger-POESS ring be.still.behind-NEG-IMC] return-AOR 

'He came back without the ring on the finger (lit. with the ring no 
longer being on the finger).' 

17.6.6.4. kuma 'be still under'. Example: 

(888) Bade axwar.i-k kuma-z, ada jawa$-diz partal-ar 
[grandmother sleep-SBESS be.still.under-IMC] she:ERG quiet-ADV cloth-PL 

aluk'-na. (J84:54) 
put.on-AOR 

While grandmother was still asleep, she quietly put on her clothes.' 

17.6.6.5. alama 'be still on'. Examples: 

(889) a. Zi xaji xiir wilikan öka.da-l alama-t (583:99) 
I:GEN native vil lage former place-SRESS be.still.on 

'My native village is no longer at its former place.' 

b. Rik'.e-l-lama-ni za Cükwer hik' axqud-na-j-t'a? (S88:ll) 
heart-SRESS-be.still.on-Q [I:ERG Cükwer how rescue-AOR-PST-CND] 

'Do you still remember how I rescued Cükwer?' 

Note that in (889b) alama is reduced to 'lama. 
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17.7. Predicative adverbial phrases with the standard copula 325 

17.7. Predicative adverbial phrases with the standard copula 

Adverbial phrases can also be used predicatively with the standard copula. 
In such cases the adverbials do not have their adverbial meaning, but de-
note a property of the subject. 

(890) Wiri wun patal ja. (N88:73) 
everything you:ABS for COP 

'Everything is for you.' 

(891) a. St'al Sulejman kesib xzan.d-aj tir. (K89,4:2) 

S t ' a l Sulejman poor family-INEL COP.PST 

'St'al Sulejman was from a poor family.' 
b. Cun Sovet-r.i-n Sojuz.d-aj ja. (Q81:45) 

we:ABS Soviet-PL-CEN Union-INEL COP 

'We are from the Soviet Union.' 

(892) Alfija.di luhu-zwa-j mani-jar bic'ek-r.i-n xuäbaxt 
[Alfija(ERG) say-IMPF-PTP] song-FL toddler-PL-CEN h a p p y 

ümür.di-kaj ja. (K86,3:l) 
life-SBEL OOP 

'The songs that Alfija sings are about the happy life of toddlers.' 

(893) Nurbala mükil zehil-ar xiz tuS exir. (R66:17) 
Nurbala other youth-PL like COP:NEG PT 

'Nurbala is just not like the other young people.' 

17.8. A copular construction for indicating age 

A peculiar construction is used for telling a person's age. The noun phrase 
referring to the person is in the Genitive case, and a noun phrase of the type 
η jis 'n years' is in the Absolutive case. 

(894) a. A c'aw.u-z gada.di-n c'ud jis tir. (K87,1:5) 
t h a t time-DAT boy-CEN ten year COP:PST 

'At that time the boy was ten years old.' 

b. Däwe ba§lami&-aj-la Xanbike.di-n wad jis ±a-nwa-j. 
[war begin-AOP-TEMP] Xanbike-CEN five year become-PRF-PST 

'When the war began Xanbike was five years old.' (DD85,5:5) 

c. Zi jaxc'ur-ni c'ud jis xa-nwa. (Du85,3:115) 
I:GEN forty-and ten year become-PRF 

Ί am fifty years old.' 
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326 17. Copular clauses 

d. Kii Sumud jis ja-t'a kxi-x. (K87,2:17) 
[you.alI:GEN how.many year COP-CND] write-IMPV 

'Write how old you-all are.' 

It seems that the Genitive noun phrase is not used attributively in this con-
struction. This would be one of the few instances of a non-attributive use of 
the Genitive. 

The following example shows a relative clause in which the Genitive 
noun phrase of the age construction is relativized. 

(895) 15 jis &a-nwa-j äkol'nik (K85,6:17) 

[15 year become-PRF-PTP] pupil 

'a 15-year-old pupil' 
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Chapter 18 
Coordination 

18.1. Conjunction 

18.1.1. The conjoining coordinator -ni 

The suffix -ni is the native Lezgian means for conjoining phrases. It is suf-
fixed to all the coordinate constituents except for the last one: 

A-ni Β Ά and Β' 
A-ni B-ni C-ni D-ni Ά, B, C, and D' 
etc. 

For example: 

(896) a. Isa.di-ni Ali.di sada=sada-w j&l-er wuga-na. (J89:24) 
Isa(ERG)-and Ali(ERG) one(ERG)=one-ADESS hand-PL give-AOR 

'Isa and Ali shook hands (lit. gave hands to each other)/ 

b. Ali.di-n-ni Weli.di-n buba (§83:9) 
Ali-GEN-and Weli-GEN father 

'Ali's and Weli's father' 

c. K'iid warz-ni, k'iid jug-ni, k'iid deq'iq'a alat-na. (X89:28) 
nine month-and nine day-and nine minute pass-AOR 

'Nine months, nine days, and nine minutes passed.' 

When special emphasis is intended, the last conjunct is also suffixed with 
the coordinator -ni: 

A-ni B-ni 'both A and B' 
A-ni B-ni C-ni D-ni 'both A, B, C, and D' 

For example: 

(897) Zi buba-ni, buba.di-n buba-ni öuban-ar ita-ji-bur ja. 
I:GEN father-and father-GEN father-and shepherd-PL become-AOP-SBST.PL COP 

'Both my father and my father's father were shepherds.' (R66:19) 
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328 18. Coordination 

In such cases of emphatic coordination, the last conjunct is often extraposed 
to the end of the sentence after the finite verb: 

(898) a. I diinja.da-l q^sanwil-er-ni ala, piswil-er-ni. (583:50) 
this world-SRESS goodness-PL-and be.on badness-PL-and 

'In this world there are both good things and bad things.' 

b. Dax bürq'ü-ni öta-nwa, biSi-ni. (Du85,3:79) 
dad blind-and become-PRF deaf-and 

'Dad has become both blind and deaf.' 
In this construction a finite verb can be used by replacing it with the 
Periphrasis form plus a finite form of awun 'do': 

(899) Ada k'el-ni iji-zwa, kxi-n-ni. 
he(ERG) read(PER)-and do-IMPF write-PER-and 

'He both reads and writes.' 

18.1.2. -ni as a focus marker 

In addition to its meaning 'and', the suffix -ni can also function as an addi-
tive focus particle with the meaning 'also, too' (900), or with the scalar 
meaning 'even' (901). The suffix -ni always follows the constituent it focuses 
immediately. It may follow all major constituents: noun phrases (900a-b), 
postpositional phrases, clauses marked by a conjunction (900c), and clauses 
marked by a non-finite verb (900d). 

(900) a. Insan q'e-ji-la, ada-n ged-ni awat-zawa. (H77:17) 
[person die-AOP-TEMP] s/he-GEN star-also fall-IMPF 

'When a person dies, his or her star also falls down.' 

b. A ruka-n p'uz-arr.i-laj mili qhwer alax-na. 
t h a t girl-GEN lip-PL-SREL slight laughter appear-AOR 

Zun-ni qhilre-na. (S88:159) 
I:ABS-and smile-AOR 

Ά smile appeared on that girl's lips. I, too, smiled.' 

c. Wun xkwe-daldi wilik-ni zun sa Sumud-ra 
[you:ABS return-POSTR before]-also I:ABS one how.many-times 

ata-j-di ja. (G63:138) 
come-AOP-SBST COP 

Ί also came several times before you returned.' 

d. Can bade, wuna za-z kal-er aca-z-ni öir-da-ni? 
dear grandmother you:ERG I-DAT [cow-PL milk-INF]-also teach-FUT-Q 

'Dear granny, will you also teach me to milk cows?' (J84:52) 
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18.1. Conjunction 329 

(901) a. Ada-η Sirin mec.i qwan-ni ä'al.a-l gi-da. 
he-GEN sweet tongue(ERG) stone-even speech-SRESS bring-FUT 

'His sweet tongue will even make a stone talk.' 
(Ramaldanov 1984:131) 

b. Ada-z buba.di hina k'walax-zawa-t'a-ni öi-da-6-ir. 
he-DAT [father(ERG) where work-IMPF-CND]-even know-FUT-NEG-PST 

'He didn't even know where his father was working.' (DD77,1:10) 

The Periphrasis form, used in (902M903) in the periphrastic non-finite verb, 
can also be followed by -ni. 

(902) RuS, za-w raxa-n-ni t-awu-na, qhfe-na. (S88:157) 
girl [I-ADESS talk-PER-even NEC-do-AOC] go.away-AOR 

'The girl went away without even talking to me.' 

(903) Sa nugat masa nugat.di-qh galaz 
[one dialect other dialect-POESS w i t h 

geqig-ni awu-na k'an-da. (H63:44) 
compare(PER)-also do-AOC] must-FUT 

'It is also necessary to compare one dialect with another one.' 

When a finite verb is the focus of -ni, it has to be split up into the non-finite 
Periphrasis form and the finite verb awun 'do'. 

(904) a. Safiga.di ada-n zawab güzlemiS-ni iji-zwa-i-ir. (N88:87) 
Safiga(ERG) he-GEN answer wait(PER)-even do-IMPF-NEG-PST 

'Safiga didn't even wait for his answer.' 

b. Cun a qaw.a-l ksu-n-ni iji-da-j ha! (H77:6) 
we:ABS that roof-SRESS sleep-PER-even do-FUT-PST ΓΤ 

'We even slept on that roof!' 

18.1.3. Conjunction with wa 'and' 

The coordinator wa was borrowed quite recently from Turkic (and ulti-
mately from Arabic wa 'and'). It is still restricted to the written language and 
rarely occurs in the spoken language or in poetry (GadZiev 1954:186). It does 
not occur in Uslar (1896). But since wa functions syntactically much like 
Russian i 'and', it is very practical in translations, and it seems to be gaining 
ground. The position is between the last two conjuncts, as in Russian or 
English: 

A w a B Ά and B' 
A, B, C, wa D Ά, B, C, and D' 
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For example: 

(905) a. äeher-r.i-n wa xiir-er.i-n zehmetä-jar (Ko90,2,2:l) 
town-PL-GEN and village-PL-GEN worker-PL 

'the working people of towns and villages' 

b. Abur Isaq'.a-z wa ata-nwa-j mükü itim.-r.i-z kilig-na. 
t h e y Isaq'-DAT and [come-PRF-PTP] other man-PL-DAT look-AOR 

'They looked at Isaq' and the other people who had arrived.' 
(583:41) 

c. giizel w a ö'exi Seher (Q81:43) 
beautiful and big city 

'a beautiful and big city' 

d. giizel jajlax-ar, qaji bulax-ar, q'aq'an dag-lar 
beautiful pasture-PL cold spring-PL high mountain-PL 

wa zi watan?ehli-jar (583:98) 
and I:GEN countryman-PL 

'the beautiful mountain pastures, the cold springs, the high 
mountains, and my countrymen' 

But the syntactic parallels with Russian i stop here. Wa cannot stand before 
each conjunct (*wa Musa wa Ali 'both Musa and Ali' (cf. Russian i Musa i 
Ali)), and it cannot be used as a focus particle: 

(906) *Qe wa Musa qwe-da. 
today and Musa come-FUT 

'Today Musa, too, will come.' (cf. Russian Segodnja i Musa pridet.) 

18.1.4. Minor types of conjunction 

Emphatic conjunction is sometimes expressed by xiz 'as, like' (cf. 24.2.1.) fol-
lowing the first conjunct and -ni suffixed to the second (A Aiz, B-ni = 1x>th A 
and B'): 

(907) a. Ci asker-ar xiz, wi asker-ar-ni req'i-zwa. (AM87:34) 
we:GEN soldier-PL like you:GEN soldier-PL-also die-lMPF 

'Both our soldiers and your soldiers are dying.' (Lit. 'Like our 
soldiers, your soldiers, too, are dying.') 

b. Cükwer gzaf güröeg-di xiz, aq'ullu-di-ni tir. 
Cükwer much beautiful-SBST.SG like intelligent-SBST.SG-also COP:PST 

'Cükwer was both very beautiful and intelligent.' (X89:27) 
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Another way to express emphatic conjunction is: ham A, ham(ni) Β 
(ham(ni) C, ...). 

(908) Dagustanwi-jar ham öeb öpi-qΛ galaz, hamni 
Daghestanian-PL and selves selves-POESS w i t h and 

gejri xcilq'-ar.i-qh galaz alaqa.d-a awa-j. (L87,2:75) 
other people-PL-POESS w i t h contact-INESS be.in-PST 

'The Daghestanians were in contact both with each other and with 
other peoples.' 

Conjunction can also be expressed by mere juxtaposition, e.g. 

(909) a. Zi rik'-e a ruS.a-n wil-er, abur.u-n iSig-r.i-n 
I:GEN heart-INESS t h a t girl-GEN eye-PL they-GEN beam-PL-GEN 

qatiwal ak'a-nwa-j. (S88:158) 
brightness stick-PRF-PST 

'That girl's eyes and the brightness of their beams remained in my 
heart.' 

b. Weled.a-n xizan tek pud kas.di-kaj ibarat tir: 
Weled-GEN family only three person-SBEL consisting COP:PST 

wiö, pab Nabisat, ruS Ciikwer. (S88:4) 
self wife Nabisat girl Ciikwer 

'Weled's family consisted of only three people: he himself, his wife 
Nabisat, and his daughter Cükwer.' 

18.2. Disjunction 

18.2.1. Disjunction with ja 'or' 

Normal disjunction is expressed by the combination wa ja: 

A wa ja Β Ά or Β' 

For example: 

(910) a. Ajal-ar bag.d-a wa ja k'wal-e qugwa-zwa. 
child-PL garden-INESS and or house-lNESS play-IMPF 

'The children are playing in the garden or in the house.' 

b. Hiö sa waxt.und-a-ni ada öa-w abur.u-qh wa ja 
never one time-lNESS-even she(ERG) we-ADESS [they-POESS and or 

abur.u-n Sarag-r.i-qh xk'i-z ta-da-6-ir. (H77:5) 

they-GEN young-PL-POESS touch-INF] let-FUT-NEG-PST 

'She never let us touch them or their young.' 
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c. Ada har sad wici-n zehil wa ja ajal 
it(ERG) every one [self-GEN young and or child 

waxt-ar rik'.e-l xku-n.i-z ma&bur-zawa. (Ko89,9,6:4) 
time-PL heart-SRESS bring.back-MSD]-DAT force-IMPF 

'It forces everyone to remember their youth or childhood.' 

Emphatic disjunction is expressed by placing ja in front of every disjunct (ja 
A ja Β (ja C...) = 'either A or Β (or C...)'): 

(911) a. Ajal-ar ja bag.d-a wa ja k'wal-e qugwa-zwa. 
child-PL or garden-INESS and or house-INESS play-IMPF 

'The children are playing either in the garden or in the house.' 

b. Paka Selim ja Seher.di-z fi-da ja k'wal-e k'walax-da. 
tomorrow Selim or town-DAT go-FUT or house-INESS work-FUT 

'Tomorrow Selim will either go to town or work at home.' 

See also 18.2.4. 

18.2.2. Disjunction with taxajt'a 'if it is not' 

The particle taxajt'a, originally the Conditional of the negated Aorist par-
ticiple of Stun 'be', is used as another disjunctive coordinator. (Sometimes 
tu&t'a, the Conditional of the negated standard copula, is used in the same 
function.) Taxajt'a can optionally be preceded by ja. 

TaStajt'a is obligatory in alternative questions (23.1.3.): 

(912) Wun qe qwe-da-ni (ja) taxajt'a paka? 
you:ABS today come-FUT-Q or or tomorrow 

'Will you come today or tomorrow?' 

But taxajt'a can also be used in non-interrogative sentences. In such cases 
it could be replaced by wa ja. The meaning of taxajt'a seems to be slightly 
different from the meaning of wa ja, reflecting the original meaning 'if it is 
not (so)' (i.e. 'or else'). 

(913) a. Ajal-ar bag.d-a (ja) taxajt'a k'wal-e qugwa-zwa. 
child-PL garden-INESS or or house-INESS play-IMPF 

'The children are playing in the garden or (else) in the house.' 

b. Za zi mires.di-z ewer-un, ja taxajt'a am 
I:ERG [I:GEN relative-DAT call-MSD or or [he:ABS 

ksa-nwa-j öka za-z qalur-un ruka-waj t'alab-na. (583:100) 
sleep-PRF-PTP] place I-DAT show-MSD] girl-ADEL request-AOR 

Ί asked the girl to call my relative or to show me the place where 
he was sleeping.' 
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c. Aq'al-a iuwa-n siw, taAajt'a am za cwa-da. (S88:29) 
shut-IMPV self-GEN mouth or it:ABS I:ERG sew-FUT 

'Shut your mouth, or else I'll sew it (shut).' 

Ta&ajt'a can also be used in emphatic disjunction in front of the last dis-
junct. 

(914) a. Ha wad dewletlu-da-qh har sada-qh ja sa wi§ 
those five rich-SBST.SG-POESS every one-POESS or one hundred 

lapag, ja sa jaxc'ur-ni c'ud mal, ja ta&ajt'a 
small .catt le or one forty-and ten catt le or or 

sa wad=c'ud nik öil ze-da-j. (S88:14) 
one five=ten field land be-FUT-PSTT 

'These five rich men had each either about a hundred small cattle, 
or about fifty cattle, or 5-10 fields of land.' 

b. Xejlin ahali-jr.i-qh maxsus familija-r awa-ö-ir, 
many inhabitant-PL-POESS special surname-PL be.in-NEG-PST 

abur ja lak'ab-r.a-ldi, ja tuSt'a tuxum.di-n 
t h e y or nickname-PL-SRDIR or or clan-GEN 

t'war-ar.a-ldi ewez iji-zwa-j. (L87,2:74) 
name-PL-SRDIR substitute do-IMPF-PST 

'Many inhabitants did not have special surnames; they were 
replaced either by nicknames or by clan names.' 

18.2.3. Disjunction with gah...gah 'now...now' 

The disjunctive coordinator gah expresses a temporal alternation which can 
be thought of as a sort of disjunction: 

gah A, gah(ni) Β 'now A, now B' 
gah A, gah B, gah C,... 'now A, now B, now C,...' 

For example: 

(915) a. Axpa, öin-a gah qhwer awa-z, gah q'il galtad-iz, 
then [face-INESS now smile be.in-IMC] [now h e a d shake-IMC] 

a m za-qh galaz raxa-na. (K86,2:8) 
he:ABS I-POESS with talk-AOR 

'Then he talked to me, now with a smile on his face, now shaking 
his head.' 
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334 18. Coordination 

b. Har jis.u-z gah gada-jr.i-n gahni ruS-ar.i-n 
every year-DAT row son-PL-GEN now girl-PL-GEN 

xzan-ar dag.di-n xiir.il-z xkwe-da-j. (§83:55) 
family-PL mountain-CEN village-DAT go.back-FUT-PST 

'Every year the families of the sons or the daughters went back to 
the mountain village (lit. ...the families now of the sons, now of 
the daughters...).' 

c. Am gah Zapir.a-z, gah direktor.di-z, 
he-.ABS now Zapir-DAT now director-DAT 

gah skul'ptura.di-n k'us-ar.i-z kilig-zawa-j. (DD77,1:12) 
now sculpture-GEN piece-PL-DAT look-IMPF-PST 

'She looked now at Zapir, now at the director, now at the pieces of 
the sculpture.' 

18.2.4. Negated disjunction: ja...ja /neither...nor' 

When the verb of a clause is negated, emphatic disjunction of the ja...ja type 
has the effect of negative conjunction: 

(916) a. I k'walax.da-l ja abur.u-n ruS, ja gada razi tu&-ir. 
this job-SRESS or they-GEN girl or boy satisfied COP:NEG-PST 

'Neither their girl nor the boy were satisfied with this job.' 
(DD71,2:18) 

b. Sada-ni feq'i.di-z ja ex, ja wa? laha-na-t (HQ89:8) 
one(ERG)-even mullah-DAT or yes or no say-AOR-NEG 

'No one said either yes or no to the mullah.' 

c. Cükwer sa Sumud juq.u-z, ja ksu-n t-iji-z, 
Ciikwer one how.many day-DAT [or sleep-PER NEG-do-IMC] 

ja ne-n t-iji-z, k'wal-äj eqec'-na-ö. (S88:34) 
[or eat-PER NEG-do-IMC] house-INEL go.out-AOR-NEG 

'For several days Cükwer did not go out of the house, neither 
sleeping nor eating.' 

The conjunctive coordinator -ni may optionally be present as well: 

(917) Zun ja juxsul-ni tuS, ja kesib-ni. (583:60) 
I:ABS or lean-and COP:NEG or poor-and 

Ί am neither lean nor poor.' 
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18.2.5. A minor type of disjunction 

Disjunction in which free choice is emphasized can be expressed by the 
Conditional form of the copula ja or k'an 'want': 

X jat'a, Y jat'a 'X or Y' (lit. 'whether it be X or Y') 

k'ant'a X, k'ant'a Υ 'X or Y' (lit. 'if (you) want, X, if (you) want, Y') 

For example: 

(918) Im Q'asumxiir.e-l jat'a, Axceh-a jat'a, sa hina jat'a 
this: Α BS [Q'asumxür-SRESS or Axceh-INESS or one where or 

ia-ji kar ja. (K87,l:12) happen-AOP] thing COP 
'This is a story that happened in Q'asumxür (Kasumkent), in Axceh 
(Axty), or wherever.' 

(919) Wiin hina xajit'ani düz-dakaz acuq'. K'ant'a 
you:ABS where INDEF straight-ADV sit(IMPV) [or 

k'wal-e t'ün ne-da-j-la, k'ant'a tars-ar hazur-da-j-la, 
house-INESS food eat-FUT-PTP-TEMP] [or lesson-PL prepare-FUT-PTP-TEMP] 

k'ant'a klass.d-a parta.di-qh acuq'-nawa-j-la. (DD85,3:23) 
[or class-INESS desk-POESS sit-PRF-PTP-TEMP] 

'Sit straight everywhere — be it when you are eating at home, when 
you are doing your homework, or when you are sitting at your desk in 
the classroom.' 

18.3. Clause coordination 

18.3.1. Coordinators 

Essentially the same means that are used to coordinate phrasal constituents 
are used to coordinate clauses. 

The coordinating suffix -ni is suffixed to the first constituent of the last 
conjunct clause: 

(920) a. Zi pab azarlu ja, ajal-r.i-z-ni kilig-da-j kas awa-ö. 
I:GEN wife sick COP [child-PL-DAT-and look-FUT-PTPl person be-NEG 

'My wife is sick and there is no one to look after the children.' 
(X89:156) 

b. Abur öa-laj wik'eh ja, paöah.di-kaj-ni kiö'e tuS. 
t h e y we-SREL brave COP czar-SBEL-and afraid COP:NEG 

'They are braver than we, and they are not afraid of the czar.' 
(HQ89:13) 
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c. T'ur-ar gil-er-a ama, wil-er-ni qaigan.da-l ala. ($83:14) 
spoon-PL hand-PL-INESS be.still eye-PL-and pot-SRESS be.on 

'The spoons are still in their hands, and the eyes are on the pot.' 

An example of conjunction with wa: 

(921) Wun zi gaf-ar.a-l qhüre-na-j wa za-z, 
you:ABS I:GEN word-PL-SRESS laugh-AOR-PST and I-DAT 

«im zurba tar ze-da», zawab ga-na-j. (DD85,2:21) 
this: Α BS big tree be-FUT answer give-AOR-PST 

'You laughed about my words and gave me the answer, "This will 
be a big tree"/ 

This type of coordination with wa, where clauses expressing sequential 
events are conjoined, is a non-native syntactic construction in Lezgian (cf. 
Gadiiev 1954:190). It was borrowed along with the coordinator wa, and it is 
now quite common, especially in translations from Russian. It is still re-
stricted to the written language, and speakers who are not literate in Lezgian 
tend to reject this construction in favor of the construction involving the 
Aorist converb (cf. 21.1.). 

Examples of disjunction with ja...ja: 

(922) a. Ja wuna pakahan jiq.a-laj k'el=kxin öir-iz 
or [you:ERG tomorrow day-SREL read=write learn-INF] 

baSlamiS-da, ja eqec' i k'wal-äj! (Du85,3:115) 
begin-FUT or go.out(IMPV) this house-INEL 

'Either you begin to learn reading and writing tomorrow, or get out 
of this house!' 

b. Paka Selim ja Seher.di-z fi-da, ja (ta&ajt'a) ada 
tomorrow Selim or town-DAT go-FUT or or he(ERG) 

k'wal-e k'walax-da. 
house-INESS work-FUT 

'Tomorrow Selim will either go to town or he will work at home.' 

c. Ja Cükwer.a dide.di-z kiimek ga-na-6, ja dide.di-ni 
or Cükwer(ERG) mother-DAT help give-AOR-NEG or mother(ERG)-and 

Cükwer.a-z kümek ce laha-na-6. (S88:31) 
Cükwer-DAT [help give:IMPV] say-AOR-NEG 

'Neither did Ciikwer help her mother, nor did her mother ask 
Ciikwer to help her.' 

An example of disjunction with gah...gah: 
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(923) Gah Mehamed Xilrilg.da-l fi-da-j, gah Tahir 
now Mehamed Xiirüg-SRESS go-FUT-PST row Tahir 

Axceh.i-z qwe-da-j. (Du68,2:29) 
Axceh-DAT come-FUT-PST 

'Now Mehamed went to Xürüg, now Tahir came to Axceh (Axty).' 

For an example of disjunction with wa ja, see (566b). 

18.3.2. Coreferential omission in coordination 

When two coordinated clauses of the form abP (where a and b are argu-
ments, and Ρ is the predicate, i.e. the main verb) contain one or more coref-
erential elements, one of the coreferential elements may be omitted. The 
following are the most important possibilities for coreferential omission 
(more complicated structures are beyond the scope of this work). 
Coreferential elements are printed in boldface. 

(i) a b Ρ + c b Ρ — > (a + c) b Ρ 
(ii) a b Ρ + a c Ρ — > a (b + c) Ρ 

(argument coordination) 
(iii) a b Ρ + a c Q — > a (b Ρ + c Q) 

(shared argument) 
(iv) a b Ρ + c d P — > (a b + c d) Ρ 

(shared predicate) 

Cases (i) and (ii) are ordinary phrasal coordination of the type we have seen 
in 18.1.-2. above. In this section, examples for the other types will be given. 

18.3.2.1. Shared argument. An example is: 

(924) Sadlahana Il'iö.a ada-n qiin q'u-na wa ada-z 
suddenly Il'ii(ERG) he-CEN shoulder hold-AOR and he-DAT 

SuS' wac' qalur-na. (K57:8) 
SuT river show-AOR 

'Suddenly Il'ii touched his shoulder and showed him the 5uS' river.' 

According to Gad2iev (1954:190), predicates can be coordinate only if they 
consist entirely of transitive verbs (as in (924)) or of intransitive verbs. In 
sentences like (925), the subject personal pronoun am has to be used in the 
second conjunct because the first verb is transitive and the second verb is in-
transitive. This rule can perhaps be taken as a symptom of syntactic or deep 
ergativity (cf. Mel'iuk 1988, Haspelmath 1991 for some discussion). 

(925) LeSa.di i kar.da-l tazubwal iji-zwa-j wa am 
LeÄa(ERG) this thing-SRESS surprise do-IMPF-PST and he:ABS 

weq'.e-laj zigir.da-l eqec' qhiji-zwa-j. (K57:8) 
grass-SREL path-SRESS go.out(PER) REPET-IMPF-PST 

'LeSa was surprised at this and he returned to the path from the grass.' 
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However, GadZiev (1954:191) admits that this ideal rule is not always ob-
served. In fact, it is quite rarely observed in the modern standard language. 
Perhaps the rule reflects an earlier state of the language (and GadZiev's own 
intuitions) and has disappeared under the influence of Russian. Thus, ex-
amples as in (926), where GadZiev's rule is violated, are quite normal nowa-
days. In (926a), an intransitive and a transitive verb are conjoined, (926b) 
shows the opposite order, and (926c) shows an experiencer verb and a transi-
tive verb. 

(926) a. Gada dide.di-n pataw qhfe-na wa ada-z 
boy mother-GEN to return-AOR and she-DAT 

paöah.di-n bujrug.di-kaj sühbet-na. (AM87:23) 
king-GEN order-SBEL tell-AOR 

'The boy returned to his mother and told her about the king's 
order.' 

b. Selim.a rak aq'al-na wa stol.di-qh acuq'-na. 
Selim(ERG) door close-AOR and table-POESS sit-AOR 

'Selim closed the door and sat down at the table.' 

c. C'ulaw niik'.re-z kiö'e xa-na wa minet-iz 
black bird-DAT afraid become-AOR and [beg-INF] 

baSlamiS-na. (K87,2:9) 
begin-AOR 

The black bird became afraid and began to beg.' 

In example (927), the two coordinate predicates share both arguments. 

(927) Küne kil rik' ala-j igit.di-n Sikil ö'ugu 
you.all:ERG [you.all:GEN hear t be.on-FTP] hero-GEN picture draw(IMPV) 

wa öi iurnal.di-z raqur-a. (K87,2:17) 
and we:GEN journal-DAT send-lMPV 

'Draw a picture of your favorite hero and send it to our journal.' 

18.3.2.2. Shared predicate. There are two variants of this type of coordination 
omission. In the first type, the predicate is present in the first coordinate 
member and omitted in the second one. This is illustrated in (928). 

(928) a. Nän-r.i-z hül.e-laj Sahwar qwe-da-j, jif.i-z 
evening-PL-DAT sea-SREL breeze come-FUT-PST night-DAT 

Sahdag.di-laj. (H77:4) 
Sahdag-SREL 

'In the evening a breeze would come from the sea, (and) at night 
from the Sahdag mountain.' 
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b. Gila öun ibur.u-n öka.da-l ze-da-j-wal ja man, 
now we:ABS these-GEN place-SRESS be-FUT-PTP-ABST COP PT 

abur-ni 6i öka.da-l? (S88:44) 
they-and we:GEN place-SRESS 

So now we are going to be in their place, and they in ours?' 

c. Wun ruS.a-n sahib, zun gada.di-n. (S88:19) 
you:ABS girl-GEN master I:ABS boy-GEN 

'You are your daughter's master, I my son's.' 

d. Im. fana dünja ja, öun-ni muhman-ar. (HQ89:11) 
this:ABS transitory world COP we:ABS-and guest-PL 

'This is a transitory world, and we are guests.' 

In the second type of shared predicate construction, the predicate is omitted 
in the first coordinate and is present in the second one. This is illustrated in 
(929). 

(929) a. Pakamaqh öaqal.di sa wert, zanawur.di-ni sa 
in.the.morning jackal(ERG) one chicken wolf(ERG)-and one 

lapag ga-na. (Q89,10,19:3) 
sheep bring-AOR 

'On the next morning, the jackal brought a chicken and the wolf a 
sheep.' 

b. Abur.u-z öun, öa-z abur begenmiS ja. (M83:32) 
they-DAT we:ABS we-DAT they pleasant COP 

'They are pleased with us, and we with them.' 

c. Ν a luhudi am wiö ajal wa Safiga muallim tir. 
as- -if he:ABS self child and Safiga teacher COP:PST 

'It was as if he himself were the child and Safiga the teacher.' 
(N88:85) 

d. C'exi xci-z buba wiä-n, gweö'i xci-z wiöi-n 
big son-DAT [father self-GEN l i t t le son-DAT self-GEN 

pataw jaSamiS xa-na k'an-zawa. ($83:60) 
w i t h living be-AOC] want-IMPF 

'The older son wants the father to live with him, and the younger 
son [wants him to live] with him.' 

e. Nadja.di zi gil.i-qh, za-ni Nadja.di-n gil.i-qh 
Nadja(ERG) I:CEN hand-POESS I:ERG-and Nadja-GEN hand-POESS 

tup'al-ar akal-na. (S88:167) 
ring-PL put.on-AOR 

'Nadja put a ring on my hand, and I on Nadja's hand.' 
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Chapter 19 
Relative clauses 

19.1. Non- f in i t e (participial) relative clauses 

19.1.1. Attributive relative clauses 

To form ordinary attributive relative clauses, the participles (9.3., 9.3.3.2., 
9.9.2.) are used. Unlike participles in Indo-European languages, which show 
an inherent orientation either toward the subject (as in the writing scholar) 
or the direct object (as in the recently written book), Lezgian participles are 
inherently unoriented, i.e. they can refer to any participant of the situation. 
For instance, the Imperfective participle kitizwaj (from kitin 'write') can be 
used in either of these situations: kitizwaj ktab 'book being written', (ktab) 
kitizwaj alim 'scholar writing (a book)'. Furthermore, there are no restric-
tions on the valence of participles as is often the case in Indo-European lan-
guages. Thus, alimdi kitizwaj ktab 'a book being written by a scholar/a book 
that a scholar is writing' is perfectly normal. Since participles are the major 
relative clause forming strategy in Lezgian, this lack of restrictions is not 
surprising. There are, however, restrictions on tense (there is no distinction 
between Past and non-Past participles) and mood (the non-indicative 
moods Optative, Imperative, Hortative, Conditional, and Interrogative are 
impossible in participles), due to the morphology. 

A large number of syntactic positions can be relativized in this way: 
Absolutive (930), Ergative (931), Dative (932), various oblique arguments 
(933), locative adverbials (934), instrumental adverbials (935), and time ad-
verbials (936). In the following examples, the relativized constituent is indi-
cated by a 0 in the morpheme-by-morpheme glosses. 

(930) a. Qhfe-j jac zanawur-r.i req'-e kuk'war-na. 
[0(ABS) go.away-AOP] bull wolf-PL(ERG) way-INESS tear-AOR 

The bull which had gone away was killed by wolves on the way.' 
(K88,9:5) 

b. Itim-r.i öül-ler-a iji-zwa-j wiri k'walax-ar 
[man-PL(ERG) field-PL-INESS 0(ABS) do-IMPF-PTP] a l l work-PL 

diSehli-jr.i-n xiw-e hat-na. (583:5-6) 
woman-PL-GEN neck-INESS fall-AOR 

'All the work that the men used to do in the fields fell on the 
women.' 

(931) Paiah.di-n xazina öilnüx-aj ugri-jar öun ja. 
[0(ERG) king-GEN treasury steal-AOP] thief-PL we:ABS COP 

'We are the thieves who stole the king's treasury.' (Du85,3:116) 
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(932) Mu?minat-a ktab ga-ji ruä-a qhfe-na. 
[Muminat-ERG 0(DAT) book give-AOP] girl-ERG go.away-AOR 

'The girl to whom Mu'minat gave the book went away/ 

(933) a. buba.di-n wan galuq'-aj ajal-ar (HQ89:9) 
[father-GEN voice 0(POESS) reach-AOP] child-PL 

'the children, who heard father's voice (lit. to whom father's voice 
came)' 

b. har sa k'walax alaq'-da-j Sad ajal 

[0(SREL) every one work be.capable-FUT-PTP] glad child 

'a cheerful child capable of e v e r y w o r k ' (M83:30) 
c. meq'i-la zurzu-n akat-nawa-j SaSa (DD71,1:14) 

[0(SBESS) cold-ADV shiver-MSD come-PRF-PTP] Sag a 

'Saäa, who was shivering from cold (lit. under whom shivering 
had come)' 

(934) a. Lezgi-jar jaSamiH ze-zwa-j xilr-er 
[Lezgian-PL 0(INESS) living be-IMPF-PTP] villag-PL 

Azerbajdian.d-a-ni awa. (TG66:9) 
Azerbaijan-INESS-also be.in 

'There are also villages in Azerbaijan where Lezgians live.' 

b. öna q'wed.a-ni sanal q'iiler-da-j qaw (H77:6) 
[we:ERG two(ERG)-also 0(SRESS) together dance-FUT-PTP] roof 

'the roof on which the two of us danced together' 

(935) k'waö-er kut'un-nawa-j jeb (K87,l:12) 
[0(SRDIR) foot-PL tie-PRF-PTP] string 
'the string with which the feet were tied' 

(936) a. Am Sair 6i arada amuq'-aj exirimii jis 
it:ABS [poet 0(DAT) we:GEN among stay-AOP] last year 

Aa-na. 
be-AOR 

'It was the last year in which the poet was among us.' (Ko89,10,18:4) 

b. Wiöi-n itirn rik'.e-l xta-j har sefer.d-a 
[self-GEN man 0(INESS) heart-SRESS retum-AOP] every time-INESS 

Suna xala Se£-da-j. (R66:17) 
Suna aunt cry-FUT-PST 

'Every time she remembered her husband, Suna-khala cried.' 
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Genitive NPs can be relativized by a simple participle when the possessive 
relation is inalienable and the inherent relationality of the possessed noun 
makes it possible to identify the relativized constituent: 

(937) a. öin.i-z cl.a-n rang ata-nwa-j ada-n gill 
[0(GEN) face-DAT wall-GEN color come-PRF-PTP] she-GEN husband 

'her husband, whose face had become white as a wall (lit. to whose 
face the wall's color had come)' (583:27) 

b. gül.ü-n maSin öünüx-aj pab 
[0(GEN) husband-GEN car steal-AOP] wi fe 

'the wife whose husband's car was stolen' 

When the relativized element cannot be easily recovered because it is nei-
ther an argument of a verb or a noun nor an instrumental, locative or tem-
poral adverbial (which are easily recovered because of the specific semantics 
of the head noun), the reflexive pronoun must be used which functions as a 
resumptive pronoun. Example (938) shows an adverbial of reference, (939) 
shows a comparative standard, and (940) shows an alienable Genitive NP. 

(938) öun wiöi-kaj raxa-zwa-j kas (K85,7:2) 
[we:ABS self-SBEL talk-IMPF-PTP] man 

'the man we're talking about' 

(939) Wiöe-laj Sahdag q'aq'an tir dag hina awa? 
[self-SREL Sahdag h i g h OOP:PTP] mountain where be.in 

'Where is the mountain that Sahdag (4243 m) is taller than?' 

(940) Wiöi-n sät öünüx-nawa-j ruS SeA-zawa-j. 
[self-GEN clock steal-PRF-PTP] girl cry-IMPF-PST 

The girl whose watch was stolen was crying.' 

Restrictive relative clauses can also modify personal pronouns: 

(941) Paltu ala-j za-z penZek ala-j wa-laj meq'i-zwa. 
[coat be.on-PTP] I-DAT [jacket be.on-PTP] you-SREL cold-IMPF 

1 am colder in a coat than you in a jacket.' (Lit. Ί in a coat...') 

19.1.2. Headless relative clauses 

Like other words that are used attributively, participles can be substan-
tivized with the suffix -dif -bur (see 8.1.1.). Such substantivized participles 
function as headless relative clauses. They can have specific meaning (e.g., 
(942-943)) or non-specific meaning ("generalized relative clause"), e.g. (944-
945). Whether the headless relative clause refers to people (as in (942) and 
(944)) or to inanimate things (as in (943) and (945)) can only be inferred from 
the context. 
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Specific headless relative clauses: 
(942) a. Ada-l wil-er ala-j-bur gzaf awa-j. (S88:5) 

[she-SRESS eye-PL be.on-PTP]-SBST.PL many be.in-PST 

Those who were in love with her were many.' 

b. Wan Sta-ji-bur.u öa-z wuö luhu-da? (§83:70) 
[voice become-AOP]-SBST.PL(ERG) we-DAT what:ABS say-FUT 

TVhat will those who hear it say to us?' 
c. I 6ar gwa-j-di qhsan gada ja. (M79:9) 

[this letter be.at-PTP]-SBST.SG good boy COP 

The one who has this letter on him is a good boy.' 

(943) Wi rik'-e awa-j-di i&tin adet.di-n hiss tuS. 
[you:GEN heart-INESS be.in-PTP]-SBST.SG Such custom-GEN feeling COP:NEG 

'That which is in your heart is not such a normal feeling.' (N88:86) 

Non-specific headless relative clauses: 
(944) a. Suw.u-z fe-ji-di xkwe-da, sur.u-z fe-ji-di wa?. 

[water-DAT go-AOP]-SBST.SG return-FUT [grave-DAT go-AOP]-SBST.SG not 

'Whoever has gone into the water returns, whoever has gone into 
the grave does not.' (§83:40) 

b. Gzaf raxa-da-j-da gzaf galat'-ar-ni iji-da. (TG66:92) 
[much talk-FUT-PTPl-SBST.SG(ERG) many mistake-PL-also do-FUT 

'Whoever talks a lot also makes a lot of mistakes.' 

(945) Ne-da-j-di-ni aluk'-da-j-di bes ze-zwa-ö-ir. 
[eat-FUT-PTP]-SBST.SG-and [put.on-FUT-PTP]-SBST.SG enough be-IMPF-NEG-PST 

'There was not enough to eat and to put on.' (M83:30) 

19.1.3. Non-restrictive relative clauses 

Relative clauses may be non-restrictive, without any formal difference from 
restrictive relative clauses. 

(946) a. ZeravSan wac'.u-n dugun-a awa-j maShur Samarkand 
[Zeraväan river-GEN valley-INESS be.in-PTP] well.known Samarkand 

'the well-known Samarkand, which is in the valley of the Zeraväan 
river' (K87,l:5) 

b. Ada-z bulax.di-n pataw weq' ne-zwa-j balk'an aku-na. 
he-DAT [well-GEN beside grass eat-IMPF-PTP] horse see-AOR 

'[He had been looking for his horse for some time. Then finally,] he 
saw the horse, which was grazing beside a well.' (J89:21) 
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Non-restrictive relative clauses can also be used to express a subordinate 
event in a sequence of events, like the English -ing form. However, this 
usage is not common. 

(947) a. Exirni xiir.ü-n-bur.u kac tam.u-z öukur-na. Am 
finally village-GEN-SBST.PL(ERG) cat forest-DAT chase-AOR it:ABS 

tam-ar-a para qeqwe-na. Ne-da-j zat' hat 
forest-PL-INESS much walk-AOR [[eat-FUT-PTP] thing con« 

t-iji-zwa-j kac rad Stiz äük'ü jta-nwa-j. (X89:32) 
NEC-do-IMPF-PTP] cat intestine like thin become-PRF-PST 

'Finally the villagers chased the cat into the forest. It wandered 
through the woods for a long time. Not finding anything to eat, the 
cat became thin like an intestine.' (Lit. 'The cat, which did not find 
anything to eat,...') 

b. I kar öir jta-ji zi öan.d-a c'aj hat-na. (S88:154) 
[this thing teach ANTIC-AOP] I-GEN soul-INESS fire oorre 

'When I learned about this, I was furious.' 

19.1.4. Relativization into subordinate clauses 

The relativized element in the relative clause may also be in a clause subor-
dinate to the clause which contains the relative participle. There seem to be 
no restrictions on such downstairs relativization. It is possible both with 
non-finite and with finite subordinate clauses. The examples below show 
relativization into subordinate clauses of various types. First, non-finite 
complement clauses formed with the Aorist converb (948), with the 
Infinitive (949), and with the substantivized participle (950) are illustrated. 

(948) ferma.d-a awu-nwa-j, qhuwu-na k'an-zawa-j k'walax-ar 
[farm-INESS do-PRF-PTP] [[0(ABS) do.again-AOC] must-IMPF-PTP] work-PL 

'the work that had been done in the farm and that had yet to be done' 
(lit. 'that it was necassary that one do') (R66:22) 

(949) Ca-waj q'we.da-waj sanal häl-iz te-ie-da-j wuö 
[we-ADEL two-ADEL [0(ABS) together solve-INF] NEG-be-FUT-PTP] w h a t 

mes?ela awa q'wan? (S88:162) 
problem be.in PT 

'What problem is there that the two of us can't solve together?' 

(950) Gada witi-z aqha-zwa-j-di öi-zwa-j k'wal.i-z fe-na. 
boy [self-DAT [open-IMPF-PTP-SBST] know-IMPF-PTP] room-DAT go-AOR 

'The boy went into the room that he knew was open.' 
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Next, finite complement clauses formed with the subordinator lahana 
(951), and bare finite complements to luhun 'say' (952). 

(951) Abur.u-z paöah &iz akwa-zwa-j, haq'wan zurba wa quwatlu 
[they king like see-IMPF-PTP] [[so.much strong and powerful 

ja laha-na fikir-nawa-j Jark'i-beg (HQ89:11) 
COP say-AOC] think-PRF-PTP] Jark'i.beg 

'Jark'i-beg, who seemed to them like a king, who they had thought 
was so strong and powerful' 

(952) Musa.di ata-na laha-j muhman 6i xalu tir. 
[Musa(ERG) [come-AOR] say-AOP] guest we:GEN uncle COP:PST 

'The guest that Musa said had arrived was our uncle.' 

The following is an example of relativization out of a temporal adverbial 
clause. Since the relativized element would be very difficult to recover 
otherwise, a reflexive pronoun is used as a resumptive pronoun. 

(953) T'war-ar.i-kaj öeb akal-ur-la sifet-ar ara.di-z 
[noun-FL-SBEL [selves attach-AOP-TEMP] adjective-PL middle-DAT 

aqat-zawa-j suffiks-ar ibur ja: -lu, -lux, -suz wa -wi. 
come-IMPF-PTP ] suffix-PL these COP -lu -lux -suz and -wi 

'The suffixes such that, when they are attached [to them], adjectives 
arise from nouns are these: -lu, -lux, -suz and -wi.' (i.e. suffixes that 
turn nouns into adjectives when they are attached to them) (G57:26) 

19.2. Finite (correlative) relative clauses 

Correlative relative clauses are made up of an indirect parametric question 
(cf. 23.3.1.2.), with a demonstrative pro-form of the ha- series serving as the 
correlate in the main clause. Correlative relative clauses are always non-
specific. 

(954) a. Wu2 k'anik akat-aj-t'a, hada wiöi-n q'u§un-ar 
[who:ABS below come-AOP-CND] that(ERG) self-GEN troop-PL 

q'uluqh 6'ugwa-da. (AM87:34) 
back pull-FUT 

'Whoever is defeated shall withdraw his troops.' 

b. Kwe-z hiq'wan gerek ja-t'a, haq'wan ina 
[you.all-DAT how.much necessary COP-CND] that.much here 

jaäamiS itu-%. 
living be-IMPV 

'Stay here as long as you need.' (S88:8) 
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c. Wa-z hik' k'an-da-t'a hak' aja! (R66:29) 
[you-DAT how want-FUT -CND] so do:IMPV 

'Do as you please.' 

d. Hinal jif Aa-ji-t'a, hanal am jal jag-un patal 
[whereon night become-AOP-CND] thereon he [rest hit-MSD) for 

aqwaz-zawa. (L86,3:13) 
stop-IMPF 

'Wherever the night falls, there he stops to rest.' 

Like indirect questions and conditional clauses, correlative relative clauses 
tend to precede all other words of the superordinate clause. But (as Gad2iev 
1963:140 observes) even here clause-medial position is not excluded, e.g. 

(955) Ktab za wa-z, wun mus ata-j-t'a, ha ö'aw.u-z gu-da. 
book I:ERG you-DAT [you:ABS when come-AOP-CND] that time-DAT give-FUT 

'When you come, I will give you a book.' (G63:140) 

When the interrogative word is the determiner hi 'which', the full NP may 
be repeated in the main clause. 

(956) Abur hi gaf.uni-z taluq' ja-t'a, ha gaf.uni-n 
[they which word-DAT belonging COP-CND] that word-GEN 

k'anikaj c'ar 6'ug-u. (G57:43) 
below line draw-IMPV 

'Whichever word they belong to, draw a line below that word.' 

The non-specific character of such relative clauses may be emphasized by 
putting har 'every7 (11.7.2.) in front of the interrogative word. 

(957) Har hi uöenik wiri-da-laj wilik ata-j-t'a, hada-z 
[every which pupil all-SBST-SREL before come-AOP-CND] that-DAT 

öna iurnal gu-da. (G63:9) 
we:ERG magazine give-FUT 

'Whichever pupil comes first, to him we will give the magazine.' 

Correlative relative clauses with the verb in the indicative (rather than in 
the Conditional mood) are found in the archaic poetic language: 

(958) Q'el hi kas.di ne-da, hada jad qhwa-da. 
[salt which man(ERG) eat-FUT] that(ERG) water drink-FUT 

'Whoever eats salt will drink water.' (Jetim Emin, G54:5) 

This construction is more usual in the neighboring languages Budukh and 
Kryz (Boguslavskaja 1981). 

Non-specific relative clauses are similar in meaning to parametric conces-
sive conditional clauses, and their formal expression differs only in that 
parametric concessive conditionals have the additional suffix -ni (cf. 21.8.4.). 
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So it is not surprising that such clauses can also occasionally be used as non-
specific relative clauses in Lezgian: 

(959) Za wuna wuö laha-j-t'a-ni q'il.i-z aqud-da. 
I:ERG [you:ERG what:ABS say-AOP-CND-also] head-DAT take.out-FUT 

Ί will do whatever you say.' («'Whatever you say, I will do [it].') 
(K89,4:ll) 

19.3. Predicative substantivized participles 

Substantivized participles as in (960) were discussed in 19.1.2. above, in their 
function of headless relative clauses. 

(960) k'el-aj-di 
read-AOP-SBST 

'whoever read'; 'the one who read' 

Since such substantivized participles have all the morphological possibili-
ties of nouns (cf. 8.1.1. on substantivizing inflection), they can be used wher-
ever nouns can be used. This means that they can also be used in predica-
tive function. Since the predicative use is not in general characteristic of rel-
ative clauses, I will not use the term "predicative headless relative clause", 
but rather the term PREDICATIVE SUBSTANTIVIZED PARTICIPLE. 

There are two types of constructions involving predicative substan-
tivized participles, called "nominal" and "verbal" here. Examples are given 
in (961M962) (from GadSiev 1954:69-70). 

(961) Nominal predicative substantivized participle: 
Cun gzaf ktab-ar k'el-aj-bur ja. 
we:ABS many book-PL read-AOP-SBST.PL COP 

'We are ones who read many books.' 

(962) Verbal predicative substantivized participle: 
Cna gzaf ktab-ar k'el-aj-di ja. 
we:ERG many book-PL read-AOP-SBST.SG GOP 

'We have read many books.' 
The nominal construction in (961) is like a copula construction in that it 

has an Absolutive subject and the substantivized participle agrees with the 
Absolutive subject in number. The verbal construction in (962), on the 
other hand, does not have an Absolutive subject, and the substantivized 
participle does not agree with anything (it is singular by default). 

The two constructions in (961M962) will be discussed separately below. 
Note that the substantivized participle can also be used in the sense 'the one 
who...'; for instance; (961) also has a reading 'We are those who read many 
books.' Such a definite reading is always available for nominal predicative 
substantivized participles, but it is irrelevant for the following discussion. 
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19.3.1. The nominal predicative substantivized participle 

This construction is used to characterize the subject by means of an event in 
which it participates. In contrast to the corresponding finite sentences, such 
sentences do not express a particular, temporally localizable situation, but 
rather a timeless characteristic feature of the subject. For example, sentence 
(963) 

(963) Halimat gimnastika.da-l maSgul ze-zwa-j-di ja. (DD85,3:23) 
H a l i m a t [gymnastics-SRESS occupied be-IMPF-PTP-SBST.SG] COP 

'Halimat occupies herself with gymnastics.' (lit. 'Halimat is one who 
(or: is such that she) occupies herself with gymnastics.') 

conveys an important characteristic of Halimat, whereas (964) would express 
either an ongoing or a habitual event. 

(964) Halimat gimnastika.da-l ma$gul ie-zwa. 
H a l i m a t gymnastics-SRESS occupied be-IMPF 

'Halimat is doing gymnastics.' 'Halimat (habitually) does gymnastics.' 

The semantic difference can be quite subtle, but with transitive predicates 
(as in (965)) there is a drastic syntactic difference: The subject of a transitive 
verb appears in the Absolutive case, as is normal for a subject of a copula 
clause. 

(965) a. Am q'if-er.i-z insaf iji-da-j-di tu§. (X89:15) 

he:ABS [mouse-PL-DAT pity do-FUT-PTP-SBST.SG] COP:NEG 

'He does not pity mice.' 
b. Saimat.a gu-zwa-j tars-ar derin öirwil-er 

[Saimat(ERG) give-IMPF-PTP] lesson-PL [deep knowledge-PL 

gu-zwa-j-bur ja. (DD77,6:14) 
give-IMPF-PTP-SBST.PL ] COP 

'The lessons that Saimat teaches give deep knowledge.' 

c. Abur saki wiri musurman din.di-z ibadat 
they almost a l l [Muslim religion-DAT profess 

iji-zwa-j-bur ja. (L86,3:19) 
do-IMPF-PTP -SBST.PL ] COP 

They almost all profess the Muslim religion.' 

Since Lezgian participles are not inherently oriented, the Absolutive sub-
ject of the predicative substantivized participle construction does not have 
to correspond to the participle's subject. Example (966) shows sentences 
where the subject corresponds to the participle's Absolutive direct object. 
Such sentences are best translated by passive sentences, but the Lezgian con-
struction is not passive at all. 
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(966) a. I skul'ptura-jar insan.di-n gil.i tiik'iir-nawa-j-bur 
this sculpture-PL [human-GEN hand(ERG) create-PRF-PTP-SBST.PL] 

tuä. (DD77,1:11) 
COPrNEG 

These sculptures are not [ones] made by a human being's hand.' 

b. Belki lapag-ar bazar.d-a masa ga-nwa-j-bur ja-t'a?! 
perhaps sheep-PL [bazar-INESS sell give-PRF-PTP-SBST.PL] COP-CND 

'Perhaps the sheep were sold at the bazar.' (R66:30) 

Examples (967)-(969) show sentences where the subject corresponds to the 
participle's Adelative argument (cf. 967), Superessive argument (cf. 968), and 
Dative argument (cf. 969). 

(967) Ixtin öaj iji-z ze-da-j-di ja-ni ham-ni? (S88:33) 
[[such tea make-INF] can-FUT-PTP-SBST.SG] COP-Q she:ABS-too 

'Can she, too, make such tea?' 

(968) Leq' liSan ala-j-di tir. (M83:74) 
eagle [sign be.on-PTP-SBST.SG] COP:PST 

'The eagle had a mark on it.' 

(969) Polkovnik wa ada-n pab pul hajif qwe-da-j-bur tuS. 
colonel and he-GEN wife [money pity come-FUT-PTP-SBST.PL] COP:NEG 

'The colonel and his wife do not mind spending the money.' (583:56) 

19.3.2. The verbal predicative substantivized participle 

The function of this construction is less clear than that of the construction 
in 19.3.1. But several uses can be identified. One frequent condition under 
which the verbal predicative participle construction is used is when a con-
stituent of the sentence is focused. For instance, the construction is some-
times used with parametric questions, where the questioned constituent 
(the parameter) is focused. 

(970) a. Wuna i gaf-ar wuöiz luhu-zwa-j-di ja? (M83:49) 
you:ERG this word-PL why say-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

'Why are you saying these words?' 

b. Wun ada-qh galaz hina taniS £a-ji-di ja? 
you:ABS he-POESS with where acquainted become-AOP-SBST COP 

'Where did you get to know him?' (J89:34) 

(Note that a sentence with an intransitive verb, such as (970b), could also 
represent the nominal predicative participle construction of 19.3.1. In the 
following I will choose mainly examples where this kind of constructional 
ambiguity is excluded.) 
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The verbal predicative participle construction is also sometimes used 
when a constituent is focused by a focus particle. 

(971) a. Za-ni, zi dide.di £iz, q'if-er ne-da-j-di ja. (A90:l7) 
I:ERG-too I:GEN mother(ERC) l ike mouse-PL eat-FUT-PTP-SBST COP 

Ί, too, eat mice, like my mother.' 

b. Za αηέαχ xijirlu q'el-er kwa-j jat-ar 
I:ERG only [useful salt-PL be.under-PTP] water-PL 

qhwa-zwa-j-di ja. (Du68,2:121) 
drink-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

Ί only drink mineral water.' 

The following examples show the verbal predicative participle construc-
tion in sentences with contrastive focus. 

(972) a. Za xka-j-di tuS, zi qullugöi.di xka-j-di ja. 
I:ERG retum-AOP-SBST OOP:NEG I:GEN employee(ERG) 

retum-AOP-SBST COT 

'Not I have brought [them] back, my employee has brought [them] 
back.' (S88:17) 

b. Za gada.di-z gu-zwa-j-di tuS ruS, 
I:ERG boy-DAT give-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP:NEG girl 

za buba.di-z gu-zwa-j-di ja. (S88:30) 
I:ERC father-DAT give-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

Ί am not giving my daughter to the boy, I am giving her to the 
father.' 

c. A- Wun öi suwar.i-k ata-nwa-j-di ja-ni? 
you:ABS we:GEN holiday-SBESS come-PRF-PTP-SBST COP-Q 

B: WaJ, Nisred=xalu, zun pahliwan-r.i-n daldam 
no Nisred=xalu I:ABS [artist-PL-GEN drum 

xutax-iz ata-nwa-j-di ja. (J89:27) 
bring.back-INF] come-PRF-PTP-SBST COP 

Ά: Have you come for our festival? B: No, Nisred-xalu, I have 
come to bring back the tightrope walkers' drum.' 

In many cases, no marked focus seems to be present in the verbal predica-
tive participle construction. It it is not clear, for example, how the following 
sentences differ in meaning from the corresponding finite sentences. 

(973) a. Mac'.a-laj wuö &ajit'ani alaq'-zawa-j-di ja. (K84,4:13) 

Mac'-SREL what: Α BS INDEF be.able-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

'Mac' can do anything.' 
b. Ada-z an.i-n reqh qhsan-diz öi-zwa-j-di ja. (J89:33) 

he-DAT there-CEN way good-ADV know-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

'He knows the way there well.' 
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c. Wa?, za abur ne-zwa-j-di tuS. (A90:23) 
no I:ERG they eat-IMPF-PTP-SBST OOP:NEG 

'No, I don't eat them.' 

d. Iniz insan-ar qhwa-z qwe-zwa-j-di ja. (Du68,2:120) 
hither human-PL [drink-INF] come-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP 

'Here people come to drink.' 

Often such verbal predicative participles without marked focus are used in 
emphatic negative sentences, especially where 'never' is expressed or under-
stood. It is not at all clear how this usage relates to the focus-marking func-
tion described above. 

(974) a. Ali.di-waj sadra-ni tab iji-z ita-ji-di tuS-ir. (J89:32) 
Ali-ADEL [once-even l ie do-INF] can-AOP-SBST COP:NEG-PST 

'Ali could never tell a lie.' 

b. Gilaldi Zirexgaran.di-n ahali-jr.a-l hit 
until.now Zirexgaran-GEN inhabitant-PL-SRESS ΡΓ 

sa Sah.di-waj-ni gil xkaz-iz ±a-ji-di tu& (K87,l:7) 
one king-ADEL-even [hand raise-INF] can-AOP-SBST COP:NEG 

'So far no king has ever been able to raise a hand against 
Zirexgaran's people.' 

c. Za-z sadra-ni iq'wan kiö'e ita-ji-di tuS. (K90,3:2) 
I-DAT once-even so.much afraid be-AOP-SBST OOP:NEG 

Ί had never been so afraid.' 

d.I&tin ajal za-z aku-r-di tuk (G54:156) 
such child I-DAT see-AOP-SBST COP:NEC 

Ί have not (ever) seen such a child.' 
e. Ina a£tin waqia-jar sadra-ni ita-ji-di tuS. (S88:15) 

here such event-PL once-even be-AOP-SBST GOP:NEG 

'Here such events have never happened.' 

The verbal predicative participle construction bears an obvious resem-
blance to cleft sentences, which will be described in the next section. Cleft 
sentences also serve to focus a constituent, and they also involve a substan-
tivized participle. The verbal predicative participle construction seems to 
have evolved in some way from the cleft construction, but the details are 
obscure. 
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19.4. Cleft sentences 

Lezgian cleft sentences consist of the focused part followed by the copula, 
and the background, formed by a singular substantivized predicative par-
ticiple which contains the rest of the sentence. When the background pre-
cedes the focus, as in (975) the sentence corresponds to an English wh-cleft 
(or pseudo-cleft) sentence, and when the focus precedes the background, as 
in (976), the cleft sentence corresponds to an English ordinary cleft sentence. 

(975) Tezetdin.a-n k'wal-e awa-j-di q'we kiisri tir. (L86,3:20) 
[Tezetdin-GEN house-INESS be.in-PTP-SBST] two chair COP:PST 

'What was in Tezetdin's house were two chairs.' 

(976) Ham ja Sirinbala jag-aj-di. (S88:56) 
he:ABS COP [Sirinbala hit-AOP-SBST] 

I t was he who stabbed Sirinbala.' 

Since Lezgian prefers verb-final word order, background-first constructions 
as in (975) are more common. They cannot always be translated by English 
wh-cleft sentences. For example, when the focus is a focus of a focus particle 
or the focus of a parametric question, as in (977), a wh-cleft is impossible in 
English. 

(977) a. Ana k'walax-aj-di sa zun ja-ni? (HQ89:13) 
[there work-AOP-SBST] one I:ABS COP-Q 

'Did only I work there?' 

b. Ci dagwi ajal-r.i-kaj pahliwan-r.a-l hejranwal 
we:CEN mountaineer child-PL-SBEL [artist-PL-SRESS amazement 

t-iji-da-j-di wuz ze-da? (J89:5) 
NEG-do-FUT-PTP-SBST] who be-FUT 

Of our mountain children, who will not look in amazement at the 
tightrope walkers?' 

More examples of background-first cleft sentences that can be translated by 
English wh-cleft sentences are given in (978). 

(978) a. Za-z sekinwal ta-gu-zwa-j-di senfiz aku-r 
[I-DAT peace NEG-give-IMPF-PTP-SBST] [last.night see-AOP] 
axwarja. (AM87:3) 
dream COP 

'What does not give me peace is the dream I saw last night.' 

b. Mal-ar-kaj raxa-j-t'a, öa-qh awa-j-di q'we xeb-ni 
[cattle-PL-SBEL speak-AOP-CND] [we-POESS be.in-PTP-SBST] two sheep-and 

lam tir. (577:33) 
donkey COP:PST 

'As for cattle, what we had were two sheep and a donkey.' 
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c. Ci jawan daglux öka-jr.i-z k'an-zawa-j-di 
[we:GEN dry mountainous place-PL-DAT need-IMPF-PTP-SBST] 

ha i±tin peSekar-ar ja. (L86,3:17) 
that such specialist-PL COP 

What is needed for our dry mountainous regions are precisely such 
specialists.' 

More examples of focus-first cleft sentences: 

(979) a. Hi zehil ja q'wan wiöi-n k'ani ruS.a-n 
which youngster COP PT [self-GEN beloved girl-GEN 

buba.di-z aksi eqeö'-da-j-di? (R66:28) 
father-DAT against go.out-FUT-PTP-SBST] 

Which young man would go out against his girlfriend's father?' 

b. Wui ja rak'-ar gata-zwa-j-di? (X89:27) 
who:ABS OOP [door-PL knock-IMPF-PTP-SBST] 

Who is knocking at the door?' 

In example (980), the focus is medial: The substantivized participle follows 
it, as in (976) and (979), but another constituent of the background precedes 
it. 

(980) Nasir.a-z anlax ada-n wil-er tir akwa-zwa-j-di. (N88:71) 
Nasir-DAT only he-GEN eye-PL COP:PST see-IMPF-PTP-SBST 

'Nasir saw only her eyes.' 

Such constructions need to be studied in more detail. 
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Chapter 20 
Complement clauses 

There are quite a few different morphosyntactic strategies for forming com-
plement clauses, each of which is described in one of the sections of this 
chapter. In principle, the complement-taking verb determines which com-
plement-forming strategy is chosen, and the strategy has to be given in the 
dictionary. However, the choice of complement-forming strategies is to a 
large extent predictable from the meaning of the verb and the complement 
clause. Roughly, the zero strategy (20.1.) is used for direct speech, the 
Infinitive (20.2.) is used for irrealis complements, the Masdar (20.3.) is used 
for complements with action meaning, the substantivized participle (20.4.) 
is used for factive complements, the luhunCsay') strategy (20.5.) is used for 
non-factive propositional-attitude verbs, the converb strategy (20.6.) is used 
for verbs of perception, and the ii-strategy (20.7.) is used to extrapose com-
plements of several different types. 

The subject of complement clauses is often omitted under identity with 
an argument of the main clause (i.e. it is controlled by one of the main 
clause arguments). To facilitate the recognition of the control relations, each 
of the relevant sections in this chapter contains at least one example where 
the relations are made explicit notationally. The omitted target is repre-
sented by a 0 (zero), and both the target and its controller are underlined. 
See also 22.3. for some discussion of control in complement clauses. 

The use of the terms "subject" and "object" for controllers and targets in 
this chapter is not unproblematic; see 16.1. for some discussion. 

20.1. The zero strategy: direct speech 

The zero strategy is used when the complement clause represents direct 
speech which is heavy-shifted to the end of the sentence. 

(981) Gada.di dide.di-z laha-na: «Zun Seher.di-z fi-da. » 
boy(ERG) mother-DAT say-AOR I:ABS town-DAT go-FUT 

'The boy said to his mother: "I will go to town."' 

This type of direct speech is possible with any kind of speech act verb, cf. 

(982) Gada.di haraj-na: «Zun k'uial-e amuq'-da!» 
boy(ERG) scream-AOR I:ABS house-INESS stay-FUT 

'The boy screamed: "I will stay at home!"' 

When the direct speech is not extraposed but is in its canonical preverbal di-
rect object position, the zero strategy is possible only with the verb luhun 
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20. The zero strategy 355 

'say' (983a). All other speech act verbs have to use the luhun-strategy in such 
contexts (983c). 

(983) a. Gadadi didediz, — Zun Seherdiz fida, — lahana. 
The boy said to his mother: "I will go to town."' 

b. *Gadadi, — Zun k'wale amuq'da!, — harajna. 
The boy screamed: "I will stay at home!"' 

c. Gada.di, — Zun k'wal-e amuq'-da!, — laha-na haraj-na. 
boy(ERG) I:ABS house-INESS stay-FUT say-AOC scream-AOR 

The boy screamed: "I will stay at home!"' 

The same is true for indirect speech: The zero strategy is possible only with 
luhun itself, whereas other verbs must use the Zuftu/i-strategy. In (984), the 
use of the reflexive pronoun shows that we are dealing with indirect speech. 

(984) a. Gada.di dide.di-z, wie Seher.di-z fi-da laha-na. 
boy(ERG) mother-DAT [self town-DAT go-FUT] say-AOR 

'The boy said to his mother that he would go to town.' 

b. *Gada.di wid k'wal-e amuq'-da haraj-na. 
boy(ERG) [self house-INESS stay-FUT] scream-AOR 

'The boy screamed that he would stay at home!"' 

Even the Imperative may be used in indirect speech. Examples such as 
the following show that the direct-indirect speech division is not as sharp in 
Lezgian as in the familiar languages. 

(985) a. Belki nilk'.re wiöi-z sa k'us fu ce luhu-zwa-t'a? 
maybe bird(ERG) [self-DAT one piece bread give:IMPV] say-IMPF-CND 

'Maybe the bird asks for a piece of bread? (lit. says, give itself a 
piece of bread)' (A90:28) 

b. Wa-z Isabeg.a isätda wiöi-n k'wal.i-z Sa luhu-zwa. 
you-DAT Isabeg(ERG) [now self-GEN house-DAT come:IMPV] say-IMPF 

'Isabeg tells you to come to his house right now.' (S88:15) 

20.2. The Infinitive 

The infinitive is used mainly in complement clauses with irrealis modality, 
i.e. complement clauses whose complement modality does not imply the 
realization of the complement situation. The irrealis modality can be either 
PROSPECTIVE (i.e. the realization of the situation is expected for the future) 
or POTENTIAL (i.e. the realization is not expected for a particular moment in 
the future but is possible anytime). 

The subject of the Infinitival complement clause is generally omitted 
under referential identity with the subject of the main clause ( S U B J E C T 
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CONTROL) or in one case {tun, the causative verb) with the Adelative object 
of the main clause (OBJECT CONTROL). An exception are complements to the 
one-place verb baSlamiSun 'begin' (20.2.5.), which have their own subject. 
The following sections consist of lists of valence patterns with Infinitival 
complements and illustrative examples that instantiate the various types. 

20.2.1. Subject-controlled irrealis-prospective complements 

Complement-taking predicate k'an- EDAT [ 0 S U B J - V I N F ] 
Έ wants to V' 

(986) a. Dide.di-z Q_ Seher.di-z fi-z k'an-zawa. 
mother-DAT [0(ABS) town-DAT go-INF] want-IMPF 

'Mother wants to go to town.' 

b. Abur.u-z gazet.di-z sa gwec'i maqala kxi-z k'an-zawa. 
they-DAT [paper-DAT one l i t t le art ic le write-INF] want-IMPF 

'They want to write a little article for the newspaper.' (M83:55) 

c. Nabisat.a-z wiöi-n gill akwa-z k'an-zawa. 
Nabisat-DAT [self-GEN husband see-INF] want-IMPF 

'Nabisat wants to see her husband.' 

Note that when the complement subject is not coreferential with the expe-
riencer subject of 'want', the converb strategy (20.6.) must be used. See 16.1.3. 
for more discussion of the two types of k'an- complements. 

Complement-taking predicate alaq^un TABS [ 0 S U B J — V I N F ] 
'Τ tries (hard) to V, Τ strives to V' 

(987) Nabisat-ni Ciikwer Q_ 6eb derbentlu-jr.i-n pataw 
Nabisat-and Ciikwer [0(ERG) [selves Derbentian-PL-GEN to 

fi-da luhu-z gzaf alaqh-na. (S88:8) 
go-FUT] say-DAT] much try-AOR 

'Nabisat and Ciikwer tried hard to say that they were going to the 
people from Derbent.' 

Other verbs with the same valence pattern are öaliSmiS xun 'strive', 
egeö'un 'start'. 

Complement-taking predicate hazur TABS [ 0 S U B J - V I N F ] 
Τ is ready to V' 

(988) Cun 0. a k'walax iji-z hazur ja. (X89:113) 
we:ABS [0(ERC) t h a t job do-INF] ready COP 

'We are ready to do that job.' 
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20.2. The Infinitive 357 

Complement-taking predicate kiö'e EDAT [ ( 0 S U B J ) - V I N F ] 
Έ is afraid to V/afraid that ...V' 

(989) Selim.a-z Q wiöi-n buba.di-qh galaz raxa-z kiö'e-da-j. 
Selim-DAT [0(ABS) self-GEN father-POESS w i t h talk-INF] afraid-FUT-PST 

'Selim was afraid to talk to his father.' 

With kiö'e, unlike k'an, there is no difference in construction when the 
complement subject is different form the main clause subject. 

(990) Ada-z i zeherlu q'il-er bag.d-a awa-j quS-ar.i 
he-DAT [these poisonous head-PL [garden-INESS be.in-ΡΓΡ] bird-PL(ERG) 

ne-z kiö'e £a-na. (M83:45) 
eat-INF] a f r a i d be-AOR 

'He was afraid that the birds in the garden might eat these poisoned 
heads.' 

The complement clause of kiö'e can alternatively be expressed by the Masdar 
in the Subelative or the Postelative case (20.3.5.), both for the same-subject 
and the different-subject cases. 

20.2.2. Subject-controlled irrealis-potential complements 

Complement-taking predicate xun EADEL [0SUBJ---VINF] 
Έ is able to V' 

(991) Za-wai 0. a bejaburciwal ex-iz ie-zwa-ö-ir. (583:68) 
I-ADEL [0(ERG) t h a t shame bear-INF] can-IMPF-NEG-PST 

Ί c o u l d n o t b e a r t h a t s h a m e . ' 

Complement-taking predicate alaq'un ESREL [ 0 S U B J - - V ] N F ] 
Έ is able to V' 

(992) I gweö'i gada.di-lai Q ixtin güzel zat'-ar ras-iz 
this l i t t l e boy-SREL [0(ERG) such pretty thing-PL create-INF] 

alaq'-da-ni? (K87,l:5) 
be.able-FUT-Q 

'Is this little boy able to make such beautiful things?' 

Complement- taking predicate öi- EDAT [0SUBJ- -VINF] 
Έ knows how to V' 

(993) Ada-z Q_ samolet hal-iz öi-da-j. (K84,3:5) 
he-DAT [0(ERG) airplane lead-INF] know-FUT-PST 

'He knew how to fly an airplane.' 
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358 20. Complement clauses 

Complement-taking predicate werdiSZun TABS [ 0 S U B J - VINEI 
Τ gets used to V-ing' 

(994) Zun Q. dilz-dakaz qeqwe-z werdiS ze-da. (DD85,3:23) 
I:ABS [0(ABS) straight-ADV walk-INF] used become-FUT 

Ί will get used to walking straight.' 

Another verb with the same valence pattern is kutkun 'get used to'. 

20.2.3. Subject-controlled realis complements 

One complement-taking predicate with a realis complement exceptionally 
has Infinitive complements: rik'elaj alatun 'forget' (lit. 'fall from the 
heart'). However, the Absolutive Masdar is a possible alternative strategy 
(20.3.4.). This predicate is also unusual in that the controller is not even a 
direct argument of the verb but a Genitive modifier of the locative argu-
ment rik'elaj 'from the heart' (cf. 15.3.15.). 

Complement-taking predicate EGEN rik'elaj alatun [ 0 S U B J - V I N F ] 
Έ forgets to V' 

(995) Selim.a-n rik'.e-laj 0. penier aq'al-iz alat-na. 
Selim-CEN heart-SREL [0(ERG) window close-INF] fall.off-AOR 

'Selim forgot to close the window.' 

20.2.4. Object-controlled complements 

The Infinitive subject is controlled by the main-clause Adelative argument 
with the verb tun 'make, cause'. This verb is the standard way to express 
causative situations. It is sometimes treated as a "causative auxiliary" (e.g. 
Uslar 1896, Moor 1985), but there is no reason not to regard it as an ordinary 
complement-taking verb. 

Complement-taking predicate tun A E R G TADESS [ 0 S U B J - V I N F ] 
Ά makes Τ V, A causes Τ to V' 

(996) Ada öa-w Q_ ixtilat-ar aqwazar-iz ta-da-j. (H77:7) 
he-ERG we-ADEL (0(ERG) conversation-PL stop-INF] cause-FUT-PST 

'He would make us stop the conversations.' 

(997) Cükwer.a ßada.di-w Q_ zeng.ini-z eqeö'-iz ta-zwa-ö-ir. 
Cükwer(ERG) boy-ADEL [0(ABS) battle-DAT go.out-INF] cause-IMPF-NEG-PST 

'Cükwer did not allow the boy to go to the battle.' (AM87:29) 

Two complement-taking verbs with Dative-NP-controlled complement sub-
jects are öirun 'teach' and kilmek gun 'help'. Only the former is exemplified 
here. 
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Complement-taking predicate cirun AERG EDAT [0SUBJ-VINF] 
Ά teaches Ε to V' 

(998) Qabustan.a wa-z Q_ öüngür jag-iz öir-na-j. (H77:8) 
Qabustan(ERG) you-DAT [0(ERG) äingür hit-INF] teach-AOR-PST 

'Qabustan taught you to play the öüngür [a string instrument].' 

20.2.5. Non-controlled complements 

The verb ba&lami&un 'begin' takes complements where the complement 
subject is overtly expressed. Thus, a literal translation of (999a) would be 'It 
began that the children were playing.' That this is the correct syntactic struc-
ture can be seen from the fact that the case-marking of the NP that expresses 
the beginner varies according to the valence pattern of the complement 
verb, cf. the Ergative beginner in (999b). This is a lexical idiosyncrasy of this 
verb; another verb that means 'begin', egeö'un, takes subject-controlled 
Infinitive complements (20.2.1.), and other phase verbs take Masdar com-
plements (20.3.3.). 

Complement-taking predicate baSlamiSun [XSUBJ—VINF] 
'X starts to V' 

(999) a. Ajal-ar qugwa-z baSlamiS-na. 
[child-PL play-INF] begin-AOR 

'The children began to play.' 

b. Nabisat.a wiöi-n ktab k'el-ίζ baSlamiä-na. 
[Nabisat(ERG) self-GEN book read-INF] start-AOR 

'Nabisat started to read her book.' 

20.3. The Masdar 

Unlike the Infinitive, the Masdar can be inflected for case, so Masdar com-
plement clauses can be divided into Absolutive Masdar complements and 
oblique Masdar complements. The Absolutive Masdar is mainly used in 
three types of complement clauses: Complements to one-place modal predi-
cates such as 'possible', 'necessary' (20.3.1.); nonsubject-controlled comple-
ments to verbs with manipulative meaning ('demand', 'forbid', etc.) (20.3.2.); 
phasal verbs (20.3.3.); and a few others (20.3.4.). The oblique Masdar is used 
in various types of constructions, both with situation meaning (20.3.5.) and 
with factive meaning (20.3.6.). See also 20.9. on the use of the Genitive 
Masdar in complements in noun phrases. 

The subject of the Masdar is also often controlled (omitted under corefer-
entiality with a main clause participant), but not nearly as commonly as the 
subject of the infinitive. 
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360 20. Complement clauses 

20.3.1. Complements to modal predicates 

The four modal complement-taking adjectives lazim, gerek, öarasuz (all 
three 'necessary7) and mumkin 'possible' have the same syntax. They are 
one-place predicates (e.g. lazim [...VMSD] 'it is necessary to V ' ) , but they may 
have an optional Dative experiencer argument which then controls the sub-
ject position of the Masdar (e.g. lazim EQAT [0SUBJ—VMSD] 'it is necessary for 
Ε to V', i.e. Έ must V'. (1000) shows non-controlled examples, (1001) shows 
Dative-controlled examples. 

(1000) a. Zi adres degiS 5tu-n mumkin ja. (M79:7) 
[I:GEN address change become-MSD] possible COP 

'My address may change.' 

b. Tilnt £a-ji-t'a, rik'.i-n azar akat-un mumkin ja. 
[hot-tempered be-AOP-CND] [heart-GEN disease get-MSD] possible COP 

'If one doesn't control oneself, one may get heart disease.' 
(Du68,2:119) 

c. Ana iStirak awu-n öarasuz ja. (§83:22) 
[there participation do-MSD] necessary OOP 

'It is necessary to participate in that.' 

(1001) Za-z 0 wi wan atu-n, 0 wi sufat aku-n 
I-DAT [0(DAT) you:GEN voice come-MSD 0(DAT) you:GEN face see-MSD] 

gerek ie-zwa-ö. (583:22) 
necessary be-IMPF-NEG 

Ί do not need to hear your voice, to see your face.' 

20.3.2. Complements to manipulative verbs 

In complement clauses with manipulative meaning (other than the 
causative verb tun, cf. 20.2.4.), the verb is in the Absolutive Masdar form 
and the complement subject position is controlled by the manipulee argu-
ment of the verb, i.e. an Adelative argument or a Dative argument. 

Complement-taking predicate t'alabun AERG MADEL [0SUBJ—VMSD1 
Ά asks Μ to V' 

Verbs that have the same syntax are istemiäun 'demand' and tawaqu 
awun 'request'. 

(1002) a. Ha öetin waxt-ar.i ada-wai 0 hak' awu-n. 
t h a t difficult time-PL(ERG) she-ADEL [0(ERG) so do-MSD] 

t'alab-zawa-j. 
demand-IMPF-PST 

'These difficult times demanded of her to do so.' (583:9) 
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b. Muallim-r.i u£enik-r.i-waj qhsan k'el awu-n 
teacher-PL(ERG) pupil-PL-ADEL [good studying do-MSD] 

istemiS-zawa. (DD77,6:14) 
demand-IMPF 
T h e teachers demand from the pupils to study well.' 

Complement-taking predicate bujrugun A E R G M D A T [ 0 S U B J - V M S D ] 
Ά orders Μ to V' 

Verbs that have the same syntax are teklifun 'propose' and qadaga awun 
'forbid'. (See 20.5.4. for a less common alternative strategy.) 

(1003) a. Paöah.di abur.u-z Q dewe zagur-un bujrug-na. 
king(ERG) they-DAT [0(ERG) camel find-MSD] order-AOR 

'The king ordered them to find the camel.' (Du85,3:115) 

b. Professor Giilmehamedov.a za-z Dagustan.di-z atu-n 
Professor Gjul'magomedov(ERG) I-DAT [Daghestan-DAT come-MSD] 

teklif-na. (Ko90,2,7:4) 
offer-AOR 

'Professor Gjul'magomedov offered me to come to Daghestan.' 

c. Zehil polkovnik.di-z ereq' qhu-n, p'ap'rus 6'ugu-n 
young colonel-DAT [vodka drink-MSD cigarette draw-MSD] 

duxtur-r.i qadaga awu-nwa. (§83:58) 
doctor-PL(ERG) forbidding do-PRF 

The doctors have forbidden the young colonel to drink vodka and 
to smoke cigarettes.' 

20.3.3. Complements to phasal verbs 

Except for 'begin' (cf. 20.2.5.), phasal verbs take subject-controlled Absolutive 
Masdar complements. 

Complement-taking predicate dawamarun AERG [0SUBJ—VMSD] 
Ά continues to V' 

A verb that has the same syntax is aqwazarun 'stop'. 

(1004) a. Ada 0. jarg-ar.i-z kilig-un dawamar-na. (M83:74) 
he(ERG) [0(ABS) far-PL-DAT look-MSD] continue-AOR 

'He kept looking into the distance.' 

b. Ada gil-e awa-j gazet k'el-un aqwazar-na. 
he(ERG) [[hand-INESS be.in-PTP] paper read-MSD] stop-AOR 

'He stopped reading the newspaper (that was) in his hand.' 
(G54:149) 
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362 20. Complement clauses 

20.3.4. The Absolutive Masdar with other verbs 

There are a few other complement-taking predicates that take subject-con-
trolled Absolutive Masdar complements. These verbs also have situation 
meaning. 

Complement-taking predicate q'et'un A e r g [ 0 s u b j — V m s d I 
Ά decides to V' 

Predicates with the same syntax are rik'elaj aludun (raqurun) 'forget to' 
and xiwe q'un 'promise'. 

(1005) a. Sa sefer.d-a paöah.di 0 wiöi-n qazi.di-qh galaz 
one time-INESS king(ERG) [0(ABS) self-CEN cadi-POESS w i t h 

sejir.di-z eqei'-un q'et'-na. (Du85,3:117) 
walk-DAT go.out-MSD] decide-AOR 

'One time the king decided to go for a walk with his cadi.' 

b. Hamga.di-n q'wati zuwa-w gwa-z tuxu-n rik'.e-laj 
[crystal-GEN box [self-ADESS be.with-IMC] carry-MSD] heart-SREL 

alud-mir. (K89:4) 
take.off-PROHIB 

'Don't forget to take the crystal box with you.' 

c. Ζ a muStulux gß-ji-da-ζ genie gu-nug 
I:ERG [[good.news bring-AOP]-SBST.SG-DAT kerchief give-MSD] 

xiw-e q'u-nwa-j-di tir. (R66:5) 
neck-INESS hold-PRF-PTP-SBST COP:PST 

1 had promised to give a kerchief to the one who brings the good 
news.' 

20.3.5. The oblique Masdar in situation complements 

The oblique Masdar is used in clausal complements with situation meaning 
in several contexts. One is when a situation clause is the predicative argu-
ment of a copula. 

(1006) Dagustan.di-n fol'kolor.di-n ilim.d-a q'il.i-n 
Daghestan-GEN folklore-GEN science-INESS head-GEN 

mes?ela-jr.i-kaj sad fol'klor.di-n proza.di-n zanr-ijar 
problem-PL-SBESS one [folklore-GEN prose-GEN genre-PL 

klassificirovat' awu-n ja. 
classifying do-MSD] OOP 

One of the main tasks in Daghestanian folklore studies is classifying 
the genres of folklore prose.' (Du85,3:113) 
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Others are different kinds of oblique arguments that are not necessarily or 
typically clausal, e.g. 

(1007) a. Wiöi-n ümür.di-n exirimzi jis-ar Mehamed.a lezgi 
self-GEN life-GEN last year-PL Mehamed(ERG) [Lezgian 

ö'al.a-n-ni urus 6'al.a-n slovar' tiik'ür-un.i-z 
language-GEN-and Russian language-GEN dictionary create-MSD]-DAT 

baxS-nawa-j. 
dedicate-PRF-PST 

'Mehamed had dedicated his life's last years to writing a Lezgian-
Russian dictionary.' (Du68,2:27) 

b. Karmen.a-n rik' muzyka.di-n alat-ar tiik'iir-un.a-l 
Carmen-GEN heart [music-CEN instrument-PL create-MSD]-SRESS 

gzaf ala. (Ko90,2,7:4) 
much be.on 

'Carmen is enthusiastic about building musical instruments.' 

c. Za swas gu-n.i-kaj hele fikir iji-zwa-t (S88:154) 
I:ERG [bride bring-MSD]-SBEL st i l l thought do-IMPF-NEG 

Ί am not thinking about marrying yet.' 

d. Ada mirg illen.d-a batmiS xu-n.i-kaj qutarmiS-na. 
he(ERG) deer [swamp-INESS sink ANTIC-MSD]-SBEL save-AOR 

'He saved the deer from sinking into the swamp.' (X89:12) 

e. Allahquli Dilber.a-qh galaz ixtilat-ar awu-n.i-waj jargaz 
Allahqul i [Dilber-POESS wi th conversation-PL do-MSD]-ADEL far 

ze-z ±a-na. (R66:7) 
be-INF be-AOR 

'Allahquli would avoid (lit. keep far from) talking to Dilber.' 

The omitted subject of the Masdar may also be controlled by a main clause 
argument in this case, but the control relations are not grammaticized here 
and must be inferred from the context. Arbitrary control (i.e. 'one') is always 
a possibility. Example (1006) definitely shows arbitrary control, and in 
(1007b-c) readings with arbitrary control are clearly possible (though less 
likely than the controlled readings). 
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364 20. Complement clauses 

20.3.6. The oblique Masdar in factive complements 

The oblique Masdar is also commonly used with evaluative and emotional 
complement-taking predicates. In such cases it has factive meaning. 

(1008) a. Zun i gada zi kiimekii xu-n.a-l Sad &a-na. 
I-.ABS [this boy I:GEN helper be-MSD]-SRESS glad be-AOR 

Ί was glad that this boy was my helper.' (M83:30) 

b. Sajran ada ik' luhu-n.a-l mähtel £a-na. (S88:24) 
Sajran [she(ERG) so say-MSD]-SRESS surprised be-AOR 

'Sajran was surprised that she was talking like that.' 

c. Güldeste Isaq'-ni Musaq' gez axqat-un.a-l taiub 
Güldeste [Isaq'-and Musaq' l a t e return-MSD]-SRESS surprised 

xa-na-j. (583:49) 
be-AOR-PST 

'Güldeste was surprised that Isaq' and Musaq' returned late.' 

The oblique Masdar may have factive meaning also in argument posi-
tions which are not typically occupied by clausal arguments. 

(1009) a. Bes wuna urus.di-n ru& qaöu-n abur.u qhsan 
ΡΓ [you:ERG Russian-GEN girl take-MSD] they(ERG) good 

kar jaz hisab-da-ni? (S88:171) 
thing as consider-FUT-Q 

'Will they consider the fact that you have taken a Russian girl a 
good thing?' 

b. I inanmiSwal Safiga pud juq.u-z Skola.di-z 
this belief [Safiga three day-DAT school-DAT 

t-atu-n.i testiq'ar-zawa-j. (N88:88) 
NEG-come-MSCKERG)] confirm-IMPF-PST 

'This belief was confirmed by the fact that Safiga did not come to 
school for three days.' 

c. Cun texnika qajda.d-a ta-xu-n.i k'ew-e twa-zuia. 
we:ABS [technology order-INESS NEG-be-MSD(ERG)] spot-INESS put-IMPF 

'The fact that the technology is not in order puts us on the spot.' 
(Ko89,10,13:l) 
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20.4. The substantivized participle 365 

20.4. The substantivized participle 

Besides forming free relative clauses (see 19.1.2.), the substantivized partici-
ple is used in complement clauses to verbs of cognition with factive mean-
ing, like 'know', 'see(that)', 'notice', etc. 

Complement-taking predicate öi- EDAT [—VPRP-DTFC 

Έ knows that S' 

(1010) Wiri ajal-r.i-z Musaq'.a-n dide q'e-nwa-j-di öi-zwa-j. 

al l child-PL-DAT [Musaq'-GEN mother die-PRF-PTP-SBST] know-IMPF-PST 

'All the children knew that Musaq's mother had died.' (§83:10) 

Other verbs with the same valence pattern are öir £un 'learn', akun 'see'. 

(1011) Im wiöi-n stat'ja tir-di ada-z öir ita-na. (G63:14) 
[this self-GEN article COP:PTP-SBST] he-DAT teach ANTIC-AOR 

'He learned that this was his article.' 

(1012) Ada-z zun öpi-z klig-zawa-j-di aku-na. (K86,2:7) 
he-DAT [I:ABS selves-DAT look-lMPF-PTP-SBST] see-AOR 

'He saw that I was looking at them.' 

Complement-taking predicate qalurun AERG [—Vprp-dils 
Ά shows that S' 

(1013) Ada-τι ses.ini i teklif rik'.i-z tak'an Sta-nwa-j-di 
he-GEN voice(ERG) [this proposal heart-DAT unpleasant be-PRF-PTP-SBST] 

qalur-zawa-j. (E56:12) 
show-IMPF-PTP 

'His voice showed that this proposal was unpleasant to his heart.' 

Verbs with the same valence pattern are q'at'un 'notice', hiss awun 'feel', 
inkarun 'deny'. 

(1014) Ada wiöi-n öin jaru ie-zwa-j-di hiss awu-na. 
she(ERG) [self-GEN face red become-lMPF-PTP-SBST] Feel do-AOR 

'She felt that her face was blushing.' (R66:5) 

Complement-taking predicates EGEN rik'elaj alatun [...Vprp-dils 

Έ forgets (accidentally) that S' 

rik'elaj aludun AERG [·.VPRP-CIIJS 

Ά forgets (deliberately) that S' 

(1015) Zuw sehne.d-a qugwa-zwa-j-di zi rik'.e-laj alat-na. 
[self stage-lNESS play-IMPF-PTP-SBST] I:GEN heart-SREL fall.off-AOR 

Ί forgot that I was playing on a stage.' (S88:157) 
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366 20. Complement clauses 

These expressions for 'forget' may also have a Masdar or Infinitive com-
plement, but then they have the meaning 'forget to' (see 20.2.3., 20.3.4.). 

Complement-taking predicate aSkaraja [...Vprp-ciils 
'it is clear that S' 

(1016) Qhp-er.i öpi-n siristaw-r.i-n orkestr kiik.di-k 
[frog-PL(ERG) selves-GEN whistle-PL-GEN Orchester tuning-SBESS 

kuta-zwa-j-di aSkara tir. (N88:56) 
put-IMPF-PTP-SBST] clear COP:PST 

It was clear that the frogs were tuning in their orchestra of whistles.' 

The substantivized participle in complement clause function also occurs in 
various oblique case forms. 

Complement-taking predicate TABS [...Vprp-dan]s gawurda aq'un 
'T understands that S' 

(1017) Zun hawajda jaSamiS ta-£a-j-da-n gawur.d-a 
I:ABS [in.vain living NEC-be-AOP-SBST]-GEN understanding-INESS 

aq'a-da. 
get-FUT 

1 understand that I have not lived in vain.' (DD85,5:5) 

Complement-taking predicate [...VpTp-daZ]s sa Sakni alac 
'there is no doubt that S' 

(1018) Dagustan.di-n har sa xür-e lap q^san wa aq'alt'aj 
[Daghestan-GEN every one village-lNESS very good and extremely 

pis adet-ar awa-j-da-l sa Sak-ni ala-ö. (DD71,2:18) 
bad custom-PL be.in-PTP-SBST]-SRESS one doubt-and be.on-NEG 

'There is no doubt that there are very good and extremely bad 
customs in every Daghestanian village.' 

In the following examples the substantivized participle is used although the 
complement meaning is not factive. 

(1019) a. Ada c'inin jis.u-z gzaf beher ze-da-j-da-k 
he(ERG) [this.year year-DAT much crop be-FUT-PTP-SBST]-SBESS 

umud kuta-zwa. (§83:29) 
hope put-IMPF 

'He hopes that this year there will be plenty of crops.' 

b. Abur win Ali.di-kaj alim ze-da-j-da-qh 

they a l l [Ali-SBEL doctor be-FUT-PTP-SBST]-POESS 

umudlu ja. ($83:24) 
hopeful COP 

They all hope that Ali will become a doctor.' 
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20.5. The luhun strategy 367 

20.5. The luhun ('say') strategy 

Some complement clauses are marked by a converbal form of the verb 
luhun 'say', e.g. 

(1020) Gada.di wiö k'wal-e amuq'-da laha-na haraj-na. 
[boy(ERG) self house-INESS stay-FUT say-AOC] shout-AOR 

'The boy shouted that (lit. 'having said') he would stay at home.' 

When the complement-taking predicate is in the Aorist or an Aorist-
derived tense (Past Aorist, Perfect, etc.), the Aorist con verb laha-na is used 
in this function. When the complement-taking verb is in the Future or the 
Imperfective, the Imperfective converb luhu-z (=the Infinitive) is used. 

(1021) Gada.di wit k'wal-e amuq'-da luhu-z 
boy(ERG) [self house-INESS stay-FUT say-IMC] 

haraj-zawa I haraj-zawa-j/ haraj-da. 
shout-IMPF/ shout-IMPF-PST shout-FUT 

'The boy is shouting/was shouting/will shout that (lit. 'saying7) he 
would stay at home.' 

This correlation between the tense of the complement-taking predicate and 
the form of luhun is valid for all cases where luhun converbs are used as 
complementizers, at least as a tendency. 

Luhun-marked complement clauses are mainly used (1) with direct and 
indirect speech when the speech act verb is not luhun itself; (2) with verbs 
of thinking; (3) with emotional complement-taking predicates. 

20.5.1. Direct and indirect speech 

This case is discussed above in 20.1. Here are two more examples of direct 
speech (1022) and indirect speech (1023). 

(1022) Wun hiniz fi-zwa? — laha-na xabar q'u-na ada. (X89:14) 
[you:ABS whither go-IMPF say-AOC] news hold-AOR he(ERG) 

' "Where are you going?", he asked.' 

(1023) Zehil inqilabä-jr.i insanijat zulum.di-kaj azad-un 
young revolutionary-PL(ERG) [[humankind tyranny-SBEL liberate-MSD] 

patal zeng ö'ugwa-da laha-na q'in q'u-na-j. (L86,3:15) 
for f ight pull-FUT say-AOC] o a t h hold-AOR-PST 

'The young revolutionaries swore that they would fight to liberate 
humankind from tyranny.' 
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368 20. Complement clauses 

20.5.2. Verbs of thinking 

The most common verb in this category is fikirun 'think', but some other 
verbs also use this pattern. 

(1024) a. DüSiiS ze-daldi za am iq'wan zurba Sair ja 
[meeting be-POSTR] I:ERG [he:ABS so big poet COP 

laha-na fikir-nawa-ö-ir. (Du85,·4:122) 
say-AOC] think-PRF-NEG-PST 

Until I met him I didn't think he was such a great poet.' 

b. Ci ö'exi buba-jr.i-n wiri adet-ar pis-bur ja 
[[we:GEN big father-PL-GEN al l custom-PL bad-SBST.PL COP 

laha-na fikir-aj-t'a, am düz tuS. (DD71,2:18) 
say-AOC] think-AOP-CND] it:ABS right COP:NEG 

'If one thinks that all our ancestors' customs are bad, that is not 
right.' 

(1025) Za wuna xta-na wi q'üzii dide qu£axlamiS-da 
I:ERG [you:ERG [return-AOC] you:GEN old mother embrace-FUT 

laha-na umud-zawa. (DD85,2:21) 
say-AOC] hope-IMPF 

Ί hope that you will return and embrace your old mother.' 

On the predicate 'hope', see also 20.4. 

20.5.3. Emotional complement-taking predicates 

Unlike other complements marked by luhun, these complements have fact 
meaning. The explanation for this use is probably to be found in the func-
tion of luhun to express causal subordinate clauses (cf. 21.5.3.). The com-
plement to a predicate like 'proud' is at the same time the cause of the pride, 
and likewise with other emotional predicates. 

(1026) Abur.u öpi-qh helelig k'walax ze-zma-j ö'exi 
they(ERG) [selves-POESS [still work be-IMPF.CONT-PTP] big 

buba awa luhu-z damax-zawa. (583:56) 
fa ther be say-IMC] be.proud-IMPF 

'They are proud that they have a grandfather who is still working.' 

(1027) Wiri ha ik' q^san-diz kütäh xa-na luhu-z am Sad 
[all t h a t so good-ADV end ANTIC-AOR say-IMC] she:ABS glad 

tir. (DD75,3:7) 
COP:PST 

'She was glad that everything ended so well.' 
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20.5. The luhun strategy 369 

20.5.4. Other complement-taking predicates 

The luhun-strategy is rarely used with other complement-taking predicates, 
but (1028) is an example of its use with a manipulative verb. Note that the 
verb of the subordinate clause is in the Imperative. (Cf. also ex. (985a-b).) 

(1028) Za-z dekoracija-r klub.di-n sehne.di-z twax laha-na, 
I-DAT [decoration-PL club-GEN stage-DAT carry:IMPV say-AOC] 

bujrug-na. (S88:156) 
order-AOR 

Ί was ordered to carry the decorations to the stage of the club.' 

20.6. The converb strategy 

This strategy is used in two cases: (1) in different-subject complements to 
k'an- 'want, must'; (2) in situation complements to akun 'see'. 

20.6.1. Different-subject complements to k'an-

As we saw in 20.2.1., same-subject (and subject-controlled) complements to 
k'an- are expressed by the Infinitive. But when the complement subject is 
not coreferential with the Dative subject of k'an-, the complement is ex-
pressed by the Aorist converb. A minimal pair is shown in (1029a-b). 

(1029) a. Nabisat.a-z ktab k'el-iz k'an-zawa. 
Nabisat-DAT [book read-INF] want-IMPF 

'Nabisat wants to read a book.' 

b. Nabisat.a-z ruS.a ktab k'el-na k'an-zawa. 
Nabisat-DAT [girl(ERC) book read-AOC] want-IMPF 

TMabisat wants her daughter to read a book.' 

See 16.1.3. for more discussion of the two types of k'an- complements (and 
cf. (190b) for an unusual Masdar complement of k'an-). 

When k'an- is used without a subject ('one wants'), it means 'must'. 
Since the complement subject is necessarily different from the (non-exist-
ing) subject of k'an-, the complement predicate is always in the Aorist con-
verb form. In this meaning, k'an- is generally in the Future tense (k'anda, 
cf. 9.5.2.1.). 

(1030) Nabisat.a ktab k'el-na k'an-da. 
[Nabisat(ERG) book read-AOC] want-FUT 

'Nabisat has to read a book.' (lit. 'One wants Nabisat to read a book.') 
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370 20. Complement clauses 

20.6.2. Situation complements to akutt 'see' 

All the three general converbs (Aorist converb, Imperfective converb and 
Secondary Imperfective converb of the Perfect) are used in complement 
clauses with situation meaning to akun 'see'. See 20.4. for fact complements 
of akun. 

(1031) Cilkwer.a-z öpi-n giigüna awa-z sa iehil qwe-z 
Ciikwer-DAT [[selves-GEN behind be.in-IMC] one youth come-IMC] 

aku-na. (S88:5) 
see-AOR 

'Cükwer saw a young man coming behind them.' 

(1032) Kwe-z am galat-na aku-na-ni hiö sadra-ni ?! (583:12) 
you-DAT [it:ABS get.tired-AOC] see-AOR-Q even once-Q 

'Have you seen it tired a single time? (lit. having become tired)' 

(1033) a. Za-z qiir takw-ar-a cukwal acuq'-nawa-z aku-na. (M83:22) 
I-DAT [hare rape-PL-INESS squatting sit-PRF-IMC] see-AOR 

Ί saw a hare squatting in the rape.' 

b. Ada-z wiöi-n juldaS giirfeqhan-r.i q'u-nwa-z aku-na. 
he-DAT [self-GEN comrade hunter-PL(ERG) catch-PRF-IMC] see-AOR 

'He saw how the hunters had caught his comrade.' (X89:12) 

20.7. The xi strategy 
Complement clauses can be extraposed to a clause-final position. In such 
cases the particle Ai follows the complement-taking predicate, and an into-
nation break (indicated by a comma) separates the main clause from the ex-
traposed complement clause that follows it. This strategy was borrowed ul-
timately from Persian (probably via Turkic), where ke is a clause-initial sub-
ordinator. However, in Lezgian xi is clearly a clause-final particle (as it is in 
some Turkic languages). (1034) Selim.a laha-na £i Nabisat Seher.di-z fe-na. 

Selim(ERG) say-AOR ΡΓ Nabisat town-DAT go-AOR 

'Selim said that Nabisat had gone to town.' 
The status of the extraposed complement clause seems to be ambiguous be-
tween subordinate clause status and independent clause status. Evidence for 
this ambiguity comes from reflexive pronouns, which have to be used in 
subordinate clauses when coreference with a reflexive controller in the su-
perordinate clause is intended (see 22.4.). In extraposed clauses either the re-
flexive or the anaphoric pronouns may be used: 
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20.7. The xi strategy 371 

(1035) Selim.a dide.di-z laha-na am, I wit Seh.er.di-z fe-na. 
Selim(ERG) mother-DAT say-AOR PT he:ABS/self town-DAT go-AOR 

'Selim told his mother that he was going to town.' 

The extraposition strategy can be used, roughly, whenever English that is 
used, i.e. in complements to (1) cognitive complement-taking predicates; (2) 
verbs of thinking; (3) verbs of saying; (4) evaluative predicates. 

20.7.1. Cognitive complement-taking predicates 

(1036) a. Aniax gila ada-z öir xa-na &i, Kalimat.a-waj 
only now he-DAT teach ANTIC-AOR ΡΓ Kalimat-ADEL 

pianino jag-iz ze-da. (DD77,1:12) 
[piano hit-INF] can-FUT 

'Only now did he learn that Kalimat could play the pianp.' 

b. Malum ja Sä, Dagustan.di-n xalq'-ar gzaf wiS 
known COP ΡΓ Daghestan-GEN people-PL many hundred 

jis-ar-a zulum.di-k xa-na. (A55.il) 
year-PL-INESS oppression-SBESS be-AOR 

'It is known that the peoples of Daghestan were under oppression 
for many centuries.' 

c. Tarix.di-z wil wehe-j-la, akwa-zwa xi, insan-ar gzaf 
[history-DAT eye throw-AOP-TEMP] see-IMPF ΡΓ human-PL very 

saburlu, durumlu ja. (Ko89,10,13:2) 
patient enduring COP 

'When one looks at history, one sees that people are very patient 
and enduring.' 

20.7.2. Verbs of thinking 

(1037) a. Za hisab-zawa xi, im qhsan wa gerek 
I:ERG consider-IMPF ΡΓ this:ABS good and necessary 

sereniem ja. 
step COP 

Ί think that this is a good and necessary step.' (Du61,4:70) 

b. Wuna fikir-mir xi, guja zun wi gaf-ar.i-n 
you:ERG think-PROHIB ΡΓ ΡΓ I:ABS you:GEN word-PL-GEN 

gawur.d-a aq'a-zwa-L (N88:86) 
understanding-INESS get-lMPF-NEG 

'Do not think that I do not understand your words.' 
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372 20. Complement clauses 

20.7.3. Verbs of saying 

(1038) a. Qejd awu-n lazim ja £i, Mehamed.a Tah.ir.a-n 
[remark do-MSD] necessary COP ΡΓ Mehamed(ERG) Tahir-GEN 

jaratmiSun.i-z ö'exi ta?sir awu-na. (Du68,2:29) 
work-DAT great influence do-AOR 

'It must be remarked that Mehamed had great influence on 
Tahir's work/ 

b. Lah 5ti, paka Weled.a-n k'wal-e meqher awa. (S88:51) 
say ΡΓ tomorrow Weled-GEN house-INESS wedding be.in 

'Say that tomorrow there will be a wedding in Weled's house.' 

Note that example (1038a) shows extraposition from a subordinate clause 
(qejd awun) to a position following its main clause (.lazim ja). 

20.7.4. Evaluative predicates 

(1039) Hajif £i, a&tin qajda hele awa-L· (Du85,3:113) 
unfortunate COP such method yet be-NEG 

'Unfortunately, such a method does not exist yet.' (Lit. 'It is 
unfortunate that...') 

Note that the copula is absent in this example. It appears that the original 
main clause hajif £i is well on its way toward becoming an adverbial expres-
sion just like English unfortunately. 

20.8. Minor strategies 

20.8.1. The -wal form 

The -wal form (7.3.1.1.) is occasionally used in complement clauses. Its func-
tion seems to be more or less equivalent to that of the Masdar. However, 
since it can be derived from any participle, it can make more tense-aspect 
distinctions than the Masdar. 

(1040) faSist-r.i öi Watan.da-l huzum-nawa-j-wil.i-n 
[fascist-PL(ERG) we:GEN native.country-SRESS attack-PRF-PTP-ABST]-GEN 

haqindaj xabar (M79:5) 
about news 

'the news that the fascists had attacked our country' 
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(1041) Abur a insan-ar abur.u-n Sadwil.i-n gawur.d-a 
t hey [ tha t people-PL they-GEN joy-GEN understanding-INESS 

hat-da-j-wil.i-qh inanmiS tir. (D57:83) 
get-FUT-PTP-ABST]-POESS believing COP:PST 

'They believed that these people would understand their joy.' 

(1042) Kwe-z C'inc'ar-ni Biii kk'a-j-wal aku-na-ni? (H77:7) 
you.all-DAT [C'inc'ar-and Bi i i fight-AOP-ABST] see-AOR-Q 

'Did you-all see how C'inc'ar and Bi2i fought?' 

20.8.2. The cfal strategy 

The word 6'al 'language, speech, word' is occasionally used as a strategy 
marking complement clauses of öi- 'know'. The complement clause is ex-
pressed as a relative clause modifying 6'al (as described in 20.9.). 

(1043) a. Za-z Zerli zi lap muq'wa-di tir ö'al öi-da-j. 
I-DAT [Zerli I:GEN very related-SBST.SG COP:PTP word] know-FUT-PST 

Ί knew that Zerli was closely related to me.' (S88:154) 

b. Qizperi qari.di-z Arif cur-aj aqud-nawa-j ö'al öir 
Qizperi old.woman-DAT [Arif bam-INEL take.out-PRF-PTP word] teach 

ta-±u-raj. (DD71,3:21) 
NEG-ANTIC-OPT 

The old woman Qizperi should not find out that Arif has been 
taken out of the barn.' 

c. Naq' za-z wun qwe-da-j 6'al öir Aa-na-j-t'a, 
[yesterday I-DAT [you:ABS come-FUT-PTP word] teach ANTIC-AOR-PST-CND] 

za zi stxa k'wal-e αφυαζαΓ-da-j. (Uslar 1896:188) 
I:ERG I:GEN brother house-INESS stop-FUT-PST 

'If I had known yesterday that you would come, I would have 
made my brother stay at home.' 

20.9. Complement clauses in noun phrases 

The complement clause of complement-taking nouns like fikir ' thought' , 
mumkinwal 'possibility7, sebeb 'reason', adet 'custom', etc. is expressed by a 
participial relative clause in which there is no empty place standing for a 
relativized element. This can be regarded as the attributive variant of the 
complement strategy 20.4. (the substantivized participle). 

(1044) a. q'e-ji k'wal-e pap-ar k'wat'ie-da-j adet 
[[die-AOP] house-INESS woman-PL gather ANTIC-FUT-PTP] custom 

'the custom that women gather in a house where someone has 
died' (Du85,3:114) 
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374 20. Complement clauses 

b. Q'iil iji-da-j sebeb-ar ιυα-qh gzaf awa. (Du85,3:79) 
[dance do-FUT-PTP] reason-PL you-POESS many be.in 

T o u have many reasons to dance.' 

c. Adet-ar ö'ur-da-j ixtijar sada-z-ni awa-t (S88:171) 
[custom-PL destroy-FUT-PTP] right one-DAT-even be.in-NEG 

'Nobody has the right to destroy the customs.' 

d. Ada-z mekteb.d-a k'el-da-j mumkinwal jta-na-ö. (K89,4:2) 
he-DAT [school-INESS study-FUT-PTP] possibility be-AOR-NEG 

'He did not have the possibility to learn in school.' 

e. Ada-z gelezeg.d-a Nazlu Allahquli.di-z gu-da-j fikir 
he-DAT [future-INESS Nazlu Allahquli-DAT give-FUT-PTP] thought 

awa-j. (R66:7) 
be.in-PST 

'He had the thought to marry Nazlu to Allahquli in the future.' 

In (1045), the participial and the luhun-strategy are combined. 

(1045) Ada-η rik'.i-k sadlahana xci xataluwal jeke-z 
she-GEN heart-SBESS suddenly [son(ERG) danger big-ADV 

qalur-aj-di ja laha-j fikir ata-na. (D57:81) 
show-AOP-SBST GOP say-AOP] thought come-AOR 

'Suddenly the thought occurred to her that her son had exaggerated 
the danger.' 

An alternative possibility is the use of the Genitive of the Masdar. 

(1046) Hukumat.di ekspert-r.i-n sa deste Kolumbija.di-z 
government(ERG) [expert-GEN one group Columbia-DAT 

raqur-un.i-n qarar q'abul-nawa. (Ko89,9,17:3) 
send-MSD-GEN] decision accept-PRF 

The government has taken the decision to send a group of experts to 
Colombia.' 

But the Infinitive is not excluded, in particular when the noun is used pred-
icatively, cf. the construction EQAT VINF ixtijar awa Έ has the right to V' in 
(294) above (contrasting with (190a), (1044a)). 
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Chapter 21 
Adverbial clauses 

Just like the other dependent constituents, Lezgian adverbial clauses as a 
rule precede their head, i.e. the verb of the superordinate clause. Since they 
are generally heavy, they tend to precede all other elements of the superor-
dinate clause (cf. 1047). Less commonly the adverbial clause is embedded in 
the center of the superordinate clause (cf. 1048). 

(1047) Rag dag-lar.i-n q'uluqh akat-aj 6'awu-z, Hilrmet 
[sun mountain-PL-GEN behind set-AOP time-DAT] Hürmet 

witi-n k'wal.i-z xta-na. (R66:25) 
self-GEN house-DAT retum-AOR 

'When the sun had set behind the mountains, Hürmet returned 
home.' 

(1048) Zapira.di muallim.di-z aku-n t-awu-raj laha-na tadi-z 
Zapira(ERG) [teacher-DAT see-PER NEG-do-OPT say-AOC] quick-ADV 

wiöi-n tetrad' aq'al-na. (DD77,1:10) 
self-GEN notebook close-AOR 

'Zapira quickly closed her notebook so the teacher would not see it.' 

Adverbial clauses show several kinds of formal marking: 
(A) Special verbal affixes, called converbs: -(i)z, -na, -la, -waldi, -nmazdi, 

-rdawaj, -daldi. 
(B) Postpositions governing noun clauses of the substantivized participle 

type (20.4.) or the Masdar type (20.3.): q'uluqh 'after', iniqh 'since', patal 'in 
order to'. When used in this way, the postpositions could also be regarded as 
subordinating conjunctions. 

(C) Nouns with very general meaning which are the heads of participial 
relative clauses: ö'awuz 'at the time (when)'. 

(D) The Conditional mood marker -t'a (9.3.4.3., 9.8.5.), suffixed to a finite 
verb or to an Aorist participle. 

(E) Subordinating conjunctions that introduce the clause. These are loans 
from Persian, and only eger 'if is widely used. 

(F) luhuz llahana, converbs of luhun 'say'. 
The subject of adverbial clauses is often omitted under co-reference with 

a noun phrase of the superordinate clause. See 22.2. for details. 
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376 21. Adverbial clauses 

21.1. Adverbial clauses with the Aorist converb 

The Aorist converb is used to express chains of actions carried out by the 
same subject. Such sentences often have to be translated by means of coor-
dinate clauses in English because the action of the converb clause is often 
not backgrounded to the same extent as the English participle would sug-
gest. 

(1049) a. Nabal'nik.di, sehne.di-z eqei'-na öa-z wiri-da-z 
director(ERG) [stage-DAT go.out-AOC] we-DAT all-SBST-DAT 

öuxsagul laha-na. (S88:155) 
thanks say-AOR 

The director came onto the stage and thanked all of us.' 

b. Kamal.a ruza qaöu-na tar.a-z aq'ax-iz baSlami§-na. 
[Kamal(ERG) [rifle take-AOC] tree-DAT climb-INF] begin-AOR 

'Kamal took a rifle and started climbing up a tree.' (M83:57) 

c. Ada werö qaragar-na kaka-jar hisab-iz baSlamiS-na. 
[she(ERG) [chicken make.rise-AOC] egg-PL count-INF] start-AOR 

'She made the chicken get up and started counting the eggs.' 
(DD71,3:21) 

Such chains are usually not long — examples involving more than one 
converb, as in (1050), are not frequent, even in typical narrative texts. 

(1050) a. Stul.di-laj xkadar-na tadi-z Ali.di-n pataw fe-na 
[[chair-SREL jump-AOC] quick-ADV Ali-GEN to go-AOC] 

Rahman.a ada-n gil-äj q'en-erar qaiu-na. (J89:22) 
Rahman(ERG) he-GEN hand-INEL bridle-PL take-AOR 

'Rahman jumped from the chair, went up to Ali, and took the 
bridles out of his hand.' 

b. Zahir.a, ek.ii-n jar-ar jag-aj-waldi, mes.e-laj 
Zahir(ERG) [[[light-GEN dawn-PL hit-AOP-IMMANT] bed-SREL 

qarag-na, perem-ar aluk'-na, gurc'ul.di-n-ni 
get.up-AOC] shirt-PL put.on-AOC] puppy-GEN-and 

Senp'i.di-n pataw zwer-na. (A90:20) 
kitten-GEN to run-AOR 

'As soon as it had dawned, Zahir got out of his bed, put on his 
clothes, and ran to the puppy and the kitten.' 

The superordinate verb in such constructions does not have to be in the 
Aorist. It may be non-finite, as in (1051a-b), or it may be in a non-indicative 
mood, with the mood having scope over the superordinate verb and the 
converb, as in (1051 c-d). 
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21.1. Adverbial clauses with the Aorist converb 377 

(1051) a. Nabat.a gül.tt-z paltu xt'un-na mix.ini-kaj 
Nabat(ERG) husband-DAT [[coat take.off-AOC] nail-SBEL 

kürsar-iz kümek ga-na-t (R66:25) 
hang-INF] help give-AOR-NEG 

TSTabat didn't help her husband to take off the coat and hang it on 
the nail.' 

b. Aslanbeg balk'an öünüx-na, kü tewle.d-a 
Aslanbeg [[horse steal-AOC] you:GEN barn-INESS 

kut'u-n.a-l razi 5ta-na. (L86,3:10) 
tether-MSD]-SRESS content be-AOR 

'Aslanbeg agreed to steal the horse and tether it in your barn.' 

c. De Sa, öna tadi-z fe-na am kuöuk-in. 
PT come:IMPV we:ERG [quick-ADV go-AOCj he:ABS bury-HORT 

'Come on, let us go quickly and bury him.' (X89:157) 
d. Fe-na tam-aj k'aras-ar gwa$. (K84,l:6) 

[go-AOC] forest-INEL wood-PL bring:IMPV 

'Go and bring wood from the forest.' 
The Aorist converb may also have resultative meaning, standing in a 

non-sequential, simultaneous relationship to the finite verb. The verbs that 
may be used in this way are the same that allow the resultative reading of 
the Perfect (9.6.4.). 

(1052) a. Qabustan=ba.di ajwan.di-k acuq'-na, mani-jar luhu-da-j. 
Qabustan.ba(ERG) [balcony-SBESS sit-AOC] sing-PL say-FUT-PST 

'Qabustan-ba sang, sitting on his balcony (lit. having sat 
down).' (H77:9) 

b. Pab jawaS-diz, amma rik' ka-na raxa-na. (HQ89:9) 
wife quiet-ADV but [heart bum-AOC] say-AOR 

'His wife spoke quietly, but with a burning heart.' 

c. Ru§-ar.i gada gil-er q'u-na sa klass.di-z tuxwa-na. 
girl-PL(ERG) boy [hand-PL hold-AOC] one class-DAT bring-AOR 

The girls led the boy into a classroom, holding his hands.' 
(Q81:44) 

The Aorist converb is also used as an adverbial of manner, especially to 
modify verbs of motion that are not specified as to manner of motion. 

(1053) a. Q'üzü kas öukur-na tribuna.di-z eqeö'-na. (Du61,4:71) 
old man [run-AOC] stage-DAT go.out 

The old man ran onto the stage (lit. having run, went).' 
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378 21. Adverbial clauses 

b. Farida kat-na bade.di-n pataw fe-na. (Q89,10,19:3) 
Far ida [run-AOC] grandmother-GEN to go-AOR 

'Farida ran to granny.' 

c. Ajal qudgun-na qarag-na. (TG66:191) 
child [jump-AOC] get.up-AOR 

The child jumped up (lit. having jumped, got up).' 

d. Qari kwat-na Se£-na. (M79:5) 
old.woman [burst.out-AOC] cry-AOR 

'The old woman burst out crying (lit. having burst out, cried).' 

21.2. Adverbial clauses with the Imperfective converb 

The Imperfective converb (identical in form to the Infinitive) expresses an 
accompanying circumstance (1054), manner or instrument (1055), or a si-
multaneous situation (1056). 

(1054) a. Abur.u sada=sada-w cilkw-er wugu-z Sad ja-z 
they(ERG) [one(ERG)=one-ADESS flower-PL give-IMC] [glad be-IMC] 

sühbetar-zawa-j. (577:32) 
talk-IMPF-PST 

They were talking gladly, giving flowers to each other.' 

b. Jark'i-beg kat-na?! — öpi-η wil-er.i-qh inanmiS 
Jark'i.beg run-AOR [selves-GEN eye-PL-POESS believing 

te-ie-z, xabar q'a-zwa xüpüqhwi-jr.i. (HQ89:11) 
NEG-be-IMC] news hold-IMPF Xüpüqian-PL(ERG) 

7arki-beg has fled?! — the people of Xüpüq are asking, not 
believing their eyes.' 

c. Sada=sada-n gaf at'u-z abur.u lager.d-a öpi-z 
[one(ERG)=one-GEN word cut-IMC] they(ERG) [camp-INESS selves-DAT 

£a-ji dust-ar rik'.e-l xki-zwa-j. 089:22) 
become-AOP] friend-PL heart-SRESS bring.back-IMPF-PST 

Interrupting each other, they recalled the friends they had made 
in the camp.' 

(1055) a. Q'aq'an caw-a leq'.re öarx-ar jag-iz 
h i g h sky-INESS eagle(ERG) [circle-PL strike-IMC] 

luw gu-zwa-j. (J89:20) 
wing give-IMPF-PST 

'In the high sky, an eagle was flying, describing circles.' 
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21.2. Adverbial clauses with the Imperfective con verb 379 

b. I ajal abur.u nek gu-z, fu gu-z xwe-na. 
th i s chi ld they(ERG) [milk give-IMC bread give-IMC] keep-AOR 

They brought up this child, giving (him) milk and bread.' (X89:36) 

c. Za q'eb eü'äg-iz, gweö'i wax axwar.a-l raqur-na. 
I:ERG [cradle rock-IMC] l i t t l e sister sleep-SRESS send-AOR 

'By rocking the cradle, I sent my little sister into sleep.' 
(K89,12:11) 

d. Ada sar-ar.i-k kuta-z k'erec-ar xa-da. (S83:52) 
he(ERG) [tooth-PL-SBESS put.under-IMC] nut-PL break-FUT 

'He breaks nuts by putting them under his teeth.' 

(1056) a. Bade axwar.i-k kuma-z, ada jawaS-diz 
[grandmother sleep-SBESS be.still.under-IMC] he(ERG) quiet-ADV 

partal-ar aluk'-na. (J84:54) 
cloth-PL put.on-AOR 

While grandmother was still asleep, he quietly put on his 
clothes.' 

b. Abur.u q'ill-er iji-z, mani-jar luhu-zwa-j. (S88:40) 
they(ERG) [dance-PL do-IMC] song-PL say-IMPF-PST 

They were dancing and singing.' 

When the verb in the converb form is one of the locative copulas, it is 
quite common for the converb clause to have its own subject. 

(1057) a. Arif cur-a ama-z Qizperi.di rak'-ar.a-l öefte 
[Arif barn-INESS be.still-IMC] Qizperi(ERG) door-PL-SRESS la tch 

hald-na. (DD71,3:21) 
put.on-AOR 

'With Arif still being in the barn, Qizperi put the latch on the 
door.' 

b. Wun jug-di k'walax.da-l ala-z, za-waj 
[you:ABS day-ADV work-SRESS be.on-IMC] I-ADEL 

k'wal-e acuq'-iz ie-da-h (DD85,5:5) 
[house-INESS sit-INF] be-FUT-NEG 

Ί cannot sit at home while you are at work during the day.' 

The Imperfective converb form jaz of the copula ja often corresponds to 
English as. Sometimes a causal relationship is implicit in it. 

(1058) a. Abur.u-n buba front.d-aj nabut ja-z xta-na. (M83:30) 
they-GEN father front-INEL [cripple be-IMC] retum-AOR 

Their father returned from the front as a cripple (lit. being a 
cripple).' 
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380 21. Adverbial clauses 

b. Küne za-z raqur-a, za am bade.di-z sawq'wat 
you.all:ERG I-DAT send-IMPV I:ERG it:ABS grandmother-DAT [gift 

ja-z gu-da. (K86,2:8) 
be-IMC] give-FUT 

'Send it to me, I will give it to grandmother as a gift.' 

(1059) Universitet.di-n rektor ja-z za abur.u-z kümek-ar 
[university-GEN president be-IMC] I:ERG they-DAT help-PL 

gu-zwa. (DD71,3:18) 
give-IMPF 

'As the president of the university, I am helping them.' 

The word jaz is also used to mark copredicative adjectives as such (the same 
function is fulfilled by adjectival adverbs, cf. 8.1.2.1.). 

(1060) a. Sa sefer.d-a Safiga tars.uni-z sefil ja-z ata-na. (N88:82) 
one time-INESS Saf iga lesson-DAT [sad be-IMC] come-AOR 

'Once Safiga came to a lesson sad (lit. being sad).' 

b. Perixan gamlu ja-z acuq'-nawa-j. (G63:140) 
Perixan [sorrowful be-IMC] sit-PRF-PST 

Terixan was sitting sorrowful (lit. being sorrowful).' 

Finally, jaz is used to mark the semantically copredicative argument of a 
few verbs, especially hisabun 'consider', wit hissun 'feel': 

(1061) a. Sadra=q'wedra Sej=Siij gu-n ζ a q^san 
[once=twice trif le give-MSD] I:ERG good 

kümek jaz hisab-na-t (M83:30) 
h e l p as consider- AOR-NEG 

'Giving a trifle once or twice I did not consider good help.' 

b. Aslanov.a wit iehil jaz hiss-zawa. (Du83,1:124) 
Aslanov(ERG) self young as feel-IMPF 

'Aslanov feels young.' 
This usage is clearly a caique from Russian, rendering the Russian 
Instrumental case of the adjective. Hisabun 'count; consider' is evidently 
modeled on Russian stitat' 'count; consider', and wit hissun is an even 
more obvious caique of Russian öuvstvovat' sebja lit. 'feel oneself'. 

The Imperfective converb is often used in a fully reduplicated form, e.g.: 

(1062) a. Kiite.d-aj zwer-iz=zwer-iz sal.a-z Cükwer ata-na. (S88:45) 
street-INEL [run-IMC=run-IMC] garden-DAT Cükwer come-AOR 

'Cükwer came running into the garden from the street.' 
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21.2. Adverbial clauses with the Imperfective converb 381 

b. Hiirmet p'ap'rus 6'ugwa-z=6'ugwa-z muq'uw gwa-j 
Hürmet [cigarette pull-IMC=pull-IMC] [nearby be.near-PTP] 

parax.di-z tamaS-zawa-j. (R66:22) 
sheep.fold look-IMPF-PST 

Hiirmet was looking at the nearby sheep-fold, smoking a 
cigarette.' 

c. Req'-e halt-zawa-j Seher-ar wa xür-er 6uk'ur-iz= 
[[way-INESS meet-IMPF-PTP] town-PL and village-PL destroy-IMC= 

öuk'ur-iz, abur exirni Zirexger.a-n wilajat.di-z aqat-na. 
destroy-IMC] they f inally Zirexger-GEN country-DAT arrive-AOR 

'Destroying the towns and the villages they met along the way, 
they finally arrived in Zirexger's country.' (K87,l:6) 

21.3. Adverbial clauses with the Secondary Imperfective converbs 

21.3.1. The Secondary Imperfective converb of the Perfect 

This converb is mostly used in the resultative meaning of the Perfect (cf. 
9.6.4.). Thus, while acuq'iz means 'sitting down', the Secondary converb 
acuq'nawaz means 'sitting'. The following examples are illustrative. 

(1063) a. K'wal.i-z am galat-nawa-z wa baxtlu ja-z 
house-DAT she:ABS [become.tired-PRF-IMC and happy be-IMC] 

xkwe-da-j. (DD85,5:5) 
return-FUT -PST 

'She would come home tired and happy.' 

b. Nazlu.di rik'.i-k qalabulux akat-nawa-z zwer-na. (R66:4) 
Nazlu(ERG) [heart-SBESS panic get-PRF-IMC] run-AOR 

'Nazlu ran panic-stricken (lit. panic having gotten into her heart).' 

c. Abur Sad ja-z wa ja peri§anwil.i agaiar-nawa-z 
they [[glad be-IMC] and or [sorrow(ERG) pull.together-PRF-IMC] 

k'wat' ita-nwa-j-bur ja-t'a? 089:21) 
gather ANTIC-PRF-PTP-SBST.PL1 COP-CND 

'(I wonder whether) they gathered in joy or united by sorrow (lit. 
being sad or sorrow having pulled them together)?' 

d. Ada-z wiri k'wat.e-l aqwaz-nawa-z aku-na. (S88:49) 
he-DAT [all foot-SRESS stand.up-PRF-IMC] see-AOR 

'He saw everyone standing.' 
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382 21. Adverbial clauses 

e. Wun iniz hinaj aqat-nawa-j-di ja, Ali?— taZub 
you:ABS hi ther whence get-PRF-PTP-SBST COP Ali [surprised 

±a-nwa-z zuzu-na Tagi xalu.di. 089:30) 
become-PRF-IMC] ask-AOR Tagi uncle(ERG) 

Trom where did you get here, Ali?, Tagi-xalu asked, surprised.' 

The negated Secondary Imperfective converb of the Continuative Perfect is 
used in the meaning "before', see 21.4.2. 

21.3.2. The Secondary Imperfective converb of the Imperfect 

This converb is much rarer, perhaps because it differs little in meaning from 
the primary Imperfective converb. 

(1064) Abur.u-n 6'al iberijsko=kavkazskij gruppa.di-k 
[they-GEN language Ibero=Caucasian group-SBESS 

akat-zawa-z, Dagustan.di-n q'ible wa Azerbajian.di-n 
belong-IMPF-IMC ] Daghestan-CEN southern and Azerbaijan-GEN 

kefer.di-n-ni rag-eqeί'-da-j pat.a-n rajon-r-a ök'a-nwa. 
north-GEN-and sun-rise-FUT-PIP side-GEN rayon-PL-INESS spread-PRF 

Their language belonging to the Ibero-Caucasian group, they are 
spread over Daghestan's southern and Azerbaijan's northeastern 
rayons.' (Du68,2:98) 

21.4. Temporal clauses 

Temporal clauses are always non-finite. They can be marked by specialized 
converbs, postpositions, and relative clause heads (types (A), (B), and (C) 
above). The general converbs in -na and -(i)z also have uses that may be de-
scibed as temporal, cf. sections 21.1.-3. above. In addition, correlative relative 
clauses can be equivalent to temporal adverbial clauses, see 19.1.2. 

21.4.1. The Temporal converb -la 

The converbal suffix -la can be added to any participial verb form. When 
the Aorist participle is the basis of the Temporal converb, the adverbial 
clause situation is prior to the superordinate clause situation, as in (1065). 

(1065) a. Institut-ar kiitäh-aj-la abur xaji Skola.di-z 
[institute-PL finish-AOP-TEMPl they native school-DAT 

k'walax-iz xta-na. (DD77,6:14) 
[work-INF] retum-AOR 

'After finishing college, they returned to their native school to 
work.' 
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b. Ci q'uSun-r.i a xiir duSman.di-kaj azad 
[we:GEN army-PL(ERG) t h a t village enemy-SBEL free 

awu-r-la, za ada-n sur zagur-da. (H79:7) 
make-AOP-TEMP] I:ERG he-GEN grave find-FUT 

'After our armies liberate that village from the enemy, I will find 
his grave.' 

c. C'aj tu-r-la, öimiwal gurmag.d-aj winiz fi-da-j. (577:33) 
[fire put-AOP-TEMP] heat flue-INEL upward go-FUT-PST 

When one lighted a fire, the heat went up the flue.' 
When the Imperfective participle (or the Perfect participle in the resultative 
sense) is the basis of the Temporal converb, the adverbial clause situation is 
simultaneous to the superordinate clause situation, as in (1066). 

(1066) a. Xilrek ne-zwa-j-la, Sabir.a wiöi-n buba.di-waj 
[meal eat-IMPF-PTP-TEMP] Sabir(ERG) self-GEN father-ADEL 

xabar q'u-na. (§83:62) 
news hold-AOR 

'While they were eating, Sabir asked his father.' 

b. Dide-ni xwa k'wal-e acuq'-nauia-j-la, xci 
[mother-and son house-INESS sit-PRF-PTP-TEMP] son(ERG) 

dide.di-waj xabar q'u-na. (AM87:22) 
mother-ADEL news hold-AOR 

When mother and son were sitting at home, the son asked (his) 
mother.' 

When the Future participle (in the habitual sense) is used as the basis of the 
converb, there are no restrictions on the precedence relations. 

(1067) a. Marf qwa-da-j-la, nilk'-er-ni win öünüx ie-da. 
[rain fall-FUT-PTP-TEMP] sparrow-PL-also a l l h ide ANTIC-FUT 

When it rains, even sparrows all hide.' (M83:56) 

b. Juridiieskij fakul'tet.d-a k'el-da-j-la, za fizika 
[juridical faculty study-FUT-PTP-TEMP] I:ERG [physics 

öir-un dawamar-na. (HQ89.16) 
learn-MSD] continue-AOR 

While I was in law school, I continued to study physics.' 

The Temporal converb based on the Future participle can also be used in a 
future sense: 

(1068) Wuna ne-da-j-la, za-ni ne-da. (G63:132) 
[you:ERG eat-FUT-PTP-TEMP] I:ERG-also eat-FUT 

When you eat, I will eat, too.' 
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384 21. Adverbial clauses 

21.4.Z The Posterior converbs -daldi and ta-...-namaz 

The form -daldi expresses a situation subsequent to the superordinate 
clause situation. Depending on whether the superordinate clause situation 
is Stative/durative/negated or punctual/completed, it is translated either as 
'until' (cf. 1069) or as 'before' (cf. 1070). The form -daldi seems to be morpho-
logically related to the Superdirective case suffix -Idi, which can also have 
the meaning 'until' (cf. 7.2.2.16.). 

(1069) a. Dide Anni.di §il.iX-z fi-daldi muallimwil-e 
mother Anni(ERG) [husband-DAT go-POSTR] teachership-INESS 

k'walax-na. (Ko90,2,7:4) 
work-AOR 

'My mother Anni worked as a teacher until she got married.' 

b. Gah=gah lak'rab insan req'i-daldi ada-l alamuq'-zawa. 
sometimes nickname [person die-POSTR] s/he-SRESS remain.on-IMPF 

'Sometimes a nickname remains on a person until s/he dies.' 
(L87,2:74) 

c. Wi qhsanwal za req'i-daldi rik'.e-laj alud-da-ö. 
you:GEN goodness I:ERG [die-POSTR] heart-SREL take.off-FUT-NEG 

1 will not forget your goodness until I die.' (X89:ll) 

d. Derbent.da-l qwe-daldi zun avtobus.d-aj ewiö'-na-ö. 
[Derbent-SRESS come-POSTR] I:ABS bus-INEL get.off-AOR-NEG 

1 did not get off the bus until I came to Derbent.' (583:64) 

(1070) a. Mizafer.a zawab gu-daldi Ajnise raxa-na:... (583:62) 
[Mizafer(ERG) answer give-POSTR] Ajnise speak-AOR 

Uefore Mizafer answered, Ajnise spoke:...' 
b. MaShur Samarkand.di-z agaq'-daldi abur.u-z req'-e 

[well-known Samarkand-DAT reach-POSTR] they-DAT way-INESS 

gzaf zat'-ar aku-na. (K87,l:5) 
many thing-PL see-AOR 

Uefore they reached the well-known Samarkand, they saw a lot of 
things on the way.' 

The meaning 'before' can be made more explicit by adding the postposition 
wilik (cf. 12.2.1.5.). 

(1071) a. Zun, meqher ze-daldi wilik, xür-äj eqeö'-na, 
I:ABS [wedding be-POSTR before] [village-INEL go.out-AOC] 

äeher.di-z fe-na. (S88:154) 
town-DAT go-AOR 

'Before the wedding took place, I left the village and went to town.' 
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b. Q'urSaxar q'a-daldi wilik q'we pahliwan.di-ni 
[hand .to.hand .fight hold-POSTR before] two hero(ERG)-also 

majdan.da-l jaxc'ur sefer öarx ja-da. (AM87:34) 
square-SRESS forty time turn hit-FUT 

T3efore starting the hand-to-hand fight, both heroes shall turn 
around 40 times on the square.' 

The form ta-...namaz is originally the negated converb of the Continuative 
Perfect (21.3.1.). Thus, t-awu-nmaz literally means 'while...had not yet 
done'. This is now used in the sense 'before ... had done'. Sometimes hele 
'yet' is present. 

(1072) a. Pakahan juq.u-z ekw ta-Aa-nmaz C'ic'ali paöah.di-n 
tomorrow's day-DAT [light NEG-be-POSTR] C' ic 'al i king-GEN 

pataw fe-na. (Du85,3:116) 
to go-AOR 

O n the next day before it became light C'ic'ali went to the king.' 

b. Xilr.il-z am qe hele rag eqeö' t-awu-nmaz 
village-DAT he:ABS today [still sun go.out(PER) NEG-do-POSTR] 

xta-na. (S88:63) 
retum-AOR 

To the village he returned today before the sun rose (lit. while the 
sun had not yet risen).' 

c. Hele mes.e-laj qarag t-awu-nmaz, zi rik'.e-l 
[still bed-SREL get.up<PER) NEG-do-POSTR] I : G E N heart-SRESS 

q'aq'an dag-lar xta-na-j. (§83:98) 
high mountain-PL return-AOR-PST 

'Before I got up (lit. while I had not gotten up yet), I remembered 
the tall mountains.' 

21.4.3. The Immediate-Anterior converbs -waldi, -namaz(di), and -zamaz 

These three synonymous forms express a situation immediately prior to the 
superordinate clause situation. 

(1073) a. Sirinbala rak'-ar-aj ata-j-waldi Cükwer k'wate-l 

[Sirinbala door-PL-INEL come-AOP-IMMANT] Cükwer foot-SRESS 

aq'alt-na. (S88:10) rise-AOR 

'As soon as Sirinbala came through the door, Cükwer rose to her 
feet.' 
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386 21. Adverbial clauses 

b. Zun-ni zi xala.di-n ruS Zerli £a-ji-waldi 
[I:ABS-and I:GEN aunt-GEN daughter Zerli become-AOP-IMMANT] 

öi q'ep'-er.a-l liSanar awu-r-di ja. (S88:165) 
we:GEN cradle-PL-SRESS engagement do-AOP-SBST COP 

'As soon as I and my aunt's daughter Zerli were born, 
engagement was concluded on our cradles.' 

(1074) a. Raq.ini-n nur-ar aq'u-nmazdi, sad=sada-n gügünal 
[sun-GEN ray-PL appear-IMMANT] [one=one-GEN after 

ala-z tup-ar.i-n wan-er aqpt-na. (K87,l:7) 
be.on-IMC] cannon-PL-GEN sound-PL appear-AOR 

'As soon as the sun's rays shone, sounds of cannons were heard 
one after the other.' 

b. Tekwen.d-aj eqeö'-namazdi ada-z AlabaS aku-na. (X89:14) 
[hole-INEL go.out-IMMANT] she-DAT Alabaä see-AOR 

'As soon as she came out of the hole, she saw Alabaä.' 

(1075) Xalq'.di, sabur qap.uni-laj ala£-zamaz pis 
people(ERG) [patience vessel-SREL run.over-IMMANT] bad 

insan q'u-na wiöi-n aradaj gadar-da. (R66:24) 
person [hold-AOC] self-GEN fronvamong throw-FUT 

'As soon as they lose their patience (lit. their patience flows over the 
vessel ('s edge)), the people take the bad person and expell him/her 
from among them.' 

A peculiar type of Immediate-Anterior clause uses a reduplicated converb 
form where the second component is negated. Literally, £ana-ta£ana 
means 'having become, not having become', but this construction is used in 
the sense 'as soon as ... became' (cf. Gadiiev 1963:135). A similar construction 
exists in the neighboring Turkic languages. 

(1076) a. XweSi feq'i, näni £a-na=ta-£a-na aqat-na. 
happy mullah [evening become-AOC =NEG-become-AOC] appear-AOR 

'The happy mullah appeared as soon as it became evening.' 
(X89:119) 

b. Rag aq'u-na=d-aq'u-na, hazur ja am. (G63:134) 

[sun rise-AOC =NEG-rise-AOC] ready COP he:ABS 

'As soon as the sun has risen, he is ready.' 
c. Jug ze-z=te-ie-z, tun req'-e hat-na. 

[day become-IMC=NEG-become-IMC ] we:ABS way-INESS start-AOR 

'As soon as it became day, we started out on our trip.' (G63:134) 

The reduplication plus negation of the second component and the non-neg-
ative meaning of the whole construction reminds one of the special con-
struction with the Archaic Imperfective participle (9.10.4.) 
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21.4.4. The Graduative converb -(i)rdawaj 

This form expresses a gradual development of the adverbial clause situation 
that correlates with a development in the superordinate clause situation. 
Formally, the suffix -rdawaj looks like an Adelative case form of the sub-
stantivized Archaic Imperfective participle (cf. 9.10.4.). 

(1077) a. Jug miö'i ze-rdawaj Sahdag-ni q'aq'an 
[day dark become-GRAD] Sahdag-also [high 

ze-zwa-j 5tiz akwa-zwa-j. (583:102) 
be-IMPF-PST] l ike see-IMPF-PST 

'As it (lit. the day) was getting darker, the Sahdag mountain 
seemed to be getting higher.' (Or: The darker it was getting, the 
higher Sahdag mountain seemed to be getting.') 

b. C'exi ze-rdawaj kukup'.di-n äarag.di wiöi-n 
[big become-GRAD] cuckoo-GEN young(ERG) self-GEN 

«taxaj dide.di-η» Sarag-ar muk-aj gadar-da. (K87,2:6) 
step mother-GEN young-PL nest-INEL throw-FUT 

'As the young cuckoo gets bigger, it throws its "stepmother's" 
young birds out of the nest.' 

c. Cun xilr.il-z agaq'-irdawaj rik'.i-k qalabulux 
[we:ABS village-DAT reach-GRAD] heart-SBESS excitement 

akat-zawa. 
appear-IMPF 

'As we are approaching the village, the heart is getting (more 
and more) excited.' 

21.4.5. The postpositions q'uluqh 'after', gügütiiz 'niter', ittiqh 'since' 

These postpositions all govern a noun clause (substantivized participle in 
-di, 20.4.) in the Superelative case. Thus, neither their semantics nor their 
syntax is in any way different from their use as NP postpositions described 
in 12.2.1.6-7., 12.2.1.10. 

(1078) Epigrafika.di-n saki wiri pamjatnik-ar dagivi-jr.i 
epigraphics-GEN almost a l l document-PL [mountaineer-PL(ERG) 

musurmanwal q'abul-aj-da-laj q'uluqh ara.di-z ata-nwa. 
Islam accept-AOP-SBST-SREL after] middle-DAT come-PRF 

'Almost all epigraphic documents were created after the 
mountaineers accepted Islam.' (L87,2:74) 
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(1079) Jargaldi Seher.d-a Xa-ji-da-laj gügüniz ada sekin 
[long town-INESS be-AOP-SBST-SREL after] he(ERG) quiet 

daglux xür-e qhsan-diz hiss-zawa-j. (L86,3:14) 
montane village-INESS good-ADV feel-IMPF-PST 

'After having been in the town for a long time, he felt well in the 
quiet mountain village/ 

(1080) Ci öil azad qhuwu-r-da-laj iniqh jaxc'ur jis 
[we:GEN land free do.again-AOP-SBST-SREL since] forty year 

alat-nawa. (DD85,2:21) 
pass-PRF 

'Since our land was freed, forty years have gone by.' 

21.4.6. The relative clause heads c'awuz, waxtunda, arada 

C'awuz is the Dative singular of a noun ö'aw 'time' which takes a particip-
ial relative clause. Such temporal clauses literally translate as 'at the time 
when...', but in this use the noun ö'awuz has bleached sufficiently to count 
as a sort of temporal subordinating conjunction. 

(1081) Zi buba.di ajal-ar kaka-kdi telef itu-n.i-kaj 
[I:GEN father(ERG) [child-PL hunger-SBDIR perishing be-MSD-SBEL] 

ixtilat awu-r ö'awuz za-z Sei qwe-da. (K85,7:4) 
conversation do-AOP when] I-DAT crying come-FUT 

When my father tells me how children are starving I have to cry.' 

Gadiiev (1963:126-28) gives similar examples involving waxtunda 
(irregular Inessive of waxt 'time') and arada (Inessive of ara), with the 
same function illustrated for ö'awuz above. 

21.4.7. The relative clause head q'wan 'whenever; as long as' 

Q'wan is originally a comparative particle which means 'as much as' (cf. 
24.2.3.). But it can also be used, much like ö'awuz etc.in 21.4.6. above, as the 
head of a relative clause, functioning as a quasi-conjunction. Its two mean-
ings are (a) 'whenever' (cf. 1082) and (b) 'as long as' (cf. 1083). The 'as long as' 
meaning is closely related to the basic meaning 'as much as', and the 
'whenever' meaning is related to the 'all that' meaning (see 24.2.3.). 

(1082) Zun tam.u-z fe-ji q'wan, zi rik'.e-l q'iigiir-ar 
[I:ABS forest-DAT go-AOP whenever] I:GEN heart-SRESS [hedgehog-PL 

zagur-un qwe-zwa. (M83:44) 
find-MSD] come-IMPF 

Whenever I go into the forest, I think about finding hedgehogs.' 
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(1083) Ahmed aniz fi-zma-j q'wan, zun ada-w raxa-da-ö. 
[Ahmed thither go-IMPF.CONT-PTP as.long.as] I:ABS he-ADESS talk-FUT-NEG 

'As long as Ahmed still goes there, I won't talk to him.' (G63:129) 

According to Gadiiev (11963:129), in cases like (1083) the postposition gahdi 
can be used after q'wan to make the 'as long as' meaning more explicit. 

21.5. Causal clauses 

Causal clauses can be non-finite, marked by (a) the postposition kiligna or 
(b) the Causal converb -wiläj, or finite, marked by luhuz/lahana (converbs 
of luhun 'say7). 

21.5.1. The postposition kiligna 'because of' 

Kiligna (which is identical to the postposition, cf. 12.2.3.1.) governs the 
Masdar in the Dative case. Like the postposition, it sounds rather bookish. 

(1084) a. Wiöi-n wezifa-jar hacjisagwil.e-ldi tamamar-un.i-z 
[self-GEN duty-PL conscientiousness-SRDIR fulfill-MSD-DAT 

kiligna kawxa.di-z xür.ü-n iem&t.di-n arada jeke 
because] chairman-DAT village-GEN people-GEN among big 

hürmet awa-j. (L86,3:10) 
respect be.in-PST 

'Since he fulfilled his duties conscientiously, the chairman 
enjoyed great respect among the villagers.' 

b. I lak'ab Mehamed.a ZAGS.di-n rajon.di-n 
this nickname Mehamed(ERG) [registry-GEN district-GEN 

bjuro.d-a jargaldi k'walax awu-n.i-z kiligna 
office-GEN long work do-MSD-DAT because] 

qazanmiS-nawa-j-di tir. (L87,2:74) 
earn-PRF-PTP-SBST COP:PST 

'Mehamed had earned this nickname because he worked in the 
district registry office for a long time.' 
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390 21. Adverbial clauses 

21.5.Z The Causal converb -wiläj 

This converb is originally the Inelative case of the abstract noun -wal (cf. 
7.3.1.1.), added to a participial form. 

(1085) a. RuS.a-z regü &a-na k'an tuS-ir-wiläj Nurbala 
[[girl-DAT ashamed be-AOC] want COP:NEG-PTP-CAUS] Nurbala 

ktab-r.i-n Skaf.di-qh fe-na. (R66:13) 
book-PL-GEN shelf-POESS go-AOR 

'Because he did not want the girl to be embarrassed, Nurbala 
went to the bookshelf.' 

b. Ada, wit k'wal.i-z hebe iö'i ja-z xta-nwa-j-wiläj, 
he(ERG) [[self house-DAT [bag empty be-IMC] retum-PRF-PTP-CAUS] 

pap.a gu-da-j sual-r.i-z zawab-ar hazur-zawa-j. 
wife(ERG) give-FUT-PTP] question-PL-DAT answer-PL prepare-IMPF-PST 

'He prepared answers to the questions that his wife would ask 
because he returned home with an empty bag.' (R66:25) 

21.5.3. Causal clauses marked with luhuz/lahana 

This is the most common way of expressing a causal relation between two 
clauses. However, luhuz/lahana expresses an internal subjective motiva-
tion rather than an objective cause, reflecting the original meaning 
'saying/having said'. 

(1086) a. Pul kwadar-na luhuz buba k'wal-er-aj aqud-iz 
[[money lose-AOR saying] father house-PL-INEL take.out-INF] 

ze-da-ni? (§83:70) 
can-FUT-Q 

'Can we kick father out of the house because he has lost the 
money?' 

b. Bazar.di-n jug ada-z, tars-ar awa-ö luhuz, 
Sunday-GEN day he-DAT [lesson-PL be.in-NEG saying] 

tak'an ita-nwa-j. (N88:75) 
hateful beoome-PRF-PST 

Ήε hated Sunday because there were no lessons.' 

The subjective nature of luhuz is especially clear in examples like the fol-
lowing, where from the context it is clear that the subjective reason is not in 
fact true in the speaker's judgment. 
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(1087) A qari.di zun kaka-jar öünilx-iz ata-nwa-j-di ja 
t h a t old.woman(ERG) [I:ABS [egg-PL steal-INF] come-PRF-PTP-SBST COP 

luhuz rak'-ar.a-l öefte hald-na. (DD71,3:21) 
saying] door-PL-SRESS lock put.on-AOR 

That old woman put the lock on the door because [she thought that] 
I had come to steal the eggs/ 

But the cause need not always be subjective, as the proverbial expression in 
(1088) shows. 

(1088) Nexir xkwe-da-ö luhuz, jug näni ie-da-6-ni? (G63:151) 
[herd retum-FUT-NEG saying] day evening become-FUT-NEG-Q 

'Will the day not become night just because the herd does not come 
back?' 

21.5.4. Other causal clauses 

In a very bookish style, the particle £i can be used in combination with a 
demonstrative in constructions similar to degree consecutive constructions 
(cf. 13.5.1.). This type of clause seems to have been calqued from Russian. 

(1089) Lezgi ö'al.a-n tarix axtarmiS-un.i-n kar patal 
[Lezgian language-GEN history investigate-MSD]-GEN thing for 

dialektologija.di-n 6ka aniz kiligna madni ö'exi-di ja £i> 
dialectology-GEN place thither because sti l l big-SBST.SG COP PT 

öi ö'al fad zaman-r.i-laj iniqh k'el=k±in awa-ö-ir. 
we:GEN language early time-PL-SREL since writing be.in-NEG-PST 

The role of dialectology in the investigation of Lezgian linguistic 
history is all the more important since our language has not had 
writing since early times.' (H63:5-6) 

21.6. Purpose clauses 

Purpose clauses can be either non-finite, marked by (a) the postposition 
patal, (b) the Infinitive (Imperfective converb), or (c) the Purpose/Manner 
converb, or they can be finite, marked by luhuz / lahana (converbs of luhun 
'sayO. 

21.6.1. The postposition patal 'in order to' 

Patal 'in order to/for' is identical to the postposition patal 'for' (cf. 12.2.2.4.). 
It takes a Masdar clause in the Absolutive case. ΡαίαΖ-clauses may have a 
subject of their own, as in (1091), but their subject is most often controlled by 
a salient argument in the superordinate clause, as in (1090). 
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(1090) Hilrmet k'wal-äj qecel eqeö'-un patal rak'-ar.i-qh fe-na. 
Hürmet [house-INEL out go.out-MSD for] door-PL-POESS go-AOR 

ΉÜΓmet went to the door to go out of the house.' (R66:26) 

(1091) Ada-z Ali amuq'-un patal wui iji-da-t'a öi-zwa-6-ir. (J89:24) 
he-DAT [[Ali stay-MSD for] what do-FUT-CND] know-IMPF-NEG-PST 

H e didn't know what to do in order for Ali to stay.' 

21.6.2. The Infinitive 

The Infinitive (Imperfective converb) is used only in short clauses that ex-
press the goal or purpose of a movement action. Infinitival purpose clauses 
are very unlikely to have a subject of their own, and their subject is as a rule 
controlled by the subject of the movement action. 

(1092) a. Axpa 6un gweö'i wac'.u-n qerex.da-l jal jag-iz acuq'-na. 
then we:ABS small river-GEN bank-SRESS [rest hit-INF] sit.down-AOR 

Then we sat down at the bank of a small river to rest.' (M83:30) 

b. Zun Allah.quli.di-n pataw bäzi k'walax-r.i-n 
I:ABS Allahquli-GEN to [several work-PL-GEN 

haqindaj raxa-z fi-zwa. (R66:26) 
about talk-INF] go-IMPF 

Ί am going to Allahquli's to discuss a couple of things.' 

c. Za Mirzali.di-waj suw.a-n jac-ar jag-iz dag.di-z 
I:ERG Mirzali-ADEL [[mountain-GEN ox-PL hit-INF] mountain-DAT 

fi-n t'alab-na-j. (§83:100) 
go-MSD] demand-AOR-PST 

Ί had asked Mirzali to go into the mountains to hunt aurochses.' 

d. bulax.da-l jad gi-z ata-j Mirzamed.a-n ruS(S88:7) 
[well-SRESS [water bring-INF] come-AOP] Mirzamed-GEN girl 

'Mirzamed's girl, who had come to the well to take water' 

21.6.3. The Purpose/Manner converb 

The Purpose/Manner converb in -wal (9.3.4.6.), when added to the Future 
participle in -da-j, expresses purpose. Such purpose clauses generally have a 
subject of their own. 

(1093) a. Wan ala-z k'el-a, za-z-ni wan ze-da-j-wal. (M79:6) 
[voice be.on-IMC) read-IMPV [I-DAT-also voice be-FUT-PTP-PURP] 

'Read aloud, so that I, too, may hear it.' 
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b. Stxa.di jawaS-diz, Nadja.di q'at'u-n 
brother(ERG) quiet-ADV [Nadja(ERG) perceive-PER 

t-iji-da-j-wal, zuzu-na: Im. wui ja? (S88:168) 
NEG-do-FUT-PTP-PURP] ask-AOR [this:ABS who COP] 

'My brother asked, quietly, so that Nadja wouldn't hear him: Who 
is it?' 

c. Ci k'wal.i-z jif te-qwe-da-j-wal wuna, dide, 
[we:GEN house-DAT night NEG-come-FUT-PTP-PURP] you:ERG mother 

rak'-ar-ni dak'ar-ar iuft-diz agal-a. (K87,2:10) 
door-PL-also window-PL tight-ADV close-IMPV 

'Close the doors and windows tightly, mother, so that the night 
may not come into our house.' 

21.6.4. Purpose clauses with luhuz/lahana + Optative 

In this type of purpose clause, the verb is in the Optative form. The purpose 
meaning arises in the following way: Ά does B, saying: May C do D!' gives 
rise to 'A does Β in order for C to do D'. Such purpose clauses always have a 
subject that is not identical to any of the arguments of the superordinate 
clause. As in the case of luhuz/lahana in causal clauses (cf. 21.5.3.), such 
purpose clauses express a highly subjective motivation. A literal translation 
with 'saying' is often not very far from the correct sense, cf. (1094). 

(1094) Wun masa-bur.u-laj usal ta-itu-j luhuz, za wiri 
[you:ABS other-SBST.PL-SREL poor NEG-be-OPT saying] I:ERG al l 

zehmet-ar wun patal 6'ugwa-zwa. (N88:72) 
work-PL you:ABS for pull-IMPF 

Ί am doing all the work for you so that you may not be poorer than 
others.' (lit. '...saying: May you not be poorer than others!') 

(1095) a. Na luhudi, dag-lar insan-ar dpi-z kilig-raj 
as- -if mountain-PL [human-PL selves-DAT look-OPT 

luhuz t'aram &a-nwa-j-bur tir. (S88:22) 
saying] beautiful become-PRF-PTP-SBST.PL COP:PST 

'It was as if the mountains had become beautiful so that the 
people would look at them.' 

b. K'wal.i-z ööara kas halt t-awu-raj lahana, ada 
[house-DAT strange person go.in(PER) NEG-do-OPT saying] he(ERG) 

rak agal-na. (G63:20) 
door close-AOR 

'He locked the door so that no stranger could come into the room.' 

In the following example the subjective value of this type of purpose clause 
is clearly shown by the different perspectives in the main clause (speaker's 
perspective: the speaker recalls her childhood) and the subordinate clause 
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(the adults' perspective). Here the translation with 'so thaf is somewhat 
misleading. 

(1096) Cun, ajal-r.i-z meq'i ta-Au-raj lahana, juq'w-a 
we:ABS [child-PL-DAT cold NEG-be-OPT saying] middle-INESS 

qatkur-nawa-j. (DD85,2:13) 
put-PRF-PST 

They had put us in the middle so that the children (i.e. we) would 
not be cold.' (lit. '...saying: May the children not be cold!') 

21.7. Conditional clauses 

In conditional sentences of the most common type, the protasis is marked 
(a) by the Conditional mood suffix -t'a on the verb and optionally (b) by one 
of the clause-introducing conjunctions eger and nagah 'if' (loans from 
Persian). The use of eger is particularly frequent in styles that are strongly 
influenced by Russian (e.g., journalistic writing). 

The form of the verb to which the Conditional mood suffix is attached is 
determined by the time reference of the clause and by the degree of hypo-
theticality. Two degrees of hypotheticality are distinguished: ordinary condi-
tionals and counterfactual conditionals. 

21.7.1. Ordinary conditionals 

In the most common type of ordinary conditional, the time reference is in 
the future. In such conditionals, the apodosis verb is in the Future, and the 
protasis verb is in the Aorist participle form. 

(1097) a. Abur.u-z mtäi jad gu-n t-awu-r-t'a, cilkw-er 
[they-DAT clean water give-PER NEG-do-AOP-CND] flower-PL 

gürieg ja-z amuq'-da-L (DD71,6:11) 
[beautiful be-IMC] remain-PL-NEG 

I f one doesn't give them clean water, the flowers will not stay 
beautiful.' 

b. Wun wi dide.di-ni buba.di Ismi.di-z 
[you:ABS you:GEN mother(ERG)-and father(ERG) Ismi-DAT 

ga-ji-t'a wut-da na? (S88:26) 
give-AOP-CND] what.do-FUT you:ERG 

I f your parents give you (i.e. marry you off) to Ismi, what will you 
do?' 
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21.7. Conditional clauses 395 

c. Eger kiine 6a-qh galaz däwe awu-r-t'a, kiln 
[if you.all:ERG we-POESS with war do-AOP-CND] you.all:ABS 

allah.di länetlamiä-da. (K87,l:7) 
God(ERG) curse-FUT 

I f you wage war with us, God will curse you/ 

In non-future ordinary conditionals the usual tense markers are used, e.g. 
the Aorist (1098), the Imperfective (1099), the Perfect (1100). 

(1098) Eger i sual kwe-z tak'an Sta-na-t'a, mad sefer.d-a 
[if th is question you:DAT hateful be-AOR-CND] again time-INESS 

bagiUamU-a. (N88:83) 
forgive-IMPV 

If you didn't like this question, forgive me once more.' 

(1099) a. Eger za tab-zawa-t'a, zi gardan wa-z ö'ar.ö'e-laj 
[if I:ERG lie-IMPF-CND] I:GEN neck you-DAT hair-SREL 

äük'ü Au-j. (G63:161) 
thin be-OPT 

I f I am lying, may my neck be thinner than a hair for you.' 

b. Eger wa-qh mähkem xzan awa-6-t'a, wi [if you-POESS stable family be-NEG-CND] you:GEN 

ümür.di-n maq'sad kwe-kaj ibarat ja? (L87,3:78) 
life-GEN sense what-SBEL consisting COP 

I f you don't have a stable family, what does the sense of your life 
consist in?' 

(1100) Ajal ksa-nwa-t'a, rak aq'al-a. (G63:160) 
[child sleep-PRF-CND] door close-IMPV 

'If the child is asleep, close the door.' 

21.7.2. Counterfactual conditionals 

In counterfactual conditionals the protasis verb is in the Past Aorist, while 
the apodosis verb is in the Past Future. Unlike English, Lezgian does not dis-
tinguish counterfactual conditionals with non-past time reference (1101) 
from ones with past time reference (1102). 

(1101) Eger am paka ata-na-j-t'a, za am vokzal.d-a 
[if she:ABS tomorrow come-AOR-PST-CND] I:ERG she:ABS station-INESS 

gürü&miS iji-da-j. 
meeting do-FUT-PST 

'If she were to arrive tomorrow, I would meet her at the station.' 
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396 21. Adverbial clauses 

(1102) Eger am naq' ata-na-j-t'a, za am vokzal.d-a 
[if she:ABS yesterday oome-AOR-PST-CND] I:ERG she:ABS station-INESS 

gürüSmiä iji-da-j. 
meeting do-FUT-PST 

Ίί she had arrived yesterday, I would have met her at the station.' 

Defective verbs that do not have a Past Aorist and a Past Future use the 
simple Past. 

(1103) a. Eger pis-bur qhsan-bur.u-laj gzaf ±a-na-j-t'a, 
[if bad-SBST.PL good-SBST.PL-INEL many be-AOR-PST-CND) 

diinja.da-l jaSamiS £u-n mumkin tu§-ir. (§83:50) 
[world-SRESS living be-MSD] possible COP:NEG-PST 

I f there were more bad people than good ones, it would not be 
possible to live in the world.' 

b. Eger rik' ala-j k'walax awa-6-ir-t'a, za-z iimiir 
[if [heart be.on-PTP] job be.in-NEG-PST-CND] I-DAT [life 

hi&tin-di ze-da-j-t'a öi-da-t (DD85,5:5) 
which-SBST.SG be-FUT-PST-CND] know-FUT-NEG 

I f I did not have a job that I love, I don't know how life would be.' 

c. LiSanlu tir-t'a, am za-qh galaz ik' raxa-da-ö-ir. 
[engaged COP:PST-CND] she:ABS I-POESS with thus talk-FUT-NEG-PST 

'If she were engaged she would not talk to me like this.' (S88:9) 

21.8. Concessive clauses 

Semantically, there is a distinction between (A) concessive clauses proper 
(e.g. Although I added sugar, this tea is not good.), and (B) concessive con-
ditional clauses (e.g. Even if you add sugar, this tea is not good.), which are 
like concessive clauses in that they entail their apodosis, and like condi-
tional clauses in that they do not entail their protasis. Furthermore, there 
are two special types of conditional concessive clauses, (C) alternative con-
cessive conditionals and (D) parametric concessive conditionals. 

21.8.1. Concessive clauses proper 

These are formed by suffixing the additive focus particle -ni 'also, even' to 
the Conditional mood form of the verb: 

(1104) a. Za Seker qhiweh-na-t'a-ni, i 6aj.di-qh dad gala-6. 
[I:ERG sugar throw-AOR-CND-even] this tea-POESS taste be.behind-NEG 

'Although I added sugar, this tea is not tasty.' 
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21.8. Concessive clauses 397 

b. Hele buba aku-nwa-ö-ir-t'a-ni, Sabir 
[still father see-PRF-NEG-PST-CND-even] Sabir 

behem äad Aa-na-j. (S83:62) 
quite glad be-AOR-PST 

'Although he hadn't seen his father yet, Sabir was quite glad.' 

Gadiiev (1963:177) cites a minor type of concessive clause, with the verb in 
the Optative mood and k'an-t'a/k'an-da-t'a 'if you want' in front of the 
verb: 

(1105) Am wiri-da-laj gtveö'i-di k'an-t'a itu-raj, 
he:ABS all-SBST-SREL small-SBST.SG want-CND be-OPT 

amma wiri-da ada-z hiirmet iji-zwa. 
but all-SBST(ERG) he-DAT respect do-IMPF 

'He may be the youngest, but everybody has respect for him.' 

21.8.2. Concessive conditional clauses 
These are not formally different from concessive clauses, except for the form 
of the verb: As in the most common type of ordinary conditional clause 
(21.7.1.), the verb is usually in the Aorist participle form. 
(1106) a. Wuna Seker qhiweh-aj-t'a-ni, i 6aj.di-qh 

[you:ERG sugar throw-AOP-CND-even] this tea-POESS 

dad gala-ö. 
taste be.behind-NEG 

'Even if you add sugar, this tea is not tasty.' 

b. Hi hiil-e, sirnaw t-awu-r-t'a-ni, 
which sea-INESS [swim NEG-do-AOP-CND-even] 

batmiS έβ-da-ö? (K84,2:16) 
sink ANTIC-FUT -NEG 

'In which sea does one not sink even if one doesn't swim?' 

Gadiiev (1963:178) cites a minor type of concessive conditional clause, in-
volving the Imperative (this is possible only if the Imperative action repre-
sents an extreme value on some scale). 

(1107) Wuna ada-n q'il at'u-t',— ada xiw-e q'a-da-ö. 
you:ERG he-GEN head cut-IMPV he(ERG) neck-INESS hold-FUT-NEG 

'Cut off his head—he will not confess.' 
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398 21. Adverbial clauses 

21.8.3. Alternative concessive-conditional clauses 

Here the choice among alternative conditions is presented as irrelevant to 
the apodosis; both of these conditions are expressed as in 21.8.2. and option-
ally linked by wa ja 'or'. 

(1108) Am äeher.di-z fe-ji-t'a-ni (wa ja) te-fe-j-t'a-ni, 
[she:ABS town-DAT go-AOP-CND-even and or NEG-go-AOP-CND-even] 

ada qe k'walax kütäh-na k'an-da. 
[she(ERG) today work finish-AOC] must-FUT 

'Whether she goes to town or not, she has to finish the job today.' 

21.8.4. Parametric concessive-conditional clauses 

Here one parameter in the protasis is presented as irrelevant to the apo-
dosis—the choice of how to set the parameter is completely free. The prota-
sis verb is marked as in 21.8.2. and 21.8.3., and the open parameter is ex-
pressed as an interrogative pronoun or determiner. 

(1109) a. Hiniz zun fe-ji-t'a-ni, zun zi 
[whither I:ABS go-AOP-CND-even] I:ABS I:GEN 

xilr.ii-z xkwe-da. (X89:34) 
village-DAT return-FUT 

'Wherever I may go, I'll return to my village.' 

b. Hiq'wan wa-z zun jawaS aku-r-t'a-ni, 
[how.much you-DAT I:ABS slow see-AOP-CND-even] 

zun wa-laj diribaS ze-da. (Du61,5:67) 
I:ABS you-SREL bold be-FUT 

'However slow I may appear to you, nevertheless 
action than you.' 

c. Wuö wuna lah-aj-t'a-ni, 
[what:ABS you:ERG say-AOP-CND-even] 

Cun a k'walax iji-z hazur ja. 
we:ABS [that work do-INF] ready COP 

'Whatever you say, we're ready to do that job.' (X89:113) 

In cases like the following example, the interpretation of the parametric 
concessive conditional clause comes close to that of a habitual temporal 
clause, much like in the English translation: 

(1110) Zun, mus zi xaji xiir.ii-z xta-j-t'a-ni, zi 
I:ABS [when I:GEN native village-DAT return-AOP-CND-even] I:CEN 

ajalwil.i-qh qeqwe-zwa. (Du85,3:61) 
childhood-POESS look.for-IMPF 

'Whenever I come back to my native village, I look for my 
childhood.' 

gena kar.d-a 
still deed-INESS 

I am bolder in 
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21.8. Concessive clauses 399 

The universal interpretation of the interrogative pronoun or determiner 
may be marked explicitly by a preceding har ('every'), just like in correlative 
relative clauses (19.2.). 

(1111) Har hi mesJela qaöu-r-t'a-ni, ewel-ni ewel lezgi 
[every which question take-AOP-CND-even] first-and first [Lezgian 

ö'al.a-n nugat-ar öir-un.i-qh galaz alaqalu ja. 
language-GEN dialect-PL learn-MSD]-POESS with connected COP 

'Whichever question one takes, it is primarily connected to the study 
of the Lezgian dialects.' (H63:9) 

Note that parametric concessive conditional clauses differ from correlative 
relative clauses only in that the suffix -ni is also present in concessives but 
not in relatives. Cf. the following minimal pair: 

(1112) a. Hiniz wun fe-ji-t'a, haniz zun-ni fi-da. 
[whither you:ABS go-AOP-CND] thither I:ABS-also go-FUT 

'Wherever you go, I will go there, too.' 

b. Hiniz wun fe-ji-t'a-ni, zun wa-qh galaz fi-da. 
[whither you:ABS gp-AOP-even] I:ABS you-POESS with go-FUT 

'Wherever you go, I will go with you.' 

Like direct and indirect parametric questions, parametric concessive condi-
tionals may contain multiple parameters. In such cases English has to resort 
to no matter. 

(1113) a. Ni wuö laha-j-t'a-ni, 6'al.a-qh ze-mir. 
[who:ERG what: Α BS say-AOP-CND-even] word-POESS be-PROHIB 

'No matter who says what, don't believe [them/it].' (HQ89:9) 

b. Ada ni-z hi&tin öar-ar Me-j-t'a-ni, 
[she(ERG) who-DAT what.kind letter-PL write-AOP-CND-even] 

sa-da-laj-ni iawab xkwe-zwa-6. 
one-SBST-SREL-even answer return-IMPF-NEG 

'No matter what kind of letters she writes to whom, she doesn't 
get an answer from anyone.' 
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400 21. Adverbial clauses 

21.9. 'As' clauses 

The Purpose/Manner converb in -wal (9.3.4.6.) is used in several functions 
that are translated as 'as' clauses. 

21.9.1. Purpose/Manner converb clauses as epistemic qualifications 

(1114) a. Za-z Q'asumxür.e-l wan Sta-ji-wal, 6i mäden.di-z 
[I-DAT Qasumxür-SRESS voice be-AOP-MAN] we:GEN mine-DAT 

q'il.i-n iniener jaz axcehwi Abduselim xkwe-zwa. (HQ89:6) 
head-GEN engineer as Axcehian Abduselim return-IMPF 

'As I heard in C^asumxiir (Kasumkent), Abduselim from Axceh 
(Axty) will come to our mine as the chief engineer.' 

b. I misal-r-aj akwa-zwa-j-wal, wiri t'war-ar 
[this example-PL-INEL see-IMPF-PTP-MAN] all name-PL 

arab-r.i-n sajag.d-a tük'iir-nawa. (L87,2:74) 
Arab-PL-GEN fashion-INESS form-PRF 

'As can be seen from these examples, all the names are formed 
in the Arabic fashion.' 

21.9.2. Purpose/Manner converb clauses expressing conformity of action 

(1115) Ada dide.di laha-j-wal awu-na. (AM87:23) 
he(ERG) [mother(ERG) say-AOP-MAN] do-AOR 

'He did as his mother had said.' 

21.9.3. Purpose/Manner converb clauses expressing comparison 

(1116) Aöux jiq-ar ±a-ji-la t'ebiat Sad ze-da-j-wal, 
[[bright day-PL be-AOP-TEMP] nature glad be-FUT-PTP-MAN] 

qhsan xabar-ar galuq'-aj-la rik'-er-ni Sad ze-da. 
[good news-PL arrive-AOP-TEMP] heart-PL-also glad be-FUT 

'Just like nature is glad when there are bright days, so also the 
hearts are glad when good news arrives.' (DD85,2:13) 
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Chapter 22 
Coreference 

In this chapter, the three most important means of expressing relations of 
coreference are described: pronominal anaphora, preferential omission, 
and reflexivization. 

In contrast to a number of particularly well studied languages (especially 
English) where coreferential omission and reflexivization have been shown 
to be subject to well-defined grammatical constraints, Lezgian does not show 
such clear grammatical conditioning of rules of coreference. The controller 
and the target of reflexivization and coreferential omission seem to be 
pragmatically rather than syntactically determined, and there are no clear 
criteria for distinguishing between coreferential omission and pronoun 
dropping. 

22.1. Pronominal anaphora and pronoun dropping 

The substantivized demonstrative am (11.4.) 'that one' serves as a personal 
pronoun corresponding to 'he/she/i t ' . Since Lezgian verbs do not show 
agreement with their arguments, personal pronouns are in principle neces-
sary to distinguish between different persons and numbers. Thus, Lezgian is 
not a pronoun-dropping ("pro-drop") language. The examples in (1117) rep-
resent the standard case of coreference expressed by the personal pronoun of 
the third person. 

(1117) a. Paka.di-n juq.u-z muk.a-n xalis ijesi-jar xta-na. Abur 
tomorrow-GEN day-DAT nest-GEN real owner-PL return-AOR they 

xiir.ii-n niik'-er öpi ecig-aj muk-aj öukur-iz 
[village-GEN sparrow-PL [selves:ERG build-AOP] nest-INEL chase-INF] 

alaqh-na. (M83:32) 
strive-AOR 

'On the next morning the nesf s true owners returned. They tried 
to chase away the sparrows from the nest they had built.' 

b. Gila za wa-z aittin alawa tars gu-da Sd, 
now I-.ERG you-DAT such additional lesson give-FUT PT 

hiö sadra-ni wi rik'.e-laj am alat-da-L (N88:86) 
PT once-even you:GEN heart-SREL it fall.off-FUT-NEG 

'Now I'll give you such a remedial lesson that you'll never forget 
it.' 
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402 22. Coreference 

c. Hafiz Seher.d-a jaSamiS ie-zwa. Har gat.u-z am 
Hafiz city-INESS living be-IMPF every summer-DAT he:ABS 

wiöi-n ö'exi buba.di-n pataw xilr.il-z xkwe-da. (S88:63) 
self-GEN big father-GEN to village-DAT return-FUT 

'Hafiz lives in the city. Every summer he goes back to the village 
to his grandfather.' 

However, since the information conveyed by the personal pronoun is 
very often recoverable from the context, the anaphoric pronoun can also be 
omitted. This type of pronoun dropping is particularly frequent in dialogs 
and in informal narratives. It occurs much more rarely in more formal 
styles such as newspaper articles or technical texts. In the following exam-
ples, pronoun dropping is indicated by square brackets in the translations. 

(1118) a. Sa ara.di-laj Safiga rak'-ar.i-qΛ fe-na. Amma rak'-ar-a 
one while-SREL Safiga door-PL-POESS go-AOR but door-PL-INESS 

aqwaz 5ta-na, q'uluqh kilig-na. (N88:87) 
[stop become-AOC] back look-AOR 

'After a while Safiga went to the door. But [she] stopped at the 
door and looked back.' 

b. Zahir.a wiöi-n fikir subutar-un patal tätin 
Zahir(ERG) [self-GEN thought prove-MSD for] [such 

sa teiriba q'il-e tuxu-n q'et'-na. Wiöi-n 
one experiment head-INESS lead-MSD] decide-AOR self-GEN f 

dust-ar.i-waj gurc'ul-ni äenp'i qaöu-na. (A90:20) 
riend-PL-ADEL puppy-and kitten take-AOR 

'Zahir decided to do the following experiment in order to prove 
his hypothesis: [He] took a puppy and a kitten from his friends...' 

Dropping of personal pronouns is also possible and common with first and 
second person pronouns. (Cf. also 9.8.1. on the omission of the second per-
son pronoun in Imperatives.) 

(1119) a. Za ada-n wilik öaj ecig-na. Canta.d-aj Seker-ni sa 
I:ERG he-GEN before tea put-AOR bag-INEL sugar-and one 

q'as fu aqud-na. (Du68,1:134) 
piece bread take.out-AOR 

1 put the tea in front of him. [I] took out sugar and a piece of bread 
from [my] bag.' 

b. A: Wa-z zun wuZ ja-t'a öi-da-ni? 
you-DAT [I:ABS who:ABS COP-CND] know-FUT-Q 

B: Lam.ra-n xiva lam ja. (K90,12:3) 
donkey-GEN son donkey COP 

'Do you know who I am? — [You] are a donkey, the son of a 
donkey.' 
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22.1. Pronominal anaphora and pronoun dropping 

c. Cna har-da sa daftar q'a-da. Daftar.di-n 
we:ERG every-SBST.SG (ERG) one notebook hold-FUT notebook-GEN 

öar-ar q'we pat.a-l paj-da. Sa pat-a jaru get.re-n 
page-PL two part-SRHSS divide-FUT one part-INESS red star-GEN 

äikil ja-da. (K89,12:11) 
drawing hit-FUT 

'We will each take a notebook. [We] will divide the notebook's 
pages into two parts. In one part [we] will draw a red star.' 

For coreferential omission in coordination (or "coordination reduction"), cf. 
18.3.2. 

Pronoun dropping is also possible in subordinate clauses under confer-
ence with a main-clause noun phrase (cf. 1120-1121). When the controller of 
the coreferential relation is a potential controller of reflexivization, as in 
(1121), the non-reduced variant would have a reflexive pronoun (i.e., here a 
reflexive pronoun is dropped). 

(1120) Birdan axwar.i-kaj ujax Aa-ji-di &iz, ada-n serserwal 
[suddenly sleep-SBEL awake become-AOP-SBST] like he-GEN 

confusion 

alat-na. (J89:30) 
fall.off-AOR 

'As if [he] had suddenly awoken from sleep, his confusion 
disappeared.' 

(1121) a. Weled.a-qh Baku.d-a öi-da-j sa kas-ni awa-6-ir. 
Weled-POESS Baku-INESS [know-FUT-PST] one person-even be.in-NEG-PST 

'Weled did not have anyone [he] knew in Baku.' (S88:5) 

b. Ada-η rik'.i-k luhu-z k'an-zawa-j mad sa wui 
he-GEN heart-SBESS [say-INF want-IMPF-PST] yet one what 

jat'ani kwa-j. (Ko89,10,18:4) 
INDEF be.under-PST 

'There was something else on his mind that [he] wanted to say.' 

c. Za-z fadlaj kwe-waj xabar q'a-da-j sa sir 
I-DAT long.since [you.all-ADEL news hold-FUT-PTP] one secret 

awa-j, amma regü £a-na, xabar q'u-na-ö-ir. (M83:64) 
be.in-PST but shy become-AOR news hold-AOR-NEG-PST 

Ί have long since had a secret that [I] was going to ask you-all 
about, but [I] was shy and [I] didn't ask.' 

The examples above are from relative clauses. Omission of personal pro-
nouns in adverbial clauses, especially converbal adverbial clauses, is even 
more common. Looking at Lezgian from the point of view of Russian or 
English, pronoun dropping in relative clauses is unexpected, while corefer-
ential omission in converbal clauses is natural because Russian and English 
converbs require coreferential omission. Cf.: 
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404 22. Coreference 

(1122) a. Ali.di-z sagraj laha-na, ada rak'-ar.i-qhdi herekat-na. 
[Ali-DAT goodbye say-AOC] he(ERG) door-PL-PODIR rush-AOR 

b. Having said goodbye to Ali, he hurried toward the door.' (K86,2:8) 
c. ?? He having said goodbye... 

But it seems that from the point of view of Lezgian, anaphoric omission of 
the type seen in (1118M1121) is the same phenomenon as omission of the 
type in (1122a). There seems to be a difference in the extent to which per-
sonal pronouns and reflexive pronouns are omitted: More commonly in 
converbal clauses, less commonly in relative clauses and in main clauses. 
But I know of no evidence for a difference in the grammatical status of these 
types of omission. It is important to note that the use of a pronoun is never 
excluded (unlike in English or Russian). For instance, in the following sen-
tence the subject of the subordinate clause might well have been 
dropped/omitted, but it is present. 

(1123) Wiö k'walax.a-l fi-da-j-la, wax.a ham.Ua i krant 
[self work-SRESS go-FUT-PTP-TEMP] sister(ERG) a l w a y s t h i s tap 

aqha-z ta-zwa. (K90,3:4) 
open-ADV leave-IMPF 

'When she goes to work, my sister always leaves the faucet on.' 

22.2. Controller and target of omission in adverbial clauses 

In the overwhelming majority of cases, the target of coreferential omission 
is the subject, i.e. the Ergative, intransitive Absolutive, or Dative experi-
encer argument. This is illustrated in (1126-1135) below. In exceptional cases, 
the transitive Absolutive argument (the direct object) may be omitted under 
coreference, as in (1124). This seems to be possible only when the Ergative 
argument is inanimate and therefore is not a typical subject. 

(1124) Dilnja, q'il-äj=q'il.i-z jalaw-r.i q'u-na, ku-zwa. (K90,3:3) 
world [end-INEL =end-DAT flame-PL(ERG) hold-AOC] burn-IMPF 

The world, completely engulfed in flames, is burning.' 
(Lit. '...flames having caught [it] from end to end...') 

Non-subject targets of omission are also possible in converbal clauses with 
one of the local copulas. Such clauses are usually very short and resemble 
postpositions rather than adverbial clauses. 

(1125) a. Am za kwe-z tar gwa-z xta-j-la luhu-da. 
that:ABS I:ERG you.all-DAT [[tara be.at-IMC] retum-AOP-TEMP] say-FUT 

That I'll tell you-all when [I] come back with a tara (lit. a tara being 
with [me]).' (Q81:112) 
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22.2. Omission in adverbial clauses 405 

b. Aq'wan pul gwa-z k'wal.i-z buba xta-j-la, hi 
[[so.much money be.at-IMC] home-DAT father return-AOP-TEMP] which 

χιυα Sad ze-da-6? (S83:62) 
son glad be-FUT-NEG 

'Which son is not glad when his father comes back with so much 
money? (lit. so much money being with [him])' 

Subjects are not only the most common targets of omission, they are also 
the most common controllers. In (1126) an Ergative argument is the con-
troller, in (1127) an Absolutive argument is the controller, and in (1128) a 
Dative experiencer argument is the controller. 

(1126) Sual-r.i-n mana.di-z sa fikir-ni ta-gu-z, 
[question-PL-GEN meaning-DAT one thought-even NEG-give-IMC] 

muhman-r.i αηέαχ «qhsanja, qhsan ja» iawab-ar 
guest-PL(ERG) only good COP good COP answer-PL 

tikrar-zawa. (Q81:112) 
repeat-IMPF 

'Without paying attention to the questions' meaning, the guests kept 
answering "It's good, it's good".' 

(1127) Sa zehil, wuö iji-da-t'a te-ä-z, i gweö'i 
one young [[what:ABS do-FUT-CND] NEG-know-IMC] this l i tt le 

stancija.da-l aqwaz-na. 089:76) 
station-SRESS stop-AOR 

Ά young man stopped at this little station, not knowing what [he] 
would do.' 

(1128) 2uwa qe awu-r k'walax aku-r-la, za-z jug 
[[self(ERG) today do-AOPl work see-AOP-TEMP] I-DAT [day 

hawajda te-fe-j-di 6ir ze-da. (DD85,5:5) 
in.vain NEG-go-AOP-SBST] teach ANTIC-FUT 

'When [I] see the work that I did today, I know that the day did not 
pass in vain.' 

But other constituent NPs of the main clause may act as controllers as 
well, in particular topical animate NPs (these often translate as subjects in 
English). In (1129) the controller is a Genitive NP, in (1130) it is a 
Superessive NP, and in (1131) it is a Subelative NP. 

(1129) Sad lahaj kurs kütäh-aj-la, zi fikir degiS 
[one ORD course finish-AOP-TEMP] I:GEN thought changing 

ta-na. (HQ89:16) 
become-AOR 

'When [I] had finished the first year of study, I changed my mind (lit. 
my thought changed).' 
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406 22. Coreference 

(1130) Xür-äj eqeö'-namaz, ada-l sa sik' halt-na. (K90,12:2) 
[village-INEL go.out-IMMANT ] he-SRESS one fox meet-AOR 

'As soon as [he] had left the village, he met a fox/ 

(1131) Siw-äj gadr-aj cük'ün.di-kaj Cil.e-l awat-daldi 
[mouth-INEL throw-AOP] spittle-SBEL [ground-SRESS fall-POSTR] 

murk ze-da-j. (K90,12:2) 
ice become-FUT -PST 

'Spittle thrown out of the mouth turned into ice before [it] fell on the 
ground/ 

Example (1132) shows a split controller: 

(1132) Fu t'ii-r-da-laj q'uluqh, dax.di Nadir.a-w daftar 
[food eat-AOP-SBST-SREL after] dad(ERG) Nadir-ADESS [notebook 

gi-z tu-na. (K89,12:11) 
bring-INF] cause-AOR 

'After they [i.e. dad and Nadir] had eaten, dad made Nadir bring a 
notebook.' 

Aorist converbs also allow a special construction where both the subject 
and the direct object of a verb are omitted under coreference. 

(1133) a. Gada-jr.i 6'exi-bur.u ±iz gil-er q'u-na öüq'we-na. 

boy-PL(ERG) big-SBST.PL(ERG) like [hand hold-AOC] press-AOC 

'The boys held and shook their hands like adults.' (J89:22) 
b. Gül.ü telegramma k'el-na sekin-dakaz sa 

husband(ERG) [telegram read-AOC] quiet-ADV one 

pat.a-qh ecig-na. (DD77,4:10) 
side-POESS put-AOR 

'The husband read the telegram and put it quietly aside.' 

c. Muallim.di ada aq'al-aj tetrad' qaöu-na aqhaj-na. 
teacher(ERG) [[he(ERC) close-AOP] notebook take-AOC] open-AOR 

'The teacherj took the notebook that hej had closed and opened it.' 
(DD77,1:11) 

In such sentences it is not quite clear whether the direct object belongs to 
the first or to the second verb, i.e. whether an analysis as in (1134a) or an 
analysis as in (1134b) is correct. 

(1134) a. Gadajri [gileri q'una] 0t öüq'wena. 
Lit. T h e boys, holding (each other's) hands, shook [them].' 

b. Gadajri gileri / 0 ; q'una] öüq'wena. 
Lit. T h e boys, holding [them], shook (each other's) hands.' 
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22.2. Omission in adverbial clauses 407 

I know of one argument in favor of analysis (1134b): The converbal clause 
can also be placed in front of the direct object, as in (1135). 

(1135) BaSir.a iibin.d-aj aqud-na, stol.da-l jac'u daftar ecig-na. 
Baäir(ERG) [pocket-INEL take.out-AOC] table-SRESS thick notebook put-AOR 

'Having taken it out of his pocket, Baäir put a thick notebook on the 
table.' (HQ89:16) 

22.3. Controller and target of omission in complement clauses 

The principles that determine which syntactic elements can be controller 
and target of coreferential omission are very similar for complement clauses 
and for adverbial clauses. The main difference is that some types of com-
plement clause constructions always or typically involve particular corefer-
ential arguments , so that coreferential omission is more grammatic ized. 
Thus, while both (1136) (a) and (b) are possible, (1137b), without omission of 
the (reflexive) pronoun, is quite unusual and would only be used for em-
phasis. 

(1136) Adverbial clause 
a. 0i xiir.ii-z xkwe-daldi, Maisai wad jis.u-z 

I village-DAT return-POSTR] Ma i s a f i ve year-DAT 

äeher.d-a jaSamiS ze-zwa-j. 
town-INESS living be-IMPF-PST 

'Before returning to the village, Maisa lived in the town for five 
years.' 

b. Wiöi xür.ü-z xkwe-daldi, Maisai wad jis.u-z 
[self village-DAT return-POSTR] Ma i s a f i ve year-DAT 

äeher.d-a jaSamiS ze-zwa-j. 
town-INESS living be-IMPF-PST 

Id. ' 

(1137) Complement clause 
a. RuS.a-waji 0 j wa-z kiimek gu-z ze-zwa. 

girl-ADEL [0(ERG) you-DAT he lp give-INF] can-IMPF 

'The girl can help you.' 

b. Ruka-waji wiöii wa-z kiimek gu-z ze-zwa. 
girl-ADEL [self(ERG) you-DAT h e l p give-INF] can-IMPF 

'The girl can herself help you.' 

Omission is practically obligatory in (1137a) because the girl's ability only 
concerns her own (potential) actions (a sentence like T h e girl is able for you 
to help her' would be nonsensical). However, in complement clause con-
structions where the complement subject may or may not be coreferential 
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408 22. Coreference 

with an argument of the higher clause, the situation is again as with adver-
bial clauses: omission is again optional. 

(1138) Za (zuw) Dagustan.di-z xkwe-da luhu-z umud-zawa. 
I:ERG [(self) Daghestan-DAT return-FUT say-IMC] hope-IMPF 

1 hope that I will return to Daghestan.' 
Complement clauses can roughly be divided into subject-controlled and 

object-controlled clauses. Some complement-taking verbs that take subject-
controlled complements are k'an- 'want', d- 'know how to', werdiS Aun 'get 
used to' (with infinitival complements, 20.2.1.-3.); dawamarun 'continue', 
aqwazarun 'stop', q'et'un 'decide' (with Masdar complements, 20.3.3-4.). 
Some complement-taking verbs that take object-controlled complements 
are tun 'make, cause', öirun 'teach' (with Infinitival complements, 20.2.4.); 
t'alabun 'ask', bujrugun 'order', qadaga awun 'forbid' (with Masdar com-
plements, 20.3.2.). 

Besides controllers that are subjects in the sense of 16.1., there are also 
other salient arguments that are typically animate and that can act as con-
trollers of omitted complement clause subjects, e.g. the Adelative argument 
of fun 'be able', the Superelative argument of alaq'un 'be able to' (cf. 20.2.2.), 
the Genitive argument of rik'elaj alatun (cf. 20.2.3.). 

Finally, there are complement clause constructions which never show 
coreferential omission because the complement clause is the only argument 
of the complement-taking verb, e.g. baUamiSun 'begin' (20.2.5.), lazim 
'necessary' (20.3.1.). 

22.4. Reflexivization 

The usual means for marking coreference within a clause are the reflexive 
pronouns (11.2.): wit for 3rd person singular, 6eb for 3rd person plural, zuw 
for 1st and 2nd person singular. As in the case of coreferential omission, the 
precise syntactic conditions for the use of reflexive pronouns are not easy to 
determine, and a lot depends on the pragmatics. 

22.4.1. Syntactic function of the antecedent 

The antecedent of the reflexive pronoun must occupy a prominent syntactic 
position. For instance, it cannot be the direct object or a possessor when the 
reflexive pronoun is the subject: 

(1139) a. *Wi6i Ali gata-zwa. 
self(ERG) Ali beat-IMPF 

'Himself is beating Ali.' 
b. *Wiöi-z Ali.di-n ruS-ar aku-na. 

self-DAT Ali-GEN daughter-PL see-AOR 

'Himself saw Ali's daughters.' 
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22.4. Reflexivization 409 

Most commonly, the antecedent is the subject and the reflexive pronoun is 
a non-subject argument or a noun modifier. Example (1140) shows an 
Absolutive subject antecedent, and (1141) shows Ergative subject an-
tecedents. 

(1140) Ru§ güzgü.d-a wiöi-z kilig-na. 
girl mirror-INESS self-DAT look-AOR 

The girl looked at herself in the mirror.' 

(1141) a. Isabeg.a-n din at'ug-na, amma ada wiö xwe-na. 
Isabeg-GEN face frown-AOR but he(ERG) self keep-AOR 

'Isabeg frowned, but he controlled himself.' (S88:18) 
b. Kamal.a wiii-n buba.di-n ruia qaiu-na. (M83:55) 

Kamal(ERG) self-GEN father-GEN rifle take-AOR 

'Kamal took his father's rifle.' 
c. Za zuwa-n kaka hana xa-da. (K87,2:7) 

I:ERG self-GEN egg there bear-FUT 

Ί will lay my egg there.' 

d. Ada-η k'wal.i-n pip'-e za iuwa-z mug tiik'iir-na. 
she-GEN house-GEN corner-INESS I:ERG self-DAT nest build-AOR 

'In a corner of her room I built a nest for myself.' (K85,7:5) 

Furthermore, the antecedent may be a Dative experiencer subject: 

(1142) a. Za-z Zuwa-n wan ita-na. (K90,3:3) 
I-DAT self-GEN voice become-AOR 

Ί heard myself.' 

b. Xala.di-z wiöi-n wax.a-n ö'exi gada.di-n wan öir 
aunt-DAT self-GEN voice-GEN big boy-GEN voice teach 

±a-na-j. (S83:22) 
ANTIC-AOR-PST 

The aunt recognized her sister's big boy's voice.' 

c. Ajal-r.i-z öpi-n dide.di aöux-zawa-j Sarweli.di-kaj 
child-PL-DAT [selves-GEN mother(ERG) tell-IMPF-PTP] Sarweli-SBEL 

max-ar illaki gzaf k'an-da-j. (583:13) 
story-PL especially much like-FUT-PST 

'The children liked the stories about Sarweli that their mother 
told [them] especially well.' 

The antecedent may be a Postessive or Dative possessor in clauses with awa 
"be in, have': 
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410 22. Coreference 

(1143) a. Har sa insan.di-qh iimiir.d-a wiöi-n baxt awa. 
every one person-POESS life-INESS self-GEN happiness be.in 

'Every human being has his or her happiness in life.' (DD85,5:5) 

b. Ktab-r.i-qh δρί-τι q'ismet awa. (Du83,l:123) 
book-PL-POESS selves-GEN fa te be.in 

'Books have their fate (Habent sua fata libelli.)' 

(1144) Har sada-z wiöi-z ga-nwa-j paj awa. (TG66:258) 
every one-DAT [self-DAT give-PRF-PTP] share be.in 

'Everybody has their talent given to them.' 
The antecedent may be an Adelative argument of the verb £un 'be able'. 

(1145) Q'üzii qullugöi.di-waj αηίαχ gila wiöi-n fikir 
old employee-ADEL only now [self-GEN thought 

exir.da-l q'wan luhu-z Sta-na. (Du61,4:71) 
end-SRESS until say-INF] can-AOR 

'Only now could the old employee express his thoughts completely 
(lit. up to the end).' 

Example (1146) shows antecedents in other cases with the semantic role of 
experiencer or other roles that are typically filled by human referents. 

(1146) a. Ada-η rik'.e-l wiöi-n stxa-jar xkwe-zwa. (K86,2:7) 
she-GEN heart-SRESS self-GEN brother-PL return-IMPF 

'She remembers her brothers.' 
b. Ferma.di-n rak'-ar-a ada-l wiöi-n bade halt-na. 

farm-GEN door-PL-INESS she-SRESS self-GEN grandmother meet-AOR 

'At the farm's door she met her grandmother.' (J84:52) 
The antecedent may also be within the relative clause part of a cleft sentence 
(cf. 19.4.): 

(1147) Ada-z aku-r-di öpi-n dexme.di-n cl-ar wa qaw 
[he-DAT see-AOP-SBST] selves-GEN cabin-GEN wall-PL and roof 

tir. (X89:31) 
COP:PST 

What he saw were the walls and the roof of their poor cabin.' 

And the antecedent may be the Genitive modifier of a noun phrase when 
the reflexive pronoun occurs within the noun phrase, e.g. 

(1148) Güldeste.di-n wiöi-n juldaS.di-n t'war ala-j xtul (583:21) 
Güldeste-GEN [self-GEN husband-GEN name be.on-PTP] grandchild 

'Giildeste's grandson who bears her husband's name' 
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22.4. Reflexivization 411 

However, it is not possible to put any syntactic limits on the positions that 
the antecedent may occupy. While it is possible to maintain in most of the 
cases above that the antecedent is a subject or a quasi-subject, this is com-
pletely impossible in the following cases. 

(1149) a. ISttin äadwal wiH-Zi-ni Au-n.i-kdi Rahman.a-ni 
[such pleasure self-DAT-also become-MSD]-SBDIR Rahman-GEN 

öin-a-ni Sad qhwer hat-na. (J89:21) 
face-INESS-also glad smile appear-AOR 

'Since such a pleasure had also happened to him, a happy smile 
also appeared on Rahman's face.' 

b. I xiir-er.i-n q'üzü-bur.u-rii gaf-ar-aj, 
these village-PL-CEN old-SBST.PL-GEN word-PL-INEL 

öebi inriqh Dagustan.d-aj ata-j-bur ja (Du68,2:113). 
selves [here Daghestan-INEL come-AOP-SBST.PL] COP 

'According to the old people of these villages, they came here from 
Daghestan.' 

In both cases the controller is a Genitive NP used attributively within an-
other NP and therefore a very unlikely syntactic (quasi-)subject. But note 
that the head noun on which the controller NP depends refers to a mental 
situation which is spelled out in the rest of the sentence. The controller NP 
is therefore pragmatically very salient, so any generalization concerning 
possible controllers of reflexivization in Lezgian must refer to pragmatic fac-
tors, or perhaps to the semantic factor 'human/non-human'. 

Sometimes the antecedent of the reflexive pronoun is even in object po-
sition: 

(1150) a. 

b. 

Tagi=xalu wiöi-n fikir-r.i ak'ai-nawa-j. (J89:32) 
Tagi=uncle self-GEN thought-PL(ERG) torment-PRF-PST 

'Uncle Tagi was tormented by his thoughts.' 

Axundov.a BaSir.a-z-ni Abduselim.a-z öpi-n 
Axundov(ERG) BaSir-DAT-and Abduselim-DAT selves-GEN 

qullug-ar mubarak-na. (HQ89:15) 
job-PL congratulate-AOR 

'Axundov congratulated BaSir and Abduselim on their new jobs.' 

Ci ülkwe.di abur.u-z dpi awu-r q'ehalwil-er.i-z 
we:GEN country(ERG) they-DAT [selves(ERG) do-AOP] feat-PL-DAT 

kiligna nagrad-ar gu-zwa. (G57:44) 
according.to decoration-PL give-IMPF 

'Our country gives them decorations according to the feats they 
have accomplished.' 

This is only possible when the antecedent is animate and no other possible 
antecedent exists in the clause. 
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412 22. Coreference 

22.4.2. Position of the reflexive pronoun 

The reflexive pronoun may be in any position of the clause that is not occu-
pied by the antecedent. It may be an immediate constituent of the clause: 

(1151) a. Ali.di wiö gata-zwa. 
Ali(ERG) self beat-IMPF 

'Ali beats himself.' 

b. Nabisat.a-z wit güzgü.d-a akwa-zwa. 
Nabisat-DAT self mirror-INESS see-IMPF 

'Nabisat sees herself in the mirror.' 

Much more frequently it is a Genitive modifier of a noun phrase, e.g. in ex-
amples (1141b-d), (1142a-c) above. It may also be the argument of a postposi-
tion: 

(1152) Nurali buba.di öanta wiöi-n wilik ecig-na. (M83:74) 
Nurali father(ERG) bag self-GEN before place-AOR 

'Father Nurali put the bag in front of him.' 

The reflexive pronoun is not clause-bound. It may occur in a subordinate 
clause when the antecedent is in the superordinate clause. The examples be-
low also show that linear order is irrelevant: The reflexive pronoun may 
precede or follow its antecedent. 

(1153) Adverbial clause 
Ajal-ar öpi-n pataw xta-j-la Mizafer-ni ada-n 
[child-PL selves-GEN to retum-AOP-TEMP] Mizafer-and he-GEN 

pab gzaf Sad ze-da-j. (§83:55) 
wife much glad be-FUT-PST 

When the children came home to visit them, Mizafer and his wife 
were very glad.' 

(1154) Indirect question 
Cükwer wiöi wuö güzlemiS-da-t'a gawur.d-a 
Cükwer [self(ERG) what:ABS wait-FUT-CND] understanding-INESS 

aq'u-na-6-ir. (S88:ll) 
get-AOR -NEG-PST 

'Cükwer didn't understand what she was supposed to wait for.' 

(1155) Complement clause 
Asian.α wiöi-z α öka-jar öi-da-j-di testiq'ar-na. 
Aslan(ERG) [self-DAT t h a t place-PL know-FUT-PTP-SBST] confirm-AOR 

'Asian confirmed that he knew those places.' (E56:5) 
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22.4. Reflexivization 413 

(1156) Relative clause 
Axpa wiöi aöux-aj max-ar habur.u-w qhlah-iz 
afterwards [self(ERG) tell-AOP] story-PL they-ADESS REPET:say-INF 

ta-da-j. (583:13) 
cause-FUT-PST 

'Afterwards she would make them retell the stories that she herself 
had told them.' 

In relative clauses the reflexive pronoun may also occupy the position of 
the relativized constituent and may thus function as a resumptive pronoun 
(cf. GadZiev 1954:152-153). This device is used especially when it would 
otherwise be unclear which is the relativized constituent (cf. also 19.1.1.). 

(1157) a. Wiöi-n sät 6ünüx-nawa-j ruS §e£-zawa. 
[self-GEN watch stolen-PRF-PTP] girl cry-IMPF 

The girl whose watch was stolen is crying.' 

b. Wiöe-laj Sahdag q'aq'an tir dag hina awa? 
[self-SREL Sahdag high COP:PTP] mountain where be.in 

'Where is the mountain that Sahdag is taller than?' 

c. Winidiqh öpi-kaj raxa-j aöux-bur.u-n nubat-ar (H82:75) 
[above selves-SBEL talk-AOP] open-SBST.PL-GEN alternation-PL 

'the vowel alternations about which [we] have talked above' 

The reflexive pronoun may be arbitrarily far away from the antecedent. In 
(1158) it is two clauses downstairs. 

(1158) a. Ada-z Maxmudov wiöe-laj a kar alaq' 
he-DAT [Maxmudov [self-SREL that thing be.able(PER) 

t-iji-da-j-da-qh inanmiSar-iz k'an-zawa-j. (E56:12) 
NEG-do-FUT-PTP-SBSTj-POESS convince-INF] want-IMPF-PST 

'He wanted to convince Maxmudov that he was unable to do that 
job.' 

b. Wiöi-qh galaz raxa-zwa-j juldakdi-z kilig t-awu-na 
[[self-POESS with talk-IMPF-PTP] husband-DAT look(PER) NEG-do-AOC] 

zawab ga-na Ajnise.di. (583:70) 
answer give-AOR Ajnise(ERG) 

'Ajnise answered without looking at [her] husband who was 
talking to her.' 

Sometimes the reflexive pronoun is even found in an adjacent main 
clause which is not syntactically subordinate, but is somehow pragmatically 
dependent. In the following example, the second sentence continues the 
thought begun by the semi-subordinate ±i-clause and is therefore pragmati-
cally dependent on the first main clause. Thus, again, it is pragmatics rather 
than syntax that is crucial in the use of the reflexive pronoun. 
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(1159) C'exi buba laha-na 5ti, wiöi-z k'wal-e wa?, 
big father say-AOR PT self-DAT [house-INESS not 

balxun.di-z ksu-z k'an-zawa. Balxun.di-k hawa 
balcony-DAT sleep-INF] want-IMPF balcony-SBESS air 

serin ja, anal wiöi-z dag.d-a awa-j £iz ze-da. 
fresh COP there self-DAT [mountain-INESS be.in-PTP] l ike be-FUT 

'Grandfather said that he wanted to sleep on the balcony, not in the 
house. On the balcony the air is fresh, there he will feel like he is in 
the mountains.' (K90,3:2) 

22.4.3. Special uses of the reflexive pronouns 

While öeb 'themselves' is always plural, the antecedent need not always be 
plural. Examples (1150b) and (1153) show coordinated NPs as antecedents of 
öeb, which are of course semantically plural. Other cases where the an-
tecedent is only semantically plural are with wiri 'everyone' and xalq' 
'people': 

(1160) a. Wiri-da öpi-n öka-jr.i-kaj haraj-iz baSlamiS-na. 
[every-SBST(ERG) selves-GEN place-PL-SBEL shout-INF] begin-AOR 

'Everyone began to shout from their seats.' (Du61,4:70) 

b. Hukumat.di-n ijesi-jar 5ta-ji xalq'.di öpi-z c'iji 
[government-GEN owner-PL become-AOP] people(ERG) [selves-DAT new 

ümilr tük'ilr-iz egeö'-na. (A76:3) 
l i fe build-INF] begin-AOR 

'The people, who have become the governmenf s masters, began 
to build a new life for themselves.' 

But the antecedent need not even be semantically plural. In (1161), the an-
tecedent is a single member of the plural set denoted by öeb. 

(1161) a. Ada-z zun öpi-z klig-zawa-j-di aku-na. (K86,2:7) 
he-DAT [I: A BS selves-DAT look-IMPF-PTP-SBST] see-AOR 

'He saw that I was looking at them (i.e. at him and the others with 
him).' 

b. Mizafer öpi-n k'wal.i-z ata-j-la,... ($83:61) 
[Mizafer selves-GEN house-DAT come-AOP-TEMP] 

'When Mizafer came to their house... (i.e. the house belonging to 
him and others).' 

The reflexive pronoun iuw is not only used for the 1st and 2nd person 
singular, but also as a reflexive pronoun with generic reference, correspond-
ing to 'oneself', as in (1162). 
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22.4. Reflexivization 415 

(1162) Zuwa-z öi-da-j-da-kaj kite-na k'an-da. 

[[self-DAT know-FUT-PTP]-SBST.SG-SBEL write-AOC] must-FUT 

'One has to write about what one knows oneself.' 
Zuw is also used with insan 'human being, person' when this word has a 
generic sense. 

(1163) a. Gpsan insan.di iuwa-n kimiwil-er xiw-e 
[good human(ERG) self-GEN mistake-PL neck-INESS 

q'u-n lazim ja. (R66:23) 
hold-MSD] necessary COP 

Ά good person has to admit his or her mistakes.' 

b. Zuwa-n xttr hina itajit'ani qanaZaglu insan.di-waj 
self-GEN village where INDEF reasonable human-ADEL 

rik'.e-laj alud-iz ie-da-t (S88:8) 
heart-SREL take.off-INF can-FUT-NEG 

Ά reasonable person cannot forget his or her village anywhere.' 

22.5. Reciprocalization 

The reciprocal relation is expressed by a sequence of two instances of öeb 
'themselves' or sad 'one': 

(1164) Cükwer.a-ni Sajran.a 6pi=öeb quiaxlamiS-na. 
Qikwer(ERG)-and Sajran(ERG) selves(ERG)=selves embrace-AOR 

'Cükwer and Sajran embraced each other.' (S88:51) 
(1165) Kukup'-ar sad=sada-qh galaz insan-ar jtiz raxa-zwa. 

cuckoo-PL one=one-POESS with human-PL l ike talk-IMPF 

'Cuckoos talk to each other like humans.' (K87,2:6) 

As can be seen from these examples, the first component of the reciprocal 
expression is in the same case as the antecedent, and the second component 
bears the case that is required in the syntactic position of the reciprocal ex-
pression. A few more examples are given in (1166)-(1167). 

(1166) a. Kic'-ni kac öeb=öpi-n duSman-ar ja. (A90:20) 
dog-and cat selves=selves-GEN enemy-PL COP 

'The dog and the cat are each other's enemies.' 

b. Tamara-ni Rahim bes q'adar öeb=öpi-n 
Tamara-and Rahim enough quantity selves=selves-GEN 

gawur.d-a awa-ö-ir. (L87,3:78) 
understanding-INESS be.in-NEG-PST 

'Tamara and Rahim did not understand each other sufficiently.' 
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416 22. Coreference 

(1167) a. Q^san xzan tilk'iir-un patal sad=sada-n gawur.d-a 
[good family build-MSD for] [one=one-GEN understanding-INESS 

£a-na k'an-da. (L87,3:78) 
be-AOC] must-FUT 

'To form a good family one has to understand each other.' 

b. Cna sada=sada-l ixtibar awu-n lazim ja. (R66:19) 
[we:ERG one(ERG)=one-SRESS trust do-MSD] necessary COP 

'We have to trust each other.' 

c. WahSi-jr.i-z sada-z=sada-qhaj kit'e tuS-ir. (K86,3:16) 

wild-PL-DAT one-DAT=one-POEL afraid COP:NEG-PST 

'The wild animals were not afraid of each other.' 
d. Sad=sada-l gügiinal ala-z tup-ar.i-n wan-er aqat-na. 

[one=one-SRESS after be.on-IMC] cannon-PL-GEN voice-PL appear-AOR 

'One after the other the cannons' voices sounded.' (K87,l:7) 

As in the case of reflexive pronouns, the antecedent of reciprocals is usually 
in a prominent syntactic position. Nevertheless, sometimes the antecedent 
is a direct object: 

(1168) a. Ada k'us-ar sad=sada-w agud-na. (DD77,1:12) 

she(ERG) piece-PL one=one-ADESS approach-AOR 

'She put the pieces together (lit. close to each other).' 
b. I maqala.d-a öa-z max-ni xalq'.di-n qarawili 

this article-INESS we-DAT [story-and people-GEN joke 

sad=sada-w geqig-iz k'an-zawa. (Du85,3:113) 
one=one-ADESS compare-INF] want-IMPF 

'In this article we want to compare the fairy tale and the popular 
joke with each other.' 

c. Q'we mires.di öpi-n ru§-ni gada sad=sad.a-l 
two relative(ERG) [selves-GEN girl-and boy one=one-SRESS 

ewlenmi§-un q'et'-na. (DD71,2:18) 
marry-MSD] decide- AOR 

The two relatives decided to marry their daughter and son to each 
other.' 
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Chapter 23 
Questions 

23.1. Polar questions 

23.1.1. Ordinary polar questions 

Ordinary polar questions (= yes-no questions) are marked by the interroga-
tive mood affix -ni on the finite verb of the sentence. (Note that this affix is 
phonologically identical to the coordinator and focus marker -ni 'and, also' 
(cf. 18.1.1.). However, the two affixes are easily distinguished because they do 
not occur in the same environments: interrogative -ni can only be suffixed 
to a finite verb, while coordinating/focusing -ni can be attached to every-
thing except finite verbs.) 

The intonation is rising-falling on the finite verb form. 

(1169) a. Betxoven.a-n muzyka wa-z k'an-da-ni? (DD77,1.12) 
Beethoven-GEN music you-DAT like-FUT-Q 

'Do you like Beethoven's music?' 

b. Wi dust.uni-z wiöi-n pul zga-na-ni? 
you:GEN friend-DAT self-GEN money find-AOR-Q 

'Did your friend find his money?' 

c. Wa-z dilnja.da-l ala-j q'wan ajal-ar wiri öi-zwa-ni? 
you-DAT [world-SRESS be.on-ΓΤΡ] as.much.as child-PL a l l know-IMPF-Q 

'Do you know all the children in the world?' (K85,6:6) 

d. Kiln bürq'ü ja-ni, kwe-z akwa-zwa-6-ni insan 
you.all blind COP-Q you.all-DAT see-IMPF-NEG-Q [person 

hal.d-aj fi-zwa-j-di? (S88:56) 
state-INESS go-IMPF-PTP-SBST] 

'Are you-all blind, don't you-all see that a human being is 
suffering?' 

e. Dide, wa-z otpusk ga-ji-la, ada-kaj sa t'imil 
mother [you-DAT leave give-AOP-TEMP] it-SBEL one l i t t le 

za-z-ni gu-da-ni? (K87,l:10) 
I-DAT-also give-FUT-Q 

'Mother, when they give you leave, will you give me, too, a little 
bit of it?' 
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418 23. Questions 

If the question expresses surprise or doubt, the interrogative affix may be 
omitted. The interrogative meaning is then expressed only by the intona-
tion (rising on the finite verb form). 

(1170) a. Wi dust.uni-z pul 2ga-naV. 
you:GEN friend-DAT money find-AOR 

Tour friend has found money?!' 
b. Am wun tuS? (G54:ll) 

it:ABS you:ABS COP:NEG 

I t isn't you?!' 

23.1.2. Polar questions with a focused constituent 

A constituent is focused in an interrogative sentence by clefting it (cf. 19.4. 
for more on cleft sentences). The constituent may be fronted (with the cop-
ula + -ni following it immediately), as in the examples in (1171). However, 
this kind of fronting does not seem to be particularly common. 

(1171) a. Qe ja-ni Musa.di Alfija.di-z tup'al gu-da-j-di? 

today COP-Q [Musa(ERG) Alfija-DAT ring give-FUT-PTP-SBST] 

'Will Musa give the ring to Alfija TODAY?' 

b. Alfija.di-z ja-ni Musa.di tup'al gu-da-j-di? 
Alfija-DAT COP-Q [Musa(ERC) ring give-FUT-PTP-SBST] 

'Will M u s a give the ring to ALFIJA?' 

c. Tup'al ja-ni Musa.di Alfija.di-z gu-da-j-di? 
ring COP-Q [Musa(ERG) Alfija-DAT give-FUT-PTP-SBST] 

'Will Musa give Alfija a RING?' 

23.1.3. Alternative questions 

'Or' in alternative questions is expressed by (ja) taXajt'a (literally: 'if it is 
not'). If the second verb is not omitted under coordination, both verbs are 
marked with the interrogative suffix -ni: 

(1172) a. Professor.di ktab k'el-zawa-j-di ja-ni, 
professor(ERG) book read-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP-Q 

ja taStajt'a k&i-zwa-j-di ja-ni? 
or or write-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP-Q 

Is the professor reading or writing a book?' 

b. K'an ja-ni wa-z qajganax, ta&ajt'a, da-k'an ja-ni? 
want COP-Q you-DAT eggs or NEG-want COP-Q 

'Do you want scrambled eggs, or don't you? (Du85,3:75) 
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23.1. Polar questions 419 

In the examples in (1173), the second verb is omitted in the second disjunct. 

(1173) a. Am Meharamdxür-e ja&amiS ze-zwa-ni, 
she:ABS Meharamdxür-INESS living be-IMPF-Q 

ja ta£ajt'a Q'asumxilr.e-l? 
or or Q'asumxür-SRESS 

'Does she live in Meharamdxür (Magaramkent) or in Q'asumxür 
(Kasumkent)?' 

b. Am qe qwe-da-ni, ja taStajt'a paka? 
she:ABS today come-FUT-Q or or tomorrow 

'Is she coming today or tomorrow?' 

c. Itim ja-ni wun, ta&ajt'a lam? (S88:7) 

man COP-Q you:ABS or donkey 

'Are you a man or a donkey?' 
d. Im axwar ja-ni, taitajt'a haqiqat ? (N88:71) 

this:ABS dream COP-Q or reality 

I s this a dream or reality?' 

The second disjunct may be the negative particle wa?. 

(1174) Am paka qwe-da-ni ja ta&ajt'a wa?? 
she:ABS tomorrow come-FUT-Q or or not 

'Is she coming tomorrow or not?' 

If the two disjuncts are a positive and a negative form of the same verb, ja 
taitajt'a is optional: 

(1175) Am paka qwe-da-ni (ja taitajt'a) qwe-da-ö-ni? 

she:ABS tomorrow come-FUT-Q or or come-FUT-NEG-Q 

'Is she coming tomorrow or not?' 

23.1.4. Tag questions 

The negative form of the copula followed by the interrogative suffix, tu§-ni 
(lit. 'isn't (it)?'), is used for tag questions: 

(1176) a. Qe ki§ jug ja, tuS-ni? (§83:71) 
today Satur day COP COP:NEG-Q 

Today is Saturday, isn't it?' 
b. Wun za-z wax ja-ni, tuä-ηί? (Du85,3:78) 

you:ABS I-DAT sister COP-Q COP:NEG-Q 

Ύ ο υ ' Γ ε m y sister, r ight? ' 
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420 23. Questions 

c. Ja bala, wun front.di-z fi-zwa-j-di ja, hak' tuS-ni? 
PT child you:ABS front-DAT go-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP thus COP:NEG-Q 

ΎΟΙΙ'ΓΘ going to the front, boy, aren't you?' (M79:9) 

23.1.5. Answers to polar questions 
Positive answers to polar questions are expressed by the particle eöt 'yes' or its 
more colloquial synonym un. Negative answers are expressed by wa? 'no' 
(also 'nof, cf. 13.4.). 
(1177) A Bade, wa-z max-ar öi-da-ni? Β: E5t, 

grandmother you-DAT tale-PL know-FUT-Q yes 

bade.di-z gzaf max-ar öi-da, öan bala. (K85,7:4) 
grandmother-DAT many tale-PL know-FUT dear child 

Ά: Grandmother, do you know fairy tales? B: Yes, grandmother 
knows many fairy tales, my child.' 

(1178) A· Wuna ada-z öuxsagul laha-na-ni? B: Wa?. (K84,l:10) 
you:ERG she-DAT thank.you say-AOR-Q no 

Ά: Did you say 'thank you' to her? B: No.' 
Answers to negative questions are treated as in English, i.e. wa? 'no' con-
firms the negation of the questioned sentence (cf. 1179), and e£ 'yes' contra-
dicts the negative assumption of the question (cf. 1180). 

(1179) A Bes kukup'-r.i-qh öpi-n muk-ar awa-ö-ni? 
PT cuckoo-PL-POESS selves-CEN nest-PL be-NEG-Q 

B: Wa?. Abur.u öpi-n kaka-jar masa niik'w-er.i-n 
no they(ERG) selves-GEN egg-PL other bird-PL-GEN 

muk-ar-a xa-da. (K87,2:6) 
nest-PL-INESS break-FUT 

Ά: Don't cuckoos have their own nests? B: No. They lay their eggs in 
other birds' nests.' 

(1180) a. A Am wa-z akwa-zwa-ö-ni? Β: E±, akwa-zwa. 
she:ABS you-DAT see-IMPF-NEG-Q yes see-IMPF 

Ά: Don't you see her? B: Yes, I see her.' 

b. — Zi muhman za k'wal.i-z tuxu-n lazim 
[[I:GEN guest I:ERG house-DAT bring-MSD] necessary 

tuS-ir-ni?— laha-na xabar q'u-na Ahmed.a. — E£, tir. 
COP:NEG-PST-Q say-AOR] news hold-AOR Ahmed(ERG) yes COP:PST 

— Didn't I have to bring my guest home? — Ahmed asked. 
— Yes, you had to.' (577:13) 
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23.2. Parametric questions 421 

23.2. Parametric questions 

Parametric questions (= constituent questions, question-word questions) are 
formed by substituting an interrogative pronoun (cf. 11.5.) for the ques-
tioned constituent. The phrase containing the interrogative pronoun is 
usually in preverbal position, but it may also be in clause-initial position (cf. 
(1186a)). 

23.2.1. Questioning constituents of the clause 

Any constituent of the clause can be questioned. The following examples il-
lustrate various possibilities. In (1181), the Ergative argument is questioned: 

(1181) a. Naq' park.d-a Kerim.a-z tup ni ga-na? 

yesterday park-INESS Kerim-DAT ball who:ERG give-AOR 

'Who gave the ball to Kerim in the park yesterday?' 
b. Am ni kuk'war-na? (DD77,1:12) 

it:ABS who:ERG break-AOR 

'Who broke it?' 

The Absolutive argument is questioned: 

(1182) a. Naq' park.d-a Ali.di Kerim.a-z wuö ga-na? 
yesterday park-INESS Ali(ERG) Kerim-DAT what:ABS give-AOR 

'What did Ali give to Kerim in the park yesterday?' 
b. Wuna ana wuö iji-zwa? (Q89,10,19:3) 

you:ERG there what:ABS do-IMPF 

'What are you doing there?' 

The Dative argument is questioned: 

(1183) a. Naq' park.d-a Ali.di tup ni-z ga-na? 
yesterday park-INESS Ali(ERG) ball who-DAT give-AOR 

'Who did Ali give the ball to in the park yesterday?' 
b. Bes zun ksa-j-la, wuna max ni-z aqhaj-da? 

PT [I:ABS sleep-AOP-TEMP] you:ERG tale you-DAT tell-FUT 

'When I sleep, who will you tell the fairy tale to?' (K85,7:4) 

The temporal adverbial is questioned: 

(1184) Ali.di park.d-a Kerim.a-z tup mus ga-na? 
Ali(ERG) park-INESS Kerim-DAT ball when give-AOR 

When did Ali give the ball to Kerim in the park?' 
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422 23. Questions 

The local adverbial is questioned: 

(1185) a. Naq' Ali.di Kerim.a-z tup hina go-no? 

yesterday Ali(ERG) Kerim-DAT ball where give-AOR 

'Where did Ali give the ball to Kerim yesterday?' 
b. Wun i ö'aw.a-ldi hina awa-j? (ΌΌ71,3:21) 

you:ABS this time-SRDIR where be.in-PST 

'Where have you been until this time?' 
Further examples of different types of parametric questions are given in 
(1186): 

(1186) a. Zi igrami xwa, wuöiz wun isätda zi pataw gwa-t?! 
I:GEN dear son why you:ABS now I:GEN to be.at-NEG 

'My dear son, why aren't you with me now?' (DD85,2:21) 
b. I caw-a Sumud ged awa-t'a ni-waj luhu-z 2e-da? 

[this sky-INESS how.many star be.in-CND] who-ADEL [say-IMC] can-FUT 

'Who can say how many stars there are in this sky?' (H77:17) 
c. Wuna hinaj zeng ja-zawa? (Du85,3:75) 

you:ERG whence ring hit-IMPF 

'Where are you calling from?' 
d. Abur kwe-z kilig-zawa, wuö güzet-zawa, 

they what-DAT look-IMPF what:ABS wait-IMPF 

kwe-l güzöiwal iji-zwa? (M83:30) 
what-SRESS observation do-IMPF 

'What are they looking at, what are they waiting for, what are they 
observing?' 

e. A wi muhman hina awa, am wui ja? {J89:24) 
that you:GEN guest where be.in he:ABS who:ABS COP 

'Where is that guest of yours, who is it?' 

Since the standard of comparison is marked by the Subelative case (cf. 
24.1.1.), and not by a particle as in English or Russian, it is easy to question it 
in Lezgian: 

(1187) Hi dag.di-laj Sahdag aq'an ja? 
which mountain-SREL Sahdag high COP 

'(lit.) Than which mountain is Sahdag higher?' 

Even the verb may be questioned by means of the compound verb wuöun 
'do what?' (from wuö awun, cf. 10.6.). 
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(1188) Dide.di wut-zawa? 
mother(ERG) what-IMPF 

'What is mother doing?' 

23.2.2. Questioning constituents of the noun phrase 

The following examples illustrate a questioned Genitive modifier (1189), a 
questioned determiner (1190), and a questioned ordinal numeral (1191). 

(1189) Wuη ni-n gada ja?{OO7l,3:21) 
you:ABS who-GEN boy COP 

Whose son are you?' 
(1190) Derbentlu-jr.i-n k'wal-er hi pat.a-qh gala, wax? (S88:6) 

Derbentian-PL-GEN house-PL which side-POESS be.behind sister 

'In which direction are the houses of the people from Derbent, 
sister?' 

(1191) Sumud lahaj kurs.un-a student.di k'el-zawa? 
how.many ORD study.year-INESS student(ERG) study-IMPF 

In which year is the student studying? (lit. in the how-manieth)' 

23.2.3. Questioning constituents of subordinate clauses 

Since parametric questions in Lezgian do not involve extraction of the in-
terrogative phrase to the clause-initial position, questioning constituents of 
subordinate clauses is no problem. In the following, some examples are 
given for different types of subordinate clauses. 

23.2.3.1. Relative clauses. 

(1192) a. Ni 6'ugu-r Sikil ja? (S88:168) 
[who:ERG draw-AOP] picture COP 

'(lit.) It's a picture drawn by whom?' 

b. Wa-z ni ga-ji xabar ja im? (S88:30) 
[you-DAT who:ERG give-AOP] rows COP this:ABS 

'(lit.) This is news that who gave you?' 
(= "Who gave you this news?') 

c. Dide.di ni-z ga-nwa-j nek öimi-di tir. 
[mother(ERG) who-DAT give-PRF-PTP] milk warm-SBST.SG COP:PST 

'(lit.) The milk that mother gave to whom was warm?' 
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424 23. Questions 

23.2.3.2. Complement clauses. 

(1193) a. Ahmed.a-z wuö kwa±-iz kiö'e-zwa? 

Ahmed-DAT [what:ABS lose-INF] afraid-IMPF 

What is Ahmed afraid to lose?' 
b. Ni-n sät kwaA-un pis ja? 

[who-GEN watch get.lost-MSD] bad COP 

'(lit.) It is bad that whose watch got lost?' 

c. Dide.di-z wuö kwa±-aj-di öi-zwa? 
mother-DAT [what:ABS get.lost-AOP-SBST] know-IMPF 

'(lit.) What does mother know got lost?' 

23.2.3.3. Adverbial clauses. 

(1194) a. Ahmed wuö qaöu-n patal Seher.di-z fe-na? Ahmed [what:ABS buy-MSD for] town-DAT go-AOR 

'(lit.) Ahmed went to town to buy what?' 

b. Ahmed, wuö zugu-n t-awu-na, k'wal.i-z xta-na? 
Ahmed [what:ABS find-MSD NEG-do-AOC] house-DAT retum-AOR 

'(lit.) Ahmed, not having found what, returned home?' 

c. Ahmed wuö 2ga-j-t'a, ada-z Sad ze-da? 
[Ahmed what:ABS find-AOP-CND] he-DAT happy be-FUT 

'(lit.) If Ahmed finds what, he will be happy?' 

d. Wui k'wal.i-z mus hait-aj-t'a-ni, Ahmed.a ktab 
who:ABS house-DAT when enter-AOP-CND-even Ahmed(ERG) book 

k'el-iz ie-zwa? 
read-INF be-IMPF 

'(lit.) Whenever who comes into the house, Ahmed is reading a 
book?' 
(Another, non-interrogative reading of this sentence is: 'No 
matter who comes into the house at what time, Ahmed is reading 
a book.' See 21.8.4.) 

23.2.4. Cleft parametric questions 

Since the interrogative phrase in a parametric question is focused, it is often 
clefted (cf. 19.4.). Some examples: 

(1195) a. Wui ja rak'-ar gata-zwa-j-di? (X89:27) 
who:ABS COP [door-PL knock-IMPF-PTP-SBST] 

'Who is knocking at the door?' 
(lit. The one knocking at the door is who?') 
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b. Inalaj kat-aj-di wui tir? (Mejlanova 1983a:ll) 
[here run-AOP-SBST] who:ABS COP:PST 

'Who ran past here?' 

23.2.5. Multiple parametric questions 
A parametric question may contain more than one interrogative pronoun: 

(1196) a. Wun hi£tin dust.uni-n muq'uw mus fe-na? 

you:ABS which friend-GEN to when go-AOR 

'When did you go to which friend?' 
b. Sumud lahaj merteba.di-z wui xkaZ 2e-zwa? 

how.many ORD floor-DAT who:ABS raise ANTIC-IMPF 

'Who goes up to which floor?' 

23.3. Indirect (i.e. subordinate) questions 

23.3.1. Ordinary indirect questions 

Indirect polar and parametric questions are marked by the Conditional suf-
fix -t'a on the verb. Indirect alternative questions use the Interrogative suf-
fix -ni. 

23.3.1.1. Indirect polar questions. 

Indirect polar questions are formally identical to conditional clauses. 

(1197) Za sadra, kkal.i xa-nwa-t'a, akwa-n. (G63:106) 
I:ERG PT [cow(ERG) bear-PRF-CND] see-HORT 

'Let me see whether the cow has calved.' 

23.3.1.2. Indirect parametric questions. 

(1198) a. Gila za-z, öi k'el-er öünüx-zawa-j ugri wui 
now I-DAT [[we:GEN lamb-PL steal-IMPF-PTP] thief who:ABS 

ja-t'a, 6ir ia-na. (M83:50) 
COP-CND] teach ANTIC-AOR 

'Now I have found out who the thief is that is stealing our lambs.' 

b. Wun inal kkwe-kaj extilat fi-zwa-t'a gawur.d-a 
you:ABS [here what-SBEL talk go-IMPF-CND] understanding-INESS 

hat-na-ö-ni? (Du61,4:70) 
get-AOR-NEC-Q 

'Haven't you understood what we are talking about here? (lit. 
what the conversation is going about?)' 
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c. Hik' öünüx-na-t'a sadra siihbet aja kwan. (§83:63) 
[how steal-AOR-CND] PT talk do:IMPV PT 

'Say how it got stolen.' 

d. Abur.u wut-da-t'a akwa-da kwe-z! (K86,3:15) 
[they(ERG) what-FUT-CND] see-FUT you.all-DAT 

'You'll see what they will do!' 

Examples for indirect multiple parametric questions: 

(1199) a. Sair.di hi äiir hi jis-a kite-j-di ja-t'a 
poet(ERG) [which poem which year-INESS write-PTP-SBST COP-CND] 

tajinar-da-j. (Du68,2:29) 
determine-FUT-PST 

'The poet determined which poem was written in which year.' 

b. Him hinal £u-n lazim ja-t'a, ada t'ub 
[[which:ABS where be-MSD] necessary COP-CND] he(ERG) [finger 

tiik'ür-iz qalur-na-j. (583:101) 
direct-IMC] show-AOR-PST 

'He showed with his finger who had to be where.' 

There may be a correlative demonstrative in the main clause: 

(1200) Na za-z xeSil-r.i-kaj wa7, hawa-jar hi&tin-bur 
you:ERG I-DAT mush-PL-SBEL not [air-PL what.kind-SBST.PL 

ie-da-t'a hada-kaj ixtilat aja. (Du61,5:22) 
be-FUT-CND] that-SBEL talk do:IMPV 

'Don't tell me stories about mush, but about what the weather will be 
like.' 

23.3.1.3. Indirect alternative questions. Indirect alternative questions are 
formed with the interrogative affix -ni on both verbs. 

(1201) a. Ada-z im axwar ja-ni, xabar ja-ni öi-zwa-ö-ir. 
he-DAT [this:ABS dream COP-Q news COP-Q] know-IMPF-NEC-PST 

'He did not know whether this was dream or reality.' (X89:35) 

b. Gomer haqiqat.d-a Aa-ji-di ja-ni, tu&-ni hele 
[Homer reality-INESS be-AOP-SBST.SG COP-Q COP:NEG-Q] yet 

sada-waj-ni tamam-diz subutar-iz £a-nwa-ά (K89,4:2) 
one-ADEL-even [perfect-ADV prove-INF] can-PRF-NEG 

'No one has been able yet to prove conclusively whether Homer 
existed in reality or not.' 
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c. Ekonomiöeskij sereniem-r.i güzlemiä-zawa-j neti2a-jar 
[economic measure-PL(ERG) [expect-IMPF-PTP] result-PL 

gu-da-ni, gu-da-t-ni, hada wiri-bur.u-k galaba 
give-FUT-Q give-FUT-NEG-Q] that:ERG all-SBST.PL-SBESS concern 

kuta-zwa. (Ko90,2,2:l) 
put-IMPF 

'Everyone is concerned whether the economic measures will give 
their expected results or not.' 

23.3.2. "Indirect questions" used as independent sentences 

Sentences whose main verb is in the Conditional mood can also be used as 
independent sentences and express hesitating questions, self-addressed ques-
tions (Ί wonder...'), and statements with low probability. They can perhaps 
be regarded as "indirect questions used as independent sentences". 
(However, such "independent indirect questions" of the alternative type dif-
fer from indirect alternative questions, where the Conditional mood is not 
used, cf. 23.3.1.3. above.) 

"Polar questions": 

(1202) a. Ewer-α kwan ada-z, — bujrug ga-na pafah.di, 
call-IMPV PT he-DAT order give-AOR king(ERG) 

belki hada-waj ugri zagur-iz ±a-ji-t'a. (Du85,3:116) 
maybe he-ADEL [thief find-INF] can-AOP-CND 

'Just call him, ordered the king, maybe he can find the thief.' 

b. Hajaman ada-n q'il.e-l mad sa bala 
PT he-GEN head-SRESS still one misfortune 

ata-na-t'a ha. 
come-AOR -C Ν D PT 

'Who knows, something bad might have happened to him...' 
(TG66:101) 

"Alternative questions": 

(1203) Im öi lif tir-t'a, ta&ajt'a ada-n §arag 
this:ABS we:GEN pigeon COP:PST-CND or it-GEN young 

tir-t'a? (H77:5) 
COP:PST-CND 

'(I wonder) was this our pigeon or its young?' 

"Parametric questions:" 

(1204) Jarab abur.u wuö luhu-zwa-t'a? (K87,2:6) 
PT they(ERG) what:ABS say-IMPF-CND 

Ί wonder what they are saying.' 
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428 23. Questions 

23.4. Echo questions 

In (1205M1206), some examples are given for echo questions asking for clari-
fication on a previous question. The echo question may be partial, as in 
(1205), or complete, as in (1206). Note that the interrogative suffix -ni cannot 
be used in such echo questions. 

(1205) a. A· Kwe-z wuö gerek ja, xala? 
you.all-DAT what:ABS necessary COP aunt 

B: Ca-z? Ca-z derbentlu-jar, Can bala. (S88:66) 
we-DAT we-DAT Derbentian-PL dear child 

Ά : What do you-all need, madam? 
B: We? We [need] the people from Derbent, dear child.' 

b. A: Gil-er kut'un-na-ni? B: Gil-er? Gil-er — wa?. 

hand-PL tie-AOR-Q hand-PL hand-PL not 

Ά : Have you tied the hands? B: The hands? (No,) not the hands.' 

A· Cna xala.di-z wuö iawab gu-da? 
we:ERG aunt-DAT which answer give-FUT 

B: Wuö iawab gu-da? ($83:48) 
which answer give-FUT 

Ά : What shall we answer to our aunt? B: What shall you answer?' 

A Wui ja wi ged, Cükwer? 
what:ABS COP you:GEN star Cükwer 

B: Wui ja zi ged? Luhu-da-ö. (S88:24) what:ABS COP I:GEN star say-FUT-GEN 

Ά : Who is your star (i.e. beloved one), Cükwer? 
Β: Who is my star? I won't tell you.' 

23.5. Question particles 

Several discourse particles are often used in questions (for other discourse 
particles, see 13.3.). They express various nuances of the tone of the question 
and are hard to translate into English. Like other discourse particles, they are 
either sentence-initial or follow the verb directly. 

23.5.1. bes 

This sentence-initial particle is perhaps the most common question particle. 
This particle often conveys the speaker's expectation of a negative answer. 

(1207) a. Bes xalq'.di-n nexir ni xil-da? (Du85,3:115) 
PT people-GEN cattle who:ERG keep-FUT 

(1206) a. 

b. 

W h o will look after the people's cattle?' 
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b. Bes wuö iji-n? Wekil-r.i öi iawab 
PT what:ABS do-HORT minister-PL(ERG) we:GEN answer 

güzlemiS-zawa. (K87,l:7) 
wait-IMPF 

'What on earth shall we do? The ministers are waiting for our 
answer.' 

c. Bes Gilldeste.di wad ajal hik' xil-da? (§83:5) 

PT Güldeste(ERG) five child how keep-FUT 

'How is Güldeste going to take care of five children?' 

23.5.2. jarab 

This sentence-initial particle can sometimes be translated by Ί wonder'. It is 
generally used in (polar or parametric) questions with the Conditional suffix 
-t'a (23.3.2.). 

(1208) a. Jarab zi bagri weled.di-n q'il.e-l wuö 
PT I:GEN own child-GEN head-SRESS what:ABS 

düäüS ata-nwa-t'a?! (K89:4) 
happening come-PRF-CND 

'(I wonder) what happened to my own child?' 

b. Jarab wun hik' jaSamiS ie-zwa-t'a? Wun Dewlet.a-qh 

PT yoir.ABS how living be-IMPF-CND you:ABS Dewlet-POESS 

galaz baxtlu ja ialV. (N88:80) 
with happy COP PT 

'(I wonder) how do you live now? Are you happy with Dewlet?' 

c. Jarab a waxt.und-a za-laj baxtlu kas i dilnja.da-l 
PT that time-INESS I-SREL happy person this world-SRESS 

ala-j-t'a? Baiahat! (S88:161) 
be.on-PST-CND hardly 

'Was there a happier person than me in this world at that time? 
Hardly!' 

Jarab may also introduce indirect questions: 

(1209) Weled.a, jarab Isabeg witi-qh galaz iq'wan 
Weled(ERG) [PT Isabeg self-POESS with so.much 

merhämetluwil.e-ldi wuöiz raxa-zwa-j-di ja-t'a, laha-na 
favorableness-SRDIR why talk-IMPF-PTP-SBST COP-CND say-AOC] 

fikir-na. (S88:16) 
think-AOR 

Weled wondered why Isabeg was talking so favorably with him.' 
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430 23. Questions 

23.5.3. meger 

The particle meger may be sentence-initial or it may follow the verb. 
According to Gjul'magomedov (1982:107), meger is stylistically marked 
(high style), compared to jarab and bes. 

(1210) a. Meger kwe-z öi medresa.di-kaj wan üa-na-ö-ni? 
PT you.all-DAT we-.GEN medrese-SBEL voice become-AOR-NEG-Q 

'Haven't you-all heard about our medrese?' (L86,3:23) 

b. Pahliwan i q'il-äj a q'il.i-z sekin-dakaz fi-n 
[artist this end-INEL that end-DAT quiet-ADV go-MSD] 

alamat Ze-da-j kar tuä-ni meger? (J89:5) 
[amazement be-FUT-PTP) thing COP:NEC-Q PT 

'Isn't the fact that the tightrope walker walks quietly from one end 
to the other a thing to be amazed at?' 

23.5.4. zal 

Questions with the post-verbal particle ial express surprise. They are never 
marked with the interrogative suffix -ni, and they are often additionally 
preceded by the particle jarab. 

(1211) a. Ja Allah, jarab te-da-j kar ja zal?! (N88:80) 
ο God PT [can-FUT-PST] thing COP PT 

Ό God, is that possible?!' 

b. QuS-ar.i-qh watan awa-6 luhu-da. Awa-6 zal? (H77:5) 
[bird-PL-POESS fatherland be-NEG] say-FUT be-NEG PT 

They say birds have no fatherland. Don't they really?' 

23.5.5. q'wan 

This sentence-final particle is used especially when a negative answer is ex-
pected. 

(1212) a. Wuö mesJela awa q'wan? (S88:162) 
what: A BS problem be PT 

'What problem is there? (i.e. there's none)' 

b. Wun gilzlemiS-zawa-j-di wuz tir q'wan? (R66:14) 
[you:ABS expect-IMPF-PTP-SBST.SC] who:ABS COP:PST PT 

'Who was expecting you? (i.e. nobody)' 
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23.6. Question-like exclamations 

Exclamations can have the syntactic form of parametric questions, especially 
with hiq'wan 'how much': 

(1213) a. Ida-laj j&jri, abur.u-n jaS-ar.i-n tafawat hiq'wan ja! 
this-SREL besides they-GEN age-PL-GEN difference how.much COP 

'Besides, how big is the age difference between them!' (N88:82) 

b. Ah, aSttin insan-r.i-qh galaz k'walax-un hiq'wan 
INTJ [such person-PL-POESS wi th work-MSD] how.much 

rehät tir... (R66:19) 
easy COP:PST 

'Oh, how easy it was to work with such people...' 

c. Pah, am hiq'wan qhsan kar ie-da! (J89:23) 
INTJ that:ABS how.much good thing be-FUT 

'Wow, what a great thing that will be!' 

23.7. Non-indicative questions 

Questions may be in the Optative or Hortative mood (cf. also 9.8.3.-9.8.4.). 
Hortative questions are deliberative, i.e. the speaker asks him/herself (or 
the addressee) whether he/she should do something. 

(1214) Xalu.di kwe-z sa wiiewaj q'isa aq^aj-in? (K85,4:6) 
uncle(ERG) you.all-DAT one good story tell-HORT 

'Should your uncle tell you a nice story?' 

Examples of Optative questions: 

(1215) a. Abur.u ni-z kümek-raj? (K90,3:3) 
they-DAT who:ERG help-OPT 

'Who is going to help them?' 
b. MaZib galaöiz hik' dulanmiS 5tu-raj? (Ko89,10,18:4) 

salary without how living be-OPT 

'How can one live without a salary?' 
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Chapter 24 
Comparison 

24.1. Comparison of inequality 

24.1.1. The comparative degree 

The comparative degree is expressed by the Superelative case (cf. 7.2.2.15.) on 
the standard of comparison. Like all modifiers, the standard of comparison 
precedes the parameter of comparison (adjective or adverb). This construc-
tion is only possible when the standard of comparison consists of a single 
noun phrase. Example (1216) shows adjectives, and (1217) shows adverbs in 
the comparative construction. 

(1216) a. Eger wa-z δι mühilbbat öan.di-laj baha ja-t'a... 

if you-DAT we:GEN love life-SREL dear COP-CND 

'If our love is dearer to you than your life...' (X89:34) 
b. I dilnja.da-l q^san-bur pis-bur.u-laj gzaf ja. (583:50) 

this world-SRESS good-SBST.PL bad-SBST.PL-SREL many COP 

'In this world the good people are more numerous than the bad 
people.' 

(1217) a. Za-z wun i diinja.di-laj para k'an-da. (N88:78) 

I-DAT you:ABS this world-SREL much love-FUT 

Ί love you more than this world.' 
b. Quba nugat.d-a tarn gaf.uni-laj ruk gzaf iälemiä-da. 

Quba dialect-INESS tarn word-SREL ruk much use-FUT 

'In the Quba dialect ruk is used more than the word tam.' (G82:84) 

The explicit standard, i.e. a standard expressed as a number takes the same 
form, as shown in (1218). In such cases the standard phrase has no corre-
sponding equivalent comparative clause. 

(1218) a. I&tin xzan.d-a gah=gah wike-laj gzaf ks-ar ze-da-j. 
such clan-INESS sometimes hundred-SREL much person-PL be-FUT-PST 

'In such a clan there were sometimes more than a hundred 
people.' (L87,2:75) 

b. q'ud wi&e-laj-ni gzaf k'wal-er (S88:14) 
four hundred-SREL-also much house-PL 

'more than 400 houses' 
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When the standard of comparison does not inflect for case and therefore 
cannot be in the Superelative case, it cannot be used in this construction and 
a comparative clause (24.1.2.) has to be used. However, in some cases very 
similar declinable forms are available, e.g. relative adjectives of temporal 
adverbs (cf. 8.2.1.3.), as in (1219), or participial forms of converbal postposi-
tions, as in (1220). Note that adjectives and participles have to be substan-
tivized before they can be inflected for case. 

(1219) Lezgi ö'al-a inlaj wilik padez-r.i-n q'adar 
Lezgian language-INESS hither before case-PL-GEN number 

gilan-da-laj artux tir. (H63:8) 
present-SBST-SREL more COP:PST 

The number of cases in Lezgian was formerly greater than now.' 

(Example (1219) contains the word artux 'more'. This could be considered a 
suppletive comparative form of gzaf 'much', but it is a unique case.) 

Example (1220) shows the postpositional phrase t'ur galaöiz 'without a 
spoon' as the standard of comparison. 

(1220) T'ur gala-ö-ir-da-laj t'ur.una-ldi Surpat ne-z 
[spoon be.with-NEG -PTP-SBST-SREL spoon-SRDIR soup eat] 

rehät ja. 
easy COP 

'It is easier to eat the soup with a spoon than without a spoon.' 

Strictly speaking, (1220) is an example of a comparative clause. The literal 
translation would be: 'It is easier to eat the soup with a spoon than (that) 
there is no spoon.' 

When the standard of comparison is only implicit in the context, the par-
ticle madni 'still' (cf. 13.2.3.) can be used to make the comparative meaning 
explicit. 

(1221) I sefer.d-a sik'.re madni k'ewi-z haraj-na. (Q89,10,19:3) 
this time-INESS fox(ERG) still loud-ADV shout-AOR 

'This time the fox shouted even more loudly.' 

24.1.2. The comparative clause 

When more than one feature is changed in the compared situation, a com-
parative clause has to be used. This is expressed by putting the verb in the 
substantivized participle form in the Superelative case. Compare (1222), a 
one-way comparison, with (1223), a two-way comparison with a 
comparative clause. Although the verb is identical in examples like (1223), it 
cannot be omitted because there is no way the Superelative case could have 
scope over two noun phrases without a verb. 

(1222) Dide.di tort-ar xala.di-laj ijer-diz ira-da. 
mother(ERG) cake-PL aunt-SREL good-ADV bake-FUT 

'Mother bakes cakes better than aunt.' 
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(1223) Dide.di xala.di fu öra-da-j-da-laj 
mother [aunKERG) bread bake-FUT-FTP-SBST]-SREL 

tort-ar ijer-diz öra-da. 
cake-PL good-ADV bake-FUT 

'Mother bakes cakes better than aunt bread.' 

In (1224), even the verb is different, so that English, too, has to use a compar-
ative clause. 

(1224) RuS.a gada.di mani-jar ja-da-j-da-laj 
girl(ERG) [boy(ERG) song-R. hit-FUT-PTP-SBST]-SREL 

q'iil-er ijer-diz iji-da. 
dance-PL good-ADV do-FUT 

'The girl dances better than the boy sings.' 

Such comparative clauses are also used when the compared situation differs 
with respect to the propositional attitude: 

(1225) Gada.di za fikir-aj-da-laj mani-jar ijer-diz ja-zawa. 
boy [I:ERG think-AOP-SBST]-SREL song-FL good-ADV hit-IMPF 

The boy sings better than I thought.' 

A comparative clause may also be expressed by means of the Posterior 
converb (cf. 21.4.2.). This use seems to be particularly common in proverbs. 

(1226) a. Insan.di-n ö'uru t'war aqat-daldi, wil aqat-un q^san ja. 
[[person-GEN bad name go.out-POSTR] eye go.out-MSD] good COP 

'It is better to lose one's eye than to have bad rumors circulating 
about oneself.' (Lit. It is better for an eye to go out than a person's 
bad rumor go out.) (TG66:323) 

b. C'ana ze-daldi, 6'irgin zaq'w-az qhsan ja. (TG66:377) 
[[idly be-POSTR] herbs chew-INF] good COP 

'It is better to chew herbs than to sit around idly.' 

24.1.3. Expressing degrees of inequality 

24.1.3.1. Degree adverbials. Several types of adverbial expressions can be used 
to express the degree of inequality. One of them is a multiplicative adverbial. 

(1227) a. wilikan-da-laj pud sefer.d-a q'eleö' i huldan (K86,3:15) 
previous-SBST.SG-SREL three time-INESS thin this steel 

'this (sheet of) steel which is three times as thin as the previous 
one' 
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b. Zi xzan.di ida-n xzan.di-laj jis-a q'we 
I:GEN family(ERG) this-GEN family-SREL year-INESS two 

sefer.d-a artux zehmet.di-n jiq-ar qazanmiS-zawa. (R66:24) 
time-INESS more work-GEN day-PL earn-IMPF 

'My family earns twice as many work-days a year as her family.' 

Another such expression is a phrase which measures the difference. In this 
case, q'wan (24.2.3.) is used: 

(1228) Am Ciikwer.a-laj diiz sa c'ud jis q'wan ö'exi tir. (S88:8) 
he:ABS Cükwer-SREL exact one ten year as.many.as big COP:PST 

'He was exactly ten years older than Ciikwer.' 

A third type are ordinary degree adverbs (cf. 12.1.4.). 

(1229) a. Sad mükii-da-laj iizwi ask'an-zawa. (Q81:43) 
one other-SBST.SG-SREL a . l i t t le low-IMPF 

'One is a little shorter than the other one.' 

b. Mirzebeg.a-z xür.e-laj Seher gzaf xuS tir. (L86,3:14) Mirzebeg-DAT village-SREL town much pleasant COP:PST 

'The town was much more attractive for Mirzebeg than the 
village.' 

24.1.3.2. Correlative comparative clauses. The degree of inequality can also be 
expressed by a correlative relative clause (19.2.) that corresponds to the 
English "the...the" construction. 

(1230) a. Ajal.di hiq'wan gzaf t'il-r-t'a, 
(child(ERG) how.much much eat-AOP-CND] 

haq'wan fad am ö'exi ze-da. 
that.much quick s/he:ABS big become-FUT 

'The more the child eats, the quicker s/he grows.' 

b. Hiq'wan dag q'aq'an jta-ji-t'a, 
[how.much mountain high be-AOP-CND] 

haq'wan ada-n kuk'ukda-l xkaz £u-n öetin ja. 
that.much [it-GEN top-SRESS raise ANTIC-MSD] difficult GOP 

'The higher the mountain is, the more difficult it is to go up to its 
top.' 
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24.1.4. The superlative 

The superlative is expressed by wiri 'all' as the standard of comparison, 
often together with the intensifying inclusive suffix -ni. 

(1231) a. Xür-e wiri-da-laj güzel öka ha im ja. 
village-INESS all-SBST-SREL beautiful place that this:ABS COP 

'The most beautiful place in the village is this one.' (Ko89,9,6:4) 

b. Küre naretie lezgi ö'al.a-n wiri-da-laj-ni ö'exi 
Küre dialect.group Lezgian language-GEN all-SBST-SREL-also big 

naretie ja. (H63:45) 
dialect.group COP 

The Küre dialect group is the largest dialect group of the Lezgian 
language.' 

24.2. Comparison of equality 

Comparison of equality is expressed by means of the phrase-final equative 
particles ±iz, Min 'as, like', and q'wan 'as much as'. Of these particles, £iz is 
adverbial, £tin is adjectival, and q'wan is both. 

24.2.1. xiz 'like' (adverbial) 

The standard of comparison immediately precedes £iz and is in the same 
case (or takes the same postposition, as in (1233)) as the compared phrase. 

(1232) a. Xabar c'ajlapan tiz xür.ii-z ök'a-na. (R66:5) 
news lightning like village-DAT spread-AOR 

'The news spread across the village like lightning.' 

b. Wac.ra, Ajaz Buba.di ±iz, get-er.i-z c'iji jis 
moon(ERG) Frost Father(ERG) like star-PL-DAT new year 

mubarak-zawa-j. (N88:118) 
congratulate-IMPF-PST 

'The moon, like Father Frost, congratulated the 
stars on the new year.' 

c. Za-waj £iz wa-waj raxa-z ze-da-t (Mejlanova 1983b:211) 
I-ADEL like you-ADEL Italk-INF] can-FUT-NEG 

'You cannot talk like I (can).' 
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24.2. Comparison of equality 437 

(1233) Alaquli.di q'ügür-r.i-qh galaz, aq'ullu ajal-r.i-qtl 

Alaquli(ERG) hedgehog-PL-POESS w i t h intelligent child-PL-POESS 

galaz jtiz, raxu-n-ar awu-na. (M83:45) 
w i t h l ike talk-MSD-PL do-AOR 

'Alaquli spoke with the hedgehogs as with intelligent children/ 

Xiz may be used predicatively, either with the locative copula awa, as in 
(1234), or with the standard copula (as in (893)). 

(1234) Am ki§ 6'ur £a-ji öuwud &iz awa. (TG66:373) 
he:ABS [Sabbath spoil ANTIC-AOP] jew like be.in 

'He is like a jew whose Sabbath was spoiled.' 

The particle jtiz can also be used in cases of multiple equative comparison 
where the verb is omitted in the equative expression. This is in contrast to 
multiple comparison of inequality (24.1.2.), where the verb must be present 
even under identity. The difference seems to be due to the fact that the 
marker of inequality is a case suffix, which can attach only to one noun, 
whereas jtiz is a free particle which can follow a group of words. 

(1235) Za-z fad öi-zwa-j za-z wun jtiz wa-z zun-ni 
I-DAT early know-IMPF-PST [I-DAT you:ABS l ike you-DAT I:ABS-aIso 

k'an-zawa-j-di. (N88:87) 
love-IMPF-PTP-SBST] 

1 knew early on that you love me like I love you.' 

When a jtiz phrase accompanies the verb akun 'see', the resulting meaning 
is often 'look like', 'seem like'. 

(1236) Duäman.di-z abur jargaj tup-ar jtiz akwa-da. (K87,l:7) 
enemy-DAT they:ABS from.far cannon-PL like see-FUT 

'From far, they will look like cannons to the enemy.' (Lit. The 
enemy will see them like cannons.') 

The particle jtiz may also follow a substantivized participle: 

(1237) a. Lam, mix ja-na öarx.a-l alk'-aj-di jtiz, 
donkey [[nail hit-AOC] rock-SRESS attach-AOP-SBST] l ike 

sa k'us-ni juzu-n qhuwu-na-6. (M83:33) 
one piece-also move-PER REPET-AOR-NEG 

The donkey, as if attached to the rock by (lit. having hit) a nail, 
did not move a bit more.' 

b. c'iji-z Sir ja-nawa-j-di jtiz akwa-zwa-j ekii wili caw 
[[new-ADV paint hit-PRF-PTP-SBST] l ike see-IMPF-PTP] bright blue sky 

'the bright blue sky that looks as if freshly painted' (N88:56) 
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When the participial clause that is followed by Siiz has a subject of its own, a 
comparative clause results that is translated by 'as if'. In (1238), the particle 
guja (13.5.2) is also present. 

(1238) Ha i lehze.d-a, guja gatfar.i-n juq.u-z lap k'ewi-z 
t h a t this moment-INESS [as.if spring-GEN day-DAT very strong-ADV 

caw-ar raxa-j-di ±iz, wiS-er.a-ldi insan-r.i-n ura.di-n 
sky-PL speak-AOP-SBST] l ike hundred-PL-SRDIR person-PL-GEN hurrah-GEN 

wan ök'a-na. (J89:29) 
sound spread-AOR 

'At that moment the sound of cheering of hundreds of people began 
to spread, as if the heavens had spoken loudly on a spring day.' 

Such a clause is most often used as a complement to the copula ja (or the 
verb ±un 'be') or to akun 'see'. In both cases there is (optionally) an addi-
tional Dative subject, and the translation is 'it seems as if' or 'it looks as if'. 

(1239) a. Qaji hawa.di beden.di-z-ni wil-er.i-z t-akwa-da-j 
[cold air(ERG) body-DAT-and eye-PL-DAT [NEG-see-FUT-PTP] 

rip-er sux-zawa-j-di £iz tir. (Du61,5:22) 
needle-PL put-IMPF-PTP-SBST] l ike COP:PST 

I t was as if the cold air was putting invisible needles into the 
body and the eyes.' 

b. Za-z wun i tar.ci-n pataw ata-na 
I-DAT [you:ABS this tree-CEN by [come-AOR] 

aqwaz-nawa-j-di &iz ita-na. (DD85,2:20) 
stop-PRF-PTP-SBST] l ike be-AOR 

'It seemed to me as if you had come and stopped at this tree.' 

(1240) Za-z ttar-ar naq' kutu-r-bur £iz akwa-zwa. (G54:26) 
I-DAT [tree-PL yesterday plant-AOP-SBST.PL] l ike see-IMPF 

I t seems to me as if the trees were planted only yesterday.' 

In this construction the verb is sometimes not in the substantivized partici-
ple form, but in the simple participle form. It is not clear whether there is a 
difference in meaning. 

(1241) Za-z wi kefi-jar awa-6-ir Mz akwa-zwa. (583:62) 
I-DAT [you:GEN mood-PL be.in-NEG-PTP] l ike see-IMPF 

I t seems to me that you are not in a good mood.' 

When the transitive verb awun 'do' is used in this construction, it means 
'pretend': 

(1242) Saidov.a wiöi-z t-akwa-zwa-j-di itiz awu-na. (M79:5) 
Saidov(ERG) [self-DAT NEG-see-IMPF-PTP-SBST] l ike do-AOR 

'Saidov pretended that he did not see [it].' 
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24.2.2. xtin 'like' (adjectival) 

The particle £tin 'like' is used in noun phrases, either modifying a noun di-
rectly (as in (1243)), or modifying an adjective, often by means of a cliche 
comparison involving an object that has the property in question in a par-
ticularly salient way (as in (1244)). 

(1243) a. Inhe kurort Atin dag.di-n xiir. ($83:58) 
voici spa like mouritain-GEN village 

'Here is a mountain village that is like a spa.' 

b. Am xalis qele £tin öka ja. (A76:4) 
it:ABS real fortress like place COP 

I t is a place like a real fortress.' 

(1244) a. iiw ±tin lacu öuru (X89:28) 
snow like white beard 

'a beard that is white like snow7 

b. meg.ii-n k'anö' Atin tükme itim (E56:ll) 
acorn-GEN stump like stout man 

'a man who is stout like an acorn stump' 
Like £iz, &tin may take a clause as the standard of comparison, which 

takes the form of a participial relative clause. In (1245), the reason for the 
use of Xtin rather than ±iz is that the main component in the complex verb 
wan atun 'hear (lit. sound comes)' is the noun wan 'sound', which takes 
the noun phrase modifier £tin. 

(1245) Zemät.di-z öil-er juza-j 5ttin wan ata-na. (X89:30) 
people-DAT [earth-PL move-AOP] like sound come-AOR 

The people thought they heard the earth trembling.' 
(Lit. Ά sound like the earth moving came to the people.') 

24.2.3. q'wan 'as much as' 

While £ iz and &tin express qualitative comparison, q'wan expresses quanti-
tative comparison. Syntactically they are quite similar. The examples in 
(1246) show the adverbial use of q'wan. 

(1246) a. Amma wun q'wan k'an-da-6-ir za-z am. (S88:165) 

but you:ABS as.much.as love-FUT-NEG-PST I-DAT she:ABS 

'But I did not love her as much as (I love) you.' 
b. Za-waj q'wan wa-waj k'walax iji-z ie-da-ni? 

I-ADEL as.much.as you-ADEL [work do-INF] can-FUT-Q 

'Can you work as much as I (can)?' (Mejlanova 1983b:211) 
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c. Wa-z q'wan za-z-ni öi-da. (Mejlanova 1970:146) 
you-DAT as.much.as I-DAT-also know-FUT 

1, too, know as much as you.' 

The following are examples of the adjectival use of q'wan. Again, the 
q'wan phrase may modify a noun directly (1247), or it may modify an 
adjective that accompanies a noun (1248). When it modifies a plural noun, 
the meaning is 'as many as'. 

(1247) Za-z qe wa-z q'wan jaru get-er Aa-na-6. (K88,9:12) 

I-DAT today you-DAT as.many.as red star-PL be-AOR-NEG 

Today I didn't get as many red stars as you.' 
(1248) a. Gat.u-z dag-lar.i-n jajlax-ar q'wan güzel öka-jar 

summer-DAT mountain-PL-GEN pasture-PL as.much.as beautiful place-PL 

diinja.d-a mad sana-ni ie-da-6. (M83:33) 
world-INESS still anywhere-also be-FUT-NEG 

'In the summer there are nowhere in the world any places as 
beautiful as the mountain pastures.' 

b. Ada-η q'eb ö'exi itim.di-n öarpaj q'wan ö'exi-di tir. 
he-GEN cradle big man-GEN bed as.much.as big-SBST.SG COP:PST 

'His cradle was as big as a grown man's bed.' (X89:29) 

Q'wan may also be used to mark a comparative clause in the form of a 
relative clause that precedes q'wan. 

(1249) Mizafer.a-z k'an-zawa-j q'wan pul sada-ni 
[Mizafer-DAT want-IMPF-PTP] as.much money anyone(ERG)-also 

gu-zwa-6. (583:57) 
give-IMPF-NEG 

'No one gives as much money as Mizafer wants.' 

Such relative clauses may then acquire the sense 'all that' (from 'as much 
as'). 

(1250) a. Ada wiöi-z aku-r q'wan alamat-r.i-kaj 
he(ERG) [self-DAT see-AOP] as.much marvel-PL-SBEL 

dide.di-z sühbet-na. (K87,2:7) 
mother-DAT tell-AOR 

'He told his mother about all the marvels he had seen.' (Lit. 'about 
as many marvels as he had seen') 

b. Kas.di witi-qh awa-j q'wan quwat.da-ldi xurt' ga-na. 
man(ERG) [self-POESS be.in-PTP] as.much force-SRDIR push give-AOR 

The man pushed (the donkey) with all the force he had (lit. with 
as much force as he had).' (M83:34) 
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c. Cükwer.a Sirinbala.di-z wiöi-n q'il.e-l ata-j 
Cükwer(ERG) Sirinbala-DAT [self-GEN head-SRESS come-AOP] 

q'wan-bur aqhaj-na. (S88:49) 
as.much-SBST.PL tell-AOR 

'Cükwer told Sirinbala everything that had happened to her.' 

As the last example shows, adjectival q'wan may be substantivized, like all 
other adjectival elements. 

The standard of equative comparison may also be a measure phrase. 
Sometimes the translation 'as much as' is not appropriate in such cases. 
(1251) shows adjectival q'wan, (1252) shows adverbial q'wan. 

(1251) a. I waxt.und.-a öa-z qad=qan-ni c'ud q'wan 
this time-INESS we-DAT twenty=twenty-and ten as.much.as 

forel-ar hat-na. (M83:31) 
trout-PL come^AOR 

'In this time we found as many as 20-30 trout.' 

b. Leq' q'we metr q'wan jargi luw-ar ala-j-di tir. 
eagle two meter as.much.as long wing-PL be.on-PTP-SBST.SG OOP.PST 

'The eagle had two-meter long wings on it.' (M83:74) 

(1252) WahSi-jar sa wiS metr q'wan agadal fe-na, 
wild.animal-PL one hundred meter as.much.as down go-AOR 

axpa wil-er.i-kaj kwa±-na. (M83:64) 
afterward eye-PL-SBEL disappear-AOR 

'The wild animals went down about a hundred meters, then they 
disappeared from sight.' 

24.3. The excessive degree 

The excessive degree ('too much') is expressed by gzaf 'very' (or similar ex-
pressions), and the impossible consequence is expressed by a Masdar clause 
followed by patal 'for' (this is a type of purpose clause, cf. 21.6.1.). 

(1253) Ada-z xür.ii-n dak'ar i diinja.di-z kilig-un patal 
he-DAT [village-GEN window [this world-DAT look-MSD for] 

gzaf giit'ii-di tir-di aku-na. (S88:7) 
much narrow-SBST.SG COP:PTP-SBST] see-AOR 

'He saw that the village's window was too narrow to look at this 
world.' 
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Chapter 25 
Texts 

All texts are given in two versions: The original version with the original 
spelling (mostly in the Cyrillic alphabet) and a transliterated version with 
morphemic glosses. The English translations are meant to be close to the 
original and are therefore not always very natural English. 

25.1. The Nightingale 

The poem "The Nightingale" is one of the best-known works by the classical 
Lezgian poet Jetim Emin (1838-1885). It is given here in two versions: a 
modern Cyrillic version (from: Jetim Emin. 1986. Lirika. Maxaikala: 
Dagestanskoe kniZnoe izdatel'stvo, p. 36), and a version in the Arabic script 
from a book published in 1927 (Lezginskij Kraevedieskij KruZok ν Moskve. 
1927. Lezgi Sairrun ö'alar. Moskva: Central'noe izdatel'stvo narodov SSSR, 
p. 8). 

B H J I 6 H J I 

X y n l p a x a / j a 6HJI6HJI c e r b e p B a x T y H / j a , 
C a FbdMHH aeaMHp r b a f t e a H C a x T a e a p l 
UybKBef lHB/ jH zjHraft r a T i f a p B a x T y H / j a 
r b a j i a rajia x y B a 3 a e e p a H , C a x T a e a p l 

I I lyMy^HH c a H a r t M a K l e j i / j a BH Ha3/ jn , 
T b a p c a T e r b e p p a x a 3 r b a p c a aBa3AH?l 
X i > y b T l y b 3 T a f l n r a H a x y n l Ba3 a « 3 f l n , 
r H j i a a M y x « e a 3 MaftaaH, S a x T a e a p . 

X y n l u i a / i - x y p a M TyuiHH ByH BH ÖaxTyHaJ i , 
UybKBepMBflH anra.Pi raT<J)ap B a x T y H a j i l 
K I a H 3 a e a Ba3: a q y K b u y b K B e p T a x T y H a J i , 
Avtaft HHMXHppMH H3 flyBaH, C a x T a e a p 

UybKBepHBflM K t y r b y H Λ BH K l e a j i a x a p , 
M y b j u i e p a x b e a 3 T a 3 a K t a f t H Ö y j i a x a p . 
P a x a 3 r b a p c a a e a 3 , ΗήΗ3 ^ a M a x a p , 
r b a p a K - a e e p nyu « BH BAH, C a x T a e a p ? 

AuiKfcH r b a e a j i y s , — Ba3 K b a p a p aeaH; 
X i > y b T l y b H 3 e r b M e T aMaM, e a 3 x a 6 a p a e a n . 
B y M ^ a , e a 3 axyHaM, Ba3 x a 6 a p a e a w , 
ETUM 9MHHAH FBAMHH RBHXPAH, G a x T a e a p . 
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J W h 
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jljUS-L j l » - J > ( j ^ L c j »I 
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Bilbil 

Xup' raxa-da bilbil seher waxt.und-a 
PT speak-FUT nightingale moming(GEN) time-INESS 

Sa gam-ni awa-ö-ir hajwan baxtawar! 
[one sorrow-also be-NEG-PTP] animal happy 

Ciikw-eri-wdi dig-aj gatfar waxt.und-a 
[flower-PL-ADDIR decorate-AOP] spring(GEN) time-INESS 

Hal-a gila iuwa-z dewran, baxtawar! 
lead-IMPV now self-DAT free.life happy.one 

Sumud-ni sa nagma k'el-da wi naz.di, 
how.many-also one melody read-FUT you:GEN coquetry(ERG) 

Har sa teher raxa-z har sa awaz.di?! 
[every one manner speak-IMC every one tune(ERG)] 

Q^üt'.ü-z tadi ga-na xup' wa-z ajaz.di, 
winter-DAT torture give-AOR how you-DAT frost(ERG) 

Gila a tux ja wa-z majdan, baxtawar. 
now open COP you-DAT space happy.one 

Xup' Sad=xuram tuS-ni wun wi baxt.una-l, 
PT joyful COP:NEG-Q you:ABS you:GEN happiness-SRESS 

Ciikw-er.i-wdi dig-aj gatfar waxt.una-ll 
[flower-PL-ADDIR decorate-AOP] spring(GEN) time-SRESS 

K'an-zawa wa-z: acuq' cükw-er taxt.una-l, 
want-IMPF you-DAT sit(IMPV) flower-PL(GEN) throne-SRESS 

Ama-j niixir-r.i-n i-z duwan, baxtawar. 
[remain-PTP] wild.animal-PL-GEN do-IMC judgment happy.one 

Cükw-er.i-wdi qugu-n ja wi k'walax-ar, 
[flower-PL-ADDIR play-MSD] COP you:GEN work-PL 

Cill-ler-a qhwa-z taza qaji bulax-ar. 
[field-PL-INESS drink-IMC fresh cold well-PL] 

Raxa-z har sa awaz, iji-z damax-ar, 
[speak-IMC every one tune do-IMC pride-PL] 

Haraj=ewer wuö ja wi wan, baxtawar? 
cry what COP you:GEN voice happy.one 

ASqi hawalu ja, — wa-z q'arar awa-ö; 
inspiration enthusiastic COP you-DAT patience be-NEG 

Qhiit'.ii-n zehmet ama-6, wa-z xabar awa-6, 
winter-GEN labor remain-NEG you-DAT knowledge be-NEG 

Wuö-da, wa-z aku-na-6, wa-z xabar awa-6, 
do.what-FUT you-DAT see-AOR-NEG you-DAT knowledge be-NEG 

Jetim Emin.a-n gam-ni hilran, baxtawar. 
Jetim Emin-GEN sorrow-and grief happy.one 
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25.1. The Nightingale 445 

The Nightingale 

How (beautifully) the nightingale sings in the morningtide, 
Happy animal without sorrow! 
At the time of spring which is embellished by flowers, 
Lead your free life now, happy one! 

Your coquetry sings many a melody, 
With every tune speaking in every manner! 
How much the frost made you suffer in the winter, 
Now the spaces are open for you, happy one! 

How glad you are about your happiness, 
At the time of spring which is embellished by flowers, 
You want to sit on a throne of flowers, 
Judging the other animals, happy one. 

Playing with flowers is your work, 
Drinking from fresh cool wells in the fields. 
Uttering every tune, showing pride, 
Which cry is your voice, happy one? 

Your inspiration is full of enthusiasm, — you have no patience; 
There is no more suffering of winter, you have no knowledge, 
What will you do, you did not see, you have no knowledge 
Of Jetim Emin's sorrow and grief, happy one. 

25.2. Who is Stealing the Melons? 

From: Me2idov, Qijas. 1983. Qeni qunUjar. Maxaikala: Dagufpedgiz. [Good 
neighbors], p. 27-29. 

Ki>&pny3&p HH MYBHYBXAAEA? 

ßerb 3aMaH/jHH 3yp6a TaMa ΜΗ ΚΟΛΧΟ3ΛΗΧΤ> exe ÖeJireHap aea. HHpa, rbap 
ftHcy3 CycTaHap qa3Ba Μ CycTaHpa Ktapny3ap, raTyH xaJiHMp, ac{)HMflp, 6ypa-
Hap ua3Ba Η TaMa aeafi KI>HJIAH Ktapny3ap uaHBaft 6ycTaH/ia KtapHÖa ea 
CHpjiy yrtpn TybpeTMHiu xbaHea A yrbpn/jH, rbH eaxTyH/ia K"bB63BaTlaHM MH-
ziaM, KBaflHH-KBail, xtcaH ypaHBaft Ktapny3ap acarbypHa, a6yp Λ 6yc-
TaH/ja—MKa^aji, n TyxeaHa jian MyKbBaji ajiafl Kyjiapa He3Ba 

— HHrbe, ny^ Ηκφ 3a BHJI KbBaHHH aKbajiHaeaM, rba BHJIH xyb3Ba, aMMa 
3aeatl yripw Kba3 xe3BaM xbH, )Ke3BaM,—JiarbaHa ÖycTaHMH Byxap xajiy^H 
uiHKa«T aeyHa—BejiKH Kbyb3yb xbyHH3 KHjiHraa, 3H BHjiepH3 3KB aKBa3MaM, 
ByHHM ca KbBe K>Ki>y3 η 6ycraH,aa aMyKb, CejiKH a KtapHCa yrapH ea3 aKeaH... 

3yH ByKap xajiy^HH KbHJiMB HHCHHjiaft ajiaTafi/jajiafl Kby^yxt pyacaHH rea3 
aTaHa. MHa 3yp6a ca MerbybH T a p a H TaH,qa, Kbee exe ΧΗΛΘΗ apa^a auHrHaeaft 
KyMa^a MKa KbyHa. HH.naft βπρπ ÖycTaH xanajuiaft xbH3 aKBasea. 

— ThMKl xbaHa, xajiy, ByHa «cwpjiy yrtpn» KbyHBa^HH?—xa6ap KbyHa 3a. 
— KbyHeaM. 3a3 aM axyp xbH3 n. aM HHcaH Tyui, axeap rbajiapafi, BarbuiH 

rbaßeaH n. 
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446 25. Texts 

— B y n « ? 
— BerbeM KbaTly3 aceaaflBaji aKyHan, xea . 
— AM, aHrbe, aTla 6ypMa Kyjiapaft axteMlHa,—ByKap xajiy/jn MepeftpnH 

Ki>ajiHH x y j i j i y x KtaJiypHa —ryb3eTHHl KHJiHr/ia MyH... HcflT/ja 3a ea3 c a x t c a H 
Ki>apny3 aTly/ja XtcaH Ktapny3 6ycTaHMH/jn3 MH/ja! 

MHa r b e j i e umpHH uinpe/jaft auIaHeaft, c n e e MKlaHa 0H3Baft x e e p e x Ki>apny3 
TlybHa KybTJirb xbaHBa^Mp, aMMa ByKap xajiy^H, 3a rbHji au^Ha, 3H sm&n 
KynncyniHa: 

— BycTaH^H3 BHJI eerbl XtcaHflH3 ΚΗΛΗΓΙ 
KHjiHraftTla, rbHM «TlaHH, c a earbiiiH rbafteaH Kyjiapaft 3Ki>eMlHa, x y p y x v j n 

6ycTaH^n3 aTaHa, Ki>apny3ap aj iafteaji $H3ea. TapapMH x t e H a p jiprbH xbaHa 
ÖycTaHflaJi aTyHH3 KHjiHreia, aHa xypyuiyM xbaHBa, rbaBHJiflft 3aeaK aM eyM 
BarbmH rbafteaH jrrla, epjiM KbaTly3 xe3eaM. 3yHHH ÖycTaHMH ByKap «HM e y * 
η 3XMp?> — j i y r b y 3 φΗκκρρΗκ KyMa3, aTaft/iH Ki>apny3pH3 rbaxbHa. A/ja c a 
Ki>apny3 KbeHylHKaft XKyaHa, aM Tanac rejiHHa, BHMHH MyKbye r t a H a , 
KT>apny3/ia BHMHH «prbH XUH Klnpep aKlypHa, aM ΒΗΗΘ KbyHa xbH3, earbuiH x y -
jiapH3 x ^ e H a . 

— Raa. eyHa ByMHa 3xnp?l— ByKap xa j iy^n 3aBaft xy^ym/iaji xaöap KbyHa. 
—AM x a H a e y p τ κ ρ , MHAHMHUI xbyxb, « a H a e y p τ π ρ , eyHa AM τφβΗΓ/iafl »Ha 
KlaH/jaftl 

— Heaml 3a3HH aTaii^H x a H a e y p τπρ^Η ππρ XbaHa... a^a Ki>apny3AHKaft 
eyM3aea 3xnp?l BejiKu, aM KHI;I Λ xe/iH rba? 

— 3a3 xi>caHAH3 aKyHa, Λ xeal r b y b ^ e T ajiaw, y r t p n x a H a e y p Hi ΤφβΗΓ 
rba3ypHa, c6khh/ih3 aqyKb, aM HC«T^a Ma/j Kbee/ia. Caflaji-KbBe^aji aM Tyx 
xcejia.Pi ^ΦΚΡ Tyrn... 

3yH, τφβΗΓ BarbuiHßH yrbpHBH^ep HftH3BaK n a T a x i TybKlybpHa, φπκΜρρπκ 
axaTHa. A^aeaft Ki>apny3ap He3 * e , q a * a j i ? Xe/jal Ι^φΜρΛΗ3 Maca 3aTlHH rbaT 
Taeypj ia , eyM aeypaft . ΓΗΙΙΙΗΗ η. 3M KbyH UIH AH Η KHUIH rbH eMHiii xbaftHTlaHH 
Hefla, c a οβφβρ/^ rbaTTa eice c a 3ΦΗΜΗΜ KBa3 TlybHa. Xyrap , xaTpyTap a/jaH 
pMKl ajiaft eM K"bapny3 ,qaflyHH3 Γ33φ eMHiupHjiaft x t c a H Η sxnp. 3a3, 
xaHaeyp/iH Μ ioKby3 ÖycTaH/ja yrbpMBHjiep aeyH, ÖerbeM c n p j i y Kap xbaHa. MM 
ByM Jiarbaft Mlaji λ? Η c y a j m n 3 3a3 xaBaÖHH »cartaHa; ÖycTaHMH^HH KHqlep 
ΚΗφΗ3 y « x Λ, a 6 y p y x a H a e y p 6ycTaHflH3 axtaf t^a* ! , HCHT/ia aßyp rbap cafl c a 
KyjiaH ßvi6ßa., KbHJiep KbBexee TyHa, πικρΗΗ axeapa j i aj ia, x t c a H CCKMH eaxT Λ . 
AKBap rbaj iapaf) , Η Kap *aHaByp/jH3 x t c a H MH^a. Barbiun aKba^Tlatt φβΗβΗ^ρ 
Λ . . . 

3 y p CHT ajiaTHa XE/IH, x a H a e y p Ma/i aTaHa. AMMa Η ΟΕΦΕΡ/^ 3a a^a3 
Ki>apny3 aTly/jaft MyMKHHeaji raHaM: 3a a/jaji /jajißa-^aji Kbee r y b j i ^ e axtaf iHa 
BarbuiH q a e y 3 r a ^ a p XbaHa, a x n a MHnen a^yKbHa, Ma/j K»3yH xtyeyHaM 

— HHCAHPH j iyrby^aftBaji : «BHIII ß n c y 3 «uiaMHiii xbyxb, BHIII ftncy3HH 
/iybHb»/iHH c n p e p MHpa, a6yp ßerbeM MHP xbattHTla, xbcaH «. .» ByKap x a j i y -
AHBaft BHMHH uia/iBaji BHHeji aKby/i TaeyHa aKbBa3H3 xbaHan. —3a, aM aTla 
a a j i y m n p n n e p xbTHH qaqap ajiaft ^HKo6pa3 Tleap ajiail earbniH rbafteaH «Tla, 
j iyrby3Ba(t. )KaHaByp^H Ktapnysap TapauiyH rbHM φΗκπρ/ΐΗ3ΗΗ KtBe/jaft 
Kleaj iax Tym.. 

Qarpuz-ar ni öünilx-zawa? 
melon-PL who: ERG steal-IMPF 

(1) Deh zaman.di-n zurba tam-a öi kolxoz.di-qh 

old time-GEN huge forest-INESS we:GEN kolkhoz-POESS 

jeke belgen-ar awa. (2) Iura, har jis.u-z bustan-ar 
big patch-PL be.in here every year-DAT garden-PL 
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25.2. Who is Stealing the Melons? 447 

ca-zwa. (3) I bustan-r-a qarpuz-ar, gat.u-n xali-jar, 
sow-IMPF this garden-PL-INESS melon-PL summer-GEN melon-PL 

afni-jar, buran-ar ca-zwa. (4) I tam-a awa-j q'ildi 
cucumber-R, pumpkin-PL sow-PL [this forest be.in-PTP] [separately 

qarpuz-ar ca-nwa-j bustan.d-a qariba wa sirlu ugri 
melon-PL sow-PRF-PTP] garden-INESS strange and mysterious thief 

türetmiS Sta-nwa. (5) A ugri.di, hi waxt.und-a 
create ANTIC-PRF that thief(ERG) which time-INESS 

qwe-zwa-t'a-ni öi-da-6, kwaj-ni=kwa-j, qhsan öra-nwa-j 
come-IMPF-CND -even know-FUT-NEG [best [good ripen-PRF-PTP] 

qarpuz-ar zagur-na, abur ja bustan.d-a — Cka.da-l, ja 
melon-PL find-AOC] they either garden-INESS place-SRESS either 

tuxwa-na lap muq'wal ala-j kul-ar-a ne-zwa. 
[carry-AOC] [very close be.on-PTP] bush-PL-INESS eat-IMPF 

— (6) Inhe, pud jif ja, za wil q'wanni aq'al-nawa-6, 
voici three night COP I:ERG eye even close-PRF-NEG 

ha wil.i xii-zwa, amma za-waj ugri q'a-z ze-zwa-ö Ai, 
that eye(ERG) guard-IMPF but I-ADEL [thief catch-INF] can-IMPF-NEG PT 

ze-zwa-ö, — laha-na bustanöi Bukar xalu.di äikajat 
can-IMPF-NEG say-AOR gardener Bukar uncle(ERG) [complaint 

awu-na. — (7) Belki q'ilzil Au-n.i-z kiligna, zi 
do-AOC] perhaps [old become-MSD-DAT because] I:GEN 

wil-er.i-z ekw akwa-zma-ö, wun-ni sa q'we juQ.u-z 
eye-PL-DAT light see-IMPF.CONT-NEG you:ABS-also one two day-DAT 

i bustan.d-a amuq', belki a qariba ugri wa-z 
this garden stay(IMPV) perhaps that strange thief you-DAT 

akwa-n... 
see-HORT 

(8) Zun Bukar xalu.di-n q'iliw nisin-laj alat-aj-d.a-laj 
I:ABS Bukar uncle-GEN to [noon-SREL pass-AOP-SBST.SG-SREL 

q'uluqh rula-ni gwa-z ata-na. (9) Cna zurba sa 
after] [rifle-also be.at-IMC] come-AOR we:ERG huge one 

meg.ii-n tar.a-n tan.d-a, q'we jeke xil.e-n arada 
oak-GEN tree-GEN trunk-INESS [two big bough-CEN between 

ecig-nawa-j kuma.d-a Cka q'u-na. (10) Inlaj wiri 
build-PRF-PTP] hut-INESS place hold-AOR from.here a l l 

bustan kap.a-l-la-j £iz akwa-zwa. 
garden [palm-SRESS-be.on-PTP] l ike see-IMPF 

— (11) Hik' Aa-na, xalu, wuna «sirlu ugri» 
how become-AOR uncle you:ERG mysterious thief 

q'u-nwa-6-ni?— xabar q'u-na za. 
catch-PRF-NEG-Q news hold-AOR I:ERG 

— (12) Q'u-nwa-L Za-z am aku-r ±iz ja: am insan tuS, 
catch-PRF-NEG I-DAT it:ABS see-AOP like COP it:ABS human COP:NEG 

akwa-r hal-ar-aj, wahSi hajwan ja. 
see-AIMPP state-PL-INEL wild animal COP 
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448 25. Texts 

— (13) Wut ja? 
what:ABS COP 

— (14) Behem q'at'u-z ie-da-j-wal aku-na-6, xwa. 
enough [[perceive-INFj can-FUT-PTP-PURP] see-AOR-NEG son 

— (15) Am, anhe, at'a burma kul-ar-aj eqeö'-na, — Bukar 
it:ABS voilä yonder curly bush-PL-INEL come.out-AOR Bukar 

xalu.di mere-jr.i-n qalin kullux qalur-na. — (16) Güzet-in! 
uncle(ERG) blackberry-PL-CEN thick bush.wood show-AOR observe-HORT 

Kilig-da öun... (17) Isätda za wa-z sa qhsan qarpuz 
look-FUT we:ABS now I:ERG you-DAT one good melon 

at'u-da. (18) Q^san qarpuz bustanöi.di-z öi-da! 
cut-FUT good melon gardener-DAT know-FUT 

(19) Cna hele äirin Sire.d-aj ac'a-nwa-j, siw-e ök'a-na 
[we:ERG already [sweet juice-INEL fill-PRF-PTP] (mouth-INESS [melt-AOC] 

fi-zwa-j kewrek qarpuz t'ü-na kütäh ±a-nwa-ö-ir, 
go-IMPF-PTP] tender melon eat-AOC] finish become-PRF-NEG-PST 

(20) amma Bukar xalu.di, za gil ecä-na, zi jap.a-l 
but Bukar uncle(ERG) [I:INESS hand push-AOC] I:GEN ear-SRESS 

kuSkuS-na: 
whisper-AOR 

— (21) Bustan.di-z wil weh! Qhsan-diz kilig! 
garden-DAT eye throw(IMPV) good-ADV look(IMPV) 

(22) Kilig-aj-t'a, hi-m jat'ani, sa wahSi hajwan 
[look-AOP-CND] which-SBST.SG.ABS INDEF one wild animal 

kul-ar-aj eqeö'-na, xuruq^di bustan-diz ata-na, qarpuz-ar 
bush-PL-INEL go.out-AOR creeping garden-DAT come-AOR melon-PL 

ala-j-wal fi-zwa. (23) Tar-ar.i-n q^en-ar jargi ita-na 
be.on-PTP-MAN go-IMPF [[tree-PL-CEN shadow-PL long become-AOC] 

bustan.da-l atu-n.i-z kiligna, ana xuruSum ita-nwa, hawiläj 
garden-SRESS come-MSD]-DAT because there dusk become-PRF therefore 

za-waj am wuö wahSi hajwan ja-t'a, jerli q'at'u-z 
I-ADEL [[it:ABS what:ABS wild animal COP-CND] at .a l l perceive-INF] 

ie-zwa-L (24) Zun-ni bustanöi Bukar «Im wui ja exir?» 
can-IMPF-NEG [I:ABS-and gardener Bukar [this:ABS who:ABS COP PT 

— luhu-z fikir-r.i-k kuma-z, ata-j-di qarpuz-r.i-z 
say-IMC] thought-PL-SBESS be.under-IMC] [come-AOP-SBST.SG] melon-PL-DAT 

ha±-na. (25) Ada sa qarpuz q'en.c'i-kaj xkud-na, am tapas 
enter-AOR it(ERG) one melon tendril-SBEL take.out-AOR it:ABS [paw 

gelä-na, wiöi-n muq'uw ga-na, (26) qarpuz.d-a wiöi-n 
hit-AOC] self-GEN to bring-AOR melon-INESS self-GEN 

jargi xci k'ir-er ak'ur-na, am wine q'u-na aiz, wah§i 
long sharp fang-PL stick-AOR [it:ABS up hold-AOC] l ike wild 

kul-ar.i-z qhfe-na. 
bush-PL-DAT return-AOR 
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25.2. Who is Stealing the Melons? 449 

— (27) Jada wuna wuö-na exir?!—Bukar xalu.di 
hey you:ERG do.what-AOR PT Bukar uncle(ERG) 

za-waj kuku§.da-l xabar q'u-na. —(28) Am Zanawur tir, 
I-ADEL whisper-SRESS news hold-AOR it:ABS wolf COP:PST 

inanmiS £u-&, zanawur tir, wuna am tfeng.d-aj ja-na 
believing be-IMPV wolf COP:PST [you:ERG it:ABS rifle-INEL hit-AOC] 

k'an-da-j! 
must-FUT-PST 

— (29) JawaS! Za-z-ni ata-j-di zanawur tir-di tir 
quiet I-DAT-also [[come-PIP-SBST.SG] wolf COP:PTP-SBST] teach 

&a-na... (30) ada qarpuz.di-kaj wuö-zawa exir?! (31) Belki, 
ANTIC-AOR it:ERG melon-SBEL do.what-lMPF PT perhaps 

am kic' ja zedi ha? 
it:ABS dog COP PT PT 

— (32) Za-z qhsan-diz aku-na, ja xwa! (33) HMet 
I-DAT good-ADV see-AOR PT son dispute 

ala-6, ugri Zanawur ja! Tfeng hazur-na sekin-diz acuq', 
be.on-NEG thie f wolf COP [rifle prepare-AOC] quiet-ADV sit(IMPV) 

am isätda mad qwe-da. (34) Sad.a-l=q'wed.a-l am tux 
it:ABS row again come-FUT one-SRESS=two-SRESS it:ABS content 

ze-da-j kafir tuS... 
be-FUT-PTP rascal COP:NEG 

(35) Zun, tfeng wah.Si.di ugriwil-er iji-zwa-j pat.a-qh 

I:ABS [rifle [wild(ERG) theft-PL do-IMPF-PTP] side-POESS 

tiXk'ilr-na, fikir-r.i-k akat-na. (36) Ada-waj qarpuz-ar ne-z 
aim-AOC] thought-PL-SBESS get-AOR it-ADEL [melon-PL eat-INF] 

ze-da ial? Ze-da! (37) Kafir.di-z masa zat'-ni hat 
can-FUT PT can-FUT [beast-DAT other thing-also get(PER) 

t-awu-r-la, wuö awu-raj. GiSin ja. (38) Zi qunSi.di-n 
NEG-do-AOP-TEMP] what:ABS do-OPT hungry COP I:GEN neighbor-GEN 

kic'.i hi jemiS Aajit'ani ne-da, sa sefer.d-a hatta jeke 
dog(ERG) which fruit INDEF eat-FUT one time-INESS even big 

sa afni-ni kwaz t'ü-na. (39) Xut-ar, xatrut-ar ada-n rik' 
one cucumber-also even eat-AOR plum-PL mulberry-PL [it-GEN heart 

ala-j jem ja. (40) Qarpuz dad.uni-z gzaf jemiS-r.i-laj 
be.on-PTP] food COP melon taste-DAT many fruit-PL-SREL 

qhsan ja exir. (41) Za-z, zanawur.di i juq.u-z 
good COP PT I-DAT [wolf(ERG) this day-DAT 

bustan.d-a ugriwil-er awu-n, behem sirlu kar £a-na. 
garden-INESS theft-PL do-MSD] rather mysterious thing be-AOR 

Im wuö laha-j 6'al ja? (42) I sual.di-z za-z zawab-ni 
this:ABS [what:ABS say-AOP] speech COP this question-DAT I-DAT answer 

2aga-na: bustanöi.di-n kic'-er jif.i-z ujax ja, abur.u 
find-AOR gardener-GEN dog-PL night-DAT awake COP they(ERG) 

zanawur bustan.di-z aqhaj-da-d, (43) isätda abur har 
wolf garden-DAT leave-FUT-NEG now they every 
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sad sa kul.a-n dib.d-a, q'il-er q'wexw-e tu-na, Sirin 
one one bush stem-INESS [head-PL groin-INESS put-AOC] sweet 

axwar.a-l ala, q^san sekin waxt ja... (44) Akwa-r 
sleep-SRESS be.on good quiet time COP see-AIMPP 

hal-ar-aj, i kar ianawur.di-z qhsan öi-da. (45) Wah&i 
state-PL-INEL this thing wolf-DAT good know-FUT wild 

aq'alt'aj fendigar ja... 
perfect dodger COP 

(46) Zur sät alat-na iedi, ianawur mad ata-na. 
h a l f hour pass-AOR PT wolf again come-AOR 

(47) Amma i sefer.d-a za ada-z qarpuz at'u-da-j 
but this time-INESS I:ERG it-DAT [melon steal-FUT-PTP] 

mumkinwal ga-na-ö: za ada-l dalba=dal q'we guile 
possibility give-AOR-NEG I:ERG it-SRESS one.after.the.other two bullet 

aqhaj-na. (48) Wahäi caw.u-z gadar Aa-na, axpa öil.e-l 
fire-AOR wild sky-DAT throw ANTIC-AOR then ground-SRESS 

aluq'-na, mad juzu-n qhuwu-na-6. 
fall-A OR anymore move-PER REPET -AOR-NEG 

— (49) Insan-r.i luhu-da-j-uial: «wiS jis.u-z ja§ami§ 
people-PL(ERG) say-FUT-PTP-ABST hundred year-DAT living 

£u-&, wiS jis.u-z-ni dünja.di-n sir-er öir-a, abur behem 
be-IMPV hundred year-DAT-and world-GEN secret know-IMPV they enough 

dir ita-ji-t'a, qhsan ja...» Bukar xalu.di-waj wiöi-n Sadwal 
know be-AOP-CND good COP Bukar uncle-ADEL [self-CEN joy 

winel aqud t-awu-na aqwaz-iz ita-na-t— (50) Za, am 
up take.out(PER) NEG-do-AOC stop-INF] can-AOR-NEG I:ERG [it:ABS 

at'a dalu.da-l rip-er £tin cac-ar ala-j dikobraz t'war 
yonder [back-SRESS needle-PL l ike prickle-PL be.on-PTP] [porcupine name 

ala-j wahSi hajwan ja-t'a, luhu-zwa-j. (51) Zanawur.di 
be.on-PTP] wild animal COP-CND] say-IMPF-PST [wolf(ERG) 

q a r p u z - a r taraä-un hit fikir.di-z-ni quoe-da-j k'walax tu§... 
melon-PL steal-MSD] [ever thought-DAT-also come-FUT-PTP] thing COP:NEG 

Who is Stealing the Melons? 

(1) In the huge old forest our collective farm has some big patches of land. 
(2) There, every year gardens are grown. (3) In these gardens watermelons, 
muskmelons, cucumbers, and pumpkins are grown. (4) In the garden in this 
forest, in which water melons are grown separately, a strange and mysteri-
ous thief turned up. (5) This thief, I don't even know when he comes, finds 
the best, well-ripened water melons, and eats them either on the spot in the 
garden, or in the bushes right nearby. 

— (6) Look, for three nights I haven't closed an eye, that eye is keeping 
guard, but I simply cannot catch the thief — Bukar-xalu, the gardener, com-
plained. (7) Perhaps because I'm growing old, my eyes don't see anymore, so 
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25.2. Who is Stealing the Melons? 451 

stay for one or two days in the garden as well, maybe you will see that 
strange thief... 

(8) I went to Bukar-xalu after noon with a rifle. (9) We took up our posi-
tion in a little hut built between two big boughs in the trunk of a huge oak 
tree. (10) From here the whole garden could be overseen as if on a palm. 

— (11) What happened, uncle, haven't you caught the "mysterious 
thief"? — I asked. 

— (12) I haven't caught it. I think I saw it: It is not a human being, it 
seems, it is a wild animal. 

— (13) What is it? 
— (14) I did not see well enough to be able to identify it, my son. 
— (15) It came out from those curly bushes, over there, — Bukar-xalu 

pointed to a thick blackberry thicket. — (16) Let us observe it! We will see... 
(17) I will open a good watermelon for you now. (18) A gardener knows a 
good melon! 

(19) We had not yet finished eating the tender melon, full of sweet juice, 
which was melting in the mouth. (20) But Bukar-xalu pushed me with his 
hand and whispered into my ear: 

— (21) Have an eye on the garden! Look well! 
(22) As we looked, something, a wild animal came out of the bushes, and 

it crept toward the garden, it went toward the melons. (23) Since it came into 
the garden when the shadows of the trees had become long, and it was dusk 
there, therefore I could not recognize at all which wild animal it was. 

(24) While I and the gardener Bukar were still thinking "What is this?", 
the animal that had come went into the melons. (25) The wild animal took 
out a melon from under a tendril, hit it with its paw, brought it toward it, 
(26) stuck its long sharp fangs into the melon, sort of took it up, and went 
back toward the wild bushes. 

— (27) Hey, what did you do?, Bukar-xalu asked me whispering. — (28) It 
was a wolf, believe it, it was a wolf, you should have shot it with a rifle! 

— (29) Quiet! I, too, realized that it was a wolf who came... (30) What is it 
doing with a melon? (31) Maybe it is a dog? 

— (32) I saw it well, my son! (33) There is no doubt, it is a wolf! Get the ri-
fle ready and sit down quietly, it will come again now. (34) It's a rascal that 
will not be satisfied with one or two melons. 

(35) Aiming the rifle in the direction where the wild animal was commit-
ting the theft, I started thinking. (36) Will it be able to eat the melons? It 
will! (37) When the beast doesn't get anything else, what is it going to do? It 
is hungry. (38) My neighbor's dog will eat any fruit; once it even ate a big cu-
cumber. (39) Plums and mulberries are its favorite food. (40) After all, the 
melon's taste is better than that of many fruits. (41) That the wolf was steal-
ing in the garden on this day was a rather mysterious thing for me. What 
does this mean? (42) To this question, I found an answer, too: the gardener's 
dogs are awake at night, they do not let the wolf into the garden; (43) now 
each of them is in a sweet sleep below a bush, with the head in the groin, 
and it is a nice quiet time... (44) Apparently, the wolf knows this well. (45) 
The animal is a perfect dodger... 

(46) Perhaps after half an hour had passed, the wolf came again. (47) But 
this time I did not give it the opportunity to steal a melon: I fired two bullets 
at it, one after the other. (48) The beast was thrown up, then fell on the 
ground and did not move again. 
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452 25. Texts 

— (49) As the people say: Live a hundred years, and know the world's se-
crets for a hundred years, if you know them enough, it's good... Bukar-xalu 
couldn't stop showing his satisfaction. (50) I was wondering whether it was 
that animal called porcupine which has prickles like needles on its back. (51) 
A wolf stealing melons is not a thing that would ever occur to anyone... 

25.3. The Magpie and the Wolf 

From: Ahmedov, Ibrahim. 1990. K'ewi dustar. Maxafkala: Daguipedgiz. 
[Close friends], 25-27. 

KepeKyjiHH ac&Haeyp 

raT<|>apHH B a x T T H p . TaMy-Tapa nein a x t a f t H a , K b y a n a a Ktaqy x b a H a a f t T a M a j i 
K t y u i a p n e a H a q a j i f l H a e a f t . Apa-6np T a M y H /jaj i / iaMMH/iHHH BHM a j i a f t MKa 
MHpaaeafl 

TBA Η apa/ia, φaflJIaft He/iaft 3ATL-MaTl «ariyH TaeyHBaft pexn xaHaeyp, Ta-
MyH HCHrbMp/jafl Tly3, BHM Maca6ypy3 Taxypaft Jiyrby3, MBaui-HBaui, HHHXT>-
a H H X t ΚΗΛΗΓΗ3, BHJIMKFLH ΦΗ3Β3Ή 

— 3a3 aKyHa, 3a3 aKyHa, — rbapaftHa ΠΗΠΗΗ TapqHH KlyKlHH-KyKlBa 
auyKbHaeaft KepeicyjiAH. Η KepeKyji aKbeaH rbaxiJiy/iM τπρ xbH, a/jaKaft 
MybJi/jHH, TaMyH r3a({) rbafteaHpH3 KybMex xbaHeaft 

— KHC, Mep/iHMa3ap, ea3 aKBa3BaMHM 3aji ajiaft rbaji? 3H «qly paTapH 
uiybKlyb paTap He3Ba, 3yH φΗ/jafljia ran> Η naTa, rarb a naTa aKba3Ba, — 
jiarbaHa acaHaeyp/iH. 

— 3aeaft, BarbiiiH rbaftBaH aKypjia, rbapaft TaeyHa aKtBa3H3 ^e/iaM. — Mâ HH 
κΙβΒΗ3 rbapaü-SBep hHh3 ßauwaMHuiHa KepeKyji/jH 

— 3 a BA3 KHC .NYRBY3BAMHH, JIARBJIARBMH! 
— KHC TaeypTla, eaeafl 3a3 eyM ace/ia? 3yH ByH xbTHH Tapajimn Tym. 
— Ktaji-MaKtaji, KtaftM paxyHap Kyb3 repeK «? LUa, My Η /jycT »eH, Kepexyji. 

3aeaH rHiiiHJia MA/I KbeKtBe3 ace3MaM. 3yH Η Η ait AKTBA3HH, By HA, Φ E H A , xybpybH 
ybpybuipHjiaK qlap HjiHTla PbHHaji Kac rajiawH3 τβκ Maji, τβκ xe6 ajiaTla, 3a3 
xaßap ue. Axna <J)eHa 3a a/jaH rbaKb-rbnca6 ΗήΗ/ja. BH naflHH 3a pHide/iafl 
inyaR&H 

— B y H a xnnepHHHH MajiapHH rbaxb-rbMcaÖ ntmannan, 3a M y ß a H ^ H B BH 
r b a K b - r b H c a ß h K h 3 Ta/ja, — ρπκΐΗΚ φHKHpHa K e p e K y j i / j H A M M a > K a H a B y p / ] H 3 
a/ja BHM Η HKbpapaaJi pa3H THP/JM M a j r y M a p H a : — ΑκΙ x b a f t H J i a , 3 y H XKBEAAJIFLH 
B y H CaHH3HH φ Η Μ Η ρ T b a ! 

Kepexyji qaey3 xxax xbaHa, xybpybH ybpybmpmiaft qlap a^KtybpHa, xTaHa. 
— Φa/i, rba3yp xbyxb, ^aHaeyp >KyeaH capapH3 KtHjiae ue. 3a3 KacHH 

rajiaMH3 ΜΠΗΗ HXTHiip^A^/jH eeKb He3Bail .nanarap aKyHBa. 
— A6yp RBHHAJI ajia? — XEEUIH XbaHa, Ta.FLH3 xaßap KBYHA jKaHaeypflH. 
— KlaMyH CHHeji ajiaft Kyji-Kyc KBaft eeicbe, — 3a qaeaft jiye ry/ja, ByH 3H 

rbapaioHHH BaHueji/jH uia. 
>KaHaeyp pa3H xbaHa KepeKyjiflH, rbapaftn3-rbapaftM3, qaeaft Jiye raHa. 

Axna, jranarap aeaft eeKbHH tOKbeaji ajiafi MerbybH TapqHH KyKleas χκ&χ. 
XbaHa, a#a rbaHjiaft rbapaftM3 ßauiJiaMHiiiHa A^a, τφβΗΓ KtybHe aea3, Η TapqHH 
KLAHHK AKIJBA3HABAFT MYßAH/JHH φκκπρ BHMCJT >KEJI63ABAFT. K E P E K Y J I ^ H H CHB 
aK*bBa33aeaMHp. A/ia My6aH/jH3 xaTajiyBHTiHicaH xaßap ry3Bafi 

— KepeKyjiflH rbaKl rbaeafi^a rbapaft-aeep MfiH/iaft/jH Tyni, — φHKHpHa 
MyßaH/iH — HHa ByH aeaTlaHH ca Kap aea BejiKH a/]a3 «aHaByp aKBa3BaTla? 
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25.3. The Magpie and the Wolf 453 

HyGaHflH Ta/jH3 bhmhh x t y b q l e aeatt τφβΗΓ aKty^Ha, rbHJiepaj i eerbeHa, 
TapuHH flaJiaa/]HK aKi>Ba3Ha, TaMyH K t e p e x r y b 3 e r a 3 ßamjiaMMiiiHa. KepeicyjiflH 
rbapaioH flaeaMap3aBaft. A^a *aHaByp/iH3: — <t>afl h h h 3 uia, φα/ι h h h 3 inal — 
M y 6 a H f l H 3 H H : M y K i a « T x b y x b , MyKT>aMT x b y x b , flyniMaH i a > B e 3 B a l — j i y r b y 3 B a f t . 

Ca apaflHjiafl x a H a e y p aTaHa aKBaTHa. CwJiTe aM TaMyicaft MyicbaHTBHJiejiflu 
xMnepH3 K H j i H r a a . BmiepH3 xac -Mac T a K y p j i a , a f l a b h j i h k a h e p H M H u m a . 

T b a η a p a / i a T a p q H K y y b H y b x x b a H B a f t n y 6 a H / i H H τ φ β Η Γ Η Μ a K t a T H a Υ η > ρ π 
^ c a H a e y p A H H K b H J i e j i e y w flybiuybui a T a H a T l a , κ β β 3 x t c a H f l H 3 a i c y i i a . 

Kerekul-ni zanawur 
magpie-and wolf 

(1) Gatfar.i-n waxt tir. Tam.u=tar.a peS aqhaj-na, q'ud 
spring-GEN time COP:PST forest(ERG)=tree-(ERG) leaf open-AOR four 

pad qacu Aa-nwa-j. (2) Tam.a-l quS-ar.i wan acald-nawa-j. 
side green become-PRF-PST forest-SRESS bird-PL(ERG) voice fill-PRF-PST 

(3) Ara=bir tam.u-n daldamöi.di-ni wit ala-j 6ka öir-zawa-j. 
sometimes forest-GEN drummer(ERG)-and [self be.on-PTP] place tell-IMPF-PST 

(4) Ha i ara.d-a, fadlaj ne-da-j zat'=mat' zagu-n 
tha t this time-INESS [long [eat-FUT-PTP] thing find-PER 

t-awu-nwa-j rexi Zanawur, tam.u-n 2igir.d-aj t'uz, wit 
NEG-do-PRF-PTP] gray wolf forest-GEN path-INESS along [[self 

masa-bur.u-z t-aku-raj luhu-z, jawaS=jawa§, iniqh=aniqh kilig-iz, 
other-SBST.PL-DAT NEG-see-OPT say-INF] slowly here=there look-INF] 

wilikdi fi-zwa-j. 
forward go-IMPF-PST 

— (5) Za-z aku-na, za-z aku-na,—haraj-na pipin tar.ci-n 
I-DAT see-AOR I-DAT see-AOR scream-AOR [beech tree-GEN 

k'uk'-ni=kuk'w-a acuq'-nawa-j kerekul.di. (6) I kerekul 
top-and=top-INESS sit-PRF-PIP] magpie(ERG) this magpie 

aq'wan haqhlu-di tir ada-kaj öül.di-n, tam.u-n gzaf 
so just-SBST.SG COP:PST PT it-SBEL field-GEN forest-GEN many 

hajwan-r.i-z kilmek ita-nwa-j. 
animal-PL-DAT help become-PRF-PST 

— (7) Kis, merdimazar, wa-z akwa-zwa-6-ni za-l 
be.silent(IMPV) malicious you-DAT see-IMPF-NEG-Q [I-SRESS 

ala-j hal? (8) Zi jac'u rat-ar.i Sük'ü rat-ar ne-zwa, zun 
be.on-PTP] state I:GEN thick gut-PL(ERG) thin gut-PL eat-IMPF [I:ABS 

fi-da-j-la gah i pat-a, gah a pat-a aq'a-zwa, 
go-FUT-PTP-TEMP] now this side-INESS now that side-INESS get-IMPF 

— laha-na ianawur.di. 
say-AOR wolf(ERG) 

— (9) Za-waj, wahSi hajwan aku-r-la, haraj t-awu-na 
I-ADEL [[[wild animal see-AOP-TEMP] scream NEG-do-AOC] 

aqwaz-iz ie-da-ö,— madni k'ewi-z haraj=ewer iji-z baSlamiS-na 
stop-INF] can-FUT-NEG [still loud-ADV yell do-INF] begin-AOR 
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454 25. Texts 

kerekul.di. 
magpie(ERG) 

— (10) Ζ a wa-z kis luhu-zwa-ö-ni, laglagH! 
I:ERG you-DAT be.silent(IMPV) say-IMPF-NEG-Q babbler 

— (11) Kis t-awu-r-t'a, wa-waj za-z wuö ze-da? 
[be.silent(PER) NEG-do-AOP-CND] you-ADEL I-DAT what:ABS can-FUT 

(12) Zun wun ittin taraSöi tuS. 
I:ABS you:ABS l ike robber COP:NEG 

— (13) Qal=maqal, qaji raxu-n-ar kü-z gerek ja? 
quarreling cold talk-MSD-PL what-DAT necessary COP 

(14) Sa, 6un dust ze-n, kerekul. (15) Za-waj 
come:IMPV we:ABS friend become-HORT magpie I-ADEL 

giU-la mad qeqwe-z ze-zma-L (16) Zun inal aqwaz-in, 
hungry-ADV sti l l [walk-INF] can-IMPF.CONT-NEG I:ABS here stop-HORT 

wuna, fe-na, xür.ü-n ürüS-r.i-laj c'ar ilit'-a. 
you:ERG [go-AOC] village-GEN pasture-PL-SREL line wrap-IMPV 

(17) Hinal kas galaöiz tek mal, tek xeb ala-t'a, 
[where man without single cattle single sheep be.on-CND] 

za-z xabar ce. (18) Axpa fe-na za ada-n haq'=hisab 
I-DAT news give:IMPV then [go-AOC] I:ERG it-GEN settling 

iji-da. (19) Wi paj-ni za rik'.e-laj alud-da-6. 
do-FUT you:GEN share-also I:ERG heart-SREL take.off-FUT-NEG 

— (20) Wuna xip-er.i-n-ni mal-ar.i-n haq'=hisab 
[you:ERG sheep-PL-GEN-and cattle-PL-GEN settling 

iji-daldi, za öuban.di-w wi haq'=hisab iji-z ta-da, 
do-POSTR] I:ERG shepherd-ADESS [you:GEN settling do-INF] let-FUT 

— rik'-äj fikir-na kerekul.di. (21) Amma ianawur.di-z ada wit 
heart-INEL think-AOR magpie(ERG) but wolf-DAT he(ERG) [self 

i iq'rar.da-l razi tir-di malumar-na: — (22) Ak' 
this agreement-SRESS satisfied COP:PTP-SBST] declare-AOR thus 

Aa-ji-la, zun xkwe-daldi wun saniz-ni fi-mir ha! 
be-AOP-TEMP [I:ABS retum-POSTR] you:ABS anywhither-even go-PROHIB PT 

(23) Kerekul caw.u-z xkai Sta-na, xür.ü-n ürM-r.i-laj 
magpie [[sky-DAT raise ANTIC-AOC] village-GEN pasture-PL-SREL 

c'ar elqür-na, xta-na. 
line turn-AOC ] return-AOR 

— (24) Fad, hazur Stu-it, zanawur. (25) Zuwa-n sar-ar.i-z 
quick ready become-IMPV wolf self-GEN tooth-PL-DAT 

qilaw ce. (26) Za-z kas-ni galaöiz öpi-n ixtijar.da-ldi 
whetting give:IMPV 1-DAT [person-even without selves-CEN right-SRDIR 

weq' ne-zwa-j lapag-ar aku-nwa. 
grass eat-IMPF-PTP] sheep-PL see-PRF 

— (27) Abur hinal ala?— xwe§i £a-na, tadi-z 
they where be.on [glad become-AOC] quick-ADV 

xabar q'u-na zanawur.di. 
news hold-AOR wolf(ERG) 
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25.3. The Magpie and the Wolf 455 

— (28) K'am.u-n sin.e-l ala-j kul=kus kwa-j 
[[ravine-GEN crest-GEN be.on-PTP] [bush be.under-PTP] 

weq'-e. (29) Za caw-aj luw gu-da, wun zi 
meadow-INESS I:ERG sky-INEL wing give-FUT you:ABS I:GEN 

haraj-un.i-n wan.ce-ldi έα. 
scream-MSD-GEN sound-SRDIR come:IMPV 

(30) Zanawur razi 5ta-na. (31) Kerekul.di, haraj-iz=haraj-iz, 
wolf satisfied be-AOR magpie(ERG) [scream-IMC=scream-

IMC] 

caw-aj luw ga-na. (32) Axpa, lapag-ar awa-j weq'.i-n 
sky-INEL wing give-AOR then [[[sheep-PL be.in-PTP] meadow 

juq'w.a-l ala-j meg.ü-n tar.ci-n kuk'w.a-z xkai ±a-na, 
middle-SRESS be.on-PTP] oak-GEN tree-GEN top-DAT raise ANTIC-AOC] 

ada hanlaj haraj-iz baSlamiS-na. (33) Ada, tfeng 
[he(ERG) from.there scream-INF] begin-AOR he(ERG) [[rifle 

qiin-e awa-z, i tar.ci-n k'anik aqwaz-nawa-j 6uban.di-n 
shoulder-INESS be.in-IMC] this tree-GEN below stop-PRF-PTP] shepherd-GEN 

fikir wite-l ielb-zawa-j. (34) Kerekul.di-n siw aqwaz-zawa-ö-ir. 
thought self-SRESS attract-IMPF-PST magpie-GEN mouth stop-IMPF-NEG-PST 

(35) Ada öuban.di-z xataluwil.i-kaj xabar gu-zwa-j. 
he(ERG) shepherd-DAT danger-SBEL news give-IMPF-PST 

— (36) Kerekul.di hak' hawajda haraj=ewer iji-da-j-di 
magpie(ERG) so in.vain scream=call do-FUT-PTP-SBST 

tuä,— fikir-na öuban.di.—(37) Ina wuö awa-t'a-ni sa 
COP:NEG think-AOR shepherd(ERG) here what:ABS be.in-CND-also one 

kar awa. (38) Belki ada-z zanawur akwa-zwa-t'a? 
thing be.in maybe he-DAT wolf see-IMPF-CND 

(39) Cuban.di tadi-z wiöi-n qhüö'-e awa-j tfeng 
[shepherd(ERG) [[[quick-ADV [self-GEN lap-INESS be.in-PTP] r i f le 

aqud-na, gil-er.a-l wehe-na, tar.ci-n dalda.di-k aqwaz-na, 
take.out-AOC] hand-PL-SRESS throw-AOC] tree-GEN shelter-SBESS stop-AOC] 

tam.u-n qerex giizet-iz baSlamiS-na. (40) Kerekul.di haraj-un 
forest-GEN edge observe-INF] begin-AOR magpie(ERG) [scream-MSD] 

dawamar-zawa-j. (41) Ada ianawur.di-z: — Fad iniz Sa, 
continue-IMPF-PST he(ERG) wolf-DAT [quick hi ther come:IMPV 

fad iniz Sa! — öuban.di-z-ni: — Muqajat 5tu-&, muqajat 
quick h i ther come:IMPV] shepherd-DAT-and [careful be-IMPV careful 

5tu-£, duSman qwe-zwa! — luhu-zwa-j. 
be-IMPV enemy come-IMPF] say-IMPF-PST 

(42) Sa ara.di-laj zanawur ata-na aqat-na. Sifte am 
one while-SREL wolf [come-AOC] appear-AOR first he:ABS 

tam.u-kaj muqajatwil.e-ldi xip-er.i-z kilig-na. (43) Wil-er.i-z 
forest-SBEL carefulness-SRDIR sheep-PL-DAT look-AOR [eye-PL-DAT 

kas=mas t-aku-r-la, ada wilikdi jerimi§-na. 
person NEG-see-AOP-TEMP] he(ERG) forward move-AOR 
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(44) Ha i ara.d-a tar.ci-k öünüx fta-nwa-j 
that this moment-INESS [tree-SBESS steal ANTIC-PRF-PTP] 

öuban.di-n tfeng-ni aqat-na. (45) Igri ianawur.di-n q'il.e-l 
shepherd-GEN rifle-also appear-AOR [thief wolf-GEN head-SRESS 

wuö dilSiiS ata-na-t'a, kwe-z qhsan-diz aku-na. 
what:ABS event oome-AOR-CND] you.all-DAT good-ADV see-AOR 

The Magpie and the Wolf 

(1) It was the time of spring. The forest made the leaves shoot, the envi-
ronment had become green. (2) Birds were filling the forest with their 
sound. (3) At times the woodpecker, too, made himself heard. 

(4) At that time, a gray wolf who had not found anything to eat for a long 
time was moving forward along a forest path, quietly, looking here and 
there so that others would not see him. 

— (5) I saw him, I saw him, — screamed a magpie who was sitting on the 
very top of a beech tree. (6) This magpie was so just that many animals in 
the field and in the forest received help from him. 

— (7) Stop screaming, malicious beast, can't you see the state I am in? (8) 
My large intestine is eating my small intestine, while I am walking I come 
now here, now there, — said the wolf. 

— (9) I cannot stop screaming when I see a wild animal, — the magpie be-
gan to yell even louder. 

— (10) Am I not telling you to be silent, babbler! 
— (11) If I am not silent, what can you do to me? (12) I am not a robber 

like you. 
— (13) What are quarreling and cold words good for? (14) Come, let us be 

friends, magpie. (15) I cannot walk anymore out of hunger. (16) Let me stop 
here, and you fly around the village's pastures. (17) Inform me where there 
is a single cow, a single sheep without a man. (18) Then I will go and settle 
the score with it. (19) I will not forget your share either. 

— (20) "Before you settle the score with sheep and cattle, I will make the 
shepherd settle the score with you", thought the magpie by himself. (21) But 
he told the wolf that he consented with this agreement: — (22) So don't go 
anywhere till I come back! 

(23) The magpie rose to the sky, flew around the pastures of the village, 
and came back. 

— (24) Quickly, get ready, wolf. (25) Sharpen your teeth. (26) I saw sheep 
grazing freely without any human being. 

— (27) Where are they? — the wolf asked quickly, rejoicing. 
— (28) On a meadow with bushes on the crest of the ravine. (29) I will fly 

above, you come along following the sound of my screaming. 
(30) The wolf agreed. (31) The magpie flew through the sky, screaming. 

(32) Then, rising to the top of an oak in the middle of the meadow with the 
sheep, he began to scream from there. (33) He was drawing a shepherd's at-
tention on him who was standing under this tree, a rifle on his shoulder. 
(34) The magpie's mouth did not stop. (35) He was informing the shepherd 
about the danger. 
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25.3. The Magpie and the Wolf 457 

— (36) "A magpie does not scream like that for nothing", thought the 
shepherd. "(37) There is something going on here. (38) Maybe he sees a 
wolf?" 

(39) The shepherd quickly took the rifle that was in his lap, took it in his 
hands, positioned himself in the tree's shelter, and began to observe the 
edge of the forest. (40) The magpie was continuing to scream. (41) He was 
telling the wolf: "Come here quickly! Come here quickly!" and the shep-
herd: "Be careful, be careful, an enemy is coming!" 

(42) After a while the wolf arrived. (43) First he carefully looked at the 
sheep from the forest. When he did not see anybody, he moved forward. 

(44) At that moment the rifle of the shepherd who was hiding under the 
tree was heard. (45) You saw well what happened to the thieving wolf. 

25.4. The Flower from Russia 

(From: Agaev, A.H. & ASurbekov, A.A. (eds.) 1989. Literaturadin 
xrestomatija. 7-klass. 8-izdanie. Maxadkala: Daguipedgiz, 145-49) 

AtrbyCT&H£HH X&JIKbßHH nMC&TOJIb 
KbUftc ME>KH/JOB 

ypycATflHH qybK 
(2 nep/je/jHicafi, 6 uiHKHJUjHKait HÖapar KOMe/jnn/jaft vlyic) 

HiirrupaioaBaft Kcap 

3HH& Kaaatcoea — 3 0 0 Τ Θ Χ Η Η Κ , xybpybH MAFTHUIAT/JHH HJIHMPHH KAH/JHFLAT, 
«CaMyp» coBxo3flHH OT/jejreHMflHH aaee/iyioiuHit. 

ACJI&H, ΑΛΗ — nyÖaHap 
MepxaH — 3a6ypaH Bax. 
IlepH — αοηρκί, AcjiaHaH Bax. 
Axaft — ACJIAHAH HM NEPN/JHH 6a/je. 
Bapnc — HHCH HFTH/iaft 3aBO/J^nH ycTlap. 
3a0yp — 300T6XHHK, xybpybH MaftnuiaT/jnH HJIHMPHH KaH/jH/jaT. 
ParbHM — xybpybH arbcaKtaji 
C O B X O S A H H paÖOMHHp — pyuiapHH raflawp 

Η κοΜβΛΗΛ/ia flarb^HH xybpe HaMyc/jajiflH 3erbMeT Mlyrea3Baft 
acerbH^pHKaft, aÖypyH rbepeKaTpHKafi ea a.naicbaftpHicaft cybrbßeT φH3Ba. 
KybrbHe φΗκκρρ3Λ aJiaMaft MyKbBa-KbHjiHflpHH Γaφ HlypHa, AcjiaH ypyc pyrn 
3HHaaajI 3ΒΛΒΗΜΗΙΙΙ >Ke3Ba. )KerbHJipH ΜΠΗΗ KbHCMeT HKl rbS^yHajI BHpH pa3H 
>tce3Ba 

Arba/IHXTJ ΚΟΜΒΛΗΛΛΗΗ 3ΧΗΡΗΜ3ΚΗ UIHKHΆ ry3Ba. 

Kbee/j Jiarbaft nep/je. 
Ba/j jiarbaft whkhji. 

flprbaii 3ybpHeiipHHHH jjajijjaMAHH eatiep Kbee/ia, a6yp Kbeep/jaeati MyKbBmi 
xe/ia. 

MapacaH — Ypppal Ceac xTaHa! A*afl rbHHBa?l Aacafil Aacaftl 
IlepH — myicypfla). 3a Hc»T^a aaa3 aeepaa... 
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B a p n c — AicbBa3, nepHl Ta/ in KianyMMp. Pymap! Il ia, MHa A x a f t κ t a p μ Ky-
T y r a i l κ-bapmHJiaMHUwa 3a ΓΤ>ΗΛ x icaxHa ara>y3yH KyMa3, KybHe « Λ Η Λ Θ Λ Η 3 
cajiaM» MaHH XKa* / ia l 

My3biKa/jHH eaHep KbBep/jaeaft MytcbBaji xce/ja. PymapHH loxbea aea3 3nHa 
Kbaejja. A/jaH rybrbybHaJiJia3 raaaftpuH lOKbea aeaj Acnan, ParbHM ea AJIH 
KbBe/ja. My3bixajiHH eaHep Η apaaa Kbarn Λ. Ax aft KbBe/ja Bapuca rbHJi sjixaa 
ea pyuiapn MaHH Jiyrby/ja. 

P y m a p — ATaHa, aTaHa, jxwjxe aTaHal 
JXviRe aTaHa, x lea j iep aqlaHal 
Rwixejx MHHa p a r b aea, p a n aeal 
PHKle i iybKBea 6 a r t aea, 6an> aeal 
K teHH KteHH a M e x i e p aeafl ideaji. 
K teHH KteHH Λ ceac aTaft ideaji... 
J\waen MHHa p a n . aea, pan> aeal 
PHKle uybKeef l 6ari> aea, 6are> aeal 

MaHH/JHH BaH KbHJieJiJia3 Axaft KbybJiybHHK SKEVLHA, aaa 3MHP/JHH 
KBAß/ja/JA ΒΗΊΗΗ KbybjiybHHK Bapnca3 seepßa. Aßypy KbybJi Htin/ja, ra/jaftpn 
ea pywapn rypjiy xanap x/ja, majjBHJiep nftn/ja. 

BapHC — A r b o - r b o l Hiiaa KHJIHT! MAH#A aeafl KBBAHFLH aicy rba l A x a f t K t a p n , 
MAFTFLAH ΒΗΛ « I 

A x a f l — (KbybJiybHHxaii xxe^l/ja) Υφ, γφ Ι JIan Kbuji ΓΗ>ΚΜ nce^aji/ jH K B Y B J I 
aByHa... (3HHaAHH My Kb ye φπ/ja). Ca r tpa f t , MaH qybKl ByHa 3H ™ φ KbHJie T y x -
BaHal 3a Βπρπ 3JUJH3 ByH x t c a H pyiu n, ryb3e j i TaeaT a j i y r b y a xbaHa. 
(Mexjiuc/ja aBaft6ypy3 ΚΗΛΗΓΗ3, ΚΗΛΗΓΗ3). Bee Haepy36er rbHHBa?! 3a6yp 
TbHHBa?! 

A J I H — (Bapncas). Hci iTßa. Bapnc xa j i y , ca τ I ypφaH HHa KtypMHin x e H xbH, 
Kleanep κΙβΒΜ3 HKHCI . 

A x a f l — Acj iaH! AJIH! Haepy36era3 MyCapax HHH3 KlaH3aea 3a3 Ceac HHaji 
a j ia f t j ia , r a / j a aeaM. BaM, aM raj ia3 x t rna l 

BapHC — 3a3 MH3, KtapH, <jyH βπρπ ca Tapqe xbattHJia, ByH Maca Tapqe 
aea... 

AXAFL — ByMH3 3yH Maca Tapqe aea? AM eyM Tap « 3yH aeaft/jH, Baj iH^HH 
xea BapHC? KybH aeafl Tap rbHM «?l 

B a p n c — 3BjieHMHin xbaHBatt,AN 3a6yp Tyrn.. BH XTy j i Ac j iaH Λ! 
A x a f l — ByH AHJIH xbaHBa, BajiH^HH K taparybHl (Bnpn MxrbTeji xe/ia. 

AxaftHH aJiaMar Xbanea3 MOKAHC/JHH HTHMPH3 KHJINR/ja, aÖypyH apa/ja ParbHM 
aea 3 axBa/ja.) 

ParbHM — 3a Ba3, A x a f l , BH XTy j i Acj iaH SBJICHMHUI x b y H y x b My6apaK3aeal 
MyCapaK xby f t ea3 BH XTyj i f lHH Mex iep , 3H HrpaMH XTy j i A x a f t l 

A x a f l — (HJI KBYHBA3). Ac j iaH I Η M e x t e p HHH/JH « ? 
A c j i a H — AKBa3Ba xbH ea3, 6afle, 3h^h 3a ΜΗΗΘΤ aeyHa, ByHaHH φeHa 3a3 

ceac qe j iarbaHa. OHHa/iHH Myxbye KbBe/ja) KTEAJIAFT HM 3H na6, KWWAUI α. H K I 

3ΑΓΟΛΗΗ KTaÖpaHH KXbeHBa... 
A x a f l — Baft a ju iarb ! HHaji 3H «napH3 eyy eaHep xesea?! 3a3 3aeajuiy axeap 

aKBa3BaHH?I AMaH a ju iarb l Axeap Tyrn... 3a3 xbaf tn MycHÖaT aicy, eaxap, pymap? 
fl 3Jurep, 3yH flHjiH xe3Bal l l (A χ aft KbHji KbyHa auykb/ja, aM nepn/jnHn MepxaHa 
Kba/ia). 

3HHa — (Axeami najiTHa KHJINR/ja). Acj iaH! Bapnc x a j i y l Aacaft 6a^e/jH3 n n c 
xbaHBal AKBA3BAHH, HM Kyb 3apaφaτ/^HH HeTH»ca « ! 

BapHC — 3a κββ3 rbHKl j iarbaHaft MaH pyiu, ByHa acHJiJiarb φΗκπρΜΗρ. 
A x a f l Ha3Jiy-Ha3HKpHKaft Tyrn, a^aH MaH Kbee KteaHqHH KlaHHKHH aKtaT/ jau. 
(AxaxH Myxbye (peHa, a/jaH xnyn /jyeyjijjaji Kanani 3ifnr/ja) TbHw ca 3aTlHH 
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25.4. The Flower from Russia 459 

xbaHaH. Axa f l uiyMyfl 3aJi3aJia«p, uiyMy/j nnaefip, uiyMya Maprbajiap sxh 
aByHal A6ypyH TyM-KbHJi aeaM Η Mextep κβφ « xbHl.. 

Aacaft — mxemmiaii ra/jap xe/ja). Ά an xbyxb, KtapajiMHiii BajiH/jHH aeapal 
Kty i l aJuiarb/iH ea3 3aeaji rypaft, KtaparybHl Η aartjiapHM bm pycearb 
xbaHBaft KbHJieji ulyp xbypaftl KT>y3rbyHpH Tapaiupaft, Myp/jap!.. ByH... 

Bapwc — (ra<p arly/ja) 3a jiarbafteaji xbaHa, η Ki>apM^Hxi> rbHH ca 3aTlHH 
xepn/jH Tyrn... 

Axaf l — (AcjiaHa3) ByHHH 3a3 Ki>e/i.naft napa Kac « Baicaft xbaflH eejie/iHH 
3a3 KlaH/iam.. Βκρπ xybpybB 3aji xtybpybHap hHhs Typ Mep^nMa3ap xTyj i 3a3 
axyHaHH KlaH/jaMl (Axatt jjaMax rea3, xbmi uaBa KbyHa, Kleajin3 xT><pn/ja. A/jaH 
rybri>ybHH3 ParbHM ea Bapnc φπ/ja ea affyp rypapa axbBa3/ia). 

ParbHM — (AcjiaHa3HH 3HHa/fH3). KybHe xaxajiaTap HftHMnp, 6ajia«p 
Me>KJiHC/iHH ma/jBMjiep AaeaMapa. Bnpn xicaH KybT»rb xe/ia (ParbHMHH 
Bapnc xlBajin3 φπ/ja, ΜΘΧΛΗΟΑΗΗ H TU Map MXRBTEN Π3 paKlapn3 ΚΗΛΗΓΗ3 

xeftjiHH KHC/ja). 
MepjcaH — narb-rbo a;uiarb, ajuiarbl Bynn3 Bapnc KlBajiH3 φeHa? Ma/j 

KtapH βΐΛΆΐΛ yuena. .. 
3HHa — (AcjiaHa3). Mh/jh Mextep xbaHan... 
AcjraH — (3nHaffH3) MextepHH Hce/ja, ÖerbeM iua/iBH jiepHH. Ba3 ParbHM 

6y6a#HH aJiaMaTpHKaft xa6ap aeaM. A#a mh 6a^e HCHT/ja qlaji aeaTaft MyM xbH3 
xi>ybTybJi MftH^al 

(My3biKa x/ja. Kleajixfi AxaftHH ParbHM aKbeyl/ja.) 
ParbHM — M6yp bhph, A^aft, ea3 ea SBJieHMHiii xbaHBaft xcerbHJipH3 

MyCapaKap hKm3 aTaHBaft HHcaHap « H6ypy3 rbybpMeT a«l... 
Aacaft — ByHa Jiyrby3Bafteaji ΛΥ·>3 α, ParbHM xajiy. Α μ μ ϊ 3yH Bapnca 

CerbeM ajTflaTMHuiH a. 
ParbHM — ByHa »cerbHjiap 6βΚκβφ ηΛημηρ, xTyji. A6yp mh yMyaap, mm 

re^excer α ByH KteHMH Me>KJiHC/iH nepnuiaH TaeyH jia3HM aiccHHa, ByH a/ia 
rnafl aeyHa KlaH^a Bnjiep axtaftHa ca/jpa κηληγΙ Ac^aHa bh KlBajiM3 qybK 
xbTHH pyrn, ceac rtaHBa! 

Axaf l — 3a3 aKBasea... 3a3 aKBa3ea... 
ParbHM — ByHa xyeaic φκκπρ an ca/ipa Mh ftHKBapa «xauinepec pym, 

MycypMaH pyui» Jiyrby/jaft ΓaφapHxτ> rbHM ca ΜβτΛββΗΗ aMaM. rbHM ca 
MeTjieÖHHl BHjiep ÖerbeM axta an, A>icafl. Bnpn HHcaHap ca XH3aH xbaHa, MHa 
ijlHftH ea ryb3eji ybMybp TybKlybp3aea (Bnpn/ja3) HHcaHap, jiarb KBaH, 3a ayb3 
jiyrby3BaHM, aBaMHH?l 

BaHep — /Iyb3 jiyrby3Bal MyH Ba3 HKbpap si, 6y6alll flyb3 «I /Iyb3 Λ, 6y6a!ll 
ParbHM — Kb63 MyßapaK, MyßapaK, nrpaMH ßajiaüpl (Axasis). Ba3HH 

MyßapaK, χτγτι, MyßapaKl BaxTjiy y«arb/ja rbaMHiaa 3KBep, rbaMHiua Mextep 
xbyftl.. (ParbHMaH rybrbybHaji anai Acjiana3nn 3nHaAH3 Bapuca, AJIH/jh, 
Mepxatia, ΠβρΗ/jM, aMait pyuiapHHH ra/jafipn Mexbep MyßapaK Μ du/ja Bapnc 
Axam MyKbyB φπ/ja). 

Bapnc — Ba3HH My6apaK xbyft, nrpaMH Aacaftl HKbBaH 3ji/jh3 MacaH, HKbBaH 
xicaH HHcaH AcjiaH xeeHa Mlexn aeyp, a^a3 TepÖM« raft η Ba3 ÖapKajuia, A^caftl 

ΒκρΗ/ia — Tbyppa! MyÖapaKl MyÖapaKl 
My3bixa 

flepfle araji >Ke^a. 
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Dagustan.di-n xalq'.di-n pisatel' 
Daghestan-GEN people-GEN writer 

Qijas Mezidov 

Urusat.di-n cilk 
Russia-GEN flower 

(2 perde.di-kaj, 6 Sikil.di-kaj ibarat komedija.d-aj 6'uk) 
2 curtain-SBEL 6 picture-SBEL consisting comedy-INEL chunk 

IStirak-zawa-j ks-ar 
[participate-IMPF-PTP] person-PL 

Zina Kazakova — zootexnik, xilr.ü-n majiäat.di-n ilim-r.i-n 
zootechnician village-GEN eoonomy-GEN science-PL-GEN 

kandidat, «Samur» sovxoz.di-n otdelenie.di-n zavedujuSdij. 
candidate Samur state.farm-GEN department-GEN manager 

Asian, Ali — öuban-ar. 
shepherd-PL 

Merian — Zabur.a-n wax. 
Zabur-GEN sister 

A2aj — Aslan.a-n-ni Peri.di-n bade. 
Aslan-GEN-and Peri-GEN grandmother 

Waris — nisi iji-da-j zavod.di-n ust'ar. 
[cheese make-FUT-PTP] factory-GEN master 

Zabur — zootexnik, xilr.il-n majiSat.di-n ilim-r.i-n kandidat. 
zootechnician village-GEN economy-GEN science-PL-GEN candidate 

Rahim — xilr.ü-n agsaqal 
village-GEN old.man 

Sovxoz.di-n raboti-jar — ruS-ar-ni gada-jar 
state.farm-GEN worker-PL girl-PL-and boy-PL 

(1) I komedija.d-a dag.di-n xilr-e namus.da-ldi 
t h i s comedy-INESS [mountain-GEN village-INESS honor-SRDIR 

zehmet ö'ugwa-zwa-j iehil-r.i-kaj, abur.u-n herekat-r.i-kaj wa 
work pull-IMPF-PTP] youth-PL-SBEL they-GEN movement-PL-SBEL and 

alaqa-jr.i-kaj siihbet fi-zwa. (2) Kühne fikir-r.a-l alama-j 
relation-PL-SBEL ta lk go-IMPF [[old thought-PL-SRESS be.still.on-PTP] 

muq'wa=q'ili-jr.i-n gaf ö'ur-ηα, Asian urus ruS 
relative-PL-GEN word destroy-AOC] Asian Russian girl 

Zina.da-l ewlenmiS ze-zwa. (3) Zehil-r.i öpi-n q'ismet ik' 
Zina-SRESS marry ANTIC-IMPF [youth-PL(ERG) selves-GEN destiny thus 

häl-un.a-l wiri razi ze-zwa. 
decide-MSD]-SRESS a l l satisfied be-IMPF 

(4) Agadiqh komedija.di-n exirimii Sikil gu-zwa. 
below comedy-GEN last picture give-IMPF 
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25.4. The Flower from Russia 

Q'wed lahaj perde. 
two ORD curtain 

Wad lahaj Sikil. 
f ive ORD picture 

(5) Jargaj ziirne-jr.i-n-ni daldam.di-n wan-er qwe-da, 
from.far zuma-PL-GEN-and drum-GEN sound-PL come-FUT 

abur qwerdawaj muq'wal ie-da. 
t hey gradual ly near become-FUT 

M a r z a n — (6) Urrra! Swas xta-na! Aiaj hin-wa?! 
INTJ bride retum-AOR Aia j where-be.in 

Aiaj! Aiaj! 
A i a j A i a j 

Peri — (7) (Cukur-da). Za isätda ada-z ewer-da... 
run-FUT I:ERG row she-DAT call-FUT 

Waris — (8) Aqwaz, Peri! Tadi qaöu-mir. RuS-ar! 
stop(IMPV) Peri quick take-PROHIB girl-PL 

Sa, 6na Aiaj qari kutugaj qarSilamiS-da. (9) Za 
come:IMPV we:ERG A i a j old.woman suitable meet-FUT [I:ERG 

gil xkai-na aguz-un kumaz, kilne «Dide.di-z salam» 
hand [raise-AOC] lower-MSD as.soon.as] you.all:ERG mother-DAT greeting 

mani xkai-da! 
song raise-FUT 

(10) Muzyka.di-n wan-er qwerdawaj muq'wal ze-da. 
music-GEN sourtd-PL gradually near become-FUT 

RuS-ar.i-n juq'w-a awa-z Zina qwe-da. (11) Ada-n 
[girl-PL-GEN middle-INESS be.in-lMC] Zina come-FUT [[she-GEN 

gilgünal-la-z gada-jr.i-n juq'w-a awa-z Asian, 
behind-be.on-IMC ] boy-pl-GEN middle-INESS be.in-IMC] Asian 

Rahim wa Ali qwe-da. (12) Muzyka.di-n wan-er i 
Rahim and Ali come-FUT music-GEN sound-PL th i s 

ara.d-a qati ja. Aiaj qwe-da. (13) Waris.a gil elä-da 
time-INESS strong COP A i a j come-FUT Waris(ERG) hand raise-FUT 

wa ru§-ar.i mani luhu-da. 
and girl-PL(ERG) song say-FUT 

R u s - a r — (14) Ata-na, ata-na, dide ata-na! 
girl-PL come-AOR come-AOR mother come-AOR 

Dide ata-na, k'wal-er ac'a-na! 
mother come-AOR house-PL fill-AOR 

Dide.d öin-a rag awa, rag awa! 
mother(GEN) face-INESS sun be.in sun be.in 

Rik'-e ciikwe.d bag awa, bag awa! 
heart-INESS flower(GEN) garden be.in garden be.in 

Qeni ja, qeni ja meqher awa-j k'wal. 
good COP good COP [wedding be.in-PTP] house 
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Qeni ja, qeni ja swas ata-j k'wal... 
good COP good COP [bride come-AOP] house 

Dide.d Cin-a rag awa, rag awa! 
mother(GEN) face-INESS sun be.in sun be.in 

Rik'-e cilkwe.d bag awa, bag awa! 
heart-INESS flower(GEN) garden be.in garden be.in 

(15) Mani.di-n wan q'il.e-l-la-z Aiaj q'iil.iini-k 
[song-CEN sourei head-SRESS-be.on-IMC] AZaj dance-SBESS 

eket'-na, ada emir.di-n qajda.d-a wiöi-n q'ül.üni-k 
join-AOC she(ERG) order-GEN rule-INESS self-GEN dance-SBESS 

Waris.a-z ewer-da. (16) Abur.u q'iil iji-da, gada-jr.i wa 
Waris-DAT call-FUT they(ERG) dance do-FUT boy-PL(ERG) a n d 

ruS-ar.i gurlu kap-ar ja-da, äadwil-er iji-da. 
girl-PL(ERG) loud palm-PL h i t fun-PL do-FUT 

W a r i s — (17) Aho=ho! Ida-z kilig! Can.d-a awa-j 
INTJ this-DAT look(IMPV) [soul-INESS be.in-PTP] 

q'wan-di aku ha! Aiaj qari, majdan wi-d ja! 
as.much.as-SBST.SG look PT Aiaj old.woman place you:GEN-SBST.SG COP 

Azaj— (18) (Q'ül.üni-kaj xkeö'-da). Uf, uf! Lap q'il gizi 
dance-SBEL go.out-FUT INTJ INTJ PT [head dizzy 

ie-daldi q'iil awu-na... (19) (Zina.di-n muq'uw fi-da). Sagraj, 
become-POSTR] dance do-AOR Zina-GEN to go-FUT h a i l 

Can cilk! Wuna zi gaf q'il-e tuxwa-na! (20) Za 
dear flower you:ERG I:GEN word head-INESS carry-AOR I:ERG 

wiri el.di-z wun q^san ruS ja, güzel tawat ja 
a l l people-DAT [you:ABS good girl COP beautiful beauty COP] 

luhu-z ita-na. (21) (Mellis.d-a awa-j-bur.u-z kilig-iz, kilig-iz). 
say-INF be-AOR [[party-INESS be.in-PTP-SBST.PL-]DAT look-IMC look-IMC] 

Bes nawruzbeg hin-waV. Zabur hin-wa?! 
PT bridegroom where-be.in Zabur where-be.in 

Ali— (22) (Waris.a-z). Isätda, Waris xalu, sa t'urfan 
Waris-DAT now Waris uncle one storm 

ina qurmiS 2e-n £i, k'waö-er k'ewi-z ikis!.. 
here start ANTIC-HORT PT foot-PL firm-ADV support(IMPV) 

Azaj — (23) Asian! Ali! Nawruzbeg.a-z mubarak iji-z 
Asian Ali [bridegroom-DAT congratulation do-INF] 

k'an-zawa za-z. (24) Swas inal ala-j-la, gada awa-ö. 
want-IMPF I-DAT [bride here be.on-PTP-TEMP] boy be.in-NEG 

Waö, am galaz qhSa! 
go:IMPV he:ABS w i t h return 

W a r i s — (25) Za-z öi-z, qari, 6un wiri sa tar.c-e 
[I-DAT know-IMC] old.woman [we:ABS a l l one tree-INESS 

Aa-ji-la, wun masa tar.c-e awa... 
be-AOP-TEMP] you:ABS other tree-INESS be.in 
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Azaj— (26) Wuöiz zun masa tar.c-e awa? (27) Am 
w h y I:ABS other tree-INESS be.in it:ABS 

wul· tar ja zun awa-j-di, Wali.di-n xwa Waris? Kiln 
which tree COP [I:ABS be.in-PTP-SBST] Wali-GHN son War is [you.all:ABS 

awa-j tar hi-m ja?! 
be.in-PTP] tree which-SBST.SG.ABS COP 

Waris — (28) EwlenmiS Aa-nwa-j-di Zabur tuk.. 
[marry ANTIC-PRF-PTP-SBST.SG] Zabur COP:NEC 

Wi xtul Asian ja! 
you:GEN grandchild Asian COP 

Azaj — (29) Wun dili £a-nwa, Wali.di-n qaragiin!.. (Wiri 
you:ABS crazy become-PRF Wali-GEN scoundrel a l l 

mähtel ze-da. Aiaj-ni alamat £a-nwa-z meilis.di-n 
surprised become-FUT A2aj-and [amazed become-PRF-IMC] party-GEN 

itim-r.i-z kilig-da, abur.u-n arada Rahim awa-z akwa-da.) 
person-PL-DAT look-FUT [they-GEN between Rahim be.in-IMC] see-FUT 

Rahim — (31) Za uia-z, Azaj, wi xtul Asian 
I:ERG you-DAT A2aj [you:GEN grandchild Asian 

ewlenmiS 5tu-nu± mubarak-zawa! (32) Mubarak ±u-j wa-z 
marry ANTIC-MSD] congratulate-IMPF congratulation be-OPT you-DAT 

wi xtul.di-n meqher, zi igrami xtul Azaj! 
you:GEN grandchild-GEN wedding I:GEN dear grandchild A i a j 

Azaj — (33) (Jal q'u-nwa-z). Asian! I meqher 
[breath hold-PRF-IMC] Asian th i s wedding 

ni-n-di ja? 
who-GEN -SBST.SG COP 

Asian— (34) Akwa-zwa Sti wa-z, bade, zi-di ja. 
see-IMPF PT you-DAT grandmother I:GEN-SBST.SG COP 

Za minet awu-na, wuna-ni fe-na za-z swas ce laha-na. 
I:ERG request do-AOR you:ERG-and [[go-AOC] I-DAT bride give:IMPV] say-AOR 

(35) (Zina.di-n muq'uw qwe-da). Qedlaj im zi pab, 
Zina-GEN close come-FUT from.today this:ABS I:GEN wife 

juldaS ja. Ik' ZAGS=di-n ktab-r-a-ni k£e-nwa... 
companion COP thus registry-GEN book-PL-INESS-also write-PRF 

Axaj — (36) Waj allah! Inal zi jap-ar.i-z wu6 
INTJ God here I:GEN ear-PL-DAT what:ABS 

wan-er ze-zwa?! Za-z zawallu axwar akwa-zwa-ni?! 
sound-PL become-IMPF I-DAT pernicious dream see-IMPF-Q 

(37) Aman allah! Axwar tuk.. Za-z Sta-ji musibat 
INTJ God dream COP:NEG [I-DAT become-AOP] tragedy 

aku, wax-ar, ruä-ar? (38) Ja el-ler, zun dili ze-zwa!!! 
see(IMPV) sister-PL girl-PL PT people-PL I:ABS crazy become-IMPF 

(39) (Aiaj q'il q'u-na acuq'-da, am Peri.di-ni 
Aia j [head hold-AOC] sit-FUT she:ABS Peri(ERG)-and 

Merian.a q'a-da.) 
Merian(ERG) hold-FUT 
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Zina — (40) (Aiaj.a-l halt-na kilig-da). Asian! Waris 
[Aiaj-SRESS stoop-AOC] look-FUT Asian Waris 

xalu! Aiaj bade.di-z pis Sta-nwa! (41) Akwa-zwa-ni, im 
uncle Aia j grandmother-DAT bad become-PRF see-IMPF-Q this:ABS 

kü zarafat.di-n netiia ja! 
you.all:GEN joke-GEN result COP 

Waris— (42) Za kwe-z hik'laha-na-j... Can ruS, wuna 
I:ERG you.all-DAT how say-AOR-PST dear girl you:ERG 

esillah fikir-mir. (43) Aiaj nazlu=nazik-r.i-kaj tuS, 
a t . a l l think-PROHIB Aiaj delicate=delicate-PL-SBEL COP:NEG 

ada-n 6an q'we qwan.ci-n k'anik-ni aqat-da-L (44) (Aiaj.a-n 
she-GEN soul two stone-GEN under-also die-FUT-NEG [Aiaj-GEN 

muq'uw fe-na, ada-n jap.u-n duwul.da-l kapaS ecig-da). 
to go-AOC] she-GEN ear-GEN root-SRESS palm put-FUT 

Hiö sa zat'-ni £a-na-ö. (45) Aiaj.α äumud zalzala-jar, 
ever one thing-even become-AOR-NEG Aiaj(ERG) how.many earthquake-PL 

äumud däwe-jar, äumud margal-ar exi awu-na! Abur.u-n 
how.many war-PL how.many snow-drift endure do-AOR they-GEN 

tum=q'il awa-6... (46) I meqher kef ja Ai!.. 
end be.in-NEG this wedding fun COP PT 

Azaj— (47) (Cka.di-laj gadar ze-da). Lai £u-&, 
place-SREL throw ANTIC-FUT silent be-IMPV 

qaralmiä Wali.di-n awara! (48) Quj allah.di wa-z zawal gu-raj, 
obscure Wali-GEN idler PT God(ERG) you-DAT ruin give-OPT 

qaragiin! I dag-lar-ni wi ruswah Aa-nwa-j q'il.e-l 
scoundrel this mountain-PL-and you:GEN [disgraceful become-PRF-PTP] head-SRESS 

ö'ur ±u-raj! (49) Quzgun-r.i taraS-raj, murdar!.. Wun... 
destroy ANTIC-OPT vulture-PL(ERG) rob-OPT scoundrel you:ABS 

Waris— (50) (Gaf at'u-da). Za laha-j-wal ±a-na, 
word cut-FUT [I:ERG say-PTP-MAN] become-AOR 

i qari.di-qh hiö sa zat'-ni ze-ri-di tuS... 
this old.woman-POESS ever one thing-even become-AIMPP-SBST COP:NEG 

Azaj— (51) (Aslan.a-z). Wun-ni za-z qedlaj öara kas ja. 
Asian-DAT you:ABS-also I-DAT from.today alien person COP 

Wa-kaj ±a-ji weled-ni za-z k'an-da-6!.. (52) Wiri xür.ü-w 
[you-SBEL become-AOP] offspring-also I-DAT want-FUT-NEG [[all village-ADESS 

za-l qhürü-n-ar iji-z tu-r merdimazar xtul za-z 
[I-SRESS laugh-MSD-PL do-INF] cause-AOP] pernicious grandchild I-DAT 

aku-na-ni k'an-da-t! (53) (Azaj damax gwa-z, q'il caw-a 
see-AOC]-even want-FUT-NEG Aia j [pride be.at-IMC] [head sky-INESS 

q'u-na, k'wal.i-z qhfi-da. Ada-n gügüniz Rahim wa 
hold-AOC ] house-DAT go.away-FUT she-GEN behind Rahim and 

Waris fi-da wa abur gurar-a aqwaz-da). 
Waris go-FUT and they stairs-INESS stop-FUT 

Rahim — (54) (Aslan.a-z-ni Zina.di-z). Kiine xaialat-ar 
Aslan-DAT-and Zina-DAT you.all:ERG grief-PL 
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25.4. The Flower from Russia 465 

iji-mir, bala-jar. Meilis.di-n Sadwil-er dawamar-a. Wiri qhsan 
do-PROHIB child-PL party-GEN merrymaking-PL continue-IMPV a l l good 

kiitäh ie-da. (55) 
end ANTIC-FUT 

(Rahim-ni Waris k'wal.i-z fi-da, 
Rahim-and Waris house-DAT go-FUT 

meHis.di-n itim-ar mähtel ja-z rak'-ar.i-z 
party-GEN person-PL [[amazed be-IMC] door-PL-DAT 

kis-da). 
be.silent-FUT 

kilig-iz 
look-IMC] 

xejlin 
much 

Merzan — (56) Pah=ho 
INTJ 

allah, allah! 
God God 

Waris 
Waris 

k'wal.i-z fe-na? 
house-DAT go-AOR 

Zina — (57) 

Asian — (58) 

Sadwil-er-ni. (59) 
merrymaking-PL-also 

awa-ö. (60) Ada 
be.in-NEG 

Wutiz 
why 

Mad qari dili ze-da... 
yet old.woman crazy become-FUT 

(Aslan.a-z) Ci-di meqher ita-na-6. 
we:GEN-SBST.SG wedding become-AOR-NEG 

Meqher-ni ze-da, behem 
wedding-and become-FUT enough 

Wa-z Rahim buba.di-n alamat-r.i-kaj xabar 
you-DAT Rahim father-GEN wonder-PL-SBEL information 

öi bade 

Asian-DAT 

(Zina.di-z) 
Zina-DAT 

&iz 
l ike 

he(ERG) we:GEN grandmother now 

qhiitül iji-da! 

isätda c'.a-l awat-aj 
[fire-SRESS fall-AOP] 

mum 
wax l ike soft make-FUT 

(61) (Muzyka ja-da. K'wal-äj Aiaj-ni Rahim eqeö'-da.) 
music play-FUT house-INEL A2aj-and Rahim go.out-FUT 

Rahim — (62) Ibur wiri, Aiaj, wa-z wa 
they a l l Aiaj [[you-DAT and 

ewlenmiS 5ta-nwa-j zehil-r.i-z mubarak-ar iji-z ata-nwa-j 
[marry ANTIC-PRF-PTP] youth-PL-DAT congratulation-PL do-INF] come-PRF-PST] 

insan-ar ja. Ibur.u-z hiirmet aja!... 
person-PL COP they-DAT respect do:IMPV 

Azaj— (63) Wuna luhu-zwa-j-wal dilz ja, 
[you:ERG say-IMPF-PTP-MAN] correct COP 

xalu. Amma zun Waris.a behem aldatmiS-na. 
uncle but I:ABS Waris(ERG) enough deceive-AOR 

Rahim — (64) Wuna zehil-ar bejkef iji-mir, 
you:ERG youth-PL hurt do-PROHIB 

öi umud-ar, öi geleieg ja. (65) Wun 
we:GEN hope-PL we:GEN future COP [you:ABS 

periSan t-awu-n lazim ja, aksina, wun 
sad NEG -do-MSD] necessary COP contrary [you:ABS 

Wil-er aqhaj-na sadra kilig! 

Rahim 
Rahim 

xtul. Abur 
grandchild they 

qenin meilis.di 
today's party(ERG) 

ada Sad awu-na 
it(ERG) glad do-AOC] 

k'an-da. 
must-FUT 

k'wal.i-z cilk 
house-DAT flower 

[eye-PL open-AOC] PT look(IMPV) 
(66) Aslan.a 

Aslan(ERG) 
Wl 
you:GEN 

&tin ruS, swas ga-nwa! 
l ike girl bride bring-PRF 
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Azaj— (67) Za-z akwa-zwa... Za-z akwa-zwa... 
I-DAT see-IMPF I-DAT see-IMPF 

Rahim — (68) aja 
do:IMPV 

Wuna iuwa-k fikir 
you:ERG self-SBESS thought 

jiQ-ar-a «xaSperes ruä, musurman ruS» luhu-da-j 
day-PL-INESS [Christian girl Muslim girl say-FUT-PTP] 

hiö sa metleb-ni ama-ö. Hit sa metleb-ni! (69) 
PT one meaning-even be.still-NEG PT one meaning-even 

behem aqha aja, Aiaj. Wiri insan-ar sa 
a l l 

sadra. 
PT 

Ci 
we:GEN 

gaf-ar.i-qh 

word-PL-POESS 

Wil-er 
eye-PL 

enough 

6na 
we:ERG 

open do:IMPV Aia j 

Cljl 
new 

wa 
and 

güzel ümilr 
beautiful l i fe 

xizan Sta-na, 
person-PL one family become-AOR 

tük'ür-zawa (70) (Wiri-da-z). 
build-IMPF all-SBST-DAT 

Insan-ar, lah 
person-PL say:IMPV 

Wan-er — (71) 
voice-PL 

buba!!! 
father 

DilZ ja, 
right COP 

Rahim — (72) 

kwan, za düz luhu-zwa-ni, awa-ö-ni?! 
PT I:ERG right say-IMPF-Q be.in-NEG-Q 

luhu-zwa! Cun wa-z iq'rar 
say-IMPF we:ABS you-DAT agreeing 

ja, buba!!! 
COP father 

Düz 
right 

düz 
right 

Kwe-z mubarak, 
you.all-DAT congratulation 

ja, 
COP 

mubarak, 
congratulation 

igrami 
dear 

bala-jar! (Aiaj.a-z) Wa-z-ni mubarak, 
child-PL Aiaj-DAT you-DAT-also congratulation 

xtul, mubarak! 
grandchild congratulation 

(73) Baxtlu 
happy 

ulag.d-a 
house-INESS 

Au-jL (74) 
be-OPT 

Waris.a, 
Waris(ERG) 

gada-jr.i 
boy-PL(ERG) 

muq'uw fi-da). 
to go-FUT 

Waris — 

hamiäa ekw-er, hamiSa meqher 
always light-PL always wedding 

gügünal ala-z Aslan.a-z-ni Zina.di-z 
behind be.on-IMC] Aslan-DAT-and Zina-DAT 

ruS-ar.i-ni 
girl-PL(ERG)-also 

meqher mubarak iji-da. Waris Aiaj.a-n 
wedding congratulation do-FUT Waris Aiaj-GEN 

(Rahim.a-n 
[Rahim-GEN 

Ali.di, Merian.a, PerLdi, ama-j 
Ali(ERG) Merian(ERG) Peri(ERG) be.still-PTP 

Waris 

Iq'wan 
[so.much 

(75) Wa-z-ni 
you-DAT-also 

el.di-z masan, 
people-DAT dear 

mubarak 
congratulation 

iq'wan qhsan 
so.much good 

±U-j, 
be-OPT 

insan 
person 

igrami 
dear 

Asian 
Asian 

Aiaj! 
Aia j 

terbija 
education 

xwe-na ö'exi awu-r, ada-z 
[keep-AOC] big do-AOP he-DAT 

Aiaj! 
Aia j 

Wiri-da— (76) Hurra! Mubarak! Mubarak!.. 
all-SBST(ERG) INTJ congratulation congratulation 

Muzyka 

ga-ji wa-z barkalla, 
give-AOP] you-DAT praise 

Perde agal ie-da. 
curtain close ANTIC-FUT 
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25.4. The Flower from Russia 467 

Daghestanian people's writer 
Qijas MEZIDOV 

THE FLOWER FROM RUSSIA 
(extract from a comedy in two acts and six scenes) 

Dramatis personae 

Zina Kazakova — livestock expert, candidate of agricultural sciences, head 
of department in the state farm "Samur" 

Asian, Ali — shepherds 
Merzan — Zabur's sister 
Peri — milkmaid, Asian's sister 
Azaj — Asian's and Peri's grandmother 
Waris — foreman in a cheese factory 
Zabur — livestock expert, candidate of agricultural sciences, head of 

department in the state farm "Samur" 
Rahim — venerable old man of the village 
State farm workers — girls and boys 

(1) In this comedy we hear about young people who work honestly in a 
mountain village, about their actions and relationships. (2) Breaking the 
word of relatives who still adhere to the old ways, Asian gets married to the 
Russian girl Zina. (3) Everyone is happy that the young people are deciding 
their fate in this way. 

(4) Below the last scene of the comedy is given. 

Second act. 
Fifth scene. 

(5) From far one hears the sounds of zurnas and a drum; they are grad-
ually approaching. 

Marzan — (6) Yippie! The bride has come back! Where is A2aj?! A2aj! 
A2aj! 

Peri — (7) (running) I'll call her right away... 
Waris — (8) Stop, Peri! Don't hurry! Girls! Come on, lef s meet Aiaj-qari 

in a worthy fashion. (9) As soon as I raise and lower my hand, you will start 
the song "Greetings to Mother". 

(10) The music is gradually approaching. Zina is coming in the middle 
of the girls. (11) Behind her in the middle of the boys, Asian, Rahim and 
Ali are coming. (12) The sound of the music is now strong. Aiaj is coming. 
(13) Waris raises his hands and the girls sing the song. 

Girls — (14) Mother has come! 
Mother has come, the houses have filled up! 
In mother's face there's the sun! 
In her heart there's a flower garden! 
Happy is the house of the wedding. 
Happy is the house to which the bride comes.... 
In mother's face there's the sun! 
In her heart there's a flower garden! 
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(15) Under the impression of the song's sound, AZaj joins the dance; she 
calls Waris into her dance, as if giving an order. (16) They dance, and the 
boys and girls clap loudly and amuse themselves. 

Waris — (17) Wow! Look at this! See how much life is in her! A2aj-qari, 
the place is yours! 

Azaj — (18) (leaving the dance) Phew! I danced until my head became 
dizzy... (19) (She goes to Zina) Hello, dear flower! You carried out my 
word! (20) I told all the people that you are a good girl, a striking beauty. (21) 
(Looking at those present at the party.) But where is the bridegroom?! 
Where is Zabur?! 

Ali — (22) (to Waris) Now, Waris-xalu, a scandal will begin. Remain 
firmly on your feet. 

Azaj — (23) Asian! Ali! I want to congratulate the bridegroom. (24) While 
the bride is here, the boy is not there. Go and get him! 

Waris — (25) I think, old woman, whereas we are all on one tree, you are 
on another tree... 

Azaj — (26) Why am I on another tree? (27) What tree is the one I'm on, 
Waris Wall's son? And what is your tree? 

Waris — (28) The one who got married is not Zabur... If s your grandson 
Asian! 

Azaj — (29) You have become crazy, Wall's scoundrel! (30) (Everyone is 
surprised. AiaJ looks in amazement at the people of the party, she sees 
Rahim among them.) 

Rahim — (31) I congratulate you, A2aj, on your grandson Asian's getting 
married! (32) Congratulations to you on your grandson's wedding, my dear 
daughter A2aj! 

Azaj — (33) (Holding her breath) Asian! Whose is this wedding? 
Asian — (34) But don't you see, grandmother, it's mine, I asked, and you 

said go give me the bride. (35) (He approaches Zina). From today she is my 
wife, my companion. This has been written in the registry's books, too... 

Azaj — (36) By God! What is coming to my ears here? Am I seeing a 
nightmare? (37) Oh my God! I f s not a dream... Look at my tragedy, sisters, 
girls? (38) Oh people, I am losing my mind!!! (39) (Aiaj sits down, holding 
her head, Peri and Μ er San hold her.) 

Zina — (40) (stooping over Aiaj) Asian! Waris-xalu! A2aj-bade does not 
feel well. (41) You see, this is the result of your jokes. 

Waris — (42) What did I tell you... Dear girl, don't worry. (43) Aiaj is not 
the most delicate person, she will not die even under two stones. (44) 
(Approaching Aiaj, he puts his hand around her ear.) Nothing has hap-
pened. (45) How many earthquakes, how many wars, how many snow-drifts 
has A2aj endured! There is no end to them... (46) This wedding is fun!... 

Azaj — (47) (Jumps up from where she sits.) Shut up, obscure idler, 
Wall's son! (48) May God ruin you, idiot! And may these mountains col-
lapse over your disgraceful head! (49) May the vultures get you, scoundrel!.. 
You... 

Waris — (50) (Interrupts her) It is as I said, nothing will happen to this 
old woman. 

Azaj — (51) (To Asian) And you are from today a stranger to me. Nor do I 
want your offspring!... (52) I don't even want to see my pernicious grandson 
who has made the whole village laugh at me! (53) (Aiaj goes back home, 
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25.4. The Flower from Russia 469 

with pride, holding her head high. Rahim and Waris follow her and stop 
at her stairs.) 

Rahim — (54) (To Asian and Zina) You don't grieve, my children. Go on 
with the merrymaking of the party. Everything will end well. (55) (Rahim, 
and Waris go into the house; the people at the party are silent for a long 
time, looking at the door in amazement.) 

Merzan — (56) Oh my God, my God! Why did Waris go into the house? 
The old woman will lose her mind... 

Zina — (57) (To Asian) Ours has not become a wedding-
Asian — (58) (To Zina) The wedding will take place, and there will be 

enough fun. (59) You don't know about Rahim-buba's amazing capabilities. 
(60) Now he will make our grandmother soft as wax that has fallen into the 
fire! 

(61) (Music is playing. Aiaj and Rahim are coming out of the house.) 
Rahim — (62) These are all people, Alaj, who have come to congratulate 

you and the newly-weds. Give them your respect! 
Azaj — (63) It is right as you said, Rahim-xalu. But Waris really deceived 

me. 
Rahim — (64) Don't hurt the young people, daughter. They are our hope, 

our future. (65) Today's party must not make you sad, on the contrary, it 
must make you glad. Open your eyes and look! (66) Asian has brought a girl 
like a flower, a bride, into your house. 

Azaj — (67) I see... I see... 
Rahim — (68) Think for yourself. In our time the words "Christian girl, 

Muslim girl" have no significance anymore. No significance! (69) Open 
your eyes widely, Aiaj. All people have become one family, we are building 
a new and beautiful life. (70) (To everybody) People, tell us, am I right? 

Voices — (71) You are right! We agree with you, father!!! You are right! 
You are right, father!!! 

Rahim — (72) Congratulations, congratulations to you, dear children! (To 
Aiaj) And congratulations to you, too, daughter, congratulations! (73) May 
there always be lights, may there always be a wedding in your happy 
house!.. (74) (After Rahim, Waris, Ali, MerSan, Peri, and the other girls 
and boys congratulate Asian and Zina on their wedding. Waris ap-
proaches Aiaj.) 

Waris — (75) Congratulations to you, too, dear Aiaj! You brought Asian 
up, you gave him an education; he is such a good person, dear to the people. 
Well done! 

Everybody — (76) Yippieh! Congratulations! Congratulations! 
Music 

The curtain closes. 
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25.5. Congress in Beliz 

From the Newspaper Kommunist, Maxaikala, 22 July 1990. 

BejiHx/ja ci»e3A 

14-ΗΚ)ΛΛΜ3 Bê H)K/jHH noce^OK/ia «CCCP-ΛΗΗ 60-AHC» COBXO35HH 
Ky^bTypa/jHH ^Bopeu/ja jie3rnftpnH «Ca/ieaji» Tleap raHBaft rbepaxaT/jHH 
ci>e3fl KbHJie φeHa. Exe aaji «flinaMHUipaft οοΒβτρΗΗ xajiKbapnH ^ycTBaji!», 
«fluiaMHiupaft Jie3rw xajiKb^HH ca^eajil» ea Maca 7io3yHrpH 6e3eTMHiiiHaBaft. 
Ci>e3fl/ia MiiiTHpaKyH naTaji MaxaMxtajiaaafi, ßepÖeHT/iaft, MocKea/iaft, 
Baxy/jaft, CyMraHT^aK, HajibiHK^aft, CyjieftMaH-CrajibcXHft, MerbapaMfl-
xybpybH, Axqerb, Kbyparb, ßepßeHT, Xhb, TaÖacapaH, Ktycap, Ki>y6a, 
XiaMMac, KT>yTKT>ameH paftOHpaft fle^eraTap aTaHBaft 3aji/ia CT>e3/WHH 
^ejieraTapHM MyrbMaHap 200 Kac^miafi Γ3aφ aeafi 

«Cafleaji» rbepeicaTAHH ci>e3/i Baxy/ja UIH aMyxHaeaK «XeaxaHxaH» Tleap 
ajiaft H3̂ aTejibCTBOflHH peaaxTop, man ρ Μ3βτ IllepHφoBa aiyxHa. npe3M^HyM 
xxHrbafl/iajiaft rybrbybHH3 aokjihr aeyH naTaji Γaφ ârne/jHHCTHTyTflHH 
προφεοοορ Fb. A(5,qyparbHMOBa3 raHa. A/ja aeyp «/lesrHCTaH: Tapnx, aejimiap, 
BaKtHa«p» flOKJiaflflHxi. xleaTl xbaHBaftCypy ΛΗΧΤΪΘΤΑΗΒΛΗ λ6 axajiHa. 

/lOKjia/jMH^H TaftHH ηβΛΗΛρ&Λ, peKi>eMpa.n ÖHHejiaMHui xbyHaji/jH 
/jerb3aMaHpHJiafl HHHXT> jiesra xanxb φβΛκ pexbeji, a^aH rbaji-arbBâ /iaji — 
«liiaftHin/iaji, xyjibTypa/iaji, axoHOMHxaaaji, Tapnxflaji, HcxyccTBo^aji, ajiafl 
BaxTyH/ja Me6 rba.nyH xuH^axa3 HCTeMnui3aBaft Mec9jiaftpaji xleaTl xbaH-
BaKßypyH φΗκκρ xejiGtta. 

— ΟοΒβτρΗΗ BJiacTb KeflanflK, — jiarbaHa a^a, — ManxyHMHitpHxt rajia3 
KbHJie φβΚΜ fl«eeilpn Γ3aφ Jie3rH«p τεΛβφ xbyHaji, xajixb^HH pybrb/jHH ea Ma-
TepHajibHbift xyjibTypa KlBaTyHa/i, KXbHHpHH, apxHTexTypa^HH naMHTHHxap, 
fleejieTap nyM XbyHaji n>aHa. HxbTHH exe MarbpyMBHJiepH3HH ΧΗΛΗΓ TaeyHa 
xaJixb^HJiaft BHMHH xaftH MHJI, pybrb^HH Carba aeejier TUP Mlaji, a/jeTap, 
xa^Kb/jHH «paTMHuiyHap xyb3 ea HecmipHJiafi Hecmipaji araxbapn3 ajiaxbHa. 
Tba Η xap/jaft MHa a^a3 K)XB arty3Ha nxpaM aeyHajiflH 6apxajuia Jiyrby3ea 

ZJoKjiaflMH^H jie3rH xajixbflHH TapHXfla ΜΠΗ3 Mxa Χ baft H x e f t J i H H Maca Mlyjiae 
jiexeftpH3 TaJiyxb Γ3aφ ^ejinjiapHH rbaHa Ca MKa/jaji jieHr xbaHa axtaTaft 
ftxcapa mh paRoHpaft xeftJiHH xybpepHH »ceMflTap BHMHH xaJiKbflMBaft spria 
aeaft paßOHpH3 xybnapHa, aCypy xe6-MaJi xyb3Baft Mlypap Η xap naTaji Maca 
p a f t O H p H H MaKnuiaTpH3 napa aeyHa, A3ep6aftxaHAHH HHCTHTyTpa xle^3aeafi 
a3ep6aftxaH CTy/jeHTpH3 οτηπθηληλ ry/iaKjia Jie3ra CTy^eHTap aHpa xlejiyHaft 
Me6 HHCTHTyTpM3 rbaxiiH ryHH3 Ma*6yp aeyHa. 

AMMa rbap ca Hlypy xap/JHH 3xwp xefla.ftBa.ji, MH xajixbflMH KbHJiê  aTafi 
ßê ÖaxTBHJiepHH 3XHPHH Myxbeaji )xe3Ba. 

Η ftHKtapa KbMjie φβΚκ CoeeTpMH COK)3/IHH KoMMyHMCTpHH napTH«/jHH 
XXyill ci>e3fl/jHH «MHcaHnepecBHJiHH, fleMOxpaTH^ecKHK coqHajiH3M/jMXTj» 
KbHji raHBatt nporpaMMHbift MajiyMaT^a KteftaHaeaKBaji MHjijieTpH Ta wapa 
xbyHaji KtBe^ajiflu ΜΠΗΗ xbMCMeT ΜΠΗ TailMHapyHMH HXTHHP rbnca6a xbyHaji 
6HHGJiaMHiu xe3Ba. HxbTHH 3yp6a flermiiBH^ep, MyMXHHBHJiep, rbeji6eT,aa, 
nepecTpoftxaflHxij, flybHbiJ ulHftnxIa Tybxlybp xiyeyHMH CoeeTpMH rocy-
flapcTBOflMH pyxoBOflCTBOflHH qlHflM xoHuenqHH^Hxt rajia3 a ^ a x t a ^ y »3 
apaflcui aTaHBatt^H a. 

MHa Η xapAaji exe ma/jeaji nKn3Ba ea mh pa3HBaji xi>ajiyp3aBa. CTxa 
xajixbapMH ^ycTBMΛΗΗ x3aH/ja aea3 xyeaH KbHCMeT jxyea rb«jiflafi MyMKHHBaji 
xbyHHJiaft exe 6axT xe/jaHH Merep?l 

Cte3flflHH flejieraTpn ^ox^a/] pa3MBHJiejifln xbaßyjiHa. Axna a^aH bhhcji 
paxyHap KbHJie φβΜ. TpHÖyHa/jHxt ΛΓΥ-ΛΗΗ προφεοοορ Α. nonbMaroMe/ioB 
(MaxanxTbajia iiierbep), PC*CP-^HH jiaKnx^y arpoHOM C. 3jib/jepoB (CyjiefiMaH-
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C T a j i b c x H f t p a f t O H ) , n H c a T e j i b K B . T b a K H M O B , rnanp Φ . H a r b M e B ( M a x a m c b a j i a 
m e r b e p ) , r i H c a T e j i b 3 . P H 3 B a H O B , » y p H a J i H C T T b . A c K e p o e , M y a j i j i M M ) K . 
Ι Ι Ι β ρ Η φ ο β ( K q l a p u i e r b e p e a p a t t e r n ) , K y j i b T p a G o T H H K A . T b a x H e e ( K i . a M M a 3 p a -
ftOH), p e a c H c e e p 3 . P e r b H M x a H O B ( C y M r a H T m e r b e p ) , m a w p C . C a H ^ r b a c a H O B 
( C y ^ e i l M a H - C T a j i b C K H f t p a f t O H ) , a c y p H a j i n c T A . A T a e e ( M a x a ^ K t a j i a m e r b e p ) , 
ajiMmBepHm/]HH paÖOTHHK X. MHp3oee (Axqerb paftOH), e a Maca loji/jamap 
3KT>eMlHa. A 6 y p y c i . e 3 / i / j a j i r b « j i 3 a e a f t Mecaj iaftpHKaft ΜΠΗΗ φ H K H p a p j i a r b a H a 

P a x y H p H j i a K r y b n > y b H H 3 a e j r e r a T p H MaH,naTHbift KOMHCCH«/JMH n p e / i c e -
a a T e j i f l H X B « 6 a K a j m a . 

Ca/i Jiarbafl c t e s / w a j i λθ3γη xajiKb/iHH rbepeicaT/iHH 17 Kacflmcaft HÖapaT 
n p a B j r e H H e X K » H a . A f l a H c o n p e f l c e / j a T e J i a p B H J i e Tb . A 6 / j y p a r b H M O B H H H. 
Ι Ι Ι β ρ Η φ ο Β , a ß y p y H 3aMecTHTe.napBH . n e Φ. Hari>HeB, Φ. M y r b y j i o e , T b . A c K e p o e , 
Τ. M y c T a ^ a e e TecTHKbapHa. 

/ l e j i e r a T p M « C a / j B a j i » r b e p e K a T f l H H Y c T a e , ^ e K j i a p a u H « , « / Ι β 3 Γ Μ x a j i K b / ( H 3 e a 
C O B e T p H H COK)3/tHH B H p H x a j i K b a p H 3 » s e e p r y H , MM y b J I K B e ^ a X a j I K b a p 
/ j y c T B H j i e j i f l H « u i a M H i i i xbyHHH, ΛΘ3ΓΗ x a J T K b c a a xtyeyHMH e a a.ßa.3 a e T O H O M H « 
r y H H H π a T a x i , a f t x t a p a p K b a Ö y j i H a 

Η K t a p a p a ß y p y j i a 3 H M τ π ρ n / j a p a f t p n H BHJIHK s u n r / j a f t B a j i Α. 

Η. HÖparbHMOB, «KoMMyHHCT/(HH> xcycH κορρ . 

Belii. d-α s"ezd 
Belii-INESS congress 

(1) 14=ijul.di-z Beli&.di-n poselok.d-a «SSSR=di-n 60=jis» 
14=July-DAT Belii-GEN settlement-INESS USSR-GEN 60=year 

sovxoz.di-n Kul'tura.di-n dvorec.d-a lezgi-jr.i-n 
sovkhoz-GEN culture-GEN palace-INESS Lezgian-PL-GEN 

«Sadwal» t'war ga-nwa-j herekat.di-n s"ezd q'il-e 
Unity name give-PRF-PTP movement-GEN congress head-INESS 

fe-na. (2) Jeke zal «Ja§ami§-raj sovet-r.i-n xalq'-ar.i-n 
go-AOR big h a l l live-OPT Soviet-PL-GEN people-PL-GEN 

dustwal!» «Ja§amiS-raj lezgi xalq.di-n sadwal!» wa masa 
friendship live-OPT Lezgian people-GEN unity and other 

lozung-r.i bezetmiS-nawa-j. (3) S"ezd.d-a i§tirak-un patal 
slogan-PL(ERG) decorate-PRF-PST [congress-INESS participate-MSD] for 

Maxaöqala.d-aj, Debent.d-aj, Moskva.d-aj, Baku.d-aj, 
Maxadkala-INEL Derbent-INEL Moscow-INEL Baku-INEL 

Sumgait.d-aj, Nal'öik.d-aj, Sulejman-Stal'skij, Meharamdxür.ü-n, 
Sumgait-INEL Nal'iik-INEL Sulejman-Stal'skij, Magaramkentskij 

Axceh, Q'urah, Derbent, Xiv, Tabasaran, Qusar, Quba, 
Axtynskij, Kuraxskij, Derbentskij, Xivskij, Tabasaranskij, Kusarskij, Kubinskij 

Qhaömas, QutqaSen rajon-r-aj delegat-ar ata-nwa-j. (4) Zal.d-a 
Xaimasskij, Kutkaäenskij rayon-PL-INEL delegate-PL come-PRF-PST hall-INESS 

s"ezd.di-n delegat-ar-ni muhman-ar 200 kas.di-laj gzaf awa-j. 
congress-GEN delegate-PL-and guest-PL 200 person-SREL many be.in-PST 

(5) «Sadwal» herekat.di-n s"ezd Baku.d-a c'i aöux-nawa-j 
Unity movement-GEN congress [Baku-INESS this.year open-PRF-PTP] 
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«Xwaian&an» t'war ala-j izdatel'stvo.di-n redaktor, Sair Izet 
[rainbow name be.on-PTP] publisher-GEN editor poet Izet 

Serifov.a aöux-na. (6) Prezidium xkäg-aj-da-laj gügüniz doklad 
Serifov(ERG) open-AOR [presidium elect-AOP-SBST-SREL after] [speech 

awu-n patal gaf Dagpedinstitut.di-n professor H. 
make-MSD for] word Dagh.Ped.Institute-GEN professor H. 

Abdurahimov.a-z ga-na. (7) Ada awu-r «Lezgistan: tarix, 
Abdurahimov-DAT give-AOR [he(ERG) make-AOP] Lezgistan: history 

delil-ar, waqia-jar» doklad.di-qh k'wat' 5ta-nwa-j-bur.u 
fact-PL event-PL talk-POESS gather ANTIC-PRF-PTP-SBST.PL(ERG) 

diqet.di-wdi jab akal-na. 
attention-ADDIR ear attach-AOR 

(8) Dokladöi.di tajin delil-r.a-l, reqem-r.a-l binelamiS 
speaker(ERG) [definite fact-PL-SRESS number-PL-SRESS base 

itu-n.a-ldi dehzaman-r.i-laj iniqh lezgi xalq' fe-ji req'.e-l, 
ANTIC-MSD]-SRDIR [old.time-PL-SREL since Lezgian people go-AOP] path-SRESS 

ada-n hal=ahwal.da-l — jaSajiS.da-1, kul'tura.da-l, äkonomika.da-l 
it-GEN state-SRESS life-SRESS culture-SRESS economy-SRESS 

tarix.da-l, iskusstvo.da-l, ala-j waxt.und-a 6eb hal-un 
history-SRESS art-SRESS [[be.on-PTP] time-INESS [selves solve-MSD] 

xci-dakaz istemiä-zawa-j mesfela-jr.a-l k'wat' £a-nwa-j-bur.u-n 
sharp-ADV demand-IMPF-PTP] question-PL-SRESS gather ANTIC-PRF-PTP-SBST.PL-GEN 

fikir zelb-na. 
attention concentrate-AOR 

— (9) Sovet-r.i-n vlast' ze-daldi, — laha-na ada, — 
[Soviet-PL-GEN power become-POSTR] say-AOR hje(ERG) 

(10) öapxunä-jr.i-qh galaz q'il-e fe-ji däwe-jr.i gzaf 
[invader-PL-POESS with head-INESS go-AOP] war-PL(ERG) many 

lezgi-jar telef Au-n.a-l, xalq'.di-n rüh.di-n wa 
Lezgian-PL annihilate ANTIC-MSD]-SRESS [people-GEN spirit-GEN and 

material'nyj kul'tura k'wat-un.a-l, k&i-n-r.i-n, arxitektura.di-n 
material culture fail-MSD]-SRESS [write-MSD-PL-GEN architecture-GEN 

pamjatnik-ar, dewlet-ar put 5tu-n.a-l ga-na. (11) I£tinjeke 
monument-PL wealth-PL lose ANTIC-MSD]-SRESS bring-AOR [such big 

mahrumwil-er.i-z-ni kilig t-awu-na xalq'.di-laj wiöi-n xaji 
deprivation-PL-DAT-also look(PER) NEG-do-AOC] people-SREL [self-GEN native 

öil, rüh.di-n baha dewlet tir ö'al, adet-ar, xalq'.di-n 
earth [spirit-GEN dear wealth COP:PTP] language custom-PL people-GEN 

jaratmi§-un-ar xii-z wa nesil-r.i-laj nesil-r.a-l 
create-MSD-PL preserve-INF and generation-PL-SREL generation-PL-SRESS 

agaq'ar.i-z alaq'-na. (12) Ha i kar.d-aj 6na ada-z juq' 
bring-INF] manage-AOR that this thing-INESS we:ERG it-DAT [[middle 

aguz-na ikram awu-n.a-ldi barkalla luhu-zwa. 
lower-AOC] bow do-MSD]-SRDIR praise say-IMPF 
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(13) Dokladü.di lezgi xalq'.di-n tarix.d-a öpi-z öka 
speaker(ERG) [Lezgian people-GEN history-INESS selves-DAT place 

ita-ji xejlin masa ö'ulaw leke-jr.i-z taluq' gzaf 
become-AOP] many other black spot-PL-DAT belonging many 

delil-ar-ni ga-na. (14) Sa öka.da-l leng £a-na aqat-aj 
fact-PL-also bring-AOR [one place-SRESS stop ANTIC-AOC] [pass-AOP] 

jis-ar-a öi rajon-r-aj xejlin xür-er.i-n zemät-ar 
year-PL-INESS we:GEN rayon-PL-INEL many village-PL-GEN population-PL 

wiöi-n xalq'.di-waj jarga αιυα-j rajon-r.i-z küöar-na, abur.u 
[self-GEN people-ADEL far be.in-PTP] rayon-PL-DAT resettle-AOR they(ERG) 

xeb=mal xil-zwa-j 6'ur-ar i kar patal masa rajon-r.i-n 
[cattle keep-IMPF-PTP] pasture-PL th is thing for other rayon-PL-GEN 

majiSat-r.i-z tar a awu-na, (15) Azerbajian.di-n institut-r-a 
farm-PL-DAT h e l p do-AOR [[Azerbaijan-GEN college-PL-INESS 

k'el-zawa-j azerbajian student-r.i-z stipendija gu-da-j-la 
study-IMPF-PTP ] Azerbaijani student-PL-DAT stipend give-FUT-PTP-TEMP] 

lezgi student-ar an-r-a k'el-un-aj öeb institut-r.i-z haqi 
Lezgian student-PL there-PL-INESS study-MSD-INESS selves [college-PL-DAT fee 

gu-n.i-z maibur awu-na. 
give-MSD]-DAT forced do-AOR 

(16) Amma har sa 6'uru kar.di-n exir ie-da-j-wal, öi 
but every one bad thing-GEN end be-FUT-PTP-MAN] [we:GEN 

xalq'.di-n q'il.e-l ata-j bedbaxtwil-er.i-n exir-ni muq'wal 
people-GEN head-SRESS come-AOP] unhappiness-PL-GEN end-too close 

ie-zwa. 
be-IMPF 

(17) I jiq-ar-a q'il-e fe-ji Sovet-r.i-n Sojuz.di-n 
[[this day-PL-INESS head-INESS go-AOP] Soviet-PL-GEN Union-GEN 

Kommunist-r.i-n partija.di-n XXVIII s"ezd.di-n «Insanpereswil.i-n, 
Communist-PL-GEN party-GEN 28th congress-GEN [humanity-GEN 

demokratiöeskij socializm.di-qh» q'il ga-nwa-j programmnyj 
democratic socialism-POESS t i t le give-PRF-PTP] programmatic 

malumat.d-a qejd-nawa-j-wal millet-r.i ta öara 
declaration-INESS observe-PRF-PTP-MAN] [[nation-PL(ERG) [until separate 

5t.u-n.a-l qwe-daldi öpi-n q'ismet öpi 
become-MSD-SRESS come-POSTR] selves-GEN destiny selves(ERG) 

tajinar-un.i-n ixtijar hisaba q'u-n.a-l binelamiS ze-zwa. 
determine-MSD]-GEN r ight count hold-MSD]-SRESS based be-IMPF 

(18) I£tin zurba degiSwil-er, mumkinwil-er, helbetda, 
such enormous change-PL possibility-PL of.course 

perestrojka.di-qh, dünja c'iji-k'a tük'iir q^uwu-n.i-n 
perestroika-POESS [world new-ADV organize(PER) REPET-MSD ]-GEN 

Sovet-r.i-n gosudarstvo.di-n rukovodstvo.di-n c'iji koncepcija.di-qh 

Soviet-PL-GEN state-GEN leadership-GEN new conception-POESS 

galaz alaqalu ja-z ara.da-l ata-nwa-j-di ja. 
wi th connected be-IMC middle-SRESS come-PRF-PTP-SBST COP 
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(19) Cna i kar.da-l jeke Sadwal iji-zwa wa öi raziwal 
we:ERG this thing-SRESS big joy do-lMPF and we:GEN satisfaction 

qalur-zawa. (20) Stxa xalq'-ar.i-n dustwil.i-n xzan.d-a 
show-IMPF [[[brother people-PL-GEN friendship-GEN family-INESS 

awa-z zuwa-n q'ismet zuwa häl-da-j mumkinwal 
be.in-IMC] self-GEN destiny self(ERG) decide-FUT-PTP] possibility 

£u-n.i-laj jeke baxt ie-da-ni meger? 
be-MSD]-SREL big happiness be-FUT-Q PT 

(21) S"ezd.di-n delegat-r.i doklad raziwil.e-ldi q'abul-na. 
congress-GEN delegate-PL(ERG) speech satisfaction-SRDIR receive-AOR 

(22) Axpa ada-n winel raxu-n-ar q'il-e fe-na. 
then it-GEN above talk-MSD-PL head-INESS go-AOR 

(23) Tribuna.di-qh DGU=di-n professor A Gjul'magomedov 
stage-POESS DGU-GEN professor A. Gjul'magomedov 

(Maxaöqala Seher), RSFSR=di-n lajixlu agronom S. tll'derov 
Maxaika la city RSFSR-GEN merited agronomist S . felderov 

(Sulejman-Stal'skij rajon), pisatel' Q. Hakimov, (24) Hair F. 
Sulejman-Stal'skij rayon writer Q. Hakimov poet F, 

Nagiev (Maxaikala Seher), pisatel' Z. Rizvanov, 
Nagiev Maxa ika la city writer Z. Rizvanov 

iurnalist H. Askerov, muallim Z. Serifov (Kc'ar Seher 
journalist H. Askerov teacher Ϊ . Serifov Kc'ar city 

wa rajon), kul'trabotnik A Haiiev (Qaömaz rajon), 
and rayon cultural.worker A. Hai iev Qafmaz rayon 

reiisser E. Rehimxanov (Sumgait Seher), (25) Sair S. 
director E. Rehimxanov Sumgait city poet S . 

Saidhasanov (Sulejman-Stal'skij rajon), iurnalist A Ataev 
Saidhasanov Sulejman-Stal'skij rayon journalist A. Ataev 

(Maxaöqala Seher), aliSweri§.di-n rabotnik X. Mirzoev (Axceh 
Maxaika la city trade-GEN worker X. Mirzoev Axtynskij 

rajon), wa masa juldaS-ar eqe6'-na. (26) Abur.u s"ezd.da-l 
rayon and other comrade-PL go.out-AOR they (ERG) [congress-SRESS 

häl-zawa-j mes?ela-jr.i-kaj öpi-n fikir-ar laha-na. 
decide-IMPF-PTP] question-PL-SBESS selves-GEN thought-PL say-AOR 

(27) Raxu-n-r.i-laj gügiiniz delegat-r.i mandatnyj komissija.di-n 
talk-MSD-PL-SREL after delegate-PL(ERG) credentials commission-GEN 

predsedatel.di-qh jab akal-na. 
chair-POESS ear attach-AOR 

(28) Sad lahaj s"ezd.da-l lezgi xalq'.di-n herekat.di-n 
one ORD congress-SRESS Lezgian people-GEN movement-GEN 

17 kas.di-kaj ibarat pravlenie xkä-na. (29) Ada-n 
17 person-SBEL consisting exec.committee elect-AOR it-GEN 

sopredsedatel-ar-wil-e H. Abdurahimov-ni I. Serifov, 
cochair-PL-ABST-INESS H. Abdurahimov-and I. Serifov 
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abur.u-n zamestitel-ar-wil-e F. Nagiev, F. Mugulov, 
they-GEN deputy-PL-ABST-INESS F. Nagiev F. Mugulov 

H. Askerov, T. Mustafaev testiq'ar-na. 
H. Askerov T. Mustafaev conform-AOR 

(30) Delegat-r.i «Sadwal» herekat.di-n Ustav, Deklaracija, 
delegate-PL(ERG) Unity movement-GEN statute declaration 

«Lezgi xalq'.di-z wa Sovet-r.i-n Sojuz.di-n win xalq'-ar.i-z» 
Lezgian people-DAT and Soviet-PL-GEN Union-GEN all people-PL-DAT 

ewer gu-n, öi ülkwe.d-a xalq'-ar dustwil.e-ldi 
call give-MSD [we:GEN country-INESS people-PL friendship-SRDIR 

jaSamiS Au-n.i-n, lezgi xalq' sad q^uwu-n.i-n wa 
living be-MSD]-GEN [Lezgian people one REPET:make-MSD)-GEN and 

ada-z avtonomija gu-n.i-n pataqhaj qarar q'abul-na. 
[it-DAT autonomy give-MSD]-GEN for resolution accept-AOR 

(31) I qarar abur.u lazirn tir idara-jr.i-n wilik 
this resolution they(ERG) [necessary COP:PTP] institution-PL-GEN before 

ecig-da-j-wal ja. 
put-FUT-PTP-PURP COP 

N. Ibrahimov, «Kommunist.di-n» xsusi korr. 
N. Ibrahimov Kommunist-GEN own corr. 

Congress in Beliz 

(1) On July 14 in the settlement of Beli2 in the culture palace of the state 
farm "60 years USSR" took place a congress of the Lezgian movement called 
"Sadwal" (unity). (2) The big room was decorated with slogans such as 
"Long live the friendship of Soviet peoples", "Long live the unity of the 
Lezgian people", and others. (3) In order to take part in the congress, dele-
gates had come from Maxaikala, Derbent, Moscow, Baku, Sumgait, Nal'iik, 
and the following rayons: Sulejman-Stal'skij, Magaramkentskij, Axtynskij, 
Kuraxskij, Derbentskij, Xivskij, Tabasaranskij, Kusarskij , Kubinskij , 
Xaimasskij, Kutkagenskij. (4) More than 200 people, the delegates of the 
congress and guests, filled the room. 

(5) The congress of the Sadwal movement was opened by the poet Izet 
Serifov, editor of the publishing house Xwaianian that was opened this 
year in Baku. (6) After the presidium had been elected, the word was given 
to H. Abdurahimov, professor of the Daghestanian Pedagogical Institute, to 
give his talk. (7) Those present listened attentively to his speech "Lezgistan: 
History, facts, events". 

(8) Basing himself on concrete facts and numbers, the speaker directed the 
attention of the audience to the path passed by the Lezgian people since old 
times, to its present state — life, culture, economics, history, art, and ques-
tions that are nowadays urgently demanding a solution. 

(9) "Before Soviet power was established", he said, (10) "the wars with the 
invaders led to a situation where many Lezgians perished, the people's spir-
itual and material culture was in decline, and literary documents and archi-
tectural monuments and riches were lost. (11) In spite of such big depriva-
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tions, the people managed to preserve and pass on from generation to gen-
eration its native soil, its language, a spiritual gold mine, its customs and 
the people's creations. (12) For this we bow to it and praise it." 

(13) The speaker cited many facts relating to a lot of other black spots in 
the history of the Lezgian people. (14) Having lived very long in one place, 
the populations of many villages in past years were resettled to rayons far 
away from their people; they turned to the farms of the other rayons for 
help with the pastures for keeping sheep and cattle; (15) While the 
Azerbaijani students who study in Azerbaijani colleges are given a stipend, 
the Lezgian students there were forced to pay themsleves for tuition to the 
colleges. 

(16) But just as there is an end to every bad thing, the end to the disasters 
that have happened to our people is near. 

(17) As is observed in the programmatic declaration of the 28th congress 
of the CPSU that took place these days, entitled "For a humane, democratic 
socialism", the party recognizes the right of nations to determine their des-
tiny themselves, even including separation. (18) Such enormous changes 
and possibilities have, of course, arisen in connection with perestroika, the 
new conception of the Soviet state leadership for renewing the world. 

(19) We are very glad about this and we express our satisfaction. (20) Can 
there be bigger happiness than the possibility to decide one's destiny for one-
self in a harmonious family of fraternal peoples?" 

(21) The delegates of the congress received the speech with satisfaction. 
(22) Then there was a discussion about it. (23) Onto the stage went A. 
Gülmehamedov, professor of DGU (Maxaikala), S. Elderov, merited 
agronomist of the RSFSR (Sulejman-Stal'skij rayon), the writer Q. 
Hakimov, (24) the poet F. Nagiev (Maxaikala), the writer Z. Rizvanov, the 
journalist H. Askerov, the teacher 2. Serifov (town and rayon of Kc'ar), the 
cultural worker A. HaSiev (Qaimaz rayon), the theater director E. 
Rehimxanov (Sumgait), (25) the poet S. Saidhasanov (Sulejman-Stal'skij 
rayon), the journalist A. Ataev (Maxaikala), the trade worker X. Mirzoev 
(Axtynskij rayon), and other comrades. (26) They expressed their views on 
the questions to be decided at the congress. 

(27) After the speeches, the delegates listened to the chair of the creden-
tials commission. 

(28) At the first congress an executive committee of the Lezgian people's 
movement consisting of 17 persons was elected. (29) H. Abdurahimov and I. 
Serifov were confirmed as its co-chairs, F. Nagiev, F. Mugulov, H. Askerov 
and T. Mustafaev were confirmed as deputy chairs. 

(30) The delegates accepted a statute of the Sadwal movement, a declara-
tion, an appeal "To the Lezgian people and all peoples of the Soviet Union", 
and a resolution for friendly coexistence of all the peoples of our country, 
and for reunification and autonomy of the Lezgian people. 

(31) They will present this resolution to the relevant institutions. 
N. Ibrahimov, own correspondent of "Kommunist" 
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25.6. An early text in the Latin script 

This text is the preface to heiibegen (1931). It is given first in the original 
Latin script and original spelling, then in the modern Cyrillic spelling, and 
finally in transcription (with interlinear morphemic glosses) based on the 
modern spelling. 

k ^ e j d a n p p a t t a j . 

edebijatdin galan-ni arfagrafidin mes'elejar hel avun sa aqvan rehet ttir 
k,valax ttu§. ci lezgijar >;tti zihil edebijat avaj xalqariz i mes'elejar hel avun 
amajdalani cetin je. i karda caz amaj xalqariz avaj ^tti netiza avac. ci re* 
amaj xalqarin rex )yz acux ^anavaj rex ttu§. cna ha gila reqer zuojur ijizava. 

za k^enavaj i kttabdal lezgi edebijatdin ialan-ni arfagrafidin mes'ele hel 
^ana kytteh zezavac. imi za kttabda iseignavaj mes'elejar hel avuniz re* zuoj-
urniz avunavaj siftte alaxun je. inuz kligna, l^eldajburvaj va gzaf-ni gzaf 
muallimrivaj i kttabdiz tenqiddin vileldi kligna kvaj kemiveler axttarmjna 
qalurun {alab ijizava za. 

k^ejdi 

Kxbeft/iaH naTaft 

9/ je6H5iT/iHH iiIajiaHHM op<}>orpa<f>H5iAHH Mec3Jia«p rbiiJi aeyH ca aKbBaH 
p e r b i i T THp K l e a j i a x Tyui. Μη j i e 3 r n « p xbTHH « e r b H J i a^eÖHMT a e a f t x a J i K b a p H 3 η 
M e c a j i a i i p r b « j r a e y H a M a f l / j a j i a H H h c t h h n. Η i c a p ^ a H a 3 aMaft x a j i K b a p w 3 a e a f t 
xbTHH η e r a χ a aeaM. Mh p e x t aMaft x a j i K b a p H H p e x i > xbM3 a n y χ x b a H B a f t p e x t 
Tym. MHa rba r n j i a p e K b e p acyrbyp3aea. 

3 a KXbeHBaft Η K T a ß f l a j I Λβ3ΓΗ 3fle(5niIT,aHH MlaJiaHHH θ ρ φ θ η ^ φ Η Λ Λ Η Η 
Mecana rbflji xbaHa KybT«rb x e 3 B a M . Mm 3 a K T a 6 / j a a u H r a a e a A Mec3Jia«p rbHji 
a e y H H 3 p e x i ) K y r b y p y H H 3 aeyHBaft ΟΗφτβ a j i a x i » y H Hhh3 K H J i n r a a , 
K l e j i ^ a K Ö y p y B a f t e a Γ 3 3 φ Η Η - Γ 3 3 φ MyajuiHMpHBaft η i c r a 6 f l H 3 τβΗκτ>Η/ΜΗΗ 
BHjrej i / iH KHjiMrHa KBaft KHMHBHJiep axTapMHuiHa K t a ^ y p y H T l a j i a 6 H f t H 3 a e a 3a. 

Kxbeft^H 

KJte-j-di pataj 
write-AOP-SBST from 

(1) Edebijat.di-n ö'al.a-n-ni orfografija.di-n mes?ela-jar häl 
[literature-GEN language-GEN-and orthography-GEN question-PL solve 

awu-n sa aq'wan rehät tir k'walax tuh. (2) Ci lezgi-jar 
do-MSD] one so.much easy COP:PTP job COP:NEG we:GEN Lezgian-PL 

Min zeh.il edebijat awa-j xalq'-ar.i-z i mes?ela-jar häl 
l ike [young literature be.in-PTPj people-PL-DAT [this question-PL solve 

awu-n ama-j-d.a-laj-ni öetin ja. (3) I kar.d-a 6a-z 
do-MSD] [stay-PTP]-SBST-SREL-also difficult COP this thing-INESS we-DAT 
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478 25. Texts 

ama-j xalq'-ar.i-z awa-j Sttin netiia awa-ö. (4) Ci reqh 

[stay-PTP people-PL-DAT be.in-PTP] like result be.in-NEG we:GEN path 

ama-j xalq'-ar.i-n reqh £iz aöux ita-nwa-j reqh tuS. 
[stay-PTP people-PL-GEN way like open become-PRF-PTP] way COP:NEG 

(5) Cna gila req'-er zugur-zawa. 
we:ERG now way-PL find-IMPF 

(6) Za k&e-nwa-j i ktab.d-al lezgi edebijat.di-n 
[l:ERG write-PRF-PTP] this book-SRESS Lezgian literature-GEN 

ö'al.a-n-ni orfografija.di-n mesTela häl ita-na kütäh 
language-GEN-and orthography-GEN question solve become-AOC finish 

ze-zwa-ö. (7) Im za ktab.d-a ecig-nawa-j mes?ela-jar häl 
become-IMPF-NEG this:ABS [[[[I:ERG book-INESS put-PRF-PTP] question-PL solve 

awu-n.i-z reqh zugur-un.i-z awu-nwa-j sifte alaqh-un ja. 
do-MSD]-DAT way find-MSD]-DAT do-PRF-PTP] first strive-MSD COP 

(8) Iniz kilig-na, k'el-da-j-bur.u-waj wa gzaf-ni=gzaf 
[hither look-AOC] read-FUT-PTP-SBST.PL-ADEL and much-and=much 

muallim-r.i-waj i ktab.di-z tenqid.di-n wil.e-ldi kilig-na 
teacher-PL-ADEL [this book-DAT [criticism-GEN eye-SRDIR look-AOC] 

kwa-j kimiwil-er axtarmiS-na qalur-un t'alab iji-zwa za. 
be.under-PTP defect-PL seek-AOC show-MSD] request do-IMPF I:ERG 

KAe-j-di 
write-AOP-SBST.SG 

From the author 

(1) Solving problems of the literary language and the orthography is not 
such an easy thing. (2) It is more difficult than other things to solve these 
problems for peoples with a young literary language like our Lezgians. (3) In 
this area we do not have the same experience that other peoples have. (4) 
Our way is not an open way like other peoples' way. (5) We are now finding 
our ways. 

(6) In this book which I have written, the problem of the Lezgian literary 
language and the orthography has not been definitely solved. (7) It is a first 
attempt which was undertaken to find a way for solving the problems that I 
posed in this book. (8) Therefore, I ask readers and, in particular, teachers to 
look for shortcomings in this book with a critical eye and point them out. 

The author 
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Chapter 26 
Lezgian-English vocabulary 

Where appropriate, entries in this vocabulary have been supplied with 
additional information: 
(i) on pronunciation in slashes (phonemic transcription, sometimes partial); 
(ii) on inflection in parentheses (strong verbs: Infinitive, Aorist, sometimes 

Imperative; monosyllabic nouns: oblique stem, sometimes plural); 
(iii) on syntax in curly brackets (valence patterns). In the valence patterns, 

the letters that symbolize arguments are in principle arbitrary, but the 
following mnemonic conventions have been followed: A = (Ergative) 
"agent", Τ = (Absolutive) "theme", Ε = experiencer, R = recipient, L = 
locative argument, V = subordinate clause. The cases of the arguments 
are indicated by subscripts. On Τ and A arguments, the "ABS" and "ERG" 
are generally omitted for economy; 

(iv) on etymology in square brackets: the ultimate origin has been indicated 
for many loanwords (A. = Arabic, P. = Persian, T. = Turkic, represented 
here by the Turkish form unless Az. = Azerbaijani is specified). Note 
that only strongly assimilated loanwords from Russian have been in-
cluded in this vocabulary. 

a 
abäd 
dbur 
abür 
acältun {Τ LSress) 
acä&un 
acün (·άζ, -άτια, -ύζ) /-ts-/ {AT} 
acüq'un /atsuq'un/ 
ac'aj 
ac'ün (-ύζ, -άηα) {Τ LADESS) 
αδύχ /a'tThux/ 
adit 

that (11.4.) 
prosperous [P. abadan] 

adetdin 
afni 
agdlq'un 
agdltun /-th-/ {TLPOess} 
agdlun 
agdq'un 

adet jaz 

they (11.4.) 
dignity, decency 
L is filled with T, L gets Τ 
collapse 
A milks Τ 
sit down 
full 
Τ becomes full of L 
open, clear 
custom 
usually 
usual 
cucumber 
achievement, success 
Τ leans to L; Τ joins L 
close 

[T. abiru, A. T-b-r] 

[T. agik] 
[A. Taadat] 

1.1T1 Τ ripens, becomes mature 
Τ reaches L 
Τ grow lean; Τ approaches L 
approach 
A pulls Τ together 
A approaches Τ to L 

2. {T L a d e s s } 
agdtun /-th-/ {T LADEss} 
agd£un 
agdiun {A T} 
agiidun {ATLAdess} 
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agä 
agäda 

agün (·άζ, -άτια) {Τ LPOESS) 
agar 
α§ύζ 
agzür (-di) 
ah 
ahäli 
ahwälat 
aja 
ajdl 
ajib 
ajnäjar 
ajwän 
akälun { Α Τ LPOESS) 

jab akalun { A LPOESS) 
akatun /a'khathun/ {T LSBESS) 
akaitun /a'khaxun/ {T LSBESS) 
aksi(na) /akhlsi(na)/ 
akudun /a'khudun/ 
akun (-äz, -üna, -ύ) /a'kun/ 

1· (EDAT T ) 
2. {X±iz T) 

ak' 
ak'äiarun 
ak'ün (ek'iz, ak'dna) 
ak'urun ( Α Τ LINESS) 
alä 
alad 
alämat 
aldqa 
aläqhun 

1. {VINF) 
2 . {LSRESS) 

aläq'un 
1· «Τ LSREL) 
2 · {LSREL [VINF]) 

alätun { T LSREL) 
aläwa 

alawa awun 
aläüun 
aläiun 
alcümun /-tsh-/ {Α Τ LSRESS) 

alöax /al'(j'hax/ 
alöukun /al'tfhukhun/ 
aldätmiSun 
alim 
alk'ün (4z, -άηα) {Τ LSREL) 
Alläh 
altädun { Α Τ LSREL) 

[T. agir] 

[A. ?ahlii] 
[A. ?ahwaal] 

[A. Tayb] 
[P. a?ine 'mirror'?] 

lower (11.4.) 
down, below (12.1.1.4.) 
Τ believes L 
heavy, difficult 
low, below (12.1.1.4.) 
a thousand 
groan, moan 
inhabitant 
circumstance, event 
do! (—> awun) 
child 
shame 
glasses, spectacles 
balcony 
A strings Τ on L; A ties, attaches Τ to L 
A listens to L 
Τ comes to L, Τ reaches L, L experiences Τ 
Τ mixes with L, Τ joins L, Τ enters L 
against (12.2.4.3.) 
invite to dance 

Ε sees Τ (15.4.1., 20.6.2.) 
Τ looks like X (24.2.1.) 
thus, like that (11.3.) 
bend 
be stuck; (of the sun) set 
A sticks Τ somewhere (L); A plants Τ 
be on (17.6.5.) 
go! ( -> fin) 
amazement 
relation [A. Talaaqat] 

strive to V (20.2.1.) 
strive for L 

L is able to do Τ 
L is able to V (20.2.2.) 
fall off, go away from L; go by, pass (time) 
additional 
add 
spill over; fade; become clear (weather); end 
tear off 
A hangs L on T; A measures Τ (using L as 
standard) 
mean, base, vile [T. algak] 
wind, wrap 
deceive [T. aldatmak] 
scholar [A. Taalim] 
stick, cling (to L) 
God [A. ?allaah] 
A strokes L with Τ 
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26. Lezgian-English 481 

alt'üSun 
alüdun { Α Τ LSREL} 
alük'un { Α Τ LSRESS) 
alüq'un 
α m 
ατηά 
amdl 
άτητηα 
amüq'un 

{TABS [VINF]} 
άτια 
anhe 
aniqh 

αηέάχ 
αρά] (-a) /a'paj/ 
aqßtun /a'qathun/ 
aqäxun 
aqätun 
aqüdun 

q'iliz aqüdun 
aqugun 
aqwäzun 
aq'ältun { Τ L S RESS} 
aq'dlt'un 
aq'älun 
aq'äxun 
aq'ül 
aq'ün (-az, una)·. 

{E A BS XGEN) gawurda aq'un 
aq'wan 
aqhä 

aq^äjun 
arä 

arädal atün 
arä-bir 
arada {XGEN) 

aräba 
artux /ar"thux/ 
arzä 
asänt 
askir 
ask'dn 
aslän 
asül 
asta /as'ta/ 
aSkära 
aäqi 
atün (qwez, αίάηα, Sa) /a'tun/ 
at'ä 
at'iigun 
at'ün (-ύζ, -άπα) 

gather (intr.) 
A takes away Τ from L 
A puts Τ (clothes) on L, puts on Τ 
fall 
that one; he, she, it (cf. 11.4.) 
be still (17.6.6.) 
action; prank, trick [A. Tamal] 
but (16.3.5.1.) [A. 7ammaa] 
remain (17.4.) 
Τ continues to V 
there (11.3.) 
voilä, behold 
on that side (11.3.), beyond (12.2.1.11.) 
only (13.2.2.); but (16.3.5.1.) [T. ancak] 
father-in-law 
come out, appear 
rip open (intr.); become overripe 
pull; compete 
take out 
fulfill, realize 
burn, scorch (intr.) 
stop (intr.) 
go up, appear (on L) 
finish, be finished 
close 
climb 
intelligence [A. Taql] 

Ε understands X 
so much (11.3., 12.1.4.) 
open 
open (tr.); tell (story); discover; 
interval, period 
arise 
time and again, sometimes 
between X 
cart, vehicle 
more 
complaint [P. 
easy 
soldier 
low 
lion 
main, chief 
slow 
evident, clear, open 
inspiration, enthusiasm 
come 
that, yonder (11.4.) 
frown, become gloomy 
cut off (tr./intr.) (15.6.) 

set free 
[T. ara] 

[A. Tarabat] 
[T. artik] 

arzu 'wish'?] 
[P. asan] 

[A. Taskar] 

[T. aslan] 
[A. asl] 

[P. aheste] 
[P. aäkara] 

[A. T-S-q] 
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αιυά 
αιυά {XpoESS/DAT YABS) 

awädan 
awädarun 
awatun /a'wathun/ 
awäz 
awä&un 
awüdun 
αιυύτι (ijiz, awüna, aja) 

axmdq' 
axtärmiäun 
axwär (-i) 
azäb 
azäd 
azär 

azarlü. {YSBEL) 
azijat 
aziz 
a24b 
αϊ,άΐ 
aiüg 
αίύζ 

be in, be (cf. 9.5.1., 17.6.1.) 
X has Υ 
fruitful, flourishing 
roll, put down 
fall 
melody 
roll, flow 
take down 
1. do, make 
2. auxiliary verb (10.6., 9.3.5.) 
3. make (17.5.) 
stupid [A. 7ahmaq] 
search, research [T. aktarmak] 
sleep 
suffering, torment [A. Taöaab] 
free [P. azad] 
illness [P. azar] 
sick, suffering from Y 
suffering, burden [A. ?aöiiyat] 
dear [A. Taziiz] 
marvelous, amazing [A. Tajab] 
death [A. iajal] 
anger, spite 
weak [A. Taajiz] 

bäde 
baglälamiäun 
bagiSun 
bagläma 
bagmdnöi 
bahä 
bajän 
bald 
balk'άτι 
balüg 
barabär 
barädaj 
barbät'un 
bärkalla 
barmdk 
basmiäun 
baSldmiSun 

1. {A T} 
2 . { V M S D } 

baSqd 
{XSREL} 

batmiSarun 
baxöd 
baxt (-ύηι) 
bazär 

grandmother 
forgive 
give (as a gift) 
bundle, parcel 
gardener 
expensive, dear 
explanation 
1. child 2. misfortune, 
horse 
fish 
equal 
about (12.2.4.2.) 
destroy 
praise; well done! 
Caucasian fur cap 
press 

A begins Τ 
begin to V (20.2.5.) 
1. special 
2. except for X 
sink (tr.) 
garden 
happiness, luck 
market 

[T. bagi^lamak] 
[T.bagi§] 

[T. baglama] 
[P. bayban] 

[P. baehaj 
[A. bayaan] 

calamity 

[T. balik] 
[P. baer-a-baer] 

[P. baerbad] 
[A. baarik-allaah] 

[T. basmak] 
[T. baglamak] 

[T. bagka] 

[T. batmak] 
[P. bayöe] 
[P. baext] 

[P. bazar] 
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baiahät 
baidnax 
bäzi 
bedbäxt 
bedin 
beginmiS tun {T EDAT) 
beh4m 
beh4r 
bejäburun 
bejkäf Stu η 
b4lki 
bes 
bic't 
bilbtl 
bini 
birdän 
biM 
bizdrun {A T} 

bizär tun {T LSBEL) 
biü 
bubd 
bug (-ddi) 
buj 
bujrüg 

bujriigun {A E RG M D A T 
büjur 

Sa büjur 
bul 
buldx 
bulüt 
burdn 
buri (-üni) 
bustdn 
buS 
bürq'ü' 

hardly (16.3.4.1.) 
wife's sister's husband [Τ. bacanak] 
several (cf. 14.2.1.) [A. baTd] 
unhappy [P. baedbaext] 
body 
Ε likes Τ [Τ. begenmek] 
sufficient; sufficiently, quite 
harvest, crop 
disgrace [bej- (8.2.2.) + abur] 
be offended [bej- + kef] 
perhaps [T. belki] 
1. sufficient 2. question particle, cf. 23.5.1. 
small 
nightingale [A. bulbul, T. bülbül] 
foundation [A. binaa?] 
suddenly [T. birden] 
deaf 
A bores Τ, Τ is fed up with A 
Τ is fed up with L 
illegitimate child 
father 
steam [T. bugu] 
stature, figure [T. boy] 
order, command [T. buyruk] 

[VMSDD A o r d e r s Μ to V (20 .3 .2 . ) 
please [T. buyur] 
welcome 
abundant [T. bol] 
spring, source [T. bulak] 
cloud [T. bulut] 
pumpkin [T. Az. borany] 
debt [T. b o ^ ] 
garden [P. bostan] 
empty [T. bo$] 
blind 

cal (cla) /tshal/ 
can Asan/ 
caw (-Ü) /tsaw/ 
caz (cacüni) /tsaz/ 
cegw (cekwrä) /tsegw/ 
cic'ib AshJts'ib/ 
cif(-idi) Asif, tshJfedi/ 
cil (-ini) /tsiiy 
cun (caz, cäna, cuz) /tsun/ 
cun (cwaz, cwäna, cuz) /tsun/ 
cur (cüri) /tsur/ 
curu /tsu'ru/ 
ciik (-έάί) /tsykh, tshMkwedi/ 
cük' (cük'wi) /tsyk', tshMk'we/ 

wall 
plowing 
sky, air 
thorn 
ant 
chicken 
cloud 
seed, stone (of fruit) 
strew, pour, sow; plow 
sew 
cattle-shed 
sour 
flower 
millet 
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cüril'xüm 
cwar (-ädi) /tswar/ 

sweet and sharp 
urine 

c'aj (c'u, c'a, c'ajär) 
c'djlapan 
c'akul /tsa'khul/ 
c'alc'dm 
c'ar (-c'i) 
c'arü 
c'arx (-ύτιϊ) 
c'eh (-ri) 
c'i 
c'urün (-άζ, -άηα, c'urür) 

fire (7.1.4.) 
lightning 
feather 
smooth, polished 
line 
gray 
scratch 
goat 
this year (12.1.2.1.) 
melt (intr.) 

(aliämiS ±un 
6am (-rä) /tf-/ 
(an (-di) /Ifan/ 
(antä /tfhan'tha/ 
tap 
δαρ 
(apla /tfhaph,la/ 
(ar (-W /(far/ 
öara /tfha'ra/ 

(ardsuz 
öara /tfa'ra/ 
(arx (·ύ) /|fharx/ 
(eb ((pi) /tfheb/ 

(pi-(eb 
(eb (öepidi) ΛΓ-/ 
(ekme /tfhekh,me/ 
<?e5m<? ATh/ 
ίείηέ /tfh-/ 
deim /tf"e'thin/ 
fecir /tfh-/ 
(i- /tfi-/ 

1. {EDAT TABS) 
2 . {EDAT [VINFU 
3. {EDAT [Vprp-di]} 

(il(-t)ft-l 
(il (-ini) /tfh-/ 
(imi /tfh-/ 
im färei, Unar) /tf-/ 
(in4ba 
(irkin /tfhrkin/ 
« R U N { A Τ R D A T } /TF-/ 

dir £MTI 
dJfea /tfhka/ 

(kädal{XGENJ 
(kal /tfhkal/ 

endeavor, make efforts [T. 5alijmak] 
bridegroom 
soul, life 
(hand)bag 
slanting, squinting, oblique 
press, printing-house 
left-hand 
paper; letter; skin (on milk), cream 
help, means 
necessary 
separate; stranger, foreign 
cliff, neck; wheel 
selves (11.2., 22.4.3.) 
each other (22.5.) 
clay 
boot 

[P. jan] 
[T. Qanta] 

[P. &ep] 
[P. Cap] 
[P.&ep] 

[P. Care] 

[P. iaerx 'wheel'] 

[Τ. ς ε ^ ε ] 
[P. ieäme] 
[Τ. ςε§ηί] 
[Τ. ςεϋη] 

[Τ. Αζ. iaxyr] 

source, spring 
specimen, model, prototype 
difficult 
wine 
know (9.5.2.3.) 
Ε knows Τ 
Ε knows how to V (20.2.2.) 
Ε knows that V (20.4.) 
earth, soil 
net 
warm 
face (7.1.1.4.) 
secretly, illegally 
dirty [Τ. ςΪΓΗη] 
A teaches Τ to R (causative of (i-) 
find out, learn, know (ANTIC of (irun) 
place [P. jaygah (?)] 
instead of X 
crust, rind, peel 
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öubän /tfh-/ 
öubäruk Afh-/ 
öukürun /tfh-/ 
tafc'uZ /tfh-/ 
dufc'iira föfe'fe, ök'äna) /tfh-/ 
öumäl /tf-/ 
dun /(fh-/ 
öupläx /(fh-/ /tf-/ 
öurün (£räz, ΐτάηα) /tf-/ 
öuxsägul /tfh-/ 
öuxün (öuxwäz, öuxwäna) /tfh-/ 
düZ r-d, -leri) /tfh-/ 
££mü 'xim /tfh-/ 
öüq'ü'n (-q'wiz, -η'ινέηα) /tfh-/ 
öü'q'un /tf-/ 
öüxwir /tfh-/ 
öiixü'n (-uz, δϋχιυέηα) /tfh-/ 
&cra /tfh-/ 

shepherd, herder [Τ. 9oban] 
swallow 
chase; run 
knife 
dissolve, spread (intr.) 
cornel, Cornelian cherry 
we (11.1.) 
naked [T. giplak] 
beard 
bake; ripen (tr./intr.)(15.6.) 
gratefulness; thank you! [T. gok sag ol] 
scratch 
steppe (7.1.1.7.) [Τ. ςοΐ] 
steal, hide 
press 
say a word (negative polarity item) 
pear 
wash 
spinning wheel 

ö'agün (-ύζ, -άτια) 
ö'agän 
ö'al (·ά) 

ö'aldqh ±un {TABS LPOESSI 
ö'ar (-ö't) 
ö'aw (-ü) 

α ö'awüz 
[...VPTP] ö'awuz 

ö'emiruk 
ö'exl 
ö'ii (-ri) 
ö'ugün (-gwäz, -üna) 
ö'uk (-ύηι) 
ö'ul (-ύηι) 
ö'uläw 
ö'ur (-&) 
6'urü 
ö'ürun 
ö'ut (-rä) 

freeze; become beautiful 
accordion 
language, speech, word (cf. also 20.8.2.) 
Τ believes L 
hair 
time 
at that time 
when...V... (21.4.6.) 
onion 
big 
bee 
pull, draw 
chunk, piece 
belt 
black 
pasture 
wild; sad 
spoil 
flea 

dabän heel [T. Az. daban] 
dad (-ύηι) taste [T. tat] 
daftär notebook [A. daftar] 
dag (-di,-lär) mountain (7.1.1.7.) [T. dag] 
dak 'är window 
daldäm drum 
dalü back (body part) 
damdr vein [T. damar] 
damäx pride 
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danä calf [T. dana] 
dar narrow [T. dar] 
darix {XpoESs) bored, fed up with X [Τ. Aζ. daryxmag] 
darmdn medicine [Τ. daerman] 
dawämarun {A VMSD) continue to V (20.3.2.) [A. dawaam] 
dax (-di) dad 
däwi war; struggle [A. daTwat] 
de particle (cf. ex. 1051b) 
degiSarun change, exchange [T. degijmek] 
deltl reason, argument, proof [A. daliil] 
deq'iq'a minute [A. daqiiqat] 
derä valley, ravine [T. dere] 
derin deep [T. derin] 
dert (derdini) sorrow, grief (7.1.4.) [P. daerd] 
destä bunch, group [P. daeste] 
dewi camel [T. deve] 
d4wir period [A. dawr] 
dewttt wealth [A. dawlat] 
dewrän time [A. dawaraan] 
dib (-di) basis; (grammar:) stem [T. dip] 
didi mother 

[T. dip] 

dilt crazy [T. Az. däli] 
din (-di) religion [A. diin] 
dini comfortable [T. din?] 
diqät attention [A. diqqatj 
diri living, lively [T. diri] 
diSehli woman 
dugün (-i, -a) valley 
dugün (digiz, digdna) be beautiful, fit 
dugri true, honest, reliable [T. dogru] 
dulanaMg life, livelihood [T. Az. dolanajag] 
dust (-ύηϊ) friend [T. dust] 
dustäg jail [P. dostay] 
duSmün enemy [P. doämaen] 
duwül root 
dila /dy7a/ prayer [A. duTaa?] 
dügmi button [T. diigme] 
dünja world (3.1.1.3.) [A. dunyaa] 
düSü coincidence [T. düjiig] 
düz correct, just [T. düz] 

ecä'gun {Α Τ L I N E S S ) A pushes L with T, A sticks Τ into L (9.5.3.) 
ecigun put, set up, build 
e& (-0 waist 
eö'ä'gun rock (a cradle with a baby) (9.5.3.) 
eö'4l weed 
edib ethics, morals [A. ?adab] 
egiö'un 

1. {T LADESS) Τ approaches L 
2. {T Vinf}: Τ starts V-ing 
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6ger 
egü'nun 
ehlt 
ekeö'un /e'khetf'un/ 
ekisun [Α Τ LSBESS) 
eksik /ekh,sifch/ 
ekü /e'khy/ 
ekw (ekü'ni) 

ekünaqh /e'khynaqh/ 
ek'ä' Au η 
elä 't'un { A L S R E L } 
elä 'gun {A Τ L S R E L ) 
ettq'un 
elqü'n (βίφυέζ, -έηα, -ii'g) 

Ι . {LPOESSJ 
2 . (LDAT) 

elqü 'rün 
1. {A T} 
2 . { Α Τ SINEL GDAT) 

elü'q'un 
βτηέ 
έτηΐΓ 
eqä'gun 
eqe'6'un 
eQihin /e'qitThun/ 
eifisun 
eqii'gun 
eqü'run 
eq'ii'n (-q'wiz, -q'wina) {AT} 
eqhü'n (-q^wiz, -qhu>4na) 
erö't 
ereq' 
erkek /er'khekh/ 
esir 
esillah 
eski 
ewä'gun 
ewil 

ew4r 
ewiz awun 
ewtö'un 
ewtenmi&un { Α Τ LSRESS) 

ewlinmiS ±un {XSRESSJ 
exir 

exirimZi 
exirni 

6xun 
e± 

if (21.7.) [P.aegaer] 
dig 
inhabitant [A: ?ahlii] 
creep under; enter 
A hits L with Τ 
incomplete, insufficient [T. eksik] 
light, bright 
light, illumination; dawn 
in the morning (12.1.2.3.) 
be spread out 
cross, go over, pass L 
A takes off Τ from L (9.5.3.) 
fall, become less, stop 

turn toward L 
become L 

turn (tr.) 
A turns/converts Τ (from S) into G; 
A translates Τ (from S) (into G) 
bark; fight (animals) 
aunt (father's sister) (cf. imi) 
order, command [A. 7amr] 
pour, put (food on the plate) (9.5.3.) 
go out 
pour out (tr./intr.)(15.6.) 
stick out 
scold, abuse 
make go around 
A fucks Τ (taboo word) 
bathe 
right-hand 
vodka [A. Saraq] 
male [T. erkek] 
influence; impression [A. ?a0ar] 
completely, at all (13.5.1.) 
old (of things) [T. eski] 
comb (9.5.3.) 
beginning; ancient; at the beginning 

[A. 7awwal] 
call, appeal 
replace, substitute for [A. Tiwad] 
get off, go down; set (of the sun) 
A marries Τ off to L [T. evlenmek] 
Τ (a man) gets married to L 
1. end [A. 7axiir] 
2. (particle) after all (e.g. ex. 551a, 568b, 893) 
last 
finally 
suffer, stand 
yes (23.1.5.) 
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fad 
fad-fad 
fädlaj 

fähum 
fajdä 
fal (-di) 
faräqat 
farq' 
fä'le 
fend (-ini) 

fendigär 
feq'i 
fer (-ci) 
fid (fiti) 
fikir /'fikhir/ 

fikir awun 
fil (-di) 
fin (fiz, fina, alad) 
fitfinun /'fithfinun/ 
fitne /fith'ne/ 
fit'inun 
fu (fualfa, fuar/far) 
fur (-ύ) 

gad (gatu /ga'tu/J 
gadd 
gddarun 
gaf (-ύηϊ) 
gdh-gah 

gah ... gah 
galä 

galäz (XpoEssl 
galdäz (XABS) 
galaj pataqh {XABS) 

galdtun 
1· (TABS LPOESS) 
2 . (TABS) 

galöukun /gal'tfhukhun/ 
galk'ün (-iz, -äna) 
galtadun /gal'tadun/ 
galtugun /gal'tugun/ {T LPOESS) 
galüdun {A Τ LPOEL) 
galüq'un {T A BS LPOESS) 

gam (-ύηϊ) 
gdmiS 
gapur /ga'phur/ 
gar (-ύ) 
garddn 
gatfar(-i) /gath'far/ 

early (12.1.2.2.); quickly 
often; quickly 
long since 
reason, consideration 
profit 
prophecy, prediction 
rest, peace 
difference 
apprentice 
trick 
cunning, sly 
mullah 
crack, split 
dung, manure 
thought 
think (20.5.2., 20.7.2.) 
elephant 
g° 
darn 
slander, gossip 
suck 
bread (7.1.4.) 
pit, hole 

summer 
boy 
throw 
word 
sometimes 
now ... now (18.2.3.) 
be behind (17.6.3.) 
with X (12.2.3.3., 14.5.2.6.) 
without X (12.2.3.3.) 
toward X (12.2.2.6.) 

Τ falls off from L 
Τ becomes tired 
put on (clothes) 
be attached 
shake, rock, swing 
Τ chases after L; Τ cares for L 
take away, take off {T from L) 
Τ hits (against) L; 
T(words) comes to L('s awareness) 
carpet 
buffalo [P. gamiS] 
dagger 
wind 
neck 
spring 

[A. fahm] 
[A. faa?idatj 

[A. fa?l] 
[A. faraayat] 

[A. farq] 

[P. faend] 

[A. fikr] 

[A. fiil, P. fil] 

[A. fitnat] 
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gatun (·άζ, -άτια) /ga'thun/ beat, knock at 
gat'ünun approach, begin 
gaw (-rä) aurochs [P. gaw] 
gazär carrot [cf. Hindi-Urdu gaajar 'carrof ??] 
gehänS wide [T. geni§] 
gel (-έ) trace 
geliieg future [T. gelecek] 
gecjfgun { A E R G TABS L A DESS) A compares Τ with L 
gelä't'un separate (intr.), fall behind 
gelqü'n (-ξ/ωέζ, -φυέηα, -qü'g) 

separate (intr.), fall behind 

{Τ LPOESS) Τ looks after L, Τ takes care of L 
gerik necessary (cf. 20.3.1.) [T. gerek] 
get'i pot 
get late (12.1.2.2.) [T.geg] 
giän /gi'tfhin/ JUG 
gila now (12.1.2.2.) 
giligun {A Τ LPOESS) A connects, attaches Τ to L 
giltq'un die (animal) 
giman suspicion 
gimi boat, ship 
gimiS silver [T. gümüg] 
giUn hungry 
giii awun deafen 
guja as if (13.5.2.) [P. guya] 
gum (-ädi) smoke 
gumräh cheerful [P. gom-rah 'spoiled'] 
gun (guz, gäna, ce /tshe/j give 
gunäh sin [P. gonah] 
gurär stairs 
gurc'ül puppy, cub 
gui (-al-üni) strength [T. giic] 
gü'c'un { A Τ LADEL) A rubs L with T, A passes Τ over L 
gügü'na {XCEN) behind X (postp., 12.2.1.7.; adverb 12.1.1.6.) 

gügü'niz {XSRELJ after X (postposition, 12.2.1.7., 21.4.5.) 
gülli bullet [T. gülle] 
gülü'han sunny 
gülü 't stocking, sock 
gün (güz, gwena) reap 
güni slope 
güröeg /gyr'tfheg/ beautiful [cf. T. Az. göjiek] 
gürü'SmiS Äun meet [T. görügmek] 
güt'ü' narrow 
güztt beautiful [T. güzel] 
giizHun. {A T} A waits for Τ [Τ. gözetmek] 
güzgu mirror [Τ. gözgüj 
gwa {T LADESS) Τ is at L (17.6.2.) 

gwaz {XABSJ with X (12.2.3.4.) 
gwätun crack (intr.) 
gwä'gun { Α Τ LADEL) A passes Τ over L, A smears Τ on L (9.5.3.) 
gwen (gwäni) reaping, harvest 
gzaf much, many, a lot (14.2.1.) 
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Sab (gapü) 
gal (-üni) 
galäb 
galat' 
galib 
Sam (-üni) 
Sawur 

{TABS XCEN) gawurda 

ged (getr6) 
gejrät 
Sßjri 

{XSREL) 
Sei (-ci, -irar) 
ger (-έάί) 
geri 
Sil (-0 
gucar /ifutshar/ (-i) 
Sud (gutü) 
gun (giz, gäna, gwaS) 
gut' (-Γέ) 
gül (-W) 
gülag 
giirgü' 
gär (-W) 
Sur6 (-έ) 

Sürö4qhan 
Swar (-ci) 
Sweö'i 

hollow of the hand, handful 
thread 
excitement 
error [A. yalat] 
victorious [A. yaalib] 
sadness, grief, sorrow 
understanding (only in fixed expressions) 

aq'un/hatun 
Τ understands X (15.3.15., 20.4.) 
(lit. Τ comes to X's understanding) 
star; fish 
dignity, worth 
1. other; alien 
2. besides X (12.2.4.1.) 
sledge, sleigh, sled 
saliva 
fat, grease 
hand 
god 
fist 
bring 
moth 
husband 
snake 
weak 
flour 
hunting 
hunter 
log; leaven 
small 

[A. yayrat] 
[A. yayr] 

ha 
ha 
haftä 
hajaman 
hajät 
hajbät 
hajif 
hajwän 
hakim /ha'khim/ 
hak' 
häk'an 
hal 
haläl 

halöun / 'haltfW 
hälö'aj 
häldun ( A Τ LSRESS) 
haitun /'halthun/ {Τ LSRESS) 
hälun 

that (11.4.) 
particle expressing surprise (13.3.5.) 

[P. haefte] 

[A. hiyaat] 
[A. haybat] 

[A. hayf] 
[A. hayawaan] 

[A. haakim] 

week 
discourse particle (e.g. ex. 1202b) 
(court)yard 
grandeur 
pity (cf. 15.4.1.) 
animal 
chief, superior 
so, like this 
simple 
state, condition [A. haal] 
allowed (according to the shariah); 
self-earned [A. halaal] 
throw 
gloomy 
A puts Τ on L, A covers L with Τ 
L meets Τ 
chase; steer, drive; plow 
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ham...ham(ni) 
hamtäa 
haqindaj {XGEN} 
haqiqät 
haqh (-üni) 

haqh 
häqh-hisäb 

har 
hardjun 
haräm 

harf (-ύηι) 
hasä'tda 
hatun /'hathun/ {LINESS) 
hättet 
hawd 
haw0j(d)a 
hawiläj 
hä±un {LDAT) 
hazür {VINF} 
häd jug 
hä 'lun 
härq'ü' 
hälbetda 
heli 
heq' (-ädi) 
her (-έ) 
herekat ^e'rekhath/ 
hewäs 
hi 
hit 
hikdja 
hik' 
hina 
htq'wan 
hisdb 
hiss (-di) 
hukumat /hukhu'math/ 
huZum 
hül (-Ü') 
hiim (-έάί) 
hürmät 
hürs (-uni) 
hütet 

both...and (18.1.4.) 
always 
about X (12.2.4.2.) 
truth, reality 
truth 
right, just 
calculation; account 
every (11.7.2.) 
scream 
forbidden (according to the shariah) 

[A. haraam] 
letter 
immediately, at once 
get, come (across); fall upon L 
even (13.2.1.) 
air; weather; melody 
gratis; in vain 
therefore (16.3.5.2.) 
go into L, enter L 
ready, prepared {to V} (20.2.1.) 
Sunday 

[P. haemiäe] 

[A. haqiiqat] 
[A. haqq] 

[P. haer] 

[A. harf] 

[A. hattaa] 
[A. hawaa?] 

[A. haadir] 

solve (task); discuss 
wide 
of course (16.3.4.1.) 
still (12.1.2.7., 13.2.3.) 
sweat 
wether 
movement; hurry 
desire, enthusiasm 
which? (11.3., 11.5.3.) 
at all, ever (11.6.3.) 
story 
how? (11.3.) 
where? (11.3.) 
how much? (11.3.) 
counting 
feeling 
state; government 
attack 
sea 
fog, haze 
respect, esteem 
anger, irritation 
dispute, quarrel 

[A. hall] 

[T. hele, A. haalan?] 

[A. harakat] 
[A. hawas] 

[P. hie] 
[A. hikaayat] 

[A. hisaab] 
[A. hiss] 

[A. hukuumat] 
[A. hujuum] 

[A. hurmat] 
[A. hirs 'greed, desire'] 

[A. hujjat] 

i 
ibädat 
ibärat (XSBEL) 
iblis 
ic'i 

this (11.4.) 
prayer; service 
consisting of X 
devil 
raw 

[A. Tibaadat] 
[A. Tibaarat] 

[A. 7ibliis] 
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iö (-ini) 
iö'i 
idära awun 
ifin (-έζ, -έηα) 
igä'gun {A Τ L A DESS> 
igisun {A Τ LADESS) 
igtt 
igrämi 
ihtijäi 
ihtijät 
Vir 
ijisi 
ikräh 
ikräm 
ilä'sun { T L S R E Ü 
iliöun /i'liffW {Α Τ L S R E L I 
ilim 
illsun { A T L S R E S S ) 
ilit'un 
illaki 
imi 
ina 
inänmiS (XpoESs) 
inhe 
iniqh 

apple 
empty 
guide, direct 
become hot 
A allows Τ to approach L (9.5.3.) 
A approaches Τ to L 
hero 
dear 
need, necessity 
circumspection, prudence 
beautiful 
owner, proprietor 
aversion, disgust 
bow, greeting 
Τ outruns, overtakes L 
A pours Τ over L 
science 
A presses (with T) on L 
wrap 
especially (13.2.1.) 
uncle (father's brother) 
here (11.3.) 
certain of X, convinced of X 
void, behold (11.3.) 
on this side (11.3.); since (12.2.1.10., 21.4.5.) 

[A. ?idaarat] 

[T. yigit] 

[A. ihtiyaaj] 
[A. ihtiyaat] 

[T. Az. jije] 
[A. ?ikraah] 

[A. ?ikraam] 

[A. film] 

[T. Az. ami] 

inkär 
insäf 

insän 
insänijat 

inükli awun 
iq'rär 
iq'wan 
iränbuba 

iränwax (-a) 
iri 
irid 
irs (-ini) 
isä 'tda 
islä 'h 
isteklü 
ist4mikin { A E R C , C A D E L [VMSD]} 

iSära 
iMl (-i) 
iSäAun 
m 
iSinun 
ϊ§1έτηί§ιιη 
iätäh 
iStiräk (XINESS) 

negation, denial 
mercy, humaneness; 
humane, just 
person 
mankind 
disturb, trouble 
agreement 
so much (11.3.) 
father-in-law (wife's father) 
sister-in-law (wife's sister) 
big 
seven 
inheritance, legacy, heritage 
now (lit. at this hour, cf. i, sät) 
quiet, meek 
beloved, respected 

[A. ?inkaar] 

[A. 7insaaf] 
[A. ?insaan] 

[T. incik] 
[A. ?iqraar] 

[ Α . ?ΪΓΘ] 

[A. ?islaah] 
[T. istekli] 

[T. istemek] 
A asks C to V, A demands that V (20.3.2.) 
sign 
crying 
cry, weep (=Se£un) 
ray, beam 
knead (dough) 
use 
appetite 
participation {in X} 

[A. ?iSaarat] 

[T. i§ik] 

[T. i§lemek] 
[T. i^tah, A. 7i3tihaa?j 

[A. ?iätiraak] 
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itim /i'tim/ man 
iwi blood 
ixtibar trust, confidence [A. ?ixtibaar] 
ixttjar right, permission [A. ?ixtiyaar] 
ixtilat conversation [A. ?ixtilaat] 
izin permission [A. 7iön] 

ja 

ja 
jaz 

[P.ya] 

jab (japü) 
jac (-Γά) 
jac'ü 
jad (ci, jatär) /jad, tsi/ 
jag (-ädi) 
jägun 
jak (-k'ü) 
jak'w (jak'ü) 
jal 

jal jägun 
{EDAT XGEN) )al atun 

jaldw 
jalgüz 
jäni 
jaqin 
jar (·ά) 

jarär 
jar (-di) 
jaräb 
jaräq' 
jargi 

jargä(l) 
jargäldi 

jarü 
jarx Stun 
jaS (-di) 
jaMjiS 
jaSämiS £un 
ja&lü 
jat'ani 

jawäS 
jaxc'ür 
jaxün 
jazüx 
jeb (jepini) 
jeke /je'khe/ 
jem (-di) 
jemiS 

be (standard copula, 9.5.1., 17.1.-3.) 
as (Imperfective converb, 21.2.) 
1. or (18.2.1., 18.2.4.) 
2. vocative particle (13.5.6.) 
ear 
bull, ox 
thick, fat 
water (7.1.4.) 
oil, grease 
hit, strike (cf. 9.5.3.) 
meat 
axe 
breath; smell, stench 
rest, relax 
Ε smells Y 
flame 
lonely 
i.e., lonely 
reliable 
(morning) glow 
measles 
beloved 
question particle (23.5.2.) 
weapon, arms 
long 
far 
for a long time 
red 
fall over 
age [T. yag] 
life [T. yagayig] 
live [T. ya§amak] 
elderly [T. yajli] 
1. nevertheless (16.3.5.1.) 
2. indefiniteness marker (11.3.) 
quiet, slow [P. yaewag] 
forty 
lean 
poor, miserable (cf. 15.3.15.) [T. yazik] 
rope, string 
big 
fodder, forage [T. yem] 
fruit [T. yemif] 

[P. aelaw] 
[P. yalyuz] 
[A. yaTnii] 
[A. yaqiin] 

[P. yaeray] 
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jerll 
jetim /je'thim/ 
jezni 
Μ(-έ, (ji)fir) 
jigtn 
jis (-ä, (ji)sär)) 
jug (jüfr, jiqar) 
juldäS 
jum$0g 
juq' (juq'wä) 
jurgün 
juxsiil 
juzün (-άζ, -άτια) 

at all (13.5.4.) 
orphan 
son-in-law 
night (7.1.4., 12.1.2.4.) 
quick, lively 
year (7.1.4., 12.1.2.4.) 
day (7.1.4., 12.1.2.4.) 
friend, comrade, spouse 
soft 
middle 
tired 
lean, poor 
m o v e 

[A. yatiim] 
[P. yaezne] 

[T. yoldaj] 
[T. Az. jumäag] 

[Τ. yorgun] 
[Τ. yoksul] 

kac (-(, -ir) /katsh/ 
kaö/khafh/ (kin) Ikhtfa/ 
kaf (kfädi, kfar) /kh-/ 
kahül /k-/ 
kaka /ka'ka/ 
kakur /ka'kur/ 
kal (4, -6r) /k-/ 
kam (-üni) /k-/ 
kamal /kh-/ 
kap (-ύ) /kaph/ 
kar(-di, krar) /kh-/ 
karö /khartTh/ (krüüni) /^rtfuni/ 
kard /kard/ (katrd) /kat'ra/ 
kartuf /kar'tuf/ 
kas Cpl. ksar) /kh-/ 
Ααί /kaj/ 
katun /'kathun/ 
kägun /'khaeBun/ {A Τ LSBESS) 
keömiS 
kef (-ini) /kh-/ 
kef4r 
kefi /kh-/ 
kek /khekh/ (kike) /khJke/ 
kekä'gun 

1. { A Τ LSBESS) 
2 . { A LSBESS) 

AeZ<im /kh-/ 
kesib 
kimi /kh-/ 
AicT-0 /kh-/ 
kit'6 

1. {EDATSSBEL) 
2. {EDAT VINF) 

kiligun /khi'ligun/ {T A BS CDAT) 
kiltgna (CDAT) 

kim (-i) /k-/ 

cat (7.1.1.5., 7.1.2.2. (C)) 
bitch 
foam 
lazy [cf. A. 
egg 
crooked, curved 
cow (7.1.1.5., 7.1.2.2. (C)) 
step 
reason, intelligence 
palm (of the hand) 
thing 
horn 
falcon 
potato 
person 
hunger 
run 
A touches L with Τ 
past 
pleasure 
north 
state of health, mood 
(finger-)nail, hoof 

[P.kaef] 
kasuul 'lazy' ?] 

[P. gam] 
[A. kamaal] 

[P. kar] 

[R. kartofel'] 
[P.kaes] 

[T. gegmig] 
[A. kayf] 

A throws Τ at L 
A begins L 
cabbage [P. kaelaem] 
poor [Az. kasyb 'poor', A. kaasib 'earning'] 
insufficient, deficient; stupid [P. kaem] 
dog 
afraid (cf. 9.5.2.2.) 
E i s afraid of S (15.4.1.) 
Ε is afraid to V (20.2.1.) 
Τ looks at C 
in view of C, because of C (12.2.3.1., 21.5.1.) 
village square 
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kirs /kh-/ 
kise /khJse/ 
ktsun 
kiSjug /kh-/ 
ksun (-uz, -äna) /khsun/ 
Äiaö /khtab/ 
ktädun 
kuöukun /'khwtfukhun/ 
kudun /'khudun/ 
kuk'ün (kik'iz, kk'äna) 

{TABS LSBESS) 
kuk'ürun (AERG TABS LSBESS) 
kuk'üS 
kuk'wärun 
kul (·ύηί) /kh-/ 
kul (-ύτιϊ) /k-/ 
kun (-uz, -äna, kug) /k-/ 
kuSküS /khwjkuj/ 
kutkün /khwthkun/ 

(kitkiz, ktkdna, kutkük) 
1. (TABS [VINFD 
2· {TABS LSBESS) 

kutügun {TABS, CDAT) 
kutün {AERG TABS LSBESS) 
kut'ün (kit'iz, kt'äna) 
kut'unun 
kuxünun 
kü- /ky-/ 
küö /khvtfh/ 
küöe /k"mfe/ 
kühni /k-/ 
Äü^ /kh-/ 
AüZü' /k-/ 
kümäk /kh-/ 
kün /khyn/ 
kü'rsun /kh-/ 
kürü' /k-/ 
AIIIÖ '/tun /'khM taehun/ { A VAOP ) 
kütän 
kitin (-iz, -έηα) /khxin/ 
&u;a /khwa/ 

kwaäz {XABS) 
kwaz 

kwädarun 
kwak /khwakh/ (kukrä, kukwär) 
kwan /kwan/ 
Ai^or /kwar/ 
kwdtun /'khwathun/ 
kwätun /'khwaxun/ 

crooked 
purse [Τ. kese, A. kiis, P. kise] 
be silent 
Saturday 
fall asleep 
book [A. kitaab] 
mix; touch; soil, stain 
bury 
start; exhaust; wake up 

Τ sticks to L; Τ attacks L 
A attaches Τ to L 
peak 
tear, break, wear out 
bush; bunch; toe; swarm (of bees) 
besom, whisk 
burn (tr./intr.) (15.6.) 
whisper 

Τ gets used to V-ing 
Τ gets used to L, Τ takes to L; Τ hits L 
Τ suits C 
A puts Τ into L 
rot 
tie, attach 
shudder 
oblique stem of —> wuö 'whaf 
migration [T. go?] 
street [T. Az. küie] 
old [T. köhne] 
fat, well-fed 
small 
help [T. komaek] 
you-all (i.e. you pi.) (11.1.) 
hang 
short 
A finishes {V-ing}, use up [P. kotah 'short'?] 
plow [T. Az. kotan] 
write 
be under (17.6.4.) 
except X (12.2.3.2.) 
even (13.2.1.) 
lose (10.1.) 
worm 
particle (13.3.3.) j "g 
fall off, wake up 
disappear, get lost 
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k'aläm 
k'alüb 
k'arn (-ύ) 
k'amäS 
k'ämuq'un 

k'an (4, -är) 
k'an Aun 

1. (EDATSABS) 
2 . {EDAT VINF} 
3 . IVAOC} 

k'anö' (-ύτιί) 
k'ani 
k'anik (-aj) 
k'ap'äl 
k'ar (-c'i) 
k'aräb 
k'aräs 
k'äsun 
k'ä'gun 
k'ek (·τέ) 
k'el (-έ) 
k'4lun 
k'eräc 
k'erit' 
k'ew: 

k'ewi hätun 
k'ewi 
k'4wun 
k'ir (-ini) 
k'üdun 
k'uf (-ύ) 
k'uk' (kuk'wä) 
k'ul (·ά) 
k'us (-ύτιί) 
k'utä 
k'üd 
k'waC(·ί, -έτ) 
k'wädarun 
k'wag (-rd) 
k'wal (-ί, -έτ) 
k'waläx (-dil-i) 
k'wätun 
k'wat' (-ύηϊ) 
k'wat'dl 
k'wät'un 
k'wättun 
k'wenk'w (k'wenk'ü') 

joint, node 
form, model, pattern [A. qaalib] 
valley, ravine 
stupid; idiot 
be absent, lacking; still want, still love 
(cf. k'an, amuq'uri) 
bottom (7.1.1.5., 7.1.2.2. (C)) 
want (cf. 9.5.2.1.) 
Ε loves S; Ε wants S 
Ε wants to V (20.2.1.) 
it is necessary to V (20.6.1.) 
stump, block 
beloved, desirable 
(from) under 
heap, crowd 
pole, rung 
bone 
wood 
bite 
rebuke 
rooster 
lamb 
read, study 
walnut 
group, crowd 

get into trouble 
strong 
close, cover 
hook 
defeat 
mouth 
peak, summit, top 
shoulder, back 
chunk, piece 
hammer 
nine 
foot (7.1.1.5., 7.1.2.2. (C)) 
shake off strew, scatter 
raven 
house, room (7.1.1.5., 7.1.2.2. (C)) 
work, job; matter 
collapse, fail 
lump, ball 
group, crowd, collection 
collect 
flow, drop, spill (intr.) 
point, tip, edge 
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labär 
lacu /latsu/ 
lahaj 
lahäna 

lagläg 
lajix (XDAT) 
lajlä 
lak /lakh/ 
lak'db 
lal 
lam (-rä) 
lamü 
lap /laph/ 
lapäg /la'pag/ 
larp' (-dl), lar§ (-di) 
laS (-ύηϊ) 
laz (lacädi) /latsadi/ 

wilin laz 
kakäd laz 

laztm 
län4t 
leTen 
legw (lekwe) / le 'k w e/ 
legw (leqü', leqwir) 
lehzi 
lek4 
leq' (-Γέ) 
leq' (-tni) 
lezät 
lezgt 
leibir 
lif(-ri) 
Ιΐ$άη 

liSanlü 
luhün (-ύζ, lahäna, lah(a)) 

1. {A S} 
2. { A RDAT TABS) 

luhüz 

luk' (-rä) 
luw (-&) 
lütkwi /lyth'kwe/ 

anchor 
white 
ordinal numeral marker (13.1.3.) 
cf. 20.5., 21.5.3., 21.6.4. 
(Aorist converb of —> luhun) 
idle talk 
worthy (of Χ) 
lullaby 
bed (in the garden) 
nickname 
dumb, mute, silent 
donkey 
damp 
very (12.1.4., 13.5.5.) 
(generic term for) sheep and goats 
splash 
stick 
kaolin, china clay 
white of the eye 
white of an egg 
necessary (cf. 20.3.1.) 
curse, damnation 
horseshoe 
wash-tub 
pothole; funnel 
moment 
spot, stain 
eagle 
liver 
delight, enjoyment 
Lezgian (adj., n.) 
peasant 
pigeon, dove 
mark, sign 
engaged 

[A. Iaa7iq] 
[A. lajlat 'night'] 

[A. laazim] 
[A. laTnat] 

[A. lahzat] 
[T. leke] 

[A. laööat] 

[A. nigaan] 

say S 
call Τ "R" 
cf. 20.5., 21.5.3., 21.6.4. 
(Imperfective converb of —> luhün) 
slave 
wing 
boat 

mad 
mädni 

mahrüm awun (ZSBEL) 
mahsiil 
majdän 
majiSat 

still (12.1.2.7., 13.2.3.) 
more (13.2.3.) 
deprive of Ζ 
grain crop 
square 
economy; farm 

[A. mahruum] 
[A. mah§uul] 
[A. maydaan] 
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majwä 
makan /ma'khan/ 
mal (-di) 
malum, 
mam (mamilni, mumär) 
man 
manät 
mani 
maqäla 
maq' (-ddi) 
maq'äm 
marf (-ädi) 
markw /markhw/ (-kuni) 
masä gun 

masän 
mäsa 
maSgül 
maShür 
maSin 
maSmäS 
max (-üni) 
maiäl 
maibür 
mädin 
mähkim 
mähtil 
meft (-idi) 
meger 
megw (-gü', -gw4r) 
mel (·έ) 
menfä 't 
meqhir (-i) 
meq'i 
merdimazär 
merhemet 
mertiba 
mes (4) 
mesila 
mes?4la 
meslä't 
met /meth/ (-t'i) 
metlib 
mez (med) /metsi/ 
meilis 
miö'i 
milajim 
minit 

minitun {A E RG CDAT) 
mir äs 

mirg (4) 

fruit [P. mive] 
home; center [A. makaan] 
cattle; property [A. maal] 
known [A. mafluum] 
breast 
particle (13.3.1.) 
rouble [P. maenat] 
song 

[A. maqaalat] article [A. maqaalat] 
fat 

[A. maqaalat] 

melody 
rain 
stack (of hay etc.) 
sell 
expensive, dear 
other (11.7.3.) 
occupied, absorbed [A. maäyuul] 
well-known, famous [Α. maähuur] 
car [R. maäina] 
apricot 
fairy tale, myth 
leisure, time [A. majaal] 
obliged [A. majbuur] 
mine [A. maTdin] 
strong [A. muhkam] 
wonderful [A. muhtaal 'artful'?] 
brain, marrow 
question particle (23.5.3.) [P. maegaer] 
acorn 
community work 
profit [A. manfaTat] 
wedding 
cold 
harmful; wicked person 
mercy, leniency [A. marhamat] 
floor, storey [A. martabat] 
mattress, bed 
for example [A. maGalan] 
question [A. mas?alat] 
advice; argument [A. maslaat] 
knee 
wish; goal; meaning [A. matlab] 
tongue 
party; parliament [A. majlis] 
dark 

[A. majlis] 

gentle, soft [A. mulaa?im] 
request [A. minnat 'kindness'?] 
A asks C 
(paternal) relative 

[A. miiraaG 'inheritance'?] 
deer 
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misäl 
misk'äl 
misk'tn 
miSir 
miM 
muallim 
mubärak 
mug (-kä) 
muhmän 
muk'rdt' 
mum (-ädi) 
mumkin /mum'khin/ 
muqajat /mu'qajath/ 
muq'üw { X C E N ) 

muq'wä (adv.) 
muq'wäl-muq'wäl 
muq'wdra 

murdd 
murdär 
murk (murk'ddi) 
mus 
musürman 
mut'ldq' 
mux (·ά) 
müg (mücfi-qwir) 
mühii'bbat 
mühtäZ 
mükü /my'khy/ 
mürqh (-W) 
müätiri 
mtit'ü 'g {XDAT) 
müxc ImyyQsl (-Ü') 
müiü 'd 

[A. miOaal] 

maskin 'house'] 
[Α. mi?äaar] 

[A. muTallim] 
[A. mubaarak] 

example; proverb 
riddle 
mosque [A. 
saw 
clean 
teacher 
congratulation 
nest 
guest [P. mehman] 
scissors [cf. A. q-r-t] 
wax [A. muum] 
possible (cf. 20.3.1.) [A. mumkin] 
careful, prudent 
near X (postp. 12.2.1.9., adv. 12.1.1.7.) 
close, near 
often 
soon 
desire, striving, purpose 
unclean, vile; rascal 
ice 
when? (11.5.4.) 
Muslim 
stingy [A. mutlaq 
barley 
bridge 
love 
need 
the other (of two) (11.7.3.) 
rust 
buyer, client 
obedient to X 
barn 
eight 

[A. muraad] 

[P. mosaelman] 
'free, absolute'?] 

[A. mahabbat] 
[A. muhtaaj] 

[A. muStarin] 
[A. mutii?] 

na luhüdi 
nabüt 

nägah 
nagw (naqwädi) 
nahäq'(a) 
namiis 
naq' 
naq'ui (-ädi) 
närazi 
nazik 
nä'ni (Gen. nä'nin) 
ne-
nef6s 
nefs 
niinki 

as if (13.5.2.) 
disabled; disabled person, cripple 

[P. na-bud 'inexistent; destroyed'] 
if [P. nagah 'suddenly7] 
tear 
in vain 
honor 
yesterday (8.2.1.3., 12.1.2.1.) 
earth, soil 
dissatisfied 
delicate; refined; weak 
evening (12.1.2.3.) 
—> t'ün ('eat') 
breath; spirit, soul 
greed, passion 
not only 

[A. naamuus] 

[P. na-razi] 
[P. nazik] 

[A. nafas] 
[A. nafs] 
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nek (-k'idi) milk 
ner (πέη, närar) nose (7.1.1.4.) 
net (net'ri) louse 
nexir herd (of cattle) [T. Az. naxyr] 
nettia result [A. natiijat] 
ni smell 

[A. natiijat] 

ni- —> wui ('who?') 
nitxir wild birds [P. naexiir] 
nik (-k'() field 
nini pupil (of eye); doll [P. nini] 
nisi sheep's milk cheese 
nistn noon (12.1.2.3.) 
nizäm order [A. nizaam] 
nubät turn, order [A. nawbat] 
nugdt dialect [A. luyat] 
nur (-di) ray, light [A. nuurj 
nilk' (-rä) small bird 

pab /pab/ (papa) /pa'pa/ wife 
paöah /phatj"flah/ king, czar [P. padeäah] 
pad /pad/ (pata) /pa'ta/ side 
pagw /pagw/ (pakuni) /pa'kuni/ side (of body) 
pahliwan athlete, acrobat, fighter [P. paehlewan] 
paj (-ύηΐ) /phaj/ share, part [T. pay] 
pajdäx banner, flag 

[T. pay] 

paka /pa'ka/ tomorrow (12.1.2.1.) 
pakama /pa'kamaJ morning (12.1.2.3., 8.2.1.3.) 
ραηάΚ support 
par/par/ (-ci) load, pack 
parin /phartfha/ cloth [P. parie] 
partal /phar'thal/ clothes [T. Az. paltar] 
paSmän sad [P. paeäiman] 
pataj /pa'taj/ {XCENI from X (12.2.2.5.) 
patal(di) /pa'tal(di)/ (XABS) for X (12.2.2.4., 21.6.1.) 
patäqh crooked, curved 
pataqhaj /pa'taqhaj/ (XGEN) for X (12.2.2.4.) 
pataw /pa'taw/ {XGEN) to X (12.2.1.8.) 
pejgambar prophet [P. peyyambaer] 
pek /phekh/ (-di) silk [T. Az. ipäk] 
pel (-e) /P-/ forehead 

[T. Az. ipäk] 

peling /p11-/ tiger [P. paelaeng] 
pen&r /ph-/ window [P. paenjaere] 
PEGÄ /Ρ-/ crow 
perdi curtain [P. pasrde] 
peräm /Ρ-/ shirt [P. pirahaen?] 
periSa η sad [P. paeriäan] 
peS(-ini) /Ρ-/ leaf 
pe& /ph-/ trade, profession, craft [P. pige] 
pexil envious 
pi /pHI/ Γ-di, -jar) fat 
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pil'i /phJ|f'i/ 
pis /ph-/ 
ptul /phtul/ 
puö£un 
pud /pud/ 
pui (-ύηί) /phuiy 
purär(-i) /ph-/ 
puä(-üni) /phuj/ 

hollow 
bad 
great-grandchild (cf. xiu/) 
perish 
three 
money 
saddle 
vulva (taboo) 

[P. pis] 

[P. putf 

[P. pul] 

p'ah (-ädi) 
p'ap'rüs 
p'ini 
ρϊρ'/ρ'ψΊ (pip'i) /phJp'i/ 
p'uz (-ä, -ärar) 

kiss 
cigarette 
cherry 
corner 
lip (7.1.1.7.) 

[R. papiros] 

gab (qapuni) /qa'puni/ 
qabän 
qacu /qatsu/ 
qa Hun (-ύζ, -ύηα, -ύ) /qa"tfhun/ 
qad 
qadäga awun { A E R G T A B S ) 
qadirn 
qahriman 
qaj (-ύ) 
qajda 
qajgü 
qajt 
qal 
qdlmaqal 
qaläbulux 
qalin 
qalürun { A Τ RDAT) 
qanix 
qanSär 

qanSärdiz (XGEN) 
Qaqfitun { T L A D E L } 
qaqfidun { A Τ LADEL) 
qarägun (TABS) 
qarär 
qaräwul 
qari 
Qarib 
qaräi {XDAT) 
qarSilamiSun 
qast 
qat /qath/ (-ύτιί) 
qati 
Qatkün 
qaw (-ύ) 

[Τ. Az. gaban] 

[A. qadiim] 
[cf. A. qahramaan] 

vessel, box 
wild-boar 
green 
take; buy 
twenty 
prohibit 
old, ancient 
brave; hero 
wind 
rule, order [A. qaafidat] 
concern, trouble, anxiety [T. kaygi] 
cold (Aorist participle of —> qun) 
fight, row, scuffle 
quarrel [cf. A. qaal-wa-qiil] 
panic; alarm [cf. T. kalabalik 'crowd'] 
dense [T. kalin] 
A shows Τ to R (cf. 20.4.) 
greedy 
opposite side 
toward X (German XDAT entgegen) (12.2.2.8.) 
fall off, move away 
A removes Τ from L 
get up, arise 
decision, resolution [A. qaraar] 
guard [T. karakol, R. karaul] 
old woman [T. kari] 
strange 
opposite X, toward X (12.2.4.6.) 
meet [T. kar§ilamak] 
intention, will 
layer; fold [T. kat] 
strong, harsh, fierce [T. kati] 
lie (down) 
roof, ceiling 
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qaxöun /qa^'tfun/ 
qaz (-rä) 
qazänmiSun 
cjazünun 1. {T} 2. {Α Τ } 
qa zgä τι 
qe 
qec (-i) 

qeci 
qejd (-di) 
ξβΐέ 
qelim 
qen (-0 

qeni 

qenfit 
qeni 
qeq66'un 
qeqwij 
qeqi'n (-qwiz, -qwina, qeqü'g) 

qer4x 
qit'un 
qexü'n (-di) 
qib (q,lipr0) 
qib (qhipi) 
φΐίχ 
qim6t 
qirmi&un 
qizil 
qizmiS, qizgin 
qudgünun 
qudrät 
qugün (-gwäz, -άηα) {Τ LSRESS} 
Quj 
qui (-ά) 
αμίά] 
qullüg 

Qullügöi 
qum (-ädi) 
qumräl 
qun (reqtz, qina, qug) 
qun (qwaz, φυάηα, qug) 
qunSi 
Qurbänd 
qurmiSun 
qarxulü 
qurüluh 
qu§ (-di) 
qutärmi&un {Α Τ LSBELI 
quw (-di) 
quwät 

take away 
goose [Τ. kaz] 
earn [Τ. kazanmak] 
1. tear (intr.) 2. tear (tr.) (15. 6.) 
kettle, pot 
today (12.1.2.1., 8.2.1.3.) 
outside 
outside (adv. 12.1.1.2., postp. 12.2.1.2.) 
remark [A. qayd] 
fortress [A. qalTat] 
pen [A. qalam] 
inside; internal organs 
inside, within (adv. 12.1.1.1., 
postp. 12.2.1.1.) 
candy [R. konfeta] 
good 
go away 
tortuous, curved 
1- {TABS} Τ walks, wanders, flies 
2. {TABS LPOESS) Τ looks for L 
bank, edge 
decide [A. qafS] 
reproach 
frog 
yolk (of egg); yellow color (cf. qhipi) 
character 
price; grade (at school) [A. qiimat] 
annihilate [T. kirmakj 
gold; golden [T. kizilj 
hot [T. kizmig, kizgin] 
jump; quiver 
power, might 
Τ plays L (game ) 
let (Optative particle, 9.8.4.) 
fireplace 
comfortable 
service, job, office 
employee 
sand 
swarthy, dark-skinned 
become cold 
fall (precipitation) 
neighbor; neighboring 
sacrifice 
found, set up, organize 
frightful; dangerous 
structure 
bird 
A rescues Τ from L 
howling, wailing 
strength, power [A. quwwat] 

[A. qudrat] 

[T. kolay] 
[T. kulluk] 

[T. kum] 
[T. kumral] 

[T. kom§u] 
[A. qurbaan] 
[T. kurmak] 
[T. korkulu] 
[T. kurulug] 

[T. ku§] 
[T. kurtarmak] 
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quiäx arm's span; embrace [Τ. kucak] 
qui (-W) wheat 
qiin (-W) shoulder 
qiir (-έ) hare 
qiirii' blunt 
qwal (-ά) side 

qwalaw (XGEN) near X , to X (12.2.2.2.) 
qwan (-ci, -έτ) stone (7.1.1.5.) 

q'abtllun 
q'ac' (-ύ) 
q'ac'iin (-ύζ, -άηα) 
q'adär 
q'al (-ύηϊ) 
q'alu, 
q'aq'än 
q'ar (-ädi) 
q'aräj 
q'at' 

q'at' awün 
q'at'ün (-ύζ, -άηα) 
q'eb (q'ep'ini) 
q'ec't 
q'ec'tl 
q'eö'ä'gun 
q'efis 
q'ehäl 
q'ehä't 
q'el (-έ) 
q'ettö' 
q'en4r 
q'enä 't 
q'eri 
q'et'in 
q'et'un { A E R G V M S D ( 
q'ezil 
q'ibli 
q'if(-ri) 
q'il (-0 

q'ili a^üdun 
q'ili fin 
q'iliw {XGEN) 

q'ildi 
q'in (req'iz, q'6na,jiq') 
q'in (-έ) 
q'isä 
q'isäs 
q'ismit 
q'it 
q'ulän 

accept [A. qabuul] 
scar; notch 
become dirty 
quantity [A. qadr] 
stalk, blade (of grass) 
dirty, muddy 
tall, high 
dirt, mud 
patience 
fragment, piece, part [A. qatS] 
cut 
perceive, understand, consider (cf. 20.4.) 
cradle 
lame 
naked 
rake out 
cage [A. qafas] 
brave, valiant 
insufficient 
salt 
thin 
bridle 
economy, parsimoniousness [A. qanaaTat] 
rare 
special 
A decides to V (20.3.4.) 
light, easy 
south [A. qiblat] 
mouse 
head 
carry out 
occur, take place 
near X, to X (12.2.2.2.) 
separately, alone 
die; kill (15.6.) 
oath 
tale, legend [A. qissat] 
revenge [A. qisaas] 
fate, destiny [A. qismat] 
insufficient 
middle 
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q'ulü 
q'ulüqh 

1· (XGEN) 
2 . {XSREL} 

q'un (-az, -ύηα, jaqh) 
1. {Α Τ } 
2. {A Τ X I N E L } 

q'uräh, q'uräj, q'urü 
q'urün (·άζ, -άηα) {Τ LPOHSS} 
q'uSün 
q'üö' (qhüö'u) 
q'üd (qhüt'ü ) 
q'ügü'r 
q'ül (-W) 
q'ünt (-W) 
q'üzii' 
q'wan 

q'wanni 
q'we(d) 
q'wex (q'üxü', q'üxwär) 

flat 
adv. back (12.1.1.6.); postposition : 
behind (12.2.1.6.) 
after (12.2.1.6., 21.4.5.) 

hold, catch; bite; shear 
A considers Τ an X 
dry [cf. T. kuru] 
Τ becomes dry; Τ thirsts for L 
army [P. yoSuun] 
bosom 
winter 
hedgehog 
leg; dance 
elbow 
old 
1. as much as (24.2.3.) 
2. up to, as far as (12.2.4.5.) 
3. (particle) as it turned out (13.3.6.) 
4. whenever; as long as (21.4.7.) 
5. question particle (23.5.5.) 
if only, at least (13.2.2.) 
two (13.1.1.) 
groin 

qhaö (qh-iädi; qhöar) 
qhel (qhiW 
qhfin 
qhi£in (·ίζ, -έηα) 
q^ipi /qhJpi/ 
qhitq'inun 
qhsan 
qhun (qhwaz, qhwäna) 
qhuqun (-qwaz, -qwäna, -qug) 
qhutq'ünun 
qhuwün 
qhüciigan /'qhMtsygan/ 
qhürü'n (-έζ, -έηα, qhürü'qh) 
qhütii'l 
qhweqh (qhüqwä, qhüqw6r) 
qhwer 

grass 
anger (15.4.1.) 
go back (10.4.1.) 
sprinkle 
yellow 
explode, burst 
god 
drink 
become hard 
shudder 
do again (10.4.1.) 
pillow 
laugh 
soft; good-natured 
cheek 
laughter, smile 

rab (rapuni) /ra'puni/ 
rad (ratuni) /ra'tuni/ 
rag (raqini) 
ragül 
rak (rik'ini, rak'drar) 
rang (-άάϊΙ-ύηϊ) 
raqurun 

needle 
intestine 
sun 
muddy; gray 
door (7.1.1.7.) 
color; paint 
send 

[P. raeng] 
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rag' (-ύΙ-ύηί) 
rasälmiS tun { T A B S LSRESS) 
rasü 
räsun 
raxün (·άζ, -una) 
razi {XSRESS) 
rai (raiüni /ra'tfuni/) 
reg (reqlni) 
regw (regü') 
regit' {EDAT XPOEL) 
regü'η (-έζ, -έηα) 
rehä 't 
rehmit 
req'w (-q'ü') 
reqh (req'i) 
rexi 
rik' (4) 

rik' alaj 
{T EGEN) rik'el atun 
{T EGEN) rik'elaj alatun 

riSwät 
rufün (4) 
rug (rukwddi) 
rugüd 
rugün (rgaz, rgäna) 
ruswäh awun 
ruS (-ά) 
ruxwäjar 
rüh (-di) 
rüqh (rüq^wädi) 

säbur 
sa(d) 

sädni 
sad lahäna 
sädra 
säda-sad 

saf (-üni) 
sag 

sägraj 
sajdg 
saki 
sal (-ά) 
saläm 

saläm attjkum 
sam (-üni) 
sänal 
sän-hisdb 
sas (sarä, sardr) 
sawäd 

iron 
L meets Τ [Τ. rastlamak?] 
light brown, red 
make, construct 
talk 
agreeing with X, satisfied with X [A. raadin] 
grain 
comb 
mi l l 
Ε is ashamed of X 
grind (tr./intr.) (15.6.) 
easy [cf. A. raahat 'rest, comfort'?] 
forgiveness [A. rahmat] 
jaw 
way, path 
gray 
heart 
beloved, favorite (lit. on which the heart is) 
Ε remembers Τ 
Ε forgets Τ (15.3.15., 20.2.3.) 
bribe [Α. riäwat] 
belly 
dust 
seven 
cook, boil (tr./intr.) (15.6.) 
soil; disgrace 
girl 
sons ( - > xwa) 
spirit [A. ruuh] 
ashes 

restraint, self-control [A. sabr] 
one, a (13.1.1., 11.6.3.); only (13.2.2.) 
nobody (11.6.4.) 
suddenly 
once (13.1.6., 11.6.3.); particle (13.3.8.) 
each other (22.5.) 
sieve 
healthy 
good bye; thank you 
mode, means, way 
almost (13.5.3.) 
garden 
greeting 
h i 
straw 
together 
quantity, number 
incisor, cutting tooth (7.1.4.) 
writing 
[Az. savad 'writing', A. sawaad 'blackness'?] 

[T. sag] 

[A. siyaay] 

[A. salaam] 
[A. salaam Talaykum] 

[cf. T. saman?] 
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sawq'wät 
sät (-di) 
sebib 
seöki 
sefir 

alätaj sef6rda 
q'we sefärda (=q'w6dra) 

present, gift 
hour; clock 
reason, cause 
election 
journey, trip; time (Fr. fois) 
last time 
twice 

[T. Az. sovgat] 
[A. saaTat] 
[A. sabab] 
[T. se?ki] 
[A. safar] 

sefil sad [A. saafil 'low7?] 
seh6r early morning, dawn [A. sahar] 
sekin quiet [A. saakin] 
sei (-di, -Ur) downpour, flood [T. sei] 
senä't handicraft, profession [A. sinaaTat] 
senftz last night (12.1.2.1.) 
seriniem measure, step, action [T. serencam] 
serg (-ki) garlic 
serhä't border [P. saer-haedd, A. hadd] 
serin cool, fresh; shade [T. serin] 
ses (-ini) voice [T. ses] 
sew (-ri) bear 
sift4 at the beginning; first (adv.) 
sijähat journey [A. s-w-h] 
sik' (-Γέ) fox 
sil (-0 rye 
sirn (-ini) wire 
sinif class [A. sinf] 
sinix defect 
sir (-ini) secret [A. sirr] 
sirnäw swimming [cf. P. Senawaer] 
siw (-i) mouth 
spel (or: siipil) moustache 
stxa brother 
st'al drop 
suäl question [A. su?aal] 
subüt proof [A. Gubuut] 
sufrä table-cloth [A. sufrat] 
sur (-ύ) grave 

surär graveyard 
suw (-ά) mountain 
suwär holiday 
süxun put [T. sokmak] 
sühbät conversation [A. suhbat] 
sühil'r magic, witchcraft, sorcery [A. suhuur] 
sür4t picture [A. suurat] 
sürü' flock (of sheep) [T. sürü] 
swas (susä, susär) bride; daughter-in-law 
swax (suxwä, suxwär) molar (tooth) 

Sa come! (—> atun)·, particle (13.3.9.) 
Sad glad, joyful [P. äad] 
äahid witness [A. Saahid] 
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Sak suspicion, doubt [A. äakk] 
Sal (-di) shawl, kerchief, cloth [P. äal] 
Salwär (-di) pants [P. Saelwar, A. girwaal] 
Sardg 
Sart' (-ιini) 

young one (of animals) Sardg 
Sart' (-ιini) condition [A. gart] 
Saz last year (12.1.2.1.) 
Siher city, town [P. &ehr] 
Sehr4 highway [P. äahrah] 
Sej (SejTini, Sej?ir) thing [A. gay?] 
Sejt'än devil [A. gaytaanj 
§ek6r sugar [P. äekaer] 
Si±un cry, weep 
Sikäjat complaint [A. gikaayat] 
Sikil picture [A. gakl] 
Sirin sweet [P. girin] 
Sit stale, trite [T. Az. git] 
Sq'iint 
St'iimun 

snail Sq'iint 
St'iimun dry (v.) 
Sumäl stately, well-shaped [T. Az. gumal] 
Sumüd how many? (11.5.5.) 

sa Sumud several (14.2.1.) 
Sutktin (Stkiz, Stkdna) sweep 
Siik'W thin 
Sümä'g hazelnut 
SüSi glass; bottle [A. giigat, P. gige] 
Siitq'il'n (-q'wiz, -έηα) be wrinkled; wither, fade 

tab /tab/ (tapüni, tapärar) 
tabtj /th-/ 
tadärak /th-/ 
tadt /th-/ 
tafäwat /th-/ 
taj (-ci) /taj/ 
taj(-üni) /th-/ 
ta/ίη /th-/ 
takabur /tha'khabur/ 
tak'än Μ 
talüq' (XDAT) /th-/ 
tamäm /th-/ 
talmin awun 
tarn (-ύ) 
tamäSun /th-/ 
ton« /th-/ 
tapän /ta'pan/ 
topds /tha'phas/ 
tapSürmiSun { Α Τ LSRESS) 
tapäürug 
taq'at /ta'q'ath/ 
tar (-cil-ά) /t-/ 
taräS 

lie, falsehood (7.1.1.7.) 
obedient [A. taabiT] 
supply; equipment [A. tadaaruk] 
quick 
difference [A. tafaawut] 
foal [T. tay] 
separate member of a pair; equal 
certain [A. taTyiin] 
pride; proud [A. takaabur] 
unpleasant, hateful, repugnant 
concerning X, related to X [A. taTalluq] 
complete, mature; exactly [A. tamaam] 
provide [A. ta?miin] 
forest 
look 
known, acquainted 
false 
paw 
entrust Τ to L 
instruction, task 
strength 
tree 
robbery 

[P. taemaäa] 
[Τ. tanis] 

[Τ. Αζ. tapäyrmag] 

[Τ. takat] 

[P. taraj] 
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tarif /th-/ praise [A. taTriif] 
tarix history [A. taariix] 
tars (-üni) lesson [A. dars] 
taisir influence; impression [A. ta?0iir] 
taxsirkdr culprit [A. taxsiirj 
taitajt'a or (18.2.2., 23.1.3.); otherwise (16.3.5.4.) 
tazä /th-/ fresh [P. taze] 
taZüb {LSRESS) /th-/ amazed, surprised at L [A. taTajjub] 
tebrik /th-/ greeting [A. tabriik] 
tehir manner 
tek only (13.2.2.); lonely [P. taek] 
teklif /thekh'lif/ invitation, offer, recommendation 

tekUfun {A RD A T [VMSDD A proposes to R to V [A. takliif] 
telif awun destroy, annihilate 

teU.f Aun perish 
temä 'h profit 
temin kiss 
tempel /them'phe]/ lazy 
terbija upbringing, education [A. tarbiyat] 
tergitun /th-/ perish [A. tark?] 
ters /th-/ obstinate, stubborn [T. ters] 
tispaöa 
testiq'arun 

hurry, fuss tispaöa 
testiq'arun confirm [A. tasdiiq] 
teSkil awun organize, form [A. tagkiil] 
texil /th-/ grain 
teiriba experience, practice [A. tajribat] 
tfeng /thfeng/ rifle [P. tofaeng, T. tüfek] 
tik /th-/ steep, vertical 
tike /thJke/ chunk, slice [Τ. tike] 
tikrär repetition [A. takraar] 
tir /tir/ was (Past of —> ja) 
tuk'ün (-k'wäz, -k'üna) cut 
tum (-üni) /thum/ seed [P. toxm] 
fum (-üni) /tum/ tail [P. dom] 
tumai /thu'ma3/ leather 
iura (twaz, tüna, tur) /tun/ put 

1. {Α Τ L a d v } A puts Τ somewhere (L) 
2. {A T} A shaves Τ 

tun (taz, tüna, tur) /thun/ let 
1. (A T} A leaves T, admits Τ 
2. { A CADESS [VINF]} A makes C V (20.2.4.) 

tup /thuph/ (-üni) /'thwpuni/ ball; cannon, gun [P. tup] 
tup'äl /thwp'al/ ring 

[P. tup] 

tur/tb-/ sword 
tuS/t-/ is not (negative form of -—> ja) 
tux /th-/ satisfied [Τ. tok] 
iuxiiZ /th-/ lung 
tuxün (-üz, tuxwäna, twax)/r-/ bring, carry, lead 

tuxün carry out 
tüd /tyd/ (tütü'ni) /'thMtyni/ throat 
tükwin /thtkwen/ store, shop [cf. T. dükkän, A. dukkaan?] 
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tük'ii'n (-ü'z, -k'wäna) /th-/ 
tük'ü'run /th-/ 
tük'win /thMk'wen/ 
tünt /thynth/ 
tüq'ul /thMq'yl/ 
tür4tmiSun 
twar (-i) /twar/ 

fit, be in harmony 
build; correct 
hole, crack 
strong, sharp; hot-tempered 
bitter 
create 
grain 

[T. türetmek] 

t'a ±un (t'az, t'a £ana) 
t'ab (t'ap'iini) 
t'al 
t'aldb 

t'aläbun { A E R G M A D E L 
t'aq'ün (-q'äz, -q'äna) 
t'aräm 
t'ärwal 
t'äm 
t'ebiät 
t'ekw (-έ) 
t'imtt 

sa t'imil 
t'ub (tup'ü) 
t'uk (-üni) 
t'un 
t'ur (-Uni) 
t'urfän 
t'uSünun 
t'uz {XELATIVE) 
t'ün (nez, t'üna, nef 
t'wal (-üni) 
t'war (-c'il-ύηϊ) 
t'wet' (-Γέ) 
t'wex (-έ) 

hurt ( 9 . 5 . 2 . 4 . ) 
block, log 
illness, pain 
request, demand 

VMSD) A asks Μ to V ( 2 0 . 3 . 2 . ) 
freeze 
tight; good, beautiful 
pain 
taste 
nature 
hole 
little, few 
a little, a few ( 1 4 . 2 . 1 . ) 
finger 
ass, arse (taboo word) 
particle ( 1 3 . 3 . 4 . ) 
spoon; bud, twig 
storm; scandal 
knead, wrinkle 
along X ( 1 2 . 2 . 4 . 4 . ) 
eat 
twig, rod, stick 
name 
fly (insect) 
spot, speckle 

[A. talab] 

[A. tafrn] 
[A. tabiiTat] 

[cf. A. tuufaan] 

ugri 
ujäx 
ujün 
umüd 
umün 
umumi 
un 
urüs 
usäl 
ust'är 
utänmiS Zun /u'thanmiJV 
uxSämiS ±un 
uxSär 
uiüz 

thief 
awake, watchful 
trick 
hope 
quiet, mild 
general 
yes (23.1.5.) 
Russian 
lean; mean, homely 
master 
be ashamed 
become similar 
similarity 
cheap 

[T. Az. ogru] 
[T. uyanik] 
[Az. ojun] 
[A. T-m-d] 

[A. Sumuumii] 

[A. ?ustaaö] 
[A. utanmak] 

[T. Az. oxäar] 
[Τ. ucuz] 
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üc ü' 
üc'ü'n (üc'wiz, üc'wina) 
ühii' jagun 
üft (-il'ni) 
ϋΐέη 
ülgü 'ö 
ülkwe /yl'khwe/ 
iimür 
ürdig 
ütkwem /yth,kwem/ 
üzü'm 

salty 
be destroyed 
cough 
whistle 
bog, swamp 
razor 
country 
life 
duck 
bold 
vine, grapes 

[T. Az. ülgüfl 
[Τ. ülke] 

[A. Tumr] 
[Τ. ördek] 

[Τ. üzüm] 

wa 
wa ja 

wa? 
wac' (-ύ) 
wad 
wafä 
wah.SC 
wak (wak'ä) 
wal (-ά) 
wan (-ci, -ir) 

{EDAT XGEN) wart atun 
war (-ci) 

warär 
warz (wacrä, warcdr) /-ts-/ 
was (-üni) 
watan /wa'than/ 
wax (-ά) 
waxt (-üni) 

α waxtünda 
[...Vpip] waxtunda 
waxt-waxtünda 

waiiblü 
wädi 
wäz (-ini) 
wehin (-ίζ, -έηα, weh) 
welid 
weqt 
weq' (-0 
werc'i 
werdi&Hun 

1· (XpoESS galäz) 
2. {ViNF} 

werö (weöri) /-tfh-/ 
werx 
wesl 
wet' (·Γέ) 
weztfa 
wiö 

and (18.1.3., 18.3.1.) 
or (18.2.1.) 
not (13.4.); no (23.1.5.) 
river 
five 
faithfulness [A. wafaa?] 
wild; wild animal [A. wahSii] 
Pig 
bush 
voice, sound (7.1.1.5.) 
Ε hears X (15.3.15.) 
one door of a gate 
gate 
month; moon 
penis (taboo word) 
native country [A. watan] 
sister 
t ime [A. waqt] 
at that time 
(conjunction) when (21.4.6.) 
time and again 
important [A. waajib] 
t ime 
sermon [A. waiz] 
throw 
child [A. walad] 
hard, rough [A. waaqii?] 
grass 
sweet 

get used to X 
get used to V-ing (20.2.2.) 
hen, chicken 
birch 
legacy, testament [A. wasii] 
mosquito 
duty, task [A. waziifat] 
self (11.2., 22.4.) 
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wik'ih 
wil (4) 
wilajät 
wili 
wiltk 1. (adv.) 

2· (XSREL) 
wilikan 
wilikdaj 

winil 
wini 
winiz 
wir (4) 
wiri 
wirt (wirt'idi) 
wiS 
wiSriS 
wizdän 
wi& atün 
wuö (obi. kil- or kwe--) 

wubiz 
wuöiz lahäjt'a 

wugün (-ύζ, -άπα, gecä) 
{ Α Τ RADESS) 

wun 
wui (obl. ni-) 

brave 
eye 
country [A. wilaayat] 
blue 
forward (12.1.1.5.); before (12.1.2.2.) 
before X (12.2.1.5.) 
former (8.2.1.3.) 
formerly 
above (adv. 12.1.1.3., postp. 12.2.1.3.) 
upper (11.4.) 
up (adv. 12.1.1.3., postp. 12.2.1.3.) 
pond, pool, lake 
all, whole (11.7.1.) 
honey 
a hundred 
rustle 
conscience [A. wijdaan] 
be suitable 
what (11.5.2.) 
why (11.5.6.) 
for, because (16.3.5.3.) 

(temporarily) give Τ to R 
you (singular) (11.1.) 
who (11.5.1.) 

xabär 
xabar q'un { A E R G RÄDEL) 

xaji 
xak /%akh/ (xküni /χίαιηΐ/) 
χαΐά 
xali 
xalis 
xalq' (-di) 
χαΐύ 
χατη (-ύηϊ) 
xar (-ύ) 
xaräp'a 
xari (-Uni) 
xas {XDAT) 
xaS (-üni) 
xat (xtilni) 
xatä 

xatalü 
xatür /xa'thur/ 
xat' (-ύηϊ) 
χαζίηα 
xazälat 
xci lypü 
xc'u 

news 
A asks R 
native (Aorist participle of -
stake, peg 
aunt (mother's sister) 
watermelon 
true, real, authentic 
people 
uncle (mother's brother) 
skin, hide 
bean; hail 
ruins 
expenditure, expense 
characteristic of X 
cross 
bead 
error; danger 
dangerous 
respect [A. 
handwriting 
treasury 
grief, sorrow 
sharp 
fragile, brittle 

[A. xabar] 

-> xun) 

[P. xale] 

[A. xaliis] 
[A. xalq] 
[P. xalu] 

[A. xaraabat] 
[A. xarj] 
[A. xass] 

[A. xataa?; xatar] 

xatar, xutuurat] 
[λ. xatt] 

[T. hazne] 
[A. xajal] 
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512 26. Lezgian-English 

xeb (xpe, xper) sheep 
χέβin a lot, very [P. xeyl 'herd, crowd'?] 
xel (χίΐέ) branch; one member of a pair 
xendida widow 
xer (xiri) wound 
xesit character trait, inclination [A. xaassat] 
xew (xiwi) neck, collar 

χίινέ q'un recognize; promise (cf. 20.3.4.) 
xgun give again; resell 

(Repetitive of gun, 10.4.1.2.) 
xijdl thought [A. xayaal] 
xißr benefit, profit, good [A. xayr] 
ximir leaven; leavened dough 
xkddarun {XERG) X jumps (15.4.2.1., ex. 763) 
xkdtun appear; be ruined 

1. {T LSBEL) Τ appears from L , Τ escapes from L , 
Τ gets rid of L 

2. {Τ} Τ perishes 
xkdt'un cut (out) 
xkd&un go out, be extinguished 
xkdiun raise, lift 
xkä'gun choose, elect (9.5.3.) 
xkit fairy tale 
xkiö'un {Τ LSBEL) Τ goes out from L 
xküdun {A Τ LSBEL) A pulls out, takes out Τ from L 
xkun (xkiz, xkdna, xkwaS) bring back, return 

(Repetitive of gun, 10.4.1.2.) 
xkil'run touch 
xk'un (xk'iz, xk'üna) 

{Τ LSBESS) Τ touches L 
xsusi own, proper, private [A. xusuusii] 
xtul /χίιιΐ/ grandchild 
xtun (xkwez, xtdna, q^Sa) /χαιη/ return (Repetitive of atun, 10.4.1.2.) 
xuk /xukh/ (xukwddi) /'xkwadi/ stomach 
xun (-az, -dna) (15.6.) 

1. {A T} break (tr.); give birth to 
2. {T} break (intr.); be born 

xup' particle (13.3.7.) 
xur (-ύ) breast 

xurdlaj by heart 
xurugan apron 
xurün (xraz, xräna) weave, knit 
xuS pleasant [P. xa§] 
xutdxun carry back (Repetitive of tuxun, 10.4.1.2.) 
xut'ünun take off (clothes) 
xün (-iiz, χιυέηα) keep, preserve, guard 
xür (-W) village 
xürik food, meal [P. xorak] 
xüSräkan spider 
xwa (xci, ruxwdjar) son (7.1.4.) 
xwat /%wath/ (xutilni) /'/tuni/ plum 
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xwax (-ύηί) trough 
xweSi joyful 
xwex (-ü'ni, xwexwir) kernel, core 
xzan family 

±ajit'ani 1. indefiniteness marker (11.6.) 
2. if only, at least (13.2.2.) 

itait (-ädi) mold 
±el (±ίΙέ) arrow 

particle (13.3.2. , 13.5.1., 20.7.) 
&iz l ike (24.2.1., 18.1.4.) 
ittin like (24.2.2.) 
±un 1. {XABS TABS) X is Τ (17.1.-3.) 

2. {XSBEL TABS) X becomes Τ (17.4.) 
3. {VINF} Periphrastic Habitual auxiliary (9.7.1.) 
4. {XADEL VINF) X is able to V (20.2.2.) 
5. + verb stem anticausative auxiliary (10.2.) 

zajif weak, sickly [A. daTiif] 
ζαΐάη heavy 
ζαΐύτη tyrant; despotic [A. zaalim] 
zalzdla earthquake [A. zalzalat] 
ζατηάτι time, era [A. zamaan] 
zapun /za'pun/ soap 
zaräfat joke [A. zaraafat] 
zarär damage, detriment [A. darar] 
zarb (-ύηί) quickness 
zat' (-ύηί) thing [A. öaat?] 

sa zat'ni nothing (11.6.4.) 
zawäl destruction; distress; defect [A. zawaal] 
zehir poison 
zehm4t work [A. zahmat 'crowd'?] 
zeng (-ini) bell, ring [P. zaeng] 

zengjägun {A C D A T } A phones C 
zertf elegant, beautiful [P. zariif] 
zijän damage [P. ziyan] 
zijarät pilgrimage [A. ziyaarat] 
zirik energetic; clever [P. ziraek] 
zul (-ύ) fall, autumn 
zülum tyranny, oppression [A. zulm] 
zun I (11.1.) 
zur half 
zur (-ύηί) violence; threat [P. zur] 
zurbä enormous, giant [Τ. zorba] 
zurzün (-άζ, -ύηα) tremble, shiver 
zürni zurna (sort of lute) [P. zorna] 
zwal boiling 
zwer (-ci) twisting, rolling; quickness; running 

ζινέηιη run 
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514 26. Lezgian-English 

zal question particle (23.5.4.) 
ianawür wolf [T. canavar] 
zaq'ün (Saq'wäz, iaq'wäna) chew 
Zawäb answer [A. jawaab] 
ζαζά punishment [A. jazaa?] 
zehil young [A. jaahil?] 
zehenn4m hell [A. iahannam] 
iehri crimson [cf. T. cehri 'reseda luteola'] 
zilbun attract, concentrate [A. jalb] 
zemä't inhabitants [A. jamaaiat] 
ieng fight (n.) [P. jaeng] 

zeng ö'ugiln fight (v.) 
zennit paradise [A. jannat] 
ieniil naughty child 
2ergi series, row [T. Az. järgä] 
zibin pocket [cf. A. jayb] 
iigir path, track 
zin (-zi) spirit, jinn [A. jinn] 
Uns (-ini) land, gender, race [A. jins] 
ziw (-έάι) snow 
iizwt insignificant, trifle [cf. A. juz?ii 'trivial'] 
zugun (Ziglz, igäna, iugüg) 

{EDAT TABS) Ε finds Τ (15.4.1.) 
zumärt generous [T. cömert] 
zuw self (11.2., 22.4.3.) 
zuziln (·άζ, -una) 

{ A Τ XADELI A asks X about Τ 
ζίϊΓέ kind, sort [P. jur] 

2ür0ba-2üri varied 
[P. jur] 

iürlet boldness [A. jur?at] 
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Chapter 27 
English-Lezgian vocabulary 

be able alaq'un, &un army q'uSun 
about haqindaj arrow £el 
above winel article maqala 
abundant bul ashamed regil, utanmiS 
accept q'abulun ashes riiqh 
achievement agalq'un ask zuzun, xabar q'un; 
acorn megw minetun, istemiSun 
acquainted taniS ass t'uk 
action amal, sereniem at all esillah 
add alawa awun athlete pahliwan 
advice meslät attach giligun, kuk'urun, 
afraid kiö'e kut'unun, galk'un, 
after gügiiniz akalun 
against aksi attack (N) huium 
age ja§ attack (V) kuk'un 
agreeing razi attention diqet 
agreement meslätwal, iq'rar attract ielbun 
air hawa aunt xala, eme 
alarm qalabulux aurochs gaw 
all wiri autumn zul 
allowed halal awake ujax 
almost saki axe jak'w 
alway hamiSa 

jak'w 

amazed hejran, taZub 
anchor labar back (N) dalu, k'ul 
and wa, -ni back (Adv) q'uluqh 

anger qhel, hiirs, azug bad pis 
angry a iu glu bag öanta 
animal hajwan bake äurun 
annihilate qirmiSun balcony ajuian 
answer (N) iawab ball tup, k'wat' 
ant cegw bank qerex 
anxiety qajgu bare q'ec'il 
appear aqatun, xkatun, bark eliiq'un appear 

aq'altun barley mux 
appetite i§tah barn müxc 
apple iö basis dib 
apprentice fäle bathe eqhün 
approach agatun, agaAun, be ja, 5tun, awa 

agudun, egeö'un, bead xat 
gat'unun, igisun beam iSig, nur 

apricot maSmaS bean xar 
apron xurugan bear (N) sew 
arise aradal atun beard öuru 
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beat gatun 
beautiful güröeg, ijer, t'aram, 

güzel, zerif 
because wuöiz lahajt'a 
because of pataqhaj 
become ±un 
bed mes; lak 
bee 6'iz 
before wilik 
begin baSlamiSun, begin 

kekägun, gat'unun 
beginning ewel 
behind giigiina 
believe agun 
beloved k'ani,jar, isteklu 
bell zeng 
belly rufun 
belt ö'ul 
bend ak'aZarun 
benefit xijir 
besides &jri 
between arada 
big ö'exi, iri, jeke, zurba 
birch werx 
bird niik', quS, nibcir 
give birth xun 
bitch kaö 
bite k'asun, q'un 
bitter tüq'ül 
black ö'ulaw 
blackberry merejar 
blame tiihmet 
blind bilrq'ii 
block t'ab, k'nt' 
blood iwi 
blow ufgun, jal ttun; gar 

qeqiin 
blue wili 
boat lütkwe, gimi 
body beden 
boil rugun; zwal 
bold ütkwem 
boldness zilret 
bone k'arab 
book ktab 
boot öekme 
border serhät 
bored bizar, darix 
be born xun 
bosom q'üö' 
bottom k'an 

box qab 
boy gada 
brain meft 
branch xel 
brave wik'eh, q'ehal, 

qahriman 
bread fu 
break xun, kuk'warun 
breast xur; mam 
breath jal, nefes 
breathe nefes t'uguni qaöun; 

jal aqadarun 
bribe riSwet 
bride swas 
bridegroom 6am 
bridge miig 
bridle q'ener 
bright ekii 
bring tuxun, gun 
bring back xutaxun, xkun 
brittle xc'u 
brother stxa 
brother-in-law baianax 
brown rasu 
buffalo gamiS 
build tük'ürun, ecigun 
bull jac 
bullet gillie 
bunch kul 
bundle baglama 
burn kun, aqugun 
bury kuöukun 
bush kul, wal 
but amma, anzax 
butter geri, I'em 
butterfly öepeluq' 
button dügme 
buy (masa) qaöun 

cabbage kelem 
cage q'efes 
calf dana 
call (N) ewer 
call (V) ewer gun; luhun 
camel dewe 
candy qenfet 
cane nac' 
car maSin 
care for gelqiin, galtugun 
careful muQajat 
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carpet gam 
carrot gazar 
carry tuxun 
cat kac 
catch q'un 
cattle mal 
certain tajin; inanmiS 
chamois suwan c'eh 
change degiSarun 
character qilix 
characteristic xas 
chase halun, galtugun, 

öukurun 
cheap uzuz 
cheek qhweqh 
cheerful gumrah 
cheese nisi 
cherry p'ini 
chew zaq'un 
chicken cic'ib, wert 
child ajal, bala, weled 
chip qhwalaqh 

choose xkägun 
chunk tike, k'us, ö'uk 
cigarette p'ap'rus 
cinder rüqh, milqh 

circumstance ahwalat 
city Seher 
class sinif 
claw kek; qarmax 

(hajwandin 
tabasdal alaj) 

clay öeb 
clean mi£i 
clear ahix, aSkara 
clever zirek 
client miiSteri 
climb aq'axun 
clock sät 
close aq'alun, k'ewun, 

agalun 
cloth Sal, paröa 
clothes partal 
cloud bulux, cif 
coincidence diiSiiS 
cold meq'i, qaji 
collapse kwatun, aca&un 
collect k'wat'un 
collective work mel 
color rang 
comb (N) reg 

comb (V) ewägun 
come atun 
come out aqatun 
comfortable dini, qulaj 
compare geqigun 
complaint Sikajat, arza 
complete tamam 
comrade juldaS 
concentrate ielbun 
concern qajgu 
concerning taluq' 
condition Sart' 
confidence ixtibar; inanmiSwal 
confirm testiq'arun 
congratulation mubarak 
conscience wiidan 
consisting of ibarat 
continue dawamarun 
conversation ixtilat, sühbet 
conviction inanmiSwal 
cook rugun 
cool serin 
core xwex 
corn (maize) haZibugda 
cornel öumalar 
corner „j· / Ρ Ψ 
correct (Adj) düz 
correct (V) tük'ürun 
cough ilhü jagun 
count hisabun 
country ülkwe, wilajat, 

watan 
of course helbetda 
courtyard hajat 
cover k'ewun, haldun 
cow kal 
crack (N) fer 
crack (V) gwatun 
cradle q'eb 
crane durna 
crazy dili 
create türetmiSun 
crimson zehre 
cripple nabut 
crooked kakur, pataqh 
crop mahsul, beher 
cross (N) xaS 
cross (V) eläö'un 
crow peqh 

crowd k'wat'al, k'ap'al, 
k'eret' 
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cry (i)Se£un difficult agur, öetin 
cuckoo kuk'up dig egiinun, per jagun 
cucumber afni dignity gejrat, abur 
culprit taxsirkar dirt q'ar, palöux, q'uruä, 
cunning amaldar öirk 
curse länet dirty öirkin, q'alu, q'ac'aj 
curtain perde disappear kwaStun 
custom adet discover aqhajun 
cut tuk'un, xkat'un disgrace (V) 

disgust 
dissolve 

ruswah awun, 
cut off at'un 

disgrace (V) 

disgust 
dissolve 

bejaburun 
ikrah 
tuk'un 

dad dax disturb inükli awun 
dagger gapur do awun 
damage zijan, zarar doctor duxtur 
damp lamu dog kic' 
dance(N) q'üler donkey lam 
dangerous xatalu, qurxulu door rak 
dark miö'i; qumral doubt §ak 
darn fitfinun dough tini 
daughter ruS down aguz, agada 
dawn seher draw ö'ugun 
day Μ dress portal 
deaf biSi, xelwet, bajaban drink qhun 
dear aziz, baha, masan, drive halun 

igrami drop st'al 
death aial drum daldam 
debt buri dry (Adj) q'uraj, q'uru 

ht'umun, q'urun deceive aldatmiSun dry (V) 
q'uraj, q'uru 
ht'umun, q'urun 

decide qet'un duck ürdeg 
decision qarar dull (blunt) qürü, k'wenk' alaär 
deep derin dull (stupid) bati, küt 
deer mirg dumb lal 
defeat k'udun dumpling 
defect zawal, sinix ("xinkal") xink'ar 
deficient kimi dung fid 
delicate nazik dust rug 
delight lezet duty wezifa 
demand t'alabun, istemiSun 
denial inkar 
dense qalin eagle leq' 
deprive mahrum awun ear (body part) jab 
desire hewes, metleb, ear (of grain) (texildin) q'il 

murad early fad 
destiny q'ismet earn Qazanmi&un 

öil, naq'w destroy barbat'un, telef earth 
Qazanmi&un 
öil, naq'w destroy 

awun earthquake zalzala 
dew dig easy rehät, q'ezil, asant 
die q'in, giliq'un eat t'ün 
difference tafawat, farq' 

masak'a 
economy q'enät; majiSat 

differently 
tafawat, farq' 
masak'a edge Qerex 
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education terbija fall off qaqatun, kwatun, 
egg kaka galatun 
eight müiüd false tapan 
elbow q'ünt family xzan 
elect xkägun famous maShur 
election seöki far jargal, jargaz 
elephant fil farm majiSat 

jac'u, kilk,jaglu embellish bezetmiSun fat (Adj) 
majiSat 
jac'u, kilk,jaglu 

empty bu§, ii'i fat (N) pi, maq', jaglu, geri 
end (N) exir father buba 
end (V) kütäh 5tun father-in-law iranbuba, apaj 
enemy duSman fear kit'e(wal) 
energetic zirek feather c'akul 
enough bes, behem feeling hiss 
enter ekeö'un, ha&un female di&i 
entertain maSgularun few t'imil 
enthusiasm aSqi, hewes field nik 
entrust tapSurmiSun fight qal, zeng 
envious pexil figure buj 
equal barabar finally exir 
error galat', xata find zugun 
escape xkatun finger t'ub 
especially illaki finish kütähun, aq'alt'un 
ethical edeblu fire c'aj 
even hatta fireplace qui 
evening näni first sifte 
every har fish %ed, balug 
example misal, mesela fist gud 
except gejri, baSqa fit tiik'ün, dugun 
exchange degiSarun five wad 
excitement galab flag pajdax 
exist awaz Aun,jaSamiS flame jalaw 

q'ulu £un flat 
jalaw 
q'ulu 

expense xari flea ö'ut 
expensive baha, masan float sirnaw awun 
experience tezriba flock (of sheep) silril 
explanation bajan flood sei 
explode qhitq'inun floor merteba 
ewe xeb flour gir 
eye wil flourishing 

flow 
flower 

awadan 
awaXun, k'waJtun 
cük 

face tin, sufat fly (insect) t'wet' 
fade Siltq'iln fly (V) luw gun 
fail kwatun foal taj 
fairy tale max, xket foam kaf 
faithfulness wafa fodder jem 
falcon kard fog öilin cif, hüm 
fall aluq'un, awatun, food xürek 

jarx itun; qu η foot 
forbidden 

k'wai 
haram 
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forehead pel go away 
forest tarn go in 
forget rik'elaj alatun go out 
forgive bagiSlamiSun 
forgiveness rehmet go up 
form k'alub goal 
former wilikan goat 
fortress qele 

jaxc'u 
he-goat 

forty 
qele 
jaxc'u god 

forward wilik gold 
four q'ud good 
fox sik' goose 
fragile xc'u gossip 
free azad government 
freeze ö'agun, t'aq'un grain 
fresh taza, serin 
friend dust, juldaS, jaqadaS grandchild 
frightful qurxulu grandfather 
frog qib grandmother 
in front wilik grapes 
frown at'ugu η grass 
fruit majwa, jemiS grasshopper 
fuck eq'iin gratefulness 
full ac'aj grave 
funnel legw gray 
fur k'urt greed 
future geleieg greedy 

green 
garden sal, bag, bustan, greeting garden 

baxta grief 
garlic serg grind 
gate warar groin 
gather k'wat' awun/tun, group gather 

alt'uSun guard (V) 
gender zins guard (N) 
general umumi guest 
generous Zumart guide 
gentle milajim gun 
get qatun, agaq'un guts 
get off ewiö'un 
get up qaragun 
giant zurba hail 
gift sawq'wat hair 
girl ruS half 
give gun, wugun, bagiSun hammer 
glad §ad hand 
glass äüSe handful 
glasses ajnajar handicraft 
gloomy halU'aj, at'ugun handwriting 
g° fin 

qeqeö'un 
ha±un, ekeö'un 
eqeö'un, xkeö'un; 
xka&un 
aq'altun 
metleb 
c'eh 
q'un 
gucar, Allah 
qizil 
q^san, qeni 
qaz 
fitne 
hukumat 
twar, texil, rai, 
mahsul 
xtul 
ö'exi buba 
bade 
iizüm 
weq', qhaö > • » 

C IC 
öuxsagul 
sur 
c'aru, rexi, ragul 
nefs 
qanix, temähkar, 
azgun 
qacu 
tebrik, salam, ikram 
xaialat, gam, dert 
regün 
q'wex 
k'eret', k'wat'al, deste 
xün 
qarawul 
muhman 
idara awun 
tup 
rad 

xar 
ö'ar 
zur 
k'uta 
gil 
gab 
senät 
xat' 
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hang asmiSun, alcumun, how hik' hang 
kiirsun howling quw 

happiness baxt humankind insanijat 
hard k'ewi, mähkem, weäi hundred wiS 
hardly baiahat hunger ka§ 
hare qiir hungry giSin 
harvest gwen, beher 

tak'an 
hunt gürö awun 

hateful 
gwen, beher 
tak'an hunter güröeqhan 

have awa hurry tespaöa 
hawk öinerug hurt t'a Au η 
hay weq'er husband gül 
hazelnut Sümäg 
head q'il, kelle 
healthy sag I zun 
heap k'ap'al ice murk 
hear wan 5tun if eger, nagah 
heart rik' illness azar, t'al 
heavy agur, zalan 

q'ilgilr 
immediately hasätda 

hedgehog 
agur, zalan 
q'ilgilr important waiiblu 

heel daban impression ta?sir 
hell zehennem inclination xeset 
help öara, kümek influence eser, taJsir 
hen werö information malumat 
herd nexir inhabitant ahali, ehli 
here ina inhabitants iemät 
hero igit, qahriman inheritance irs 
hi salam alejkum inside qene 
hide (tr./intr.) öünüxun/öünüx Stun inspiration aSqi 
hide (N) xam insufficient eksik, q'ehät, q'it 
high q'aq'an intelligence kamal, aq'ul 
history tarix intention qast 
hit galuq'un, jagun, invitation teklif 

ekisun iron raq' 
hoarfrost (qwadaj) cur 

q'un 

raq' 

hold 
(qwadaj) cur 
q'un 

hole t'ekwen, tük'wen, fur jackdaw t'ag 
holiday suwar jail dustag 

req'w hollow piö'i jaw 
dustag 
req'w 

honest namuslu, dugri job k'walax, Qullug 
honey wirt join (V) aka£un, agaltun 
honor namus joke zarafat 
hoof kek journey sijahat, sefer 
hook k'ir joyful xwe§i 
hope umud jUg kwar, giöin 
horn karö jump Qudgunun, 
horse balk'an xkadarun 
horseshoe le?en just düz; insaf 
hot qizmiS, ifej 

just 

become hot ifin 
hour sät keep xün 
house k'wal(er) kid (of goat) bac'i, gec' 
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kill q'in line c'ar 
kind (sort) züre, iins lion aslan 
king paöah lip p'uz 
kiss temen, p'ah liquid zimi; q'eri 
knead t'uSunun listen jab akalun 
knee met little gweö'i, kiilil, iizwi, 
knife öuk'ul t'imil 
knit xurun live jaSamiS £un 
knock gatun lively diri, jigin 

leq' know öi- liver 
diri, jigin 
leq' 

known malum, ma§hur lizard 
load 
lonely 

öuröul, xürlünk' 
par 
tek, jalguz 

lack k'amuq'un long jargi 
lake wir look kiligun, tamaSun 
lamb k'el look after gelqü η 
lame q'ec'i look for qeqßn, axtarmiSun 
language ö'al lose kwadarun 
last exirimii louse net 
late gei love (N) mühilbbat, k'aniwal 
laugh qhiirün love (V) k'an Stun 
laughter qhwer low aguz, ask'an 
layer qat lower aga 
lazy kahul, tempel lucky: 
lead (V) tuxun I was lucky zi baxtuni gana 
leaf pe§ lullaby lajla 
lean (Adj) usal, jaxun, juxsul, lump k'wat' 

agatun lung tuxul 
leather tumai 
leave tun 
leaven ximir, gwar magpie kerekul 
left-hand öapla main asul 
leg k'wat, q'iil make awun; tun; rasun 
leisure maial male erkek 
lesson tars man itim, kas 
let tun manner teher 
let go agaldarun, giirgii many gzaf, xejlin 

awun market bazar 
letter harf; Car marrow me ft 
lie (N) tab marry (woman) gilliiz fin 
lie (V) qatkun, qatkanwa marry (man) 
life iimiir, jaSajiS, marvelous 

dulanaiag, tan master 
lift aq'aldarun, xkaiun matter 
light (N) ekw, nur meal 
light (Adj) mean 

(of weight) q'ezil meaning 
light (Adj) (bright) ekii measles 
lightning c'ajlapan meat 
like (P) Stiz, £tin medicine 
like (V) begenmiS £un, k'an-

ewlenmiS £un 
aieb 
ust'ar 
k'walax, kar 
xilrek 
alöax 
metleb 
jarar 
jak 
darman 
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meet haitun, gürüSmiS need mühtei, ihtijai 
Stun, qarSilamiSun, needle rab 
rasalmiS £un neighbor qunSi 

melody maq'am, hawa, nest mug 
awaz net til 

melon xali nettle werg 
melt c'urun new c'iji 
mercy insaf, merhemet news xabar 
middle juq'w, q'ulan nickname lak'ab 
migration küö night fif 
milk (Ν) nek, (V) acun nightingale bilbil 
mill regw nine k'iid 
millet cilk' no wa? 
mine mäden nobody sadni 
minute deq'iq'a node k'alam 
mirror güzgü noon nisin 
be mistaken jagalmiS &un north kefer 
mix akaitun, ktadun nose ner 

notebook daftar 
model öeäne nothing sa zat'ni 
moment lehze now isätda, gila 
money pul number san-hisab 
month warz nut k'erec, Sümäg 
mood kefi 
moon warz 
more artux oak megün tar 
morning pakama oath q'in 
mosque misk'in oats gerger 
mosquito wet' obedient miit'üg, tabij 
moth gat' obligation maZburwal 
mother dide oblique dap 
mountain dag, suw obstinate ters 
mouse q'if occupied maSgul 
moustache spel be offended bejkef £ u η 
mouth siw, k'uf offer teklif 
move juzun often fad-fad, muq'wal-
movement herekat muq'wal 
much gzaf, xejlin oil jag 
mullah feq'i old q'iizü, kühne, φ.dim, 
Muslim musurman jaUu, eski 

once sadra 
at once hasätda 

nail kek one sa(d) 
naked q'ec'il, öuplax only anZax, sa, tek 
name t'war onion öiö'ek, ö'emeruk 
narrow dar, güt'ü open (A) aöux, aSkara, aqha 
native xaji open (V) aqhajun 
nature t'ebiat opposite qanSar 
near muq'wa or (wa) ja, taitajt'a 
necessary gerek, lazim, öarasuz order (N) bujrug, emir; nizam; 
neck gardan, xew nubat 
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organize qurmiäun, teSkil 
awun 

orphan jetim 
other (of two) miikii 
other (another) mas a 
outside qec 
overtake iläsun 
owl t'ib 
owl (eagle owl) bajquS 
own (A) xsusi 
owner ijesi 
ox (xesi) jac 

pain t'al, t'arwal 
paint (N) rang 
palm (of hand) kap 
pants Salwar, waxöag 
paper öar 
paradise iennet 
parliament meilis 
part paj 
participation iStirak 
partridge qwed, ö'alit' 
party meilis 
pass alatun; eläö'un 
past keömiä 
pasture ö'ur 
path zigir 
patience q'araj 
paw tapas 
pea xar 
peak k'uk', kuk'uS 
pear öüxwer 
peasant lezber 
P eg xak 
pen qelem 
penis was 
people xalq' 
perhaps belki 
period dewir, ara 
perish put ±un, xkatun, terg perish 

±un, telef&un, iic'iln 
permission ixtijar, izin 
person insan 
phone (V) zeng jagun 
picture Sikil, siiret 
piece k'us, q't', 6'uk 
Pig wak 
pigeon lif 
pilgrimage zijarat 

pillow qhilcilgan 
pity hajif 
place öka 
play (V) Qugun 
pleasant xu§ 
pleasure kef 
plow (N) kiiten 
plum xwat 
pocket iibin 
poison zeher 
pole k'ar 
poor kesib, juxsul, jazux 
possible mumkin 
pot qaZgan, get'e 
potato kartuf 
pour iliöun, eqiöun, 

eqägun 
power qudrat, quwat 
praise (N) tarif 
prayer ibadat, diia 
preserve xiln 
press öilq'ün, ilisun, press 

basmiSun 
price qimet 
pride damax, takabur 
profession peSe, senät 
profit menfät, xijir, temäh, profit 

fajda 
prohibit qadaga awun 
promise xiwe q'un 
proof subut 
property mal 
prophecy fal 
prophet pejgambar 
prosperous awadan, abad 
proverb misal 
provide taTmin awun 
pull öugun, aqaiun, 

agatun 
pull out xkudun 
pumpkin buran 
punishment zaza 
pupil (of eye) nini 
puppy gurc'ul 
purse kise 
push ecägun 
put ecigun, tun, kutun, 

suxun 
put on galöukun, aluk'un 
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quantity q'adar, san-hisab right 
quarrel hiizet, qalmaqal (permission) ixtijar 
question sual, mes?ela right-hand erö'i 
quick tadi ring tup'al 
quickly fad-fad, tadiz ripen agaq'un, lurun, 
quickness zarb, zwer aqaxun 
quiet jawaS, sekin, isläh, river wac' quiet 

umun road 
robbery 

reqh 
taraS 

rain marf rock (V) eö'ägun 
raise aq'aldarun, xkazun roll awa±un, awadarun 
ram her roof qaw 
rare q'eri room k'wal 
rascal murdar rooster k'ek 
raven k'wag 

ic'i 
root duwul 

raw 
k'wag 
ic'i rope jeb 

razor ülgüi rot kut'un 
reach agaq'un, akatun rotten kt'aj, laqhu 
read k'elun rouble manat 
ready hazur rough weqi 
real xalis round elqwej 
reality haqiqat row, series zerge 
reap gün rub (V) gilc'un, t'uSunun, 
reason (mind) fahum, kahal kiilü awun 
reason (cause) sebeb, delil ruins xarap'a 
rebuke k'ägun rule qajda 
recognize xiwe q'un run katun, zwerun, 
reconcile bariSmiS awun öukurun 
red jaru Russian urus 
relation alaqa rust milrqh 

relative (N) mires rustle wiSriS 
relax jaljagun rye sil 
reliable jaqin, dugri 
religion din 
remain amuq'un sacrifice qurband 
remark qejd sad paSman, periSan, 
remove qaqudun sefil 
repetition tikrar saddle purar 
replace ewez awun saliva ger 
reproach qexiin salt q'el 
request (N) t'alabun, minet salty iic'il 
respect hiirmet, xatur sand qum 
rest (V) jaljagun satisfied tux; razi 
result netiia Saturday k iS jug 
return (intr.) qhfin, xtun saw mi&er 
return (tr.) xkun say luhun 
revenge q'isas scar q'ac' 
get rid xkatun scatter k'wadarun 
riddle misk'al scholar alim 
rifle tfeng science ilim 
right (correct) düz scissors muk'rat' 
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scold eqiigun skin xam 
scratch öuxun; c'arxar awun sky caw 
scream harajun slave luk' 
sea hül sledge gel 
search axtarmiSun sleep (N) axwar 
secret (N) sir sleep (V) ksun 
secretly öineba slope giine 
see akun slow jawaS, asta 
seed tum, eil small gweö'i, külii, bic'i 
seize q'un, gil kägun smear gwägun 
self wit, Zuw, 6eb smell jal, ni 
sell masa gun smoke gum 
send raqurun smooth c'alc'am 
separate (V) geläö'un snail Sq'iint 
sermon wäi snake güläg 
service qullug snow iiw 
set (sun) ewiö'un, ak'un soap zapun 
seven irid sock giiliit 
several bäzi soft jumSag, milajim, 
sew cun qhütül 
shade serin, qhen soil (N) naq'w, til 
shake galtadun soldier asker 
shame ajib solve hälun 
sharp tiint, xci some bäzi, sa Sumud 
shear q'un sometimes gah-gah, ara-bir 
sheep xeb son xwa 
shepherd duban song mani 
ship gimi son-in-law jezne 
shirt perem soon muq'wara 
short kiirii soot p'ip'inar 
shoulder qün sorcery silhilr 
show qalurun sorrow xaialat, gam, dert 
shudder q^utq'unun, sort ziire 

kuxunun soul tan, nefes 
side pad, ψ)άί, pagw sound ses, wan 
sieve saf sour curu 
sign liSan, iSara source bulax 
be silent kisun sour cream qajmax 
silk pek south q'ible 
silver gimiS speak raxun 
similar uxSar awaj, uxSar special q'et'en 

qwedaj speech d'al, raxun 
similarity uxSar spider xüSrekan 
simple hak'an spill k'waStun, ala£uη 
sin gunah spirit riih, nefes; iin 
sing mani luhun spit eük'iin wehin 
sink batmiSarun splash (N) larp' 
sister wax split xun 
sister-in-law iranwax spoil ö'urun 
sit down acuq'un spoon t'ur 
six rugud spot t'wex, leke 
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spouse juldaS strong tünt, qa,ti, k'ewi, 
spread öuk'un, ek'ä tun mähkem 
spring gatfar study k'elun 
sprinkle qhiöin stump pun, k'ant' 
square majdan, kim stupid k'amaS, kimi, 
squeeze öüq'ün axmaq' 
stack markw substitute ewez awun 
stairs gurar success agalq'un 
stale Sit suck fit'inun 
stallion ajgur balk'ann suddenly birdan 
stand aqwazun suffer exun 
star ged suffering azijat, azab 
starling ö'ulaw nük' sufficient behem, bes 
start egeö'un, kudun, sugar äeker 

baSlamiSun suit kutugun 
state (condition) hal suitable wiie 
stay amuq'un summer gad 
steal öünüxun summit k'uk' 
steam bug sun rag 
steep tik Sunday had jug 
step öül, kam; serenzem sunny gülMan 
stick (N) laS, t'wal superior hakim 
stick (V) ak'urun, alk'un, supply tadarak 

kuk'un, ecägun, support panah 
ak'un surprised taiub 

stick out eqis itun suspicion äak, giman 
still hele, mad swallow (N) öubaruk 
stingy mut'laq' swamp illen 
stocking gillüt swarm kul 
stomach xuk sweat heq' 
stone qwan sweep Sutkun 
stone (of fruit) cil sweet Sirin, werc'i 
stop (intr.) aqwazun swim sirnaw awun 
store (shop) tilkwen swing galtadun 
storey merteba sword tur 
story hikaja 
stork legleg 
storm t'urfan table-cloth sufra 
straight dilz tail tum 
strange qarib take qatun 
stranger Sara take away aludun, qaxöun 
straw samar, agalar take off elägun, xut'unun, 
strawberry neq'i galudun, xkudun 
street küöe take out aQudun 
strength gui, quwat, taq'at take down awudun strength 

tale xket, max, hikaja, 
strew alaxun q'isa 
strike jagun talk raxun 
strive alaq^un tall q'aq'an 
stroke altadun task wezifa 

taste t'äm, dad 
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teach öirun trough xwax 
teacher muallim true xalis, dugri 
tear (V) kuk'warun, trust ixtibar 

qazunun truth haqicpt, haqh 

alaq^un tear off alaiun try 
haqicpt, haqh 

alaq^un 
tear (N) nagw turn elqün, elqürun 
tell luhun, aqhajun turn (N) nubat 
testament wesi tyranny zulum 
thank you sagraj, öuxsagul 

5tr.) a, ha, at'a 
tyrant zalum 

that (demon; 
sagraj, öuxsagul 

5tr.) a, ha, at'a twenty qad 
there ana twig xel, t'wal 
thief ugri two q'wed 
thick jac'u 
thin Sük'ii, q'eleö' 
thing kar, Sej, zat' uncle xalu, imi 
think fikirun under k'anik 
this i understand gawurda aq'un, 
thorn caz q'at'un 
thought xijal, fikir unhappy bedbaxt 
thousand agzur up winiz, wined) 
thorn caz urine cwar, q'erijad 
thread Sal use iSlemiSun 
three pud get used werdiS£un, kutkun 
throat tiid usual adetdin 
throw halhin, gadarun, 

wehin, kekägun 
thunder cawun wan; caw in vain nahaq', hawaj(d)a 

raxazwa valley dere, k'am, dugun 
tie kut'unun varied iüreba-liire 
tiger peleng vehicle araba 
tight t'aram vein datnar 
time zaman, ö'aw, waxt, very lap 

dewran, wäde; sefer victorious galib 
tip k'wenk'w village xiir 
tired galatnawa; jurgun violence zur 
today qe vodka ereq' 
together sanal voice wan, ses 
tomorrow paka vomit eqüöun, qusmiSun 
tongue mez vulva puS 
tooth sas, swax 
top k'uk' 
touch xk'un, xkilrun, waist el·' ktadun, kägun wait gilzetun 
town Seher wake up kwatun, kudun 
trace gel walk qeqiln 
translate elqürun wall cal 
treasury xazina walnut k'erec 
tree tar wander qeqiln 
tremble zurzun want k'an Stun 
trick fend, ujun, amal war däwe 
trouble Qajgu warm öimi 
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wash öüxün woman diSehli; qari 
wash-tub legw wonderful mähtel 
water jad wood k'aras 
wax (N) mum word 6'al, gaf, kelima 
way reqh; sajag work k'walax, zehmet 
we 6un world dilnja 
weak aiuz, gürgü, zajif worm Sar, kwak 
wealth dewlet worthy lajix 
weapon jaraq' wound eö'el, xer 
weather hawa wrap ilit'un, altukun 
weave xurun wrinkle t'uSunun 
wedding meq^er write kStin 
weed eö'el writing sawad 
week hafte 

writing 

weep Seitun 
welcome äa bujur year ßf 
wet q'ezej yellow qhipi 
wether her yes e±, un 
what? wuö yesterday naq' 
wheat qül yolk qib 
wheel öarx you wun, kiln 
when? mus young zehil, kilrpe 
where? hina 

young 

whisk kul 
whisper kuSkuS 
whistle üft 
white lacu 
who? wui 
whole wiri 
wicked merdimazar 
wide härq'ü, gehend 
widow xendeda 
wife pab 
wild ö'uru, wahSi 
wild boar qaban, wak 
willow c'welin tar 
win galib Stun 
wind gar, qaj 
window dak'ar, penier 
wine öexir 
wing luw 
winter q'üd 
wipe (güc'na) miitun 
wire sim 
wish metleb 
witness Sahid 
with galaz, gwaz 
wither Sütq'ün 
without galaÜz, gwaäz, 

alaöiz 
wolf ianawur 
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Cross-references to additional examples 

The example sentences contained in this grammar often illustrate not only 
the immediate point for which they are cited, but also other interesting 
phenomena which are treated elsewhere in the grammar. This index allows 
the reader to find further examples illustrating the same point for many 
example sentences. 

Plain numbers and number-letter combinations refer to the examples in 
Chs. 1-24, and numbers of the form n.m refer to sentences from the texts in 
Ch. 25 (n = number of text, m = number of example). 

23: 6.1 
139: 538,1071b 
140: 254b, 303a, 313a, 320b, 322, 

327c, 424c, 528b, 545a, 635, 
653b, 812a-b, 829a, 841a, 
1169e, 1190,1206b, 3.14,4.31 

143: 1002a, 1009b, 1013,1201c 
146: 143,180c, 207b, 209,308a 
147: 210,320c 
148: 341,1038a, 3.29 
150: 255,543b, 801b 
152: 347,567a, 669a, 847a, 867b, 

1005b 
154: 319b, 354a, 710,943,1007b, 

1078,1114a, 1168b, 5.10 
155: 7,479b, 659,688a-b, 839b, 

871,1092c, 1243a, 1244b, 3.3 
159: 4.17,4.33-34 
160: 615a 
162: 7,314,333b, 574a, 1099a, 

1141d, 1160b, 1.4,1.8 
166: 11 
167: 136,193b, 262b-c, 307a, 311, 

319b, 332b, 351,522b, 595b, 
651b, 922 

169: 220c, 308b, 650,894a, 928a, 
1072a, 1117c, 1.7,5.1 

170: 577 
171: 836,1083 
172: 156b, 1007e, 5.14 
173: 213,466b, 483d, 638a, 749b, 

775,1066a-b, 1092c, 1118b, 
1121c, 6.8 

178: 1.3,1.10,1.13 
179: 822a, 5.7 
180: 810,866,919 

181: 867,1090,1118a, 1190,2.35, 
5.23 

182: 400a, 477a, 486,740b, 758b, 
1085a 

184: 820b 
186: 746a 
188: 869,1036b, 3.39,3.44 
189: 1052a, 1159 
191: 1051a, 1160a, 1252,3.6,3.42 
192: 705,706,761,1120 
193: 469a, 1007d, 1023 
194: 144,291c, 315b, 445,467b, 

531b, 666b, 778b, 885,1006, 
1169e 

195: 294,977b 
196: 308a, 319a, 427b, 457a, 483c, 

511a, 659,661a, 760,892, 
926a, 938,1007c, 1081,1200, 
1210a, 1250a, 3.35 

198: 446 
198b: 2.30 
199: 746b, 747a, 749a, 801c 
200: 306,1149a 
201: 163b, 165,188b, 210,251b, 

252,320d, 324b, 400c, 516b, 
740c, 779a, 802b, 1092a 

202: 313c, 925,1055c 
203: 312d, 918,923 
204: 357b, 921,925,977b, 4.52 
205: 243b, 650 
207: 167a, 925,928a, 1050b 
210: 604b, 612a, 617a, 1118a, 3.42 
211: 435a, 575,651a, 922a 
213: 303c, 312a, 327b, 468b, 485b, 

639c, 674a, 914b, 1220,3.29, 
6.8 
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214: 182b, 409,513,541b, 564a, 
628a, 820a, 822b, 885,1084a, 
1209,1250b, 3.26,3.42,4.1, 
5.21,5.30 

215: 5.8,5.12 
217: 854b 
218: 162a, 200a, 305,308b, 311, 

312a, 316,323a, 346,483c, 
595a, 918 

219: 615b, 1007d 
220: 554,563a 
221: 158b, 306,437b, 480a, 508a, 

608b, 609b, 672,1036b, 1251a 
222: 200a, 312c, 508a, 567b, 665b, 

759,821b, 878c, 1238,3.4, 
4.68 

223: 186b, 319b, 321a, 401b, 647, 
661b, 710,781,802b, 817a, 
891b, 1050a 

224: 200b, 488,522a-b, 524a-b, 
573a-b, 3.29 

224c: 319a 
225: 615b 
226: 5.12,5.15 
227: 156a, 190b, 193a, 225a-b, 

546b, 554,555a, 562,564a, 
620b, 631a, 671d, 731a, 874b, 
877b, 898a, 978a 

228: 591b, 811,1069a 
231: 211,616a 
233: 2.18,3.10,5.10 
234: 2.15 
239: 561,922a, 1089 
240: 732a, 829b, 3.1,5.14 
241: 1.16,4.43,4.45 
242: 427b, 1061a, 3.28 
243: 829b 
244: 307a, 343, 354a, 537,856a, 

867b, 871,4.43 
245: 3.7 
246: 3.4,3.43 
249: 840 
251: 275b, 531b, 778b, 828b 
252: 780a, 860c, 914a, 1133a, 

1149b, 1157c 
255b: 159,840,847a-e, 4.17,4.33 
259: 290b, 312a, 324a, 485a, 507c, 

512,524a, 620b, 636,643b, 
728a, 779b, 783,883a-b, 888, 
973b, 1027,1056a, 1093b-c, 
1201b, 1222-25,2.32-33 

260: 817c, 1045,1048,1221,1237b 
1238,3.9 

261: 513,919,994,1133b, 1210b, 
5.8 

263: 1123 
265: 5.18 
268: 829b, 1084b 
269: 3.42 
270: 547,682a, 784,803b, 873, 

1104b, 2.5,2.44,4.8,4.16, 
4.54 

275: 941 
278: 564a, 567b 
279: 213,270a, 312a, 550, 650, 

676b, 882,4.2 
280: 312a, 603a, 854b, 891b, 

1114b, 5.2 
281: 569a, 571b, 631b, 693a, 778b, 

803b, 829a, 856b, 920a, 1036c 
285: 441b, 660,922a 
287: 356a, 435a, 444b, 828b, 838a, 

1019a, 4.65 
289: 9b, 200c, 347,361b, 466h, 

470b, 546b, 609b, 633,744c, 
752d, 827a, 1009b 

290: 334,532a, 885,902,1072b, 
1093b, 1158b, 3.11 

291: 744b, 899,902-904,916c, 
1048,1093b, 1095b, 1097a, 
1158a, 1237a, 3.4 

292a: 251a 
292b: 197 
292c: 1085a 
293: 979a 
295: 1013 
299a: 270a 
303: 136,139,194a, 205b, 207b, 

316,341c, 354a, 359b, 447, 
455a, 466h, 1055a, 1158b, 
1186c-d 

304: 4.31 
305: 188a, 224b, 1117c 
306: 169b, 189,224c, 430,443a, 

446,451,520c, 564a, 1142c 
307: 11,162b, 172,209,224a, 

291b, 297,435b, 466f, 1058b, 
1097a, 1183b, 3.18-19 

308: 169a, 190a, 191b, 193a, 260a, 
319,479b, 487a, 496b, 526b, 
546b, 676b, 779b, 780b, 915b, 
923,936b, 1055d, 1116,1179 
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308b: 259a 
308c: 351,541c, 658a, 944a-b, 958 
309: 289b, 511a, 2.28 
310: 170,291a, c, 341a, 349,352, 

391,400a-c, 530b, 567a, 720, 
947a, 1056a, 1065a 

312: 157,194b, 225a, 442a, 443b, 
544b, 641a, 714b, 818a, 889b, 
921,1008c, 1023,1072c, 
1092c, 1121c, 4.42 

313: 153b, 162a, 164,176c, 279c, 
400b, 427a, 525a, 539,544a, 
546b, 724c, 2.6,4.29,4.35, 
4.66 

315: 180a-b, 191a, 349,350,445, 
525b, 574b, 1060b, 1064, 
1114b 

316: 163b, 171b, 186b, 191a, 243c, 
276a, 520a, 536,647,5.2-3 

317: 276,312c, 348,362a-b, 402, 
437b, 466g, 505-506,507c, 
508a, 882,1026,1083,2.7, 
3.15 

319: 475a, 480a, 1007e, 4.20 
320: 5.31 
324: 200b, 427b, 429a, 455e, 456a, 

469a, 537,543b, 566a, 615a-b, 
616a, 624a-b, 630-31,636, 
652,789-92,857,1107,4.8 

324c: 752a, 927,1093c, 2.7 
325: 196a, 324a, 357b, 461,469a, 

633,752b, d, 1005b, 1037b, 
1113a, 3.22,4.8,4.42,4.54, 
4.64 

326: 1197,3.16 
327: 158b, 424c, 487b, 521,637b, 

816b, 1051b, 2.16,3.14 
329: 2.7,4.22 
330: 296, 578,1043b, 1048,1094-

96,1150,4.32,4.48-49,4.73, 
5.2 

331: 428b 
332: 473a, 4.48 
333: 254b, 844c 
334: 1099a 
338: 171a, 306,511a, 547,658b, 

1061a, 1081,1082,1111 
339: 200c, 569a, 775 
341: 469b, 479b, 507b, 560b, 820b, 

1038a, 3.29,5.10,5.27,5.30, 
6.7 

345: 220a 
346: 291c 
349: 197,200b, 541a, 544b, 547, 

647,812b, 913b, 966a, 1192c 
351: 226b, 461c, 489c, 666b, 676b, 

693, 802b, 832, 936b, 1092d, 
1133c, 1192a-b, 1234 

358: 461c 
359: 275a, 2.31,2.46 
361: 4.50 
361a: 828c, 2.12 
363: 181a, 191a, 447b, 457a, 483c, 

543b, 602c, 996,1043c, 1049c, 
1096,1158a 

367: 428b, 1003a, 1065b, 1082, 
1202a, 2.5,6.5,6.7 

375: 180c, 261,289a, 477c, 478b, 
479a, 484a, 490b, 522a, 552, 
616a, 647,780b, 818a,825, 
829b, 1027,1044a, 1067a, 2.4, 
4.2,4.48,4.54,4.76, 5.7 

390d: 612b 
391: 489a, 542a 
399b: 925 
400: 11,143,444a-b, 509b, 516b, 

609a, 744b, 925,1080,1237a, 
5.18,5.30 

402: 466g, 2.48 
404: 266a, 541b 
409: 1006 
410: 253 
415: 194a, 215,1054a, 1118b, 4.54, 

4.62 
416: 1233,4.52 
417: 1023 
419: 353b 
422b: 161a, 1016,1026 
423: 184b, 466b, 725, 739,1005b, 

1015,1128, 3.25 
427: 929c 
428: 830 
429: 1162,5.20 
430: 5.15,5.17 
435: 973b 
437: 811 
438: 866,2.15 
440: 173b-c, 183a, 185c, 224c, 

319d, 320a, 352,361b, 489a, 
613,916a, 922a 

441: 163a, 182a, 289b, 295,315d, 
346,353b, 467b, 540b, 818b 
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442: 163b, 828e, 1231a, 1238,3.4, 490: 
3.44,5.12 491: 

443: 477a, 485b, 509b, 914a, 954- 492: 
58,1002a, 2.6 493a 

444 828e 496b 
445 224b, 251b 497: 
446 251b 
447 3.4 498: 
449 243a, 1206a, 1212a, 2.23,4.27 
455 520c, 817b, 918,1121b, 2.22, 499: 

3.37 
455f: 312c 501: 
457 919,1163b, 2.38 
461 496b 
462 480a, 484a 
466a: 569b, 617c, 714b, 865,916b, 502: 

920a, 1044c, 1121a 503: 
466b: 194b, 330a, 618c, 508b, 2.37, 504: 

4.50 
466d: 9b, 835,4.68 507a 
466e: 194b, 291c, 1201b, 1249 508: 
466f: 974a,c,e, 1117b 510: 
466h: 3.22 511: 
469: 910b, 974b, 1032,1117b, 4.44, 515: 

4.50,4.68 522a 
470: 330b, 361b, 2.51 522b 
471: 259a, 530a, 563a, 757b, 834, 523: 

930b, 1010,1024b, 1078, 525: 
1094,4.69 526: 

472 2.10,4.20 530: 
474 469a, 890,1027,4.54 531: 
475 204a, 444a, 957,1063d, 1105, 532: 

1160a, 4.3,4.29,4.70 534: 
476: 190b, 1201c 
477: 11,965c, 1019b, 1049b, 4.25, 

4.62 
478: 1067a, 1169c 538: 
479: 150c, 169d, 181b, 339,501c-d, 

682a, 831,915b, 936b, 1117c, 539: 
2.2 541: 

480: 732a 542: 
481 214a, 263,461b, 1143a, 1.6, 544: 

5.16 546: 
482 910c, 1144 547: 
483 1119c 548: 
484 914c 549: 
485 957 551: 
486 251b, 400a, 686b, 893,905b, 

1229a 554: 
487: 183b, 185b-c, 247,531a, 903, 556: 

1179,3.4,4.25 560: 

868a 
158a, 4.4 
3.4,3.43 
143,954a 
713 
222,444b, 651a, 978a, 4.35, 
4.51 
315a, 317a, d, 547,562,974b, 
1121c 
262b, 313c, 339,551b, 929a, 
2.8 
308b, 312b, 451,477c, 478a, 
483c, 561,815b, 821a, 831, 
915b, 916c, 1009b, 1117,2.2, 
2.42 
319c, 877a, 1057b 
574b, 671 e, 881 
186b,276a, 313c, 316,1007c, 
1039,1072b-c, 1201b 
318 
2.48 3.15 
186b, 262c, 315c, 933c, 3.15 
266b, 270a-c 
2.47 
1065c 
834 
607 
780a, 1119a, 5.31 
875b, 957,1219 
1074a 
312a, 319d, 5.27 
4.53 
331,354b, 455b, 492,831, 
865,926a, 929d, 946b, 987, 
1050a-b, 1053b, 1072a, 1092b, 
1117c, 1153,1186a, 1239b 
1196a, 2.25,4.19,4.35,4.44, 
4.74 
666b, 708b, 1089 
391a, 565,954a, 3.33 
391b 
427a, 2.8 
2.9 
319d, 1084a, 4.29 
1075 
354b 
156a, 276b, 466b, 722,832, 
890,1089 
5.30 
124b 
1150c 
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534 Cross-references to additional examples 

561 6.8 633 636 
562 5.11 635 1.1,1.7,1.9 
564 136,141,194a, 221b, 309b, 636 630,1197,1198c, 4.65, 4.68 

352,353b, 457c, 643a, 665b, 637 327a, c, 3.14 
782,836,903,908,914a, 989, 639 1174,1205b 
1097c, 1208b 639b: 611,647,1159,1200 

565 4.24 639d: 944a 
566 335b, 3.17 641 225a 
567 2.8,4.53 643 1117b, 3.6 
568 307b 644 1037b, 1238 
569 1213a 645 349,929c, 1095a 
570 1040,1092b 647 848c 
571 979a 648 223c, 473b, 965c, 1078 
573 3.4 649 2.23 
574 1145 650 4.42 
581 136,139,165,205b, 437a, 651 4.18 

477b-c, 483a, 525b, 528b, 652 214b, 325a-b, 789, 847c, 
530b, 559,567a, 624b, 722, 1176c, 1211a, 2.32,4.38 
812a, 814,986b, 1052c, 1127, 653: 478d, 484c, 1213b-c, 2.27,4.6 
2.22 4.17-18,4.36-37,4.56 

586 387 663: 529b, 820b, 827b, 859,1019a 
587 531a 664: 627a, 914b, 944b 
589 523,607,1218a-b 664c: 169b, 563b 
591 949 665: 156b, 158a, 188a, 517,608b, 
593 251b, 452,50le, 677,818a, 671 e, 686c, 827a, 861, 916c 

1129,1191,1196b, 4.4 668 882 
595 311,591b, 1071b 669 819,914a, 985a 
596 262b 671 828a, 832,863b, 942a, 1044b, 
597 354b, 480a, 524b, 716,934b 5.4 
598 900c, 1061a 673: 173b, 207a, 260b, 443a, 4.8, 
603 179a, 566b, 1238 4.40 
604 538,914a, 1252 674: 320b, 1043b 
605 308b, 914a, 1061a, 2.7,2.34 675: 541a, 644a, 878a, 924,946a, 
608 2.38 5.23 
609 448,2.38 676a: 179b, 2.50,5.1,5.5 
610 195,1142c, 6.8 676b: 260a, 478d,874e, 1217b 
611 440a, 569b, 977a 678: 280a, 311,431a, 527,555c, 
612 176b, 431a, 909b 818a, 2.24,4.2,4.27,5.5-6 
614 9b, 193a, 260a, 561, 640,842, 680 311 

971b, 980,1036a, 1126,1145 681 527,565,1119b, 
616 641b, 2.6 682 752c 
617 401,674b, 728b, 1098,1121b 686 259b 
618 330a, 544a, 744b, 2.46 686a: 151a, 190a, 204b, 303c, 549, 
620 643a, 1221 562,575,620b, 643b, 752d, 
624 813 849,892,1117a, 2.15 
626 320d 686b: 536 
628 811,4.22,4.34,4.46 686c: 162b, 188a, 472,530a, 646, 
629 2.6 842,882,1018,1024b, 1078 
630 1198c, 1202a, 4.70 686d: 605,617a, 822b, 872 
632 356b, 904b, 1202b, 2.31,3.22, 686e: 290a, 470b, 483b 

4.17 687: 1186e 
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690: 300, 347, 361b, 541a, 544b, 
573b, 803b, 812b, 831,6.6 

693: 290a, 2.50,5.5 
694: 295,440b, 538,1002a 
695: 441b, 554,1227a 
697: 352,516a, 914a 
698: 7,220b, 437a, 563b 
699: 315a 
702: 214a, 216,247,276b, 511b, 

610, 714b, 929b, 956,1086b, 
1216a, 1229b, 5.13 

704: 1019b, 1041,1054b 
706: 192,431a, 603a, 851,854a, 

909b, 1065b, 1099b 
708: 475b, 643c, 815c, 916a, 963, 

1008a, 1051c, 2.34,3.21,4.3 
710: 341 d, 441b, 639a, 646,660 
711: 713,836,970b, 1110,5.18 
712: 803b, 848c, 907b, 951,1018, 

1024a, 1036c, 1104b, 1153, 
2.41 

714: 5.31,6.1 
719: 580 
722: 327a, 602b, 777b 
723: 320c 
724: 266b, 324a, 334,466g, 606, 

902,1083 
725: 187b, 896a, 1054a, 1168a-b 
727: 213,720 
728: 291a, 461a, 536,758a, 910b, 

933a, 1110 
729: 652,929e, 1158a, 5.7 
731: 253 
732: 315a, 329a, 446,802b, 828d, 

852,4.18 
733: 1007d, 2.25 
734: 348,349,461c, 690,717, 

1057a, 1119c, 3.2,5.8 
735: 387,457b, 552, 797b, 900b, 

933b, 973a, 1158a, 2.8 
736: 532a, 721,3.16 
737: 315d 
738: 2.20 
740: 219,673a, 812b, 822b, 1135, 

2.26,4.44 
741: 493b, 658c, 1142a 
744: 221a, 251a, 329b, 422-424, 

530b, 617a, 641a, 1169b 
746: 106b, 199, 608a, 920b, 926c, 

1085a, 1167c 
747: 199,741 

750: 272c-d, 643a, 712b, 941,1096, 
4.40 

752: 325c 
753: 668c 
754: 437a, 618a, 665b, 827b, 

1050b,1099a 
755: 557,561 
757: 519, 628b, 640,913b, 965a, c, 

1003 
759: 206,215,461c, 925,1167b, 

1186d 
760: 457c, 1250a 
762: 571a, 603b, 607 
774: 447c 
776: 8,9b, 444b, 546b, 553,648a, 

1049c, 1126 
777: 463 
778: 11,220a, 251b, 260a, 266a, 

289b, 319a, 320b-c, 444a, 
508b, 519,563a, 591c, 676b, 
758a-b, 1080,1211b, 2.2-3 

779: 308a, 1044a 
781: 341c, 470b, 612b 
782: 361d, 457c, 461 b-c 
812: 200b, 1022,1054b, 1063e, 

1180b, 1202a, 2.6,2.11,3.5, 
3.9 

815: 251a, 328b, 335c, 889b, 967, 
1032,1097b, 1172b, 1173c, 
1206b, 3.7 

816: 291b, 357b, 478d, 616a, 637a, 
651a, 913c, 922a, 976,1198d, 
1202a, 1246a, 2.16,4.23,4.32, 
4.34,5.2 

817b: 292 
818: 603b, 307a, 313b, 680b, 913c, 

930a, 1009b, 1097c, 1150a 
819: 259b 
820: 8, 296, 628b, 658a 
821: 590a 
821a: 255b 
821b: 254a, 262b, 323d 
822: 259-261,270,290b, 1052b 
823: 1186b, 2.34,3.9,4.52 
828: 225a, 469b, 547,1208c 
828c: 2.12 
831: 276c, 311,317a, 356a, 620a, 

629,639d, 671e, 831,835 
835: 625,626,3.22 
838: 614,359a, 625, 634a-b, 812b 
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839 347, 349,441a, 443a, 449, 902 291b 
458a, 540a, 551c, 627b 905 676b, 1147,2.4 

840 928c-d 905c: 279c-d 
841 1170b 905d: 4.1 
843 10,169b, 200b-c, 252,313a, 907 519,644a 

341d, 351,356a, 360b, 402, 909 150a, 431a, 520c, 528b, 548b, 
446,511b, 620a, 639c, 710, 567c, 716,1003b, 2.3,2.39 
803b, 1019b, 1216a, 1228, 911 2.5 
2.40 912 184a 

844 134,358b, 569a, 716,828b, 915 354a, 3.8 
907b, 1024b, 1089,1103b, 916 347,555a, 886a, 922c 
1192c, 1200,1248b, 1253,3.6 920 251b, 443a, 819,4.48 

847 255b, 840 921 317c, 543b, 829b, 924-27,4.13 
848 318,446 924 187a-b, 401b, 820a, 5.19 
849 3.1 926 921 
851 200c 927 317c 
852 198 928 198a 
853 138 929 251b, 486,563a, 666b, 686b, 
854 1097a, 1123 820a, 3.41 
856 296,609a, 4.60,4.65 930 266a, 270c, 276b, 290a, 347, 
857 1123 351,516b 
859 218a-c, 243a, 455d, 466a, 635, 930a: 185b, 573a 

4.25-27 930b: 139,226b, 610,892,1117a, 
860 811,4.6,4.21 1128,1201c 
861 429b, 650,856b, 861 931 185d, 343,346,1198a, 3.26, 
862 294,360c, 362c-d, 483c, 835 4.1 
863 217a, 483b, 496b, 563b, 590b, 934: 202b, 540b, 573b, 574a, 682b, 

825,863a, 914a, 2.1 686e, 692a, 867c, 868b, 871, 
864 668b, 815a, 1005b 913b, 1044a, 2.4,2.35 
865 455b, 495,496a, 1026b, 1186a 936 666b, 832 
867 1106a, 1190 937 1234 
868 528b, 540a 942 308b, 876c, 878b, 976,2.24, 
869 1121b 4.21,5.7 
874 455f, 834 943: 645,975 
876 516b, 617c, 643c, 828a, 2.5 944 277,294,296,308c, 428b, 650, 
877 124c, 195,361a, 483a, 627a, 658a, 828c, 1005b 

920c 945: 1162 
878: 1543,2.10,4.11,4.15 946 1092d 
881 361a, 508b, 569b, 616a, 618c, 947b: 4.75 

682b, 920c, 1057a, 4.68 949 609b 
883 478a 957 485a-b 
887 140 959 427b 
889 259b, 507b, 4.2 963 551a, 666b, 825,897,1095a, 
896 171b, 311,321a, 435b, 448, 1149b, 1201b 

524a, 546b, 587,639a, 686c, 966 1199a 
851,1239a 968 716,1251b 

898: 835,4.58 970 1063e, 1172a, 1209 
900: 204a, 222,442a, 444b, 569a, 971 900c 

570b, 781,862a, 870,1235, 972 642 
2.29 973 317a, 829a, 1005c, 1045, 

901: 4.43,4.52 1073b, 1084a, 1087,5.18 
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974: 470a, 649, 3.36,4.50 
975: 1147,4.28 
977b: 1195a-b, 1212b 
979: 4.27 
982: 260b 
983a: 214b, 356b, 634a 
984: 818b, 987,1211b 
985: 922c, 1028,3.10 
986: 198b, 323b, 346,355,564b, 

674a, 805,808a 
987: 212,225b, 629,1117a 
989: 801c, 804,1193a 
991: 7,174,186b, 193a, 208a, 

289b, 329c, 353b, 361d, 402, 
568a-b, 609b, 834,1202a, 
1232c, 1246b 

992: 5.11 
995: 802a 
996: 289b, 783,864c, 910b, 1132, 

1156,3.20,4.52 
998: 640,900d, 1051a 
999: 179b, 199,353a, 444a, 526b, 

551b, 926c, 1049a, c, 1160a 
1000: 171a, 214a, 467b, 651b, 744c, 

1038a, 1163a, 1167b, 1180b, 
1199b, 1213b, 1226a, 1230b, 
4.65, 6.2 

1001: 658b 
1002: 913b, 1092c, 5.8,6.8 
1003: 6,178a, 304, 640,734a, 820a 
1004: 801a, 1067b (3.40,6.6) 
1004b: 3.9 
1005: 612a, 1118b, 1168c 
1006: 614,713 
1007: 627,801b, c, 910c, 1046,1081, 

1082,1089,5.15 
1009: 200c, 306,1193b, 1210b, 2.41, 

2.51,4.3,4.31,6.1 
1010: 682a, 779a, 950,1235 
1011: 289a, 291c, 360a, 2.29 
1012: 341c, 1169d, 1253 
1013: 261,1155,3.21 
1014: 8 
1017: 658c, 1158a 
1023: 176c 
1024: 714b, 951,1209 
1029b: 467a, 806,809,929d, 1085a 
1030: 226b, 429b, 616b, 714a, 837, 

903,948,1162,1167a, 2.28, 
4.65 

1031: 263,4.29 

1035: 1159 
1038: 1159 
1039: 507b, 828e 
1044: 190a, 496b, 631a, 2.47,5.20 
1046: 217a, 5.17 
1049: 9a, 187c, 223b, 311,400c, 408, 

466h, 493a, 575,633,641b, 
1025,1071a, 1158b, 1239b, 
2.5,2.20,2.23,2.35,2.43, 
3.16,4.2 

1050: 3.23,3.39 
1051: 353b, 355,487b, 546b, 4.9, 

4.65 
1052: 4.39,4.40,4.53 
1054: 9b, 200b, 290b, 291a, 319c, 

354a-b, 530b, 532a, 595,914a, 
916c, 1126-27,3.4 

1055: 1199b 
1056: 442b, 446 
1057: 124c, 200b, 224b, 307b, 446, 

483b, 524b, 632,828d, 874d, 
877a, 881,887,888,1058b, 
2.8,2.24,3.33 

1058: 485b, 1114a 
1060: 168b, 1054a, 1063a, c, 4.55, 

5.18 
1061: 1009a 
1062: 354b, 881,3.31,4.21 
1063: 4.29,4.33 
1063d: 1033 
1064: 277 
1065: 11,174,191b, 277,609a, 

643a, 780a, 803b, 811,856b, 
894b, 900a, 1036c, 1116, 
1125a-b, 1153 

1067: 319a, 919 
1069: 1024a, 3.22 
1070: 10,253,761,802b, 5.9 
1071: 157,536,900c 
1073: 12,1050b 
1074: 1130 
1078: 1132,2.8 
1079: 5.6 
1081: 408 
1084: 2.7 
1086: 828c 
1090: 487a, 520b, 552,648a, 954d, 

1023,1118b, 1167a, 1194a, 
1253,5.3,5.6 

1092: 193b, 352,972c, 973d, 1065a, 
1087,4.62 
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538 Cross-references to additional examples 

1093 2.14 1191 1196b 
1095 1048,3.4 1198 317b, 324b, 448,566a, 628b, 
1097 307a, 334,357a, 358b, 456a, 630,636,648b, 674b, 752a, 

651a, 829a, 978b, 1024b, 815b, 816b, 818b, 889b, 894d, 
1216a, 3.11 901b 

1099 616a 1202 966b, 985a, 3.38 
1101 360b-c, 635 1204 173b, 451,572a, 830 
1102 322,360a, 1043c 1207 335c, 867d, 1009a, 1179, 
1104 825,848b 1183b, 4.21 
1106 780b 1208 451,572a, 830,1204,1211a 
1114 323c, 491a, 523,541c, 2.49, 1210 329c, 5.20 

5.17 1211 1208b, 2.36 
1115 308b, 4.50,4.63 1212 163a, 949,979a 
1116 5.16 1213 653a, d, 4.45 
1117 254a, 311,312a, 629,914b, 1214 1207b 

1058b 1215 2.37 
1118 188b, 520c, 602c 1216 275b, 590b, 699c, 920b, 939, 
1119: 184a, 429b, 592,612b, 651a, 941,1099a, 1109b, 1187,2.40, 

1206b, 2.12,2.14 5.20,6.2 
1120: 174,176c, 208b, 226b, 427b, 1217 297,460 

1024a, 1069a, 1103b-c, 1129 1218 5.4 
1125 224b, 489b 1219 358b 
1126 253 1221 620a-b, 1089,3.9 
1133 1075,3.39,6.8 1224 820b 
1140 332b 1226 262c 
1141 161a 1231 838a, 1105 
1142 276b, 563b, 671d 1232 243b, 279d, 317d, 444a, 482, 
1143 483b, 1179 836,947a, 971a, 1133a, 1165, 
1153 291a 4.60,6.4 
1154 448 1234 828e 
1155 261 1236 951 
1156 213 1238 1120 
1158 294 1239 752d 
1161 530b 1241 724a, 1077a, 1159,2.10,2.12 
1162 5.20 1243 2.50,3.12,4.66,6.2 
1164 171b, 908 1244 525b, 541b, 548b, 947a 
1165 483c, 511b, 545b, 896a, 1054a, 1245 276b, 6.3 

c, 1074a 1250 361a, 1169c 
1166: 171b 1250c: 4.17 
1169: 186a, 190a, 319b, 476,489a, 1251 2.9 

540a, 653c, 1009a, 1086a, 1252: 538 
1088 

1172 184a 
1177 431b, 916b 
1178 618c, 916b, 972c, 973c 
1182 328b, 362d 
1186 307b, 335a-c, 431b, 653b 
1186a: 507c, 516a, 758a, 843b, 970a 
1188: 163a, 752a, 1097b, 1198d, 

2.27,2.30 
1190: 251a 
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Index of Affixes 

-α 1. Imperative (9.3.1.3.) 
2. oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (Β)) 

-A 1. verbal thematic suffix (9.2.) 
2. oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (H)) 
3. Inessive suffix (7.1.2.3.) 

-Aba adverb suffix (8.1.2.2.) 
Ac- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-Adi oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (E)) 
Ag- preverb (10.1.3.) 
AgAl- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-aj 1. Aorist participle (9.3.3.2.) 

2. Elative case (7.1.2.) 
3. Inelative case (7.1.2.3.) 

Ak- preverb (10.1.3.) 
Al- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-Aldi adverb suffix (8.1.2.2.) 
-an adjectival derivational suffix (8.2.1.3.) 
Aq- preverb (10.1.3.) 
AqAl- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-ar 1. plural (7.1.1.1., 7.1.1.4.) 

2. causative (10.1.) 
-Ar plural (7.1.1.3.) 
-Arar plural (7.1.1.8.) 
Aw- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-äj Inelative suffix (front-vowel stems) (7.1.2.3.) 
-ba- adverb interfix (12.1.5.2.) 
-ban nominal derivational suffix (7.3.1.8.) 
bej- adjectival derivational prefix (8.2.2.) 
-bur substantivizer, plural (7.1.1.9., 8.1.1.) 
-ct, -c'i oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (J)) 
-6 negative suffix (9.3.) 
-6i agent noun suffix (7.3.1.4.) 
-U, -l'i oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (J)) 
-da 1. Future (9.3.2.4.) 

2. substantivizer, singular, oblique stem (8.1.1.) 
3. adjectival predicative suffix (8.1.3.1.) 

-dakaz adjectival adverb (8.1.2.1.) 
-daldi Posterior converb (9.3.2.7.) 
-di 1. oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (A)) 

2. Directive case (7.1.2.) 
3. substantivizer, singular (8.1.1.) 
4. Archaic Future (9.10.2.) 
5. temporal adverb suffix (12.1.2.5.) 

-diz adjectival adverb (8.1.2.1.) 
-e —> -A 
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-er 1. —> -Ar 
2. plural (7.1.1.5.) 
3. plural (7.1.1.6.) 

-er —> -Arar 
-edi —> -Adi 
gAl- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-gan nominal derivational suffix (7.3.1.6.) 
gw- preverb (10.3.1.) 
h- preverb (10.3.1.) 
hAl- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-t —> -U 
-i oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (C)) 
-ijar plural (7.1.1.10.) 
-in Hortative (9.3.2.5.) 
-ini —>-Uni 
-ir Past (after negative) (9.3.) 
-iz Infinitive/Imperfective converb (9.3.2.1.) 
-j 1. Past (9.3.) 

2. participle (9.3.) 
3. Optative (9.3.1.2.) 

-ja Archaic Preterit (9.10.1.) 
-jar plural (7.1.1.2.) 
-ji Aorist participle (9.3.3.2.) 
-k Sub localization, Subessive case (7.1.2.) 
-kaj Subelative case (7.1.2.) 
kAk- preverb (10.1.3.) 
-kdi Subdirective case (7.1.2.) 
kw- preverb (10.3.1.) 
-k'a adjectival adverb (8.1.2.2.) 
-I Super localization, Superessive case (7.1.2.4.) 
- la 1. Temporal converb (9.3.4.1.) 

2. causal adverb suffix (12.1.3.) 
-laj Superelative case (7.1.2.4.) 
-lamiS- verbal denominal derivational suffix (10.5.) 
-lAr plural (7.1.1.7.) 
-Ida Hearsay Evidential (9.7.3.) 
-Idi Superdirective case (7.1.2.4.) 
-ler —> -lAr 
•lu adjectival derivational suffix (8.2.1.1.) 
-lux nominal derivational suffix (7.3.1.5.) 
-mir Prohibitive (9.3.2.6.) 
-η 1. Genitive case (7.1.2.) 

2. Hortative (9.3.2.5.) 
3. Masdar (9.3.1.1.) 
4. Periphrasis form (9.3.5.) 

-no 1. Aorist (9.3.3.1.) 
2. Aorist converb (9.3.3.4.) 

-n(a)ma Continuative Perfect (9.3.3.3.) 
-n(a)maz(di) Immediate-Anterior converb (9.3.3.5.) 
-n(a)wa Perfect (9.3.3.3.) 
-ni 1. Interrogative mood (9.3.3.4.) 
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qAq-
.qh 
tpd)-
•qhaj 
-qhan 
-qhdi 
-r 

-ra 

-rA 
•raj 
-rdawaj 
-re 
-ri 
-suz 
tA-
-t'a 
•u 
•U 

•uj 
-un 
-Uni 
-ur 
-Uni 
-w 
-waj 
-wal 

-waldi 
-wdi 
-wi 
•wiläj 
-x-

-xana 
xk-
x(U)-
-z 

-z(a)ma 
-z(a)maz 
-z(a)wa 
-Zi 

2. coordinator, additive focus particle (18.1.1.-2.) 
preverb (10.1.3.) 
Post localization, Postessive case (7.1.2.) 
Repetitive prefix (10.4.1.1.) 
Postelative case (7.1.2.) 
agent noun suffix (7.3.1.3.) 
Postdirective case (7.1.2.) 
1. Aorist participle (9.3.3.2.) 
2. rare Imperative suffix (9.3.1.3.) 
3. Archaic Imperfective participle (9.10.4.) 
1. multiplicative suffix (13.1.6.) 
2. — > -rA 
3. Archaic Preterit (9.10.1.) 
oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (F)) 
Optative (9.3.1.2.) 
Graduative converb (9.3.2.8.) 
—> -rA 
Archaic Imperfective participle (9.10.4.) 
adjectival derivational suffix (8.2.1.1.) 
negative prefix (9.3.5.) 
Conditional mood (9.3.4.3.) 
oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (D)) 
1. oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (I)) 
2. adjectival derivational suffix (8.2.1.2.) 
3. verbal thematic suffix (9.2.) 
Optative (9.3.1.2.) 
Masdar (9.3.1.1.) 
oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (G)) 
archaic Aorist participle suffix (9.3.3.2.) 
—> -Uni 
Ad localization, Adessive case (7.1.2.) 
Adelative case (7.1.2.) 
1. abstract noun suffix (7.3.1.1.) 
2. Purpose/Manner converb (9.3.4.6.) 
Immediate-Anterior converb (9.3.4.2.) 
Addirective case (7.1.2.) 
nominal derivational suffix (7.3.1.2.) 
Causal converb (9.3.4.7.) 
Repetitive infix (10.4.1.3.) 
nominal derivational suffix (7.3.1.7.) 
preverb (10.1.3.) 
Repetitive prefix (10.4.1.2.) 
1. Imperfective converb/Infinitive (9.3.2.1.) 
2. Dative case (7.1.2.) 
3. adjectival adverb (8.1.2.1.) 
Continuative Imperfective (9.3.2.3.) 
Immediate-Anterior converb (9.3.2.9.) 
Imperfective (9.3.2.2.) 
oblique stem (7.1.2.2. (J)) 
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Subject Index 

This subject index to the grammar serves at the same time as index to the 
bibliography. In addition to entries referring to a section of the text or to a 
bibliographical entry, this index contains names of grammatical phenomena 
that do not occur in Lezgian (these are marked with "(-)"). References are to 
section numbers only. Major references are printed in boldface. 

abbreviations p. xix-xx 
absence 16.3.3.4. 
absolute construction (-) 
Absolutive case 7.2.2.1., 15.2., 15.3.1., 

15.4.2.1.-2. 
Absolutive absorption 15.4.2.1. 
abstract nouns 7.3.1.1. 
accompanying circumstance 21.2. 
accusative case (-) 
active voice (-) 
Addirective case 7.2.2.7. 
additive focus particles 13.2.1. 
addition 16.3.3.15. 
additional examples (see index after 

Ch. 27) 
Adelative case 7.2.2.6., 15.3.4., 21.4.4. 
Adessive case 7.2.2.5., 15.3.3. 
adjectival adverbs 8.1.2. 
adjectival inflection 8.1. 
adjectival valence 14.5.1. 
adjective Ch. 8 
adjective phrase 14.4.3., 14.5. 
adjective-to-noun conversion 
adjective-verb-compounds 10.6.3. 
adjuncts 

—in the adjective phrase 14.5.2. 
—clausal adjuncts 16.2.3., 16.3. 

adpositions —> postpositions 
adverbial argument 15.3.14. 
adverbial clauses 21., 22.2., 23.2.3.3. 
adverbial phrases 17.7. 
adverbs 12.1. 

—> adjectival adverbs 
Affective Construction 15.4.1. 

[Alekseev 1975, Sejxov 1986] 
affixes (see preceding index) 
Affricate Assimilation 5.13. 
agent nouns 7.3.1.3., 7.3.1.4. 
agreement 17.2. 

allophonic variation 
—vowels 3.2.2. 
—consonants 3.3.2. 

alphabet 3.1. [haiibegof 1928, 
Kazanfar-Beg 1871, Mamedov 
1911] 

alternative concessive conditional 
clauses 21.8.3. 

alternative questions 23.1.3., 23.3.1.3. 
anaphora 22.1., 8.1.1.1. 
answers 23.1.5., 11.6.3. 
anticausative 10.2. 
antipassive (-) 
Aorist 9.3.3.1., 9.6.3. 
Aorist converb 4.1.2.1., 9.3.3.4., 9.9.4., 

12.1.5.1., 21.1. [Alekseev 1989b] 
Aorist participle 9.3.3.2., 9.10.1. 
Aorist stem 9.1., 9.3.3. 
applicative (-) 
apposition 14.2.2., 14.3. 
approximate numeral expressions 

13.1.8. 
Arabic influence 2.3., 18.1.3. [Gajdarov 

1977a] 
Arabic loanwords 3.2.1.1., 4.2.2.2., 

6.1.2. [Zabitov 1979,1983] 
arbitrary control 20.3.5. 
Archaic Future 9.10.2. 
Archaic Imperfective participle 

9.10.4., 21.4.4. 
Archaic Preterit 9.10.1. 
arguments 15. 

—position 16.2.2. 
—free omission 15.5. 

article 13.1.1. 
aspect —> Imperfective, Aorist, 

Perfect, Future, Periphrastic 
Habitual, Continuative 

auxiliary 10.4.1. 
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Azerbaijani influence —> Turkic 
influence 

beneficiary 7.2.2.4., 12.2.2.4. 
bibliography [Gjul'magomedov & 

Saadiev 1982] 
bilingualism of Lezgian speakers 

2.1.1. 
body part 7.2.2.4. [Alekseev 1986] 
cardinal numerals 13.1.1. 
cases 7.1.2., 7.2.2. [Hjelmslev 1937:38-

49, Mejlanova 1960, 1961, 1987] 
causal adverbs 12.1.3. 
causal clauses 21.5. 
Causal con verb 9.3.4.7., 21.5.2. 
causative 10.1., 20.2.4. [Alekseev & 

Sejxov 1985, Hewitt 1981] 
cause 16.3.3.6. 
census figures 2.1.1. 
citation form 9.9.1. 
classifier (-) 
classifying copular clauses 17.1. 
cleft sentence 19.4., 23.1.2., 23.2.4. 
cliche comparison 24.2.2. 
cognition verbs 20.4., 20.7.1. 
comitative 16.3.3.2. 
comparative clause 21.9.3., 24.1.2. 
comparative construction 13.2.3., 24.1. 
comparison 21.9.3. 
comparison of equality 24.2. 
compensatory lengthening 3.2.1.2. 
complement clauses 20., 22.3., 23.2.3.2. 
complement-taking nouns 20.9. 
complex sentence 19.-21. [GadZiev 

1948,1954b, 1963] 
compound verbs 10.6., 15.4.2. 

[Gjul'magomedov 1980b] 
compound nouns 7.3.2. 
concessive clause 21.8. 
concessive conditional clauses 

21.8.2.-4. 
conditional clause 9.10.2., 9.10.3., 21.7. 
Conditional mood 9.3.4.3., 9.8.5. 
conjunction (part of speech) 

Quzbekov 1988] 
conjunction (conjoining) 18.1. 
conjunction reduction —> 

coreferential omission in 
coordination 

conjunctional adverbs 16.3.5. 
consonants 3.3. Qaraliev 1989, 

Mejlanova 1981, Trubetzkoy 1931] 

—consonant alternations 5.1.-5.4., 
5.8.-10., 5.13. [Job 1977,1981, 
Talibov 1977, Topuria 1974, 
Trubetzkoy 1931] 
—consonant cluster 4.1.2.1., 4.2.1.-2. 
—cooccurrence of consonants 4.3. 

constituent questions —> parametric 
questions 

contact with other languages 2.4. 
Continuative copulas 17.6.6. 
Continuative Imperfective 9.3.2.3., 

9.6.5. 
Continuative Perfect 9.3.3.3., 9.6.5., 

21.4.2. 
contrastive focus 13.4., 19.3.2. 
converbs 9.9.5., 12.2.3., 17.4., 20.6. 

—> Aorist converb, Immediate-
Anterior converbs, Posterior 
converbs, Causal converb, 
Graduative converb, Imperfective 
converb, Purpose/Manner 
converb, Secondary Imperfective 
converbs [Haspelmath fc. b] 

conversion 
—adjective-to-noun conversion 
7.3.3., 8.1.1.2. 
—verb-to-noun conversion 9.9.1. 

coordination Ch. 18 
copredicative adjective 21.2. 
copula 9.5.1., 14.1., 17. 

—> standard copula, local copulas 
copular clauses 17. 
copulative compounds 7.3.2. 
coreference Ch. 22 
coreferential omission 16.1.2., 22.2.-3. 

—in coordination 18.3.2. 
correlative comparative clause 

24.1.3.2. 
correlative relative clause 19.2. 
counterfactual 9.6.2., 9.7.2., 21.7.2. 
counterfactual comparison 13.5.2. 
Daghestanian languages [GiginejSvili 

1977, Kibrik & Kodzasov 1988-90] 
Dative 7.2.2.4., 14.5.1.1., 15.3.2., 15.4.1. 
declension [Gajdarov 1987b] 
deep ergativity 18.3.2. [Haspelmath 

1991] 
defective verbs 9.5.1.-2. 
definite article (-) 
degree adverbs 12.1.4., 24.1.3.1. 
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degree consecutive construction 
13.5.1., 13.5.2. 

deictic situation 
deliberative questions 9.8.3., 9.8.4., 

23.7. 
demonstrative pronouns/ 

determiners 11.3., 11.4., 14.4.3. 
[Sejxov 1983c] 

denominal verbs 10.5.-6. 
deobjective (-) 
derivational morphology 

—adjectival 8.2. 
—nominal 7.3. 
—verbal Ch. 10 

desiderative (-) 
determiner 11.3.-11.7. 
dialects 2.2., 3.3.1. [Gajdarov 1963b, 

Mejlanova 1964, Ramaldanov 
1987] 
—Anyx dialect [Gad2iev 1957a] 
—Axceh dialect [Gajdarov 1961, 
—Genko 1926, Topuria 1959] 
—DZaba dialect [Ganieva 1972a, b, 
1980,1981,1983,1985] 
—Fij dialect [AbdulZamalov 1965] 
—Gilijar dialect [Mejlanova 1958] 
—Güne dialect [Mejlanova 1957, 
1959,1970, Topuria 1959] 

—Kutkaäen dialect 
[Gjul'magomedov 1966, 1967,1968] 

—Quba dialect [GadZiev 1955b, 
Genko 1929, Kubatov 1973,1977, 
Mejlanova 1981] 

dictionary 
—Russian-Lezgian [GadZiev 1940b, 
1950,1955a] 
—Lezgian-Russian [Talibov & 
GadSiev 1966] 
—> orthography 
—> homonyms 
—> synonyms 

different-subject adjectives 14.5.4. 
digraphs 3.1. 
diminutive (-) 
direction 7.2.2.4. 
direct object 16.1., 20.5.1. 
direct speech 20.1., 20.5.1. 
Directive cases [Mejlanova 1961] 
discontinuous constituents 16.2.4. 
discourse particles 13.3., 23.5. 
disjunction 18.2. 

Dissimilatory loss of /r/ 5.14. 
distal demonstrative 11.4. 
distributive numerals 13.1.7. 
dual (-) 
dummy subject (-) 
echo compounds 7.3.4. 
echo questions 23.4. 
emotional complement-taking 

predicates 20.5.3. 
emphatic reflexive pronouns 11.2. 
epistemic sentence adverbials 

16.3.4.1., 21.9.1. 
equative construction 24.2. 
Ergative case 7.2.2.2., 15.2. [Mejlanova 

1954a, Topuria 1967a, 1984] 
ergativity [Haspelmath 1991, Job 1985, 

Kibrik 1980a, b, Mel'iuk 1981, 
1988a] 
—> deep ergativity 

ethnography [AgaSirinova 1978, 
Ixilov 1967] 

ethnonym "Lezgian" 2.1.4. [Lazarev 2-
oj 1849] 

ethnonyms 8.1.4. 
evaluative complement-taking 

predicates 20.7.4. 
evidential 9.7.3. 
excessive degree 24.3. 
exclamation 13.3.7., 23.6. 
exclusive/inclusive lpl (-) 
exclusion 16.3.3.14. 
existential sentence 14.2.3. 
experiential verbs 15.4.1. 
extraction constructions (-) 
extraposition 20.1., 20.7. 
factitive verbs 10.6.3. 
factive complement clause 20.3.6., 

20.4. 
feminine gender (-) 
fientive verbs 10.6.3. 
final clause—> purpose clause 
finite verb forms 9.3. 
focus particles 13.2., 18.1.2., 19.3.2. 
focusing 9.3.5., 13.4., 19.3.2., 23.1.2., 

23.2.4. [Xajdakov 1986] 
folklore [Dalgat 1962, A. GadZiev 1941, 

G. Gadiiev 1984, Lionidze & 
Sultanov 1892] 

fractions 13.1.4. 
free-choice indefinite pronouns 

11.6.2. 
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free omission of arguments 15.5. 
free relative clause 11.7.2., 19.1.2. 
Future 9.3.2.4., 9.6.2. 
future time reference 9.6.2., 9.7.2. 
geminates —> non-aspirated stops 
gender (-) [Gadiiev 1958, Mejlanova 

1962] 
genetic affiliation 1.1. 
Genitive 

—functions 7.2.2.3. 
—reduced Genitive 7.1.2.5. 
—Genitive argument 15.3.15. 
—Genitive noun phrase 14.4.1., 
17.2., 17.8. 
—predicative Genitive NP 7.2.2.3., 
17.2. 

gerund —> converb, Masdar 
given information 16.2.2. 
Graduative converb 9.3.2.8., 21.4.4. 
grammar [Alq'adarskij 1939-41, M. 

Gadiiev 1940a, 1955a, 1957b, 
HaSibegov 1934, Mejlanova 1967, 
Schiefner 1873, Uslar 1896, Zirkov 
1941] 

grammatical relations 16.1. 
grammatical terminology 1.3.3. 
grammaticization 9.7.3., 12.2., 22.3. 
habitual situation 9.6.1., 9.6.2., 9.7.1. 
headless relative clause 19.1.2. 
Hearsay Evidential 9.7.3. 
heavy shift 16.2.2., 20.1. 
High Vowel Loss 5.6. 
historical-comparative grammar 

[Alekseev 1985,1989a] 
historical-comparative phonology 

[Giginejgvili 1977, Talibov 1980] 
history 2.1.3. 
homographs 3.1. 
homonymy [Gajdarov & Mirzoev 

1981, Osmanova 1962a, b] 
honorific (-) 
Hortative 9.3.2.5., 9.8.3., 13.3.9., 23.7. 
identifying copular clauses 17.1. 
ideophones 10.6.2. 
Immediate-Anterior converbs 9.3.2.9. 

9.3.3.5., 9.3.4.2., 21.4.3. 
Imperative 5.4., 9.3.1.3., 9.8.1., 13.3.1., 

13.3.3.-4., 13.3.8.-9., 15.6.2. 
[Mejlanova 1954b, Talibov 1986, 
Topuria 1967b] 

imperfect —> Past, Imperfective 

Imperfective 4.1.2.1., 9.3.2.2., 9.6.1. 
Imperfective converb 4.1.2.1., 8.1.2.1., 

9.3.2.1., 9.9.3., 21.2. 
Imperfective Continuative 9.3.2.3. 
inalienable possession 19.1.1. 
inceptive (-) 
inclusive numerals 13.1.5. 
indefinite article 13.1.1. 
indefinite pronouns 11.3., 11.6. 
indicative verb forms 9.3., 9.7. 
indirect object 15.3.2.2. 
indirect questions 19.2., 23.3. 
indirect speech 20.1., 20.5.1. 
In localization 7.1.2.3. 
Inelative case 3.2.1.1., 7.2.2.18., 13.1.4., 

15.3.13. 
Inessive case 7.2.2.17., 15.3.12. 

[Topuria 1967a] 
Infinitive 9.3.2.1., 9.7.1., 9.9.3., 20.2., 

21.6.2. [Sejxov 1989] 
inflectional morphology 7.1-2., 8.1., 

Ch. 9 
information structure 16.2.2. 
instrument 7.2.2.2., 7.2.2.7., 7.2.2.16., 

16.3.3.3., 21.2. 
interjection 6.1.2., 13.6. 
Interrogative mood 9.3.4.4., 9.8.6. 
interrogative pronouns 11.3., 11.5. 
intonation 23.1.1. [Gjul'magomedov 

1981] 
intransitive verb 15.2. [Sejxov 1983a] 
inversion of the verb 16.2.1. 
Involuntary Agent Construction 

7.2.2.6., 15.6.3. 
Iranian loanwords —> Persian 

loanwords 
irrealis complement clauses 20.2.1.-2. 
irregular nouns 7.1.4. 
irregular verbs 9.5. 
juxtaposition 18.1.4. 
kinship term 14.3. 
labialized obstruents 3.1., 3.2.2.1., 

3.3.2.1., 4.1.1., 4.5., 4.6., 5.7.-8. 
[Talibov 1972, Gjul'magomedov 
1974] 

Labial Obstruent-Vowel Harmony 
4.5., 5.9. 

labile verbs 15.6. [Haspelmath 1991, 
Mejlanova & Talibov 1977, Sejxov 
1987] 

language contact 2.4. 
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lengthening, compensatory 3.2.1.2. nominalization —> Masdar, 
lexicalization 9.9.1., 9.9.2. participle 
literature, Lezgian [Agaev 1969, non-aspirated stops [Gajdarov 1957b, 

Dalgat 1962, Ganieva 1976, Gaäarov Mejlanova & Talibov 1987] 
1975,1983, Musaev 1986, Vagabova non-finite verb forms 9.3. 
1970] 

loanwords 4.2.2.2., 7.1.1.4. 
[Vinogradova 1982] 
—> Arabic, Russian, Turkic 

localizations 7.1.2.1., 10.3.2. 
location 7.2.2.17. 
local copulas 9.5.1., 17.6. 
long-distance reflexives 22.4.2. 
Loss of /κ/ 5.12. 
malefactive 7.2.2.4. 
manipulative verbs 20.3.2. 
manner 7.2.2.7., 7.2.2.16., 11.3., 

16.3.3.5., 21.2. 
masculine gender (-) 
Masdar 9.3.1.1., 9.9.1., 20.3., 20.9. 

[Sejxov 1989] 
Masdar stem 9.1., 9.3.1. 
mass noun 7.2.1. 
Metathesis of Labialization 5.8. 

non-indicative verb forms 9.3., 9.8. 
non-restrictive relative clauses 19.1.3. 
non-specific free relative clauses 

19.1.2., 19.2. 
non-standard valence patterns 15.4. 
noun incorporation (-) 
noun morphology Ch. 7 
noun class (-) 
noun phrase 14.1.-4., 20.9. 
number [Gajdarov 1985, 

Gjul'magomedov 1985b, 
Mejlanova 1985a, Sejxov 1988, 
Zagirov 1985] 
—> paucal 
—> plural 
—> singular 

numeral classifier (-) 
numerals 13.1., 14.4.3. [Saumjan 1938] 
object —> direct object 

modal complement-taking predicates object control 20.2.4. 
20.3.1. 

mood —> Imperative, Hortative, 
Optative, Conditional, 
Interrogative 

morpheme-by-morpheme glosses 
1.3.5. 

oblique stem 7.1.2.2. 
omission of NPs 

—free omission 15.5. 
—«»referential omission 16.1.2., 
18.3.2., 22.2.-3. 

Optative 9.3.1.2., 9.8.4. 
morphology Ch. 7-13 [Gajdarov 1987a] ordinal numerals 13.1.3. 
morphophonemic alternations 

—> vowel harmony 
—> consonant alternations 

movement rules (-) 
multiple questions 23.2.5., 23.3.1.2. 
multiplicative adverbial 24.1.3.1. 
multiplicative numerals 13.1.6. 
Nakho-Daghestanian 1.1. 
narrative tense 9.6.3. 
nasal assimilation 3.3.2.5. 
nasalization of vowels 3.3.2.4. 
nationality words 8.1.4. 
negated disjunction 18.2.4. 
negation 9.3.2.6., 9.3.5., 11.6.3., 13.4., 

15.6.1., 18.2.4., 19.3.2. 
negative indefinite pronouns 11.6.3. 
Neutralization of Obstruent 

Labialization 4.6. 
nominal Masdar 9.9.1., 10.6.2. 

orthoepic norm 3.3.1. 
orthography 3.1., 3.2.1.1., 3.2.2.2., 4.1.1. 

[Gadiiev & Alkadarskij 1938, 
Gadiiev 1941, Haiiev & Hajdarov 
& Mejlanova 1964, he2ibegen 1931] 

palatalization of obstruents 4.1.1. 
paradigms 

—noun inflection 7.1.5. 
—verb inflection 9.4. 

parametric concessive conditional 
clauses 21.8.4., 19.2. 

parametric questions 23.2. 
participle 9.9.2., 9.3., 19.1. [Mejlanova 

1989] 
—> Aorist participle 
—> Archaic Imperfective participle 

particle 13.2.-5. [Juzbekov 1988] 
partitive phrase 14.2.2. 
passive (-) 
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passive equivalent 15.5., 16.2.2. 
Past 9.6.6. 
patient 15.1. 
paucal 7.1.2.5. [Talibov 1985] 
Perfect 4.1.2.1., 9.3.3.3., 9.6.4. 
perfective event 9.6.3. 
performative situation 9.6.1. 
Periphrasis forms 9.3.5., 10.2., 10.4., 

18.1.1.-2. 
Periphrastic Future 9.7.2. 
Periphrastic Habitual 9.7.1. 
Persian loanwords 2.4. [Mejlanova & 

Talibov 1973, Saadiev 1977] 
Persian influence 20.7. 
personal names 
personal pronouns 11.1., 13.1.2., 22.1. 
pharyngealization 3.2.1.1. [Kodzasov 

1986] 
phasal verbs 20.3.3. 
phonological alternations 5. 
phonology Ch. 3-6 [Gajdarov 1959, 

Gjul'magomedov 1981, 1985a, 
Hajdarov 1982, Jaraliev 1983, 1989, 
Job 1977,1981, Kodzasov 1986, 
Kibrik & Kodzasov 1990, Sejxov 
1981, Talibov 1980] 

phonotactics Ch. 4 
phrase [Osmanova 1970] 
phraseology [Gjul'magomedov 1971, 

1973,1975,1977a, b, 1978,1980a, 
1981,1982a, 1985b, 1990, 
Ramaldanov 1984, 1987] 

place names 7.2.1., 7.2.2.14., 14.3. 
[Gajdarov 1963] 

plural 4.1.2.2., 7.1.1., 7.2.1., 13.1.1. 
pluralia tantum 7.2.1. [Zagirov 1985] 
poetry [Ganieva 1976, GaSarov 1975] 
polar concessive conditional clauses 

21.8.2. 
polar questions 23.1., 23.3.1.1. 
polite address 11.1. 
polysemy [Osmanova 1962a] 
possession 7.2.2.3., 7.2.2.4., 7.2.2.8. 
Postdirective case 7.2.2.10. 
Postelative case 7.2.2.9., 15.3.6. 
Posterior converbs 9.3.2.7., 21.4.2., 

24.1.2. 
Postessive case 7.2.2.8., 14.5.1.2., 15.3.5. 
Post-obstruent Aspirated 

Deaspiration 5.3. 

postpositions 10.3.2., 12.2. [Mejlanova 
1983b, Juzbekov 1988] 

Post-tonic Vowel syncope 4.1.2. 
predicate nominal 7.2.2.1., 17.1.-2. 
predicative-only adjectives 14.5.3. 
predicative substantivized participle 

19.3. 
predicative suffixes on adjectives 

8.1.3. [Ramaldanov 1980] 
Pre-ejective Ejective Aspiration 5.1. 
prefix [Jaraliev 1983] 
Pre-obstruent Unaspirated Aspiration 

5.4. 
prepositions (-) (—> postpositions) 
preruptive stops —> non-aspirated 

stops 
Pretonic High Vowel Syncope 4.1.1., 

9.2.6. 
preverbs 10.3., 10.4.1. [Sejxov 1981, 

Talibov 1958, Topuria 1983] 
price expressions 16.3.3.12. 
pro-drop —> pronoun-dropping 
progressive 9.6.1. 
Prohibitive 9.3.2.6., 9.8.2. 
pronouns Ch. 11 [Mejlanova 1983a] 

—> personal, interrogative, 
indefinite, demonstrative 
pronouns 

pronoun dropping 22.1. 
proper name 14.3. 
proverbs 9.6.2., 17.1. 
purpose clauses 21.6., 24.3. 
Purpose/Manner converb 9.3.4.6., 

9.7.3., 21.6.3., 21.9. 
quantifier 11.7.1.-2., 14.2. 
quantifier float 11.7.1.-2., 14.2.3. 
question particles 23.5. 
questions 16.2.1., Ch. 23 
realis complement clauses 20.2.3. 
recipient 7.2.2.4. 
reciprocalization 22.5. 
reduced awM/i-compounds 10.6.1. 
reduplication 7.3.4., 9.3.1.3., 10.6.2., 

13.1.7. 
reflexive pronouns 11.2., 22.4. 
reflexivization 22.4. 
relational adjective 7.2.2.3., 8.2.1.3. 
relative clause 14.4.2., 19., 23.2.3.1. 

—> free relative clause 
relative pronouns (-) 
remote past 9.6.3. 
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Repetitive 10.4. 
restrictive focus particles 13.2.2. 
resultative 9.6.4., 21.1., 21.3.1. 
resumptive pronoun 19.1.1., 22.4.2. 
role-dominated language 15.2. 
Russian influence 2.4., 11.1., 21.2., 

21.5.4. [Gjul'magomedov 1985c] 
Russian loanwords 6.1.2., 10.6.2., 

13.1.1. [Sejxov 1981] 
—transliteration 3.1. 
—plural 7.1.1.10. 

scalar quantifiers 14.2.1. 
scope of modality 21.1. 
scope of negation 13.4., 15.6.1. 
Secondary Imperfective converb 

8.1.3.1., 9.3.4.5., 21.3. 
semantic roles 15.1. 
sentence adverbials 16.3.4. 

[Mejlanova 1986] 
sequence of tenses (-) 
simple sentence [GadZiev 1948,1954a] 
singular 7.1., 13.1.1. 
source 16.3.3.11. 
sources of example sentences 1.3.4. 
spatial adverbials 16.3.1. 
spatial adverbs 12.1.1., 12.2.1. 
spatial nouns 12.2.2. 
specialized converbs 9.9.5. 
specific free relative clauses 19.1.2. 
specific indefinite pronouns 11.6.3. 
spelling —> orthography 
stacked relative clauses 14.4.2. 
stage directions 9.6.2. 
standard copula 9.5.1. 
standard Lezgian 2.3. 
standard of comparison 19.1.1., 23.2.1., 

24.1. 
standard valence patterns 15.3. 
status of Lezgian 2.3. 
stimulus of emotions 7.2.2.9., 7.2.2.12. 
stress Ch. 6 [2irkov 1940] 
stress-attracting suffix 6.2.1. 
stress-neutral suffix 6.2.2. 
strong verbs 9.1., 9.2. 
structure of the grammar 1.3.2. 
Subdirective case 7.2.2.13. 
Subelative case 7.2.2.12., 14.5.1.3., 

15.3.8. 
Subessive case 7.2.2.11., 15.3.7. 
subject 16.1., 22.2. [Haspelmath 1991, 

Mel'iuk 1981,1988a] 

—subject control 20.2.1.-3. 
subjectless copular clauses 17.3. 
subjunctive (-) 
subordinate clauses 19.-21. [GadZiev 

1956b, Gjul'magomedov 1989] 
substantivization 8.1.1., 13.1.2. 

—substantivized participle 19.1.2., 
19.3., 20.4., 21.4.5. 
—substantivized adjective 17.2. 

Super localization 7.1.2.4. 
Superdirective case 7.2.2.16., 13.1.8., 

15.3.11. 
Superelative case 7.2.2.15., 14.5.1.5., 

15.3.10., 21.4.5., 24.1.1. 
Superessive case 7.2.2.14., 14.5.1.4., 

15.3.9. 
superlative degree 24.1.4. 
suppletion in: 

—verbal stem formation 9.2.7. 
—interrogative pronouns 11.5.1.-2. 
—indefinite pronouns 11.6.4. 
—Imperative 9.3.1.3. 
—nominal stem formation/plural 
formation 7.1.4. 

surnames 14.3. 
syllable structure 4.2. 
syncope —> vowel syncope 
synonyms [Gjul'magomedov 1982b] 
syntax Ch. 14-24 
switch-reference with 'wanf 16.1.3., 

20.6.1. 
tag questions 23.1.4. 
temporal adverbials 16.3.2. 
temporal adverbs 12.1.2. 
temporal clauses 21.4. 
Temporal converb 9.3.4.1., 16.3.4.5., 

21.4.1. 
tense —> Past, Future [Haspelmath fc. 

b] 
terminology [Alikberov 1940, 

Gadiibekov 1932, Gadiibekov et al. 
1932, HeZibegov 1932, Mejlanov 
1932, Ramaldanov 1982] 
—> grammatical terminology 

textbooks [Alkadarskij 1932,1934, 
Kazanfar-Beg 1871] 

texts 25. 
thematic vowel 9.1. 
time 

—point of time 7.2.2.4., 7.2.2.17. 
timeless situation 19.3.1. 
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tone (-) 
topic of speech/thought 7.2.2.12., 

12.2.4.2. 
toponymies —> place names 
transitive verbs 15.2. [Sejxov 1980] 
transliteration 3.1. 
typology [Alekseev 1980] 
Turkic influence 2.4., 18.1.3., 20.7, 

21.4.3. [Gajdarov 1972, 
Gjul'magomedov 1973, Kubatov 
1971, Saadiev 1957a] 

Turkic loanwords 4.5., 6.1.1., 8.2.1.1. 
[Aslanov 1977, Kubatov 1973,1977, 
Saadiev 1957b, DZidalaev 1990] 

universal quantifiers 11.7.1.-2., 13.1.5. 
Unstressed Vowel Heightening 5.3., 

5.11. 
user's guide to this grammar 1.3. 
uvular consonats 3.2.2.1. 
valence 

—verbal valence Ch. 15 
—adjectival valence 14.5.1. 

valence patterns 15.1.-4. [Sejxov 1982, 
1983b, Topuria 1983] 

verb [Moor 1984,1985, Topuria 1959] 
—inflection 9. 
—derivation 10. 
—position 16.2.1. 
—stem formation 9.2. 

verbal noun —> Masdar 
vocative 7.2.2.1., 13.5.6. [Mejlanova 

1986] 
vocabularies Ch. 26-27 
vowels 3.2. 

—inventory 3.2.1. [Talibov 1988] 
—long vowels 3.2.1.2. 

vowel harmony 4.4., 5.5. [Gajdarov 
1957a] 
—Labial Vowel Harmony 4.4.2. 
—Palatal Vowel Harmony 4.4.1. 

vowel syncope 3.1., 4.1., 5.6. 
—Pretonic High Vowel Syncope 
4.1.1., 5.5. 
—Posttonic Vowel Syncope 4.1.2. 

weak verbs 9.1. 
weather situations 15.2. 
wh-questions - > parametric 

questions 
Word-final Ejective Aspiration 5.9. 
Word-final Ejective Voicing 5.3. 
Word-final Unaspirated Voicing 5.2. 

word formation [Gajdarov 1966, 1988] 
—> derivational morphology 

word order 
—in the noun phrase 14.4. 
—at the clause level 16.2. 

word stress Ch. 6 
writing system —> alphabet 
yes-no questions - > polar questions 
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The Collected Works of 
Edward Sapir 
The Collected Works contain the published and unpublished works 
of Edward Sapir, a leading linguist and anthropologist of this century. 

Volume VII · Wishram Texts and Ethnography 
Edited by William Bright 
1990.17 χ 24 cm. 518 pages. Cloth. 
ISBN 311 012328 2 

Sapir's first field work, carried out in 1905 while he was still a student, 
was with the Wishram, a Chinookan group of Washington State. 
Accordingly, as the first of the monographic volumes in the Collected 
Works, the present Volume VII contains the two major publications 
which resulted from that field work, Wishram Texts of1909 and Wish-
ram Ethnography, co-authored with Leslie Spier and published in 
1930. A retranscription and reinterpretation by Dell Hymes of the first 
narrative in the Wishram Texts is published here for the first time. 

The incomplete index which was published with Sapir's and 
Spier's Wishram Ethnography has been replaced by a newly pre-
pared index which covers the entire contents of the present volume. 

Volume Vm · Takelma Texts and Grammar 
Edited by Victor Golla 
1990.17x24 cm. 606 pages. Cloth. 
ISBN 311012329 0 

This volume contains Sapir's two major publications on Takelma, 
which show his record of the language and culture of this now extinct 
southern Oregon group to be extraordinarily comprehensive. In addi-
tion, a reinterpretation by Dell Hymes of the first narrative in Takelma 
Texts appears here for the first time. 

Before Sapir's work, the Takelmas were among the most poorly 
documented Indian groups of the American West. Second only to his 
monumental grammar, texts, and dictionary of Southern Paiute 
(Volume X), Sapir's publications on Takelma, a language belonging to 
no clearly defined subgroup within Penutian, constitute his most 
comprehensive descriptive treatment of a language. 

mouton de gruyter 
Berlin · New York 
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